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MEET THE MTI FAMILY OF
LOW COST COMPUTERS

CPM
WINCHESTER
HARD DISK

• 80 x 24 DISPLAY
• 4 Mhz
OPERATION

• 90 DAY WARRANTY
• LOCAL DEALER SERVICE
• MODEL III COMPATIBILITY

• CPM OPTION
• GREATER DISK STORAGE
• 4 Mhz OPTION

MOD III PLUS/140
We have taken the basic 16K

Model III expanded the memory
to 48K and added our MTI Double
Density. Dual Disk Drive System
System is fully compatible with

Radio Shack DOS and peripherals

MOD 111/240

Same as the MOD III PLUS/140
but has double storage capacity,

and 2 dual headed 40 track

drives.

MOD HI/280
Has 1.5 megabytes of storage
and utilizes 2 dual headed 80
track double density disk drives

with DOS plus 3.3.

S1998. $2449.

CPM/80 x 24 Display $699.

$2799.

MOD lll/WINCHESTER
Our largest business computer
system. 5.7 megabytes of

storage. Includes a 5 megabyte
Winchester hard disk drive and
80 track dual head disk drive

used as back up and for con-
ventional floppy disk operation.

$5399.

4 Mhz Speed-up enhancement $149.

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS
Phoenix. AZ (602) 244-9739
Sierra Vista. AZ (602) 458-2479
Tempe. AZ (602) 839-0546
Tucson, AZ (602) 323-9391
Anaheim. CA (714) 773-0240
Covina. CA (213) 332-4088
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E5k
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San Diego. CA .

San Jose, CA
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Vallejo. CA
Walnut. CA
Groton. CT .

Hollywood, FL

(213) 886-9200 Norcross. GA (404) 449-8982

(805) 985-2329 Blackfoot, ID (208) 785-1497

(213) 370-5556 Collinsville. IL . . . . (618) 345-5068
(714)275-4243 Shreveport, LA ... (318)865-7583
(408) 946-1265 Anoka, MN (612) 427-5783
(408) 427-0836 Joplin, MO (417) 781-1748

(707) 694-7550 Missoula, MT (406) 549-9715
(714) 594-8311 Raleigh. NC (919) 755-1175

(203) 445-5166 Grand Fords. ND . . (701) 772-7848

(305) 981-1011 Jericho. NY (516) 997-8668

Manhasset. NY . . . (516) 869-8335
Troy. NY (518) 273-8411

Maumee, OH (419) 893-4288
Dallas.TX (214) 247-6679
Cheyenne. WY . . . . (307) 632-9132
Mexicali. BC (714) 357-4717

OVERSEAS
Australia 3877-6946
Belgium 1663-2452
Rep. of South Africa . . 2145-1047

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC.
3304 W. MACARTHUR, SANTA ANA, CA 92704
(714) 979-9923 • TELEX 6780401 TABIRIN

Call or write for free brochure:

U.S. PRICES, FOB. SANTA ANA
CALIFORNIA AND MAY VARY BY AREA.
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Percom's DOUBLER IT tolerates wide variations in media, drives
CJARLANP. TEXAS — May 22, 1981 —
Harold Mauds, president of Percom Data

Company. announced here today thai .in im-

i
:tiion of the Company i iimovi

DOl I
B tdapter, a double><lenticy plug-in

module lor TRS-XC* Miidel I computers i»

ikjw available.

Reflect in>*de>tnn refinement! bared on both

theoretical analyrei in fl Id resting! the

DOUBLER II", v> named, permirs even it. ii

er tolerance in variations among media and

drives than the prevm i .1

Like the original DOUBLER, the DOU-
BLER II plutf* mi the drive controllei K

tec of* a TkS-80 Modal 1 Expansion inter*

face md petreiti a user to run either tangle- oi

doublc-dcnsirv . -l< m ni Model I.

VI i

' i!UI inatalled, over i
i

timet mora formatted dan as much m ln4

Kbytes — can be Nowd an one ->i.
:

i

IiKn diskette rJ be start sns;aitan<

dard rarwhj M«>del I rl< m.

Moreover, 1 1\>UBLER II equips i Model I

with the hardware required to nin Model 111

dislcecti

(Ed. Note: Sec ' ! 3 B • I • ns rhc TRS-
80* software compatibilii r gap' where on
thisr. i I

The critical clock-data repai itao cl ruitry

of the DOUBLER II is a proprietary design

called a ROM-progranwu .' .'•AHed phaseJot k

hop data teparai •

According no Mauch. this design i» more
tolerant of difference-

i
I teto iskette

anddrlvetodrive, an I provide bnmuntt)

,
i mance degradation au I

•• crVi m
component aging,

Percom DOUBLER II

Mauch said "A DOUBLER II will operate

)ust.i-nl ibl« two yean after it is Installed as It

will two day* after inn illati r.

The digital phue-lodi loop also eflmftsu

them I fo, trimmer adjustments typical oj

analog phase '• ' loop ircttin

"You plug m i Percom IXX_"BLER 11 and
then torfiet it, " he said.

The DOUBLER II nho features a refined

Write Precompensation circuit that more
effectivclv minlmirei the pheno nena -i bit-

and peak-shifting, a reliabuity-impairing cha

magnetic data recording

The DOUBLER II. II. i

•

compatible with th( pn i DO I R, is

supplied with »B OS", a TRSDO
compatible di.-k operating >wcm.
The I

• i
I i:

. ,1 ! r$rh«$5. mcl

in* the DBLDOS di-.kcttc.^/k||
J
a)/

Circuit misapplication causes diskette read, format problems.

High resolution key to reliable data separation
.AND, TEXAS • Tin Percon

•
• I'

' docs vei> m-ll for the Ri

Shack TRS-80' MtaJel I computer what the

i .1, diok oontrolle oes poorly a eat: rei

litis leparates cl i sign urin

disk-re ,
i ions.

UnreliabV ita ratioi m I

I
i rri/icatwn failures and repeated read

tetric-.

URCkRROR-TRACKLOUKLDOl T
Tlieii bl 1

1
:i sevei n hlgtwuimbct

(high-density) Inner file n i

ported earlier , the cl i repara-

tion problrm i i • i ' r\ i. 1 1 to misap-

plication "I tin ii • i
i

- the 1771
drive controller IC u*.-d in the Model I

The Percom Separator «uh%tittite% hi
'

resolution diwi al dac- icpai i in

which operates at lo megahertz, for the low<

resolution one-megaherti circuit of the I m iy

I

i • i lli i pi rate ;ii lowei

I • icies tut example, two- oi lout

megahertz- were I undbvPen m to provide

onh marginally unproved peribrraai

the original Tandy cm i

The Perciim solute in i*. a iimple adapter that

plugs Into thedrivecontrollerorthe Expansion
n •

' El).

\ur a kit — tome vendoi Uj n un-

tested separattM kit «« resisi , K • ando
para| hsrnalia that may he installed by mtxl-

if\m>: t!ic computer the Pero i

Si PARA"rORlsaruUyauembled,rulli retti

p i module.

InstallatUm involves rocrel) plugging the

SEPARATOR into the Model I EI d
miller chip socket, and ph'SH'nj: the controller

i hip into ket on the SI PARA! - R

i SI PARATOR, which sclh tot only

5,i iy be purchased fromauxhori dl

com retailer* or ordered directly from the lac-

I he factor*, toll-free order number Ii

1 80ur>27 1222.

Ed note: Opening the TRS-flO Expansion In-

. in . i
.

• i the ranch limited l

warranty ^ •

Owner* original Dl (JBLERs mar) p
chasea DOUBI I

.'•. II up •' w -i without die

disk controllei IC, foi (30.00 Proof of pur-

chase of .in original DOUBLER i* required,

and each DOUBLER on net may purchase only

one 1XXBLER II at the 130.00 price

The Percom DO ILER II ia readable from

audi i sd Pen su retailers, or may he ordered

direct from the re ory I
h r ran to , I '.-free

order number i» 1-800-527-1222.

Ed. note: Openini: the TRS-5C Expansion In-

terface mas, void nSc Tandy limited 90-day

warranty ._«

All that gbttsn k DOl >^ld

OS-80 Brid«inji the TRS-80"
software compatibility gap
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I

-..
I I I. ,
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1
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i Model III ) -
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Videotext for the Masses 60
by Michael Nadeau
When computer executives talk about the

"Information Revolution," they may be stir-

ring the ashes of Uncle Karl without really

knowing it.

Terminal Case 66
by G. Bert Latamore
The Canadians have adopted the European
approach to videotext—an approach that

doesn't always take into account the wants
of the proletariat.
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80A Little Pascal, Part II

by Margaret M. Grothman
Readers slightly blue from holding their

breath waiting for the followup to Ms.

Grothman's first piece may at last inhale.

Get the Business 92
For those of you who read our November
business issue and thirsted for more, im-

bibe: Dan Keen and Dave Dischert intro-

duce you to Cobol and explain spanning

disks on the Model II; Edwin Dethlefsen

shows you how your pocket computer can

become an investment portfolio; John D.

Eaton (*) helps you track the rising cost of

materials; Jerry Rutledge (*) makes tabu-

lating survey results easy; and Steven M.

Zimmerman and Leo M. Conrad (*) write

about manipulating loans.

Buyer's Guide to Disk Drives 1 79
For those of you frustrated by CLOADing for

the last time, a potpourri of disk drives from

the mini-floppy to Winchester technology.

APPLICATIONS
174 No More 90-Pound Weakling Charles Atlas in your Pocket Computer.

Guerri F. Stevens

308 If This is Tuesday, It Must be. . . Happy Birthday from your Pocket Computer.
Walter J. Atkins

GAME
265 Martian Missile Attack No city on earth is safe! Charles E. Gillen

302 Micro Puzzle Box A venerable game in a new box. David Moews



GENERAL
140 The Ultimate Parts Manager For Model T fanatics only. Bruce W. McCalley

HARDWARE
172 Do- It-Yourself Disks Install Model III internal drives. James S. Schaeffer

244 Digital Doodles Build a low cost plotter. Alan Stehmer

288 Those CLOAD Blues How to end them. Don Hartjes

294 Double Your Density Without Model I hassles. Allen J. Domuret

316 Model I, Meet Model III Make them kissing kin. Mike Barrow and Jim Brydges

INTERFACE
318 The Straight Shooter El Cheapo light pen. Thomas C. Quindry

REVIEWS
72 It's a Big, Big Colorful World . . . when you hook your Color Computer into

CompuServe. Howard Berenbon

122 The Plot Thickens A look at Radio Shack's plotter-printer. Don DeJarnette

126 TASMON A machine-language monitor. Rowland Archer

132 Making Basic a Snapp An auto map you won't use with your car. Rick Lederman

218 What's a TRZ-80? No, not another new product from Kitchen Table Software.

Eric Lindsay

TECHNIQUE
' 190 Alpha Graphics There's no money in these dollar signs, just graphics. Larry Basch

258 Add That Professional Touch Look like a programmer. Be a programmer.

Joe C. Steelhammer
274 Programmer for Hire Have Computer, Will Program. Dennis J. Gillig

276 The Flasher Make that loafer work. Everitt Mickey

278 Unmasking Your Z80 ... with the help of computer interruptus. R.F. Genovese

290 Using Print Using A lesson in a Basic function. Chris Rende

TUTORIAL
310 Ordered Chaos A look at randomness. Ken Webb

UTILITY
* 196 NEATLIST For the Walter Mathaus among us. D. N. Ewart

200 Array I/O Fast data transfer of Basic data. Norman Neff

204 Add CRC ASAP Cyclical Redundancy Code for tape. Roxton Baker

217 Does FORMAT get your BACKUP? Stop raising your hackles over glitched disks.

W. D. Hart

224 Fill in the Blanks Pack your records before committing them to tape.

Robert Schuldenfrei
* 230 Another Major Operation on Scripsit Grafting it to a printer. Lynn W. Graves

* 240 Tape Spate Save and recover. Bill Bowman
* 304 Lost in Basic Variables are where you find them. Mark C. Paxton
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Proof Notes
the editors look at the issues

his issue marks the beginning of

80 Microcomputing's third year. We've
changed a lot from our 146 page beginning;

along the way we've made many new friends.

Roger Fuller, author of SuperMap, pre-

miered his new column, "SoftBits," in last

month's issue. Roger will explore Assembly
language, helping Basic programmers on

the way to faster program execution and
elegant assembly applications. Roger has
much experience using and teaching the

language; he's been busy in Texas, his

home state, teaching Assembly language

programming classes in his spare time.

Paul Weiner, master bit-bucket emptier,

intends to favor us with his own brand of wit

and wisdom in an occasional column called

"Notes From Beneath the Keyboard." Paul,

one of the original cosmic wanderers, has
recently turned freelance, and is anxious to

share his wanderings with like-minded

programmers.

Bruce Douglass, professor of physiology

at the University of South Dakota, will pre-

sent us with math and science applications

in "Mathematica Copernica," (coming next

month). Judging from Bruce's qualifica-

tions and interests, we're going to be in for

a treat.

Jim Keogh has answers for any ques-

tions you have about the industry, hard-

ware, software, you name it. Challenge him

in "Input/Output."

We hope to begin a new column on medi-

cal applications, which will premier in a

future issue. Several surprises are also

planned for the coming year—keep your

eyes open.

You may notice a few changes in the look

of 80 developing over the next few months.

The Key Box will accompany articles with

programs. The information in this box will

give you a brief run-down on the program
featured in each article—what model is

called for, how much memory is needed,

necessary peripherals, and so on. We also

hope to give you more information about
our authors—look for a bio line following

each article to discover who your fellow

TRS-80 users are.

Load 80 subscribers will be pleased to

find the Load 80 logo on the title page of

each article featured on that month's cas-

sette or disk (which are available beginning

this month).

We have redesigned our layout to make
the magazine easier to read. Some of our

regular columns will be found in the back of

the magazine, placing feature articles clos-

er to the front. Some of our pages are get-

ting a facelift.We hope you like the changes
—we'll look forward to your comments.

This page, as well, is a new feature. On
this page the coordinating staff editors and
I will present you with an overview of the

issue, our thoughts on the feature topic of

the month, and comment on other develop-

ments that occur in the field of micros. We
want our readers to get to know us, and we
want to address the topics which will con-

cern you, as computer users.

The box at the bottom of this page con-

tains information that will help you use

80 and the programs we publish more ef-

fectively.

Videotext is the generic term for a net-

work system linked by telephone, cable tv

or fiber optics lines. It is designed to bring

The left bracket. [, replaces the up arrow used by Radio Shack to indicate exponentiation on our printouts. When

entering programs published in 80 Microcomputing, you should make this change.

80 formats its program listings to run 64-characters wide, the way they look on your video screen. This accounts

for the occasional wraparound you will notice in our program listings. Don't let it throw you, particularly when

entering assembly listings.

Readers should note the article on page 290 of the October issue incorrectly received the same title as another

article in that issue by the same author. Mr. Blechman has pointed out that the correct title appeared on the con-

tents page. The mistitled article is a discussion of the differences between the Model I and III computers, which

should interest many of our readers. We apologize for the confusion.

news, games, mail, bulletin boards—you
name it— into your home from one or more
data bases, via your television or micro's

video screen. The best known videotext sys-

tem in this country is Radio Shack's own
Videotex.

Radio Shack isn't the only group to devel-

op and market a publicly-available network

system. Among others, the French have one
called Telematique, the British have
Prestel, and the Canadians have Telidon. By
all reports, these and other systems make
Radio Shack's Videotex look obsolete. Is it

true? Two of our staff writers have spent

many hours finding out.

Mike Nadeau looks at Radio Shack's sys-

tem in "Videotex for the Masses." He tells

what Videotex is and isn't, and stacks some
of the other systems up against it.

Bert Latamore provides an in-depth re-

port of the Canadian system (see "A Ter-

minal Case"). Telidon is an experimental

system which has proved several network-

ing theories and left others still to be
explored. It is also doubling as an experi-

ment in the use of fiber optics as a trans-

mission method, a concept which could

revolutionize communications.

Another feature you won't want to miss is

our Buyers Guide to Disk Drives. News Edi-

tor John Mello has compiled all the informa-

tion you need to get your money's worth

when you finally get the bucks together to

buy some drives. You may have to live with

them a long time, so it's important to buy

right, and we can help you.

The special business section in this issue

is—you guessed it— all the articles which

wouldn't fit into our annual business issue.

Business applications have burgeoned over

the last year, as our bulging mailboxes at-

test. You'll find a number of useful articles

in this section.

Happy New Year!

Debra Marshall

Managing Editor

Have a hardware and software background? Interested

in a publishing career? Send a resume and cover letter

to the editors of 80 c/o this magazine.
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The Galaxy Invaders Have
<<0*>> Returned in This Newest Game

of Skill and Excitement.

®&f
'am

m

\

P.O. Box 9078-185 • Van Nuys, CA 91409 (213) 782- 6861

Prices per Game: TRS-80 16K Lev2 Mod1/Mod3 Cassette- $15.95

TRS-80 32K Lev2 Mod1/Mod3 Diskette- S19.95

Optional Joystick for Model 1 S39.95

10% discount for 2 items, 15% for 3 or more.

Please add SI.75 per order for postage & handling, Calif, residents add 6%
salts tax.

Outside USA (except Canada) please add S3.00 per order for postage &
handling.

All Gamesu1980, 1981 by Bill Hogue & Jeff Konyu.

Programs are written in machine language for high quality graphics 8< sound

effects.

Voice & other sound effects are playable through the cassette AUX plug.

High scores are automatically saved after each game on disk versions.

Call or write for our complete catalog.



SO REMARKSby Wayne Green

"... a panic swept through

the Tandy Towers at the

growing number of game systems. . .

"

Color Fading?

A couple of Radio Shack dealers have

mentioned the recurring rumor that

Radio Shack is planning to phase out their

Color Computer. I have not called the fac-

tory about this because if it is true they

will probably deny it. If it is false they will

also deny it. So why waste money on the

phone call?

From a practical point of view, it seems
a likely move. The color system seems to

have been added to the line of computers

more in response to the raft of inexpen-

sive color game systems than as a serious

computer. It appears that panic swept

through the Tandy towers at the growing

number of available color game systems,

such as the APF, Atari, Bally, Mattel, VIC,

Odyssey and so on.

Radio Shack, large as it is, has been un-

able to really keep up with the computer
market. Their program support of their

best-selling systems has been marginal,

to be kind about it. Just as the Model I was
starting to take hold and a few fairly good
programs emerged for it, they went to the

Model II. The program support for that

model is still way off somewhere, which

has severely cut into the sales of that sys-

tem, from all I see and hear.

When the FCC clamped down on the in-

excusable radio interference generated

by the Model I, Radio Shack brought out

the Model III— but they made so many
changes they lost much of the program

support which had built up for the Model I.

All this has kept them exceedingly busy

. . .not to mention mounting problems in

the effort to supply peripherals. Radio

Shack does not appear to want to leave

any crack open for outside support if they

can help it.

With all that going on it is no wonder

they ran out of people to develop support

for the color system. To be fair, the de-

mand for more programs for the Color

Computer has probably been light. Since

the system was promoted as a game com-

puter—and has thus been perceived by

most people as being just that and no

more— it is unlikely there has been much

demand for more than games.

The few hobbyists who bought the sys-

tem discovered it has a great many possi-

bilities yet to be made public. Tandy,

which manages to publish about one per-

cent of the information available about

their computers, has had very little to say.

Little, too, has reached the commercial

magazines, which have been doing most

of the promotion work for Tandy—with lit-

tle thanks or cooperation.

I've asked in the past for articles on the

color system. A few have come in, but con-

sidering the capabilities of the system,

the lack of material is discouraging. This

may turn out to be one of the undis-

covered gems of microcomputing...

brought out by Radio Shack, neglected,

underadvertised, underdeveloped. . .and

then phased into oblivion.

The people at Instant Software tell me
the same. They have had very few pro-

grams submitted for the color system. Our

reader polls tell us only a small percen-

tage of our readers have the system, so

not a lot of coverage is expected in 80. But

we would like to have some.

Radio Shack has to either fish or cut

bait on the Color Computer. They are go-

ing to have to supply more software, infor-

mation, peripherals and advertising, or

forget it. They've ignored the pocket com-

puter in the same way, which is also a pity.

I frankly think they had the start of some-

thing important with that oneand let it slip

through their fingers. Unfortunately they

may have brought down Sharp, Quasar

and Panasonic with them. They were all

getting started with similar units and, I

suspect, looking to Radio Shack to help

make the pocket computer idea popular.

So far the Pocket Computer has been a

bomb.B

When The TRS-80 Is Not Enough

While Radio Shack has been develop-

ing "Everyman's" computer sys-

tem, other firms have been aiming at the

next step up—computers which are de-

signed for businesses in the half-million

to ten-million dollar range. These firms

have developed micros which are a seri-

ous threat to the much more expensive

minicomputer systems. I'm thinking in

terms of the Cromemco, Ohio Scientific,

Midwest Scientific, Vector Graphic, and
so on.

These systems, while able to handle

substantially more work than the TRS sys-

tem, still cost less than adding a person to

the payroll, and can handle the workload

of several bookkeepers. Even with accel-

erated depreciation and today's interest

rates, a business can afford to buy a

$22,500 computer system if it will do the

work of just one person. When you start

adding the other benefits, such as better

service for customers, better financial rec-

ords for management, and so on, the com-
puter investment wins hands down.

The maxi-micro with which I'm most fa-

miliar is from Midwest Scientific Instru-

ment. Unlike most micros, where the op-

erating system and the applications

programs have been retrofitted to the

hardware, the MSI programs have been

designed as a part of the whole system by

the manufacturer.

As we work with our TRS-80s we come
to appreciate the remarkable things they

can do for us, and to be frustrated by their

limitations. They can do many of our

smaller business tasks, but as the number
of accounts grow, we really have to get a

larger system. When you or your firm are

in need of a heavier-duty computer, look

into the bigger micros: they can probably

handle it. I've been particularly impressed

with the MSI system, which can support

several terminals (micros, if you like) and

use hard disks of almost any size.

The MSI system has a fine operating

system and an integrated group of ac-

counting programs which are the best of

any I've seen. It is obvious these programs

have been crafted by an expert account-

ant rather than a programmer with a bit of

an accounting background. And MSI, still

a relatively small firm, provides a degree

of personal service which is heartening in

this field. I wish some computer firms

which are less than an hour's drive from

us could do as well as MSI does from

Kansas.!
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FORBIDDEN CITY
(Talking Adventure)

bv William Demas

7«*

MODEL I & III PRICE $39 95 48K DISK
(See Your Local Dealer)

Dealers Inquiries Invited -

The adventure continues, you are at the gates of the Forbidden City. . . once you enter, there is no turning back

It's you and your talking computer's skill against the city's master computer and it's robots. This is a continuation ofForbidden Planet,

but you do not have to have Forbidden Planet to play Forbidden City.

• Talks Through Cassette Port

• Three (3) Different Voices

k Machine Language

Fantastic Software

3110 Polaris, #3
Las Vegas, Nevada 89106

(702) 362-1457
^225



SO INPUT

Why must a training center take

the form of the traditional

university or trade school?"

Green U

While it is my normal practice to "hole

up" on my Iowa farm and enjoy the edi-

torial hassles of media and periodical

publications from afar, I am compelled to

write to you. First of all, I very much enjoy

and use 80 Microcomputing. One small ar-

ticle in the first issue solved a problem for

me and was worth the entire subscription

price. Secondly, while I am not sure the

competition is friendly, I have had several

laughs over the battles you obviously

have with Mr. David Ahl.

I agree completely with your analysis

for the education needs outlined in recent

editorials. As an owner of a TRS-80 for

more than two years I Know a great deal

about the ignorance and incompetence

found in many so-called computer stores.

Farmers in our area have a real need for

versatile, user-friendly software. But this

is nothing in comparison with a need for

literacy and user training. Your comments
in the current 80 concerning computer

training in emerging nations is also most

relevant.

However, I would chide you on the con-

cept of "Green U" in the New Hampshire

mountains. One must be on guard against

building monuments to one's ego.

Why must a training center take the

form of the traditional university or trade

school? Isn't the so-called Third Wave of

the Industrial Revolution upon us? Isn't

one of the concepts of this "Wave" in-

creasing development of "cottage indus-

try?" Why isn't this learning center being

conceived around CAI, Satellite communi-

cations and utilization of data banks?

These ideas might better enable you to

reach more people, especially In emerging

nations.

I am suggesting your idea is absolutely

fantastic! Do not give up on it! You need

to train people in "mid-career." Technical

obsolescence of engineers and scientists

trained 12 or more years ago is a fact.

These people need updating also, but can-

not afford (economically) to take a time-

out for two years. Regional centers or use

of earth stations (even cable tv) could

enable these folks to participate in a new
learning experience, but it needs to be

available while they are still working.

Give 'em Hell, Wayne. We need more
prophets in the world today.

Max E. Franck

Cedar Falls, I

A

Wayne Replies

Well, Max, you have some good ideas.

Indeed, I have something along the line of

your suggestions in mind. . . but (always a

but), it is going to be some time before our

communications technology is equal to

the job. In the meantime, we must start

the type of education we are going to need
so we will have something usable when
the communications finally are ready.

The first step is being taken, as I men-

tioned in the editorial. I am working with

Hawthorne College to set up a microcom-

puting degree course. I have in mind a blitz

two year course which will include the fun-

damentals of electronics, the hardware

design and service of most popular micro-

computers, an introduction to all of the

popular micro languages, with advanced

Basic and machine languages, business

courses in marketing, advertising, how to

sell, how to write, business law and con-

tracts, and so on. This would, in two hard

years, result in an associate degree and
probably the job of one's choice.

Those wanting to go on to a full degree

course would also get extras like a ham

license, flying instruction, skiing and a lot

of practical experience in working profes-

sionally with on-campus businesses.

They would work with all phases of pub-

lishing, writing of software, hardware

design and manufacture, selling, advertis-

ing, and so on. I will write in more detail

about this in my editorials as these

courses develop.

You can bet we will be working toward

extension courses via video cassettes,

video disks, cable, satellite. . .or what-

ever comes along.— Wayne

Serial Printing

In regards to your article on serial print-

ing with the Editor/Assembler Plus from

Microsoft, the modification procedure

shown in Table 1 may be of value to

readers without the RSM monitor and ex-

tra memory.

The requirements for the change are: a

16K Level II machine; TRS232 formatter

program and the Editor/Assembler Plus

(version 1.06 or 1.07).

This procedure uses the Editor/Assem-

bler to modify itself.

Michael Lau
Scarborough, Ontario

Switches and Sorts

This letter is prompted by the letter

from William E. Jones, M.D., of Austin,

Step

1

2

Description

Load the Editor/Assembler and run

Using the same method as described in the September 1981 issue of 80 Microcomputing create

the file Newfor.

Enter Zbug and make the following changes:

Address From To

4459H DO ORES 02

445AH 71 74

4461H 3B 81

4462H 00 72

Press the reset button to get back to Basic.

Enter system

Load the Newfor object code into the computer.

When ihat is done get back Into the editor and clear the text buffer by /1728.

Get into Zbug and save this new version of the Assembler/Editor by typing. 4380 7402 4380

EDTASMSP
Table 1.
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META TECHNOLOGIES
"" 26111 Brush Avenue. Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1800-3213552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289 7500 (COLLECT)

THINGS TO

BY MARK SAWUSCH

333 pages $10.95
333 pages, writ' en in simple terms, of

"what-to-do" and "how-to-do-it". Suitable

not only for microcomputers, but for pro-

grammable calculators as well. Includes
program listings, formulas, a glossary of

computer terms and more! Definitely a
MUST BUY!

"TRS-80™ DISK AND
OTHER MYSTERIES"

by Harvard C. Pennington
132 pages written in PLAIN ENGLISH packed
with HOW TO information with details, examples
and in-depth explanations. Recover lost files and
directories, remove file protection, make BASIC
programs unlistable How to use SUPERZAP.
recover from DOS errors and MORE 1

TRS-80™ DISK $19.95

OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME II

by James Farvour

Call now and place your order for tnis new book.
•MICROSOFTTM BASIC DECODED & OTHER
MYSTERIES for the TRS 80TM\ from IJG. Inc.

A primer for cassette and disk BASIC on the
TRS-80TM, the information provided applies to

similar MICROSOFTTM. BASIC interpreters

MICROSOFTTM BASIC DECODED $24.95

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME III

by Dennis Kitsz

THE CUSTOM TRS-80™ $29.00
CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME IV

'BASIC FASTER
AND BETTER"

II you proqiam in BASIC, you want this book!

Time-tested and proven, the techniques and

routines can be used in thousands of ways to

make your programs smaller, faster, and look

truly professional.

BASIC FASTER & BETTER $24.95

Single Sided, Soft Sectored 5 \ * inch,

PARAGON MAGNETICS 1

PLAIN JANE™

$19 95
box of 10

EPSON
MX-80. MX-80FT. MX-100 OISKE I I ES
PRINTERS I

NEW LOW PRICES!

EXTRA LONG RIBBON

CABLE

$2495

CONNECTS EPSON PRINTER
& TRS-80 MICROCOMPUTER

40TRACK, SINGLE/DOUBLE-
DENSITY

;
FAST ACCESS,

5V4-inch TANDON

DISK
DRIVES

$Zozi complete

FOR MODEL I and MODEL III

Includes Case, Power Supply
and External Drive Connector

DISK DRIVE

EXTENDER
CABLE

.95$9
for VISTA. MICROPOLIS,

MTI, PERTEC.SHUGART,
PERCOM & OTHERS

These are factory fresh, absolutely first

quality (no seconds!) mini-floppies. They are

complete with envelopes, labels and write-

protect tabs in a shrink wrapped box

Box of 10 Diskettes $19.95

PARAGON
magnetics™

Introducing MTC's premium generic

diskette. Single-Sided. Soft-Sectored.
DOUBLE DENSITY. S'vinch diskettes with

reinforcing HUB-RINGS Individually 100%
ERROR-FREE certified. Invest in GOLD 1

PARAGON MAGNETICSGOLD $23.95

VERBATIMS PREMIUM DISKETTES

DATALIFE
Seven data-shielding improvements mean
greater durability and longer data life.

These individually, 100% error-free cer-

tified diskettes feature thicker oxide

coating, longer-lasting lubricant, improved
liner, superior polishing and more! Meets
or exceeds IBM, Shugart. ANSI, ECMA
and ISO standards.

VERBATIM DATALIFE™ DISKETTES
5'/4 inch (box of 10)

MD525-01 $26.95

8-inch FLOPPIES

Double Density. FD34-8000 . $43.95

""•RINGS' &
THINGS

HUB RING KIT for tW disks . . $10.95
HUB RING KIT for 8" disks $12.95
REFILLS (50 Hub Rings). . . $ 5.95

CLEANING KIT for 5 1 V drives S24.95

5'/i-inch diskette case $3.50
8-inch diskette case $3.95

5V«-inch File Box for

50 diskettes $24.95

8-inch File Box for

50 diskettes $29.95

TRS 80 is a trademark ol the

Radio Shack Division o( Tandy
Corporation DATALIFE is a

trademark ot VERBATIM PLAIN
JANE. PARAGON MAGNETICS

are trademarks ol MTC
1981 by Metatechnologies

Corporation. Inc.

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

Products damaged in

transit will be exchanged

PRICES IN EFFECT
Jan. 1. 1982 THRU
January 31. 1982

Prices Specifications

and Otfermgs subject to

change without notice

8201

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE

•Add S3 00 lor sntpping

& handling

• $300 EXTRA lor COD
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
•COD

• Ohio residents add 6.6%
sales tax.



5ft INPUT

Texas (Garbage Sorts, 80 Input, August

1981). Assuming Dr. Jones is simply sort-

ing strings and not rearranging the for-

mat, it sounds like he is using A$=B$:
B$ = C$:C$ = A$ switches on his sorts.

This has the infuriating habit of stalling.

The following switch, however, does not

hang up:

FORK = TO 2:B = PEEK(VARPTR(AS<X)) + K):POKE

VARPTR(A$(X» + K.PEEK (VARPTR(A$(Y)) + K),POKE

VARPTR(A$(Y)) + K,B: NEXTK

A similar arrangement probably could be

fitted to the Model II. Using a shell sort, this

will do about 400 strings in 3-5 minutes.

The problem does not arise for numer-

ics. By changing the range of the For. .

.

Next loop the switch could be adapted to

fit the type of variable in use.

Keiron Clark

Toronto, Ontario

Shipping Charges

I ordered KEEPIT 3.0 utility as adver-

tised in 80 Microcomputing from The
Alternate Source. The advertisement

states that to get your copy send just

$9.95 and your name and address. The

tape arrived with an invoice for $2 ship-

ping charges which they advised me to

pay promptly. Clearly their advertisement

is misleading.

Incidents like the above would tend to

make one hesistant to order software by

mail from the pages of your fine maga-
zine. I assume this type of business prac-

tice is not widespread.

Michael E. Ellis

East Moline, IL

The Alternate Source
Responds

Our policy, as indicated by most of our

ads, is to charge $2 for shipping. Unfortu-

nately for both you and me (and 80 Micro-

computing), postage is an ever-mounting

expense. KEEPIT was specially priced to

give users a very good software value for

hard-earned dollars. You will see better

programs appear, but few, if any, as good
a value. I doubt we will be able to bring out

many more at that price. We charge a

"medium" range for postage. A quick

scan through 80 Microcomputing show
companies charging $2.50 or even $3 for

the same service. But that still does not

solve your problem.

While most of our ads include the re-

quest for $2.00 postage, we did slip on
that one. You are under no obligation to

respond to the invoice. The merchandise
was offered at a certain price. I agree,

good business is not conducted in that

manner. I trust you observed we did not

detain your order one minute because of

the discrepancy in funds. Also, please

notice you have not been invoiced or har-

rassed in any manner (nor has anyone

else). We let the customer know of the ex-

pense in getting the product to him
promptly, ask for it once and then mark
the expense off as a lesson learned.

I hope you have not been inconve-

nienced in this matter and that this has
not detracted you from your enjoyment of

KEEPIT in any way. If you have any prob-

lems with the program (or any product

from TAS) rest assured you will receive the

same service as someone who purchased
the program at any price.

Thank you for keeping us on our toes.

Charley Butler

The Alternate Source

Lansing, Ml

Mod II Title Graphics

Since my Title Graphics article ap-

peared in the September 1981 issue of 80
Microcomputing, I have received requests

for Model II operable program conversions.

The PRINT® values in the article's pro-

gram listings are for a Model I or III. These
models have 64 by 16 screen layouts with

1024 specific character display locations.

A Model II has an 80 by 24 screen layout

with PRINT® locations numbered from

zero at the screen's upper left corner to

1919 at its lower right corner.

Used in a program, PRINT® displays a

character at (or string of characters start-

ing at) a specific location on the screen.

PRINT@39,"*":, for example, displays an
asterisk at the center of the Model ll's top

line. Similarly, PRINT@1879, ;: dis-

plays an asterisk at the center of the bot-

tom line. A Model I or III do the same
things, but with PRINT® 31, and PRINT®
991, respectively.

These screen layout and PRINT® value

differences skew and scatter the Title

Graphics program displays over the upper

3/5ths of the Model II screen. You must
change the program's PRINT® values to

make them operable on a Model II. See the

Video Display Work Sheet in your Model II

Reference Manual for display line starting

and ending PRINT® values. Program List-

ing 1 is a Model II conversion of the

article's Program Listing 1a. All PRINT®
values have been changed to provide

Model II graphic titles resembling those

shown in the article's Fig. 1 through Fig. 3,

and in Photo 1. Also, variation four's

graphic character ASCII code has been

changed from 132 to 145 for a closer dupli-

CLS: CLEAR75: GOSUB65508: F0RU=1T01999 : NEXT: CLEAR50
1 GOTOl: ' (DELETE THIS STATEMENT WHEN TITLING A PROGRAM)
65508 BS="BANG*": '(VARIATION 1, SEE FIG. 1)

65510 FORUOT080STEP5: PRINT@U,B$: NEXT
65512 FORU=136T01675STEP81: PRINTi?U,B$+B$+B$+B$+-B$+B$ ; :

NEXT
65514 F0RU=1756T01836STEP5: PRINT@U,B$;: NEXT:

FORI=lTO200: NEXT
65516 FORU=126TOl706STEP79: PRINT@U , "DUCK HUNT";
65518 FORI=lT09: NEXTI,U
65520 PRINT@1867, "TITLE GRAPHICS BY KAL";
65521 PRINT0184O," ";: PRINT@734," " ; : RETURN
65522 (STATEMENT CHANGES FOR VARIATION 2, SEE FIG. 2)

'65508 B$="%%%%%":
'65516 FORU=1712TOll2STEP-80: PRINT@U, "SHOOTING

GALLERY"

;

65524 '(STATEMENT CHANGES FOR VARIATION 3, SEE FIG. 3)

'65508 B$="DOWN"+CHR$ (161)

:

'65516 FORU=100TO1720STEP65: PRINT@U, "PARACHUTE
JUMP CONTEST";

65526 ' (STATEMENT CHANGES FOR VARIATION 4, SEE PHOTO 1)

•65508 B$=STRING§ (5,145) : '(USE ANY ASCII CODE)
•65516 FORU=109T01709STEP80: PRINT@U , "GRAPHIC

CHARACTER TITLE";

Program Listing 1.
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META TECHNOLOGIES
26111 Brush Avenue. Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-321 -3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289 7500 (COLLECT)

MTCAIDS-
m

MODELS I & III . . .$69.95 MODEL II . . $99.95
Introducing the latest addition to MTC's family of data management systems. AIDS III NO
PROGRAMMING, easy to use COMPLETE PACKAGE including demonstration application,

documentation and MAPS III (see below)
• Up to 20 USER DEFINED FIELDS of either numeric or character type

• CHARACTER type fields may be any length (total: up to 254 characters!.

• NUMERIC type fields feature automatic formatting, rounding, decimal alignment and

validation

• Full feature EDITING when adding or changing records:

FNTER FIELD (can't type in more characters than spealied)

BACKSPACE (delete last character rypedi RIGHT JUSTIFY FIELD contents

DELETE FIELD contents - SKIP FIELD ito next or previous field)

RESTORE FIELD contents SKIP RECORD (to next or previous record).

• SORTING of records is MACHINE CODE assisted

200 RECORDS (40 characters) m about 5 SECONDS
ANY COMBINATION of fields ^including numerics) with each field in ascending or

descending order

• SELECTION of records for Loading. Updating, Deleting. Printing and Saving is

MACHINE CODE assisted.

Specify up to 4 CRITERIA, each using one of 6 RELATIONAL COMPARISONS
LOAD or SAVE selected records using MULTIPLE FILES

Example Select records representing those people who live in the state of Col

orado, but not in the city of Denver, whose last names begin with "F"
and whose incomes exceed $9000 00.

Example Select records representing those sales made to XYZ COMPANY that

exceed $25.00, between the dates 03/15 and 04/10

MAPS III (MTC AIDS PRINT SUBSYSTEM), included at no charge, has the following features

• Full AIDS III SELECTION capabilities

• Prints user specified fields DOWN THE PAGE
• Prints user specified fields in titled, columnar REPORT FORMAT, automatically

generating column headings, paging and (optionally) indentation.

• Can create a single report from MULTIPLE FILES
• Prints user defined formats for CUSTOM LABELS, custom forms, etc

BELOW ARE TESTIMONIALS from owners of AIDS systems These are absolutely authentic

statements and are typical of the comments we receive.

"This program will do more for my business than all the other programs I

have, combined
"

David Wareham Vice President (EDP). National Hospital and Health Care Services Inc

" We have 32 different Data Base Management packages for the TRS-80. AIDS-HI is easily

the best. It also makes it easier for us to step up to our Model II since the package is

available for both computers." . . _ , n , _„ ,, .
Jack Bilmski, President, 80 Microcomputer Services

"Your AIDS program is far and away the finest information management system that I've

ever seen I am currently using it to maintain a clear picture of the demographic data on all

the kids in our residential treatment program and it is working for me superbly."
Frank Boehm, Director. Front Door Residential Treatment Program

MTCCALCS-III™
Models I & III $24.95

Modelll $39.95

MTC's most popular AIDS subsystem. Use
for report generation involving basic

manipulation of numeric data. Features are:

• Columnar Headings
• Optional Indentation
• User specified Columnar Totals

• Columnar values computed using con-

stants and or column values

• Balance forward calculations

• Use for accounting, inventory, financial

and other numeric-based systems

EPSON PRINTERS

DISK DRIVES

DISKETTES

BOOKS
and more!!

AIDS OWNERS!
WE HAVE WHAT
YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING IV. . .

MTC CALCS-IV™, that is.

• More Computations
• Save Report Formats on Disk

• Faster, and more!

MTC CALCS-IV™ $39.95

For Models I & III $39.95

For Model II $59.95

MTC AIDS MERGE-III™
I This subsystem will combine up to 14 AIDS

created data files into a single, large file. An op-

tional purge capability removes duplicate entries

while performing the merge operation (can even

be used to eliminate duplicates in a single file)

Machine code assisted lor high-speed perfor-

mance. MERGE-IIITM properly handles files sorted

]
by any combination of fields, including numerics,

|
with each field in ascending or descending order

I

MTC AIDS MERGE III™ $19.95

For Models I & III $19-95

For Model II S29.95

THE COMPLETE

MTC AIDS-
PACKAGE

TM

SAVE $$$$
Includes MTC AIDS-III™

CALCS-III™ and MERGE-III™

A comprehensive system

at a competitive price!

MODELI&III $99.95

MODEL II $149.95

Add $25 for CALCSIVTM

AIDS/P™
IS COMING!

TRS-80 is a trademark of the

Radio Shack Division ot Tandy
Corporation DATALIFE is a

trademark ot VERBATIM PLAIN
JANE AIDS I AIDS III CALCS-III

CALCS-IV MERGE-III are
trademarks ol MTC.

1961 by MeUtechnoiogies
Corporation. Inc

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

Products damaged in

transit will be exchanged.

PRICES IN EFFECT
Jan. 1, 1982 THRU
January 31. 1982

Prices, Specifications.

and Offerings subject to

change without notice

8201

Ik

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTFR CHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
• COD

• Add S3.00 tor shipping

& handling

•S3 00 EXTRA for CO.D.

• Ohio residents add 6.6%
sales tax.
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cation of the Photo 1 display.

Here are some statement 65516 adjust-

ments for title lengths which may differ

from Program Listing 1 title lengths.

Variation 1 can handle a title up to nine

characters long. Add 1 to 126 and to 1706

for every two characters less than nine in

your title.

Variation 2 can handle a title up to 27

characters long. Subtract 1 from 1712 and
from 112 for every two characters more
than 16; add 1 to 1712 and 112 for every

two characters less than 16 (the length of

"Shooting Gallery").

Variation 3 can handle a title up to 43

characters long. Subtract 1 from 100 and
from 1720 for every two characters more
than 22; add 1 to 100 and 1720 for every

two characters less than 22.

Variation 4 can handle a title up to 27
characters long. Subtract 1 from 109 and
from 1709 for every two characters more
than 23; add 1 to 109 and 1709 for every

two characters less than 23.

Because of its limited graphic charac-

ter repertoire, the Model II cannot exactly

duplicate the graphic titles shown in the

article's photos. While Models I and III

have 64 graphic characters which can be

combined into any conceivable shape, the

Model II has only 31. The latter characters

(128-158) are shown on page four of Ap-

pendix B in the Model II Reference Manu-

al. They appear to be designed strictly for

lined graphs and charts. But, the graphic

characters' ASCII codes can be substitut-

ed in the Title Graphics programs, as well

as any other displayable characters

shown in Appendix B.

Program Listing 2 is a Model II operable

conversion of the article's Listing 5 and
Photo 5 Wedge Title. Howard 'Doc' Reed
of Yakima, WA made the conversion

and provided the copy. He replaced graph-

ic character 149 with Model M's 148 to

match the vertical lines of the article's

photo 5. I adjusted some of his PRINT®
values to heighten the display four more
lines.

Francis S. Kalinowski

Orlando, FL

Software Giveaway

I am responding to your request for in-

formation about Radio Shack salesmen
giving away bootleg copies of other com-
panies' software (80 Input, Sep-
tember 1981).

When I bought my TRS-80 in 1978, the

salesman (manager?) not wanting me to

leave with just Blackjack/Backgammon,

made a copy of a so-so version of Space
Trek and gave it to me. I had not asked for

it, and in fact, didn't even know he had it. I

had thought, until yesterday when I read

your magazine, that this was an isolated

Incident.

On the other hand, a friend of mine who
just bought his Model III this month from a

computer store, wasn't offered or given

anything he didn't pay for.

I look forward to reading the results of

your casual poll in a future issue of 80
Microcomputing.

Michael Welte

Burbank, CA

Call for Integrity

Custom Tailored Software has been

writing programs for the TRS-80 since 4K
Level Is were the state of the art. I can

testify that when disk systems were first

introduced Radio Shack tech representa-

tives were passing out bootleg copies of

NEWDOS like candy since TRSDOS was
not working. I can understand that they

had to do this to avoid being buried under

returned hardware, but it was stealing

pure and simple. Custom Tailored Soft-

ware bought its own copy and insisted its

clients do the same.

Ed Juge believes only "several people"

did not follow the rules. I can assure him,

from conversations I have had with other

TRS-80 users across the country, this

practice was widespread, more the rule

than the exception. The caliber of Radio

Shack's computer people has improved

markedly in the past two years. However I

have been offered "bribes" of free copies

CLS: CLEAR150: GOSUB65512: CLEAR50: '(SEE PHOTO 5)

1 GOTOl: ' (DELETE THIS STATEMENT WHEN TITLING A PROGRAM)
65512 Y=158: X=6: Z$=CHR$(148)
65516 PRINT@0,STRING$ (82, Z$)

;

65518 PRINT@Y,STRING$ (X,Z$) ; : Y=Y+78: X=X+4
65520 IF X<78 GOT065518 ELSE PRINT@Y, STRING $ (120, Z$)

;

65522 PRINT@271, "TITLE GRAPHICS";: '(FIRST TITLE LINE)
65526 F0RU=1T01999: NEXT: RETURN

Program Listing 2.

of Radio Shack and other companies'

software if I would get a potential

customer to buy a computer from a given

manager's store. I understand Tandy does
not approve this conduct, but they must
understand that their managers are under

tremendous pressure to make sales and
will do what they think is required to move
the equipment. Radio Shack would do
well to stress integrity as well as selling

techniques in their marketing training.

Frederick E. Kreiss

V.P. Program Development

Custom Tailored Software Inc.

East Orange, NJ

Buy for Less

My recent experience with a memory
upgrade for my Model III has raised some
questions regarding Radio Shack's pric-

ing levels for this service. Recently Radio

Shack reduced their catalog price for a

16K upgrade to $99 plus installation—the

latter quoted at $15-25 by a local sales-

person. Total costs for expansion from

16K to 48K would therefore range between
$230 and $250.

Faced with this steep price I contacted

one of your advertisers who listed 16K up-

grade kits at $19.95. I was assured the

chips used in the kits were of prime manu-
facture, equivalent to original equipment

and full instructions were provided for

easy installation. I invested $39.90 for two
kits and $6.95 for a recommended IC inser-

tion/extraction tool. The chips proved to

be exactly as advertised and although I

have had no significant prior electronics

experience, my system was up and run-

ning at 48K in about a half-hour.

I am a believer in fair and adequate pro-

fits but, as you have repeatedly noted in

your publication, it appears that sub-

stantial equipment savings are possible

for the careful buyer.

Ronald ft Ostromecki

Osmego, NY

The following letter is addressed to Jon
Shirley, Vice President Computer Mer-

chandising, Tandy/Radio Shack.—Eds.

Brand X Betters
Radio Shack

It is October and I have finally received

my September issue of TRS-80 Microcom-

puter News, Radio Shack's newsletter for

TRS-80 owners. After numerous phone
calls from our customers about your warn-
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META TECHNOLOGIES
26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321-3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT)

MTC AIDS CALCULATION SUBSYSTEM-
MODEL I . . .$24.95 MODEL II . . .$39.95

User-specified -customer activity report page 1—
page title

~ . .CUSTOMER DATE QTY SALE AMT SALES TAX GROSS SALES $/UNIT
Columnary*========: ____ ======= =========== ========= =========== ======
Headings o . o o-

ACME 3/10 100 675.00 37.13 712.13 7.12
200 1325.00 72.88 2110.00 6.99

3/20 400 2475.00 136.13 4721.13 6.53
1/10 600 3625.00 199.38 8545.50 6.37
4/20 400 2600.00 143.00 11288.50 6.86

Optional ^ 1700 10700.00 588.50

Indentation
META 3/10 200 1345.00 73.98- T2707.4I 7.09*

/ 3/15 100 674.00 37.07 13418.55 7.11

/ 200 1295.00 71.23 14784.77 6.83

/ 4/05 400 2435.00 133.93 17353.70 6.42

/ 4/10 150 935.00 51.43 18340.12 6.58
/ 4/20 600 3585.00 197.18 22122.30 6.30

/ ^_____——-^650 10269.00 564.80

xsaKSSUS^SS^^^^ 20 ° 13250 ° 72 - 88 23520 - 17 6 "
generdieu wnen -\^^ 4/1Q 10Q 685.00 37.68 24242.85 7.23

there is a change -^^^ 300 1940.00 106.70 26289. 55v. 6.82
in a user-specified ^--^-^

column. ^^-6oo 3950.00 217.25

XYZCO 3/10 150 995.00 54.73 2733*5.27 7.00
200 1345.00 73.98 28758.25 7.09

3/20 50 355.00 19.53 29132.77 7.49
4/10 300 1975.00 108.63 31216.40 6.95
4/15 400 2520.00 138.60 33874.00 6.65

User-specified 4/20 700 4175.00 229.63 38279.62 6.29

Columnar Totals
1800 11365.00 625.08

:.7T>0 36284.00 1995.62

Automatic Page
Numbering

. User-specified

initial balance forward

Columnar values

computed using
constants and/or
column values

Balance forward
calculations (Ex: Gross
sales equals previous
gross sales + sale

amount + sales tax)

,TM

Compare AIDS-III /CALCS-III with any other data management package under $100!

,TM
Others make claims, CALCS-III

m
delivers with user-specified:

Fields in any order, with optional indentation • Columnar subtotals and totals

Computations using field values and constants • Full AIDS-III selection of records to be printed

Use for accounting, inventory, financial and other numeric-based information packages.

CALCS-III ™ REQUIRES THE PURCHASE OF AIDS-III™

TRS-80 is a trademark ol the

Radio Shack Division ol Tandy
Corporation. DATALIFE is a

trademark of VERBATIM. PLAIN
JANE, AIDSI. AIDS-III. CALCS-III.

CALCS-IV, MERGE-III are
trademarks ot MTC.

1981 by Metatechnologies
Corporation, Inc.

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

Products damaged in

transit will be exchanged.

PRICES IN EFFECT
Jan. 1, 1982 THRU
January 31, 1982

Prices, Specifications,

and Offerings subject to

change without notice.

^ ...8201 .

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
• COD.

•Add $3.00 for shipping

& handling

•53.00 EXTRA for C.O.D.

•Ohio residents add 6.6%
sales tax.
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ing relating to an article on "Caveat Emp-

tor" attitude toward third party manufac-

turers and retailers, we at VR Data must
take exception. We agree with Wayne
Green, publisher of 80 Microcomputing

and other fine magazines, that tremen-

dous savings can be had without any sac-

rifice in quality. VR Data and a number of

other manufacturers of compatible hard-

ware and software products have given

growth not only to their own companies

but also have given many people, more

reason to buy the initial Radio Shack

system. Many customers could have

never afforded a disk system for their

TRS-80 if the "Brand X" disk drives had

not been available at prices well below the

Radio Shack list.

The economy of the late 1970s and

1980s has prompted much belt tighten-

ing from the major corporations down to

individuals.

When buying products directly from the

small manufacturer/retailer, the customer

does not pay for three or four separate

profit centers, (manufacturing, national

warehousing, area warehousing and retail

stores) and high priced executive salaries

and offices. Smaller businesses do not

have the extra expense of the middle pro-

fits. Therefore, it is conceivable to have

high quality, low cost products available.

In relation to support on our own prod-

uct line, VR Data designed their Disk III

modularly. Problems can be easily isolat-

ed over the phone and immediate replace-

ment parts can be sent to the user directly

if he is not located near one of our dealers.

We do not expect Radio Shack to repair

our "Brand X" disk drives or controllers.

We designed them to be troubleshot by

the neophyte.

As to the question of who is going to in-

stall the disk drives in the machine— the

user, of course. We have received letters

from customers saying the instructions

were so well written their children were

able to do the installation of the Disk III.

We at VR Data are proud that most of

our business is from referrals, even some
from Radio Shack Stores. We are well

known for our computer literacy relating

to TRS-80 and helping no matter where the

TRS-80 owner bought the machine.

As you well know, pricing is not the only

thing that sells our product. If we did not

support our products, we would not be

able to stay in business.

We sincerely hope you will retract some
of your harsh anti-competition statements.

Warren G. Rosenkranz

President

VR Data Corp.

Folcroft, PA 19032

1
••• FROM 80 MICROCOMPUTING OCT '81, PAGE 374

5 '•" THIS PROGRAM WILL ONLY WORK WITH PROGRAMS SAVED UNDER THE ASCII FORMAT
(SAVE 'FILENAMES
6 -

' • SP = LOCATION OF SPACE SEPARATOR BETWEEN LINE NUMBER AND TEXT TS = BEGINNING

OF STATEMENT TEXT TL = LENGTH OF STATEMENT LINE NL= NUMBER OF FULL PT LINES

EC = NUMBER OF CHARACTERS OF LAST LINE IF LESS THAN PT

10 CLS.CLEAR 5000:PN =

20 POKE 16425,1:PT = 100:IN = 5:' *•' 'PT' = LENGTH OF PRINTED STATEMENT TEXT LINE AND
•IN

1 = LEFT MARGIN
1000 INPUT-ENTER TODAYS DATE (MM/DD/YY)";A$: IF LEFT$<TIME$,2) = "00" THEN INPUT "ENTER

TODAYS DATE (MM/DD/YY)";AS:IF LEN(AS) = "DATE " + A$:CMD"AV
1010 CLS:INPUT"FILE NAME";FL$

1020 OPEN "l",1,FL$

1030 SL = INSTR(FL$,'V") - 1:IF SL< 1 THEN SL = LEN(FL$):' '
*

' SEARCHES FILE NAME FOR A T AND DIS-

CARDS EVERYTHING TO THE RIGHT.

1040 LPRINT CHR$<27);CHR$tl9);CHR$(27);CHR$(14);TAB(19);LEFT$(FL$,SL);CHR$<27);CHR$<15);TAB(42);

•DATE: ";A$;LPRINT CHR$<138): PRINTS HEADER

1050 LPRINT CHRS<138):LPRINT CHRS^CHRJ^fcTABieO);'" PAGE ";PN; :LPRINTCHR$(138):

LPRINT CHR$038):' "' TURNS ON 16.7 CPI MODE AND PRINTS PAGE NUMBER. ALSO PRINTS PAGE

NUMBER.
1060 IF EOF(1) LPRINT CHR$<27);CHR$<19);CHR$<1i):CLOSE:PRINT:PRINT"' TERMINATED *":END:

- "«

SETS PRINTER TO 10 CPI

1070 LINE INPUT#1,A. REQUIRED FORM FOR INPUTTING ASCII FORMATTED PROGRAM FILES

1080 SP = INSTR(A$." "):TS = SP + :TL = LEN(A$) - SRNL = INT(TL/PT):EC = TL - NL' PT

1090 FOR N = TS TO LEN(A$)

1100 IFMID$<A$,N.i) = CHR$<10)THENMID$<AS,N,1)' CHR$(94)

1110 NEXT
1120 LPRINT TA8<IN);LEFT$(A$,SP);

1125 "• LINES 1130 TO 1170 PERFORM ACTUAL FEEDING AND PRINTING

1130 IFNL = 0ANDEC = 0THEN LPRINT CHR$<138):GOTO 1170

1140 IF NL = LPRINT TAB(IN -f 8);MID$(AS.TS.EC):LPRINT CHR$(138):GOTO 1170

1150 LPRINT TAB(IN + 8);MIO$(A$,TS.PT)

1160 TS = TS+PT:NL = NL-:GOTO 1130

1 170 IF PEEK(16426)> 55 THEN LPRINT CHR$(11):PN = PN + 1:GOTO 1050

1180 GOTO 1060

Program Listing 3.

Listprog Improved

At my wife's insistence I purchased a

used Model I Level 1 4K in May 1980. Since

then personal computing has become a

passion with me. Now, with a Level II 48K

DOS, printer, and much time and money
for books and magazines, I can honestly

say 80 Microcomputing is the best bar-

gain I have ever seen. Frequently I will

think of something I would like to do or

learn and I normally find it in your

magazine.

The most recent issue contained an ar-

ticle ("Listprog" 80 Microcomputing,

October 1981) on listing programs with

double spacing between lines. Perfect!

I made a few modifications to the pro-

gram (Program Listing 3) that allow the

use of typing paper by inserting a pause

between page prints. The remarks should

provide enough explanation.

One other item. In one of your recent is-

sues you asked for inputs on Radio Shack
dealers providing illegal copies of soft-

ware. I have been given free copies of only

Radio Shack programs. Further, I have

given copies of Radio Shack programs to

their own employees as training aids.

Thanks for a terrific magazine.

Michael J. Nicholson

K.I. Sawyer, AFB, Ml

Broker Not Bungled

I am writing this letter in response to

the "Bungled Broker" letter which ap-

peared in 80 Input (October 1981). This let-

ter contained a list of "serious mistakes"

which the writer of the letter found in my
June 1981 programs ("The Software Brok-

er"). I shall answer the complaints as best

as I can.

Complaint 1: Update/DTA line 1420 con-

tains the "glaring" mistake FOR P39 = 1

TO 80. This is not a mistake! The Update/

DTA program does not contain a line 1420.

I believe the person was referring to the

Forecast/MKT program. This program

contains the following line:

1420 FOR P39= 1 TO 80:LPRINT NEXT

This is exactly as it is supposed to be. I do

not understand why you think this is a

mistake!

Complaint 2: Lines 170, 180, and 190 of

the Stock/ANA program. The person says

the formulas are incorrect and offers his

solution. The formulas are correct as pub-
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META TECHNOLOGIES
' A)

26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-321 -3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT)

Let your TRS-80

'

M Teach You

ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE

REMSOFTs unique package, "INTRODUCTION
TO TRS-80' ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING" in-

cludes ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes, a

display program for each lesson providing illustra-

j

tion & reinforcement, and a text book on TRS-80"
Assembly Language Programming. Includes use-

ful routines to access keyboard, video, printer and
ROM. Requires 16K - Level II, Model I.

REMASSEM-1 $69.95

FOR DISK SYSTEMS $74.95

Let Your TRS-80™ Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
DISK I/O TECHNIQUES

I REMSOFT does it again! REMDISK-1 is a concise,
capsulated supplement to REMASSEM-1. Package
consists of two 45-minute lessons on audio casset-
tes, and display programs providing illustration

and reinforcement. Provides specific track and
sector I/O techniques, and sequential and random
file access methods and routines.

REMDISK-1 $29.95

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0

$139
SPECIAL

95 INTRODUCTORY
PRICE

Apparat's long-awaited successor to NEWDOS + is here! This is not an enhanced ver-

sion of NEWDOS, but a completely new product. Simplified DOS commands can be in-

stantly executed from BASIC, even within a program, without disturbing the resident

code. System options, such as password protection, number and type of disk drives,

BREAK key enable/disable and lowercase modification recognition, can be quickly and

easily changed. Five new random-access file types allow record lengths of up to 4096
bytes, and no FIELDing! A powerful CHAIN facility allows keyboard INPUTs to be read

from a disk file. An improved RENUMBER facility permits groups of statements to be
relocated within program code. Diskettes may even be designated as RUN-ONLY!
Features all NEWDOS + utilities (SUPERZAP 3.0, etc.) and much more! One MTC
technical staff member said having NEWDOS/80 is "better than sex" (you'll have to

judge for yourself!).

MODEL III VERSION
Has all the features of the Model I version plus enhancements. Allows any mix of

single- or dual-sided 40- or 80-track disk drives. Most BASIC and many machine
code programs written for the Model I will run without modification. Includes a

utility for converting Model I single density to Model III double density.

NEWDOS/80 #SPECIAL#

CALL REGARDING OUR UPGRADE PRICING

$139.95

EPSON
Printers

DISK
Drives

DISKETTES

BOOKS
and more!!

Michael Shrayer's

ELECTRIC PENCIL
VERSION II

for

Model I and Model III

An expanded version of the critically ac-

claimed original word processing system!

Includes all features of Version I plus many
new extensions. Runs under most disk

operating systems, has improved video

text handling, loads any ASCII file for

editing (including BASIC files), single sheet

mode for printing on letterhead and more!

Simple to use, features 2-key commands.
An incredible package at an incredible

price!

SPECIFY MODEL I OR III

Disk Version $79.95

Tape Version $69.95

CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

Let your TRS-80™ Test Itself With

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR &
MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC

by David Stambaugh
A complete checkup for your MODEL I or
MODEL III. THE FLOPPY DOCTOR-Version 3
completely checks every sector of single or

double density 35-, 40-, 77-, or 80-track disk
drives. Tests motor speed, head positioning,

controller functions, status bits and provides
complete error logging. THE MEMORY
DIAGNOSTIC checks for proper write/read,
refresh, executability and exclusivity of all ad-
dress locations. Includes both diagnostics and
complete instruction manual.

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS $24.95
For MODEL III $29.95

MORE
PRODUCTS

TRS-80 is a trademark of the
Radio Shack Division ol Tandy
Corporation. DATALIFE is a

trademark of VERBATIM. PLAIN
JANE, AIDS-I. AIDS-MI, CALCS-III.

CALCS-IV. MERGE-MI are
trademarks ol MTC.

1981 by Metatechnologies
Corporation. Inc.

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

Products damaged in

transit will be exchanged.

PRICES IN EFFECT
Jan. 1, 1982 THRU
January 31, 1982

Prices, Specifications,

and Offerings subject to

change without notice.

8201

II

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
• COD

•Add $3.00 lor shipping
& handling

•$3.00 EXTRA for COD.
•Ohio residents add 6.6%
sales tax.

it
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Break Address Wanted

We were interested in Tom Yager's

article (June 1981, p. 197) on the Model

II. Specifically, we were pleased to

learn that one can return to Basic by

branching to 2800H. However, this

does not set the break interrupt ad-

dress to Basic's break handler. Conse-

quently, any use of the Break key there-

after in Basic returns to TRSDOS.
A partial solution is to arrange for

breaks to return to Basic at 2800M, by

using SVC #3 when returning. Aug-

ment Tom's jump instruction as shown
in Program Listing 1.

The trouble with this approach is

you still cannot use the Break key to

halt execution in Basic and subse-

quently continue by using Continue.

Could someone supply the address

of the break handling routine in the

Basic interpreter supplied with

TRSDOS 2.0?

Gerald Lippey

The Lippey Company
201 South Dundy Drive

Los Angeles, CA 90049

Assembly
Language Subroutines

Do your readers know where I could

obtain a compilation of assembly lan-

guage subroutines to perform com-
mon tasks? For example, it would save

me a lot of programming time if I had

a set of mathematical functions sub-

routines in assembly language corre-

sponding to SIN(x), RND(x), XttY, and
so forth.

If no such compilation exists, I

would appreciate hearing from individ-

uals who might have various subrou-

tines I could use.

James P.May
Associate Professor

of Geology and Chemistry

The Citadel

Charleston, SC
Keep watching these pages! We have

exactly what you ask for. . . coming
soon.—Eds.

Relocate Debug?

I recently purchased Radio Shack's

new cassette monitor, Debug. Unfor-

tunately, it loads into the addresses

4332H-493FH, overwriting the Edi-

tor/Assembler. Initial attempts to

relocate it using the LDIR instruction

(or machine code which used it) failed

because of the absolute jumps inside

Debug's machine code which needed

to be changed. I tried changing some
of the 43H-49H values in memory, be-

cause I thought they were the high-or-

der bytes of the addresses of the

jumps. This did not work, some of the

values I changed were instructions. I

looked at the article "Get T-Bug High,"

but the suggestions only applied to

T-Bug. Debug is a different program.

If anyone has any idea of how to

LD Hl_0

LO A.3

RST 8 Removes previous break handler address.

LO HL.BRK

LD A,3

RST 8 Sets new address to BRK.

JP 2800H Tom's branch to Basic.

BRK *LD HL.2800H

PUSH HL
RET Returns to Basic on break.

'Destroying the contents ot HL does not appear to

cause difficulty when returning to Basic at 2800H.

Program Listing 1.

relocate Debug, I would like to hear

from them. I am sure there are others

with this problem.

Incidentally, is there any way to

relocate the Editor/Assembler?

Evan Brody

159 Fields Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10314

Protected Disks

I recently bought a Model III two disk

microcomputer. Originally I had owned
a Model I and had accumulated a great

deal of software for it including games,

business programs, and utilities of all

kinds. About 70 percent of my software

is in Basic, but the other 30 percent is

in machine language. However, most

good software is in machine language.

To Radio Shack's credit, a good por-

tion converted properly.

The problem is, I have a few protect-

ed disks. Is there a way to boot these

protected disks on a Model III? Will

DOSPLUS work? Will OS-80 III work?

Will NEWDOS 80?

Edward Savin

42 Morehouse Road
Easton, CT

Mod III Disk Failure

I wonder if anyone can help with a

chronic Model III problem. A Model III I

purchased in April failed after less

than one hour of use! I exchanged it for

a machine which did not work at all. I

tested five machines, straight from the

box, before finding one that worked.

That machine failed after six weeks.

There was another exchange which

lasted out the warranty until July.

In all cases the second drive (:1)

fails. The symptoms begin with a

failure to properly format disks,

yielding say "5 flawed tracks." (This

failure holds for both Radio Shack and

Verbatim disks.) Write operations on

the drive became progressively slower

until the machine hung in an endless

Continued on page 20
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HflNNON
hGN6TICS
MICRO COMPUTER DISKETTES

Soft-Sectored 5'A" Double Density. Single Sided. Mini Disks, Shrink wrapped boxes of 10 with Jackets Labels and Tabs

vj)^D.yOeach for $09.90
THESE DISKETTES ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FORONE YEARAGAINST DEFECTS.

RETURN ANY DISKETTE GOOD. BAD OR OTHERWISE AND WE WILL

REPLACE IT FREE WITH NO QUESTIONS ASKED YES - WE MEAN IT!

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 5%" for 10 diskettes $2.95

FLIPSORT DISKETTE FILE BOX 5"." for 50 diskettes $ 19 95 with 50 SHANNON MAGNCTCS disks $109 95

VERFIN DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANERS
These drive cleaning diskettes assure proper operation of all types of 5' V disk drives by removing dirt and

debris which can cause read/write errors and lost data Designed for use with double orsmgledensity dual

or single headed drives of any track count They will provide maximum effective cleaning for drive of any

brand name without harsh liquid chemicals which may damage delicate mechanisms or cause excessive

head wear The kits contain two cleaning disks and instructions in a reusable hard plastic diskette box

Everything you need is included. |NO TOOLS or SPECIAL SOFTWARE |required You can use it in just

seconds to insure the reliability of your system

COMPLETE KIT $24.95 Two kits $39.95
with two disks

TANDON DISK DRIVES $289.00
Complete with Cabinet and power supply

Two Drives in a Horizontal Cabinet $489.00

Three Drives in a Horizontal Cabinet $689.00

These cabinets are designed to fit under an Epson or Okidata printer

and provides easy access to drive edge card connections.

Two Drive Cabinet $75.00

Three Drive Cabinet $99.00

$1 0.00 Trade in allowance for the return of a used One Drive Cabinet.

TRS-80 Model I and III compatible

I To Order:
L ,. r- - ann ci c inco E,» MASTERCARD S^l We also accept
iTollFree 1-800-525-7958 -s* and visa ™ • cod • checks
1650 South Laredo Court • Aurora, Colorado 80017 welcome L_] • money orders

ORDERS IN U S.A. SHIPPED UPS. FREE. Colorado residents add 6''?% sales tax

WE OFFER ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS IN SMALl QUANITlES —^^_

• See List of Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 19
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SOAID
Continued trom page 18.

disk operation.

I have talked to my local Radio

Shack store, the Glendale Computer
Center and the Texas hot line. Glen-

dale suggested a sector sense LED
was out of registration. Texas said

Glendale was definitely wrong— per-

haps the chimney required a foil lining.

With an accusatory tone, Texas won-
dered what I was doing to their ma-
chine. I opened the case and found the

LED incapable of being repositioned

and the chimney already lined with foil.

I soldered the several crimped ground
wires for the second drive and got the

machine running until now. Today the

drive failed during an update operation

on my master distribution disk de-

stroying the directory.

I cannot believe I am the only one so

afflicted—what can be done? I appre-

ciate any help anyone can give.

Allen Ashley

395 Sierra Madre Villa

Pasedena, CA 91107

Line Spacing

I have a Radio Shack Model II, a

Daisy Wheel II Printer and Scripsit. I

use this system for preparing patent

applications.

I file U.S. patent applications direct-

ly from my system, however for foreign

filing it is a requirement that the ap-

plications be typed at a line spacing of

one and a half (1.5), and the lines num-
bered at every fifth line. I do not know
how to get my system to comply with

this format and would appreciate any
suggestions from you or your readers.

Michael J. Weins

3 Humphrey
Convent Station, NJ 07961

Speech Synthesizer Aid

As the father of a profoundly deaf 1

1

year old daughter and the owner of a

32K Model I with two disk drives, I am
interested in any experience readers

"/ cannot believe

I am the only one
so afflicted.

"

may have had with speech synthesiz-

ers. What I have in mind is a device

where my daughter can practice words
and the Video Display Unit will show
her what she is saying. Has such a de-

vice been invented ypt? Any other ap-

plications for assisting the deaf with

speech would be appreciated.

Norman G. Fisher

104 Glover Street

Cremorn, N.S.W. 2088

Australia

Color Aid

Does anyone know of a software

program that will allow me to use a
TRS-80 Line Printer VII in conjunction

with my Modem and 16K Extended Col-

or Computer?
How about a decent Adventure/

Labyrinth/Deathmaze type game for a

16K Extended Color Computer? Ideally

the game would have graphics, but at

this point I'd purchase a really good
game without graphics.

Fred Weissman
34 Chiswick Road

Brookline, MA 02146

Missing Rail

I really liked your game Formula 80,

and since I really don't like typing in

programs, I like the shortness of it. But

the left rail doesn't move from the left

edge of the screen, so you have to

guess where the invisible rail is. I

searched my listing and I couldn't find

an error, but again, I'm a novice so I

could have missed something. I can't

stand not knowing what's wrong.

Nick Shue
13910 Hough Road
Berville, Ml 48002

Continued from page 16

lished. The alternative solution will not

work!

I believe the confusion is caused by the

bracket symbol in these equations. The
Line Printer II substitutes this symbol for

the up arrow (the Level II TRS-80 symbol
for exponentiation). When you type the

programs, replace the bracket with the up
arrow.

Complaint 3: In the Breadth/MKT pro-

gram there is a mistake in the establish-

ment of the value of L. If there is a mis-

take, I cannot find it. If the person will

explain the mistake, I will be glad to re-

spond in more detail.

Complaint 4: The Trading/VOL program
produces nothing but a series of #'s and
+ 's. Correct! The program uses these

symbols to construct the graphs.

Complaint 5: The person wrote, "I am
sure there are other mistakes, but I have to

get past these first."

Correct again! There is a mistake in the

Moving/AVE program. My correction for

this error appears in the same issue as his

letter (October 1981).

Complaint 6: I wish these programs
were tested before being published.

They were!

John Harper

Lawrenceburg, IN

Superhost Modifications

I am contributing the following modifi-

cations for Superhost (by Clayton
Schneider) to run under DOSPLUS 3.3D

(by Micro Systems Software) on the

TRS-80 Model I 48K only:

First, using DOSPLUS Backup utility,

create a copy of the original DOSPLUS
system disk, then put the original away in

a safe place. Use only the copy for these

changes!

Second, copy the Superhost files H48/

CMD, HOST48/BAS, INIT/CMD, SETUP/
BAS to your DOSPLUS system disk. You
do not need to copy any other files.

Third, run the SETUP/BAS program.

When it asks for an operating system,

select NEWDOS80, even though you will

really be using DOSPLUS. Configure the

rest however you desire.

Fourth, rename HOST48/BAS to H48/B
with the DOS command: RENAME HOST-
48/BAS:0 H48/B You must do this so you
can make changes to INIT/CMD to allow it

to work under DOSPLUS. The old name
was too long for the required changes to

fit into INIT/CMD.

Fifth, enter Basic without specifying

Continued on page 24.
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AG& DATA RESOURCES /&&
QUALITY SOFTWARE FOR YOUR TRS-80® DISK SYSTEM

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-525-7958

^

Data Resources is pleased to continue its commitment to professional quality TRS-80

software by introducing The Silver Edition Software Series This collection of programs

represents the best contributions from the most talented and popular authors available.

DATA RESOURCES NEW SUBSYSTEMS FOR AIDS III

AIDS DISK SORT
Designed tor files that are too large to sort "in

memory" with AIDS or lor when you don't

want to wait while AIDS loads the records

Records are physically rearranged on disk

MODEL I $24.95

AIDS FILE EDITOR
Allows you to update and edit records in AIDS

data files without loading the file into memory
Now you can change a single record in a

mailing list quickly and easily with random

access selection

MODEL I $24.95

AIDS DATA ENTRY MODULE
Designed for inputting data directly into AiDS
files. Fields may be fixed to repeat the same
data The key-in routines are improved m
speed — no more over keying Data can be

added lo the end of an existing file or a new file

can be created. Files are automatically opened

and closed so even il the computer is turned

olf in the middle ol work, no more than 255

keystrokes can be lost

MODEL I S24.95

CUSTOM MADE CABLES
S7.00 per Connector
$1.00 per Fool of Cable
We will make Printer and Drive Cables lor you to

your specifications. 10% discount for 10 or more

RIBBON CABLES

Model I or III Printer S18.95

2 Drive Disk Cable $19 95
4 Drive Disk Cable S29 95

THE MICRO ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

This is the finest accounting system available for your

TRS-80 Ideal for small business, this Intergrated

General Ledger. Accounts Receiveable. Payable

System includes a Checkbook manager.

We offer something no other general business package
can give you-a money back guarantee. If you are not

totally satisfied return the package within 60 days and
receive a full refund. Write for sample reports and lull

descriptions

MAS/80 complete $489.00

B.T. ENTERPRISES
UNITERM/80

By Pete Roberts

This is the state of the art in communications

software It configures itself for either Model I or

Model III and can be used with any standard

modem, both RS-232 and Bus-Decoding.

Especially designed to use the extended commands
in NEWDOS/80, but fully compatible with all major

DOS systems

For Model I and III $89.00

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR
By Dave Stambaugh

FLOPPY DISK/MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC
Computer "professionals" have long known the

importance of regular use ol diagnostic software in

verifying the integrity of computer hardware The
TRS-80 is no exception; good diagnostics are a

must The MICRO CLINIC offers two programs
designed to thoroughly check out the two most
trouble prone sections of the TRS-80, the disk

system (controller and drives) and the memory
arrays.

MODEL I $24.95 MODEL III $29.95

GENERIC
SOFT SECTORED 5V DISKETTES
PLASTIC BOX OF 10 $22.95
BULK PAC OF 100 $200.00

50 DISKS WITH A
FLIPSORT $119.95
HEAD CLEANING
KITS $24.95

VERBATIM
SOFT SECTORED 5V DISKETTES
DOUBLE DENSITY
DATALIFE $26.95

1 BOX WITH A FLIPSORT $43.95

FLIPSORT
STORAGE CASE FOR
50 DISKS $19 95

10 TO A BOX 40 TRACK

DYSAN
SOFT SECTORED 5'//' DISKETTES
WHEN YOU CAN'T AFFORD
ANYTHING BUT THE VERY BEST
SINGLE DENSITY $36.95

DOUBLE DENSITY $39 95

10 TO A BOX - 40 TRACK

AIDS SYSTEMS
BY METS TECHNOLIGIES

MTC AIDS III

This easy to use system allows even a novice

TRS-80 user to create data files custom

configured for many applications, from lists

for mailing and cataloging to financial

reporting and time scheduling. It requires NO
PROGRAMMING and is complete with

features for adding, deleting, sorting

updating and printing

MODEL I $69.95

MTC CALCS III

Performs numeric calculations of data

contained in AIDS files. Ideal for financial

applications.

MODEL I $24.95

MTC CALCS IV

The same features as CALCS III with more
powerful formulas and the ability to store

report formats.

MODEL I $39.95

MTC MERGE -III

Combines up to 14 AIDS data files into a single

file Duplicates may optionally be purged, and
sorted order ol records is maintained.

MODEL I $19.95

SPECIAL
AIDS III SUPER SYSTEMS

AIDS III & CALCS III & MERGE III

MODEL I $99.95

AIDS III & CALCS IV A MERGE III

MODEL I $109.95

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0

for MODEL I and III $149.00

The hottest Disk Operating System is now
available in its latest version This is the ONE
from Apparat. Inc., the people whose systems
have made the TRS-80 a reliable computer.
This system includes:

• Double Density support on the Model l

• New Superzap with expanded capabilities

• Diskette compatibility between Model I

and III

MODEL I DOUBLE DENSITY PACKAGE
NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 and the

LNDOUBLER
Everthing you need to convert your TRS-80
Model I to run double density. Complete with

software, hardware, and instructions. —
installs in minutes with NO SOLDERING,
WIRING OR CUTTING $229.95

LNDOUBLER Alone $149.95

/d\rA :

MASTERCARD
AND VISA
WELCOME
We also accept

COD • CHECKS
MONEY ORDERS

®

Data Resources Corporation
Business & Professional Center 8000 East Quincy Ave.

Denver, Colorado 80237 (303) 773-6665

ALL SOFTWARE SUPPLIED ON DISKETTE
ORDERS IN U.S.A. SHIPPED U.P.S. FREE.
Colorado residents add 6V?% sales tax

ATTN: DEALERS - We offer attractive pricing and terms to small

computer retailers. Write for information on our dealer program and
discounts in small quantities.

'1981 DATA RESOURCES CORP
TRS-80* IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP

Prices in effect Dec 1. 1981 10 Dec 31. 1981 and subjea to changes

AIDS III.' CALCS III* MERGE III,* ARE TRADEMARKS OF METATECHNOLOGIES



You're looking at
the lowest prices
in the magazine.

If you can find anything lower, check the fine print.

This is a bold statement to make,
but our large and ever-growing

customer base believes it to be
true. The way we see it, the real

price of mail order purchasing

goes further than listed prices. It

has to do with bottom line

satisfaction. Period.

Are the salespeople know-
ledgeable? Does the company
add extra charges for using your

credit card? Do they stand

behind the product more than
just offering factory warranty?
Who pays the shipping for return-

ed items? And, most importantly,

is the price fair?

At Alpha Byte we built a

reputation on our prices and your
satisfaction.

PRINTERS
ANAOEXDP9500 1295 00

ANAOEXDP9501 1295 00

CENTRONICS 739 765 00

C-ITOH 25 CPS PARALLEL 1440 00

C-ITOH 25 CPS SERIAL ... 149500
C-iTOH 45 CPS PARALLEL 1770 00

C-ITOH 40 CPS SERIAL ...1870 00

EPSON MX-80 SCALL

EPSON MX-80 F/T .. .... JCALL
EPSON MX 100 GRAPHIC SCALL
EPSON GRAPHICS ROM 90.00

IDS-445G PAPER T IGER 779 00

I0S-46OG PAPER TIGER 945 00

IDS-560G PAPER TIGER. 1195 00

MALIBU 200 DUAL MODE . 2695.00

NEC SPINWRITER 3510 SR0 2195.00

NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P. R0 2195.00

NEC SPINWRITER 7710 SR0 2645 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P. R0 2645 00

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM
OKIDATA MICROLINE 80

0KIDATAMICR0LINE82A
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A

OKIDATA MICROLINE 84

2295 00

389 00

569 00

79900
1199 00

16K RAM SPECIAL 13.95

Set of 8 NEC 41 16 ns wtm instructions Gwant«ed one lull year

MODEL I, III SOFTWARE
LAZY WRITER MOD I ... 119 00

LAZY WRITER MOO l" .., 169 00

MlCROPROOF SPELLING CHECK .... 84.95

PR0SOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD I. Ill 99 00

PR0SOFTMAILINGlABELSMO0l.nl 29 95

PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT'LABELS MODI. Ill 115 00

SPECiALDEUVERYM00i.nl 119 00

X-TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD I. Ill 179 00

TRACKCESS MOD I 24 95

OMNITERM SMART TERMINAL MOO I, in 89 95

MAX I -MANAGER . . 89 95

DOS PLUS 3.3 .89 00

LDOS 149 00

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS* 21 95
Single sided, certified Double Density 40 Tracks with

Hub Ring Box ot 10 Guaranteed one lull year

VERBATIM
MD 525-01. 10. 16 ...26.50

MO 550-01, 10. 16 44 50

MD 55701. 10. 16 45 60

F0 32 or 34-9000 . . 36.00

F0 32 or 34-8000 45 60

FD 34-4001 48.60

DYSAN
5* SS/DD. BOX Of 5 .24 50

DISKETTE STORAGE
5'A" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 2 50

8 ' PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE . 3 50

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER WITH INSERTS 9 95

PROTECTOR 5V. 2195
PROTECTORS' 24 95

TRS-80 MOD I HARDWARE
PEPC0M DATA SEPARATOR 27 00

PERC0M D0UBLER II ... 159 00

TAND0N 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE 429 00

TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE 289.00

LNW D0UBLER WITH 00SPLUS 3 30 ... 159.00

ISOLATORS
iSO-1 3-SOCKET . 53.95

ISO-2 6 SOCKET 53.95

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC 145.00

NOVATION 0-CAT DIRECT CONNECT 165.00

NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO ANSWER 219.00

UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT 1 75.00

UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANSWER .209.00
D.C HAYES STACK Smart Modem 249.00

LEXICON LX-11 ... 109.00

CP/M® SOFTWARE FOR MOD II

MICROSOFT
MICROSOFT BASlC-80 . 299 00

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER ..... ... 319 00

MICROSOFT F0RTRAN-80 3«9.00

COBOL 80 .... 599 00

MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR ...310.00

MAILMERGE (REQUIRES WORDSTAR) 1 10 00

SPELLSTAR (REQUIRES WORDSTAR).. 199 00

SUPERSORT.. . 195.00

0ATASTAR .... 245.00

PEACHTREE
GENERAL LEDGER .... 595 00

ACCT RECEIVABLE 595 00

ACCT PAYABLE ...... 595 00

PAYROLL ... 595.00

INVENTORY 595 00

PROPERTY MGMT . . 799 00

CPA CLIENT WRITE-UP .799 00

MAGIC WAND .... ... 299 00

OTHER CP/M® SOFTWARE
SPELLGUARD 239 00

SUPERCALC ... 22900
COMMX TERMINAL SOFTWARE ... 75.00

dBASE II 599 00

P&TCP/M* MOO II TRS-80 175 00

SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES
1.000 3V> x 15/16 ... 8 49

3.000 3% x 15/16 14 95

5.000 3V, x 15/16 19.96

• 69



FAN FOLD PAPER (Prtcw fob. s.p.)

29 00

39 00

9V, k 11 18ID WHITE 3.000 c!

14 7/8x11 IBID WHITE 3.000 c!

CORVUS
TRS-80 MOD I, II, III

Control* Cas«/P S. 0p«rating System. A&T

5 MEGABYTES
10 MEGABYTES
20 MEGABYTES
MIRROR BACK-UP

3245 00

4645 00

5545 00

725 00

SPECIALS
SPECIAL NO. 1

TRS-80 0ISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES. BOX OF VERBATIM

DISKS. PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 44 50

SPECIAL NO. 3
NEWDOS/80 2 0. BOX OF VERBATIM DISKS PLASTIC LIBRARY

CASE 149 00

SPECIAL NO. 4
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER. BOX OF VERBATIM DISKS.

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 179 00

SPECIAL NO. 5
MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHER MYSTERIES BOX OF

VERBATIM DISKS. PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE

.

49 95

DOUBLE DENSITY SPECIAL
PERCOM DOUBLER II, NEWDOS'80. BOX OF VERBATIM DISKS.

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 279 00

COMMUNICATION SPECIAL MOD I & III

NOVATION MODEM. OMNITERM TERMINAL SOFTWARE

ACOUSTIC SPECIAL (CAT). 225.00

DIRECT CONNECT SPECIAL (D-CAT) . . .245.00

SERIAL CABLE ... 25.00

DISK LIBRARY SPECIAL
RACET DISK-CAT CATALOGING PROGRAM. FLIP SORT (50 DISK

CAPACITY). 50 STICK-ON DISK LABELS.. . 59.95

TWO NEW 'OTHER MYSTERIES
BOOKS'
THE CUSTOM TRS-80 24 95

MICROSOFT BASIC FASTER AND BETTER ... 24 95

TRS-80 GAMES
TEMPLE OF APSHAI 34 95

HELLFIRE WARRIOR 34 95

STAR WARRIOR 34 95

RESCUE AT RIGEl .. 24.95

CRUSH, CRUMBLE 4 CHOMP 24 95

INVADERS FROM SPACE 17 95

PINBALL 17 95

STAR TREK 3.5... 17 95

MISSILE ATTACK. 18 95

STAR FIGHTER 24 95

Z-CHESS III ,..., 24 95

ADVENTURE NO 1.2. & 3 34 95

AOVENTURE NO 4 5. & 6 34 95

ADVENTURE NO 7 8. &9 34 95

DUEL-N-OROIDS . 17 95

STARFLEET ORION 21 .95

INVASION ORION 21.95

OLYMPIC DECATHLON 24 95

20RK ... ..... ... 34 95

MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY . 3195
SARGONII 31 95

BLACKJACK MASTER .... 27 95

ROBOT ATTACK. 17 95

GALAXY INVASION 17 95

SUPER NOVA. 17 95

TUESOAY MORNING QUARTERBACK 26 95

LUNAR LANDER 18.95

THE MEAN CHECKER MACHINE ... 2195
GAMMON CHALLENGER 18 95

SPACE ROCKS. 18 95

PIGSKIN 17 95

20SSE0 IN SPACE 18.95

ARCADE-80 21.95

COMBAT 18.95

SPACE INTRUDERS 17.95

SILVER FLASH .17.95
MORTONS FORK ,., .26.95

PROJECT OMEGA 21.95

CP/M Is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Alpha Byte is proud to feature the finest

business software available for the TRS-80
from Occupational Computing Co., Inc.

OCC A/R WITH BILLING AND
INVENTORY CONTROL
One step posting prints an invoice,

reduces inventory, posts to customer
ledger and accumulates sales analysis.

Can be set up as Open Item or Balance
Forward system.
Model I, III 750.00

Model II 1495.00

OCC PAYROLL
Includes: Multiple Pay Freqencies,
Salary or Hourly, Automatic Deductions
(Federal, State, FICA, Disability In-

surance), Commissions, Bonuses, Tips,

Complete Journal, Check Writer, Check
Register, Quarterly 94IA and Yearly W-2
Reports.

Model Mil 350.00

Model II 495.00

OCC UNION REPORTING
Features: Interfaces with OCC Payroll

(Data entry is from employee time card),

Flexible Local Set-up (Union Codes and
Classifications), Computation and repor-

ting of Various Funds (Vacations, Dues,
Pensions, Health & Welfare, Industry,

raining, Promotion, Contract Ad-
ministration).

Model II 495.00

OCC ORDER ENTRY
Features: Allows On-Line Entry and
Maintenance of Customer Orders. Sup-
ports Credit Memos. Standard & Non-
standard Discounts and Total Back-

Order Control. Automatically Interfaces

to OCC A/R, Billing and Inventory Con-
trol.

Model II 995.00

PUTER
• I

OCC MANUFACTURING
INVENTORY CONTROL
Features: Bill of Material 'Explosion'

maintains inventories in up to 10 levels

of sub-assemblies and/or components.
Allocates and relieves raw materials

based on input of production schedules

and completions thru the bill of

Materials Explosion Update and Prints

Bill of Materials Cost Report. All or

selected ranges of assemblies are 'Ex-

ploded' into the lowest level com-
ponents; quantities and unit prices are

extended for each component to give a

unit cost for the entire assembly. Prints

Inventory Exception Report and Sug-

gested Purchase Orders. Automatically

interfaces to OCC A/R , Billing and In-

ventory Control and OCC Order Entry

Systems.
Model II 995.00

All OCC Software is supplied with user

oriented manuals that include easy user

installation instructions. OCC Software

is written In Radio Shack Basic and runs

under TRSDOS. OCC Software uses

Keyed Sequential Access Method
(KSAM) File structure, Binary searches
and fast Machine Language Sorts to in-

sure the fastest possible execution.

OCC's Exceptional Screen Control For-

mat makes data entry as easy as filling

out a form. Related OCC Software
packages interface to form complete
MENU DRIVEN Accounting systems.

If you have a serious business applica-

tion then you should consider OCC Soft-

ware. Call for a complete description of

any of OCC's Business Packages.

We built a reputation on our
prices and your satisfaction.

We guarantee everything we sell fa 30 days. If

anything is wrong, just return the item and we'll make
it right And, of course, we'll pay the shipping

charges.

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COO
orders accepted up to $30000.

Ptease add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and

handling on orders under 50 pounds, delivered in the

continental U.S. Call us for shipping charges on items

that weigh more than 50 pounds Foreign, FP0 and

AP0 orders please add 15% for shipping. California

residents add 6% sales tax.

The prices quoted are only valid for stock on hand

and all prices are subject to change without notice.

TO ORDER, or for information, CALL:

(213)706-0333
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362

v* 69



SO INPUT

any parameters. Then LOAD"H48/B" and

add the line:

5 POKE &H404A.&HFB POKE 4H4049.0

MEMSIZE =64512

Then Save"H48/B" with the added line.

DOSPLUS does not load &H404A and
&H4049 with the memory size specified

when entering Basic, but the H48/B
(HOST48/BAS) program tests to see if it

did, and apparently the location must con-

tain the user area high memory size for

Superhost to function correctly. You can-

not simply remove the test in line 10 of

H48/B. Superhost needs it for some reason.

Sixth, use the DOSPLUS Diskdump util-

ity to change INIT/CMD. When Diskdump

asks "Filename:" reply: INIT/CMD.

Follow these instructions carefully:

a) Type the letter M (do not hit Enter).

b) Using the down-arrow move the big

block cursor down to the row labeled

"0000A0:"

c) Change this row (Do not hit Enter)

from:

4241 5349 430D 0D0D 5255 4E22 484F 5354 BASIC
.. RUN"HOST

to:

4241 5349 4320 4834 382F 422D 463A 332D BASIC
H48/B-F:3-

(Notice that as you typed at the cursor, the

ASCII portion of the display changed also.

Be sure the hexadecimal part of the dis-

play matches exactly what is shown.)

d) Do not hit Enter yet. Using the cursor

controls, put the cursor at the beginning

SOMBUg
Shell Sort Fix

Dr. Michael Kirshner (Virgin Islands)

has brought a bug to my attention

which will cause the Shell Sort of my
article ("All About Sorts— Part II" 80
Microcomputing, September 1981) to

list unsorted lists as sorted lists.

The patch to fix this bug is to delete

all references to the variable name EE
as follows:

1230 j = P

1260 T = A(J):

A(J) = A(J + 0):

A(J + D) = T:

J-J-O
E-E + 1

1360 D + !NT(D/2)

My thanks to Dr. Kirshner and my
apologies to all who tried using this

program.

Len Gorney

Box 91 RD 5
Clarks Summit, PA 18411

Startrek 4.0

Improvements

I typed in the Startrek 4.0 program by

Jake Commander in the August 1981

issue. The game is enjoyable and chal-

lenging. A few small changes will im-

prove it.

When you use the On Board Compu-
ter you may get a divide by zero error

when you select the course calculator

option. To fix this, modify line 3180

to read:

3180 0NERRORGOTO3190 CC = CC * ABS
(AVABS(X) GOTO3280

and add line 3190:

3190 RESUME3280

The course calculator will calculate

too large distances, sometimes send-

ing the Enterprise into a non-existent

quadrant. The following changes will

correct this:

Change line 3280 to read:

3280 PRINT® 704, "COURSE = "CC;:IFABS<X)>

ABS(A)THENCD ABS<X)ELSECD = ABS(A)

Add line 3285:
3285 PRINT-

.
DISTANCE = :CD:GOT02780

Donald M. Henderson
703 Flag Way

Kissimmee, FL 32741

Seasons Greetings Fix

After a summer lull, I am getting let-

ters again about the Seasons Greet-

ings program which appeared in the

December 1980 issue of 80 Microcom-
puting. Many people had trouble with

the two main graphics routines begin-

ning at lines 3000 and 5000. An increas-

ing number of the letters are from

Model III owners.

The most frequent difficulties seem
to be incorrect numbers in the Data

statements, or trying to run the 5000

routine alone, without reading the

Data for the 3000 routine first.

The listing in the magazine is cor-

rect. I recommend careful proofread-

ing of the Data as a remedy. If you want

to run part of the program while you
track down the bad Data, add the

following two lines, and run the pro-

gram from the beginning:

45 GOTO 3000

3900 GOTO 5000

I will send a list of other debugging

hints if you send me a stamped ad-

dressed envelope.

I have run the program on a cas-

sette-based 32K Model III computer. It

runs well, except for a difference in the

height-to-width ratio of the Model III

and Model I CRT screens. As a result,

the snowflakes and the moon in the

snow scene may come out looking

squashed on a Model III. Try the follow-

ing changes to the program shown in

Program Listing 1.

Valerie Vann

631 G Street

Davis, CA 95616

More About Sorts

My article "All About Sorts" Parts I

and II contained some minor errors

corrected in Program Listing 2.

Page 313 of the August 1981 issue

did not list the Bubble Sort nor its sam-

ple output. The driver part of the pro-

gram (lines 1000-1170) remain the

same for all the listings.

Additionally, the sample output

(Listing 5) should have been included

as in Table 1.

Continued on page 26.
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NEW!
' P™*

ITS HERE

ALPHA
JOYSTICK
forMODEL

$49.95

Works with all games on next page!

Price includes Alan Joystick + Alpha Interlace +

instructions + demo program The Alpha Joystick

is backed by an unconditional money back

guarantee it you are not delighted with it return it

within 14 days tor a prompt and courteous refund

Features the famous Atari Joystick.

Works with any (Level II) Model III

Fun to experiment in BASIC. Simply use

A-INP(O) to read Joystick.

Saves your Keyboard.

Fully assembled, complete. Ready to

plug-in and use.

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800)221-0916
(ORDERS ONLY)

JUST IN! LATEST RELEASE FROM BIG FIVE

COMMAND

M

The Galaxy Invaders have returned in

this exciting new twist on the ever
popular Invasion theme.

You are in command. You must protect

the vitally important nuclear fuel can-

nisters from fleets of attacking aliens.

Plays on Mod I & Mod III, wit* or without

Alpha Joystick. With sound!

16K protected TAPE Mod I + III . $15.95

32K protected DISK Mod I + III . S 19.95

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE (800) 221-0916

LAST CHANCE
f you don't have your copy of TALKING
ROBOT ATTACK or GALAXY INVASION, it

might be too late. By legal agreement with

Atari, Big Five stopped production on

Dec. 1,1981. Our well stocked shelves will

soon be empty. Order yours now before

these two are gone forever. Game info on

next page.

ALPHA Products
85-71 79th Street. Woodhaven. NY 11421 (212)296-5916

ADOH.iO PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING ANO HANDLING

All ORDFRS SHIPPED FIRST CLASS MAIL

WE ACCEPT VISA MASTER CHARGE CHECKS MO
COC ADO S3 00E«TRA j*
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ^ff^W
N 1 RESiOSNTS ADO SALES 'Ax
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gO DEBUg
Continued from page 24.

The September 1981 issue also con-

tains a minor error in Part II of this arti-

cle. Line numbers 1220-1240 are re-

peated twice in the Shellsort. This

should not cause problems since both

are the same. However, it does make
for stuttering reading.

Len Gorney

Box 91 R.D. 5

Clarks Summit, PA 18411

ORIGINAL ITEMS

PASS * 1 ITEMS

PASS # 2 ITEMS

PASS # 3 ITEMS

PASS # 4 ITEMS

PASS # 5 ITEMS

PASS #6 ITEMS

PASS # 7 ITEMS
PASS # 8 ITEMS

SPRTEO ITEMS

8094357261
0819435726
182943576
128394567
123849567
123485967
123458697
123456879
123456789
123456789

COMPARISONS = 45 EXCHANGES = 27

Table 1.

2130 V = 100/48 (or something between that and 128/48; refer to the article)

5230 DATA 18,201,176,188,190,191,191,191,188,180,144.215

5240 OK
5250 DATA 24,200,170,191,191,191,191,191.191,191,191,191

5260 DATA 208. . . . (Rest of line OK)

5270 DATA 26,194,129,198,131,143.175.191.191,191.143.135,

5280 DATA 129. . . . (Rest of line OK)

Program Listing 1.

1180

BUBBLESORT.
1190 FORP-1TON-1
1200

PUT N(TH) ITEM IN TEMPORARY STORAGE AND BEGIN TO BUBBLE UP THIS ITEM.

FLAG F$ INITIALIZED TO NE EXCHANGES.

1210 T = A(N):

F$ = -T":

1220

BUBBLE-UP ASSUMES SMALLEST ITEM.

1230 FORJ = NTOP+1STEP -1

1240 C = C + 1

1250 IFA(J-1)<= TTHENA(J) «T:

T = A(J-1)

ELSE A(J) = A(J-1):

F$ = "F":

E = E + 1

1260 NEXT J

1270

ITEM HAS BEEN BUBBLED UP TO ITS PROPER POSITION.

1280 A(P) = T

1290

IF NO EXCHANGES TOOK PLACE, END ROUTINE.

1300 IF F$ = "F" THEN 1310

ELSE 1370

1310
'

TAKE SNAPSHOTS.
1320 PRINT:

PRINT-PASS #";F-."ITEMS ";

1330 FORKK-1TON
1340 PRINT A(KK);

1350 NEXT KK:

GOSUB 1170

1360 NEXTP
1370 RETURN
1380 END

Program Listing 2.

of line "0000B0." and change this line

from:

3438 2F42 4153 220D FF21 0000 2216 40E1 48/BAS

to:

4D3A 3634 3531 320D FF21 0000 2216 40E1 M:64512

Once again, check to make sure every-

thing is exactly correct. Now hit Enter. The

changes have now been made to let l NIT/

CM D enter Basic and run H48/B with three

file buffers open and a memory size of

64512 specified. INIT/CMD will now use

the DOSPLUS command: Basic H48/B-F:

3-M:64512 instead of the other, TRSDOS
format which would not have opened files

or set memory size under DOSPLUS.
Seventh, press Break to return to the

"DOSPLUS is ready" message. Then enter

the command AUTO INIT which will cause

Superhost to come up after a reset unless

you hold the Enter key during reset.

Eighth, put a write protect tab on this

disk, make a copy of it and put it away

with your Superhost original.

John C. Lord

Beltsville, MD

Video Twitch

I read with great interest the article by

Marshall E. Smith concerning a video

twitch problem (80 Microcomputing, Octo-

ber 1981). I have had this problem with my
Model I Level II since it was upgraded to

Level II. I called the hotline and was told

the "mode select latch" was probably

bad. I never bothered to return the unit for

repairs because of the down time involved.

I got around it by putting OUT255.0 in as

many loops as possible. It is not a great

solution, but it did the job fairly well. After

reading Mr. Smith's article I searched my

junk box of parts and found a 220pf cer-

amic disk capacitor. I soldered it in place

and have not experienced any video

twitching since. I know this capacitor is of

a much greater value than the 27pf capaci-

tor specified in the article, but it was that

or nothing. After powering up the system,

I observed the capacitor and the circuit

traces in the area of Z49 and Z50 for any

overheating. No snap. No crackle. No pop.

No components overheating. My thanks

to Mr. Smith for curing a problem Radio

Shack would have charged a sizeable

amount to correct.

Glynn P. LaBorde

Angola, LA
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WHY
TALKING
ROBOT
ATTACK

ALL GAMES •'

16K Level 2, Mod 1 + Mod 3 Cassette $15 95
32k Level 2. Mod 1 - Mod 3 Diskette $19 95
10% discount tor 2 games, 15% for 3 or more
Games may be olayed with or without joystick

SCARFMAN

IS THE ALPHA JOYSTICK
SUCH A SUCCESS ?
A: Sofware support like this

TALKING
ROBOT ATTACK
INCREDIBLE! This amazing game actually TALKS

without a speech synthesizer, ihrough the cassette

AUXplug.

You are armed with just a hand held laser in a

remote section of the space station you encounter

armed robots, some march towards you, some wait

around corners. Watch out, the walls are electrilied

Zap as many robots as you dare before escaping

into a new section where more robots await you.

The struggle continues With Joystick action and

VOICE OUTPUT, this game will amaze you .^ ft*

SCARFMAN
THE LATEST ARCADE CRAZE now runs on your

TRS-80

Its eat or be eaten. You control Scarfman around

the maze, gobbing up everything in your path. You

attempt to eat it all before the monsters devour you.

Difficulty increases as game progresses Excellent

high speed machine language action game From

The Cornsoft Group With sound.

CAUTION: Played with the Alpha Joystick. Scarlman

may become addictive.

SUPER NOVA"
Asie'Oios float ominously around me

screen vou musi destroy the asteroids

oetore mey destroy you' <B>g asteroids

break into utile ones ) Your snip

respond to Ihrusl, rotate, nyperspace

and tire Watcn out tor mat saucer with

the lase" As reviewed in May >96t Byte

Magazine

GALAXY INVASION
Tie sound of ine klaxon is caning you 1

invaders nave Deer spotted warping

toward Earth you shitt right and left as

you lire your lasers A lew break form

ation ano fly straight ai you 1 You place

your linger on the tire button knowing

thai mis shot must connect' With sound

ATTACK FORCrf
As your ship appears on the bottom ot

the mne eight alien snips appear on the

top. all traveling directly at you 1 You

move toward them and lire missiles But

the more aliens you destroy the taster

the -emaming ones become It you get

too good you must endure the Flag-

ship With sound eltects 1

COSMIC FIGHTER
7

METEOR MISSION I!"

Your ship comes out of nype'space

under a convoy ol aliens you destroy

every one But another set appears

these seem more intelligent You

eliminate them loo vour luel supply is

diminishing You must destroy two more

sets before you can dock The space

station is now on your scanner Witn

sound'

As you look down on your view

astronauts cry out lor rescue You must I

maneuver through me asteroids &

meteors (Can you get back to the space

station'') Fire lasers to destroy the

asteroids, but watch out there could be I

an anen FLAGSHIP lurking includes!

sound eftects'

THE ALPHA JOYSTICK:
REAL ARCADE ACTION

Features the famous ATARI JOYSTICK

Works with any Level II or disk system Model i

Plugs directly into KB or E/l (next to printer port)

Compatible with any other TRS-80 accessories

Saves your keyboard

Fun to experiment in BASIC. Simply use A = INP(0)

to read the joystick

Fully assembled ready to plug in and use

Price includes Atari Joystick + Alpha Interface +
instructions + demo program The Alpha Joystick

is backed by an unconditional money back

guarantee If you are not delighted with it. return it

within 14 days for a prompt and courteous refund

Toll

Order Line

(800)
221-0916

ADO 1 1 SO PER OKOf A FOR SHIPPING ANO HANDLING
ALL ORDERS SHIPPEO FIRST CLASS MAIL

Wf ACCEPT VIS* MASTER CHARGE CHECKS MO.
COO ADOS? 00 EXTRA 4M,
OUANTITT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE flrff VSrJ
N Y RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX HH

ALPHA Products • 210

85-71 79th Street. Woodhaven NY 11421 (212) 296 5916



$9ACCOUNTANT
by Michael Tannenbaum C.P.A.

"When in printing mode, the

program defaults to spooling."

Recently, I participated in several

seminars on microcomputers. The
VisiCalc program was demonstrated and

a discussion held on the current state of

microcomputers in accounting firms. The
demonstration and discussion proved

provocative: We were swamped with

questions on applications. One of the

most frequent was whether a microcom-

puter could be used as a word processor

as well as a general purpose computer.

Non-micro owners were confused. They

could not imagine the same computer
accomplishing both tasks.

Word processing computer vendors of-

ten emphasize the superiority of their

dedicated processors over general pur-

pose devices. However, except for display

differences, a dedicated word processor

and a general purpose computer are often

identical. A word processor is a gen-

eral purpose computer with a word pro-

cessing program.

While many word processors can be
used as general purpose microcomput-
ers, not all micros are good for word pro-

cessing. Some display only 40 characters

on a line and their keyboards do not have a

Selectric-compatible layout. A dedicated

word processor has an important advan-

tage: It is easier to learn. This element, of-

ten called user friendliness, is usually the

main reason for selecting a dedicated

over a general purpose device.

In comparison to other Tandy products,

the Model II is equipped to serve as a word

processor. Not only is the keyboard Selec-

tric-compatible, but the 80-column display

and graphics capability allow the Model II

to emulate many features of dedicated

word processors at a fraction of the cost.

Scripsit and the Daisy Wheel II printer

configure a very capable word processing

work station.

New Improved Scripsit

Now Scripsit has been improved. Evi-

dently Tandy listened to field reports and
tried to incorporate all good suggestions.

The changes for the better become visi-

ble as soon as the menu page is dis-

played. Each numbered cell facilitates

quick selection of a document for review

or edit. The expanded processing options

include printing, enabling the time dis-

play and ending the session.

The ability to print from the menu offers

a first clue that the printing function is

extensively revised. It is possible to

print one document while revising another

with a one disk system. Previously, this

option (spooling) was only possible with

two drives. If you select the print option,

the document password request appears

followed by a new monitor menu.

When in printing mode, the program de-

faults to spooling. To take advantage of

this feature hit the escape key to return

to the directory. You cannot delete or copy

the document being printed, and certain

disk functions like backup and format are

inhibited. You can, however, open another

document and perform all normal docu-

ment entry and editing features.

The modified printer driver permits print-

ing the special characters. French and
Spanish characters available in the Daisy

Wheel II character set have been prede-

fined in a print control table. You can mod-

ify this table to match the character set

and control functions on other printers.

To specify a special character such
as Trade Mark(™) select the control key

and the letter x. The letters A-Z designate

the character or printer feature desired.

The special character is displayed in re-

verse video preceded by the letter x. This

display method indicates effectively the

use of these special characters.

Because the Daisy Wheel II is capable

of half-line spacing and reverse line feeds,

Scripsit can accommodate superscripts

and subscripts, important to the scientific

community. Appropriate graphics charac-

ters visible in full video mode indicate

the use of this feature. Graphics charac-

ters also indicate foreign letters formed
by overstriking a letter with a diacritical

mark. To use this feature, the system's

printer must be able to backspace.

Although Scripsit utilizes features of

the Daisy Wheel II, instructions facil-

itate the installation of other printers.

Instructions are also provided to custom-

ize Scripsit for the special needs of each

environment. Line feeds can be insert-

ed after carriage returns, zeros slashed

the cursor character changed and the

strike through character changed. To pro-

perly calculate line width when justifying

text by character, Scripsit must know the

width of 10 and 12 pitch characters. This

information can be altered to suit the

printer available.

Text Entry

Text is entered in the same manner as

Scripsit 1 .0. After the new document is de-

scribed to the system, a blank screen is

presented to the typist. This working page

is divided into two sections: the data entry

portion and the system message area.

The system communicates with the typist

on the bottom two lines of the screen.

After 22 lines, the copy scrolls up. During

normal data entry, the 23rd line contains

the document format line. The typist can

change this line at any time. On the 24th

line is the document name, cursor posi-

tion, window start position, line spacing

indicator, margin settings and entry

mode indicator.

Scripsit always displays data single-

spaced and unjustified. Many word pro-

cessors display the copy as it will be
printed. This can be an advantage when
assembling text from different docu-

ments where the source documents might

have different margin and line space
settings. Scripsit, however, can overcome
this problem by repaginating prior to

printing. The repaginate utility conforms

all pieces to a common standard.

Scripsit's display method provides the

greatest amount of data in the CRT
space available.

During data entry, requests for utilities

such as Global Search and Delete, Get

Page, Print and so on can be initiated by

depressing the control key and the first

letter of the desired routine. If the par-

ticular sequence of commands does not

gain the desired results, hitting the Es-

cape key produces a series of menus.
This menu command procedure is a major

change from the previous version of Scrip-

sit. In that version, hitting Escape twice

brought you back to the menu accompan-
ied by curses and exclamations as the
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document closed itself out unexpectedly.

Under Scripsit 2.0, you have to select

the appropriate code to quit a document.

This code returns you to the menu grace-

fully. Attention has also been paid to end-

ing a session of word processing. With

version 1 .0 this was only possible from the

Disk Utilities menu. It was not possible to

return to the operating system after a

Scripsit session. To get to the command
level in TRSDOS you had to Reset the

computer. Now if you wish to terminate

word processing activities, a command is

available on the main menu to end the ses-

sion. Then you can return to TRSDOS.

Examination of the more extensive

menus available to the 2.0 user reveals

some surprises. Tandy has provided a

menu line to access user key and printer

codes. When you select this line, keying in

the indicated code allows you to call pre-

defined phrases or operations with a key

stroke. For example, a standard letter-

head can be predefined and assigned to

the 1 key. When a new letter requires the

letterhead, keying in a 1 when the Special

Function Key menu has been selected au-

tomatically recalls the letterhead. This

special function key routine was available

under the previous version, however it was
more difficult to use.

Modules

The introduction of modular packaging

for a word processing system makes good
sense. A user who does not need special-

ized functions such as a dictionary or a

math package need not purchase them.

One of the modules which should be

available in January is the Spelling

and Hyphenation Dictionary (Catalog No.

26-4534). This program and the related

data base contain an incredible 100,000

words, making it the largest dictionary

that I have seen for a micro system. Be-

cause of its size, it requires a one drive

expansion interface for operation. Instal-

lation of the dictionary in a 2.0 system is

quite simple. After you create a copy of

the dictionary disk (do not use the orig-

inal, altered by the installation procedure)

select the Installation program to inte-

grate Scripsit and the dictionary. Thereaf-

ter you can initiate a spelling check or

hyphenation request from the appropriate

Scripsit menu.
The hyphenation program scans the en-

tire text and inserts soft hyphens where

appropriate. A soft hyphen is produced by

the word processor. If the text is altered

during editing, the soft hyphen is auto-

matically deleted. The rules for hyphena-

tion used by the dictionary program were

derived from good typing practice. They

include the following:

• Hyphenate no more than two
consecutive lines.

• Never hyphenate capitalized words.

• Never hyphenate the last word in a

paragraph.

• Never hyphenate a word not in the

dictionary.

When you request the spelling check,

the dictionary is loaded. A system activity

page indicates the time started, the page
being processed, and the number of miss-

ing words discovered. After examination,

the activity page indicates time complet-

ed and total words examined. The system

processes text quite quickly. To examine
this article, approximately 2000 words,

took less than two minutes.

The system automatically reloads

Scripsit and shifts into an edit mode. It

then highlights the first word it did not

find and presents a menu of choices. The
typist can correct the word, add it to the

user dictionary, delete it or skip it. If you
select the correction option, the word is

displayed on the message line. The F1 and
F2 keys change or insert letters. If you

decide to add the word to the user diction-

ary, the program requests a hyphenation

decision. After a verification message,

the program proceeds to the next word.

Warning: The program has a capacity of

only 1500 unmatched words. Should ca-

pacity be exceeded, you will have to make
corrections to the edited portion before

completing the document.
The user dictionary allows you to enter

over 2000 words of your own. If you select-

ed the MYWORDS option when you in-

stalled the dictionary, you can enter this

user dictionary into Scripsit for evalua-

tion, deletion and if incorrect, correction.

This is accomplished by one of the new

Scripsit 2.0 utilities—the ASCII/Scripsit

conversion utility. This utility is not re-

stricted to user dictionary maintenance,

but can bring any ASCII file into Scripsit

and turn any Scripsit file into an ASCII file.

Now Scripsit users can bring Basic pro-

grams into the word processor. This al-

lows Scripsit utilities such as Global

Search and Replacement to be applied to

Basic programs. With Scripsit, sections of

code can be moved, removed or stored as

standard files. It is even possible to as-

semble a program just as a document is

assembled. Word processing for program

editing is not new. Owners of Electric Pen-

cil and Wordstar have had this ability for

some time. Now that I have tried it, I can

understand why many rarely use the nor-

mal Basic editor for new program
development.

Another use of this feature is the com-

bination of VisiCalc and Scripsit. VisiCalc

allows, under the printer option, the crea-

tion of an ASCII print image disk file. This

file can then be converted to a Scripsit file.

With the facility, text developed with

Scripsit can be merged with schedules

prepared by VisiCalc.

In general, the modifications made to

Scripsit 1.0 are for greater ease of use.

There is no doubt that the Shack Software

experts are doing their homework. From

the expanded Help menus to the new util-

ities, 2.0 represents a great step forward

in "user friendly software." I understand

that the Shack will offer an upgrade to 2.0

for 1.0 owners: It is well worth the addi-

tional cost. In addition, if you have a two

drive system, I suggest the new diction-

ary. There need never again be a mis-

spelled word in any document prepared by

your firm.

VISA/MC Order Line Only (except Mich.) 800-253-4358 ext. 100

FINDISK-II The ultimate in automatic disk indexing with exclusive features Model-I $20.00
AUTOMATICALLY create INDEX of programs or data from all your disks, print disk LABELS, print

alphabetized MASTERLIST. do fast SEARCH, add DESCRIPTIONS Also automatically detect DATA or

SYS disks. PURGE disks and index of old files, and UPDATE from revised disks only.

SOLAR I The critical calculations for passive design. . . Model-I $30.00 Model-II $45.00

INPUT: any latitude, orientation, slope, roof overhang, storage type, building loss, OUTPUT: solar angles,

shading, time, heat gain/loss, percent solar, fuel use. Print report by hour, month, year in presentation format

RIA-II Complex Real Estate Investment Analysis Model! $30.00 Model-II $45.00
Analysis for investor or homeowner using Elwood method INPUT: Project costs, loan and tax data,

expenses, depreciation rate OUTPUT: Cap rate/ value, mortgage payments, before/after tax cash flows, return

(IRR). profit/ gain from sale over any time series.

DEPRECIATE-I Manage a list of depreciable items Model! $15.00 Model-II $20.00
Tracks long list of depreciable items with varying purchase dates, depreciation rates, or per cent business use

Update any time Print tax form Used by many CPAs

STRUCT-I Graphic design of steel/wood beams and moment transfer Model-I $15.00
INPUT: span/cantilever, uniform/point loads, beam material OUTPUT: with screen graphics beam moment

& shear diagrams. Print job report with diagram, stresses, and required beam sizes.

Min 32K. On disk (Mod I one drive order tape) Add $ 1 (X) postage (Mich add 4% tax) VISA/MC
^88 DOCUMAN SOFTWARE BOX 387-A KALAMAZOO, Ml 49005(616) 344-0805
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SOFT BITS
a basic/assembly column

by Roger Fuller

An experiment in the 1930s accident-

ally revealed a startling relationship.

It was discovered that vocabulary is a

highly reliable predictor of intelligence.

Mastery of words is necessary for the

mastery of the concepts they represent,

and the pronunciation of a word is the first

step in mastering it.

I have noted the lack of a pronunciation

guide for computer instructions. I do not

mean for terms like PEEK, INPUT or RE-

STORE, but ones like STRINGS, RND and
VARPTR. I don't know whether to laugh or

cry when I hear a programmer spell MID$
instead of pronouncing it.

I make a special effort to ascertain the

way students grasp the information I am
trying to communicate. This helps me de-

tect and correct wrong thinking. Thus came
about one of my bylines, "What you need is

f«- ===-= z=i
j

I
«i-—» i j

COUNT. 2

COUNT J I

<£— loir Moves
FROM HL TO DE

LAST ROW ERASED

Fig. 1

COUNT . J /

COUNT i 2

COUNT .

1

t

LAST RO* ERASED 1

^- LDIR MOVES
N. FROM DE TO ML

—» d \|
J—» f" ZD

i

1

Fig. 2

a Fuller understanding." I present for the

informal approval of the readers of this col-

umn a list of standard pronunciations.

I chose the items in Table 1 from the re-

served word list of Level II. The second

column is the short, or reading, pronuncia-

tion. The third column is for maximum
clarity. The criteria in choosing the two

pronunciations are ease of use and clari-

ty. If you have any other suggestions,

please advise me via the magazine.

Although this list is not comprehensive,

it is a guide and reminder to help you com-

municate when using Basic words in

speaking. It also helps a beginner grasp

Basic faster by providing a verbal image

of Basic's vocabulary.

This Month's Program

Professional programmers write in as

high a language as possible. This means
avoiding machine coding. The reason is

economics. Writing in a high level

language saves time and money because

the computer codes for you. In fact, Basic

Program Listing. Scrolling Window

1 'SCRLLEXO/BAS
2 '•••••«•••••••

9 "LEAK 1(949
5 '

DIN PAS''.*'.

PAS(9)-
PAS(59)1)-
PR

' PD

'VARIABLE LIST

'holds property addresses
"••••• Top of List ••••••
•••••• End of List ••••••
number of pcopactlaa In Hat
index of item displayed at bottom of window
keyboard image
'keyboard row address
index for address displayed at top of window
index for address displayed at and of window
temporary variable for determining USR addresi
temporary variable for loops etc.

RND(32767) RNDI32767) )i

1
2

i

55
9 ' K%
> KAl-14498

81 ' LT%
9 ' LEI
1 ' LS
2 ' Lt
i» '

88 FOR H-l TO 199:
J>A$(L%)-STRS( 1188891)

NEXT:
PN-100

1039 CLSiPRINTM,
"Property address SCAN MODE'CHRSl 31)

1149 PRINT" Directions
1959 PRINT TAB112) STRINGS! 2,143)
1969 PRINT"There is no property listed
1979 PRINT'or spelled as such. Locate
1060 PRiNT'the correct spelling of the
1999 PRINT'property by pressing the UP
1190 PRINT'or DOWN arrow key to scroll
1110 PRINT'the property addresses back
1120 PRINT'and forth. After the right
1139 PRINT'spelling is found press the
1149 PR int "CLEAR key so that you night
1159 PRINT'enter the correct spelling
1151 PRINT'lnto the computer again.
1160 '

1161 '*•*•• Determine format of first window display
1179 IP PN<13 THEN PD"PN : LT*-9 i GOTO 1200
1189 IP PD<13 THEN PD-13
1190 LT»«PD-13 : LE»-PD
1290 FOR Ll>9 TO 13
1210 PRINT9384L% >64,) I

IK Lt+LTtOPN THEN PRINT PA$(L%)|
ELSE L»-13 : PRINT PAS ( 501)

|

1220 NEXT
1221 '

1239 GOSUB 61999: IP PN<13 THEN LT»— 1 : LE»«S91
1259 Kt*PEEK(KAt) I IP Kt-2 THEN 1299
1269 IP M-8

IP LT»>0 THEN LT»»LT*-1 : LEI-LEI-1
1279 IF Xi-16

IF LEtOPN THEN LEI-LE» + 1 i LT%«LT%+1
IP LE1>PN THEN PRINT8B78 ,PAS(591) |

1.80 GOTO1250
1290 CLSrGOTO 1299
61900 LS-" 1234 5678991 2345678981 23456789812345678901234567898123456789912'
61905 LI-VARPTR(LS)

PRINT0USR2<38) ,PA$(LT%)

;

PRINT9USRK870) ,PAS(LE%) ;:

Program continues
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THE ALPHA
I/O SYSTEM
a complete failure?

THE INSIDE STORY
II happened 3 years ago when out President rnaOe a decision At ine lime we specialized

in custom analog and digital circuit design The decision was to attempt to develop a une ol

stanoarc interlace hardware tor the emerging microcomputers At the time 1 19771 we nad to

decide which ol me new machines could Become the industry standard oi the iow cost

micros

Despite a lew aggravating Put minor oeticiencies the IRS-80 seemec tohave the most

chance ol success and ii had the Best price /pertormance ratio Also, wim some imagination

their large sales organization could become the largest service network m the world a reassur

mg through! tor the m d n y novices in this new tield

it became clear that the TRS 80 could be used iwith our then hypothetical system) to solve

problems in many tields where computers were not yet used, mostly because ot their high cost.

The IDEA was simple 1 ALPHA PRODUCT would supply ihe missing link between the TRS

80 and the outside world imore about this outside wot id later i

Early Survival
DANGER 1 It Radio-Shack entered the same market we probably would not nave survived but

ihe enpectaiion was that they would be too busy developing then basic une (drives printers

modem etc I
Thanks to our more specialized products we would not be competing with them

BAD START! We began with a failure Our first product was supposed to be a simple low cost

general purpose device it would allow the TRS 80 to accept inputs other than me keyboard

Many kinds ol external devices (Ihe outside world ' mentioned belore) like photocells

sensors thermostats switches contacts etc could be connected easily in addition there

were two relays to control ion cr oil) eiternal loads such as motors lamps appliances

heaters, etc etc In other words it would allow Ihe computer to interact or interlace with

external devices We called it the INTEHFACER 2 What a mistake' It sounded too much like

eipansion interlace Many enthusiastic TRS-80 users called thinking that our INTER

FACER 2 ' was a low cost Expansion Interface ;ai $8i thai would nave been a real bargain 1

1

We wanted to change the contusing name That meant reprinting the manual changing the ad

scrapping the Rytft, discarding me silk screened cases Wen iNTERFACER 2'
it would

stay

TROUBLE! We also found that the mainly ol TRS 80 users were AFRAiO ot the hardware They

could be very comfortable with lancy pjogrammmg but thought you had to be a compuier

specialist or technically inclined to put the INTERFACER 2 to work in truth some 1MAG1NA
TiON and a SCREWDRIVER is an you leally need Anyone awe to wire a switch could use this

rle. -

WORSE 1 There was also me tear of plugging a foreign device into me precious computer

'his nohon has an but disappeared as there are now so many quality products designed tor the

TRS-80 that plugging in a non Radio Snack device has Decome common
Our ad m Creative Compuimq (80 Microcomputing did no' ye' exist i ha'diy paid tor iiseif

We had a decision to make Were we wrong or |usl too eariy' Our first iNTERFACER 2 was sold

to someone who wanted fo ano succeeded in controlling n>s fancy model railroad with his

TRS-80 interesting but what made us stick with me concept was tnai some ol our INTER

FACERS began lindmg use m applications with fascinating possibilities Space is lacking to

describe mem but me most exciting was me successful use ut me system « assisting a nandi

capped young ooy We were pleased to hear of such a mearongtu' application

Today
Three years later as you can see in our ads the iNTERFACER 2 il anve and wen Ine

pi ice went up a bit and despite the introduction ot the more powertui iNTERFACER 80 the

saies have been steady

Then came me leasi understood product' me ANAlOG 80 This $139 mceiy designed

module M *n Analog to Digital converter win 8 input channels Used with your TRS-80 it

provides a powertui data acquisition system This largon simply means that you can

monitor measure and record 8 mdependam varying voltages Very lew peopie realized run**

power Such a system would have cost over ten thousand dollars |ust a 'ew years ago

The possibilities m scienlilic and engineering environments a<e endless This system

could replace chart recorders digital data recorders programmable calculators data analyzers

and many othei specialized and expensive pieces ol equipment Furthermore up to 8 ANAlOG
80 s could be used simultaneously tor a total ot 64 channels ot analog input

1 They simply plug

into the TRS 80 using our X series ol Bus extenders iEXPANDABUSi

The idea was simple. We would supply the

missing link between the TRS-80 and the

outside world''

Our next product was to be a second generation nput Output interlace with more

flexibility than the INTERFACER 2 Caretul design and refinement yielded the iNTERFACER 80

the most powertui real world interface on the market today it has 8 inputs, each optically

isolated and 8 outputs each with a relay contact The INTERFACER 80 is fully compatible with

our ANALOG 80 allowing these lo be used together Id order lo create systems that control

external devices based on sensed input under control of the TRS 80

A FAILURE 1 in spite ol our extensive advertising very lew are aware ol Ihe existence ot the

powertui ALPHA I/O SYSTEM

The Facts Are:
The ALPHA SYSTEM/TRS-80 combination loims an incredibly versatile and powerlul tool for

acquisition/processing 'control

in spite of Ms moderate cost the system is sophisticated and reliable

The entire system can be easily programmed in BASIC using iNPiXiand OUT X V commands

The modular approach and our EXPANDABUS anow lot instant expansion as requiiements

demand

The following pages contain more inlormation about me devices mentioned nere We invite

you to can or write to discuss your particular appkcation

Device descriptions; NEXT PAGE +

TIMEDATE 80

N̂eat. Compact Design

3 Years EJaftery Life

Slips Inside E/

1

(Y Option Shown)
Real Time Without

Expansion Interlace

•Complete se« contained true real time clock /calendar timedate 80 continues to keep
accurate lime and date when the computer is turned off or experiences a power failure

•TIMEDATE 10 only needs lo be set once ano it s two replaceable AAA' batteries (not

included keep TIMEDATE 80 tunning m excess ol 3 years Costly Ni Cad batteries and
charging circuits are eliminated

*rt\t mstant power is applied to the TRS-80 HME0AFE 80 provides MO/DATE/YR. DAY
ot WEEK MR MIN SEC and AM/PM information with quartz accuracy

•TiMEOATE M replaces the computer s internal ciock Extremely useful lor automatic

operation of remote systems with no operator m attendance if me power tails ano then s

WHY LOSE PRECIOUS TIME ?

restored only TiMEDATE 80 wHi update Ihe system with current TIME and DATE information

an impossibility with the computer s internal clock

•TIMEOATE SO is quartz crystal based with INTELLIGENT CALENDAR, including provisions

for leap year' 1 ME display may be by 1 2 hour am/PM or by 24 hour military and Eruopear.

lormal

•TIMEDATE 80 plugs directly into the rear of the TRS 80 keyboard and gives Ihe TIMES

function even without an Expansion interlace For those with a disk system it plugs mto me
left side panei of me Expansion interface An optional Y connector can provide tor further

expansion

•TIMEOATE 80 I small size keeps the computer table uncluttered II you nave an Expansion

Iniertace TiMEDATE 80 literally DISAPPEARS by supping into the empty space m the

bottom ot the interlace

•Two sets otsotware on cassette come with TiMEDATE 80- TiMESET and TIMES

TIMESET is a step by step set Ol Simple instructions tor setting TIMEDATE 80 TIMES

is a sel of poke routines which patch DOS and Level II TIMES to read TiMEDATE 80 and is

easily incorporated into any user software ' TIMES win always print me lime ano date

when LISTING a program— great tor keeping track of revisions'

•Other valuable uses lor TiMEDATE 80 are accurate date and time information loi business

reports like payroll records financial reports etc or to various I/O devices requiring 24

hour CIOC" input Such as laboratory instrumentation and to communication systems

needing log m nog Out data (bulletin boards)

•TIMEDATE 80. 'uiiy assembled and tested 90 da. warrant, complete with instructions

ano software on cassette $95 00 v option add $12 00

NEW: Computer to Computer ordering (212) 441 3755 (24 hr data line)
CALL

(212) 296 5916

ALPHA Products « « =
85-71 79th Street Woodhaven. NY 11421

»00 S? SU ftt ORDf A '0« SHIPPING ANO i

Ac. OHOfHS SMiPPtO fins' CI AS 1 "">
I

WE ACCEPT VISA MASIE" IMAMGt OKki M

COO AOOS? 00F«T«A
QuANtiff discounts avau ah I ,^no
S T SlS'OO'b AHO SA, IS «l



SOFT BITS

behaves like a giant interactive macro
assembler.

Sometimes machine coding cannot be
avoided. In an application program I was
able to avoid machine coding until I need-

ed a screen review system. I wanted to dis-

play a list from 0-500 addresses; the

screen could not contain them all at one
time. A scrolling window on the list was
the answer. Basic was not capable of the

speed I required; this month's Ba-

"Basic behaves
like a

giant interactive

macro assembler.

"

sic/Assembly program provides the speed

(see the Program Listing).

The scrolling is controlled by pressing

the arrow keys; the routine is exited after

pressing the Clear key. I left off ancillary

coding integrating this subroutine into my
main program for clarity. This program

will bomb on a Model III when the video is

set for double width characters. It seems
to be a hardware design fault. If you have

tips or short programs, send them in.B

BUSINESS &
PLEASURE SOFTWARE
FOR TRS-80"toOD. I & III

INCOME TAX ESTIMATES 8K
No tables to look up. Pro-
gram does It all. $19.95

MAIL LIST (disk) 32K 22.95

INCOME/DEDUCTIONS &
MILEAGE FILE 8K 10.95

STOCK CHARTING 6K 15.95

FMANOAL STATEMENT 16K 14.95

7P5 THE WIZARD'S CITY" /J»\»

A Fantasy Adventure Game 12.95
Add $4 for disk except Mail List
Add 51.50 shipping

BAPS Software
5930 Star Ln. Suite F
Houston, TX 77057 713/7833433
TRS-80 is a reg. trademark ol Tandy Corp.

Program continued

61010 IF L%»32767 THEN L-PEEK

I

-3276B) ELSE L-PEEK(L%»1)

61020 IP L%-32766 THEN H-PEEK (
-32768) ELSE H-PEEK(L%+2)

61030 IP H«256 L > 32767 THEN LH«H*256 L - 65536

ELSE LH-H'256 L
61999 '

62190 '•«•••••••••••••••••••• SCROLLING WINDOW »•••••••

62110
62120
62130

62149
62150
w
62160
W
62170
TION
62189
S

62199
ED
62200
62210
62229
62230
62240
62250
62260
NE
62270 DATA 175:

BY ROGER PULLER
PUBLIC DOMAIN

DATA 017038960:
DATA 096013:'
DATA 197:

'

DATA 213:

'

DATA 2 25:

'

DATA 914064: '

DATA 971:
DATA 009:

DATA 914024:

'

DATA 237176:'
DATA 209:

'

62280
62290
LOWER
62300
S
62310
62320
62330
62340 '

W
62350 DATA 193: '

62360 DATA 016239: '

I
62370 DATA 933102063:
62380 DATA 024026:'
62390 '

62400 '

62410 '

62420 DATA 017102063:
62430 DATA 006013:'
62440 DATA 197:

'

K
/SAVE ROW COUNT

62450 DATA 213:

'

62460 DATA 225:

'

62470 DATA 0140641

'

62480 DATA 175:

'

62490 DATA 071:

'

62500 DATA 237066: '

HIGHER
62510 DATA 229: '

S
62520 DATA 014924:'
62530 DATA 237176:'

62540 DATA 209:

'

HE
62550 '

TOP EQU

BOTTOM EQU

COUNT EQU

LENGTH EQU

SCRLDN l.D

LD
MOVUP PUSH

PUSH
POP
LD

XOR

LD
ADD

LDIR
POP

LD
Jl

SCRLDP LD

t .
.'[ •;

PUSH
POP
LD
XOR
LD
SBC

PUSH

LD
LDIR

3C00H+39

3F89H+39

14

DE,TOP
B, COUNT
BC
DE
HL
C64

AF

B,A
HL.BC

HL

C, LENGTH

DE

BC

HL, BOTTOM
ERASE

DE, BOTTOM
B, COUNT

DE
HL
C,64
AF
B,A
HL.BC

HL

C , LENGTH

62560
62570
E
62580
62590
62600
62610
62620
CLEAR
62630
62640
TION
62650
62660
62670
62690
62700
62710
62720
62730
62740
62750
62769
62770
627B0

62990

DATA 193: '

DATA 016238:

DATA 033838060:'

DATA 062032:
DATA 006(924:

DATA 119:
DATA 035:

DATA 016252:
DATA 2 01:'

POP
DJNZ

BC
MOVDN

LD HL.TOP

LD
LD

A, ' '

B, LENGTH

LD
INC

(HL),A
HL

DJNZ
RET

CLSLN

; LOCATION OP TOP RO

/LOCATION OF END RO

/DETERMINED BY LOCA

;OF TOP AND END ROW

/LENGTH OF ROWS MOV

/DESTINATION ROW

/SAVE ROW COUNT

/MAKE HL-DE
/LENGTH OF VIDEO LI

/GET A ZERO HEX BYT

/TO MAKE BC-0040H
/MAKE SOURCE 1 ROW

/SAVE SOURCE ADDRES

/SEE DIAGRAM 1

/MAKING SOURCE ROW
/NEW DESTINATION RO

/RETRIEVE ROW COUNT

/LOOP TIL COUNT DON

/POINT TO END ROW
/ERASE END ROW

/MAKE HL-DE

/MAKE SOURCE 1 ROW

/SAVE SOURCE ADDRES

/SEE DIAGRAM 2

/MAKES SOURCE ROW T

;NEW DESTINATION RO

/RETRIEVE COUNT
/LOOP TIL COUNT DON

/POINT TO TOP ROW

/GET A SPACE
/LENGTH OF LINE TO

/ERASE A POSITION
/POINT OT NEXT POSI

/LOOP TIL DONE
/BACK TO BASIC

FOR X-l TO 39
READ LS
FOR L»-l TO LENlLSl/3

BYTE-VAL(MIDS( L$, (L%-1)»3+1, 3) ) : POKE LH , BYTE
IF LH>32767 THEN LH=-32768
LH-LH*1
CS«CS BYTE

NEXT
NEXT
IF CSO 6364 THEN CLS : PRINT " TYPING ERROR " : STOP :

ELSE DELETE 62180-62990
IMillltlllimilil:i;lllllll>IIMIII IIIIIIIIMI Illllllll

63909 IF PEEK(16396)-195 THEN DEFUSR1=LH :

IF LH + 27 < 32768 THEN DEFUSR2=LH 2

ELSE DEFUSR2-LH 27 -65536
63001 IP PKEK(16396)«93 THEN L-I.H AND 255

POKE 16526, L : POKE 16527, H

63910 RETURN

H-( LH AND 65280 1/256:
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NOVA/ MODEL I AND MODEL III

!

Now Model III users can take advantage of the ALPHA I/O system too. Our new
MOD III/I BUS CONVERTER allows most port based Model I accessories (such as
our ANALOG-80, INTERFACER 2 and INTERFACER-80) to connect to the Model III

bus, MOD III/I BUS CONVERTER, complete with all connectors, only $39.95,

2 Printers'

PRINTSWITCH

Have 2 printers on line at an times and select printer 1 or

2 by means ol a conveniently located switch Ena the problem
ot constantly plugging ana unplugging printer cables. PRINT-
SWITCH is a compact module that plugs onlo the parenel printer

act ot your TRS 80 and provides an edge connector for each
ol your two printers it works with any two types ol printers

oot matrix oaisy wneel. plotters TRS-80 converted seiecincs

etc: Assembled tested, ready to use with connector and in-

structions For Model i or ill (piease specify). ONLY $59 00

OS
©s

a_P CABLES

©ED 34P*s4- ra ra ra ra

OS 34P»v2tl r>

© c3I) 34 P»v 4ft D3

©0 40 P*. 2 or 4 ft 5*

SUPERIOR QUALITY REPLACEMENT & EXTENSION CABLES
Hignesl quality caole and high force gold plated contacts

ensure the utmost in connection reliability

O KEYBOARD TO EXPANSION INTERFACE
. . $21

• DISK DRIVE CABLE FOR 1 OR 2 DRIVES S32
• DISK DRIVE CABLE FOR 3 OR 4 DRIVES . $45
O DISK DRIVE CABLE EXTENDER
• PR NTER CABLE EX'ENDER . $24
• 40 PIN BUS EXTENDER- 2 M S22 4 ft $24

Custom cable configurations are also available Call us

5 X4 X5 X2
YOU ASKED FOR IT EXPANDABUS XI X2 X3 AND X4
CONNECT All vouR TRS BO OEViCES SIMULTANEOUSLY
on the «o pm TRS-80 Bus Any device thai norm
into ihe keyboard edge connector w>n also plug into the

ABUS Tne <4 s snown witn protecrr/e

-eluded! The trs-80 keyooara contains -he bus
drivers i'4LS36/i 'or up to 20 devices more than you will

ever need Using (he E'l n plugs either between Kfl and f-
or in the Screen Primer port Profession*- Quality o>0
piaiefl contacts Compule' grade 40 conductor ribbon cable
X2 $29 K3 $44 XA $59 15 $
Custom conliouranons a'e also available can us

*HTFnew
ANALOQ-80 A WORLD OF NEW APPLICATIONS POSSIBLE

8 DIGITAL MULTIMETERS PLUGGED INTO YOUP TRS BO 1 "

Measure Temperature Vonage Current ngw Pressure eic
Very easy to use for e«ampie iet s read input channel »a io
OUT o a Selects input t4 and also star's the conversion 20
A->NPiOi Puis the result m .ai.apie A vona'
Specilicanons Input 'ange 5V lo 500V Each cnannei
can be set to a different scale

Resolution 20mvio"5V rangei Accuracy 8 bits l 5%l Porl

Adoress lumoer selectable Plugs mto keyboard Bus or E'i

i screen prmier porn Assembled ann rested 90 day warranty

L
Complete *ilh power supply connecic manual $139

'SPECIAL THIS MONTH

!

t

$Q9_5

DISK DRIVE EXTENDER CABLE FREE YOUR MINI-DRIVES

End the daisy-chain mess once and tor all Fits an mini-

drives Percom, Aerocomp. Shugart Micropoiis MTI Vista.

Penec Siemens, BASF East to install iust remove Ihe drive

cover, plug in the EXTENDER CABLE and replace Ihe cover.

Now you can change and move your drives without dis-

assembly Keep Ihe cover on and Ihe dust out High reliability

gold plated contacis. computer grade 34 conoucior cable
Tested and guaranteed

Gel one for each drive ONLY $8 95

INTERFACER 2: LOW COST INPUT/OUTPUT MODULE
SMI the best va>i,e m sense 'control devices Us» n for

energy control, burglar alarm, darkroom seieciric Arm
model trains

.
robots Skinner oo>

-8 latched TO outputs 2 relays SPDT 2A 125V contacts

-8 TTL/CMOS mpuls input and 1 are optically isolated

—Neat and compact design, very easy to use
1 A = INPtOl Reads Ihe 8 inputs (it A = all mpuls are
low) 20 OUT OX Controls Ihe oulpuis and (he relays

Assembled & tested 90 day warranty Price incudes power
supply, cable to KB or E'i superp user's manual iree

phone dialer program $95 Manual oniy $5.

your

'Uiv4

c
o

?
o

INTERFACER-80 -e "Xisi power'u Sense

• 8 industna' grade relays single pole 0'..
I

comacis 2 Amp @, 1 25 Volts TOiaiened
accessible io d"ve external solid state relays

• 8 convenient LEDs constantly display ihe relay states

Simple OUT commands i in oasio control the 8 relays

.8 optically isolated input
I nie/'acing to

e>fernai switches photocells keypads sensors etc

Simple ' IMP" commands read ihe status ol KM 8 inputs

Selectable oon address Clean compact enclosed design
Assembled lesied 90 days warranty Price includes power
supply cable connector superb user's "^anuai $159

GREEN SCREEN

WARNING
IBM and ai' the biggies art -sing green screen momiors
lis advanlages are now widely advertised We feel mat every
'PS -80 use- should enioy the beneins il provides Bui
WARNING all Green Screens are nol created equal Here is

what we found

•Several are jusl a flat piece ol standard colored lucite Tne
green tint was not maoe for this a. -pose ano s iudged by
many io be loo dark increasing the brightness control will

result m a lu/^y display

•Some are simply a piece ol mm plastic turn taped onlo a

cardboard frame Tne color is satistacto-y but me woow, • -

gives it a poor appearance

•One ' optical finer rs in laci plain acrylic sheeting

•False claim A tew preiend lo 'educe glare n fact men
Hal and shiny surfaces ibom dim ane LuaM typei ADO their

own reflections to ihe screen

•A few laughs One ao claims io reduce screen confast
Sorry gentleman but il s |usl me opposite One ol Ihe Green
Screen's maior beneliis H io increase me contrast between
me tent and Ihe background

•Drawbacks Most are usmq adhesive strips io fasten me"
screen to me monitor This meihod makes n awkward to

remove lor necessary periodical cleaning An lexcept ours)

are Hal Light pens ml not work reliably because of me big

gap between the screen and tne tube

Many companies nave been manufacturing video filters to'

years We are nol the first i some think they are
i oui we nave

done oui homework and we think we manufacture ihe best
Green Screen Here is why
• |M onio ihe picture lube like a skm because it is me
X , CURVED screen MOLDED e«actiy io ihe picture lube

curvature it is Cut precisely lo cover me exposed area of me
picture lube Tne in it sucn mar the statu Ml
sufficient to keep n in place 1 We also include tome n

reusab!e tape tor a more secure lasienmg

•The filter material thai we use is iusi rigni not loo dark nor

loo Ughi The result is a -eaiiy eye pleasing display

VVe are so sure mat you will never lake your Green screen off

mat we otter in unconditional money back guara" . I > rwf

Green Screen for 14 days II tor any reason you are not

deughted with it return it lor a prompi refund

A las: word We think mat companies like ours, who are

selling mainly by man should «esl their street access«nave a

phone numoer ifor questions and orders )»accepl CODs nol

every one Mies lo send checks to a PO bewofter me
convenience ol charging their p ,'cnase io mapr credit cards

How come we nt the oniy green sceen people doing it'

Order you' ALPHA GREEN SCREEN today $12 50

JmALPHA Products
AOO S? 5U PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING ANO HANOI INC
All ORDERS SHIPPED FIRST CLASS MAIL
WE ACCEPT VISA MASfER CHARGE CHECKS MO
COD AOO S? 00 EXTRA -,j,_
QUANTITY OISCOUNTS AVAILABLE eiSJBCB
N Y RESIDENTS AODSAIES TAX SSSBB

85-71 79 St.WOODHAVEN NY. 11421 S Into and order: (212) 296-5916



SOFT BITS

Reserved Word Informal Formal

times —
• at at location

ABS ate absolute value of

AND — logically anded with

ASC MfcorMky ASCII tasky) value of

ATN arc tan arc tangent of

CDBL compute double compute double precision

CHRS character siring character string of

CINT compute Integer compute Integer precision

CLOAD Cload cassette load

CLOAO'-A" C load A cassette load file A
CLOAOTA" verify load A verify cassette load A
CLS clear screen clear the screen

CMD command —
CONT continue continue program
COS coss cosine of

CSAVE Csave cassette save

CSNG compute single compute single precision

CVD convert double convert double precision

CVI convert integer convert integer precision

CVS convert single convert single precision

DATA — data list

DEFDBL define double define double precision

D€FFN define function define as function

DEFINT define integer define integer precision

DEFSNG define single define single precision

DEFUSR define user define user routine

DEFSTR define string define a string

DIM — dimension
EOF end of file end of file

ERL error line _
ERR err error

ERROR error error

FIELD — field buffer

FIX fix truncate via fix

FN FN function

FRE free free string space
INKEYS in key Inkey string

INP in port Input port

INPUT input —
1NPUT" message "

:

input with prompt Input with prompt string

INSTR In string —
INT integer integer value

LEFTS left string —
LSET Lset left set

LEN — length string

LOF last of file —
LOG — natural log

LPRINT L print line print

MEM — free memory
MIDS mid string —
MKM make double string make double precision string

MKIS make integer string make integer precision string

MKSS make single string make single precision string

NOT — —
OR - logically Ored with

OUT out out port

POS position cursor position

RANDOM random randomize

RND rand random
REM rem remark line

RIGHTS right String —
RSET Rset right set

SGN sign —
SIN sign —
SQR square root —
STRINGS string string —
STRS strings make string

TAN tan tangent

TIMES time string —
TROFF trough trace off

TRON — trace on
USING — using format

USR usr user function

VAL val value

VARPTR var pointer variable pointer

Table 1. Level II Pronunciation Guide

Quality Percom products are available

from the following authorized Percom
retailers. If a retailer is not listed for your
area, call Percom toll free at 1-800-527-
1222 for the address of a nearby retailer,

or to order directly from Percom

ARKANSAS
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC Hot Swings

ARIZONA
SIMUTEK TucKin

CALIFORNIA
Al PHA BYTE STORES Calabasas

BERKELEY MICROCOMPUTERS Berkeley
COMPUTER INFORMATIONEXCHANGE

San I uis Rey
COMPUTER SERVICE CENTER Hollywood
DESMAR EI-ECTRONICS Santa Clara
HOBBYWORLD Northndge

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
THE PROGRAM STORE Washington

FLORIDA
EN TRON. INC Largo

MICRO DATA BASE Lakeland

MICROSYSTEMS SOFTWARE. INC

H lywood
GEORGIA

UAVIS SYSTEMS. INC Atlanta

HAWAII
COMPUTER CENTER Honolulu

IDAHO
OFFICE MAGIC COMPUTERS Boa*

ILLINOIS
GARCIA & ASSOCIATES Chtcago

KANSAS
Shawnee

Hutchinson

KENTUCKY
Louisvile

MASSACHUSETTS
Tewksbuiv

MARYLAND
DAMASCUS RADIO SHACK Damascus

MICHIGAN
Al TFRNATE SOURCE Lansing

MINNESOTA
Eden Prame

MISSOURI
Vienna

Florissant

NEBRASKA
Columbus
Lincoln

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Miltord

NEW JERSEY
CHANNEL 1 RADIO SHACK Medlord

NEW MEXICO
AUTEL ELECTRONICS Albuquerque

NEVADA
PCS COMPUTER Las Vegas

NEW YORK
SpnngValev

Brooklyn

Jericho

New York City

OHIO
Akron

QeVfJmd

BESCO ELECTRONICS
CARDLNS INC

TOMPI ITFR MAGIC

C.IMNITLK

THE CODE ROOM

LEMBFRGERCO
SOFTWARE CENTER

COt I IMBUS TV
CURIRONICS

HARDSIDF

H&ECOMPUTRONICS
MICRO 80 SYSTEMS
PROGRAMS UNLIMITED
STONY CLOVE

FELDMAN ENTERPRISES
JERRYS COMPUTER

PENNSYLVANIA
ADVANCED MECHANIZATION Ivyland

COMPtJTER ANALY5TS New Brighton

SUNRISE ELECTRONICS Chambasburg

TENNESSEE
COMPt ITF R WORLD. INC Nashville

TEXAS
ACCFSS UNLIMITED Richardson

(5011623 5209

16021 323 9391

(213)883 8594
1415)8487122

(7141 757 4849
12131851 3434
1408) 988 2208
(213)886 9200

1202)337 4691

(813)586 5012

1813)644-7290

(305)983 3390

1404) 634 2300

(808)488 2171

1208)376 4613

1312)782-9750

1913)268-7633

(316)669 8261

15021893 9334

(617)851 4580

13011253 2101

(5171487 3358

(6121934 1826

(314)422 3353
(314)838-7755

(4021 564-5531

(402)423-7771

1800)258 1790

(609) 654-7454

(5051255 6451

(702)870 4138

(9141425 1535

(212)748 3236
1800)6454038

(212)391 8337

(216)724 5583

(216)5790648

(215)672 9000
(412)846 932:1

1717)264-8214

(6151255*330

(8001 527-3475

(2141690 0206
1512)472-8926

1713)488 8022
(214)484 2976
(9151577 2931

(801)825-9317

1509)582-9759

COMPUTER TOGO Austin

COMPUTEX *.•-.,.,

QUALITY SOFTWARE Dallas

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS Brady

UTAH
MICRO MNEMONICS Sunsel

WASHINGTON
COMPUTER SERVICES Kennewick

WISCONSIN
BYTE SHOP MILWAUKEE Greenfield (414)2817004
FINAMORES Marshfleld (715)384-9610

FOREIGN DEALERS
AUSTRALIA

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS P O Box 321 North Tyde NSW 21 13
CANADA

VALERIOTE AND ASSOC GuetohOmano (416)624 4899
DVR ELECTRONICS SuneyBC 16041576-1045

MEXICO
CIBFRMATIC.SA Mexico (9051592 3433
COMPUI ADORAS Y ASESORAMIFNTO

R»Panvcol4 MexicoSDF
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

RADIO SHACK Santo Domingo (809)565 9121
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Disk Storage: It's No Place to Compromise.
A dependable disk system
means everything to the high-

performance operation of your

computer. At Percom, we know
this. And we do something
about it.

For example, the connectors
on our TFD drive systems are

gold plated.

Why? Because solder-plated

contacts oxidize, forming an in-

sidious insulation that can
cause erratic operation. And
then total failure.

Gold-plated connectors are

just one way we make better

drive systems than the competi-
tion.

Now #1 for the Model III

Quality Percom TFD drives provide more
features, cost less Add-on drives start at

only $439.00. Complete First-Drive Sys-

tems start at only $749.95. Features:

"Flippy" Capability — Record your

To order products, or (or the name of your

authorized Percom retailer, rail toll free:

1-800-527-1222

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.

1 1220 PAGEMILL RD DALLAS TX 75243

(214) 340-7081

programs and data on either side of a dis-

kette. Greater Storage Capacity -

Store 180 Kbytes— formatted — on one

side of a 40-track TFD dnve. Store over

twice as much on a TFD 80-track drive.

Think Megabytes - Your TFD drive

controller will handle up to four drives

You can access almost 1.5 million bytes

of on line program and data files. Either
Add-in or Add-On — Your TFD First

Drive System can be either internal

(add-in) or external (add-on). In either

case, you get a complete system in

eluding the disk controller, drive, power
supplies and disk -operating software.

BASIC-Language DOS — Included on
diskette with each First Drive System is

Percom's OS-80/III'". This easy-to-use

disk operating system loads into 7 Kbytes

of RAM and then frees the drive for other

use. With OS-80' V programs, you can

have full, read-write interchangeability

between Model I and Model III diskettes.

Or Model III TRSDOS* — TFD 40
track drives work with Tandy's Model 111

TRSDOS, without modification. For 80
track operation. TRSDOS can be easily

modified with diskette patches supplied.

— Still #1 for the Model I

Besides greater storage capacities, more
quality control measures and lower pri-

ces, all Percom Model I drives are rated

for double-density operation.

Plug a DOUBLFR '" in your Expansion

Interface and enjoy the same double

-

density disk storge capacity as Model III

owners. Included with each DOUBLER is

a TRSDOS compatible double-density

disk-operating system DOUBEEZAP
programs are available for upgrading oth-

er popular DOSs for DOUBLER opera

tion. And our double-density version of

OS-80'" costs just $49 95
Of course you don't have to upgrade

your Model 1 for double -density opera

tion to use Percom disk drives. But it's

nice to know you can.

Percom TFD drives for the TRS-80*
Model I are available in 40-. 77- and 80
track versions, in 1-, 2- and 3-drive con-

figurations. Prices start at $399.00.

System requirements: Model 111 TFD drives work

with a 16-Kbyte system (mini and Model III BASIC

The initial dnve must be a first dnve system. An op

tional interconnecting cable is available lor expand

ing with external dnves #3 and #4 Model I TFD
drives work with a 16-Kbyte system (mini equipped

with an Expansion Interface. Level II BASIC and

DOS software, and an interconnecting cable Two

and four drive interconnecting cables are available

from Percom.

. like to know mor

the I "M for my TRS-K0 computer.

Send me free literature about quality

Percom products

Model ! i
Model III

Send to

PERCOM DATA COMPANY. Inc., 8-C

11220 Pagemffl Kd Dallas. TX 75243

Sp~ phone number

MAIL TODAY!

"trademark ol Percom Data Company, Ine

•trademark ol Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which hai no teUimnihip to Percom Diitn Compnnv PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGF WITHOUT NOTICE



SO REVIEWS
edited by Michael E. Nadeau

"The British government's BBC
has been transmitting teletext through CEEFAX

longer than any other videotext operation."

Videotext: The Coming Revolution In

Homo/Office Information Retrieval

Efrem Slgel, et al.

Knowledge Industry Publications, Inc.

Now York, NY
Softcovor, 152 pp.

$8.95

by Nancy Robertson

The promotional blurb on the back
cover of Videotext: The Coming Revo-

lution in Home/Office Information Retriev-

al states, "New technologies and eco-

nomic forces are turning the familiar tv

screen into a true information terminal . .

.

Videotext is essential reading for every-

one involved in the communication of in-

formation."

Cover blurbs tend to be overstated. Yet

it is true that videotext, "printed informa-

tion transmitted to a tv or computer termi-

nal video display," has attracted the in-

terest of major economic forces. The gov-

ernments of Britain, France, Germany and

Japan have each invested millions to re-

search videotext's potential markets and

to establish videotext technology. Ac-

cording to the authors, these groups are

betting on "the willingness of business

(and some individuals) to pay high costs for

information, provided the information is

tailored to their needs and can be

delivered nearly instantaneously" The
book defines the terminology of the new
technology, looks at its history, and gives

an overview of the present.

Videotext is differentiated in the book

as teletext and viewdata. In teletext,

"Items can be broadcast on unused lines

of the normal tv picture and displayed on

any tv set equipped with a special adapter

to read the information." Generally, users

are passive, which means they cannot re-

spond to the information directly through

the same system.

Viewdata uses a tv set as a computer
terminal (like Radio Shack's Color Com-
puter) and signals travel over telephone

lines. It is called interactive because the

users can request specific information

from their terminals. CompuServe and
The Source are the viewdata services

most familiar to American microcomputer

users.

While the success of CompuServe and
The Source indicates a positive future for

videotext business, "A Survey of Attitudes

Toward Cable Television," conducted by

Peter Hart Research Assoc, Washington,

DC indicates a limited Interest in video-

text. The 1979 survey found that videotext

rated lowest in viewer popularity of eight

types of cable tv service.

rr

pcenni:
[BZDOS

^nro
TKSSSE

However, developments in the video-

text field come rapidly, as they do in

microcomputing. Businesses and govern-

ments are maintaining an interest.

The British government's BBC has been

transmitting teletext through CEEFAX
longer than any other videotext operation.

CEEFAX's director Colin Mclntyre writes

in Videotext, that "videotext, or informa-

tional television, is Spartan in its use of

the radio spectrum," and the cost of com-
puter storage (which keeps track of

CEEFAX's news and other information) is

"dropping by 35 percent a year."

At the time Mclntyre was writing,

CEEFAX was offering news, financial

reports, an entertainment guide, and
jokes and puzzles.

"The BBC spent less than 200,000

pounds to put CEEFAX on the air," Mcln-

tyre writes. "Teletext needs no extra band-

widths, no extra transmitters, no extra

power. The CEEFAX signals are simply

squeezed onto just four out of every 625

lines of the ordinary television picture."

He adds that "direct costs of CEEFAX
come to about 200,000 pounds annually"

with the cost of an adapter being the only

viewer charge.

Mclntyre believes that a "reliable low-

cost printer" for home or office is the "one

missing link" in the development of widely-

used teletext service. If adapters are made
available to consumers at affordable

prices, and if the information consumers

want is broadcast, Mclntyre believes tele-

text will quickly become an accepted

medium.

The authors of Videotext also argue

that "Television programming uses enor-

mous chunks of the bandwidth (portions of

the radio frequency spectrum). This means

that relatively few channels can be made
available by governmental authorities for

broadcasting. Whatever the nature of eco-

nomic support for broadcasting, there will

be pressure to use these scarce channels

to reach the largest number of people.

That inevitably means mass entertain-

ment." Teletext provides an alternative.

Prestel, the oldest viewdata network,

was also begun in Britain. The British Post

Office and Telephone Agency hoped it

would provide a new source of telephone

revenue. In 1979 surveys showed that only

60 percent of British homes had tele-

phones. It offers an information network

transmitted over telephone lines to home
terminals and televisions adapted to func-

tion as terminals. Prestel officials stress

that their system has fantastic storage

potential, that it is interactive, and that it

can relay information instantaneously.

Rather than dictating the information

transmitted by Prestel, the British Post Of-

fice asked interested companies to provide

it. "So far, more than 150 publishing and
other organizations have contracted with

the Post Office to supply nearly 200.000

pages of information under a wide variety

of headings."

Prestel users pay a local telephone call

charge; a time charge for connection to the

computer, and varied charges for each

page.

Videotext considers CEEFAX and
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Prestel thoroughly, even redundantly, and

then goes on to discuss videotext develop-

ments in other countries. The heavy em-
phasis on CEEFAX and Prestel was prob-

ably mandated by their history in a field

whose changes are too rapid to be tracked

by a book. The last chapters, dealing with

videotext in Canada, France, the United

States and other countries, are the most
impressive. For American readers, it may

be disappointing to see so little coverage

given to Qube, CompuServe, The Source

and other American developments. But the

book provides the only comprehensive

overview of international videotext devel-

opments.

The estimated cost of developing the dif-

ferent systems discussed, along with the

names of the companies who provided the

hardware and software, is provided. An ap-

pendix lists the addresses of companies in-

volved with videotext businesses and tech-

nology. Videotext: The Coming Revolution

in Home/Office Information Retrieval, writ-

ten by people who are well-established in

the young field, is clearly addressed to

business readers, and for them it is an ex-

cellent source. But Videotext is not "essen-

tial reading for everyone involved in the

communication of information."

Pascal

David L. Heiserman

Tab Books, Inc.

Blue Ridge Summit, PA
350 pp.

$15.95 Hardcover

$9.95 Softcover

by Ken Webb

When I purchased Radio Shack's Tiny

Pascal tape, I knew next to nothing

about that language. I hoped a good dose

of it might help me better organize my
Basic programs. Current wisdom has it

that extended exposure to Basic encour-

ages sloppy programming habits; Pascal

is the recommended antidote.

The short user's manual that comes
with Tiny Pascal assumes the reader has

a knowledge of standard Pascal. It sug-

gests several textbooks for the uninitiat-

ed. I tried one of these but found it frus-

trating.

A few days later I found David Heiser-

man's book Pascal in a bookstore. He
never mentions Radio Shack's Tiny Pascal,

but I quickly verified that Supersoft's

TRS-80 Tiny Pascal (which this book de-

scribes) is the same thing. Mr. Heiserman

is "an independent. . .consultant who
works in the development of machine in-

telligence," and has done extensive writ-

ing.

Heiserman immediately addresses the

question of how your experience with

Basic will effect your progress with

Pascal. He feels that "a previous knowl-

edge of Basic is a two-edged sword when
it comes to learning Pascal. On one hand,

you will find that the kind of thinking that

goes into developing moderately sophisti-

cated Basic programs will serve as a firm

stepping stone for getting started in

Pascal. On the other hand, you will have to

break some old habits, especially some
questionable programming habits that

Basic can tolerate but Pascal cannot."

A Few Flaws

The book is plagued with typographical

errors, inexcusable in a book where a

missing semicolon can doom a sample

program. On the positive side, I found that

constant vigilance for typos made me pay

closer attention to the details of sample
programs as I typed them in. But I had to

give up on several examples that wouldn't

work, and I've been afraid to enter any of

the longer game programs at the back of

the book.

A problem common to most program-

ming texts: it was hard to get the book to

lie flat while typing in a sample program.

I've solved this by laying an 8Vj by 11

sheet of window glass over the opened
book.

Excellent Content

The actual content of Heiserman's

book is excellent. Most features of Tiny

Pascal are exhaustively described.

There's no chance of getting lost if you
start at the beginning and work your way
through. The first chapter tells you how to

load the Tiny Pascal tape, and describes

yond the incomplete description provided

in the user's manual.

In the chapter on arithmetic and logic

operations, Heiserman does a good job

explaining how the Pascal assignment op-

erator : = improves on Basic's sloppy =

operator. On the other hand, probably only

Assembly/machine language program-

mers will fully appreciate his short com-

ments on the MOD, SHL, and SHR func-

tions.

I didn't find any description of the Call

or Move commands, which are both men-

tioned in the user's manual.

The Back of the Book

Exhaustively described and document-

ed game programs in the back of the book

include graphic dice, graphic slot ma-

chine, missile shoot, real-time animation,

hangman, screwball golf, and a whole

chapter devoted to a space ranger mis-

sion game. There's also a chapter on

structured programming, comparing top-

down and bottom-up program design, and

"The book is plagued

with typographical errors,

inexcusable in a book where

a missing semicolon

can doom a sample program."

most of the monitor and editor commands
available, complete with a printout of the

screen output at each step.

The book then introduces Pascal's

Write and Read statements, so the reader

can immediately start to see things hap-

pen. Write and Read are not direct transla-

tions of Print and Input from Basic, nor are

they quite the same as the statements in

standard Pascal. Heiserman goes well be-

another on translating between Basic and

Tiny Pascal.

Do you need Pascal by David Heiser-

man? I'd say yes, if you have the Tiny

Pascal tape and little or no previous

knowledge of Pascal. If you're an old hand

at standard Pascal, you'll find it useful if

the user's manual and your own experi-

ments don't sufficiently clarify the differ-

ences between Standard and Tiny.B
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#? REVIEWS

Microsoft Basic Decoded A Other
Mysteries

by Jam»s Farvour

IJQ

Upland, CA
Softcover, 312 pp.

$29.95

by Tarry Kepner

This book was written by James Far-

vour and edited by Jim Perry (former

editor of 80 Microcomputing). However, it

was Harv Pennington's convincing argu-

ments that persuaded Mr. Farvour to be-

gin writing it over a year ago.

The book's cover is somewhat reminis-

cent of TRS-80 DOS and Other Mysteries,

as indeed it should be, since it was de-

signed by Harv Pennington, but that is

where the similarity ends.

on video, printer and math routines, etc.,

the second deals with the routines them-

selves in individual subsections. The first

line of each subsection is the call ad-

dress, followed by a brief label describing

what the call does. A brief paragraph fol-

lows, explaining what happens when you
call the subroutine. Then a short example
program is presented (at least I think

that's what it is, the book doesn't tell you)

that uses that call. The sample programs
contain only the Z 80 mnemonics, their ex-

tensions and a comment, leaving out the

opcodes.

For example:

CALL 0E6C ASCII to Binary

Converts the ASCII string pointed to by HL to binary. If

the value is less than 2" * 16 and does not contain a deci-

mal point or an E or D descriptor (exponent), the string

will be converted to its integer equivalent. If the string

contains a decimal point or an E. or D descriptor or if it

exceeds 2" 16 it will be converted to single or double

"The sample programs contain

only the Z80 mnemonics,
their extensions and a comment,

leaving out the opcodes."

In his foreword, Harv says that "This

book will delight both the professional

and the beginner." For the professional,

this is undoubtedly true, but the beginner

will find the book intimidating at first

glance, and formidable upon the second.

When you read it you'll discover it isn't

quite as lucid as promised in the foreword.

Chapter one covers the general outline

of an operating system; Level II Basic

ROM and DOS memory utilization; the

RAM communications region; Level II Ba-

sic ROM operation (input phase, interpre-

tation and execution, verb action, arith-

metic and math, I/O drivers and system
utilities); and system flow during initial

computer power-up for both non-disk and
disk systems.

The chapter is written in an easy and
straightforward manner. There are many
diagramatic memory maps, flowcharts

and other information tables, all clearly

marked and simple to grasp. Explanations

are very clear and easily understood. This

chapter readily fulfills the promise of the

foreword.

Chapter 2 is another story. Unfortunate-

ly, it handles the Level II Basic ROM sub-

routines in a very disappointing manner.

The chapter is broken into two levels;

the first divides the chapter into sections

precision. The binary value will be left in WRA1 and the

mode flag will be to the proper value.

LD HL.AVAL ; ASCII NUMBER

AVAL DEFM '27457

OEFB

; ASCII VALUE TO BE
CONVERTED

; NON-NUMERIC STOP
BYTE

This example purports to show you how
to convert an ASCII string to a binary num-
ber. The reference to DEFB is the only

reference to the fact that your string must
end in either a comma or a zero byte (but

you'll notice that the comma is not men-
tioned at all). I have seen other books de-

vote an entire page or more to this one
procedure.

Furthermore, the DEFM assembler com-
mand was used in the example to tell the

program where to find the string. For the

beginner, this implies there is no other

way to do it. Actually all you have to do is

load the HL register with the location of

the ASCII string to be converted. This al-

lows you to use program inputs from ex-

ternal sources.

This is true of all subroutine explana-

tions in the book. The author often goes to

unnecessary lengths to set up a sample

program for explanation purposes, only to

unnecessarily confuse the beginning pro-

grammer.

This chapter also fails to warn you suffi-

ciently on the inherent dangers of the rou-

tines. For example, if you CALL 13F2 (ex-

ponentiation, raising x to the power y)

there are three fatal errors which will re-

turn control to Level II Basic ROM. None
of these are mentioned in Microsoft Basic

and Other Mysteries.

Chapter 2 also lacks completeness. For

example, the video display doesn't tell you

that scrolling can be accomplished sim-

ply by executing CALL 0553H. Neither

does it tell you how to achieve a partial

clearing of the screen. The cassette I/O

section doesn't tell you how to turn off the

cassette motor (CALL 01F8H), although it

does tell you how to turn it on!

I was very disappointed with chapter 2.

Chapter 3, on the other hand, appears

to be very complete, even giving you the

timing constraints used by the TRS-80
when reading and writing to the tape, in-

cluding idealized waveforms!

The disk I/O section gives diagrams of

the disk, the Hash Index Table, the Gran-

ule Allocation Table and the directory

track. In fact, the only book containing

more information on these topics is

TRS-80 DOS and Other Mysteries.

Chapter 4 concerns the addresses and
tables used by Level II Basic ROM when it

is in operation. Things like the reserved

word list, Error Code Table, Mode Table,

verb action routines, Program Statement

Table and half a dozen other tables are all

covered quite adequately. Most of these

tables I've never seen mentioned in any

other book about Level II Basic ROM.
Chapter 5 is simply an example pro-

gram that shows you how to implement

your own verb in a DOS environment, list-

ing the steps needed to load and use the

routine from disk.

Chapter 6 demonstrates how to use the

tables in the communications region to

load and execute a series of Basic pro-

gram overlays. Using these methods, you

can chain in sections of a 96K Basic pro-

gram in a 32K RAM machine without los-

ing any variables—a very nice possibility.

Chapter 8 is 246 pages in length. It is a

complete (except for mnemonic exten-

sions) disassembly of the entire Level II

Basic ROM, from 00O0H to 302AH, with ex-

tensive comments, and including the 2 80

opcodes stored in the ROM. This chapter

alone justifies the purchase of Microsoft

Basic and Other Mysteries, as well as sup-

plying most of the items omitted in the
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How to maximize
your
You don't have to settle for

standard equipment. Let MTI

and Alpha Byte help you build

the Model III you want.

as
MTI FLOPPY DISK ADD-ON KITS

Now you can upgrade your I6K level li Model III to

a full 48K Disk System the easy way with MTl's

Double Density Disk Controller and your choice of

Disk Drives. You can choose 40 track, Double-

Sided 40 track or Double-Sided 80 track Drives to

supply your disk storage needs. Forty Track

Drives store I75K. Double-sided 40 Track drives

store 350K Four Double-Sided 80 Track Drives

provide up to 3 MEGABYTES of On-line storage.

INTERNAL DISK DRIVE KITS

The first drive kit induds one Tandon Disk Drive,

MTI Double Density Controller, Switching power

supply. 32K of RAM, all mounting hardware,

cables and Detailed Installation Instructions. The

second internal drive kit includes a second drive

and the necessary installation hardware

40 TRACK DRIVE SYSTEM
DR'VE NO 1 KIT

DRIVE NO 2 KIT

695 00

279 00

40 TRACK DUAl HEAD SVSTEM

DRIVE NO 1

DRIVE NO 2

779 00

389 00

80 TRACK DUAL HEAD SvSTEM

DRIVE NO 1

DRIVE NO 2

929 00

569 00

EXTERNAL DRIVE KITS

Two external drives can be attached to any dual

drive Model III Computer.

40 TRACK EXTERNAL DRIVES

DRIVE NO 3 379 00

DRIVE NO 4 ... 359 00

DUAL HEAO 40 TRACK EXTERNAL DRIVES

DRIVE NO 3 «M 00

DRIVE NO 4 479 00

DUAL HEAD 80 TRACK EXTERNAL DRIVES

DRIVE NO 3 679 00

DRIVE NO 4 . . 659 00

FIVE MEGABYTE EXTERNAL

WINCHESTER HARD DRIVE 2795.00

Add the Ultimate in Fast High Capacity Disk

Storage to any Model III Floppy Disk system.

Reliable Winchester technology provides enough

storage lor the largest business files Winchester

disk drives have greatly increased data transfer

rates and that means faster program and file

loading. This is a complete self contained system

that connects to a standard Model ill Disk System

in minutes without any modification to the com-

puter.

MODEL III DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAM 49.95

A complete diagnostic program for the Model ill

Tests RAM and ROM, video display and all disk

drives Catch problems while they're small and

be sure that your Model III is in perfect running

condition.

MODEL III CP/M-80 NOW AVAILABLE! 849.00

CP/M & BO Column Kit.

Now you can run proven CP/M based software on

your Model III, with standard 80 column display.

A simple internal modification will transform your

Model Ml into a NEW computer and allow you to

run CP/M the industry-standard operating system

and assure you of a large supply of fine software,

includes CP/M 2.2.

MODEL III SPEED-UP MOD 149.00

Now you can run your Model III at 4 MEGAHERTZ,

that's almost double the standard speed. This

simple-to-mstall kit does require some soldering

MODEL III DISK DRIVE CLEANING KIT 24.95

Uses soft non-abrasive cleaning material and in-

cludes a disk head excercising program to insure

thorough cleaning

OOSPLUS OPERATING SYSTEMS

FOR THE MODEL III

Solid BUG-FREE operating systems for the Model

III Supports different size drives on the same

system and Basic Program Chaining with

variables saved in memory

40 TRACK . . 99 00

80 TRACK 119 00

EXPANDED DOSPLUS 3.3 8 149 00

Reafl ana Write 40 Track Diskettes on an 80 Tracx System

HARD DISK OOSPLUS 299.00

Supports the MTI 5 MEG HARD DISK

We built a reputation on our
prices and your satisfaction.

We guarantee everything we sell for 30 days. If

anything is wrong, just return the item and we'll make

it right. And, of course, we'll pay the shipping

charges.

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COD

orders accepted up to $300.00.

Please add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and

handling on orders under 50 pounds, delivered in the

continental US. Call us for shipping charges on items-

that weigh more than 50 pounds Foreign, FPO and

APO orders please add 15% for shipping California

residents add 6% sales tax.

The pnces quoted are only valid tor stock on hand

and all prices are subject to change without notice

TO ORDER, or for information, CALL:

(213)706-0333
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362
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other chapters.

The pages of the book have been care-

fully sized to 62 lines of print per page, per-

fectly matching the output from Apparat's

disassembler. If you have a printer capa-

able of printing 66 lines per 11-inch page,

you can run your own disassembly of the

ROM to get the extended mnemonics that

have been left out of the book because of

copyright laws.

To facilitate this, the pages of the book

have been predrilled, and the binding pre-

pared for their removal and insertion into

a three-ring binder. Everything possible

has been done to assure that you can eas-

ily have a complete commented disas-

sembly of the Level II Basic ROM.
Chapter 7 (thought I'd forgotten it,

didn't you) is devoted to delineating the

differences between the old Level II Basic

ROM (which powers up with "Radio Shack

Level II Basic") and the new Level II Basic

ROM (which powers up with "R/S Lll

Basic"). This is an addition no other book

on the market has yet made.

Despite the unevenness and omissions

of the first six chapters, the book is well

worth its price because of the complete-

ness and accuracy of the seventh and

eighth chapters. Both beginner and profes-

sional will find it a welcome addition to

their library, although the beginner may
have a rough time reading and under-

standing it.

Without a doubt, it is the most com-

prehensive book on Level II Basic ROM
to be published so far. It is also the

most comprehensive book on the in-

teractions of Level II Basic ROM and

TRSDOS, although the DOS informa-

tion assumes that you have Apparat's

NEWDOS. (This is only a slight handicap,

as most of the other DOS's on the market

have tried to emulate NEWDOS as much
as possible).

Pascal Primer

David Fox and Mitchell Waite

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

Indianapolis, IN

Softcover, 206 pp.

$16.95

by Margaret M. Grothman

Pascal Primer, despite its strengths,

may not be the book of choice for

TRS-80 users. The experience of the

authors and their obvious care and plan-

ning are impressive. Nevertheless, it has

critical flaws.

The beginning programmer is the in-

tended audience of Pascal Primer. Al-

though not absolutely necessary, he or

she should know a little Basic, because

the book uses Basic to explain some Pas-

cal concepts. The authors do a consis-

tently good job of addressing beginners.

They do not treat learners as though they

are not very bright, yet they are careful to

explain everything, not falling into the

common trap of assuming that beginners

already understand simple concepts. For

example, the first time that the word "cur-

sor" is used, it is defined in a footnote.

Pascal Primer is about programming,

not about the use and characteristics of

compilers and editors; the student will

have to learn about those elsewhere.

While this limitation makes sense for a

book which is intended to be of interest to

all Pascal users, it causes some problems

for a real beginner. If you know nothing

about Pascal, you will need to learn about

your compiler and editor before you can

do any programming at all. Yet, to become
familiar with these, you need to be doing

some programming. It seems most effec-

tive to begin learning about all aspects at

the same time from the same source.

The book is based on UCSD (University

of California San Diego) standard Pascal,

which is the most widely used version.

This also makes sense, but causes trou-

ble for a TRS-80 Pascal beginner who may
be using Tiny Pascal, which is a subset of

standard Pascal. Many of the functions

and commands explained in Pascal Prim-

er do not exist in Tiny Pascal. This conflict

first appears in Chapter 2, where certain

commands are introduced with the im-

plication that they are universals used in

all Pascal versions. These are Program,

Begin. End, Write, Writln and GOTOXY
statements. Of these, only Begin, End,

and Write are used in Tiny Pascal. The pro-

gramming examples employing these six

words are not usable by a Tiny Pascal pro-

grammer. Translating the examples is

possible, but not by the beginner for

whom the book is intended. The third

chapter, on variables and inputting, con-

tains much information which is useless

to the Tiny Pascal user, who may only use

integer and integer array variables. This

pattern continues; Chapter 9 on strings

and long integers does not relate to Tiny

Pascal at all. A novice could waste a good

deal of time learning the wrong things

from this book.

What about an advanced beginner? If a

person already knew how to compile and

edit, and knew enough about his own
brand of Pascal to ignore what did not ap-

ply, the book could be valuable. It does a

very nice job of explaining the advantages

of Pascal over Basic, and the principles of

structured programming. Some Pascal

concepts which are not explained clearly

in other beginning texts, are done very

well here: for example, the differences be-

tween functions and procedures, the dif-

ferences between local and global vari-

ables, and the differences between value

and variable parameters. Recursion is dis-

missed, perhaps wisely, as being too am-

bitious for a beginning text.

Another attribute of the book is the en-

richment material it provides. Chapter 1

offers a history of the development of Pas-

cal, and biographical sketch of the eccen-

tric genius, Blaise Pascal, for whom the

language is named.

The text is interspersed with numerous

whimsical illustrations, and the pithy say-

ings of a fanciful character named Uncle

Pascal. An example: "Make sure you pro-

tect against entering letters when Pascal

is expecting a number! Uncle Pascal

says: Those who put oranges in apple

crates will never end up with applesauce."

These diversions may or may not ap-

peal to you, depending on whether you are

in a hurry to learn, or if you prefer a more

leisurely pace, with a little distraction to

lighten the task.

TTIKiSS®

The authors used an Apple II computer

and Apple UCSD Pascal for the develop-

ment of the programs used in Pascal

Primer. Despite their claim that the book

can be effectively used with any computer

and with any version of Pascal, it may be

that the Apple II user stands to gain more

from the book than the TRS-80 user.B
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TRS-80PROCRAMS
SUPER SOFTWARE AT SUPER PRICES

I
THE ULTIMATE DISK-OPERATING SYSTEM

LDOS™

A completely documented new generation of

operating system for the TRS-80. Far superior to

any on the market, it is a totally independent
device system, capaPle of device linking, routing,

setting, and filtering. LDOS will support 5" and 8"

floppies, single/double density, single/double

sided, and up to 80 tracks. Full customer service

provided with a toll free 800 number. Excellent

documentation in a tab indexed manual (over250

pages). Call or send for more information today.

Available for Model I

or III only $169.00

LDOS™ is a product of

Logical Systems Inc.

ALSO AVAILABLE

EDAS 3.5 Model I and III.. . $79.00

EDAS 5.0 Model II $179.00

Host Model II was $199.00
now $99.00

SdldCtlC

MAILING SYSTEMS

are then completed later in a "batch mode". The
System comes complete with extensive

documentation and ongoing support
Contact Galactic software for detailed

specifications for your exact needs. Available

only for the TRS-80 Model II.

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

INVENTORY MASTER SYSTEM
A program to fill your

i needs, handling up to 2700
'items. With today's market,

keeping on hand only what
fyourdemandcallsforis reason

enough to let your TRS-80

accurately and effectively take

care of your inventory. Always
know what to stock and when to

stock it. Have a multitude of

reports at your finger tips. This

system has many features which
were modeled after a main frame

system of large capacity. More infor-

mation available upon request.

MAILING SYSTEMS

MAIL/FILE • SERIES II

NEW Series ll Mail/File has all of

the outstanding features of the
original Series I Mail/File, PLUS

ftware ltd.
11520 North Port Washington Road

Mequon, Wisconsin 53092

Model l version just $159.00

Model III version just $259.00

ALSO AVAILABLE . . .

For the MODEL I or III

STOCK MARKET MONITOR

qualities which
i

rds for

Word
put editor,

fabulous

many additi

again wi
this typ(

process^
fast sorti

editing d3#tfbilities are a

few of its features. Name
and ZIP code are under
constant sort. Series II is

compatable with Series I data files.

Model I system will handle up to 600 names.
Model ill system will handle up to 1200 names.
Either system available for only $159.00

Also available for the Model ll $199.00

Handling up to 2500 names per file

MASS/MAIL SUBSCRIPTION SYSTEM
AVAILABLE FOR MODEL II.

THE ULTIMATE IN MAILING SYSTEMS
"/ think the system will stand the test of time ...It is probably

the most sophisticated system around for the micros today
Mike Schmidt (EDITOR) 80-US Jan/Feb pg. 94

Calactic's Mass/Mail System was designed with
the needs of the large mailing list in mind. This

system has capabilities of handling up to 10,500
records, with access times of less than 1 5 seconds
anc1 usual access of about one second. All adds,

deletes and edits are instant for the operator and

Cassette version $89.00

Disk version $99.00

ULTRA-TREK GAME
can you master this trip

through the galaxies? As

commander, will you be
able to keepthe Enterprise

and its crew en route and on patrol? Can you
destroy the hostile base? Order today.

Model I or III version only $19.95

Send me the tallowing

I LDOS Model I

J LDOS Model III

: EDAS 3 5 Model I

I EDAS 3 5 Model III

: EDAS 6 Model II

: HOST Model II.

] MAIL/FILE II Model I..

!
MAIL/FILE II Model III .

I MAIL/FILE II Model II

INFO ON MASS/MAIL MODEL I

Ll INVENTORY MASTER Model I
SI 59 00

D INVENTORY MASTER Model III S259 00

STOCK MARKET MONITOR Model I

cassette S89 00

disk . S99.00

STOCK MARKET MONITOR Model III

cassetle S89 00

disk. S99 00

r: ULTRA TREK Model I . S19.95

Q ULTRA TREK Model III S19 95

I WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING

Q CHECK ENCLOSED :

; o r a visa card no

G MASTERCARD NO
.

AODRESS.

CITY

Mail lo SdldCtlC

softwdre ltd

Cant wait? call

414/241-8030

A82A
11520N Port Washington Rd

Mequon, WI 53092

TRS-80 A Trademark of Tandy Corp
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The Pascal Handbook
Jacques Tlberghion

Sybex

Berkeley, CA
Sof tcover, 473 pp.

$14.95

by Dennis Bethory Kitsz

As a preface to this review of The

Pascal Handbook, my biases should

be revealed: I have found most books from

Sybex (particularly those written by pub-

lisher Rodnay Zaks) to be largely illiterate,

filled with numerous typographical errors

and as many misconceptions, often con-

fusing, and containing an inordinate

amount of material duplicated from one

Sybex book to another.

The Pascal Handbook is different. It is,

most of all, a true handbook that makes
no attempt to teach, reflect or elucidate.

Rather, it contains hundreds of pages of

words used by and about Pascal, with a

straightforward and comprehensive out-

line of the what's and where's of each

word. Tiberghien refers to the words and
concepts collectively as "features." Since

Pascal features are used differently from

version to version, descriptions are pro-

vided for each feature as it exists in alter-

native versions of the language. These

variants include the original Jensen and

Wirth definition for the Control Data 6000,

the proposed ISO standard, the University

of California at San Diego (UCSD) Pascal,

Hewlett-Packard 1000, OMSI Pascal-1 for

the PDP-1 1 , and Pascal/Z for the Z80 com-
piler. Each word is categorized either as a

symbol, an identifier, or a concept.

As the companion volume to Zaks' In-

troduction to Pascal, it is a superior work.

Instead of circumlocutory explanations in

elaborate English, each Pascal feature is

described under four terse headings: syn-

tax (words and/or diagrams), description

(meaning, use and effect), Implementa-

tion-dependent features (described by the

author as "enhancements or restrictions

to the use of the entry that are specific to

the various implementations of Pascal"),

and examples (illustrations independently

and in context).

Each Pascal feature is presented with

extraordinary clarity; even typeface plays

an important role. Boldface headers indi-

cate reserved words, uppercase is used

for identifiers, and lowercase refers to

concepts. Large type aids any search

through the book. Although putting the

keywords In alphabetical order doesn't

parallel any logical relationship in Pascal,

it certainly simplifies using the handbook.

Even the layout of the book, with each key-

word boxed over a grey lined background,

contributes to its accessibility.

The Pascal Handbook is not intended to

assist the reader to learn to program in

Pascal, although the number of examples

and their Indentification and explanation

is almost capable of teaching the lan-

guage. It is purely a reference work, but

with a unique completeness that includes

the definitions of not only what are nor-

mally considered features of any lan-

guage, but also the explanation of every

ASCII character or symbol with a meaning
within Pascal, including parentheses,

brackets and punctuation. Most gratify-

irjHiTM
A'j\r;r^jT

»-MJlM

ing is the fact that the book is current, ac-

curate and surprisingly free of typographi-

cal errors.

I have only one minor suggestion: The
number of examples of each feature could

be increased. For those words whose
functions are extensive, which are seldom
used, or whose application varies consid-

erably in different versions of the lan-

guage, more actual programming ex-

amples would be welcome. The Pascal

Handbook would then serve not only as a

programming reference, but also as a

powerful tool for evaluating and selecting

systems using the various implementa-

tions of Pascal.

Ura w5 and Stud5

Wilson Software Division

Camp Hill, PA
$13 each

by Lloyd Martin

I'm
not a gambling man, but I do enjoy a

friendly game of poker now and then.

Poker is considered to be, at least by

those who win at it, a game of skill. True,

you're dealt a random sequence of cards,

but the skill comes in with how well you

play the cards that you are dealt. I wanted
to sharpen my poker playing skills and I

thought that, at least in the mechanical

aspects of the game (i.e., money manage-
ment and betting strategies), playing

poker against a computer would be the

cheapest way to do it. Draw5 and Stud5

proved to be more than skill sharpeners,

though.

There are many poker programs avail-

able, but they all consist of the computer
playing one hand of cards— and as far as

I'm concerned, there are few things less

exciting than two-handed poker. When on-

ly 10 or 15 cards are dealt the odds of get-

ting a good hand are low—and it's just not

as exciting as playing against five or six

other players.

Six Hands Against You

This is the most unique thing about

Draw5: The computer plays six hands
against you—and the six hands all play

against one another even after you have

dropped out of the round. Each player that

the computer simulates has a name and

his own individual style of play. One
player might consistently bluff while

another would never bluff, and some of

the players bluff at random. After a while

each of the simulated players take on its

own individual personality— it's most un-

canny.

And if that isn't enough, after a few

hands, the other "players" begin to figure

out your style of play and alter their play-

ing styles to counter your style.

Draw5 is played according to standard

Gardena Card Club rules (a pair of Jacks

or better to open, etc.) and the program

does not allow cheating. If you can't open

it automatically passes you.

I did find one minor bug in the program.

We were sitting around one night playing

draw poker— with real cards and real peo-

ple. It came time for the draw, and Holly,

our 14-year old, said that she wanted to

draw five cards. I told her that the most
that she could draw, according to the

rules, is three cards. "But the computer let

me draw five cards," she protested.

Wilson Software also sells a game
called Stud5 which is identical to Draw5 in

concept except that it plays five-card stud

poker. Stud5 Is as well designed as Draw5,

except I enjoy playing draw poker more
than I enjoy playing stud poker.

On the whole, I find computer games to

be quite boring after an hour or so— I buy

them mostly for the kids. Draw5 is one of

the few exceptions. I find the simulation

completely engrossing and a good buy.

Draw5 has definitely sharpened my
playing skills—anyone for a friendly little

game?B
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Commbat
Adventure International

Longwood, FL

$19.95 cassette, 16K Models I &
$24.95 disk, 32K Model I

by John W. Warne

^^ommbat, a next generation computer

^Igame, requires two machines to play.

It is a real-time war game within a 64 by

64 grid divided into eight sectors of 32

by 16 each. The machines keep track of

eight tanks, three decoys, one base and a

host of armaments belonging to each

player. The machines do this, however,

without revealing the whereabouts of the

other side until you move one of your

tanks within viewing range (a 5 by 5 grid

surrounding your tank).

Your battle display shows the area

around any one of your tanks, your base

and one of your three decoys on the right

side of your screen. The left side of the

screen contains either a command help

list (Table 1) or a display of any one of the

eight sectors of the playing field.

Fig. 1 shows deployment of offensive

and defensive weaponry around a player's

base unit. The plus ( + ) signs represent

anti-tank mines which have been de-

ployed by the player. (Mines are invisible

to unfriendly forces until struck by a tank.)

Numbers indicate friendly tanks, aster-

isks represent unfriendly tanks, and Xs
are disabled tanks.

Since the game is designed to be

played by two physically separated peo-

ple, there is a command to transmit mes-

sages to the other player, thereby allow-

ing nasty comments to be exchanged.

The game requires two complete micro-

computer systems with communications

capability (RS-232) and modem or equiva-

lent. The program, which each player

must have, prompts for baud rate (be-

famous keyboard bounce problem— you

push the key and nothing happens.) The

response time should improve if higher

+
+

+

D

\

VIEW AROUND DECOY 1

CMD?

VIEW OF SECTOR 8
r
VIEW AROUND TANK 8

D

+

+ + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + 1

D

+ + +8
B + +

7 6

X
2 5

4

LOCATIONS 7
ACT # SEC GRID /

D
/
8

MAP 8 ~\

TANK 8 8 27, 5

DECY 1 8 16, 3

BASE 1 8 16, 8

TANK CAP 1100
BASE TANK DECOY

k
B

/•

SHIELD 100 8
}

MINES 163 1

ROCKET 187 9

SHELLS 247 3

LASER 250 5

DECOY DRONE 4
'

t
ARMAMENT

VIEW AROUND BASE j-7

Fig. 1. Commbat Screen Display.

"If your machine is susceptible

to crashes, . . . there is no

warm restart capability, except

from the point you last saved the game.

"

tween 110 and 9,600), and establishes

communication with the other machine

without other communications software

packages. A save feature allows both

players to interrupt the session and re-

sume at the same place later. A practice

mode is available to help you learn com-

mands used in the game. It allows you to

deploy your forces and inflict casualties

on yourself. The practice mode does not,

however, provide any opposition, so its

usefulness is limited to command famil-

iarization.

I have found two disadvantages with

the game: If your machine is susceptible

to crashes, be warned that there is no

warm-restart capability, except from the

point you last saved the game. I suggest

you save the game periodically in case

disaster strikes.

Also, response of the system to com-

mands slows down significantly when
communicating at 300 baud, especially

when both players are busy inputting

commands. (It is just the reverse of the in-

baud rates are usable (in the case of

1.200-baud modems for telephone inter-

connect, or higher where hardwired cir-

cuits are available).

COMMAND
(S)ELECT
(D)ROP
(L)OAD
(F)IRE
(H)ELP
(M)AP
( : ) MSG
(P)ATCH
(Q)UIT

OBJECT
(T)ANK
(D)ECOY
(B)ASE
(M)IME
(R)OCKET*
(S)HELl. %
(L)ASER *

<A)IR RC%
(I)CBM %

(C)ASSETTE SAVE
SAMPLE COMMANDS
FIRE SHELL I 22 10
FIRE LASER 6

DROP MINES 3

•FIRE CONTROL
8 12
7 * 3

6 5 4

%FIRE CONTROL
S X Y

SYMBOLS
B BASE
D DECOY
* ENM TANK
N OWN TANK
+ OWN MINE
X DEAD TNK
# BOUNDARY

LOAD SHELL (1)
PATCH 2 4 5 SELECT TANK 2

Table 1. Commbat Commands.

Commbat is written by Bob Shilling.

The disk version requires TRSDOS 2.3.H
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Cassette Comm
Tandy/Radio Shack

Fort Worth, TX
S9.95 Modal I, Laval II

by Virginia Dibla

More and more services are becoming

accessible by way of the telephone

line and can be plugged right into the

home computer. If you have the right

equipment, it is possible to take advan-

tage of CompuServe and community bul-

letin boards or even to log on to your com-

pany's computer without leaving home.

With all these advantages, I decided to

get a modem for my TRS-80 Model I. But

after getting the $149 Modem I from Radio

Shack, I still needed some way to inter-

face it with the computer. My first option

was by way of the usual route—with the

RS-232C Interface Board at an additional

$99. (This is getting expensive. I thought.)

Then I discovered another alternative:

Cassette Comm. a software package writ-

ten specifically for the Model I Level II

computer. It was a logical alternative and

my wallet agreed. It is a bit more limited

than the interface, though. But. for my lim-

ited purposes, it does a good job.

Hooking up the Modem I with Cassette

Comm is not difficult. I simply plugged

everything in. The modem plugs into the

telephone outlet, and the telephone plugs

into the modem. A special cable for Cas-

setteComm connects the modem with the

computer. The cable is inexpensive

($4.95). The cable plugs into the modem
and for the moment is left unattached to

the computer. The power adapter is

plugged into an electric socket, and it is

ready to go.

Incidently. it is impossible to get mixed

up and plug the wrong thing into the

wrong hole. The designers of Modem I

took such mistakes into consideration

and made each socket a different shape.

So unless you try to put a square plug into

a round hole, you will be okay. By the way.

be sure the norm/cass switch on the

modem is on cass. Norm is for use with

the RS-232C Board. The mode switch on

the front of the modem should be off.

With all the connections made. I was

ready to load Cassette Comm. By entering

C the program loads, and when you enter/

after the next prompt, it takes you right In-

to the program. Turn off the cassette re-

corder and disconnect the cassette cable

at the back of the computer. This is where

your dangling cable to the modem comes
in— insert it where you just unplugged the

cassette cable.

Now we are ready to dial. Pick up the

receiver and dial as if you were making an

ordinary phone call. It will ring and be

answered with a single tone. This is the

answering computer's signal. Without

hanging up. turn the mode switch from off

to orig (short for originate). You use orig

because you made the call. The two tiny

lights on the modem should both light up.

The on light Indicates that the modem is

now on. The cd light (carrier detect) in-

dicates that the modem is picking up the

tone you just heard on the phone. As

these lights go on, you should also hear a

lower tone in the telephone receiver. That

is your computer's signal. If this does not

happen, turn off the modem and dial

again. When the lights and second signal

do appear, hang up the receiver and hit

Enter until some characters appear on the

screen. Now you are hooked up with the

other computer and you can log on in the

fashion that the computer demands.

Company Computer Connection

The main reason I got the Cassette

Comm package was to connect with my
company's computer and work at home.

This beats driving to work for a two-hour

stint in the evening. Instead I can be there

in the time it takes to make a phone call.

I also enjoy putting Cassette Comm to

use by calling the local Community Bulle-

tin Board Service (CBBS). Once my con-

nections are made, the CBBS takes over

and gives instructions on how to use the

bulletin board. It allows for variable fac-

tors in the originating computer, too.

which made me curious about the limits of

Cassette Comm.

"The Cassette Comm
is set in

the simplex mode,

which is a

one-way street.

"

In CBBS's menu, the user can choose to

change both the baud rate and the duplex

mode of the CBBS. I had to do a little re-

search to discover what these were, but in

the process I unearthed some Cassette

Comm limitations.

Usually the baud rate can be changed.

and the Modem I allows for any rate from

0-300. The RS-232C Board advertises a

range from 50-19,200. The Cassette

Comm, however, is permanently set at

300. Thus, if the computer you want to

reach has a baud rate of 150. you are out

of luck.

Full-duplex, half-duplex, and simplex

modes have to do with the traffic of tones

sent and received by the modem. If you

are in duplex mode, you can send and

receive messages simultaneously. It is a

two-way street. The full-duplex mode also

has an echo. In other words, if you hit the

letter G it is sent to the computer at the

other end of the line. Then it is echoed

back and received by your modem and

shown on your screen. Half-duplex mode
omits this echo. Messages can still be

received and sent simultaneously, but no

echo is returned and you will not see what

you have typed displayed on your own
screen.

One-Way Street

The Cassette Comm is set in the

simplex mode, which is a one-way street.

What this means is that your modem will

continue to receive messages unless you

hit a key on the board. If you do this while

receiving a message, your sending signal

will interrupt the receiving signal and

what you see on the screen will not make
any sense. The other computer will have

received your message, but in the mean-

time you will have garbage printed on your

screen. Simplex mode does allow for the

echo, however, and you can see on your

own screen what you have typed. I ex-

perimented with this on the CBBS, which

allows you to choose between full-duplex

and half-duplex modes. Since I was using

Cassette Comm I was operating in sim-

plex mode, the one-way street, even

though the CBBS was set up for full du-

plex. By selecting the half-duplex mode on

CBBS, the echo disappeared . and what I

typed did not appear on the screen.

Another limitation with CassetteComm
deals with the ans/of f/orig switch. Usually

your computer can be at either end of the

telephone line. You can call another com-

puter (in which case you would be the orig-

inator), or another computer might call

you (and you would be the answering com-

puter). The CassetteComm package, how-

ever, only allows you to originate the call.

It will not work if someone calls you.

Despite the limitations. Cassette

Comm has what I needed. At one-tenth the

cost, the Cassette Comm is a good little

package. Without it, I have no telephone

connection. With it. the area of telecom-

munications is just beginning to open up

for my advantage.
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A GALAXY of features makes the LN.W8& a

remarkable computer. As you explore the

LNW80, you will find the most complete,
powerful, ready to run, feature-packed per-

sonal and business computer ever made into

one compact solid unit.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta-

tion quality construction sets LNW80 com-
puters apart from all the rest. Integrated into

the sleek solid steel case of the LNW80 is a

professional 74-key expanded keyboard that

includes a twelve key numeric keypad.

HIG.H RESOLUTION GRAPHICS* COLOR-
The stunning 480 X 1 92 resolution gives you
total display control - in color or black and
white. The choice of display formats is yours;

80, 64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 1 6 lines in -

any combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE - Lift-off with a 4MHz Z80A
CPU for twice the performance. The LNW80
outperforms all computers in its class.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY - The LNW80 is

fully hardware and software compatible with

the Model I. Select from a universe of hardware
accessories and software - from VisiCalc" to

space games, your LNW80 will launch you
into a new world of computing.

FULLY LOADED - A full payload includes an Our down to earth price won't send you into

controller for 5 W' and 8" single or double
sided disk drives. RS2G2C communications
port, cassette and parallel printer interfaces

are standard features and ready to go. All

memory is fully installed - 48K RAM, 16K
graphics RAM and 12K ROM complete with

Microsoft BASIC.

LNW Research Corp
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. $680
(714) 6-1 1-8850 (71 I) :> 1 1 5744

Monitor and Disk drives not included

TM Personal Software. Inr
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A DIVISION fit- 5COT1 AIMM'i IN'.

BOX 3433 LONGWOOD Fl 12750

1305) 662 6917
WRITI FOR OUR F RTF CATALOG

TO ORDER SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER, IF HE DOES NOT
HAVE THE PROGRAM YOU WANT THEN CALL.
TOLL FREE 1 800 32/ 7172 (Orders Only* OR WRITE US

BY CHAMELEON SOFTWARE

BALROG
Meet the Chromatic Dragon face-to flame m BALROG the first in the MACE S K MAGIC Series FtiiS intasy adventure features one of

the largest data bases ever created for a microcomputer role
| laying g imi N ' only can you ceate completely individual characters, but

ay also choose from a huge inventory of spr ind armor Items Freetown "put combined with choices suggested by the
n makes the discovery of the more secret areas of the dungeon a real challenge!

STONE OF SISYPHUS
The STONE OF SISYPHUS carries you to a thinking mans dungeon wherein you must apply your skills to effect survival and to realize

your goals This is an unfriendly subterranean world populated by hideous monsters and dripping with fabulous treasures — the latter

ng you to face the former' Your survival hinges upon hard intellect as opposed to the wispy uncertainty of chance, so be prepared to
draw deeply from your intellectual reservoir 1 Ann - the responsivei

i
program to the mdivduai qualiPesof your character make this

grand adventure frustratmqly enioyable for hundreds of hour: !"•' al I
' usive Secret h kadi

MORTON'S FORK
rne third entry in the Maces ft Macjn series. MORTON S FORK transport: you into a world bereft of natu'a' laws — a realm populated by

. al bemgs and strange creatures. The scenario is set w:thm the zo<-' • ' kn ancient wizards fortress Through your keyboard input,

ijip your warrior with armor, weapons, and gold as well as with desirai I itl i les Only then will you be able to lace the
langi MORTONS FORK' Features include multiple skill levels and a con hi •• manual describing the colorful Maces & Magic
t

MACES & MAGIC ire tanlasy adventures involving you and you- omputei Am 8d only with youi Wits a microcomputer, and the
softw i ovidi I. you in become the hero or the meal your destiny di tales r"oi n rte id mi him (or herj with suitable
weapons and armor, and enter the dungeon in search o* fame md l< rtune Neither is particularly easy to obtain

If you are successful in avoiding or conquering the various monsters, traps enchantments and illusions set by our nefarious
l ingeonm IStei ,

< may 8* ^Pp with riches «nd qlory You' name and deeds will t" orded foi posterity in the records of Ihfi

dungeon More mportantly kou Ibi al /e You may then use the same chara tei ore experienced and wealthy form when
you enter dungeons on later occasions

Ineacl lungeoi lh< it random.events wh but in the vast majority me skin of the player m mak
''

l i i ices determine the outcome of the game. The ma, lyofinst ire furnished wthin the program In

the form of appropriate prompts
There are many ways lo meet an untimely demise in Ihe dungeon Monsl ind such are |ust one of the lines of

defense belween you and Ihe treasures stored there Various traps awa't the unwary (and the wary too). Some are lethal

whii' ire merely unpleasant or inconvenient. It oays to be suspicious Beware of ores bearing gilts

i b|ect of the whole exercise is not just to fight the monster; ind code tin isun You have to get out alive to en

^^ toy il In every dungeon there is at least one exit n is possible to escape Irom ea< . h and every dungeon with a whole skin
^k w- Mate that fact here because players often believe this not to be true We 'eally aren't ou' to get you Not really .

^^ Om 8 you successfully e»il from Ihe dungeon you wi'l have an opportu"ity to save fO\il Charactei for further adven
tures m this and other dungeons Your treasures will be converted to then quid equivalent and your weapons and armor
stored in nat quano When you start another adventure you may call up yoi.i • i" i '

' '

I
ira '•• 'or another trip. The on

ly limitation is that once a character is killed, he may re incarnate nes, after that he is gone forever No second
chances, nc tears, no breast beating. Gone. Kaput Finished You will have n . |i (inction ol adding to the dungeon
statistics, however A sort o' second hand immortality in recognition of a nice try N'> qlory oi ash though
CHARGE"

Maces & Magic Series
By Chan>Pici,n S:!'u in

BALROG
requires 2 drive system

TRS 80 32K DISK Model 1 012 0099 t

TRS80 48KOISK Model 3 0120099 S

STONE OF SISYPHUS
Works on 1 or 2 drive systems

TRS 80 32K DISK Model 1 012 0100
TRS 80 48K DISK Model 3 012 0100
ATARI 40K DISK 052-0100
APPLE 2 PLUS or APPLE 2 48K

with Applesoft in ROM
WORKS ON 3 2 OR 3 3 042 0100

a^:*=-_

Rradei Service lor i.ui'ng page **222

MORTONS FORK
Works on 1 or 2 drive systems

TRS 80 32KOISK Model 1 012 0113
TRS 80 48K DISK Model 3 012 0113*

APPLE 2 PLUS oc APPLE 2 48K
with Applesoft in ROM
W0RKS0N320R33 0420113
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Microcosm III

Basic* and Beyond, Inc.

Amawalk, NY
$24.95

by Carl A. Kollar K3JML

The ad from Basics and Beyond adver-

tising "20 programs with sound-
each as good as our competitors' $15 and

$20 programs—for $24.95" seemed a bit

hard to believe. Microcosm III sounded in-

teresting and the inclusion of sound in all

of the 20 programs made it all the more en»

ticing. I decided to purchase this soft-

ware.

First impression is very nice. Micro-

cosm III consists of a vinyl binder with

molded spaces holding two cassettes on

one side and a pocket for the documenta-

tion (neatly printed) on the other side.

The Programs

Computer Composer is a tutorial dis-

sertation describing and playing various

types of computer music—actually only

random tone variations. I found this to be

of questionable value.

Long Division is a step-by-step tutorial

in long division. Four degrees of difficulty

can be chosen. The highest level involves

a four-digit number divided by a two-digit

number. The number of problems per se-

ries is selectable. A score is given at the

end of a series. Tones are used to cue and
reward. The characters involved are drawn
large on the screen. This is worthwhile if

you've got school-age kids or need brush-

ing up yourself.

Similarly, Multiplication is a step-by-

step tutorial in multiplication with five

skill levels. The hardest requires multipli-

cation of a three-digit number by another

three-digit number. Tones and graphic

characters are used identically as in the

long division exercise.

Typing Tutor supposedly offers 1 to 54

drills. I couldn't get off of lesson one,

meaning either lousy typing on my part or

a bug in the program?

Cliffhanger is a cute two-person com-

puter version of the familiar game of

Hangman. The first person enters a word
to be guessed into the computer, and the

second player tries to guess a letter in the

word and ultimately, the word. A little man
throws the letter you chose over a cliff. If

the letter is in the secret word, it lands in

the right spot in the space representing

the word. If not, they fall into the ocean.

When you win, it is proclaimed by the

TRS-80. When you lose, the ground be-

neath the little man's feet breaks away
and he falls. A lousy version of Taps is

then played in his memory. It is a good

game. However, the letters you already

chose are not displaved.

Crossword Puzzler generates cross-

word puzzles for two categories—animals
and sports. If you modify the program as

instructed, it allows you to enter your own
words and definitions to generate a cross-

word puzzle of any category. It is the kind

of game crossword fans will find interest-

ing.

Key Sound lets you thrill and amaze
your friends with the sound of a click each

time you press a key—hardly worth the

time to load.

"I do not agree. .

.

that each
of these programs

was worth

$15 to $20."

Computer Organ sets up the computer

keyboard so that someone familiar with

playing an organ or piano can play a tune.

Includes keyboard graphics indicating

which note is being played.

Children's Hour includes three length-

selectable children's games: Guess,
guess a number between zero and any

chosen limit; Last Match, Nim, with op-

tions to choose number of matches, num-

ber of points needed to win and maximum
number of matches that may be taken per

turn; and Rock, Scissors, Paper, the famil-

iar game with cute graphics.

Message Marque is another worthless

program. Type a message and gaze in

wonderment as it crawls across the

screen in giant format. Capital or small

letters can be chosen. The novelty wears

off in about .3659 microseconds as the

message literally crawls across the

screen.

Gunfight displays a duel between two
player-controlled cowboys with an ob-

struction between them. Graphics are

very slow. It is hard to win unless the other

guy makes a mistake.

Seige is a graphic adventure-type game
in which you must rescue your captured

king who is being held in his castle.

Pinball is the only machine-code game
in the series with very fast graphics with a

spinning pinwheel and assorted other

goodies: various bleeps and bloops as the

ball bounces around. This is the most

worthwhile program of the series.

Knockout displays six rows of bricks on

the left side of the screen. The object is to

knockout all the bricks by hitting them
with a bouncing ball. You rebound the ball

by controlling a paddle that moves up and

down the left side of the screen. It has fast

graphics for a game written in Basic.

Soccer is another version of the popular

game. You've probably tired of this one

years ago.

Instant Replay is a TRS-80 version of Si-

mon Sez. The computer plays a random

series of tones. You must replay these

tones in exactly the same order using the

keyboard. The computer adds another

note until you fail to duplicate the series

correctly. A score is given at the end of a

series.

In Monster Chase, each program run

produces an original maze made to your

specifications. The object is to get out of

the maze before a dumb monster gets

you. You would have to be the one that is

dumb if this monster catches you. The

monster does not methodically track you

but randomly wanders about.

Shootout is a cowboy and renegade

shoot it out. The renegade (controlled by

the computer) mostly hides behind the ob-

stacle. It is very difficult to get a clear

shot.

Submarine lets you try to sink ships

through a periscope view. It has very nice

(and quick) graphics with ships that fight

back and try to sink you with depth char-

ges.

Battleship is a computer version of the

popular paper and pencil game with a se-

lectable size grid. The computer goes

after a kill when two portions of your ship

are found. This game can be played

against another person. It is enjoyable to

play but, unfortunately, if the computer

wins, it does not show you where its ships

were placed—very frustrating when you

have been unable to find them during the

game.

I do not agree with Basics and Beyond

that each of these programs was worth

$15 to $20, but at least four were worth

$15. Those are Pinball, Submarine, Knock-

out and maybe Battleship. Others that

might be worth $10 are: Crossword Puz-

zler, Computer Organ, Children's Hour

and Seige.

Even if, as I suggest, a little less than

half of these programs live up to Basics

and Beyond's claim, you can wind up

ahead. For $24.95 it is still a good buy.
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Electric Spreadsheet

Dtn 0. Haney & Associates, Inc.

San Mateo, CA
$34.95 16K Modal I and III cassette

$64.95 32KM8K Modal I and III cassette

$67.95 46K Modal III dlak

Exatron

Sunnyvale, CA
$49.95 16K/32K/48K Modal I Stringy-Floppy

by Mark D. Goodwin

C lectric Spreadsheet allows the TRS-80" to become a large worksheet. You can

easily perform many complex calcula-

tions In integer, single-precision or

double-precision number representa-

tions. Electric Spreadsheet comes in

many versions. The version I will discuss

in this review is for the Exatron Stringy-

Floppy.

I am an accountant and for quite awhile

I have heard much about the virtues of

VisiCalc. But lacking a disk system I

haven't been able to use this computer
worksheet system. Recently I spotted an
Exatron ad which offered a similar pro-

gram called Electric Spreadsheet for only

$49.95.

A 20-foot wafer contains the Electric

Spreadsheet program. When I saw the

size of the instruction manual which

comes with Electric Spreadsheet I nearly

fainted. It was large and Impressive. Also

Included are Instructions for backing up

Electric Spreadsheet. At this point the

reader should note that If you want to use

Electric Spreadsheet for a 32K or 48K
computer you must purchase a special

program called @ FREEZE. ©FREEZE Is

available from Exatron for $9.95.

"I would rate

everything about

this package
excellent"

Once I was able to catch my breath

from the size of the Instruction manual, I

proceeded to make a backup copy and

then ran the program. The first option

presented Is the number type you wish to

use. As I stated above Electric Spread-

sheet can use Integer, single-precision or

double-precision number values. Next you

enter the number of columns and the num-

ber of lines the worksheet will contain.

Now you can select a standard one-page

format or you can use multiple pages. If

you choose the standard one-page format

there is nothing left to do. If you choose to

use multiple pages you must also select

the number of spaces for line labels and

the number of spaces for columns. Then

you are asked about decimal places. All

the columns can have the same decimal

places or you can specify how many deci-

mal places for each column.

Page one of your worksheet will now be

displayed. You can easily move around

the worksheet by using the arrow keys.

You can change pages by pressing the at

(@) key. You will then be asked which

page you want displayed. You can prepare

the output at anytime by pressing the

question-mark (?) key. Also you can go to

the menu by pressing the slash (/) key.

Once in the menu mode you can do the

following: output to screen, output to

printer— after screen output, input to

screen, input to printer— after screen in-

put, change the format, save all the data

to a wafer, find out how much string space

is left, or you can just quit.

I have used Electric Spreadsheet for

about two months now in my accounting

business. I have found It quite useful and

worth the price. I would rate everything

about this package excellent. It is worth

the asking price for the superb documen-

tation alone.

I have only covered the Stringy-Floppy

version of this program in this review. I can

only assume that the other versions are

just as good as this one. From reading the

ad, the disk version gives even more calcu-

lations than the Stringy-Floppy version.!

BaslcPro

Softworx, Inc.

Seattle, WA
$24.95

by Joel Benjamin

e often have to pay a large price In

money, time and effort for the aid

cassette utility programs provide, espe-

cially if we have to decipher their instruc-

tions, load them in, and use them
separately.

We definitely need one program which

can change variable names, renumber,

compress and do other often needed

tasks. Softworx has provided us weary

programmers with Just such a cassette

utility program. They call it BaslcPro.

BaslcPro Is a cassette-based, machine-

language utility program which runs on a

16KTRS-80 Model I and Model III. It places

at the user's disposal a variety of useful

programming and debugging aids Includ-

ing the following capabilities:

• Renumber or copy statements

• Rename variables or line references

• Produce a cross-reference list of

variables and line references

• Locate variables or line references

• Compress a program

• Recover a program that has been

"New"ed
• Merge two Basic cassette programs

The designers of this comprehensive

package have succeeded in making it very

easy to use. To begin with, the documen-
tation could well serve as a model of clari-

ty and logical organization. It helps you
use the program and, although this may
seem self-evident, such is often not the

case. The documentation booklet is easy

to read and it is also easy to refer to

because of its table of contents and its

clever use of indenting, spacing and

underlining.

BaslcPro is loaded Into memory with

the use of the System command; then the

Basic program you are working on is load-

ed or entered. The commands all have a
simple and logical syntax. Each of them

consist of a slash and one capital letter

followed, when necessary, by the appro-

priate parameters.

Once BasicPro is loaded into memory,

It remains there with all its capabilities

ready to access through these simple

commands. You don't have to load and

save, load and save, as you would with

separate utility programs. And if, per-

chance, you issue a command that re-

quires memory beyond the capacity of the

computer, an appropriate error message

appears on the screen. If you issue an in-

valid command, or if you Enter IH, a com-

plete list of BasicPro commands and their

functions is displayed. Every base certain-

ly seems to have been covered by the pro-

gram designers. I have found it a pleasure

to work with and I highly recommend It to

any programmer who wants to spend

more time writing programs and less time

fretting over the diverse procedures nec-

essary to operate separate utility

programs.

Congratulations to Softworx for placing

on the market such a useful and easy-to-

use utility program at a reasonable price.

Continued on page 51
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Tired of typing in all

your programs?
Save time
and money!

LOAD 80
ALL THE
MAJOR PROGRAM

LISTINGS FROM
80 MICROCOMPUTING
ON CASSETTE

EACH MONTH
$9.95

plus $1 50 ea postage & handling

SAVE HOURS OF
TYPING & AGGRAVATION

Sign up for a subscription to LOAD 80
Begin your subscription with

"Frankly, after hundreds of hours of frustration, I

seldom ever try to keyboard a published program.

Inevitably, I mess it up when I keyboard it. Who needs the

aggravation?
"This is why I started a new series of cassettes called

LOAD-80. Each cassette will have program dumps of the

listings in an issue of 80 Microcomputing. These listings

are direct from the authors and tested by the 80
Microcomputing staff. All but the very short program
listings will be on the LOAD-80 cassettes. Thus, you will be

able to save hours of inputting programs and even more of

debugging your keyboard errors."

Wayne Green
Publisher, BO Microcomputing

. Save 30% off the single tape price,

the January 1 982 cassette.

The LOAD-80 cassette is simply the program listings

that appear in the articles in 80 Microcomputing. It was
created to save you the time involved in typing the listings

yourself. Successful loading of the programs depends on
reading the documentation in the articles. If you have your

current magazine at hand when you load the cassette, you
should have no difficulty. If you still have problems, please

return the tape for replacement.
LOAD-80 began with the April 1981 issue. To order back

issues, look for the back issue advertisement in this

magazine or ask your local dealer.

To order LOAD-80, fill in the attached card and we will

send you your LOAD-80 cassette for the major programs in

this issue. If the card is missing, fill in the coupon below (a

photocopy is acceptable) and mail to: LOAD-80, 80 Pine

Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

~J YES, I'll save 30%. Sign me up

for a year of LOAD-80 beginning

with the January 1982 cassette VISA
$99.97 a year.

Name:

YES, I want January LOAD-80 YES. I want January LOAD-80 for $9 95
plus $1.50 for postage 4 handling.

Am. Ex. MasterCard Check/Money Order

Address:.

City: _I

Signature:

I

State:. Zip:.

Card# .Exp. Date:.

LOAD-80 is manufactured by Instant Software, a division of WAYNE GREEN INC., 80 Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. There is no warranty

expressed or implied that LOAD-80 will do anything other than save you typing. Foreign air mail, please inquire. 1/82
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Attack Force

Alpha Products

Woodhaven, NY
$17.95 Disk

$15.95 Cassette

by George Kwascha

Attack Force is a machine-language

version of the popular video arcade

game that transforms your TRS-80 screen

Into a maze of hostile alien ramships and
flagships. As you start each game, a con-

voy of eight ramships, cruising at flank

speed toward your ship, appears at the

top of the maze. It is up to you, firing mis-

siles, to manuever and outflank the ram-

ships before they ram you.

Each game provides you with three

ships. In addition to the pesky ramships,
you must contend with the more deadly

flagships. These destroyers roam up and
down along the sidelines of your screen,

waiting to join the action. Their moment
comes when you destroy the last ramship.

As the game progresses, they tend to

get over-anxious and pop out unexpected-
ly. To make the game more challenging,

sidelined flagships will use their laser

bolts to transform a ramship into a flagship

or, to add to your frustration, into a mirror

image of your ship! Firing at or colliding

with the mirror image destroys your ship.

An extra 1,000 points is awarded for de-

cimating the first wave of alien ships, an
extra 2,000 points for the second, 3,000 for

the third, and so on. If you are lucky

enough to score 10,000 points, you are

awarded an extra ship. Each successive
10,000 points allows an additional ship.

But each wave of unfriend lies becomes
more difficult to vanquish. Action picks up
as more flagships are created, moving at

greater speeds.

Warning! Running away will not pre-

vent your demise. Your only salvation is to

meet your foes head on with your wits in

gear and your finger on the fire button! A
word of caution—you must be aware that

your ship can only fire one missile at a
time. Successive missiles do not fire until

the preceding missile obliterates its in-

tended target or crashes into oblivion off

the screen. This can be a vital factor In

later stages of the game. The point values

of enemy ships increase as each wave of

invaders is annihilated.

Arcade-Style Realism

Your ship's motion is controlled by the

arrow keys, and missile firing is by either

the "@", "F", or the spacebar. If you shell

out the cash as I did and purchase Alpha's

joystick, you get the exquisite pleasure of

enjoying Attack Force to the limit of

arcade-style realism. The joystick will

plug into either a 16K unit or the expan-

sion interface.

This game produces noises that make
battling aliens a delight to the ears. A little

hardware rigging is required, however. As
a typical hobbyist, I had to burrow into the

depths of my boxes of electronic junk to

come up with a one-watt audio amplifier, a
one-watt speaker, volume control and a
nine-volt battery.

Sound came with every fired missile

and each exploding alien ship. Musical

sound came with the start of every game
and each addition of 1,000 and 10,000

points.

Shortcomings? Well, no review is com-
plete without a critical comment and I

have no intention of breaking with conven-
tion. My one complaint stems from my in-

ability to keep track of how many ships I

have left. After perspiring through waves
of enemy vessels, I find it difficult to recall

how many of my three original and extra

bonus ships have been destroyed. A
screen display of this information would

have been helpful.

Have you ever observed arcade games
as they sit unoccupied? They automati-

cally play the game, attempting to attract

passersby. The ingenious authors of At-

tack Force did not overlook this feature.

After several minutes of inactivity, the

TRS-80 screen automatically goes into ac-

tion, like the best of the video ar-

cade games.

The game allows one or two players on
the field of battle. The disk version will

store the highest 10 scores with the ap-

propriate player's initials in a permanent
file. During play, the top of the screen

displays the current score on the left and
the highest score in the file in the center.

This is an outstanding feature, allowing

you to compete for higher scores. After

countless hours of battle, my calloused

fingers totaled my best score at 45,560

points. Think you can beat that? Try At-

tack Force and you will be pleasantly

surprised.B

Modem I

Tandy/Radio Shack
Fort Worth, TX
$149

by Richard C. McQarvey

} adio Shack has brought out a new
It product, the Modem I. The Modem I is

the first direct-connect modem available

from Radio Shack, and it has some great

advantages over the competition. At less

than $150 the biggest advantage is price.

Most important to the small computer
owners, the Modem I works from the cas-

sette port with no RS-232C to add. No ex-

pansion interface is needed and since the

computer acts as a dumb terminal, there

are no minimum memory requirements.

You can talk computer to computer with-

out any expansion. If you have the E/l and
RS-232C you can go that route too.

Connection

The Modem I uses a modular phone
jack to connect to the phone lines. If you
have your phone near the computer you
can plug the phone into the modem, the
modem into the wall jack and away you
go. Use the phone normally when not on
line with another computer. If you are on

line with another computer the modem
takes command.

Operation

The Modem I has both answer and orig-

inate modes. That means that you can call
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another computer or computer network
such as CompuServe. Since you originate

such a call you are in the originate mode
and the other computer is in the answer
mode. If another computer calls you, you
go to the answer mode. Either way you

Continued on page 326
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THE EXCLUSIVE ORACLE
by Dennis Kitsz

"At my current electrical rate,

that's about 43 cents a week. . .

"

Q. When I last heard from you (May), we were both unable to

use the Exatron Stringy-Floppy at high speed (50 or 100 percent

faster than normal). In the August 1980 Issue of 80 Microcom-

puting, Earl Savage talks about the ESF and says, "Further, I

have experienced absolutely dependable operation with the

speed-up option ..." What has he got that we don't have? Sitting

on top of my monitor are four Stringy-Floppy wafers where I can't

find the beginning of tape. ©NEW runs indefinitely. Any
thoughts?

Ralph Nottingham

Deerfield Beach, FL

A. I had about given up using the ESF at high speed myself

when I by chance had to reconfigure my system for a demo. I took

along only the keyboard unit, the video monitor, and the Stringy-

Floppy. Surprisingly, it worked just fine at high speed. This is

what I've found: Most copies of Versions 1 through 4 of the ESF
operating system were programmed in erasable memories
(EPROMs) with a 450nS access time—adequate for normal

speed but marginal for faster speeds. Because of advances in

EPROM technology, the newer 450nS EPROMs were able to run

at the 50 percent speed increase, but not when plugged into the

expansion interface bus with a buffered cable! The buffered

cable added some delay to the system's memory access.

Furthermore, the unit I have is sensitive to its position with re-

spect to the computer, flaking out when too much electronic

noise is present. I have to keep it out of the way of the disk

and printer cables and video monitor transformer. It

works best parked right behind my keyboard, in front of the

expansion box.

The new ESF units seem to have solved the speed problem,

though. Version 4.1 is the "final" version, and to prove it Exatron

has programmed it into a masked ROM (in a black plastic

package). This ROM has a faster access time, and I have run the

unit reliably at 3.5 MHz. If you get the latest version of the

operating system from Exatron and plug the unit between the

CPU and expansion box, your problem should be solved.

Q. I understand that heat build-up in a microcomputer can, will,

or may cause degradation of data. Am I correct? Is there a heat

build-up over time that the novice TRS-80 operator should be con-

cerned about? Over three to five hours? Over 24 hours? Over

days? I can recall leaving one program that I was working on in

place for nearly a week. Is there any greater heat build-up if the

novice upgrades a system to 32K or 48K? Should the owner
become concerned about data fudging or fans after upgrading?

How about disks, or peripherals such as a printer? If a computer
is left on around the clock for several days, how much electrical

power does it consume? The specs for the Model III seem to call

tor both or either 105/130 VAC (whatever that is) and 240/220 VAC
(whatever they are), as well as .83 amps RMS (whatever that is).

Volts and amperes I know, but VACs and RMSs I don't. How
much power does a TRS-80 consume, as one might measure it

against a 100-watt light bulb? Finally, what about turn-on shock

as contrasted to long-term burn? A technician with General Elec-

tric once told me that the shock of turning on a light bulb took as

much off its life span as 24 hours of burn. Any similar tradeoff in

the computer?

Jay Chidsey

Green Springs, OH

A. Yes, heat can cause electronic parts to burn up over time,

though TRS-80s are "burned in" for heat and electronic sensitivi-

ty for a continuous 100 hours before shipment. But the answer to

your question is more complicated than that. Electronic parts are

derated with respect to temperature at 25 degrees Celsius. This

means that as temperature varies from this figure, their reliability

changes. Temperature derating charts are provided by the

manufacturers of specific integrated circuits. However, the parts

inside the TRS-80 are guaranteed to work properly within the

range of 0-70 degrees Celsius (32 to 158 degrees Fahrenheit). In

other words, since scalding water is 140-150 degrees

Fahrenheit, if you touch the parts (and are not a mystic), they are

probably running within operating temperatures.

This isn't a complete answer, though. Some parts within the

area of the power supply pass transistor (on the Model I) get

warmer than others. If the unit is covered, set on a soft surface

(like a plush rug), or ventilation is otherwise prevented through

the slots in the case bottom, the temperature of some parts may
exceed the operating limit. All TRS-80s have been designed to

operate properly with normal convective ventilation. My own unit

(except for the video monitor) was on continuously for nearly a

year without falling.

There will be greater heat build-up in the expansion interface

of the Model I and in the Model III case when memory is added.

This is normal, because the operation of the parts themselves

gives off heat. In warm and humid areas, the heat build-up in the

Model I expansion interface can be excessive, especially since

two power-supply transformers are housed within it. This may
cause occasional heat malfunctions (mostly in the power-supply

section and not in the logic area). In humid areas, corrosion

around screws holding power supply parts in place will be more

of a problem.

Disks, printers and other peripherals make peripheral driver

chips do some work, hence a little more heat. But, there is no

need to be concerned about heat build-up in any TRS-80 com-

puter except under the most unusual environmental conditions

(not likely in Ohio).

To calculate power consumed (watts), multiply voltage times

current. Thus, a Model III TRS-80 is .83 Amps RMS (root-mean-

square, used to indicate current demand in ac circuits, short-

hand for "true current demand") and 117 VAC (volts alternating

current—ordinary house current) consumes .83 x 117 « 97.11

watts . . . just about the same as a 100-watt light bulb. At my cur-

rent electrical rate (2.6 cents per Kilowatt-hour), that's about 43
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cents a week if I keep the unit on continuously. Most of the Model

III power is consumed by the video monitor, so my Model I (with

its separate monitor turned off) is more conservative than your

Model III, and will cost only about 15 cents a week.

Finally, turn-on shock is not normally a problem. Certainly

there are turn-on transients which are much higher than the usu-

al running voltage, but these are absorbed by a combination of

the power transformer, the diodes, filter capacitors and voltage

regulators. On the Model I, virtually none gets to the parts them-

selves; on the Model III, with its switching power supply (see

Syfe, November 1981, for more details), the results are

even better.

Q. I would like some additional information concerning some
disk-drive problems you covered last August. Where can I get the

lubricant you recommended for disk drives, Break-Free CLP? I

have been unable to find it in New Orleans. Can you provide addi-

tional descriptive information to positively identify the points on

the disk drive to be lubricated? According to Radio Shack, the

disk-drive terminating resistors should be in the last drive on the

cable which, with the Radio Shack cable, is the high-order drive.

Since you have stated in more than one article that these ICs

should be in drive zero, I wonder if you can resolve this question

for me.

Paul A. Bartmess, Jr.

Metairie, LA

A. Break-Free CLP is a Teflon-based lubricant manufactured

by San/Bar Corporation, P.O. Box 11787, Santa Ana, CA 92711.

Write to them for the distributors in your area.

Remember that I said the technical manual for the disk drive

had no recommendations about lubrication. Unless you believe

you have a problem, don't do it. That said, here are the five points

and how to find them. Remove the disk drive case cover and set

the drive in motion. Observe that somewhere (probably on the left

side) there is a motor which turns a metal band. This steps the

disk head; it is usually protected by a plastic window. Turn the

power off, remove the window and apply a drop of lubricant to the

point where the band contacts the stepper motor shaft. Very

carefully turn the motor shaft by hand several times until the

lubricant is distributed on the band. Wipe it clean.

To get at the guide rails, remove the logic board. Unplug all the

connector cables—they should be labeled to match the logic

board, but mark them if they are not—and remove the screws

holding the board in place. Gently lift the logic board out and rest

it against the case. Two heavy, horizontal metal rails should be

visible immediately above and below the center disk support

cone. If you still aren't sure which these are, move the stepper

motor shaft again by hand. A plastic collar holding the read/write

head assembly will move back and forth along these rails. One
drop on each rail, move the stepper shaft to distribute the lubri-

cant, and wipe clean. Don't touch the head assembly with hand,

cloth or lubricant.

Now open and close the drive door. There is a pressure pad

assembly across from the read/write head which moves when the

door is opened. If you have a double-headed drive, this will be

another head instead of a pressure pad. Observe how the door,

together with the motion of the stepper motor, forces a plastic

cam or guide against the pressure pad assembly to hold it in

place. As the head moves, the pressure pad follows it. The con-

tact point between the pressure pad assembly and the door

closure assembly receives a great deal of horizontal motion, and

will wear and may grind. Apply a drop of lubricant here, move the

door and stepper motor shaft, and wipe clean. Again, stay away

from the pressure pad itself or the read/write head.

Now replace the logic board and all the parts on the drive ex-

cept the cover. The main drive motor for the disk can be identified

because its shaft holds a cloth drive belt in place. The main drive

motor is usually at the back top of the drive and spins very quick-

ly. If there is a lubrication point on this motor (there is on mine)

give it a drop of lubricant. Make sure none gets on the cloth drive

belt. Let the drive run (10 POKE 14304,0 : GOTO 10) and the lubri-

cant will work in. Stop the drive and wipe any excess off.

Clean and dust with a brush, double check that everything is in

good shape, and replace the cover.

Radio Shack is technically correct on those termination

resistors. They should be in the last drive used on the cable

because that is the point of termination. Since the distance be-

tween drives isn't very great, it won't make a lot of difference, but

the Shack is correct on that one. I can be sloppy with my own
system sometimes, and that is a good example. (Of course, the

only time I have more than one drive is when I'm fixing somebody
else's. . .)

Q. First, I know practically nothing about electronics compo-

nents and their assembly— I've never soldered anything smaller

than half-inch copper pipe. Recently I bought the Tandy RS-232

board for my Model I Expansion Interface. When I saw the nature

of the connection I began to dimly remember things heard and
read about the reliability of the connection. First, there is no ven-

tilation in the compartment, so heat could build up and flex the

board. It also seems that the pressed—not inserted— fit should

be prone to problems. Could a wood router be used to carefully

rout ventilation slots? There must be a right-angle connector that

could slip on the edge of the board and press into the built-in con-

nector. Or could a short ribbon cable be built with better connec-

tors? How can I anchor the board so it will not float around in the

compartment?

James Cerny

Rochester, NH

A. Yes. ventilation would indeed help. I have cut slots in mine,

but I'm bad with copper pipe and wood routers, so I used a

jeweler's saw, hot razor blade, and file to do the cutting and trim-

ming. The board does flex because of the heat, and the contacts

corrode, too.

I've not been able to solve the problem of the connection itself.

I tried bars and washers and all sorts of gizmos to hold it there,

but I still get "RS-232 fault" messages at about two-week inter-

vals (can almost set my baud rate by it ... ). Adding a ribbon cable

is something I'll not venture. These connector pads are 1/20-inch

apart— half the distance of the edge connectors on the rest of

the system.

My own method is to keep the screws out of the cover at that

point, remove the board regularly, vigorously buff the contacts

with paper until the solder is shiny, and reinstall the board. I

would be anxious to publish better solutions than this—readers?

Updates

From John A. Varela, McLean, VA: Regarding your response to

Sgt. Terry L. Kuns (October), I also have one of those early CPUs
that doesn't step the Data pointer properly. An alternative to the
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iZIP UP YOUR

, MODEL!

SPEED-UP UNIT - an easy to install electronic device that enables programs

to run 2 to 3 times faster. It's the fastest and finest quality speed-up unit

on the market.

• guaranteed to double processing speed • no additional

purchases required.

• programs will run up to 3 times faster (5.3 mhz) by adding

a Z80B microprocessor and delay line - not supplied.

• returns automatically to normal speed during disk and

cassette operation • no software patches required.

• keyboard power-on Kght changes color to indicate operating

speed.

$45.00

VIDEO I. Reverses the video display to provide black characters and

graphics on an all white screen for a much easier to read presentation.

Software controlled. Cures pulling and distortion problems commonly ex-

perienced with TRS-80 monitors. For use with TRS-80 monitors only

Assembled.

$2400

"SATISFACTION GUARANTEED"

Add $2.00 postage & handling - California residents add 6% sales tax

-Foreign orders add 15S
nailiuillia luaiuoiiu auu u / aai««

akuhBOLD ELECTRONICS
10708 Segovia Way Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

^» (916) 635-5408 mammm
Dealer inquiries invited mam

Foreign orders add 15%.

ARCHBOLD
10708 Segovia Way

H(916) i

Dealer inqi

THE EXCLUSIVE ORACLE

POKE that you suggested is to put an Input statement before the

first Read. That explains why Sgt. Kuns sometimes has trouble

with his Read statements and sometimes they work perfectly.

The resistor cure for the video squirm problem (October) was

not R???. That little gem got past editors, typesetters and proof-

readers. It was my message to myself to fill the spot in later. The

real resistor please stand up—R14 it is.

I received a note from a gentleman who tried to install the

twisted-pair modification in his new expansion interface.

Readers please note that the new expansion interface (with the

memory chips arranged horizontally toward the back) does not

need and cannot use the twisted-pair mod, nor can this newer

model be used with the buffered cable.

Readers whose questions haven't been answered, please have

patience. I respond to the most widespread questions in this col-

umn, but I attempt to answer all letters—only if they contain self-

addressed, stamped envelopes (two international postal reply

coupons outside of U.S., Canada or Mexico), and if they aren't re-

quests for custom programming or circuit design. Questions like

"How can I adapt SCRMBLIT/QED to my version 3.5-1/2 of

IRKDOS with zaps #43 and 55" will be answered after I start re-

ceiving Social Security.!

J

make connections
like you never have before —

Contact CMP for 22
different kinds of CABLE!!!
DISTRIBUTOR & DEALER
INQUIRIES WELCOMED """"

'Printer Pateeel accommodates

the loeowng pnnters:

Cemroncs Anader

Okidata NfC

Epson Tims Instruments

"Al Semi Interface cables ate universal kits

* complete with al parts hamng 7 wires

stalled to pins. Pins must In inserted into

plugs and sockets and then sttein relet

fndudetJ added.

REMEMBER:
We are open
8:30 AM to

6:00 PM EST
Monday — Friday

VISA
•am'.'.'., amm

S- rv n . —
INDUSTRIES!

- U\_/U
"

No Credit
Card Penalty

26514 W. 7 Mile Rd.
Radford, Ml 48240
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Our drives feature excellent engineering, and
all of the advanced performance features you've

come to expect from the nation's leading disk

drive manufacturers. All systems are completely
burned-in and tested. And, you'll see at least

five quality assurance stamps on each and every

drive, which is how we make sure our drives

will run and will continue to run past our

optional two year extended warranty.
Our drive packages start at $250.00 and in-

clude a comprehensive operations manual and
an attractive static free, dust free cover.

Systems available for Altos. ' Apple™. Atari.

Heath™. North Star™. S-100. 2TRS-8O™ (Model

I. II. III. Color). Zenith™.
If one of our drives fails to meet your highest

expectations of how trouble free and reliable a

disk drive can be. then return it to us for a

complete refund.*

So. before you buy another drive, take a test
drive with one of ours. We're sure that you'll

findTRAXXtobethe
finest.

IT'S GUARANTEED! XMXX
COMPUTER CORPORATION

Call our toll-free TRAXX LINE: 1-800-621-3102. In Illinois, call: (312) 987-1024. 10AM-6PM CST.

Monday thru Friday. "For full refund drives must be returned within 10 days of purchase.



News From
KITCHEN TABLE SOFTWARE, INC.

by David Busch

—-—pgo-g-'iL

—

Kitchen Table Inc. has risen from

oblivion to near-obscurity thanks to

rapid acceptance of its fictitious hard-

ware and software products including the

TLS-8E microcomputer, DROSSDOS 1.1

and WORD WHACKER.
However, no one has been able to se-

cure an interview with the introverted

founder of KTI, Scott Nolan Hollerith

—

until now. In the past, I have attempted to

protect Hollerith's identity by referring to

him as a KTI spokesperson, disguising his

name (Surprise! Nolan is not his real mid-

dle name) and refusing to reveal where KTI

is located. So when Hollerith agreed to an
interview, I packed my tape recorder, put

on my best Morley Safer suit and headed
for Atwater, Ohio.

80 Micro: What's the latest word from KTI?

Hollerith: Ugh.

80 Micro: Ugh?
Hollerith'.User s Group Hotline. By dialing

a toll-free 600 number, TLS-8E users can

find out where their next group meeting

will be held. When we get two TLS-8E

users living in the same state, we hope to

get some groups going.

80 Micro: What's a 600 number?
Hollerith: That's where the call is billed to

a third party of your choice without their

knowledge. That way, neither of us has to

pay for the call.

80 Micro: What can you tell us about the

architecture of the Z79A microprocessor

chip?

Hollerith: The what?

80 Micro: I saw that question in Byte and it

looked important. I just repeat what an ex-

pert tells me and it looks like I know what
I'm talking about.

Hollerith: Me, too. I don't have much of a

background in hardware. Back in the days
when home systems were built only by

homebrew hackers. .

.

80 Micro: Yes, our Jewish friends. .

.

Hollerith: Homebrew, not Hebrew! Any-

way, most early micro executives had
hardware experience. Then Radio Shack,

Apple and Commodore introduced plug-in

systems and companies flourished

around software wizards. I'm part of a new
breed—a breed with a solid grasp of

neither.

80 Micro: I've seen the programs you've

written. I believe you.

Hollerith: I'm not alone. Look at Radio

Shack. There are only four people in the

company who understand computers. .

.

and one of them is a store manager in Col-

umbus, Ohio.

80 Micro: What is your background?

Hollerith: I grew up in Tustin, California.

Like many Californians, I attended junior

college for two years to get a solid high

school education. After receiving a degree

In slide rule design from the University of

California at Phoenix, I began marketing

my wife's macrame houseplant holders.

When they became too complex to de-

sign, make and market, we decided to

do something simpler—computer pro-

gramming.

80 Micro: Then you wrote DROSSDOS 1.1?

Hollerith: I tried a check balancing pro-

gram first, but it was too difficult. The nice

thing about writing a DOS is it takes a

pretty sophisticated programmer to figure

out you screwed up. The average com-

puter user will assume he is at fault when
something goes wrong.

80 Micro: Haven't you only sold 500 copies

of DROSSDOS?
Hollerith: We only planned to sell 100. We
figured that would be enough to get the

DOS widely circulated. Apparently, the

program pirating network is less de-

veloped than we thought.

80 Micro: You encourage program
pirating?

Hollerith: That's right. We make our

money marketing zaps for the programs.

The documentation tor DROSSDOS has

more than 4,000 deliberate errors.

80 Micro: You've just revealed a trade

secret!

Hollerith: That's okay. Starting next

month DROSSDOS 1.1 will be given away
free with each subscription to my new
magazine, ZAP. KTI has marketed more
than 40 programs that don't work prop-

erly. Computer owners pirating those pro-

grams have probably $10 to $20 in disks

and tapes tied up In them. A $15 subscrip-

tion to ZAP is a small price to pay to get

the programs working. And don't forget

TLS-8E hardware and software mods. Did

you know by entering POKE 16289,4, you
can keep static electricity from attracting

dust to the monitor screen? And POKE
17333,255 will turn the computer off

without unplugging it?

80 Micro: What products do you have in

the works?

Hollerith: A small business machine we
call the Tl.S 8E Model II. It's basically a
Model I with eight-inch disk drives and a

better finished case. We got the idea from

Radio Shack. They're really innovative

along those lines.

80 Micro: Any other new products?

Hollerith: The FCC, at our request, is in-

vestigating the high amounts of RF radia-

tion emitted from the Model I. We hope it'll

revoke our import license so we can begin

marketing the Model IV.

80 Micro: Model IV? What happened to the

Model III?

Hollerith: Don't ask. Anyway, I've been out

of hardware and software since the busi-

ness made its second million and I was
able to hire the kind of staff I've always

wanted—women.

80 Micro: Then you don't have problems
finding good people?

Hollerith: On the contrary. It's difficult

finding good technicians. We have eight

of them working full time replacing fuses

under the TLS-8E's one week full warran-

ty. Programmers are another valuable

commodity. We keep 50 on staff at all

times because they can work only during

recess.

80 Micro: Have you been pulling our legs?

Should we believe everything you've been

telling us?

Hollerith: As sure as there's a TLS-8E I've

been telling you the truth.!
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Even if you have one of the other versions on the market,

you'll still consider this program a MUST for your collection.

A DIVISION OF SCOTT ADAMS. INC

BOX 3435. LONGWOOD. FL 32750

FREE CATALOG

SPACE INTRUDERS is for the
TRS-80 MODEL 1 & 3 TAPE 16K 01001 16 S1MS
TRS 80 MODEL 1 & 3 DISK 32K 0120116 S20J5

TO ORDER: SEE YOUR LOCAL OEALER, IF HE DOES NOT
' PROGRAM YOU WANT . . THEN CALL;

180O-327-7172 (Orders Only) OR WRITE US.

*o r
r/
*e
w



TRS-80* Computer Owners
Light Up Your Christmas Tree

I'm dreaming of a mini-disk Christmas...

A dream come true:
Mini-Disk Drives

from
• Every Access Floppy Disk drive is electrically tested, mechan-

ically tested and burned-in 48 hours under operating condi-

tions. Look for the signed test list in the shipping carton.

• AFD drives are capable of either single- or double-density op-

eration. AFD-100" drives store 102-Kbytes in single-density.

180 Kbytes in double density. AFD-200 " drives store 205
Kbytes in single-density, 364 Kbytes in double density. And
these are formatted file storage capacities. Moreover, you can

store twice these amounts on a single diskette using AFD
"flippy" drives (AFD-100F ,M

or AFD-200F" drives).

• 15-day free trial offer . . . comprehensive 90-day limited war-

ranty . . . unbeatable prices . . . AFD-100 (5 $275.00, -100F
(o $329.00, -200 (S $429.95, -200F Eg $449.95.

While they last!

Percom TFD-200f 77-track add-on drives $375

All I want for Christmas is..."

Percom Model III Mini-Disk Drives
Internally mounted drives that feature "flippy" capability, double- or single-

density storage, comprehensive pre-delivery testing, 48-hour burn-in and, best

of all, Percom's widely acclaimed disk controller. A First-Drive System includes

the four-drive disk controller, one or two drives, cables and a fully illustrated

owners manual. Use Model III TRSDOS*, Percom OS-80t and other Model III

compatible DOSs.

First-Drive System w/1 drive $560,

w'2 drives $860

Note: If you prefer not to make the First-Drive System installation, we will

do it for only $29.95 plus shipping (if shipped). This includes a 48-hour

operating burn-in of your Model III computer, installation of the drive sys-

tem and final checkout of the expanded system.

How to order - Order by calling Access Unlimited toll-free on 1-800-527-3475. O oidi"
I . i

Oders may be charged to a VISA or Master Card account, or paid by cashier's chock certified

check or money order COO orders require 25% deposit Sorry we cannot accept personal

checks We pay shipping and insurance charges on orders over St 000 00 Add approximate nv

surance and shipping charges tor orders under $1 000 00 II m doubt about these charges ask

when you call in your order Texas residents include 5% sales tax Minimum man order $20 00
Allow 2 to 4 weeks tor delivery

Technical & Texas (2)4) 690-0206

Save! Ask about quantity discounts for TRUGs.
Save! VISA and Master Card charges are not deposited

until the day your order is shipped.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Stocking Stuffers

Percom Data Separator

Green Screen I, II. or III

Head Cleaning Kit

Drive Numbering Tabs (pkg 0-3)

5VV' Flip-N-File (Ig. stocking)

8" Flip-N-File (very Ig. stocking)

$23.95

$18.95

$24.95

$3.00

$24.95

$39.95



gift often comes in a small package. The Percom DOUBLERf is an example.

Upgrade Your Model I to Double Density for

only $159.95
And not with some unproven hackers kit, either. But with an assembled and fully

tested Percom DOUBLER-in. The DOUBLER-IM simply plugs into the disk drive

controller socket of your Expansion Interface. Then it lets you store over four

times more on one side of a diskette, depending on the drive, than you can store on

standard Tandy Model I drives. Other features: • Reads, writes and formats either

single- or double-density • Includes DBLDOS", a TRSDOS" compatible disk-

operating system • Runs TRSDOS*. NEWDOStt, Percom OS-80t and other

single-density software immediately. Change to double-density operation when con-

venient • Lets Model III software be read on your Model I
• Includes on-card high-

performance data separation and write precompensation circuitry.

Write Santa a Thank-you Note

on Your New MX-80
or Microline 80

These popular printers, from Epson and
Okidata, provide the features you want, the

reliability you need - and the price is

unbeatable.

MX-80: Call for latest low price

$sflt!$f<5£$t <5?5§f<8fc&

Low Cost
System Furniture

Modular design permits cus-

tom arrangements • Furniture

styling and quality • TRS-80*
colors • OK for UPS shipping

• Reassemble without tools

System desks from $115
Printer stands from $144

Microline 80 only $399.95

For a man who has everything, including
too many peripherals for a computer with

only one printer port...

An Arrick Products Quick-Switch:):
The Quick-Switch lets you easily switch your TRS-80' printer output Irom

device #1 to device #2 - from your printer to your Electric Crayonf. Or.

use it to switch one peripheral between computers. Optionally available

with three. ports. Also, versions configured for RS 232 or Centronics inter-

facing. Standard unit includes 5-foot 34-pin cable with card edge socket

box mounted 34-pm card-edge plugs. From $79.95

% trademark of Arnck Products Company

Save! Make ACCESS your one-call shopping center for TRS-80*
hardware and software. Call our toll-free order number for free

product literature and latest prices.

AUTHORIZED
PERCOM SALES AND SERVICE CENTER

Toll-Free

Order No.

1 1-800-527-3475
o

fli
ACCESS UNLIMITED

(orders & literature only)

401 N. Central Expressway #600
Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 690-0206

"Trademark ol Access Unlimited

t Trademark ol Percom Data Company, inc

• 229 'Trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation

'•Trademark of Apparai Corporation

'See List ol Aavertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 59



GENERAL

The proletariat plugs into the information revolution.

Videotext for the Masses

Michael E. Nadeau
80 Microcomputing staff

Videotext is big stuff in computer and

some business circles, yet surprising-

ly few others Know about this communi-
cations revolution and even fewer under-

stand it.

Videotext is the interactive (the user may
send or receive) transmission of words or

graphics by phone lines, cable, satellite or

broadcast tv. A videotext system consists

of a data base and a group of terminals

placed anywhere within the limitations of

the transmission medium used. Data bases

contain anything from recipes to stock mar-

ket quotes.

To access a phone-line-based data base

you need either a computer or videotext ter-

minal and a modem. A modem translates

coded data from the phone line into some-

thing understandable to the computer or

terminal. Videotext systems using other

transmission media usually have a means
of access within the terminal itself.

Business looks to videotext as an eco-

nomical alternative to the mail and phone.

(See 80 Microcomputing, December 1981,

for an article on electronic mail.) Many large

businesses set up their own data bases and
subscribe to commercial data bases such

as the Dow Jones Information Services,

Tymnet and CompuServe.

Because business provides the financial

thrust for videotext development, most vi-

deotext networks cater to business' needs.

But what does videotext have to offer the

average citizen?

Videotext for the Home User

Not everyone owns a microcomputer or

videotext terminal. Micro owners do not

usually buy one just to access videotext

data bases; terminal owners usually have a

60 • 80 Microcomputing, January 1982

specific need for videotext. But two types of

videotext are of interest to the home user:

commercial data bases and bulletin boards.

CompuServe, The Source, Tymnet and

the Dow Jones Information Services are

among the most popular commercially

available data bases. Anyone with a com-

puter or terminal willing to pay the subscrip-

tion fee plus the hourly access rate can use

these data bases. A typical subscription fee

is roughly $15 to $20. CompuServe charges

$22.50 per business hour and $5 per non-

business hour. At this time modems are

necessary to access these data bases.

"The advantage

with electronic

media is that it

can be updated

immediately."

Let's assume you own a microcomputer

and modem and wish to access one of

these data bases— for example, Compu-
Serve. You pay your fee and CompuServe
sends you documentation, a password and

phone number. The password verifies that

you are a subscriber.

The literally hundreds of listings in Com-
puServe's subject index range from com-

puter games to electronic newspapers. Want
financial commentary? Type "Go RFC-1."

You have a choice of whose movie reviews,

editorials or horoscopes you want to read

from sources such as The Columbus Dis-

patch and The New York Times. Public ser-

vice information including tips on smoking

and health, food preparation and personal

finance are common items in the index.

But is access to these large data bases

worth the expense to the home user? Why
invest in the equipment just to access in-

formation that can be found in cheaper

printed media?

The advantage with electronic media is

that it can be updated immediately, so time-

critical information (such as stock market

quotes) can be accurate to within the hour.

Few home users need such up-to-date infor-

mation. Microcomputer owners may be

more willing to spend a few hundred dollars

to add videotext capabilities to their sys-

tems, and they undoubtedly make up the

majority of the home-user videotext market.

Bulletin boards are small data bases set

up by specific groups and can be accessed

by anyone with the equipment. The only fee

is the toll charge for the phone. Bulletin

boards appeal to computer clubs because

they are a convenient way to share informa-

tion amongst club members, serving as a

kind of newsletter.

Although there are hundreds of bulletin

boards and the list is constantly growing,

bulletin boards are not in the same class as

commercial data bases. Many hobbyists

have the equipment to access bulletin

boards, though, and that equipment can

also access the commercial data bases.

Videotext for the Masses?

There is a Catch-22 dilemma in the video-

text industry: No one wants to take the fi-

nancial risk of establishing a data base for

a mass audience without that audience

having the capability to access it, and no

private individual will invest in videotext

equipment without those data bases.

Radio Shack offers an inexpensive ter-

minal called, appropriately, Videotex. At

Scanned by Ira Goldklang - www.trs-80.com



".
. . for textual material

Videotex is an

attractive means of access.

"

this writing the unit, without color television

monitor, costs about $400. Even with the

cost of a modem this price is encouraging

to the individual considering access to

videotext data bases.

Videotex is not a versatile terminal: It is

designed to access the large commercial

data bases, bulletin boards and to be used

in conjunction with Radio Shack's Videotex

Network System. Its graphics capabilities

are limited and it cannot access all data

bases. But for textual material Videotex is

an attractive means of access.

The Videotex Network System

Radio Shack offers the Videotex Network

System to anyone wishing to set up a net-

work. The system includes two Model II

TRS-80 microcomputers, the Communica-
tions Multiplexer and any number of termin-

als. One Model II serves as a data base; the

other stores and forwards information. The
Communications Multiplexer permits han-

dling of up to 16 phone calls simultaneously.

Again, nothing is earth-shattering about

the technology, but the system's initial

start-up price of under $20,000 makes it

available to many groups that before could

not afford to set up a network.

The Tiffin, Ohio, Advertising-Tribune has

purchased one of these systems and plans

to publish an electronic newspaper with it.

Kaj Spencer, the paper's publisher, is

satisfied with the system, though he said

there are still problems to be solved. These
include debugging the videotext software

to make it compatible with the application.

Spencer said he is working with Radio

Shack's Senior Vice President for Special

Markets Charles Philips to solve the prob-

lems. Both Spencer and Philips are optimis-

tic that all bugs will be worked out; accord-

ing to Spencer the system should be work-

ing by the time you read this, though they

may have to abbreviate the data base.

Spencer is still unsure of the subscription

price, but unlimited access should be in the

range of $6 to $10 per month. He said 600
subscribers would make the system profit-

able, and is confident there are enough mi-

crocomputer and videotext terminal owners

in the area to meet that figure.

The Advertising-Tribune, a member of the

Buckner News Alliance, is not the only

newspaper to publish electronic editions.

Several newspapers, including The New
York Times and The Washington Post, pub-

lish through CompuServe. The Advertising

Tribune, however, is probably the first to es-

tablish a local electronic newspaper and is

certainly the first using the Radio Shack

system. (In an article published in the

August, 1981 80 Microcomputing, Spencer

suggested that other newspapers in his

publishing group may start electronic edi-

tions if the Advertising-Tribune's experi-

ment is successful.)

Radio Shack Starts its own Videotext Service

Radio Shack has announced plans to

establish a videotext service of its own, us-

ing its Videotex Network System, in the Fort

Worth, Texas, area. Philips said Radio

Shack wants to prove the technology and

marketability of its Videotex to the

consumers.

Philips also said that Radio Shack has no

intention of starting other videotext ser-

vices, even if the Fort Worth experiment

proves successful. "If it (the videotext

service) is successful, we hope it will

encourage other people to do it," Philips

stated.

Radio Shack was still negotiating with

several groups for data base services at this

writing, although Philips would not elabor-

ate on who they were. There is also the

possibility that advertising will be solicited.

Philips hopes the service will be available

early this year.

Radio Shack's initiative in starting its

own network reflects its confidence in the

Videotex Network System. Jon Shirley, vice

president of computer marketing, said

Radio Shack does not expect to sell a large

number of these systems, but they are

pleased with the success so far.

Shirley said the Videotex Network Sys-

tem is "aimed at anyone who wants to set

up a private data base system." The sys-

tem's advertising is aimed at the institu-

tions (such as education, publishing and

agriculture) that probably would like their

own network, but cannot afford a large in-

vestment in equipment.

Telidon

Canada has its own videotext system:

Telidon, touted as the videotext of the

future by some. Telidon's greatest asset is

Videotext Glossary

Acoustic Coupler A device which re-

ceives audio signals through the receiv-

er of your telephone and translates them
into data signals the computer or ter-

minal understands.

Antiope (Acquisition Numerlque et

Televlsualisatlon d'lmages Organisees

en Pages d'Ecrlture): A French videotext

system; began operation in 1980.

minal is not necessary to access a bulle-

tin board.

CompuServe: A company located in Col-

umbus, Ohio that offers a number of

data bases for an hourly fee. Bases in-

clude news, sports, business, agricul-

ture, personal finance, entertainment

and weather. A modem and microcom-

puter or videotext terminal are required

for access.

Bulletin Board: Data bases (usually gen-

eral or conversational) that can be set up
and accessed by anyone with a micro-

computer and a modem. A videotext ter- service.

Data Base: An information source,

stored in the host computer memory, ac-

cessed by a videotext terminal or micro-

computer. A data base is the product

bought when subscribing to a videotex
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"Telidon. . . is currently

too expensive for many potential users.

"

Dow Jones Electronic News Service:

Dow Jones' data base, sold on a sub-

scription basis.

Dumb Terminal: A terminal or terminal

software that can only send and receive

data with no ability for onboard
computing.

Electronic Mall: Sending letters and

other mail electronically from one termi-

nal to another.

Fiber Optics: A transmission medium of

glass fibers sending information via

laser light. Fiber optics are much cheap-

er and more efficient than conventional

means of transmission.

Grassroots: A Telidon-based agricultur-

al network used by farmers in southern

Manitoba. Grassroots is a spin-off of

Project Ida.

iNet: A service allowing use of common
carrier packet networks to videotext ter-

minals. Developed by the Computer

Communications Group of the Trans-

Canada Telephone System, it will debut

in Canada in 1982.

MicroNet: The hobbyists; time-sharing

network of CompuServe.

Modem: A device mediating between the

telephone line and your computer or ter-

minal. It can make a direct electrical

connection or be an acoustic coupler.

Multiplexer: A device or program allow-

ing a host computer to handle a number

of calls for data simultaneously.

Packet Network: An information system

that sends data from terminal to ter-

minal in "packets,'' or groups of bytes.

Each terminal checks the data it re-

ceives to ensure it is not garbled.

PDI (Picture Description Instructions):

Computer codes allowing the user to

draw graphics on a CRT without picking

out points on a mosaic grid.

Prestel: The British Post Office's video-

text system.

Project Ida: An experimental Telidon-

based videotext system using coaxial

cables, television broadcast signals,

fiber optic cables and satellites as trans-

mission media. The experiment takes

place across Canada.

Smart Terminal: A terminal or software

capable of on-board computing as well

as accessing data bases.

The Source: Another commercially

available data base, owned by Readers

Digest.

Telematique: A French videotext

system.

Teletext: A one-way system that uses

the VBI of your television to transmit

data.

Telidon: The Canadian videotext, run

by Bell Canada. Telidon is capable of

using several transmission media, but

its terminals are too expensive at pre-

sent for most home users.

Tymnet: A commercial data base cur-

rently using phone lines for transmis-

sion, but they have announced plans

to use microwaves or satellites.

VBI (Vertical Blanking Interval): The un-

used portion of the television broad-

cast signal commonly used for video-

text transmissions.

Videotext: Generic term for interactive

electronic communications using

computers or videotext terminals.
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its outstanding graphics capabilities, but it

is currently too expensive for many poten-

tial users.

Telidon, sponsored by the Canadian

government, is run by Bell Canada. It was

developed at the Communications Re-

search Centre in Ottawa and introduced in

1978. The Telidon system consists of a data

base in a central computer, a modified

television set with a decoder and keyboard,

and a means of data transmission.

Telidon differs from videotext hardware

such as Radio Shack's in that it does not

use a full keyboard, and therefore cannot

access data bases such as CompuServe

without modification. It can use several

types of data transmission media (fiber op-

tics, phone lines, coaxial cables and

satellites).

(For further information on Telidon-relat-

ed projects, please refer to "The Terminal

Connection" printed elsewhere in this issue.)

Telidon Versus Radio Shack

At this point, Radio Shack has virtually

no competition in its price range for video-

text terminals and network systems. This

may change, though.

Three companies manufacture Telidon

hardware in Canada. The Hemton Corpora-

tion in Ottawa, Ontario, makes electronic

projectors and information provider termin-

als. Norpak Limited in Pakenham, Ontario,

also manufactures information provider ter-

minals as well as terminal modules. Electro-

home Electronics in Kitchener, Ontario,

manufacturers the color video monitors.

Radio Shack sells its Videotex terminal

for $399; the current price for a Telidon ter-

minal is about $1 ,000. The cost of setting up

a network using Telidon equipment is three

to four times more than using Radio Shack

equipment, according to Philips.

Telidon spokespersons say that with in-

creased orders and production the price of

a Telidon terminal will plummet. Within the

last year the price has dropped several hun-

dred dollars. Andrej Tenne-Sens, a techni-

cal adviser for Telidon at Canada's Depart-

ment of Communications, said that when
decoder production reaches 100,000 the

price could fall to about $150. This price,

however, does not include a color monitor,

modem or full keyboard.

That $150 price tag will also reflect a

change in the method of production, Tenne-

Sens noted. Very large scale integration

(VLSI), a process placing more circuits on a

single chip, will reduce production costs as

well as the size of the decoder, and will in-

Reader Service for lacing page v383~



WHAT'S THE KEY
TO BUYING A COMPUTER?

Look beyond the computer. Look at how the total

system- hardware, software, support, service-

meets your needs, today and tomorrow. That's the

key. When you choose a computer source, you
choose a long term partner who must stand by you

with total support. And no one stands by you like

Heath/Zenith.

Software

Including word processing, business applications,

versatile utility programs, and the Heath Users'

Group library of over 500 low-cost programs for

home, work or play.

And a choice of three operating systems, including

CP/M by Digital Research for compatibility with

thousands of popular CP/M programs.

Languages
For your own custom programs, Microsoft languages

are available in BASIC (compiler and interpreter),

FORTRAN and COBOL.

Self-Study Courses

Learn at your own pace with Programming Courses
that teach you to write and
run your own programs
in Assembly, BASIC,
Pascal or COBOL. xr

For the business person, Computer Concepts for

Small Business helps you evaluate the ways a com-
puter can benefit your business. And for the novice,

Personal Computing is a complete introduction to

computer fundamentals and BASIC Programming.

Support

Before and after the sale we work with you to con-

figure the system that serves you best. We help you

get your system up and running smoothly. Assist-

ance is always just a phone call away.

Service

Friendly, experienced technicians are available,

either over the phone or at any of the 56 Heathkit

Electronic Centers nationwide.

Visit your Heathkit Electronic Center*

See your telephone white pages for the store nearest

you. And stop in today for a demonstration of how
Heath/Zenith Computer Systems can serve you.

If you cant get to a store, send $1 .00 for the latest

Heathkit Catalog and the new Zenith Data Systems

Catalog of assembled commercial computers. Write

to Heath Co., Dept. 035-854, Benton Harbor,

Ml 49022.

Pick a strong partner.

Heath/Zenith & You.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

'Units of Ventechnology Electronics
Corporation in the US
Specifications subject to change without notice

CP-203C



"By 1984 or 1985

Norpak hopes to market
an interactive communication

system that is consumer oriented."

crease the efficiency of the unit.

Radio Shack officials doubt Telidon pro-

duction will get that high and price drop so
low. "(The drop in price) is really an

illusion," Shirley said. "Mass production

does not mean a drop in price." Shirley

cited inflation and labor costs as reasons

cost will not drop dramatically. He
predicted the cheapest terminals will be

made where labor costs are lowest, such as

in Asia.

Philips doubts 50,000 to 100,000 Telidon

terminals can be sold within the next few

years. But Telidon terminals have sold in

number to the government of Ontario

(2,000), the Times/Mirror Corporation of Los

Angeles and The Washington Post. Gordon
Thorgeirson, vice president of marketing at

Norpak, would not give an exact figure of

how many terminals have been sold, but he
did say Norpak is satisfied with the re-

sponse Telidon systems have received.

Thorgeirson is optimistic about the

future of Telidon. Telidon uses alpha-

geometric graphics rather than the alpha-

mosaic other systems use. Thorgeirson

said Norpak has signed an agreement with

Siemens, a West German company, to

develop a system combining the alpha-

mosaic graphics of European videotext

systems with the convenience of Telidon.

This suggests Telidon may find a healthy

market in Europe.

By 1984 or 1985 Norpak hopes to market

an interactive communication system that

is consumer oriented, Thorgeirson said.

Telidon systems are designed with busi-

ness in mind because that is where the mar-

ket is now. This interactive system will ac-

cess the commercial data bases the Radio

Shack Videotex accesses.

The Apple Connection

Norpak is manufacturing an interface

card for the Apple II microcomputer that will

make it compatible with Telidon systems.

The Apple Interface Card plugs into the ex-

pansion slot, making the Apple II a full infor-

mation provider system.

David Ki 1 1 ins, national sales manager
for Apple Canada, said Apple will market

the card worldwide in the first quarter of

1982. The projected price of the card is

$500. Since the card has an RS-232 connec-

tor as well, its purchasers will be able to ac-

cess Telidon data bases, as well as Compu-
Serve, The Source and other similarly based

data bases.

"The videotext world is not going to ma-

terialize overnight," Killins said, "but we
know from one-half million Apple owners a

percentage will see Telidon as an added

functionability." He expects some Apple

computers to be sold because of the card,

but marketing will be geared toward exis-

ting Apple owners.!

u

4 ra TOE T

Will you SCARF your way to

victory?

Can you avoid the speedy MONSTERS that

guard the maze?

Answers to these questions await the brave, who
dare to enter the maze where the monsters live.

SCARFMAN is a new arcade game for the TRS-80'
by the author of MISSILE ATTACK. Written in

machine language, SCARFMAN features quality
GRAPHICS, SOUND, REAL TIME MONSTERS and
hours of ENJOYMENT. Nine progressive skill

levels make the game more difficult as you get
better. SCARFMAN is compatible with Alpha
Product's joystick.

Do you have what it takes to reach skill level 9?

ORDER NOW!

The Cornsoft Group <

6008 N. Keystone Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220 (317) 257-3227

Model I & III tape — 16.95 Model I disk — 20.95 Model III disk — 20.95
Prices include shipping and handling

Checks, Money Orders, VISA and MASTER CARD accepted.
I IRS 80 i| a Tandy Coipoialion trademark)
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it's Here! The computer Strategy
Game with Bounce!

For:

Apple
Atari
TRS-80

Have you ever

seen an exciting

action game combined
with the intense

strategy of chess,

backgammon or Othello?

Ricochet... the first

abstract strategy game designed
exclusively for the computer owner...

is both. And loads of fun.

You maneuver your blocks, both to

protect your own goal from attack and
to hit your opponent's goal. Two launchers

to fire. Your shots ricochet off the
blocks, earning you points on the way
to their targets, it's twice as challenging

because the position changes with both
your own and your opponent's moves
and shots.

You don't have to play alone, either.

Play against any one of four different

opponents (each a different personality)

inside your computer, or against

another human.

And Ricochet is truly competitive... if

you want it to be. A "smart clock
1

' lets

you put more pressure on your opponent
by forcing him to play faster than you.

But you've got to win two out of three

(or three out of five) games to claim

victory. Your computer rates you after

each match, so you can compare your
mastery of the game with that of other
players— perfect for tournament play.

So perfect that MIND TOYS and Automated
Simulations are sponsoring the first

national Ricochet tournament. See your
local dealer to find out how you can
become a regional or national champion.

Price $19.95

1981 , AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.Another Mind Toy

From Automated Simulations
•APPLE, atari and trs-80 are trademarks of Apple Computer, inc., Atari inc. and Tandy Corp

.
respectively



GENERAL

Telidon networks its way into the heart of Canada.

A Terminal Case

Photo 1. A glass tube is transformed into an optical fibre. A tube of glass is drawn through a

machine, stretching it to the thinness of a human hair.

by Bert Latamore

Desktop Computing staff

his could be a big year for video-

text systems. American Telephone and
Telegraph (AT&T) has adopted a videotext

standard based on Canada's Telidon sys-

tem and announced plans to test it in a joint

experiment with CBS in New Jersey. The

British are actively promoting their Prestel
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videotext system, which they claim is very

inexpensive. The Germans are reportedly

developing a videotext system of their own.

The new French government ambitiously

plans to wire the entire country with their

own videotext system, Telematique.

It might seem strange to include a rural

telephone system in this list of government

and industry giants, but the first experiment

in large scale videotext use in the home was

designed and is being conducted by the

Manitoba Telephone System (MTS) of Win-

nipeg. For a year this Canadian prairie-pro-

vince utility has conducted experiments

with Canada's Telidon using two data-

bases—one for urban Winnipeg and the

other for farming communities; and three

transmission media— normal telephone

wires, coaxial cable such as that used to

carry cable television signals, and fiber op-

tics, the newest medium for information

transmission. All have proven popular and

technically feasible.

Officials at the Trans-Canada Telephone

Co., Manitoba Telephone's parent com-

pany, found the urban cable transmission

experiment too expensive to expand as or-

iginally planned. The farm project, however,

has moved beyond the experimental stage

and is now a regular service throughout the

province. It is quite possibly the first gener-

ally available videotext service to run on a

commercial basis.

Project Ida

Named after Ida Cates, Manitoba's first

female telephone operator, Project Ida is an

experiment in high-quality videotext ser-

vice. The system is connected to about 100

urban homes in the Winnipeg suburb of

South Headlingley via a modified cable tele-

vision network. About 20 private firms rang-

ing from a daily newspaper to a fire alarm

company supply services over the system.

Ida offers fire, police and medical alarms,

automatic meter reading and cable tv as

well as the videotext information service.

The database includes stock quotes,

computer games, stereo music, educa-

tional exercises, current events and enter-

tainment schedules. The system is interac-

tive; the user may choose a subject, answer

test questions or otherwise communicate

with the system using a hand-held
numerical key-pad.

Ida is popular with its test audience and

has presented surprisingly few technical

problems, according to Carolyn Rickey of

MTS. MTS originally planned to expand Ida

by upgrading the present cable television

network system in Winnipeg to allow two-

way passage of information. The upgrade



would involve replacing the presently used
one-way signal amplifiers that boost sig-

nals throughout the cable system with two-

way amplifiers. When finished, Ida would be

available to most of the 600,000 residents of

the city and its suburbs.

MTS was enthusiastic about the plan

and intended to begin the upgrading pro-

cess next summer. Cost of the work, how-

ever, was estimated at between $16 and

$30 million, and Trans-Canada Telephone,

MTS' parent firm, decided it was too

much to spend. They vetoed the Ida ex-

pansion plans.

"While Ida is a home-entertainment service,

Grassroots is aimed solely at farmers.

"

The Ida experiment, therefore, will remain

just that. The present experiment will con-

tinue through the spring, according to Rick-

ey. After that, MTS will keep the hardware

system, which reaches about 150 previous-

ly uncabled homes, intact for future two-

way transmission experiments. Meanwhile,

cable television companies will use it to

provide normal cable services.

Grassroots

Ida is not the only iron in the MTS fire.

MTS has also developed a rural videotext

service called Grassroots.

The only similarity between the two sys-

tems is that both use Telidon equipment.

Grassroots is a stripped-down database of-

fering no auxiliary services. While Ida is a

home-entertainment service, Grassroots is

aimed solely at farmers. Its services include

weather predictions, commodities market

quotes and graphs showing market trends

from the Winnipeg Farmers' Exchange, in-

formation from the Manitoba Department

of Agriculture and weekly grain and live-

stock reports.

Grassroots operates over existing nar-

row-band telephone wires, avoiding the

Raising Telidon' s IQ

Even as services like Grassroots begin

to put videotext terminals into large

numbers of homes, another branch of

Trans-Canada Telephone is opening the

door of international telecommunications

to Telidon and its cousins.

Computers have been talking long dis-

tance to each other for many years via the

international packet network system. The
packet networks are common carriers de-

signed specifically to handle digital data
transmission. They have redundancy fea-

tures in their design to ensure against

message garbling and to create maximum
use of transmission lines. The packets al-

so handle nearly all interfacing problems

between different kinds of computers.

Designed originally to serve users~of

time-sharing equipment, they soon cre-

ated a new information industry, the pub-

lic data base. Several thousand of these

are available in 35 counties, available to

their subscribers for the cost of a local

telephone call and the time rental charge

of that particular data base.

With the advent of the home computer,

the packet networks have begun to bring

their services home. Some older services,

like Lockheed's Dialog and the Dow Jones
Electronic News Service, have begun the

move to the home market. Others have

continued their own specialities, but are

available for the professional to use at

home as well as in the office. And others,

notably The Source and CompuServe,

have been created specifically to serve

the home market.

Unfortunately, a full keyboard is needed

to use the networks and their data bases.

Complex alphanumeric codes must be en-

tered to identify the data base you want to

the network and to identify yourself to the

data base for billing and security purpos-

es. They have therefore been closed to vid-

eotext terminals with hand-held calculat-

or-type keyboards.

Datapak Canada, the packet network

division of the Trans-Canada Telephone

Co., may be on the verge of changing that.

Datapak is scheduled to start a year-long

test of a new service called Inet (intelli-

gent network). Although the test is aimed

at businesses, it could have a great effect

on home videotext development, because

it will allow Telidon and its cousins to ac-

cess and use many packet-network data

bases.

Inet does two new things. It gives the

user a complete menu of all databases

available, and it acts as an active inter-

face between the user and the data base.

By combining these capabilities it creates

several services.

The Inet user, for the first time, has a to-

tally up-to-date list of all packet data

bases available on the service. If Inet-type

services become common, eventually a

list of all operating data bases would be

available. The only lists currently avail-

able are printed, and because of the high

growth rate of the packet system and its

clients, these are inevitably outdated by

the time they come off the presses.

The Inet user has to identify himself on-

ly once to the system. Each subscriber to

each data base has a personal identifica-

tion code he must give the data base be-

fore he can use it. Anyone using many da-

ta bases has to keep track of each number

and use the correct one with each data

base. Furthermore, to leave one data base

and go to another, the user must hang up
and redial the local connection to the

packet system each time he wants to

switch, a time-consuming and annoying

process.

The inet user, on the other hand, merely

accesses Inet and gives it his identifica-

tion. He then picks a data base from the

menu and Inet identifies the user to the

data base. When he wants to switch to an-

other data base, he issues a simple com-
mand to return to inet.

The user also receives a unified billing

for all data base uses. Datapak spokes-

man Brian Frazer said they had not yet

worked out details as to whether this

would mean a subscriber to Inet would

automatically have a subscription to all

the data bases involved in Inet. This would
eliminate the problem of having to ar-

range a subscription with each new data

base you want to try out, and would allow

you to access a data base you normally

would not use when a special need arose.

It is doubtful large numbers of consu-

mers with no present connection to com-
puters will hear of Inet and buy a videotext

terminal solely because of it. But if video-

text services become commonplace, Inet

could have a huge impact on those who al-

ready own such systems.
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"Fiber optic transmission lines

are broad-band carriers

transmitting light instead of electricity.

"

WP9 Commodity Exchange 2100112

Feed Wheat Cash Prices ^"T"^Thunder- Bay (»/tonne) *

Grade Current Previous Basis
3 Red Spring
TF 3Red Sprg
Canada Feed
TF Can Feed
Mixed Grain
Screenings

148 60
145 60
143 10

140.10

123. 60

23 00

+2 50

+5 50

+8 00

+11 00

+27.50

+128.10

Press 1 Future*s Prices Street Prices
1 4 Index; Suamari

Photo 2. Page from Grassroots (Photo Courtesy Infomart).

need for expensive special cable systems.

The marketing strategy MTS uses for

Grassroots also is different. While all Ida

terminals are in private homes, many of the

50 Grassroots test installations are in agri-

cultural department field offices, grain ele-

vators and credit union offices where they

are available free to many farmers.

This fall, Grassroots moved beyond the

experimental stage. The Canadian authori-

64K COLOR
TRS-80' COLOR
COMPUTERS

64K $699 16K $389
32K $429 4K $329
Add $90 for axtandad basic.

EXPANSION KITS
64K $375 16K $35
32K $75 XBASICS90
Can for details on other TRS-80"

computara a accataorlaa.

SOUND CENTER „«4

RADIO SHACK DLR
Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 672-9824

'TRS-80 la a Uadamark of

Tandy Corp.

ties approved a regular rate schedule, mak-
ing Grassroots, including rental of Telidon

terminals and access to the data base,

available province-wide.

The service is not cheap. Rental of one

Telidon unit costs $47.50 a month with a

two-year lease, plus a $75 installation

charge. Access to the data base, including

line-use charges, cost five cents a minute

regardless of the customer's location. Plac-

ing Grassroots in public locations puts MTS
in the interesting position of competing

against itself for new subscriptions. De-

spite this, Grassroots gained 42 new sub-

scribers in its first three weeks. And, ac-

cording to Rickey, they have received

queries from two US farm groups.

Fiber Optics

Grassroots has been involved in a con-

current experiment in fiber optics. Fiber op-

tic transmission lines are broad-band car-

riers, transmitting light instead of electri-

city. Single glass fibers about the thickness

of a human hair can carry many information

channels very quickly. They do not shatter

and are surprisingly flexible. They promise

considerable cost savings over copper

lines.

Fiber optics has been used primarily for

long-distance transmissions and is still an

experimental medium. MTS, by its own ad-

mission, is the first company to try a fiber

optic rural distribution system. One-hun-

dred-fifty farms, homes and businesses in

I the towns of Elie and St. Eustache have

been connected by about 70 km of glass fi-

ber for an 18-month to two-year test cospon-

sored by the Federal Department of Com-
munications, the Canadian Telecommuni-

cations Carriers Association and MTS. The

fiber system carries digital telephone, cable

television, FM radio and Grassroots. The

fiber optics field trial was purposely located

in the same towns as the Grassroots experi-

ment to include Telidon transmissions.

It is too early to anticipate the results of

the test. If fiber optics proves itself, how-

ever, it may have a significant effect on vid-

eotext systems. For instance, it could allow

Grassroots to expand to include some or all

of the Ida services.

Although MTS organized and partially

funded the three experiments, it avoids go-

ing beyond the role of common carrier for

electronic information, according to an

MTS spokesman. MTS does not run the Ida

and Grassroots data bases, nor does MTS
control their content. The data bases are

provided by an unconnected Winnipeg-

based company, Infomart. Infomart may of-

fer some or all of the Ida services over

an interactive fiber optic transmission

system like the one in this experiment. In

fact, the news release issued by MTS an-

nouncing the experiment promised general

and educational programs would be added

to the Telidon database offered over the

fiber optic system.

The Author Speaks

If the MTS fiber optics experiment is suc-

cessful, the telephone and cable television

industries may have strong economic rea-

sons to combine efforts to replace the pre-

sent copper wire telephone networks with

fiber. This will take time, of course, but it

will open the way for readily-available

videotext services.

Some cable companies are already in-

volved in their own videotext experiments. If

the Grassroots and other, overseas experi-

ments in videotext demonstrate the exis-

tence of a market for this home service,

videotext terminals may become as com-

mon as television sets by the year 2001. In-

deed, videotext capabilities may be built in-

to many television sets.

Predictions are always dangerous. The

future is shaped by many contradictory

forces. At the moment, however, one of

those forces seems to be building up in

Canada. It is not beyond the realm of possi-

bility that a major component of our future

is being developed today in Manitoba's Red

River Valley.
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MTI can upgrade your
TRS-80 Model III

to run programs
like the Big Boys.
with prices like the little guys.

CP/M-80
MTI DOES IT. Our CP/M-80b turns

your TRS-80 Model III into two
computer systems. TRS-DOSand
CP/M By adding a CP/M card
and an 80" x 24" column video
card, you will convert your com-
puter to a CP/M base machine

LIKE THE BIG BOYS. That means
you can access the single largest

body of microcomputer software

used by companies like Heath.
Apple. Northstar. Vector Graphics,
Cromenco and etc What is better,

is that you can switch back and
forth between TRS-DOS and CP/M
modes, and our own Z-80 diago-
nostic monitor

SIMPLE INSTALLATION. The
CP/M-80b system plugs directly

into the TRS-80 CPU board and
the 80 column video board plugs

into the CPU expansion port and
video buss And you are ready to

go!

HUNDREDS OF APPLICATIONS.
You have available literally hund-
reds of programs written for many
mini and micro computers under
CP/M operating system Business
programs and word processors,
mailing programs and data base
managers are only a few of the

many programs available which
were previously limited to much
more expensive machines

SEEING IS BELIEVING. They said

it could not be done But MTI has
converted the TRS-80 64" x 16'

video screen to a true 80" x 24"

format with complete proper letter

spacing, blinking words, sen-
tences, and paragraphs and on

screen underlining This will give

you professional word processing
capability for virtually all appli-

cations JUST LIKE THE BIG
BOYS.
CP/M-SOb *849.

OTHER BIGBOYENHANCEMENT
KITS

Speed-Up Enhancement * 149.

Winchester 5 MB » 2795.
Internal Disk Drive ' 695.
External Disk Drive * 379.

WANT MORE? For more informa-
tion call your local dealer listed

below. If you prefer, you can call

or write us. and well send you the
information

TNHI
t».j.U»..r.<1 | r.*tV-<n.iik ill (> i

cm riM« c in...
i

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS

CA

Ala»ka

Arkantat
Phoani*. AZ
SH>rra VI»U. kZ
Tuc»on. AZ
Anaheim, CA
Covin*. CA
Qolala. CA .

Huntington Ben
HottHridga CA
Lancaatar. CA
Monlclair CA
Oranga. CA
Pachaco. CA
Port HudMint. CA

EA

(907)

<»01>

(•02)

(•02)

(•02)

(714)

(213)

(•OS)

(714)

(213)

(•OS)

(714)

(714)

(«1S)

(•OS)

333 1322
634-915*
244-9739
458-2479
323-9391
773-0240
332 4098
9*7-7528
•42-1349
846-9200
942-5747
626 4813
771 -OM0
6*9-2240
985 2329

Radondo Bch . CA
Vallate CA
San Ot«go CA
San Jom. CA
Santa Cruz. CA
Walnut. CA
Waaltaka VW

.
CA

Groion. CT
Wilmington. DC
Norcroaa. G A
Lirnn Havan, *L
Hollywood, y

Panaacoia. R
Tampa. FL
Hawaii

(213) 370-5555

(707) S44-7SM
(716)275.42*3
(408)945-1255

(408) 427-0*3*
(714)594-9750

(213) 705-0333
(203)445 5158
(302) 952-0227
(404) 449-89*2
(904)255-5452
(305)901-1011
(904)243-5793

(•13) 247-5023
(•OS) 521-7312

oUcfcioot 10
B>#iJ#¥»H#. II

CoMtfltvflw. IL
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Oak Part. IL

4»I*#W9^##. K3
Shravaport. LA
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Anoka. MN
Cameron. 5JO
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Mmoula MT
RafcMflh. NC
Grand F©*». NO
La» Vagaa. NV

(20*)78V1497
(51«) 277-2354
(818) 345-SOM
(815)229-0200
(312) 3S4-3323
{913)**4-*S12
(319) 955- 7 It*
.($17)741.777*
(512) * 27 -$7»3
(*H) »S2-«52*
(417)791 1748

(80*) 549 97 IS

(919)755-117$
(701)772-754*

(702) •70-413*

NT
NV

Tr*». NY

OH
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T*

_J CAN . l_

DVtrM
Capaloam * *

(518) 333 22*8
(518)8*9- 9*35
(315) 4*7-5000
(•14)235-4444
(5 1*) 273-8411

(TM) 337-4 717

(419) 8*3-42*8

(214) 247-8* T9
(til) SS*-378

1

(3*7) 832 9132

(•13) 7*1.7*9?

2185-1647
•77-**4*
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5/10 Mbyte TRS-80® Model III

REDUCED $1,000.00 Model 326 -10+ Mbytes
Over 10 Mbytes of storage is attained

using a double-headed 80-track drive

and a 9.57 Mbyte Winchester, all

housed in the Model III system. Drive

storage is approximately equivalent to

more than 50 single-sided 40 track

floppy drives. Storage is approximately
equivalent to 2000 pace* nf t«*t

$5,495.00

£ElfPUT^X Model III Systems

Model 325 - 5 + Mbytes
Over 6.0 Mbytes of storage is attained
using a double-headed 40-track drive
and a 6.38 Mbyte Winchester, all

housed in the Model III system. Drive
storage is equivalent to more than 27
single-sided 40-track floppy drives.

Storage is approximately equivalent to

1000 pages of text m^m __
$4,995.00

Model 324

1 .4 Mbyte (loppy disk storage with

2 double-sided 80-track drives.

Dnvee can be configured and

accessed as 2 single-volume 160-

track drives, or u 4 Individual

80-track drives. Drive storage It

equivalent to 8-drive system, using

only 2 physical disk drives Storage

is approximately equivalent to 320

pages of text. $2,595.00

Model 322
740 Kbyte noppy disk storage with

2 double-sided 40-track drives.

Drives can be acceesed as either 2
single-volume 80-track drives, or as

4 individual 40-track drives Drive
storage is equivalent to a 4-drlve

system using only 2 physical disk

drives Storage is approximately
equivalent to 160 pages ol text

S2.295.00

Model 321

370 Kbyte floppy disk storage with

2 single-sided 40-track drives.

Storage approximately equivalent

to 80 full pages of text System

configuration is identical to Radio

Shack 26-1066. 'ess RS232

$1,895.00 ,

runs 203 MHz. 40 MHz
SPECIFICATIONS

Microprocessor • Z-80

optional.

Winchester Drive Specllkatlons • Tandon Winchester

storage up to 10 Mbytes on 5%" llxed disk • backup to

floppy by file/name or sector count • hardware Is

Tandon TM602/TM603 Winchester, Western Digital

WD1000 drive controller • Computex host adaptor/

drive controller and switching power supply • Win-

chester drive-is accessed as drive #4 • standard DOS
commands are used >n all Winchester accesses.

Floppy Disk Drive • Disk drives: Tandon TM100 serlea

supporting track-to-track access time ol 5ms. • storage

capacities range from 340K to 9.57 Mbytes • drive

controller board by Computex.

Transient Protection • all systems Include a metal

oxide varister which prevents transients from

damaging your system.

(SERVICE ETC.
Every system Is thoroughly tested before it leaves the plant and is backed by a 90-day parts and labor warranty Annual

maintenance contracts are available Spare parts are available at very reasonable brlces Software Is backed by the original

producer and/or one of our highly qualified consulting software engineers.

To supplement our considerable In-house capabilities, we work with some of the best electronics engineers and computer

programmers In the area. You can always count on Computex for continued support In service and update for your 9ystem

/fiMPL/TEX (713)488-8022



MODEL III DISK DRIVE EXPANSION KITS
• Switching power supply • storage to 2 Mbytes • supports TRSDOS, LDOS, DOS + , NEWDOS-80
• 32K RAM expansion • double density disk controller • goldplated edge card connections • includes

TRSDOS and manual, all cables and necessary hardware, installation manual • fully tested and
burned in • 90-day warranty

M3DK0 - Drive kit with one Tandon single-sided M3DK2 - Drive kit with two Tandon double-sided

40-track drive $550.00 40-track drives $995.00

M3DK1 - Drive kit with two Tandon single-sided M3DK4 - Drive kit with two Tandon double-sided

40-track drives $765.00 80-track drives $1,195.00

%

TANDON DISK DRIVES

• Fast 3-5-ms track-to-track access time
• Single or double density operation

• Total compatibility with Model I or III

• Pre/ post testing during 48-hour burn-in

• 90-day limited warranty

DRIVES WITH CASE
& POWER SUPPLY

$299.95

$399.95

TM100-1 - single-sided 40-track drive - 102 Kbytes single density 180

Kbytes double density

TM100-2 - double-sided 40-track drive - 204 Kbytes single density - 360

Kbytes double density

DRIVES W/0 CASE
& POWER SUPPLY

$235.00

$335.00

$399 95 TM100-3 - single-sided 80-track drive - 204 Kbytes single density - 360 $335.00
Kbytes double density

$499 95 TM100-4 - double-sided 80-track drive - 408 Kbytes single density - 735 Cjoc rjfl
Kbytes double density

**IOO.UU

2-drive cable - $24.95

8" THINLINE DISK DRIVES

TM848-1 $495.00
Single-sided 77-track - Storage: 600K single

density, 1.2 Mbyte double density

TM848-2 $595.00
Double-sided 77-track - Storage: 1.2 Mbyte
single density, 2.4 Mbyte double density

4-drlv« cable - $34.95 • drive extender $14.95
5V4" MINI-WINCHESTER DISK DRIVES

TM602S $1,195.00
3-ms access time -61 2 tracks -5 Mbytes /s data transfer

rate - 6.38 Mbyte RPM capacity (unformatted)

TM603S $1,295.00

3-ms access time - 918 tracks - Mbytes/ s data transfer
rate - 9.57 Mbyte RPM capacity (unformatted)

MDX-2 SYSTEM EXPANSION
The new MDX-2 from Computex provides more
capabilities than any other system expansion currently
available. • build only what you need • silk-screened
and solder-masked PCB • dip switch instead of

hardware jumpers • no messy vertically-mounted
termination resistors.

Complete Kit $269.00
• MDX02 printed circuit board S74.95
• Onboard direct connect modem kit 3995
• 2K/4K Eprom kit 17.95
• RS232 mA serial interface 17.95

•Real-time clock kit 17.95

• Floppy disk controller kit 31.95

• 32K RAM expansion kit (less RAM) 11.95
• Cassette port 3.95

• Analog power supply 29.95
• Hardware and socket kit 19.95
• Centronic line printer port 8.95

COMPUTEX

Comprehensive Test Program $21 .95

• disk drive speed test • disk drive alignment program
requires alignment disk - Dysan Alignment Disk

39.95) • expansion interface RAM test • keyboard
RAM TEST • video RAM test • keyboard bounce test •

ROM checksum program • full screen RAM display

program

VISA. MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED • Net- 30 terms for

D&B-rated companies. All products will carry an additional 10 percent handling

fee Prices subject to chanqe without notice. Prices do not include shipping.

mpuTEx ^392

321 El Dorado • Webster Texas 77598 (713) 488-8022



REVIEW

The TRS-80 Color Computer and CompuServe.

It's a Big, Big, Colorful World

Howard Berenbon

27200 Franklin Road
Apt. 105

Southfield, Ml 48034

CompuServe is an information service

available through Radio Shack. A soft-

ware package converting your TRS-80 Color

Computer to a terminal is available for

$29.95. It includes the TRS-80 Videotex Soft-

ware, one free hour of access time on Com-
puServe, an operator's manual, and an iden-

tification number and password.

Connection

To go on-line with CompuServe, you re-

quire a modem or acoustic coupler con-

nected to the RS-232 connector on the back

of your Color Computer.

Load the software using the CLOADM
command, and enter EXEC. Press the Break

key, and the program will display Place Call.

Dial the local phone number given by your

Radio Shack dealer to access the service.

Place your telephone receiver into the

cradle of your acoustic coupler (if you are

using one), then press Break. CompuServe

will request your identification number and

secret password, if both numbers are en-

tered correctly, you will be logged-on to

the service.

New subscribers are requested to enter

their name and address to establish an ac-

count. When this is completed, Compu-

Serve displays the following:

CompuServe Information Service

1 Newspapers

2 Finance

3 Entertainment

4 Communications
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5 CompuServe User Information

6 Special Services

7 Home Information

8 Education

9 Micronet Personal Computing

Enter your selection number, or H for more information.

Current CompuServe user rates are $5

per hour connect time between 6 p.m. and 5

a.m. Monday through Friday, all day Satur-

day, Sunday, and during any legal holiday.

During prime time the cost is $22.50 per

hour. The fee Includes 128K bytes of free

disk storage when using the Micronet com-

puting service.

Micronet Personal Computing

Enter a 9 from the preceding menu to

access Micronet. The following menu will

be displayed.

Personal Computing Area

1 Special Interest Groups

2 Software Exchange (Softex)

3 Manufacturers' Newsletters

4 Line Printer Art Gallery

5 index

6 Command Mode
Last menu page. Key digit of M for previous menu.

Enter 6 to access Micronet for personal

computing. A users manual is required for

using Micronet. You may order it through

Feedback for $5. They will charge it to your

account and mail you the manual.

MIcroQuote

MicroQuote, a stock market information

service, is a recent addition to CompuServe.

It allows the stock investor to get data on

more than 32,000 stocks. MicroQuote is up-

dated daily; historical prices, volumes, and

dividends are available back to December

31, 1973. It costs you $1 each time you ac-

cess MicroQuote. You are charged $.05,

$.10, $.15, for each daily, weekly, or monthly

data set, respectively. The data set includes

the date, volume, high/ask, low/bid, and

closing price of the stock.

Several other programs run within Mi-

croQuote. MQDATA transfers data to your

microcomputer (using another program

called FILTRN), so you can analyze the

data off-line.

MicroQuote is accessed through the Fi-

nance section of CompuServe. When in the

CompuServe Information Service menu,

page CIS-1, enter a 2 for Finance.

Newspapers

CompuServe news service is accessed

through the main menu at page CIS-1 by

entering 1. The following menu will be

displayed:

1 The Columbus Dispatch

2 The New York Times

3 Virginian-Pilot & Ledger-Star

4 The Washington Post

5 The San Francisco Chronicle

6 The San Francisco Examiner

7 The Los Angeles Times

8 Minneapolis Star and Tribune

Last menu page. Key digit or M for previous menu.

There are many papers to choose from;

you also have access to the AP News Wire

Service. The AP is accessed through the Co-

lumbus Dispatch. When you enter 1 for the

Columbus Dispatch:

The Columbus Dispatch

1 Top News Briefs

2 US/World News
3 Local/Ohio News
4 Political Campaigns

5 Sports

6 Business

7 Opinion/Editorial

8 Leisure/Entertainment

Last menu page. Key digit or M for previous menu.

Enter 2 for US/World News to access AP
News. The following menu is displayed:

The Columbus Dispatch

1 World News
2 US News
3 Washington News
4 AP World News
5 AP US News
6 AP Washington News
Last page menu. Key digit or M for previous menu.



Access the AP by entering either a 4, 5 or

6. If you are interested in reading any of the

latest stories from the AP World News, En-

ter 4. Here is the partial menu of stories of-

fered on 08/02/81, after I entered 4:

The Associated Press

2 Iran Israel

3 Wedding Airport

4 Charles Australia

5 Gambia Coup

6 Irish

7 Iran Iraq

8 Foreign Briefs

9 Israel

Boat People

Input a number or key <Enter> tor more choices.

I am not sure CompuServe is useful for

news access. Accessing news is time con-

suming when you can read the same infor-

mation in your local newspaper for about 20

cents. The news is not up-to-the-minute;

you cannot key-word search the news for

desired subjects of interest (a useful fea-

ture for newscasters or freelance writers).

Electronic Mall

This allows you to send a message (elec-

tronic letter) to another subscriber. You

must know the receiver's ID number. When
the person is logged-on to CompuServe the

system announces that a message is wait-

ing. At present, with only 10,000 subscrib-

ers, this service is not an alternative to the

U.S. mail system.

Saving Access Time

To disconnect, Enter Bye or Off; the sys-

tem displays the time you logged off and

the amount of time (in minutes) you used.

Now use a page storage feature of the

software for the Color Computer. Scroll

through the last pages of your session with

CompuServe (saved in your computer's

memory) with the up and down arrow keys.

To save connect time, disconnect when you

have filled your computer's page capacity

storage limit (about 16 pages in a 16K Color

Computer). Review the material before log-

ging back on to the service.

Speed your access of the service with the

following CompuServe commands:

T—Top Menu Page

M— Previous Menu
F— Forward a Page

B— Back a Page

H— Help

R— Resend Page

S N—Scroll trom Item "N"

G N—Go Directly to Page "N"

N—Display Next Menu Item

P— Display Previous Menu Item

For example, you may go directly to the

newspapers. Type H if you need help.B

- .#21 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

We'll match any advertised price on any Combine our price protection with the

item that we carry And if you find a lower availability of full professional support and
price on what you bought within 30 days of our automatic update service and you have

buying it, just show us the ad and we'll the Ultimate Software Plan

refund the difference. it's a convenient, uncomplicated, logical

It's that simple way to get your software

S (New items or new prices)

DISK WITH /MANUAL CP/M users

MANUAL/ ONLY specify d<s< systems and formats Most formats available

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MICROTAX PASCAL
MedicalfPAS-3) »849/$40 •Individual $260/na Pascal/MT' $429.$30
Dental :PAS-3) $849/$40 •Professional HOOO/na Pascal/Z S349 S30
..„...„,.„ •Partnership $750/na Pascai/UCSD 4 $429/$50
asyst design

, c , nim , n •Package 11600/m Pascai'M $i89/$20
Prof Time Accounting $549/$40 " */»bbkv>mciua
General Subroutine $269/$40 ORGANIC SOFTWARE ,u Ji * .wa c«.n
Apphcanon utilities $439/$40 ?eX' «ni/«5 toSSS* $229 $25
COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS Date Book II $269/$ 26 vTS/80 $259 $65
Creator $269/$2b Milestone $269,$30 Magic Wana $289 545
Reporter $169/$20 „._,««..- Spell Binder $349.-$45
Both $399/$45 OSBORNE . g£Ea 5495 5 ra„ General Ledger $ 59/$20 * be ecI =

COMPUTER CONTROL Acct Rec/Acct Pay $ 59 $20 OTHER GOODIES
Fabs(B-tree) $l59/$20 Payro'l w/Cost $ 59/$20 Forecaster 5199 $na
UltraSortll $159/$25 A |l 3 $129,$60 Micro Plan $419/$na

COMPUTER PATHWAYS All 3 + CBASlC-2 $199/$75 Plan 80 $269 $30

Peart (level 1! $ Qfl/sos Enhanced Osborne $269/$60 SuperCaic $269 $na

tori (lev* 2) UM/MO W.thC Basic 1349*75 Targe. I18MM
Pearl Heve. 3) $549/$50 pEACHTREE . HTm's WtlfWl
DIGITAL RESEARCH General Ledger $399/$40 Tiny C $ 89/$60
CP/M 22 Accl Receivable $399/$40 Tiny C Compile' $229/$50
NorthStar $149/$25 Accl Payable $399/$40 Nevada Cobol $129/$25
TRS-80 Model II (P + T)$159/$35 Payroll $399/$40 MicroStat $224/$25
Micropolis Si 69/525 Inventory 5399/540 vedit $105/$ 15
Cromemco $189/$25 Surveyor $399/540 MiniModel 5449/550
PL/l-80 $459/$35 Property Mgt . $799/$40 StatPak $449/$40
BT-80 $179/$30 CPA Client Write-up $799/$40 Micro B+ $229/520
Mac $ 85/$15 P5 Version Add $129 Raid $224/$35
Sid $ 65/$1b String 80 $ 84/$20
Z-Sid $ 90/$ 15 SOFTWARE WORKS Slring/80 (source) $279/$na
Tex $ 90/$16 Adapt (CDOS to CP/M). $ 69/$na • ISIS CP/M Utility $199/$50

DeSpool $ 50/$10 fiatfor $ 86/$na •Lynx $199/$20
CB-80 $459/$35 . _,,..
CBasic-2. $ 98/$20 SOHO GROUP „,,.«,MatchMaker $ 97/$ 20
D.M.A. Worksheet $177/$20 INFO UNLIMITED
Ascom $149/$15 EasyWriter $199
Formula $539/$45 STRUCTURED SYSTEMS Pa,a?f*, VAl
GRAHAM-DORIAN •GL or AR Or AP or Pay Call • EasyMailer

f2!?*m»
General Ledger $/29/$40 • Inventory Control Call

otner less is%

Acct Receivable $729/$40 •Analyst . . Call MICROSOFT
Acct Payable $729/$40 • Letterignt Call • Softcard [Z-80 CP/M) $298
Job Costing $729/$40 • QSort Call Fortran $179
Payroll II $729/$40 •NAD Call Cobol $499
Inventory II $729/140 •Order Entry Call Tasc $139
Payroll $493/$40 uii-nnpnn
Inventory $493/$40 SUPERSOFT S?'RO

,, fiQ
Cash Register $493/$40 Diagnostic I $ 49/$20 S,' J Xg
Apartment Mg, $493/$40 °'W°*je" | M/M0 woVdtfaJ/Ma.iMerae $349
MICR°-AP Fo'thtSOKorZBOl $149 $30

SooerSor. I $159
S-Basic $269/$25 l°l,,„ ' ii,| i™ Speiistar $129

* c-i„.„, m ti«an« Fortran . . $219$30
^ISSwv MM/*ftfi Fortran w/Ratfor $289/$35 PERSONAL SOFTWARE
• Selector V $469 $50

c Compiler $174/$20 V.sicaic 3 3 $159
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS Star Edit $189/$30 Desktop/Plan II $159
HDBS $269/$35 other . . less 10% Visiterm $129
MDBS $795/$40 Visidex $1S9
DRSorQRSorRTL $269/$10 TCS Visiplot $149
MDBSPKG $1295/$60 GL Of AR or AP or Pay $ 79/$25 Visitrend/Visiplot $229

MICROPRO^ A" 4 $269.$99 Visifile $199

WordStar $319/$60 Compiled each $ |9;;*25 pgACHTREE

*

• Customization Notes $429/$na
""nventory $ 99.SZ5

Genera! Ledger $224/$40
Mail-Merge $109/$25 „-—., Acct Receivable $224/$40
WoraStar/Mail-Merge $419/$85 UNICORN .,-.«-« Acct Payable $224/$40
DataStar $249/$60 Mir"?e .IS5S toroll $224$40
WorcMaster $119/$40 %:r *'b{e

ll.l.lll Inventory $224/$40

InSH^
1

Hfl'SiS OTHERGOOD.ES
• itS" 1332 WHITESMITHS -BAjH:.. $695/$50

C Compiler $600/$30 vu *3R „, ,
. ...

.gMJPW i9M
rascal one C, *860/$45 ^xTcoSor

$79

' Bale Compiler $«9 DATABASE JSSSEff" «I9
Fortran-80 $349 FMS-80 $649/$45 BSfiSSf*

-Est? » 8SH
. as SBBr^i®™

Macrc-80 $144 Access 80 LeveM $249
Da?aVac'ory $ 34

Edit-80 $ 84 Access 80 Level 2 $429 DB Mattel $ 84
MuSimp/MuMath $224 Access 80 Level 3 $679 g&Jfif&nn lets 15%
MuLisp-80 $174 Optimum $749 550

gTC less 15%

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 ext 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Outiide of Continental U S-add 510 plus additional postage Add $3 50 postage and handling per each item • California

residents add e% sales lax Allow 2 weeks on checks. C D ok • Prices subiect to change without notice All items subjec

to availability • R — M*os Trademark

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309 • Los Angeles. Ca. 90028 • (213) 837-5141

Int'l TELEX 499-0032 BVHL Attn: DiscSoft • USA TELEX 194-634 BVHL Attn: DiscSoft • ,• 440
TWX 910-321-3597 BVHL Attn. DiscSoft
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GENERAL

Another way to get in touch with the world.

CompuServe, MicroNet and the

TRS-80
Steven Maguire

481 Quist Drive

Port Richey, FL 33568

RS-80 owners can use the CompuServe/

Micronet network with Radio Shack's

Videotex software package. The package

includes a cassette tape of the terminal

software, a software manual, a hardware

manual, and your sign-on I.D. number and
password.

When you first sign on, the system asks

how you would like to pay the $5.00 per hour

rate. Long-distance tolls are additional. An
arrangement between Radio Shack and

CompuServe gives one free hour of connect

time to anyone using Videotex software.

You will receive the Micronet user's guide

two weeks after setting up billing pro-

cedures; read it carefully.

If your city is without a system network

use a Tymnet to connect with the network

for an added $2.00 per hour.

Once you know the system your phone

calls become shorter. The system allows

you to recover your early mistakes.

A feedback service allows users to ques-

tion the Micronet staff. The next time you

sign on you will be notified to pick up your

waiting message. Enter the communication

option before logging into Micronet.

If the system gives you any problems

notify Micronet on the feedback service or

call the free 800 service. A bulletin board

service sends your messages to other

users.

For the Executive

Micronet offers an Executive package

allowing up or downloading software to or

from the system. To receive the Micronet

Executive, run a program which prints out a

Basic program to key into yourown system.

Call the system, log into Micronet and Enter

R GETEXE. The system gets the Executive

software and asks questions about your

system (cassette or disk based and amount

of memory). Executive then downloads into

your computer. You are given the addresses

needed to copy the program on tape or disk.

For instructions to download Executive

key in:

TYP SYS:MNEXEC.DOC

Downloading the Executive takes time and

phone calls. You are not charged for down-
loading the Executive; take your time.

Micronet Offerings

The Micronet system offers a variety of

downloaded software for a fee.

The system offers each user 128K of disk

space for storage (at $0.30 per 1K). You

must access the system once a month or

they clear your disk space.

Log into Micronet and call me through

the national bulletin board (I.D. number
70575,300).

TRS - 80" Model I

or Model III

48K, 2 disks
TRSDOS" or LDOS®
formats available

PRICE $149.50

TRS • 80" Model II

64K, 2 disks
TRSDOS" format
expanded version

PRICE $224.50

GANTT-PACK: AUTOMATED PROJECT CHARTS
This powerful, flexible program will save you time in project planning,
scheduling, tracking and reporting. You need no prior Gantt experience;
screen prompts guide you all the way. Scratchpad entry lets you keep
track of unassigned tasks while structuring your project. Automatic
project organization. Fast edit lets you correct errors, modify schedules,
explore alternatives. Saves alternative plans from original database.
Helps you visualize the project at all stages.

Large capacity allows up to 100 tasks per phase and multiple phases per

project, each phase with its own chart. Hard copy to parallel or serial

printers. Scroll to any portion of any chart and print selected region.

Charts show projected, elapsed and overrun times. Get professional

results quickly and easily with Libra Lab's Gantt-Pack.

E Libra Laboratories, Inc.

495 Main Street

Metuchen, N.J. 08840

(201) 494-2224

Gantt-Pack © Libra Laboratories, Inc. 1981

(1) TRS-80 and TRSDOS Trademarks of Tandy Corp.

(2) LDOS Trademark of Logical Systems, Inc.
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Order No. 0269RD-18 Mod I $49.95 Order No. 0369RD-18 Mod III $49.95

TO ORDER: See Your Local Instant Software Dealer or call toll free 1-800-258-5473 orders only. In New
Hampshire call 1-603-924-7296 Mon.-Fri. 8 AM-4:30 PM EST. Sat. 9 AM-4 PM E.S.T. ^531



Master
Reversi
by Charles Heath

STATE OF THE ART REVERSI

Software

Order No. 0378RD-18 Mod I, Level II, 16K $29.95

TO ORDER: See Your Local Instant Software Dealer or call toll free 1-800-258-5473 orders only In New
Hampshire call 1-603-924-7296 Mon.-Fri. 8 AM-430 PM EST Sat. 9 AM-4 PM EST ^mo



Order No. 5700RD-18 Mod I or III, 32K, one drive $95.00

TO ORDER: See Your Local Instant Software Dealer or call toll free 1-800-258-5473 orders only, in New
Hampshire call 1-603-924-7296 Mon.-Fri 8 AM-4:30 PM EST. Sat. 9 AM-4 PM EST. ^532



— Special

Business Section:
Everything that didn't fit in our Annual Business Issue!



TUTORIAL

Now is the time for Tiny Pascal to come to the aid ofallgoodprogrammers.

Learning A Little Pascal, Part II

Margaret M. Grothman
5117 Denton Place

Madison, Wl 53711

This is the second article in a series on
Radio Shack's Tiny Pascal. This article

begins with three short programs to review

the last lesson. Since review by itself, like a

meal of leftovers, is unsatisfying, each pro-

gram contains new ideas explored later.

Review Program 1: Multiple-Choice

Enter and run Program Listing 1. It is like

the menu selection program in part one, but

with some new wrinkles.

Remember that instruction 13 within a
Write statement produces a line feed and
carriage return. Line four clears the screen

and returns the cursor to the upper left cor-

ner. Many other screen control commands
can be executed in the same way.

The Case statement is ideal for a multiple

choice test. Different messages can be de-

signed for each response. One Case state-

ment appears nested inside the other in this

program, valuable when you want to follow

wrong answers with another question. (The

importance of correctly indenting program
lines becomes evident in this program.)

Notice four End statements. The last End
(followed by a period) is the program End
statement, and is aligned with the program

Begin statement. Two of the other three

Ends are delimiters for the Case state-

ments, and the other (with the semicolon)

marks the end of a set of multiple

statements for a case branch. Construct a

program from the outside in (more often

referred to as top-down) to avoid confusion.

VAR OPTION:INTEGER;

BEGIN
WRtTE(28,31);

WRITECWHICH OF THE FOLLOWING IS AN INTEGERr,13);

WRITEf 1. 1.9',13);

WFttTEC 2. 2,13);

WRITE*' 3. 1/2*,13);

WRITE? 4. NONE Of THE ABOVE IS AN INTEGER.M3);

R£AD(OPTION#);

CASE OPTION OF
1A4:BEGIN
WRITE(13/NO! AN INTEGER IS A WHOLE NUMBER TRY ANOTHER',13);

WRITEC 1. 1290', 13);

WRITEf Z.07YI3);
WRITEf 3. ONE-THIRO',13);

WRITEf 4. ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE INTEGERSM3);
READ(OPTION#);

CASE OPTION OF
1:WRITEfRIGHT! GO ON TO THE NEXT QUESTION.');

2,3.4:WRITEfGO BACK TO THE BOOK AND STUDY INTEGERS!')

END
ENDS:
fcWRITEfCORRECT! GO ON TO THE NEXT QUESTION.',13)

END
END.

Program Listing 1. Multiple Choice Test.

CASE OPTION OF
1,3,4:BEGIN

WRITE(13,'NO! AN INTEGER 18 A WHOLE NUMBER. TRY ANOTHER',13);

WRITEf 1. 12W.13);

WWTEf 2. .07713);

WRITEf 3. ONE-THIRD',1 3);

WRITEf 4. ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE INTEGERS.',13);

READtOPTIONffc

CASE OPTION OF
liWRfTEfRIGHTI GO ON TO THE NEXT QUESTION.');

2A4:WRITEfGO BACK TO THE BOOK AND STUDY INTEGERS! 1

)

END
END;

fcWWTEfCORRECTI GO ON TO THE NEXT QUESTION.\13)

END
END.

Program Listing 2
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VAR NUMBER,DVSH,PRIME:INTEGER;
BEGIN

WRITE<28,31. ENTER A POSITIVE NUMBER BETWEEN 1 and 327671;

READ(NUMBER#);

DVSR:-1;

REPEAT
DVSR- DVSR +1;

IF NUMBER MOD DVSR THEN
PRIME: »0

ELSE PRIME: -1;

UNTIL (NUM8ER 01V 0VSR< = DVSR) OR (PRIME= 0);

IF (NUMBER = 2) OR (PRIME = 1) THEN
WRITE03.THIS IS A PRIME NUMBER 1

)

ELSE
WRITE(13,THIS IS NOT A PRIME NUMBER*)

END.

Program Listing 3. Prime Numbers.

Scanned by Ira Goldklang - www.trs-80.com



Begin with the outside skeleton, and grad-

ually fill in the details. Draw lines or brac-

kets to indicate related statements. The

bottom portion of Multiple-Choice is shown
in Program Listing 2 with lines drawn. The

largest and smallest brackets define the

two Case statements. The second line from

the outside connects the two branches of

the large Case statements. The other line

defines the multiple statements within a

case branch.

Without these lines it is easy to make er-

rors indenting or placing the End state-

ments. They are especially valuable when

you come back to a program after an inter-

ruption, because they make the structure

clear immediately.

The case variable name Option is used in

both statements; once it points to the cor-

rect branch in the first statement, it can be

used in later Cases, even nested ones.

Review Program 2: Prime Numbers

Before talking about the syntax of Pro-

gram Listing 3, let's look at what it does.

The user enters a positive integer. The pro-

gram divides that integer by two, then three,

then four until a division leaves no re-

mainder (NUMBER MOD DVSR = 0). If there

is no remainder the number is not prime,

and the variable Prime is assigned a value

of zero. No more divisions will take place. A
single even division proves that the number
is not prime. When the quotient is less than

or equal to the divisor no further possibility

of an even division exists.

If all of the divisions result in remainders,

the variable Prime equals one when the

Repeat loop is completed. The first Write

statement will be executed, printing the

message that the number is prime. Two is a

prime number although it is evenly divisible;

it requires special consideration in the If

statement.

The program reviews the If. . . Then. .

.

Else statement and the Repeat . . . Until

statement. Repeat. . .Until construction

allows multiple statements without the use
of Begin and End. The second statement in

the loop is an If . . .Then . . . Else statement.

Although it appears on three lines, it is

only a single statement and contains no

semicolons.

Arranging a statement like this is a mat-

ter of personal taste. It can be put on two
lines or one. If more than one instruction is

needed following Then or Else, boundaries

for the statements must be used (Begin

and End). The last If. . .Then. . .Else state-

ment is also written on multiple lines. This

one does not need a semicolon at the end,

because it is the last program statement.

The second If . . . Then ... Else statement

contains a two term Boolean expression.

Recall the meaning of the logical Or; i'

• See List ol Advertisers on page 402

"\ BOUGHT IT"

"My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

EXTENDED BASIC
is spent

inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PRES. OFADVENTURE INTL.

Reduce your programming time significantly with Snappware's EXTENDED
BASIC The program is written entirely in machine language for super fast

execution and is fully integrated into the TRSDOS" BASIC interpreter, re-

quiring no user memory Here are just some of the ways EXTENDED
BASIC can make your programming task easier:

• Quick way to recover BASIC program following a New, System

or Accidental re-boot

• Single character abbreviations for the most frequently used

commands
• Six single key stroke commands to list the first, last, previous,

next or current program line. Even edit current line.

• A powerful cross-reference facility with output to display

and/or printer.

• Ability to trace a variable through the code.

• Determine easily if a variable is in use.

• Permits programmer to display and/or print the value of any or all

program variables

• Identifies the variable type for all variables.

• Lists each element of any array separately.

• Program line renumbering facilities allowing for specification of

an upper limit of the block of lines to be renumbered, relocation

of renumbered blocks of code and duplication of blocks of code

• Cross reference facility for key words and character strings including

global replacement of key works.

• Compresses your BASIC program to an absolute minimum by remov-

ing extraneous information.

• Merge lines.

• Deletes statements that could not be executed.

If you consider your programming time to be worth money, call us and let

us show you how to get more of it.

•TRSD0S ,M
Tandy Corporation

MODEL II

.

MODEL III

$200.00

$125.00

:
- ;:;:..H:r

:

i: : ;^
:

; : ;::

:

-;:: ft ? A^feCl K*

Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628

COLLECT: (513)891-4496

3719 Mantell

Cinti , Ohio 45236
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"Does a Pascal programmer
have to memorize all these

confusing syntax rules?
9 '

either of these terms is true, the entire ex-

pression is true.

Although you have used these statement

types before, they are combined in new
ways. An If. . .Then. . .Else statement is

nested within a Repeat. . .Until loop,

VARTIME.H0UR,MINUTE,SECOND:INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITE(28.31,'WHAT IS THE STARTING HOUR',13);

READ<HOUR#);

WRITE03.-WHAT IS THE STARTING MINUTE',13);

READ(MINUTE#);

WRITER/WHAT IS THE STARTING SEC0ND\13);

READ(SECOND#);

WRITE(28,31);

REPEAT
REPEAT
REPEAT
REPEAT
FOR TIME - 1 TO 73 DO
WRITElHOURfl.V.MINUTEll.r.SECONDr ',15,28);

SECOND: = SECOND + 1

UNTIL SECOND = 60;

MINUTE: - MINUTE + 1;

SECOND: -0;
UNTIL MINUTE = 60;

HOUR: = HOUR + 1;

MINUTE: = 0,

UNTIL HOUR =13;

HOUR: = 1

UNTIL TIMEOTIME
END.

Program Listing 4. Clock

another If .. .Then. . .Else statement is

written over several lines with no punctua-

tion, and the expression following Until is

complex, containing a math operator (DIV),

a relational operator (< =), and a logical

operator (OR).

Does a Pascal programmer have to

memorize all these confusing syntax rules?

Fortunately not. The syntax of Tiny Pascal

is described explicitly and concisely in syn-

tax diagrams. You may have already puz-

zled over the diagrams in the Tiny Pascal

Manual (Appendix C, pages 23 through 26).

After this lengthy introduction you will get a

scenic tour of syntax diagrams.

Review Program 3: Clock

This last of the review programs will not

replace your quartz crystal watch for accur-

acy, but it does a nice job of illustrating

nested Repeat statements (See Program
Listing 4.).

Before studying this program, draw lines

to connect the Repeats and the Untils to

avoid getting entangled in the multiple nests.

The real work of the clock takes place in

the center, in the For. . . Do loop. After the

Write statement is executed 73 times, the

value of Second is incremented by one.

VAR N:INTEGER;

BEGIN
FORN: = 192 to 206 DO WRITE(N,'TAB',(N-191)#,13)

END.

Program Listing 5. Tab

VAR LINE.LOOP:INTEGER;

BEGIN
WRITE(28,31);

FOR LINE: = 1 TO 8 DO WRITE(13);

WRITE^I^'HELLO 1

);

FOR LOOP = 1 TO 30000 DO LOOP. = LOOP+ 1;

WRITE(28
I31)

END.

Program Listing 6. Hello

VAR CHAR:INTEGER;

BEGIN

WRITE<28,31);

REPEAT
READ(CHAR);

WRITE(8,CHAR);

UNTIL CHAR =31;

WRITE(8)

END.

Program Listing 7. Typing Practice

BEGIN
WRITE(28.31,13,13>;

WRITE(222.T,13);

WRITE(220, ,NORTH ,

,13,13);

WRITE(218,188,188,188,188,ie8.190,188,176,176,13);

WRITE(218
1143,191,143,143 1143,191, 143,141,174,159,13,13);

WRITE(220,'SOUTH\13);

WRITE(222,92,13,13,13,13);

WRITE(196,'USETHE t AND ',92; KEYS TO INDICATE THE TRUCK\39.'S DIRECTION.
END.

Program Listing 8. Truck

VARN,SUM,HIGH,LOW,COUNT:INTEGER;
SCORE:ARRAY(25)OF INTEGER;

BEGIN
WRITE(28,31);

WRITEOHOW MANY SCORES ARE THERE',13);

READ(N#);

SUM: = 0;LOW: = 100;HIGH: = 0;

FOR COUNT: = 1 TO N DO
BEGIN

WRITE('ENTER A SCORE);
READ(SCORE(COUNT)#);

SUM: = SUM + SCORE(COUNT);
IF SCORE(COUNT)<LOW THEN LOW: = SCORE(COUNT);
IF SCORE(COUNT)>HIGH THEN HIGH: =SCORE(COUNT);

END:

WRITE(N#,' SCORES WERE ENTERED',13);

WRITE(THEY RANGE FROM'.LOW#,' TO \HIGH#.\\13);

WRITE('THE MEAN IS '.(SUM DIV N)#,\')

END.

Program Listing 9. Test Scores
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Why 73? That is the number of times the

Write statement can be executed in one se-

cond. A shorter or longer Write statement

requires a different number for correct tim-

ing. When the value of Second reaches 60,

Minute is incremented by one and Second

is reset to zero. Similarly, when the value of

Minute reaches 60, Hour is increased, and

Minute and Second are reset to zero. At the

stroke of one all variables are reset to zero

to begin the cycle again.

What is that last Until statement? Until

Time does not equal Time? You want the

clock to run indefinitely, or at least until you

take positive action to stop it. Once this

clock is running you must press the break

key to stop it. Halt execution of any Pascal

program by pressing Break once. Pressing

Break twice terminates the program and re-

turns you to the monitor.

The Write statement in the interior of the

program ends with the control codes 15 and

28. Fifteen is the code for suppressing the

cursor. (This is for appearance only; the

display looks better without the cursor.) The

other code, 28, returns the cursor (which

although invisible, still controls the print

location) to the home position.

A quick way to discover the function of

the string containing three blank spaces is

to leave them out and observe the results.

Syntax Diagrams I

If you are over 30, you may remember
diagramming sentences in school. Dia-

gramming was not just a mild form of child

abuse; it taught the syntax rules which

guide use of the English language.

Pascal diagrams serve the same pur-

pose. They help you learn what you can and
can not do and serve as your reference

guide. Since a programming language is far

less complex than English, learning the dia-

grams is not a forbidding prospect.

You can learn to read the Tiny Pascal syn-

tax diagrams before doing any program-

ming or you can do a little programming
first and get an idea of what Tiny Pascal can

do. When you have some experience, the

syntax diagrams are not hard to learn.

Begin with four easy rules:

1. In a syntax diagram a rectangle or

square contains something which needs

further definition. Look for another syntax

diagram to explain the concept.

2. Circles and ellipses enclose things

which do not require definition. A circle with

a semicolon in it means that a semicolon is

needed; it is assumed that you already

know what one is. Similarly, an ellipse with

the word Letter inside means that a letter of

the alphabet is to be used.

3. Arrows indicate direction.

4. Arrows in two or more directions indi-

cate alternative paths.

*-See List ol Advertisers on page 402

I BOUGHT IT

"My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

EXTENDED BUILT

FUNCTIONS is

spent inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PRES. OF ADVENTURE ML

Snappware's EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS is a collection of much

needed additions to the TRSDOS* BASIC interpreter which greatly ex-

tends its convenience and utility The following features become part of

your BASIC language and provide the enhancements without requiring

any additional memory. The most important component of EXTENDED
BUILT IN FUNCTIONS is an in-memory sort routine, guaranteed to be the

fastest general purpose in-memory sort on the market. Along with this

you also receive other EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS Here is a

sampling:

SRT—Sorts one or more arrays into a specified sequence

FMT—Arranges data into a string variable as with PRINT USING

PDAT/UDAT5— Permits user to do arithmetic on dates.

PK$/UPK$—Compresses strings to save disk space.

ETIM$—Shows the difference between two times.

CLEAR— Specifies the number of file blocks to be allocated when

you specify high memory and string space.

DELETE—Allows you to dynamically remove portions of a BASIC

program.

In addition to these, there are functions unique to Model II and to Model

III. The exclusives to Model II are long error messages and PEEK/POKE.

The exclusives to Model III are:

SWAP—Supports exchange of variables with a single statement

HEX$— Converts numbers to hexadecimal strings.

RESTORE—Allows you to set READ pointer to location of choice.

If you consider your programming time to be worth money, call us and let

us show you how to get more of it.

MODEL II $100.00

MODEL III $ 75 00

•TRSDOS™ Tandy Corporation
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Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513) 891-4496

3719 Mantell

Cinti., Ohio 45236
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'Incorporating an expression directly

into a Write statement

eliminates an additional variable name.

If you have absorbed these four ideas,

you already understand a lot. Look at the

syntax diagrams on pages 23 through 26 of

the Tiny Pascal Manual.

Look at the diagram for Program at the

top of page 24. Relate the first three rules to

this diagram. The word Block needs more

definition, provided in the syntax diagram

that follows. The circle should contain a

period. (It is missing from from my book). Ar-

rows indicate the direction. Program is

defined as Block followed by a period.

Try another. On page 25 locate the syntax

diagram for Constant. Constants are defin-

ed in terms of Identifiers, Integers, Strings,

and Hex Integers, all of which have syntax

diagrams of their own. Multiple arrows indi-

cate alternative paths. A legal Constant

could consist of any one of the four alter-

natives.

Look at the diagram for Identifier follow-

ing Constant. Because all of the concepts

contained in it are enclosed by ellipses, it

requires no other defining syntax diagrams.

The words Letter and Digit have the same
meaning they do in common usage.

According to the diagram, an Identifier

may be a Letter alone, or a Letter followed

by a combination of Letters or Digits. ABC-
DE, A1234, A, AAA, and ABLE2 are all legiti-

mate Identifiers, but 1, 1ABCD, or 975 are

not legal.

Be sure you understand the difference

between the last two diagrams. A Constant

consists of one and only one of the alterna-

tives. In the Identifier diagram, note the way
arrows allow looping back and adding more
Letters or Digits. The difference is impor-

tant in understanding more complex
diagrams.

For practice interpret the three syntax

diagrams on page 26 of the manual. With

what you know now you can put the dia-

grams to practical use. The next time you

are unsure about punctuation, or how to

use a certain Pascal statement, find the

answer in the syntax diagrams.

Controlling the Screen

Review the screen control characters you

have already used in Write statements:

• 13 Line feed and carriage return

• 15 Suppress cursor

• 28 Cursor to home position

• 31 Clear screen

Refer to the Level II Basic Reference

Manual, page C/3, for the complete list. In

addition to the screen control codes

through 31, other codes achieve special ef-

fects. Codes 32 through 95 are for keyboard

characters. It is usually unnecessary to use

them, but sometimes they are handy. Codes

96 through 127 are tor lowercase video

display. They only work if your TRS-80 has a

lowercase modification. Graphics charac-

ters on the TRS-80 are not accessible from

the keyboard, but can be displayed with

codes 128 through 191. Codes 192 through

255, the space compression codes, can be

used in Pascal for tabbing (See Program

Listings 5 and 6).

Besides space compression codes, Pro-

gram Listing 5 uses the expression (N-191)#

in the Write statement. Incorporating an ex-

pression directly into a Write statement

eliminates an additional variable name.

This is efficient if the value is used only

once in the program and if the expression is

not complicated.

The sixth line in Program Listing 6 has

three control codes plus the string Hello.

Code 218 causes the message to be written

26 spaces from the left side of the screen

(192 + 26 = 218). Code 23 converts to the

32-character-per-line print mode. After the

timing loop allows you to look at the

message for a while, another clear screen

and home cursor instruction is executed. In-

struction 28 converts back to the 64

character mode.

Program Listing 7 illustrates another

control code.

Look at the variable Char in the Read

statement. Until now, all variables in Read

or Write statements have been followed by

# or % to indicate decimal or hexadecimal

VAR NINTEGER,
CHAR:ARRAY(20)OF INTEGER.

BEGIN

N:=0;

WRITE! ENTER YOUR NAME ):

REPEAT
N: = N + 1;

READ(CHAR(N));

WRITE(8,CHAR(N));

UNTIL CHAR(N):- 13;

N: = 0;

WRITE('YOUR NAME IS );

REPEAT

N:«N + 1;

WRITE(CHAR(N)),

UNTIL CHAR(N) = 13;

END.

Program Listing 10. Saving String

form. Omitting the symbol stores the ASCII

value of the character as Char.

For example, suppose you type the letter

Q in response to the prompt. The ASCII

value of Q,81, is assigned to Char. When the

Write statement is executed a Q appears on

the screen, just as it would if you executed

the statement WRITE(8,81). The eight back-

spaces and erases the current character.

Without it each letter typed appears twice

on the screen, once when input and again

when written.

To clear the screen press the Clear key.

Since the ASCII code for Clear is 31, the

repeat loop ends.

Program Listing 8 is difficult to read

because the write statements contain so

many numbers and so few words.

It shows the variety of tasks accomp-

lished with these codes. Type and run it;

then look at the write statements.

This program prints instructions on the

screen to move a truck up or down with ar-

row keys. The first Write statement clears

the screen and spaces down two lines. The

next Write statement tabs 30 spaces

(192 + 30 = 222), prints an up arrow, and pro-

duces a line feed/carriage return. The

last write statement follows the same for-

mula: tabs 28 spaces, prints North and skip

two lines.

Graphics codes for printing the truck ap-

pear in the next two lines between the initial

space code and the ending line feeds.

After the truck and the word South below

it are printed, you need a down arrow. The

down arrow cannot be directly input from

the keyboard— that key results in a line

feed. Print the symbol on the TRS-80 screen

by its ASCII code, 92. You can print any let-

ter or symbol with its ASCII code, but nor-

mally do not have to.

The last message should read, "Use the T

and i keys to indicate the truck's direction."

Because the single quotation mark is the

string delimiter, you cannot reproduce that

symbol as part of a string. The problem

is easily resolved by using the ASCII code

for the single quote. 39, instead of the

VAR TAB.TIME:INTEGER;

BEGIN

WRITE(28.31):

TAB: = 192;

REPEAT
WRITE(28,15);

WRITE(TAB.188,188.188.188,188,190.188.176.176.13);

WRITE(TAB.143,191. 143.143,143,191, 143.141, 174, 159,27);

TAB: = TAB +1;

FOR TIME: = 1 TO 50 DO,

UNTIL TAB = 247

END.

Program Listing 11. Moving Truck
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Ml II

It

mark itself.

Do You Need Arrays?

Tiny Pascal allows integers and single

dimension integer arrays. Like integers, ar-

rays must be declared before they are used.

The format of the declaration statement

follows:

VAR N,SUM,HIGH,LOW,COUNT:INTEG£R;

SCORE:ARRAY(2S) OF INTEGER:

In addition to the five integer variables in

the first line, we have declared an array

named Score containing 25 variables.

More than one array can be declared. If

multiple arrays are of the same size, they

can be declared together, as:

SCORE.I0NUM:ARRAY(25)OF INTEGER;

If arrays are of different size, they must

be declared separately, as:

SC0RE:ARRAY(25K>F INTEGER.

IDNUM:ARRAY(15)0F INTEGER;

Arrays free the programmer from the

tedium of naming many variables separate-

ly. Since arrays handle related variables,

they are most often used with loops. Pro-

gram Listing 9 uses a For. .. Do loop to in-

put test scores, accumulate a sum, and

search for high and low values.

Before the For. . .Do loop is executed,

certain variables used in the program are in-

itialized. The variables, Sum, Low, and High

are the only ones requiring initialization.

Values are assigned to the others during

the program before use in a comparison or

assignment statement. Variables are usual-

ly initialized to zero. This program searches

for the lowest value among the scores

entered, and assigns that value to the vari-

able Low. If Low were initialized at zero, a

lower value would never be found. The

original value is set to 100 to be sure that

the lowest score input is eventually stored

in Low. If variables are not initialized at the

start of the program they may contain

values left from the previous run or other

garbage.

The last Write statement contains the in-

struction (SUM DIV N)#. Rather than use an

extra variable name to compute the mean
score, the operation is within the Write

statement. The mean is not needed for any

other operation and its computation is sim-

ple and efficient.

The test score program could be refined

by rounding the mean to the nearest in-

teger. Add the variable Mean to the declara-

tion statement and replace the last Write

line with the following three lines:

MEAN. = SUM DIV N.

IF(SUM MOO N)>(N DIV 2JTHEN MEAN
WRITET/THE MEAN IS .MEAN*.'.").

,'See List ol Advertisers on page 402

I BOUGHT IT

My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

AUTOMAPand
AUTOFILE is

spent inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PHES. OF ADVENTURE INTL.

When working with direct files or creating a formatted screen. Autofile

and Automap are indispensible aids.

Autofile is designed to automate for the BASIC programmer the task of

moving data elements to and from a direct file. Previously, this was a

time consuming chore because the FIELDed variables may not be directly

referenced by user logic. The FIELD statement was eliminated, thereby

relieving you of the guessing game as to where the FIELDed variable is.

In addition, the LSET and the CVx functions are performed automatically.

The software, when installed, becomes part of your BASIC interpreter

providing the enhancements without additional memory.

Automap is designed to automate for the BASIC programmer the task of

presenting information on the video display and accepting information

from the keyboard operator. The software consists of two main compo-

nents: the OFF-LINE COMPONENT used to describe to the system the

screen formats and the ON-LINE COMPONENT from within your BASIC

program to initialize a screen, send data to the video display and receive

data from the keyboard operator. This facility when installed, becomes
part of your BASIC interpreter.

Both products complement one another and, if used in conjunction, can

save a significant amount of programming time.

If you consider your programming time to be worth money, call us and let

us show you how to get more of it.

AutomapMODEL II

MODEL III

Autofile MODEL II

MODEL III

$100.00

$ 75.00

$ 75.00

$ 60.00

:
.
:"•:»_": •

:
••

.:" "f :::..
: -: :-. •:;»:.. :•»•:•. »: I: :=:..:»:•. •;:•:'

W. »*•

MEAN + 1;

Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513)891-4496

3719 Mantell

Cinti.. Ohio 45236
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"The Pascal counterpart to Basic's Set and Reset

is a single command called Plot,

used to turn pixels both on and off."

In English this translates to: If the remain-

der of Sum divided by N is larger than half of

N, round up by adding one to the mean.

As an exercise, write a variation of Test

Scores that does not require N to be

entered. The user signals the end of the test

VAR H.V,DIR,STOP:INTEGER:

BEGIN

WRITE(28.31);

H: = 0;V:=0,STOP: = 0;

PLOT(H.V.I);

REPEAT
REPEAT

DIR: = INKEY

UNTIL DIROO;
PLOT(H.V,0);

IFDIR = 91 THEN V: = V-1;

IFDIR=10THEN V: = V+1;
IFDIR = 9THEN H: = H + 1;

IFDIR = 8THEN H: = H-1;

PLOT(H.V.I):

IFDIR = 83THEN
BEGIN

WRITE(THE COORDINATES ARE -

,H#,' AND ".VW)

STOP: = 1;

END;

DIR: = 0;

UNTIL STOP =1

END.

Program Listing 12. Coordinate Finder

ESTATE PLANNING MODELi^-^—
SAVE TIME AND MONEY
by using your TRS-80* Model II, 64 K computer
for professional estate analysis.

ft Marital Deduction Formula Analysis Reports
analyze six formula bequests for both husband
and wife for both orders of death.

fr Estate Tax Return Report computerizes estate

tax planning for decedents' estates.

fr Client-Ready Reports printed.

•to State (Ohio) and Federal Taxes computed.

ft Free Updates to reflect legislative changes
for one year.

ft Sold and maintained by author: an attorney

and estate planning professional.

ft ALREADY REVISED to comply with 1981
TAX REDUCTION ACT.

YES, please send me more information on the
Estate Planning Model.

Name
.

Name of Firm

Street

City State Zip

Mail to: Beard Software Development Co.

59 Skyline Avenue
Canfield, Ohio 44406 'TRS-80 is a trademark ol Tandy Radio Shack. ^96

score data by entering a negative number.

Try a Repeat or a While statement in place

of the For. . . Do loop which requires that N
be known in advance.

Tiny Pascal does not allow string vari-

ables. Program Listing 10 shows a way

to store and retrieve a string. It is not too

practical—a separate array is needed for

each string.

To make the routine more elegant, I bor-

rowed a couple of lines from the typing

practice program, in which the computer

reads a character, backspaces to erase it,

and then writes it back. In this version, each

time a character is read, its ASCII code is

assigned to the array Char, continuing until

Enter is pressed. A second Repeat. . .Until

cycle writes back the name which has been

stored in the array. No # symbol follows the

variable name when the string is written to

the screen. You want the character repre-

sented by the ASCII code printed, not the

code itself.

Graphics

Tiny Pascal creates screen graphics in

three ways. You have already seen one pro-

gram using graphics, the truck program.

To refresh your memory, Program Listing

11 is a variation of Truck. Since it contains

nothing new, you will understand how it

works just by reading the code.

The two lines of graphics codes are

similar to the ones which produced the sta-

tionary truck. Remember the space com-
pression codes? The variable Tab, initial-

ized to 192, is incremented by one each time

the Repeat. . .Until loop is executed. The
two lines of graphics codes are written over

and over, each time one space further to the

right. The cycle is repeated very rapidly and
the timing loop slows it down.

The TRS-80 screen is divided into 6,144

picture elements (pixels). Any pixel is identi-

fied by a pair of coordinates; the first one
refers to the horizontal position (0 to 127);

and the second refers to its vertical position

(0 to 47). Each keyboard and graphics char-

acter is two pixels across and three down.

The dimensions of the screen are 64 by 16

expressed in print locations, and 128 by 48

expressed in pixels. Level II Basic uses Set

and Reset to turn each of these locations

on and off. Set(0,0) turns on the pixel in the

upper left corner of the screen; Reset (0,0)

turns it off again.

('WHITE PAINT")

VAR PAINT:INTEGER;

BEGIN
FOR PAINT: = 15360 TO 16383 DO MEM(PAINT): 191

END.

Program Listing 13. White Paint
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The Pascal counterpart to Basic's Set

and Reset is a single command called Plot,

used to turn pixels both on and off. Plot

uses three arguments: The first and second

are the coordinates, and the third is the

on/off indicator. An odd number in the third

spot tells the computer to turn that location

on. P!ot(H,V,1) is the equivalent of Set(H.V);

conversely, Plot(H,V,0) means that the pixel

represented by coordinate pair H,V is to be

turned off.

Run Program Listing 12 to try Plot. As be-

fore, explain the program to yourself before

running it.

With the arrow keys, the user moves a

point of light around the screen. To stop,

press S. The coordinates of the location are

printed on the screen.

The second Repeat loop in Coordinate

Finder has the statement, DIR: = INKEY,

similar to INKEY$ in Basic. When you press

an arrow in this program, you assign the

ASCII value of the key to Dir: 8,9,10, or 91,

depending on which direction you are going.

The first four If statements increase or

decrease H or V by one to prepare to plot

the next point. When you press S, the coor-

dinates of the current location are printed

and the variable Stop is set to one. This

signals the end of the program. If some
other key is pressed, Dir is set back to zero

and execution of the loop continues.

The line Plot(H,V,0) turns off the point

turned on during the last pass through the

loop. If you remove this line, a trail of points

already plotted is left on the screen.

Plot graphics like Set graphics, are slow.

Mem graphics, like Poke graphics, are fast-

CBABY ELEPHANT")
VAR LC,ROW,N:INTEGER;

E:ARRAY(39)OF INTEGER;

BEGIN
WRITE(28,31);

E(1): = 160;e<2): = 188;E(3): = 191;E<4): = 191;

E(5): = 191;E<6): = 191;E(7): - 191;E<8): = 189;

E(9): = 188,E<10): » 191;E(1 1): = 187;E(12): = 188;

E(13): = 144;E(14): = 151;E(15): - 175;E(16): = 191;

E(17): = 159;E(18): =« 143;E(19): = 143;E(20): = 175;

E<21): = 191;E(22): = 159;E<23): = 131;E(24): = 163;

E(25): - 191;E<26): = 133;E(27): = 136;E<28): = 142;

E(29): = 143;E(30): = 141;E(31): - 128;E(32): = 128;

E(33): = 142;E(34): = 143;E(35): - 141;E(36): = 130;

E(37): = 131;E(38); = 129;E(39): = 128;

LC: = 15769;

ROW: = 0;

REPEAT
FOR N: = 1 + ROW TO 13 + ROW DO
BEGIN

MEM(LC): = E(N);

LC. = LC*1;
END;

ROW: = ROW +13;

LC: = LC*51;
UNTIL ROW>26

END

Program Listing 14. Baby Elephant

"I BOUGHT IT"

"My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

COLLEGE EDUCATED
GARBAGE COLLECTOR
is spent inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PRES OFADVENTURE INTL.

The Snappware College Educated Garbage Collector (SNAPP-VI) is an

intelligent processing function which greatly improves performance of

typical BASIC applications And here's why.

Microsoft uses a 'variable length string' in the BASIC interpreter Each

time the string is assigned a new value, it is relocated in a string pool.

Periodically the string pool must be reorganized and condensed into a

single contiguous area. Performing this string space reclamation is time

consuming and inefficient because this approach evaluates and collects

each string individually. The time required is roughly proportional to the

square of the number of active strings in the resident program. Dunn

reclamation the system seems to 'lock-up' and does not n

the operator until the process is completed.

This time consuming approach requires a better solution. Snappware has

developed a solution which takes advantage of the auxiliary memory

available SNAPP-VI requires only four bytes per active string as a won

area. When free storage space is available, our system temporarily bor-

rows, uses and returns the space to the free storage pool when com-

pleted If storage is not available, our system will temporarily transfer out

to disk enough of the BASIC program to make room for our work area and

return the paged out' information to its correct location when completed.

Benchmarked times show, in some situations, SNAPP-VI performs or

hundred times as fast as the Microsoft approach.

us show you how to get more of

MODEL
MODEL

ESQ

£JJB

w

'See List ol Advertisers on page 402

100.00

$ 75.00

Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513)891-4496

3719Mantell

linti., Ohio 45236
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"In Tiny Pascal Mem does the work
that both POKE and PEEK
perform in Basic.

"

er. Here's a direct comparison of the two:

POKE 15360.191

MEM(1M60) = 191

The TRS-80 has 1,024 video display loca-

tions (64 characters per line times 16 lines)

occupying memory addresses 15360 to

16384. The Basic Poke command assigns

the value 191 to memory location 15360. The
second statement is the Tiny Pascal equiva-

lent. The graphics code 191 sets all six pix-

els of a video display location. Use this

code to paint the entire screen white (See

Program Listing 13).

Program Listing 14 contains a graphics

figure which extends over three lines on the

screen. The second line of graphics

characters begins 64 locations after the

beginning of the first line and the third line

begins 64 locations after the second.

Baby Elephant illustrates two shortcom-

ings of Tiny Pascal. One is the lack of multi-

dimensional arrays. We get around this by

putting all data into a single array and
nesting a For ... Do loop inside of a Repeat

loop.

The other deficiency is less easily over

come. Tiny Pascal has no equivalent of

Basics Data statement. The only way to

VAR LC.WHAT INTEGER;

BEGIN

WRITEJENTER A MEMORY LOCATION -13).
REAO(LC(»);

WHAT: • MEM(LC);

WRITEJ MEMORY LOCATION \LC#. CONTAINS .WHAT*,' (DECIMAL) .WHAT%. (HEX)),

END

Program Listing 15. What's In Here

assign the 39 values to the E array is by writ-

ing 39 separate assignment statements.

Creating screen graphics is only part of

the power of Mem. A machine language pro-

gram can be POKEd directly into memory
with Mem. The built-in function Call pro-

vides access to the machine language

routine from Tiny Pascal (just as the USR
function allows access from Level II Basic

to a machine language routine).

Mem can also peek into memory loca-

tions by turning the assignment statement

around (See Program Listing 15).

The line What: = Mem(LC) transfers the

value of memory location LC to the variable

What. In Tiny Pascal Mem does the work

that both POKE and PEEK perform in Basic.

Add One to Your Bibliography

In addition to the books recommended in

the Tiny Pascal Manual, I suggest David L
Heiserman's Pascal from Tab Books. It is

valuable because it has many program ex-

amples which run in Tiny Pascal without

modification. (But watch out for typograph-

ical errors.)!

AMAZING PROGRAM SPEEDS UP BASIC

Your time is valuable, so why
waste it on slow-running BASIC
programs? PROFSOFT's
FASTER" will analyze those
programs while they run, then
show ycu a simple change (usu-

ally one new line) that can re-

duce run-times by up to 50%.
Accounting systems, financial models, engineering and scien

tific programs all run laster; so do games. Large, complex pro-

grams improve the most, and "FASTER" is easy to use
THIS ISN'T A COMPILER! Your BASIC programs remain read

able and can be changed later on. While your progrums lun,

"FASTER" counts how often each "variable" is used, then shows
you the correct sequence for these variables. Afterwards, the

computer finds them sooner, so your programs run faster

Does it really work? Yes! Personal Computing said so in then

May. 1981 issue (p 116); we've received many letters from cus-

tomers who ve gotten 20-50% improvements; and we will make
you this offer:

Order FASTER" now. Try it on your bread-and-butter pro-

grams. If you don't get an overall run time reduction of at least

20%, return it within 30 days for a prompt and cheerful refund
FASTER" costs only $29.95 and runs on TRS-80 Models I and 111.

16-48K, tape or disk.

TO ORDER. CALL NOW. TOLL FREE

(800) 824-7888. Operator 422
CALIF: (800) 852-7777. Oper. 422
ALASKA/HAWAII: (800) 824-7919

FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION CALL:
(213) 764-3131. or write to us.

RPM measures the rotational speed and
variation of your disk dnves, and reveals a
common cause of unexplained errors.

Simple one-key operation, runs under any
DOS. interchangeable between Models I

and III Shows current and average
speeds, plus fluctuation history. Recovers
from severe errors Documentation ex-

plains how to adjust drives. Use RPM
monthly for best results. 32-48K Model I or

QUICK COMPRESS
Small (2/6 bytes), fast (processes 800

lines in under 3 seconds) utility removes blanks and rernurks from
your BASIC programs. Produces smaller, lastei programs, and
doesn't alter the original logic.

16-48K Model I or 111. tape and disk.

SPECIAL FASTER + QUICK Compress.

$19.95

$39.95

PROm
Dept. G Box 839

North Hollywood, CA 91603
TLRMS We accept VISA. Musteicard. checks. Money Ordeis COD and oven <.ash VA.- pay shipping via

surface UPS inside USA Please add $3.00 tot Blue Label. 6% leut in California, and lb% outside No:th Ainc-i shipment)
^139
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Call or Write

Your Nearest

Snappware

Distributor

MICRO-80
284 Goodwood Road

Clarence Park

Adelaide South Australia

Ph-(08) 21 17224

DIGI-TEK SYSTEMS

65 Thornridge Circle

Kitchener Ontario N2M-4V9
Ph-(519) 742-8205

Strawflower Electronics

50 North Cabrillo

Half Moon Bay. California 94019

Ph-(415) 726-9128

COMPUTER MAGIC
115 Wiltshire Avenue

Louisville, Kentucky 40207

Ph-(502) 893-9334

E-C DATA
Tornevangsve] 88

P.O.B. 116

OK-3460

Bikered, Denmark

Ph-45(0) 2/818191

System Soft

49, Dunvegan Drive

Rise Park

Nottingham, England

NG5 5Dx

Ph-(0602) 275559

Programs Unlimited

20 Jericho Tpke.

Jericho, Long Island,

New York 11753

Ph-(516) 333-2266

AER0C0MP
Redbird Airport

Hanger 8

Dallas, Texas 75232

Ph-(214)339-5014

nappware
Goes On Trial!

You Be
The Judge!

Snappware knows your programming time is valuable That's why we are

offering a trial package that will cut your programming time up to 75%'

This unprecedented offer allows you to judge for yourself the value of our

software using your hardware at your convenience Our five best selling

products EXTENDED BASIC. EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS. COLLEGE

EDUCATED GARBAGE COLLECTOR. AUTOMAP and AUTOFILE. are all

available to you on a trial basis for only $50 00 for the Model II and

$35 00 for the Model III We're convinced that after you see how well our

software helps you perform programming tasks, you will purchase them

like thousands of others have

Our trial package consists of a master diskette which may be used to

create one working copy Your purchase price for the trial package will be

credited toward the purchase of any software Snappware sells

If for any reason you are not satisfied, just return the trial diskette and

working copy and we will refund your money, no questions asked With

an unconditional guarantee like this, you can't lose.

Call our toll free number 800-543-4268 to put us on trial. We're sure your

verdict will be Snappware saves you time and money

MODEL II Trial Package S50.00

MODEL III Trial Package $35 00

j:
\ \ -QM-:

:.. ::-::: ;r :

;:^":. *

Time saving power
at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513)891-4496

3719 Mantell

Cinti , Ohio 45236
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AMERICAN
"New Retail Location

Southwood Shopping Plaza

Pryor, OK.

zzs 118 SO. MILL ST • PRYOR, OK 74J61
PHONE (918) 825 4844

ALL LISTED PRICES AH6 CASH DISCOUNTED WE ACCEPT MC, VISA, AND COD (REQUIRES CERTIFIED CHECK. CASH.ER S CHECK ORCASH, FOR CHARGE ORDERS PLEASE ADD 3% FOR COD SERV.CE. PLEASE ADD 3% OKLAHOMA RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD4% SALES TAX

52K EXPANSION INTERFACES
bPhCIAL Of I tRING • NEW LOW, LOW PRICE •

Due tu a very special purchase. American

Business Computers is able to otter d limited

number of Kddio Shack" hxpansion Inter

faces at the lowest pt ice ever

- y

Americdii Business Computers yudrdiitees

txpansiun Interfaces to be Brand New —

wilh oriymal documentation and in perfect

v. oi king i ondition
$729

HARD
DISK DRIVES
5 MEGABYTES FIXED
3 MEGABYTES REMOVABLE
STORAGE FOR TRS-80 MOD II

Call or write to American Small Business!
Computers and let us show you how we can
give you almost unlimited disk storage on your|
TRS-80 MOD II American Business Com-
puters features tne Cameo Disk Subsystems!
witn associated software Dealer lnqulries|
Invited. ^527

SUPPLIES
FAPLK I UK YOUR PRINThK

l
> I I \ 11 I edr oft perforations

and you have an N 1 2x11 "cut sheet"

3200 sheets ot 15 pound pdper $39.95

VERBATIM
DATALIFE DISKETTES
We feel this is the BEST Diskette

on the market 1

TRS-80 MOD 1 - 29.95

TRb 80 MOD 11 49.95 BOX OF 10
• 528

OKIDATA
MICROLINE 80

PRINTER
$399 00

The Micronne IS built on a rugged cast alumi-

num Dase to withstand the rigcs o' continuous

business use It is driven py two motors and
will run an day with no duty cycle limitations

Microime printers use a dense 9 x 7 dot pattern

to produce ensp clean copies lust copy to last

The seven pins m the head are "fired" using

energy stored m tension members This tech-

nology permits the use ot short low mass pms
made with an extremely hard alloy The head

p-oduces less heat thereby extending its life.

• 560

TRS-80 Daisy Wheel Printer II
By Radio Shack

Yes, this is the same

Daisy Wheel sold by

Radio Shack for a couple

of hundred bucks more.

This is just one more

reason why it really pays

to shop American Small

Business Computers.

$1649" 918-825-4844 '561

RETAIL STORE-SOUTHWOOD SHOPPING CTR— PRYOR, OK

OLYMPIC DECATHALON-
FOR THE TRS-80"
MODEL ONE

Here's your chance to become an Olympic
champion in the greatest of all athletic competi-
tions—the Decathaion! This exciting skill game
lakes you through all ten events of the real com-
petition from the pole vault to the discus to the
100-meter dash, testing your prowess in three
diverse track and field disciplines — running,
jumping and throwing Each event is presented
with incredible animated graphics that put you
directly into the action. To meet the challenge of

a champion is difficult: to win the gold medal,
you II need a good sense of timing, fast reflexes
and good coordination For 1-8 players

• 562

ADVENTURE*
FOR THE TRS-80"
MODEL ONE

You are standing at the end of a raod before a
small brick building Around you is a forest A
small stream flows out of the building and down
a gully. There is a shiny brass lamp nearby
Get ready to make the first decision that will

affect your course through the "Colossal Cave
m the first complete version of Adventure ever
implemented on personal computers' As you
prove yourself sufficiently skilled in overcoming
obstacles, more sections of the cave will become
open to you Proceed, explore the cavern, and
collect your treasures. But watch out! Killer
dwarves, green snakes, active volcanos. sulfur
lakes, trolls, a five-foot oyster and other hazards
acound Each Microsoft Adventure session is

unique, with over 400 messages and descrip-
tions that can be combined in endless ways
Never before has this sophisticated fantasy/
logic game, written for the DEC PDP-10, been
totally implemented on personal computers

*TM Microsoft Corp.
*TM Tandy Corp, ^563



SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTERS

discount- TRS-80' SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

Basic Compiler - MO0 1 159.95

CPM Of TRSDOS - MOD 2 319.85

Fortran-80 — MOD 1 79.95

CPM Version- MOO 2 399.95

COBOL (CPM Version MOD 2) 599.95

M/SORT (CPM Version MOD 2) 119.95

•*AOVENTURE (MOD 1, Disk Version). ..19.95"

Olympic Decathlon (Mod 1, Disk Vortion)....23.00

Typing Tutor (Cassette Version Only) 14.00

mu MATH/mu MATH SIMP-80 Symbolic Math
Pacfcago $ Call

Editor /Aasomblor Plus

(Caasotto Version Only) 24.00

DISCOUNT PRICES
ON OTHER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

FOR THE TRS-80

NEWDOS 90 (Version 2.0)

MOD 3 or MOO 1 139.00

CORDOS (An enhancement to the TRS-80 MOD 2

TRSDOS operating system which allows the use

ol e CORVUS Winchester Disk System)..300.00

Proofreader-Proofreader will check your scrip-

sit*, electric pencil, soft-lex. or other documents

for spelling and typographical errors. Proof-

reader can check every single word of even the

longest document m under.5 minutes' The 30.000

word dictionary, one of the largest available, can

be easily extended with a user auxiliary dictionary

to add any number ol new words (only limited by

disk file space) Only 99.95

Sof I-Screen— Soft-Screen is a state of the art full

screen text editor it you have never used a lull

screen editor belore. you will be amazed at the

power it gives you Solt-Screen can literally save

you hours of work!! Only. ..99.95

Gram matik—A spelling checker may not be

enough to catch all the dumb mistakes made by

that less than efficient secretary" Grammatik

checks for capitalization, punctuation, balanced

parentheses, and doubled words ("The The").

Grammatik also checks lor sexist terms or esoteric

jargon, word overuse, and misused phrases

Grammatik also includes utilities tor adding your

own dictionary of misused words and phrases.

Only...99.95 'St*

COLOR COMPUTER
GAMES

AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Packet Man—very similar to the popular arcade

game * Pac-Man " In this exciting game you must

dodge the munchkins who are out to eat you

Very challenging and impossible to beat Our

most played computer game" Only. ..24.95

"PACKET-MAN"
Color Space Invaders

Meteroids . .

Game of Life

Lunar Lander

21.95

21.95

14.95

14.95

BUY ALL 5 COLOR COMPUTER GAMES AND
SAVE EVEN MORE"

All 5 of the above games Only...89.95

ife

EPSON
m

.M-X.-OU MX-80 FtliMj,,

MX-100 '<

EPSON
EPSON
EPSON

EPSON
1-918-829-4844

EPSON
MX-70 FOR PRICES THAT

WILL PLEASANTLY
SURPRISE YOU, CALL:

AMERICAN
-565



TUTORIAL

After Basic, get down to business.

Welcome to Cobol

Dan Keen

Dave Dischert

RD Box 432

State Highway 83

Cape May Court House. NJ 03210

Now that you have Basic under your

belt, perhaps you find yourself hungry

to learn a new language. What challenge

should you take on next— Pascal, machine

language, Fortran? How about Cobol?
Cobol (COmmon Business Oriented

Language) was created in the 1950s to han-

dle large amounts of information. It is file

oriented with an emphasis on controlling

data storage, retrieval and manipulation.

But it is a rich language and not limited only

to file handling.

Programs are written using descriptive

words so comment lines (such as REM in

Basic) and external documentation are

seldom necessary. Have you ever taken a

complicated Basic program written by

someone else and tried to figure out what

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. SAMPLE.
AUTHOR. DISCHERT/KEEN.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. MODEL-II.
OBJECT-COMPUTER . MODEL- I I

.

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.

SELECT NAMES-FILE
ASSIGN TO RANDOM "INDEX/DAT"
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED
ACCESS IS DYNAMIC
FILE STATUS IS ERROR-STATUS.

DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD NAMES-FILE

BLOCK CONTAINS 1 TO 256 CHARACTERS
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD

01 NAME-DETAIL
02 NAME PIC X(20) .

02 ADDRESS PIC X(20) .

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 ERROR-STATUS PIC XX.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
BEGINNING-DISPLAY-ROUTINE.

DISPLAY "<A>DD A NAME" LINE 4 POSITION 30.
DISPLAY "<R>ETRIVE A NAME" LINE 6 POSITION 30

Program Listing. Sample Cobol Program Section.

he was thinking when he assigned variables

and set up the program procedure? It's

much easier to decipher Cobol programs.

Unlike Basic, which has a very liberal

composition style, Cobol has a rigid struc-

ture. There is no such thing as a one line

Cobol program. Every program must con-

tain certain information in a particular

order. While Cobol programs are longer

than those written in Basic, it is no more dif-

ficult to write in one language than the

other. Programs are longer due to the use of

complete words and phrases and extra divi-

sions used for initially describing files and

storage areas. Cobol programs must be

structured since it is a language compiled

into an object code, the machine's mother

tongue. As a result, Cobol is fast ... im-

pressively fast! But, it lacks the flexibility of

Basic.

For example, you are writing a program

which stores data in a file. You are debug-

ging it and the information is not being

retrieved properly. Does the error lie in your

write programming or your read program-

ming? It is easy to check whether the correct

information has been getting on the disk by

entering: OPEN"R",1,"filename":FIELD1,255

AS A$:GET 1,1:PRINT A$. Debugging tricks

like this are not easily done in Cobol.

Four Divisions

Programs are written in sentence and
paragraph form, complete with periods.

Four fundamental divisions are required

and each can be broken down into smaller

sections and paragraphs. Here is what each

division does.

In the Identification Division the program

name is identified. It also gives you the op-

portunity to brag a little under the author's

name heading. You can fill this division

with remarks, date written, date compiled,

and the like. Everything here is optional,

with the exception of the program iden-

tification. When you save the program on

disk, you must give it the same file name
you have specified in Program-ID.

Next, you must go to the Environment
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"Programs are written in sentence

and paragraph form, complete with periods.

"

Division. The computer needs to know the

type of computer the program was created

and compiled on. At this time, devices are

assigned, such as disks, printers, card files

and so on.

The files you are going to use must be

described and their records organized. This

is done in the Data Division. A Working-

Storage section creates areas which can be

used for temporary storage of items and

setting up headings or columns for applica-

tions such as paper printouts.

Observations

Now for the Procedure Division, Fig. 1

shows a sample piece of a Cobol program

listing. There are some interesting observa-

tions that the Basic programmer will notice

as he studies this language: If . . Else is the

same in Basic and Cobol (except the word
Then is not used in Cobol); Arithmetic signs

+ ,
•-

, *,/ are the same, but you have the ad-

ded option of spelling out the operations in

Cobol You can use full words as variables

For example: Subtract payment from prin-

cipal giving balance-due, where subtract,

from, and giving are reserved words.

Basic's fielding is accomplished with the

picture clause. Each data item is given a

name and the number of characters it will

require space for is specified. Here, a

customer's name requires 20 positions:

CUSTOMER-NAME PICTURE X(20).

There are no subrecords to worry about in

Cobol. It is our understanding that a write

command (analagous to Put) may not ac-

tually put the record on disk until a buffer is

full. This is done internally and invisibly to

the user. As in Basic, Close puts any re-

maining records in the buffer on disk.

There are a few statements that have no

equivalent in Basic. A Call file name will run

another program from the program which is

currently executing. But this is different

than the line: 100 RUN"filename", for exam-

ple, in Basic. First, there are ways of pass-

ing variable values between the programs.

Secondly, the called program knows where

it came from. When an Exit is encountered

in the called program, operation returns to

the sending program.

Here is a powerful statement: Perform.

This can take on many formats, and each is

a powerful tool:

ONE COMPLETE FIIE

-DATA ITEMS

INTEHNAI
UNSEEN
INDE X

Fig. 1. Physical layout of Indexed Sequential

File.

'See List ot Advertisers on page 402

PERFORM procedure-1 THRU procedure-2 UNTIL

condition is true

PERFORM procedure-1 VARYING identifier

And the list goes on with variations!

Looping

Cobol doesn't have a For...Next state-

ment but there are ways of looping. Here is

a simple line that is the equivalent of a

GOSUB and an If all rolled into one: PER-

FORM SEARCH-ROUTINE UNTIL NAME =

"CLAUS, SANTA" A paragraph entitled

Search-routine could pull in records in a

file and each name could be checked for a

match. In actual practice you would want a

check for the End Of File marker so you

can bail out if the end is encountered.

Otherwise, if there is no Claus, Santa in the

file, you'll be trapped in an endless loop!

Two simple looping methods come to

mind. A variable can be set up and in-

cremented:

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

77 COUNTER PICTURE 999
PROCEDURE DIVISION

START
MOVE ZERO TO COUNTER.

PROCESS-ROUTINE.

—text—
ADD 1 TO COUNTER
IF COUNTER = 10 GO TO CLOSE-ROUTINE.

GOTO PROCESS-ROUTINE.

("ADD 1 TO COUNTER" could also have

been written •'COMPUTE COUNTER =

COUNTER + 1" and "MOVE ZERO TO
COUNTER" could be "COMPUTE COUNTER
= 0".) Or loops can be handled by the per-

form statement: PERFORM paragraph-name

10 TIMES.
One of the biggest contrasts between the

two languages is the way files are set up.

Files are chosen in the Environment Division,

that is, the storage medium is selected and

the file name Is given. Then they are describ-

ed in the Data Division. A record is broken

down Into its various parts and the length of

each part is set up. Files are processed in the

Procedure Division, being opened, closed,

read from and written to.

Something we have been trying to do in

Basic for a long time but have not had much

success with is sorting. Having a disk full of

names and addresses, for example, arrang-

ing them in alphabetical order with Basic Is a

problem, especially when there are too many

names to be pulled into RAM to manipulate

or when you have only one disk drive so you

can't create a temporary file.

This is a snap in Cobol and it's done using

Indexed Sequential Files. The physical lay-

out of such a file is shown in Fig. 1. As you

can see, this type of file has a section tagged

onto the front of it containing the locations

of each record in the file the way a book has

an index.

When an alphabetical sort needs to be

done, only the index is rearranged, not all

the records in the file. Then printouts or

displays can be done in order, as the index

points to where in the file to get the next

data record.

Cobol

We learned Cobol by devouring all the

self-teaching books we could get our hands

on. For the most part, Radio Shack Cobol

stays true to the American National Stan-

dard. The main discrepancies occur in

device handling; these differences include

setting up and accessing the video display,

keyboard, disk, and printer. However, they

posed no serious problem in learning or

working with their systems.

Cobol is not hard, but you should spend a

lot of time studying the rules of the language.

The commands and statements (reserved

words) are usually descriptive words, so

although there are many of them, they can be

learned without too much trouble

First in

Its Class

and
Looking

for

Work.

TRS-80 Model I, II, III

Five multiple regression procedures

(including stepwise, backward elimination, all

subset, and ridge). 24 transformations, com-

prehensive data base manager (with search

and sort), descriptive statistics, hypothesis

testing (7 tests), time series analysis (7

models), random variate generation, discrete

probability distributions, sampling distribu-

tions, nonparametrics (5 tests), and com-

plete documentation

Complete package with manual — $125

To order, send payment plus $2.00 shipping

and handling to:

Quant Systems **%7\

P.O. Box 628

Charleston, S.C 29402

803-571-2825

S.C residents add 4% sales tax

Overseas orders add $7 for shipping
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BUSINESS
The Key Box

Pocket Computer
1K RAM

Palm-of-the-hand investment analysis.

Pocket Portfolio

Edwin Dethlefsen

225-2 Richmond Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185

When Radio Shack offered

a 20 percent discount on

the Pocket Computer, I bought

one, thinking at last I could af-

ford it for a toy. It didn't take me
long to learn that the Pocket

Computer is anything but a toy,

once you get in tune with its

Basic differences from its big

brothers.

My first experiment in Pocket

Computer programming was a

program for keeping track of

the small portfolio of stocks

that I try to maintain as a

speculative venture. It's enter-

taining to check the market

page in the daily paper and see

if the last New York Stock Ex-

change session made me richer

1: REM 'STOCK PORTFOLIO PROGRAM * BY EDWIN DETHLEFSEN'
2: BEEP 1: PAUSEMCHL LAST "; A(1): INPUT"CHL CURRENT "; A(1)

3: A(7) = 51: A(27) = (A{1)- A(7))*100

4: PRINT"PROFIT = "; A(27)

6: BEEP 1: PAUSE"SGA LAST "; A(2): INPUP'SGA CURRENT ";A(2)

7:A(8) = 13.6: A(28) = (A(2)-A(8))'400

8: PRINT-PROFIT = ";A(28)

10: BEEP 1: PAUSE'TAN LAST "; A(3): INPUT'TAN CURRENT M
;A(3)

11:A(9)= 52:A(29) = (A(3)- A(9))'3O0

12: PRINT-PROFIT = "; A(29)

14: BEEP 1: PAUSE'GRI LAST "; A(4): INPUT"GRI CURRENT ";A(4)

15: A(10) = 18.75: A(30) = (A(4) - A(10))*200

16: PRINT-PROFIT = -; A(30)

18: BEEP 1: PAUSE"WSCI LAST "; A(5): INPUF'WSCI CURRENT "; A(5)

19:A(11) = 11.75: A(31) = (A(5)-A(11))*100

20: PRINT-PROFIT = "; A(31)

22: BEEP 1: PAUSE"FEXC LAST "; A(6): INPUT"FEXC CURRENT "; A(8)

23:A(12) = 23:A(32) = (A(6)- A(12))*100

24: PRINT-PROFIT = "; A(32)

49: REM COMPUTE TOTAL PROFIT *

50: A(33) = A(27) + A(28) + A(29) + A(30) + A(31) + A(32)

51: BEEP 1: PRINT'TOTAL PROFIT = "; A(33)

55: END

Program Listing

or poorer, but, when I have

more than one or two stocks, I

find it difficult to keep track of

what each one was selling for

yesterday and of how much I

paid for it in the first place. I

wanted to keep a kind of run-

ning inventory that would sum-

marize my profit or loss on each

investment.

Because of its program stor-

age feature, the Pocket Com-
puter's programs can be con-

sulted at any time without the

necessity of re-entering them

by keyboard or tape. A great ad-

vantage of this facility is the set

of 26 permanently storable var-

iable registers. Each of these

registers can be programmed

for automatic updating every

time the user enters the pro-

gram.

Besides the storable vari-

ables there are a number of

spaces of flexible memory
available for temporary use dur-

ing the actual operation of the

program. The number varies ac-

cording to the space used by

other program operations and,

of course, the space occupied

by the program itself.

Although the following stock

portfolio program is extremely

simple, it illustrates some of the

more interesting and unique as-

pects of the Pocket Computer.

There are 26 storable vari-

ables In the Pocket Computer's

memory system, usable either

as numerical or as character

space. The following program

assigns them numerical values

within the permissible range,

A(1) to A(26). For example, the

six stocks followed by the pro-

gram use spaces A(1) through

A(6). Note in lines 2, 6, 10, etc.

that these are updated by

pause reminders followed by

input prompts. Fixed memory

spaces A(7) through A(12) are

employed as permanent reposi-

tories for the purchase prices

of the six stocks. Thus, In this

program a total of 13 stocks

could be handled using the

available fixed memory, A(1)

through A(13) for the last and

current prices, A(14) through

A(26) for the purchase prices.

When entering the program,

insert your own ticker symbols

in lines 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, etc.,

and your own per share pur-

chase prices and number of

shares held, respectively, at the

beginning and end of lines 3, 7,

11,15, etc.

Memory positions A(27) and

above cannot save data beyond
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HAPPINESS IS...NEWSCRIPT
THE WORD PROCESSOR FOR
BUSINESSMEN AND PROFESSIONALS
We offer you ongoing support by answering
your questions and providing reasonably
priced enhancements.

A FEW OF NEWSCRIPT'S STANDARD FEATURES:
"Form Letters with merging of names and addresses
•Gives superb appearance to your final documents
•Comprehensive manual with hundreds of examples
•Centering, top/bottom titles, indents, pagination
•Underlining, boldface, double-width, italics

•Sub-scripts, super-scripts, proportional pitch
'

•Generates Table of Contents, sorted Index
•Allows block graphics, special symbols *

•Search and replace globally or within a range
•Block move. copy, delete, insert from other file

•AUTOSAVE. WHOOPS. DIRECTORY. KILL. REPEAT

•Based on IBM's "EDGAR" and "SCRIPT" systems
•Supplied ready-to-run on "tiny" DOSPLUS
•Easily transferred to NEWDOS. NEWDOS/80. LDOS. TRSDOS
•Includes handy Quick Reference Card

NEWSCRIPT CONTROLS THESE PRINTERS

:

•EPSON MX-80, MX 100: all 12 fonts, plus underlining
and block graphics; italics with GRAFTRAX

•Centronics 737. 739; Radio Shack L.P. IV. L.P. VIII.

Daisy Wheel II. NEC PC 8023A. TEC 8500R. C.ITOH 8510
Right-justified true proportional printing (ledding)

•Good support for: Diablo. Spinwriter. Starwriter. QUME. Microline.
Anadex. modified Selectric

TYPICAL USER AND REVIEWER COMMENTS:
the manual:

"It definitely rates the first 10' given to any documentation reviewed in this column." (A.A. Wicks. COMPUTRONICS. October. 1981)

the software: "An excellent Word Processor" (D.H.); "Absolutely fantastic" (S.E.S.): "You have features that I cannot duplicate
on my $14,000 system" (J.B.)

the support: "Your phone information system and the prompt and courteous staff that you provide to help your clients. ..are worth
the cost of the system." (V.H.H.)

REQUIRED CONFIGURATION: 48K TRS-80 with one disk drive. Specify Model I or Model III.

t Somi luaturti work only U jour prinlmr has Ih* mechanical capability.

TO ORDER, CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE:

(800) 824-7888, Operator 422
CALIF: (800) 852-7777, Oper. 422
ALASKA/HAWAII: (800) 824-7919

FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION CALL:
(213) 764-3131, or write to us.

$99.95
29.95
115.00

NEWSCRIPT:
NAILING LABELS OPTION:
Special: NEWSCRIPT LABELS:

PENCIL" to NEWSCRIPT Convenor
Manual Only (180 pages):

Reference Card Only:
MICROPROOF + CORRECTION FEATURE: 149.95
Full DOSPLUS Operating System: 99.95

Order from your Softwar* doal*r, or from:

14.95
30.00
1.50

PRom
DEPT. C, BOX 839 • NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91603

TEAMS;W. acc.pl VISA. Max. r card ch*ck. Mon.y Od.n C.O.D. and] .t.h cah. W. pay chipping rla
iiular. UPS ln.ld. U.S.A. PImm add $3.00 for Blu. lab.1. t\ tax In California, and 15% out»ld. North Ansrlca (air thlpm.nl

.



$26.00

VOYAGE OF THE VALKYRIE
You are in command of the attack

ship Valkyrie. Your mission is to battle]

your way against giant, laser-weilding

war birds and capture the island

Fugloy. You must explore Fugloy's

mountainous terrain and choose the

proper mountain passes in order to

reach the ten island catles. Definitely'

one of the finest graphics-based

adventures for the TRS-80 Model I & III.

Both versions include sound.

Cat. No. 3346 Model I & III, cass., 16K
$34.95

Cat. No. 3347 Model I & III, disk, 32K
$39.95

THE OFFER
Mention this ad and WE PAY SHIPPING!
(UPS Ground only.) HW ELECTRONICS
19511 Business Center Dr., Dept V1
Northridge, CA 91324
(800) 423-5387 (21 3) 886-9200

DOUBLER II by PERCOM

Increase your disk capacity 2-4 times for a
fraction of the cost of adding additional disk.

Reads, writes and formats either single or

double density diskettes. Runs TRSDOS,
NEWDOS + , or Percom OS-80. (DBLDOS
included). Installs without rewiring or trace

cutting.

Cat. No. 2971 $155.00

THE CUSTOM TRS-80 & OTHER MYSTERIES

The book for TRS-80 owners who want to

build it themselves! Projects include high-

resolution graphics, music making & synthe-

sizer control, real time clock, and more!
Cat. No. 3374 $29.95

HOW TO ORDER
Write or phone. Pay by check, M/C, VISA,

or COD (add $1.40 for COD). Offer expires
Feb. 1, 1982.

WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, VISIT OUR RETAIL STORES

ELECTRONICS
19511 Business Center Dr.

Northridge, CA 91324
2301 Artesia Blvd.

Redondo Beach, CA 90277



use in a given program run. In

this program A(27) through

A(33) are used for information

that is to be used once and then

discarded. A(27) through A(33)

represent the differential be-

tween purchase cost and cur-

rent value of each stock, while

A(33) is the total profit (loss)

represented by the sum of cur-

rent values of the stocks in the

portfolio.

Note that ticker symbols and

purchase prices can be altered

simply by line editing. The odd-

numbered lines multiply the dif-

ference between purchase and

current prices by number of

shares held, so that profit can

be evaluated. The beep in the be-

ginning and every third line calls

audible attention to the coming

flash of data providing the last

recorded price for each stock

ticker in the portfolio. It's impor-

tant to remember, however, that

once a current value is input the

last value is lost, since the cur-

rent value replaces it in the

same fixed memory slot.

To record last and current val-

ues of the portfolio as a whole,

one can simply add lines.

52: BEEP 1: PAUSE 'LAST PF VAL
= -;A(13)

53: A(13) (A(1)'100)+ (A(Z)'400) +

(A(3)*300) + (AW200) + (A<5)
,
100)

(A(6)*100): REM SUM OF CURRENT
PRICES X tSHARES

54: PRINT "CURRENT PF VAL =";

A(13)

Since the Pocket Computer's

value depends on the number

and availability of accessible

programs, it's important to

keep to a minimum the amount

of memory tied up by any given

program. Therefore, to make

more space for other programs,

the user may want to eliminate

such luxuries as the beep. With

a larger portfolio it might be

economical to store the tickers

as strings, and provide a sub-

routine for the calculations in

the odd-numbered lines. On the

other hand a GOSUB instruc-

tion takes as much memory

space as a ticker symbol, so it

is doubtful whether a subrou-

tine has value in a program this

brief.

Attache style cases (or carrying and protecting a complete computer set-up

Constructed ot the highest quality luggage material with saddle stitching. Will

accommodate equipment in a fully operational configuration along with

manuals, working papers and disks Never a need to remove equipment
from case Simply remove lid. connect power and operate Lid can be
replaced and locked for security and protection without disconnecting

cables Fully tested

• RS201 TRS-80 Model I, Expansion Unit & Drives .

.

$109
• RS202 TRS-80 Monitor or TV set 84
• RS204 TRS-80 Modellll 129
• RS20S Radio Shack Color Computer 89
• P401 Paper Tiger 440/445/460 99
• P402 Line Printer ll/IV 89
• P403 Epson MX70 or MX80 89
• P404 Epson MX1 00 99
• CC90 Matching Attache Case 75

compuTtf case company
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS. OHIO 43213 (6141 868-9464

• See List ot Ad¥»rtisers on page 402

IJG would
like to apologize to all

readers, and dealers, who ordered
The Custom TRS-80 and have been wondering where it is.

Magazine advertisements have to be prepared 2 to 3

months before they actually appear in print. Originally the

book was scheduled for printing in early May, just as the

first advertisements were to appear, but the Editor must
have been in a time-warp when he made the original

production estimates!

He completely under-estimated the time needed to

prepare and process the dozens of photographs, circuit

diagrams, printed circuit layouts, assembly language
programs and reams of information that Dennis Kitsz had
provided.

The book has now been scheduled for printing in early

November, and should be available before the end of the
month. It will be worth the wait, it's one heck of a book!

Credit card orders are not being processed until the book
is back from the printers. If you prepaid by check, and
would prefer not to wait, then you can obtain a full refund
prior to shipment - or use your credit towards other IJG
products.

Sorry about this, thank you for waiting,

3E.P*^

Jim ('What year is itV) Perry, Editor

1260 West Foothill Blvd.,

Upland, California 91786

(714) 946-5805

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandv



APPLICATION

(<•-•:>

LOAD 80

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM

Plot prices in the face of ever increasing materials costs.

Discriminating Pallets

John D. Eaton

P.O. Box 1215

Atlantic Beach, NC 28512

During these times of accel-

erated inflation those of us

responsible for the administra-

tion of a business must react

rapidly to increasing costs of

the products we purchase for

resale. The length of time be-

tween increased cost and our

calculation and announcement

of a new sales price is critical.

Revising selling prices is time-

consuming and arduous, but

days o1 delay mean thousands

of dollars lost.

My company produces wood-

en pallets used in goods ship-

ments. Manufacturers' prices

vary from $2 to over $20 each,

depending on materials used,

amount used, and complexity of

construction. Pallets differ in

physical dimensions, quality of

materials, and the cost of labor

to manufacture, and are usually

sold in large quantites.

Program Listing 1 is a portion

of a major program easily adapt-

able to individual needs. Lines 10

to 30 initialize the cost of the three

basic materials used in pallet

manufacturing: runners, boards

and nails. These products change

cost frequently and are the major

cause of repricing. With these

costs as variable inputs, we can

easily figure increased cost and

forecast results of mark-up, waste

or profits variations.

Many pallet shops "round up"

to allow for materials wasted in

manufacturing. The shop may
round off a board at 48* when a

46* piece is used, for example

(see Table 1).

The cost of waste materials Is

an element in the shop's selling

price. Other factors are mark-up

to cover cost of inventory (in-

terest), labor and all other over-

head. We must consider even

the labor cost of unloading and

stacking the lumber in the yard

(generally added as the cost per

thousand board feet). In this pro-

gram we enter the "selling

price" of lumber, nails, and

other materials after these con-

siderations.

Line 38 reduces the input to the

selling price per unit of measure

(per board foot or by nail).

Line 35 gives the user an op-

portunity to redo any of the re-

quested data before execution.

Line 41 multiplies the board

feet in the runners (a constant)

by the input selling price and

assigns the total price to D. Line

42 figures the total price of deck

boards, and line 43 calculates

the price of nails. We enter

labor, overhead and profit in a

data list because these costs

change only about once a year.

The subroutine in lines 1100

through 1115 calculates total

pallet cost and prints the

results. Line 1000 resets the

variables as the program moves

from pallet to pallet. The pro-

gram duplicates this process for

each item priced.

I enjoy this convenience when

adding or deleting items. Spend
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a little effort developing the and you wi

calculations for your business, rewarded.

be handsomely

44x46' Pallet

Actual Rounded

Oty. Size Description Size

3 2'x4'x44* Runners 2"x4'x48'
7 1*x6'x46" Top Boards 1*x6*x48'
3 1'x6*x46* Bottom Boards 1'x6'x48*

Table 1 Example of Materials List for One Pallet

Variable

D - Runners In board feet x cost (A)

E = Deck boards In board feel x cost (B)

F = Number of nails x cost (C)

Note: Board feat and nail quantity has been supplied by the customer or com-

puted by the shop staff in original quote.

Table 2

2 REM PALLET RE-PRICING SCREEN PRINT VERSION
3 COPYRIGHT (1978) BY JOHN D. EATON P.O. BOX 1215 ATLANTIC
BEACH N.C. 28512
4 CLS
5 K-8
18 INPUT *1)WHAT IS THE SELLING PRICE OP RUNNER MATERIAL PER 18
88 BOARD FEET';

A

15 If K»3 GOTO 35
28 INPUT "21WHAT IS THE SELLING PRICE OF DECK BOARD MATERIAL PE
R 1888 BOARD FEET* i

B

25 IF K-3 GOTO 35
38 INPUT *3)VfflAT IS THE SELLING PRICE OF NAILS PER 1888")C
35 INPUT 'IS THE COST YOU INPUT CORRECT? (YES OR NO) ;A$: IFAS-
YES'GOTOSB
36 K»3iPRINT 'WHICH INPUT DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE (1) (2) OR (3) .

PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER TO BE CHANGED."
37 INPUT Q:ON GOTO 18,20,38
38 A-A/lB88:B"B/ie«B:C-C/18BB
39 CLS
48 PRINT •••••• APEX PRODUCTS 48X32 (2-WAY)'
41 D-5.2B*A
42 E-3.57«B
43 F-28*C:READ G
44 GOSUB 1188
45 GOSUB 1888
58 PRINT ••••• XJEX PRODUCTS 43X35 (4-WAY)'
51 D-B*A
52 E-4.5'B
53 F-54*C:READ G
54 GOSUB 1188
55 GOSUB 1088
60 PRINT •••••• BLADEN COMPANY 54X35 (4-WAY)'
61 D-10'A
62 E-5*B
63 F-68'C:READ G
64 GOSUB 1188
65 GOSUB 1880
78 PRINT '••••• BLADEN COMPANY 56X52 (4-WAY)*
71 D-18«A
72 E-8*B
73 f'-72«C:REM> G
74 GOSUB 1188
75 GOSUB 1888
76 INPUT 'PRESS 'ENTER' TO CONTINUE*

|

1$ tCLS
80 PRINT •••••• COLUMBUS COMPANY 56X44 (4-WAY)'
81 D-1B*A
82 E-6*B
83 F-72*CiREAD G
84 GOSUB 1188
85 GOSUB 1880
98 PRINT *••••« COLUMBUS COMPANY 43X73 (4-WAY)"
91 D-8*A
92 E-8.16*B
93 F-48*C|READ G
94 GOSUB 1188
95 GOSUB 1888
188 PRINT •••••• COLUMBUS COMPANY 56X73 (4-WAY)*
181 D-9.9*A
1B2 E-18.2*B
183 F-6B*C:READ G
184 GOSUB 1188
185 GOSUB 1880
186 INPUT 'PRESS 'ENTER' TO CONTINUE* ; ZS:CLS
1080 D-B;E.8:F"e:G«e:H»0
1081 RETURN
1085 DATA 1.25, 1.70, 1.25, 1.80, 1.88, 1.95, 1.95
11(0 PRINTTAB(2) "2X4 '

S' ;TAB( 12) "DECK BDS* ;TABl 25) "NAILS" )TAB( 35)
"LABOR i O.H.";TAB(49) "TOTAL"
1105 H»D+E+F*G
1107 XS="SS* . *• - + -"

1114 PRINT USING X$jD,E,P,G,H
1115 RETURN

Program Listing

BASICS ll/CMD Mod I or III $69.95
BASIC/S II is a BASIC compiler for a powerful subset of TRS-80 Disk BASIC

(Mod l/lll) which is itself written in BASIC, but now is a stand alone / CMD file

compiled by BASCOM(c). and is FAST 1 (previously sold as BASIC/S 3 1)11 runs

under almost ANY DOS, Mod I or III (as do the /CMD files it generates)

BASIC/S II will compile BASIC programs up to about 10K in size (but since

one compiled program can run another with no loss of variables, this is not a

serious limitation). Variables allowed are integers and strings (A-Z and AS-ZS)

and also arrays of integer and string ( 1 or 2 dimensions) Array names can be

any length, with all characters significant. Integer anthmetic is limited lo

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with at most two operands on

the right hand Side (eg A*»B*C Of Z=0/F) Array elements may be used here as

usual, as may constants (as m A=ARRAY (7) *5. for example)

Most Level II string functions are supported INSTR. STRS. VAL. CHRS ASC
LEFTS. RIGHTS. MIDS. INKEYS Complex string formulae are not allowed (thus

you can't say A$=LEFT$ (X$+Y$.2). you would need to say something like

BS=XS+Y$:AS=LEFTS<BS.2). instead

Disk I/O IS supported, both sequential and random (with LRL < 256 as well)

You can have up lo 10 files open at one time, and two ot ihem may be random
file* Disk statements that are supported include OPEN. CLOSE. LINE INPUT

#. PRINT • FIELD. LSET, GET. PUT. LOF. EOF, CVI. and MKIS

LZAP/CMD Mod I or III (LOOS only) $39 95
LZAP/CMD is the most powerful, easy to use ZAP routine ever written, and it is

for LDOS Mod I or III' LZAP uses the resident drivers of LDOS, thereby taking

FULL ADVANTAGE OF THIS POWERFUL OPERATING SYSTEM LZAP will

auto-configure itself lo drive capacity It will support any • of drives Irom 0-7.

any cylinder count up to 255, and any sector • to 255 Will page between

double sided drives. 8" drives. LX-80, and hard drive, 5' floppies of all sizes at

same time without getting lost 1

Contains these features

(R) emove Password

(I) GoExteni

(Z) ero buffer

(P) nni screen

7 page drive

(R) ead (E) xit (Di ebug)

(A) sen Modify (C) compare <G) o Directory

(M) odity Hex (W) nte (B) Locate Byte

(F) ind file (H) ash code (L) ocai search

(S) earch Global (X) Escape (T) oggle

(space bar) brings up a command menu for learners and QUICK reference at

any time' Also contains an ERROR DICTIONARY thai can be turned oft to over

ride those crashed or protected dies for examination

QSD Utility Disk #1 for LDOS (c) (Mod I only) $69.95
Increase the speed and power of LDOS" Contains

LZAP/CMD* RESIDELD/CMD* CLONE/CMD
CHANGE/CMD DCAL/CM0* VDISK/CMD*
STAT/CMD* BINHEX/CMD-
And also contained on the disk, by Kim Watt (author of Super Utility)

LCOPY/CMD RECOVER/CMD DVORAK/CMD LPURGE/CMD'
'means works m Double Density''

— DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED—

PowerSoft
11500 STEMMONS EXPRESSWAY, SUITE 1 2 5ammm

DALLAS. TEXAS 75229 WStf

PHONE (214) 4S4-2976 ^^*
iis-Mis«9«t» MICRONET 70130,203 •>•?/ r.K.Do,,^^^,

IfieaMfiftfl Tjndf Corp Post 1 !*

ADD $5 SHIPPING/HANDLING

See List ot Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 99



Aerocomp's
Proven
Best-By Test!
The •*>

it

ii y-*

Double Density Controller
• Technical Superiority

tffltf

At last! A double density controller for Model I with higher probability of data recovery than with any other
double density controller ON THE market TODAY! The "DDC" from Aerocomp. No need to worry about the pro-

blems that keep cropping up on existing products. AEROCOMP'S new analog design phase lock loop data separator
has a wider capture window than the digital types currently on the market. This allows high resolution data center-

ing. The finest resolution available with digital circuitry is 125 ns (nano seconds). The 'DDC'' analog circuit allows in-

finately variable tuning. Attack and settling times are optimum for 5-1 /4 inch diskettes.

The units presently on the market use a write precompensation circuit that is very "sloppy". Board to board
tolerance is extremely wide - in the order of + 100 ns. The "DDC" is accurate to within + 20 ns.

The bottom line is state of the art reliability!

• Test Proven
Tests were conducted on AEROCOMPS "DDC ", Percoms "Doubler A" and "Doubler ii"* and LNWs "LNDoubler** using

a Radio Shack TRS80* * * Model I, Level 2. 48 K with TRS80 Expansion interface and a Percom TFD100 * disk drive

(Siemens Model 82). Diskette was Memorex 3401. The test diskette chosen was a well used piece of media to deter-

mine performance under adverse conditions. The various double density adapters were Installed sequentially in the

expansion interface. m ,
_ „___

The test consisted of formatting 40 tracks on the diskette and writing a 6DB6 data pattern on all tracks. The 6DB6
pattern was chosen because it is recommended as a "worst case" test by manufacturers of drives and diskettes. An
attempt was then made to read each sector on the disk once - no retrys. Operating system was Newdos/80, version

1.0, with Double Zap, version 2.0. Unreadable sectors were totalled and recorded. The test was run ten times with

each double density controller and the data averaged. Test results are shown In the table.

• Features
TRS80 Model l owners who are ready for reliable double
density operation will get (1) 80% more storage per
diskette, (2) single and double density data separation
with far fewer disk I/O errors, (3) single density com-
patibility and (4) simple plug-in installation. Compatible
with all existing double density software.

• Value

$149.95 for the BEST double density
controller on the market.
$189.95 for "DDC" complete with DOSPLUS 3.3D

$239.95 for "DDC complete with LDOS

• TEST RESULTS *

MFR & PRODUCT SECTORS LOCKED OUTiavo

AEROCOMP "DDC"

PERCOM "DOUBLER II" 18

PERCOM "DOUBLER A" 250

LNW "LNDOUBLER" 202

Note: test results available upon written request. All tests conducted prior to 8-25-81

Aerocomp s 14 day money back guarantee applies to hardware only.

Specials will be prorated. Shipping $2.00 in Cont. US See opposite page for details

Data Separators
The advances that make the "DDC" great are incorporated in the new AEROCOMP Single Density Data Separator c SDS )

and Double Density Data separator ("DDS").

* Has your original manufac-
turer left you holding the bag?
if you already own a Percom Doubler A". "Doubler ir or lnw
iNOoubier. the aerocomp dos will make K right. Look at the test

results:

MFR. & PRODUCT

SECTORS LOCKED OUT

WITHOUT "DDS" WITH DDS"

PERCOM DOUBLER II" 18 1

PERCOM DOUBLER A" 250

LNW "LNDOUBLER" 202

• "DDS" $49.95
(Use 1791 chip from your DO Con-
troller)

"tV" DDS with disk controller

chip included y / 9 .95
* Disk controller

chip $34.95
(Shipping $2.00 Cont US - see opposite

page for details)

Note Same test procedures as "DOC".

T Trademark of Percom Data Co.
* * Trademark of lnw
• * • Trademark of Tandy Corporation

Plugs directly into your existing
Double Density Controller.

Do you need a
Single Density Data
Separator?
The internal data separator in the
W01771 chip (R/S Expansion interface)

is NOT recommended by WD for
reliable data transfer. Do you have any
of these problems: Lost data, tracks

locked out, CRC errors, disk retry? you
NEED ONE!

• "SDS" $29.95
(For Mod. i; shipping $2.00)

See opposite
pageMMM
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TRS80*

DISK DRIVES
40 & 80 TRACK
as low asS 299.95

NEW LOW PRICES
Thanks to you our sales volume has

allowed us to cut costs ar\6 we're pass-

ing the savings along We offer the best

disk drive value in the market place

Reliability, features and cost tough to

beat. We deliver and we stand behind

our products AEROCOMP is the only

manufacturer to offer FREE TRIAL I Buy
Aerocomp drives today You deserve the

best.

BEST FEATURES
* Fast 5 ms track-track access time

* Operates single or double density

* "FLIPPY" feature for lower media cost

(401 &80-I)
* Head load solenoid

* Disk ejector

* Easy entry door.

* NEW EXTERNAL DRIVE CABLE
CONNECTION [no -vi^p* n»fd io icfflDi

EPSON
MX80
PRINTERS

$479.00
TRS80 Cable (l& III) S29.95

APPLE Cable & Interface. . $96.00
RS232 Interface S69.95

Ribbon Cartridge. Black. . . S 13.95

Add S6.00 sh.ppmg fCont U S | does not
include cable

MX80F/T
All the features of MX80 plus Friction

Feed. Shipping & cables as above

$599.00

ORDER TODAYI
• 40-Track Drive S299 95
• 80-Track Drive S429 95
* 40-Track 'FLIPPY" Drive S329 95
* 80-Track FLIPPY" Drive . S449 95
• 40-Track Dual-Head Drive . S449 95
* 80-Track Dual-Head Drive . S579 95

..•*lr.t>">

n ixnpieri- gv0i vM" rtv*>.„ii po.%(t supply

.Irfc-limrwHOli IISVAC SO-60 Hi ?X) '. AC
' mi .< o«ief

* 40-Track Bare Drive S269 95
* 80-Track Bare Dnve S399 95
* 40-Track FLIPPY' Bare DnveS 299 95

* 80-Track FLIPPY" BareDnveS4l9 95

• SPECIAL PACKAGES*
STARTER A S339 95
40Track Drive. 2-drive cable, TRSDOS
? 3 Disk & Manual. Freight & Ins.

SRARTER B ... S369.95

40Track "FLIPPY" Drive. cable. TRSDOS
2 3 Disk & Manual. Freight & Ins

COMBO C S465 00
40Track "FLIPPY" Drive. 2-dnve cable.

LDOS • Freight & Ins.

COMBO D S585.0O

80-Track "FLIPPY" Drive. 2-dnve cable.

LDOS- Freight & Ins

COMBO E S709 00
Two 40-Track "FLIPPY" Drives. 4 Drive

cable. TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Mannual.

Freight & Ins

COMBO F S999 00
Two 80-Track "FLIPPY" Drives. 4-dnve

LDOS . Freight & Ins

COMBO G $909 00
Two 40-Track Dual-Head Drives, cable.

TRSDOS 2 3 Disk & Manual. Freight &
Ins

COMBO H . . $ 1 299 00
Two 80-Track Dual-Head Drives, cable.

LDOS . Freight & INS

DOSPLUS 3 3 or NEWDOS / 80.2
available with any package

Aixns OC pn 1'i.t- i<x srtppng & ntnang (Con usi

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Order your AEROCOMP Disk Drive and
use it with your system for up to 1

4

days If you are not satisfied for ANY
REASON (except misuse or improper
handling), return ft. packed in the

original shipping container, for a full re-

fund i
spec..-' pacwgn w* oe proraec

i We have
complete confidence in our products and
we know you will be satisfied! ORDER
TODAYII

WARRANTY
We offer you a 1 20 day unconditional

warranty on parrs and labor against any

defect in materials and workmanship, in

the event service, for any reason,

becomes nescessary. our service depart-

ment is fast, friendly and cooperative.

100% TESTED
AEROCOMP Disk Drives are completely

assembled at the factory and ready to

plug m when you receive them Each

drive is 100% bench tested prior to ship-

ment We even enclose a copy of the

test checklist, signed by the test techni-

cian, with every drive. AEROCOMP
MEANS RELIABILITY!!

ORDER NOWII
To order by mail, specify Model
Number|S) of Drive cable, etc. (above),

enclose check, money order. VISA or

MASTERCHARGE card number and ex-

piration date, or request COD. ship-

ment Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

Add S 5.00 per drive for shipping & handl-

ing (Cont US). Please allow 2 weeks for

personal checks to clear our bank. No
personal checks will be accepted on
COD shipments cash, money orders or

certified checks only You will receive a

card showing the exact COD amount
before your shipment arrives Be sure to

include your name and shipping address.

You will be notrfied of the scheduled

shipping date. Your bank credit card will

NOT be charged until the day we ship. II

DRIVE CABLES
2-DRIVE
4 DRIVE

S24 95
S54 95

WRITE AEROCOMP TODAY
FOR MORE VALUES III

CALL TOLL FREE FOR FAST SERVICE
(800) 824.7088. OPERATOR 24
FO« VISA/MASTMCHAROI/C.O.D. ORDERS
California dial (800) 85? 7777 Operator 24. Alaska
ond Hawon dial (800) 824 7919 Operator 24

TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ONfK ONLVI
For Applications ond Technical information, call

(214) 337 4346 or drop us o card

Dealers inqiries invited

AE3GCGIT.P
Redbird Airport, Bldg. 8
P.O. Box 24829
Dallas, TX 75224

" 387
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APPLICATION

•

LOAD 80

Tabulate and average survey results.

Questions, Questions, Questions

Jerry Rutledge

Box 123

Waseca, MN 56093

Many businesses use questionnaires

to poll their salesmen, dealers,

customers, agents or the general public to

determine preferences, likes, dislikes or

opinions on products or services. Usually,

these questionnaires are in a multiple-

choice format so the answers can be com-

piled easily with a computer.

The insurance company I work for sends

out an annual "President's Questionnaire"

to all 600-plus agents in Minnesota. It con-

sists of a two-sided 14-inch sheet contain-

ing 50 to 75 questions, asking the agent to

rate various company services and depart-

ments on a scale of excellent, good,

average, below average and poor. As the

returns come back by mail, the answers are

fed into the TRS-80—an excellent response

being input as a one and a poor response

being input as a five. If there is no answer,

the input is a six.

When the program prints out the results,

it assigns values to the responses—from
five points for an excellent to one for a poor.

A "no answer" is excluded from the calcula-

tion. Then the program adds up all the

points, divides by the number of valid

answers and gives you an average rating for

a question.

Without a Perfect Keypuncher

The program was written two years ago
and worked fine in its initial form except for

one major weakness. The first year, we had

65 questions. This meant setting up a large

multiple-element array—A(65,6)— for the

responses. That is nearly 400 elements! The
answers were input using a For...Next loop,

the INKEY$ function and a PRINT@512 to

show the operator the question number. If

you initialize the program but push Break

before you input any answers, you can see

Program Listing 1

1 REM 'QUESTION* A PROGRAM TO COMPILE THE RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAI
RES
5 REM BY JERRY RUTLEDGE, BOX 123, WASECA, MN. 56093
10 CLS:DIM A(10,6) :CLEAR 300 :DU$="M .##"
20 LINE INPUT"TYPE IN TODAY'S DATE (MM/DD/YY) "

; T$ : X$-"# . ##"

30 PRINT'IS THERE PREVIOUS DATA STORED ON DISK (Y/N) ?" ; : INPUTD$
40 IF LEFT$(D$,1)="Y"GOSUB1000:GOTO50
45 IF LEFT$(D$,1) <>"N" GOTO 30
50 PRINT'DO YOU WANT TO ADD DATA (Y/N) ?" ; : INPUTZ$: IFLEFT$ ( Z$, 1) =

"N"GOTO100
55 IF LEFT$(Z$,1) <>"Y" THEN 50
60 CLS:GOSUB 10000
100 PRINT-TURN ON PRINTER AND ROLL PAPER DOWN TO FIRST LARGE WHI
TE LINE"
110 INPUT'WHEN READY, PUSH ENTER... ";Z$
120 LPRINTTAB(10) "1981 president's questionnaire";TAB(63) "cOMPIL

Program Listing 1 continues

how it works. Now, using command mode,

type the program:

FOR X •= 1 to 6 PRINT A(1,X). NEXT X

There are no answers yet, so go back and

run the program again. This time pretend

you have one response to the first question,

an excellent. Enter one as the input for

question one and press Break. Now. retype

the command program again and Enter:

10
As you can see, the computer has in-

cremented element A(1,1) by one, storing

the fact.

So, what is the big weakness? Simple—
once you have keyed in a response it is

wiped from the screen forever and loaded

into your array where it cannot be changed.

Show me someone who can load 19,500 en-

tries (300 responses times 65 questions) in-

to a keyboard without an error. Every time I

made a mistake, I swore I would rewrite the

program the next morning.

Two years later, I finally got mad enough

to act. It seemed I needed two things—the

ability to verify the input on the screen and a

second array to store that input until it was
verified, corrected and dumped into the

main array. Then the second array would

have to be zeroed out for another set of

answers. What a lot of monkey business!

But then I thought: Couldn't I kill two

birds with one stone? Doesn't the video

screen have memory locations? Couldn't I

avoid wasting memory on the second array

by picking 65 locations and POKEing my

The Key Box

Level I Disk Basic

Model I or III

32K RAM
TRSDOS
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"Every time I made a mistake,

I swore I would rewrite

the program the next morning."

answers Into them? Then, after verifying the

input, couldn't I PEEK it into my first array?

The Solution

My solution (Program Listing 1) has been

scaled down to handle 10 questions but can

be modified easily to deal with more. If you

have more than 30 questions, you may want

to use two screens of 20 questions each.

Answers from each session of inputting

are stored in a sequential disk file called

Dataflie. When you run the program, you are

asked if you wish to add data. If yes, the

screen will be formatted for you to POKE
and PEEK your answers. It also keeps track

of how many questionnaires you have

handled during the sitting. If you answer no,

the program prepares for you a printout of

everything contained in your main array.

When you add data, you may store your

array before you print it. I am a skeptic at

heart and always use this option. There is

nothing worse than having a system hang-

up and having to re-input 89 questionnaires.

You may also make as many backups of the

data disk as you want (another feature for

pessimistic hedgers tike myself).

About POKEIng the Video Memory

There are some things you should under-

stand about POKEIng video memory. Look

at lines 10010-10030. Line 10010 sets up the

mechanics of the video locations POKEd,

starting with location 15496. Line 10020

POKEs a question mark on the screen as a

prompt for you. It asks you to INKEYS A$.

Remembering INKEYS is a string func-

tion, we must convert A$ to a numeric value

(A = VAL(A$)) in order to be certain our answer

lies between one and six in line 10030. Now
comes the tricky part. Do we POKE 1 5496,1 ?

If we do, we will have POKEd the control

character for a Break into 15496! No, we
must POKE in the ASCII character code for

number one—POKE 15496,49 (see Appen-

dix 8-15 in your DOS manual).

Now, how are we going to convert one to

49? Easy. ASC(A$) does it for us. So, POKE
X,ASC(A$). Voila!

When you finish inputting and correcting,

lines 10060-10086 PEEK X. But we do not

want a value forelement A(1 ,49); we want to in-

crement A(1,1). So what we want is CHR$
(PEEK(X)). And since that will be returned as a

string, we must say Z$ = CHR$(PEEK(X)), and

then we must convert Z$ back to a numeric

variable—Z = VAL(Z$). Now we have Z being

equal to one and in line 10066 we increment

element A(1,Z) by one.

Meanwhile in lines 10080 and 10090, the

computer is told there are more ques-

tionnaires to complete. It clears the correc-

tion array's video memory locations by

POKEIng blanks into them, thus preparing

the array for the next set of answers.

Program Listing 1 continued

ED ">T$
130 LPRINT:LPRINT" tHE RATINGS IN COLUMN 7 REPRESENT THE AVERAG
E OF ALL RESPONSES RECEIVED."
140 LPRI NT "VALUES WERE ASSIGNED AS FOLLOWS: eXCELLENT = 5, gOOD
= 4 DOWN TO pOOR =1."
150 LPRINT"tHUS p A RATING OF 3.27 INDICATES AN OVERALL RESPONSE
OF BETWEEN AVERAGE AND GOOD."
160 LPRI NT: LPRI NT: LPRI NT "how does xyz mutual compare with other
companies in your agency?"
170 LPRINT:GOSUB1100
180 B-0:GOSUB1200:LPRINT"sALES LEADERSHIP, ASSISTANCE & COMMUNIC
ATIONS"
190 GOSUBl200:LPRINT"pOLICY PREPARATION, CHANGES AND RENEWALS"
200 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"aCCOUNTING, BILLING AND RELATED SERVICES"
210 GOSUB 1200 :LPRINT"fARM WINDSTORM UNDERWRITING SKILL (, KNOWLE
DGE"
220 GOSUB 1200 :LPRINT"f IRE & CASUALTY UNDERWRITING SKILL & kNOWL
EDGE"
230 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"CLAIM SERVICE"
240 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"cOURTESY AND HELPFULNESS OF PEOPLE YOU DEA
L WITH"
245 GOSUB1200:LPRINT"rATE mANUAL - READABILITY 6. UNDERSTANDABILI
TY"
250 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"oVERALL COMMISSION/pROFIT SHARING SCHEDULE

260 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"cOMPETITIVENESS OF OVERALL PRICING"
270 LPRI NT: LPRI NT "xyz mutual overall company rating = ";:LPRINT
USING X$; TV/10 :LPRINT
280 LPRINT'rESPONSES HAVE COME FROM" ;T+A( 10 ,6)

; "AGENTS TO DATE."

290 LPRINT"tHIS REPRESENTS A RETURN OF " ; : LPRINTUSINGDU$; (T+A( 10

,6) )/105*100; :LPRINT"% TO DATE":REM ASSUMING 105 AGENTS
300 LPRINT:LPRINTT$
310 PRINT'DO YOU WANT ANOTHER COPY OF THIS PRINTOUT (Y/N)?";:INP
UTZ$
320 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)="Y" THEN CLS:GOTO 100
325 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)<>"N" THEN 310
330 CLS: PRINT"HAVE YOU ADDED DATA WHICH SHOULD NOW BE ADDED TO Y

OUR DATA FILE ON DISK (Y/N)?"
340 INPUTZ$:IF LEFT$ (Z$,l) ="Y" GOSUB 2000
345 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)<>"N" GOTO 330
350 PRINT"WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER PRINTOUT (Y/N)?"
360 INPUTZ$:IF LEFT$ (Z$,l) = "Y" GOTO 100

365 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)<>"N" GOTO 350
370 PRINT: PRINT "END OF PROGRAM" ;: PRINTTAB( 40) T$: END
1000 OPEN"I",l,"DATAFILE"
1010 FOR B=1TO10
1020 FOR C=l TO 6

1030 INPUT#1,A(B,C)
1040 NEXT C: NEXT B
1045 CLOSE :RETURN
1100 LPRINTTAB(l) "eXC";TAB(7) "gOOD" ;TAB(14) "aVG" ;TAB( 20) "bELOW";
TAB(27) "pOOR";TAB(3 3) "nO aNS";TAB(43) "rATING" ;TAB(62) "qUESTION"

:

RETURN
1200 U=0:B«B+1:FOR C=l TO 6

1210 LPRINTTAB(U) A(B,C);
1220 U=U+7:NEXT C
1230 T«A(B,1)+A(B,2)+A(B,3)+A(B,4)+A(B,5)
1240 AV=(A(B,1)*5)+(A(B,2)*4)+(A(B,3)*3)+(A(B,4).*2)+(A(B,5)*1)
1250 IF T«0 THEN AV=0:GOTO 1280
1260 AV-AV/T
1270 TV=TV+AV
1280 LPRINTTAB(44) :LPRINT USING X$;AV;
1290 LPRINTTAB(55) :RETURN
2000 CLS: PRINT "DATA BEING TRANSFERRED TO DISK FILE"
2010 OPEN"0",l,"DATAFILE"
2020 FOR B-l TO 10
2030 FOR C=l TO 6

2040 PRINTtl, A(B,C)
2050 NEXT C:NEXT B
2060 CLOSE
2070 PRINT: PRINT "COMPLETE DATA STORED ON DISK"
2080 PRINT: PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO COPY YOUR DATA FILES ON ANOTHER
DISK FOR BACKUP?"
2090 INPUTZ$:IF LEFT$ ( Z$,l) ="Y" THEN 2100
2095 IF LEFT$(Z$,1) <>"N" THEN 2080 ELSE RETURN
2100 PRINT" INSERT BACKUP DISK IN DRIVE tl AND PRESS ENTER WHEN R
EADY TO CONTINUE"

Program Listing 1 continues
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".
. . if you want to echo the capabilities

of the TRS-80's bigger brothers

.

.

.

see Program Listing 2."

2110 INPUTZ$:GOTO2000
10000 T=128:FORX*lTO10:PRINTeT," (";X") ";:T-T+16:NEXT
10004 PRINT§1 8, "PRESIDENT'S QUESTIONNAIRE" ;: PRINT§64 , STRING? (63

,

137) ;:PRINTe320,STRING$(63,137)

>

10006 QN=QN+l:PRINTe3 84, "READY FOR YOUR INPUT" ;

10008 PRINT§424, "QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER" ;QN
10010 FOR X=15496 TO 15653 STEP 16
10020 POKE X,63:A$-INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN10020ELSEA«VAL<A$)
10030 IF A<1ORA>6THEN10020 ELSE POKE X,ASC(A$) :NEXT
10040 PRINT0512,"DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY RESPONSES?" ;: C$-INKEY
$:IFC$-""THEN 10040
10050 IFLEFT$(C$,1)-"Y"THEN GOTO15000
10052 IF LEFT$(C$ r l)<>"N" THEN 10040
10055 PRINT0384, STRING$(20, 32) ;:PRINTg578, "DATA BEING STORED";:F
ORU=1TO500:NEXTU
10060 Y«l:FOR X-15496 TO 15653 STEP 16
10065 Z$=CHR$(PEEK(X)) :Z*VAL(Z$)
10066 A(Y,Z)»A(Y,Z)+1:Y-Y+1:NEXTX
10070 GOSUB 20000
10072 PRINTg512 r "ARE THERE MORE QUESTIONNAIRES TO COMPLETE (Y/N)
?"> :C$-INKEY$:IFC$»""THEN10072
10073 IF C$="N" THEN GOTO 10200
10075 IF LEFTS (C$,1)<>"Y" GOTO 10072 ELSE GOSUB 20000
10080 FOR X=15496 TO 15653 STEP 16
10090 POKE X,32:NEXT
10100 GOTO 10000
10200 GOSUB 20000 :PRINT§512, "FOR SAFETYS SAKE, DO YOU WANT TO ST
ORE THIS DATA ON DISK BEFORE PRINTING?"
10210 INPUT ZS:IF LEFT$(Z$,1)«"Y" THEN GOSUB 2000
10212 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)<>"N" THEN 10210
10220 RETURN

Program Listing 1 continues

A Fancier Format

The program in Listing 1 is easy to use,

but its real strength is it's simple to modify.

To add questions, change the For. . . Next

loops to include more memory. You must

also move your PRINT® statements down

the screen out of the way of your additional

questions, redimension your array and in-

crease your PRINT# and INPUT* state-

ments.

But if you want to echo the capabilities of

the TRS-80's bigger brothers—IBM and

UNIVAC—see Program Listing 2. It will put

a border around your questions and also

box each one. You will be amazed at the

class this will add to your screen.

Listing 2 starts at line 10000, so if you

copied Listing 1, delete everything beyond

that line and add Listing 2.

However, it is more difficult to add ques-

tions to Listing 2 than Listing 1 . Each line of

graphics takes an additional line of

memory. You must do some calculating to

determine where your next line of answers

will be. It will become easy after you study

the program and see the pattern develop

from one line to the next.

ADVENTURESfll
For TRS^O and COLOR 80. These Ad-

ventures are written in BASIC, are full fea-

tured, fast action, full plotted adventures
that take 30-50 hours to play. (Adventures
are interactive fantasies. It's like reading a

book except that you are the main char-

acter as you give the computer commands
like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light the

torch.")

Adventures require 16K. They sell for

$14.95 each
ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the

RED PLANET. You'll have to explore a

Martian city and deal with possibly hostile

aliens to survive this one. A good first

adventure.
PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVEN-
TURE. It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid
full of problems. Exciting and tough!

TREK ADVENTURE (by Bob Retelle)

This one takes place aboard a familiar

starship. The crew has left for good reasons -

but they forgot to take you, and now you
are in deep trouble.

DEATH SHIP (by Rodger Olsen)

Our first and original ADVENTURE,
this one takes place aboard a cruise ship -

but it ain't the Love Boat.

VAMPIRE CASTLE (by Mike Bassman)
This is a contest between you and old

QUEST
QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVEN-

TURE GAMES! Different from all the

others. Quest is played on a computer
generated map of Alesia. Your job is to

gather men and supplies by combat, bargain-

ing, exploration of ruins and temples and
outright banditry. When your force is strong

enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock
in a life or death battle to the finish. Play-

able in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different

every time.

16K COLOR-80 OR TRS-80 ONLY. $14.95

Drac - and it's getting a little dark outside.

$1 4.95 each . ^^\ Please specify system on all orders
This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. Send for free catalog to:

„« AARDVARK-80

ARCADE AND THINKING GAMES
16K and extended or level II BASIC
TIME TREK, REAL TIME REAL

GRAPHICS TREK. See the torpedoes fly

and Klingons explode. No more scoll-

ing displays, no more turn taking. — This
one has real time and real displays. In

BASIC - for 16K level II c extended color
BASIC. $14.95.

STARFIGHTER - This one man space
war game pits you against spacecruisers,

battlewagons, and one man fighters. You
have the view from your cockpit window, a

working instrument panel, and your wits.

Another real time goody. $9.95.

BATTLEFLEET - This grown-up ver
sion of Battleship is the toughest thinking
game available on 80 computers. There is

no luck involved as you seek out the 80's

hidden fleet. This is a topographical toughie.

$9.95.

SLASH8ALL - A two player game of

strategy and skill, this is like nothing you
have ever seen before. This takes fast

fingers, quick wits and concentration Play-

able from age 6 to 65. it is a good family
game. $9.95.

MINOS - 8K - Features ama/ing 3D
graphics You see a ma/e from the top, the
screen blanks, and when it dears, you are in

the maze at ground level finding your way
through on foot Realistic enough to cause
claustrophobia. $12.95. ICOLOR-80ONLY)

TRS-80 2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088
(313)669-3110

COLOR-80
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You've Cot

TOTAL ACCESS CO

( specialting In TO80 •>

Rose

TO YOUR COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
NEEDS. CALL ROSE TODAY!

iv'e got
+ DISK DRIVES

TA400 (40-T) S289
TA800 (80-T) $419
TA400 FllpDV $319
TA800 Flippy $439
TA400-2 Dual Head $439
TA800-2 Dual Head $549

complete with silver enclosure & power supply.

AN TA Drives are MP).

* CABLES
2-Drive $23.95
4-Drive $33.95
Extender cable $14.95

* BARE DRIVES
TA400B $259
TA800B $389
TA400B Flippy $289
TA800B Flippy $409

* EPSON PRINTERS
MX80 $475.00
MX80 F/T $589.00
MX100 $799.00
Parallel Cables $29.95
• Delivery slow on some models

* OPERATINC SYSTEMS
TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual. . . . $17.95
LDOS $129.95
NEWDOS/80 $129.95
DOSPLUS 3.3.3.3D $89.95

* IRON
Disk Drive Power Supply,

Single S37
Disk Drive case (silver)and Base $19
Memo rex Diskettes (bx of 10) . $25

90 day warranty on drives. Add $5.00 freight per
drive in Cont. U.S. UPS COD charge $1 50. There is also
a 15 day FREE trial on TA drives if not completely
satisfied I II refund your money (less shipping) I II

take exception to Improper use or mishandling

* RADIO SHACK COMPUTERS
26-1061 Mill. LI. 4K $595
26-1062 Mill, Lll, 16K $835
26-1065 Mill, 48K, 1 Drive $1695
26-1066 Mill, 48K-2 Dr-RS232. . $2099
26-3001 4K color computer. . . $315
26-3002 16K w/ext. Basic $485
26-3003 32K w/ext. Basic $566
26-3501 Pocket computer. . . . $185
26-4002 Mil, 64K, 1-dr $3288

* PERIPHERALS • Model I, II, III

26-1140 OK Exp. interface $249
26-1140 With 16K Mem. Tstd/Cuar

$299
26-ii40 with 32K Mem. tstd'/Cuar

$349
26-1145 Ml RS232 W/cable $85
26-1148 Mill RS232 w/cable $89
26-1172 D.C Modem I $135
26-1173 D.C. Modem II $169
26-1206 CTR-80 Recorder $51
26-3008 CC Joysticks, pr $21
26-3010 13" color Video $353
26-4150 Mil 8.4MB Disk $3820
26-4151 Mil Hard Disk N0.2. . . $2970
16K 200nsec Memory Guar lyr. $29

• OTHER PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
26-1158 Daisy Wheel ll $1694
26-1455 Acoustic Cover $339
26-1447 Tractor Assy $249
26-1448 Sheet Feeder $1275
26-1165 Line Printer v $1581
26-1166 Line Printer vi $986
26-1167 Line Printer vn $339
26-1168 Line Printer Vlll $679
26-1191 Flat Bed Plotter $1695
26-1195 Digitizer $379
ANADEX DP-9500, 9501 $1295
NEC 7730 Spinwriter, 55CPS. . $2484
Daisy Wheel Printer, 45cps. . . S1779
Tractor for above $237
Sheet Feeder for above S1250
26-1308 Printer Stand $88
26-4302 Printer stand $129
26-1401 or 4401 Printer cable. . $32

* NIC COMPUTERS
PC-8001A Keyboard & Processor. .

.

$1099
PC8011A Expansion unit $699
PC-8031A 2-drive Expansion
Unit $1099
PC-8041A Green Phos. Video. . $225
PC-8043A HlghRes Color Mon. . $925

ROSE'S
SPECIAL
OF THE
MONTH

•AEROCOMP'S*
ALL NEW

DOUBLE DENSITY
CONTROLLER

•DDC" $149.95
Here's a Double Density controller for
Mod. 1 that does away witn all those data
separation problems that seem to keep
cropping up! Rose wouldn't fun ya now,
would she? Don't be scared of Double
Density any more. AEROCOMP has design
ed some advanced circuitry that even I

don't understand - but i do know it

works. Better order now. Ouanities are
going to be a bit short.

$189.95 complete
with Dosplus 3.3D.

how many do you
want? 12?

The complete imp of Radio Shack products is

available through ta with standard RS limited
warranty Call me for once and delivery just

cause you don t see it don t mean we ain't got it.

ROSE

ZENITH MONITORS
12" Screen * Green Phospher
This is the one you tia\/e been waiting

for. well built, works great with the

model I. Also has 40/80 column switch so

the Apple folks can use it. 90 day warran-

ty good Nationwide. Sell your old Model I

monitor and be the first on your block to

have a "real green screen.
17' zenith Green Phos. Mon S135
Cable for Model I $7

* RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE
I have most all R/S software instock

ana it can he yours at 15% off the
R/S retail price. Call me for the
latest availibility.

DOUBLE DENSITY
DATA SEPARATOR
FROM AEROCOMP

$49.95
If you own a PERCOM DOUBLER A"*. DOUBLER
ll" or LNDoubier •• upgrade it with the DOS
Plugs right in No more lockout' You deserve
one of these

ORDER NOW!
TOLL FREE
800-527-3582
Write or call ROSE TOLL FREE at
1-80O-S27-3582. Texas residents call

214-234-1770. Please use the toll

free lines for orders and literature

requests only. Technical help or ser-

vice use the Texas line. Prices are
mail order only. You pay by VISA or
MASTERCARD, you can send check or
money order (allow a couple of
weeks for personal checks to clear)

or order COD (we ship COD'S cash,

certified check or money order on-
ly). 25% deposit required on all COD
orders. Rose will take American
money in just about any form. Add
freight (UPS where possible) on all

orders.Texas residents cough up 5%
sales tax. Allow 2-4 weeks for
delivery, order today -

I need the
money!

TOTAL ACCESS
P.O. BOX 3002
RICHARDSON, TX 75080

214-234-1770 ^6

• Trademark of PERCOM DATA CO ,

• "Trademark of LNW * TRS80 & Radio Shack are trademarks of Tandy Corp Copyright 1981 TOTAL ACCESS

• See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 105



MD
MICRO-DGSIGM
ANNOUNCES

THE NEW

MDX-3
INTERFACE EXPANSION BOARD
INTERFACE EXPANSION BOARD

FOR THE TRS-80
MODEL III COMPUTER

FEATURES:
• Phone Modem
• RS-232 Port

• Floppy Disk Controller

Dual Density

Data Separator
• Silk Screen
• Solder Mask
• User Manual

Also Available

TheMDS-1

• Plug in data separator

fortheMDX-2
• Fully assembled and tested
• User Manual

STILL AVAILABLE FOR
THETRS-80MODELI

MDX-1 and MDX-2 Boards

FEATURES:
• Phone Modem
• 2K-4K E PROM Option
• 32K MEMORY Expansion
• Floppy Disk Controller on MDX-2
• Real Time Clock
• Parallel Port

• RS-232 and 20a Serial Port

• Dual Cassette Line

• On Board Supply
• Silk Screen
• Solder Mask
• User Manual

IN STOCK NOW!

PC Board & Manual
MDX-1 $64.95
MDX-2 $74.95
MDX-3 $74.95
MDS-1 $21.95

User Manual $7.95

All Boards Add $5.00 Shipping

Assembled Boards Available

..Call For Prices

FIUL PAMPHLET AVAILABLE'
Call or write

— MOO-DeSIGN
"^*?1 P O Box 748 I

'•* Manchaca. Texas 78652
512282 0225

Program continued

15000 PRINTe512,"WHAT QUESTION DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE?" ;: INPUTCH
15005 CH=CH-1
15010 X=15496+(CH*16) :P0KE X,32
15020 PRINTe578,"GIVE ME CORRECT ANSWER" ; :A$=INKEY$: IFA$=""THEN1
5020ELSEA=VAL(A$)
15030 IFA<1ORA>6THEN15020ELSEPOKE X,ASC(A$)
15040 GOSUB20000:GOTO10040
20000 PRINT@512,STRING$(63,32)

;

20010 PRINTg578,STRING$(63,32)

;

20020 RETURN

Program Listing 2

10 CLS:DIM A(10,6) tCLEAR 3 : DU$= "#*.*#

"

20 LINE INPUT"TYPE IN TODAY'S DATE (MM/DD/YY) " ;T$:X$«"# . ##"

30 PRINT'IS THERE PREVIOUS DATA STORED ON DISK (Y/N) ?" ; : INPUTDS
40 IF LEPT$(D$,1)-"Y"GOSUB1000:GOTO50
45 IF LEFT$(D$,1) <>"N" GOTO30
50 PRINT"D0 YOU WANT TO ADD DATA (Y/N) ?" ; : INPUTZ$: IFLEFT$ ( Z$, 1)

-

"N"GOTO100
55 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)<>"Y" THEN 50
60 CLS:GOSUB 10000
100 PRINT"TURN ON PRINTER AND ROLL PAPER DOWN TO FIRST LARGE WHI
TE LINE"
110 INPUT'WHEN READY, PUSH ENTER... ";Z$
120 LPRINTTAB(10) "1981 president's questionnaire" ;TAB(60) "cOMPIL
ED ";T$
130 LPRINT:LPRINT" tHE RATINGS IN COLUMN 7 REPRESENT THE AVERAG
E OF ALL RESPONSES RECEIVED."
140 LPRINT'vALUES WERE ASSIGNED AS FOLLOWS: eXCELLENT 5, gOOD
= 4 DOWN TO pOOR = 1."
150 LPRINT"tHUS, A RATING OF 3.27 INDICATES AN OVERALL RESPONSE
OF BETWEEN AVERAGE AND GOOD."
160 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT"how does xyz mutual compare with other
companies in your agency?"
170 LPRINT:GOSUB1100
180 B=0:GOSUB1200:I,PRINT" SALES LEADERSHIP, ASSISTANCE k COMMUNIC
ATIONS"
190 GOSUB1200:LPRINT"pOLICY PREPARATION, CHANGES AND RENEWALS"
200 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"aCCOUNTING, BILLING AND RELATED SERVICES"
210 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"fARM WINDSTORM UNDERWRITING SKILL & KNOWLE
DGE"
220 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"f IRE & CASUALTY UNDERWRITING SKILL & kNOWL
EDGE"
230 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"cLAIM SERVICE"
240 GOSUB 120 0:LPRINT"cOURTESY AND HELPFULNESS OF PEOPLE YOU DEA
L WITH"
245 GOSUB1200:LPRINT"rATE mANUAL - READABILITY & UNDERSTANDABILI
TY"
250 GOSUB 1200:LPRINT"oVERALL COMMISSION/pROFIT SHARING SCHEDULE

260 GOSUB 1 20 0:LPRI NT" COMPETITIVENESS OF OVERALL PRICING"
270 LPRINT:LPRINT"xyz mutual overall company rating ";:LPRINT
USING X$;TV/10:LPRINT
280 LPRINT'rESPONSES HAVE COME FROM" ;T+A( 10 ,6)

; "AGENTS TO DATE."

290 LPRINT'tHIS REPRESENTS A RETURN OF " ; :LPRINTUSINGDU$; (T+A{ 10
,6) )/105*100; :LPRINT"% TO DATE":REM ASSUMING 105 AGENTS
300 LPRINT:LPRINTT$
310 PRINT"DO YOU WANT ANOTHER COPY OF THIS PRINTOUT?" ; : INPUTZS
320 IF LEFTS (Z$,1)«"Y" THEN CLS.-GOTO 100
330 CLS: PRINT "HAVE YOU ADDED DATA WHICH SHOULD NOW BE ADDED TO Y
OUR DATA FILE ON DISK?"
340 INPUTZ$:IF LEFT$(Z$,1) «"Y" GOSUB 2000
345 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)<>"N" GOTO 330
350 PRINT"WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER PRINTOUT (Y/N)?"
360 INPUTZ$:IF LEFT$(Z$,1) »"Y" GOTO 100
365 IF LEFT$(Z$,1) <>"N" GOTO 350
370 PRINT: PRINT "END OF PROGRAM" ;: PRINTTAB( 40) T$ : END
1000 OPEN"I",l,"DATAFILE"
1010 FOR B=1TO10
1020 FOR C«l TO 6

1030 INPUT#1,A(B,C)
1040 NEXT C: NEXT B
104 5 CLOSE: RETURN
1100 LPRINTTAB(l) "eXC";TAB(7) "gCOD";TAB(14) "aVG" ;TAB( 20) "bELOW" ;

TAB(27) "pOOR";TAB(33) "nO aNS";TAB(43) "rATING" ;TAB(62) "qUESTION"

:

RETURN
1200 U«0:B-B+1:FOR C=l TO 6

1210 LPRINTTAB(U) A(B,C)

;

1220 U-U+7:NEXT C
1230 T«A(B,1)+A(B,2)+A(B,3)+A(B,4)+A(B,5)
1240 AV=(A(B,1)*5)+(A(B,2)*4)+(A(B,3)*3)+(A(B,4)*2)+(A(B,5)*1)
1250 IF T=0 THEN AV=0:GOTO 1280

Program Listing 2 continues
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"NEW USES FOR THE

HOME
COMPUTER

IN THE

STOCK
MARKET"

A new book—contains a sold mine of ideas!!

Do you have the 9reat stock and commodity trading advantages

given by the home computer to the few who properly us it
7 This

book gives you a new insight into cycles and seasonal factors as

they affect stock and commodity prices. It gives you solid tools for

measuring and profiting from them Obtain ideas and programming

never before published The writer has over 20 years experience as a

stock broker and 8 years experience programming computers. Book

is 8'/? inches by 1 1 inches and has (2bA pages and 34 programs writ-

ten in TRS-80 BASIC.

The book borrows methods long understood by radio and electronic

engineers but overlooked by most statisticians Thus, it is able to

present methods, never before published, of stock and commodity

market timing using cycles and seasonal variations

To order book-send check $19.95 and your name and address

to

Thomas V. Lenz, Dcpt. M
596 W. Karval Ct. Sprins Creek

. Elko, Nevada 89801 " 63

CHECK OUR LOW PRICES ON

TRS-80
COMPUTERS & Accessories

Software

TRS-80 Mod II b4k $440.00

TRS-80 Mod III UK, * Di 2195.00

TRS-80' Line Printer h . 1020.00

CORVUS**
HARD DISK DRIVES

Call for prices on 5-10-20 MB Hard Disks We have
the new CORDOS operating system which

enables you to add a Hard Disk to IKS 80' Mod II

with little or no modulations to your software

NEWDOS-80 and OASIS operating systems also

available. Full service lor CORVUS" and

TRS-80V.

In business 27 years at the same location pro-

viding electronic equipment and service.

tt^:Cert. Cheik
Cashiers Ck.

Call Toll Free 800-435-8310
"Tradenu.k Ij.xJv Cotp

Route 3, Radio Ranch Airport

Polo. Illinois 61064

In III. Call 815 946-2371
idenutk Lurvus syynm i"< ^ 133

COOSOL DISCOUNTS
PRINTERS CPU-TERMINALS-SOFTWARE

ADOS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
• MULTlVISION 3 Step 3. 516-019000 Si 1 275
• MULTlVISION 3. Step 2. 516-018000 $10,172

Ji "V^HI * MULTlVISION 3 Step 1 516 017000 $ 9 070
• MULTlVISION 2 516-020000 $7 520
• MULTlVISION 1 516 006000 $3,312
• ADDS ACCESSORIES & SOFTWARE CALL

ALTOS MTU/FLOPPY/HARDDISK
• 8000-7MTU 1Mb FL 17 2MI $12 1 18

HARD FLOPPY DISK
208K HAM S4P-*0 10MD 8 HARD DISK
• 1Mb FL 17 2 MT 8000-10MTU S 9616
• 1Mb Floppy 8000-10D S 7 875

Epson MX80 8541-0001 S«*»CALL • l 2Mb Floppy 8000-10 S 7 438
Epson MX70 8341-0005 S399 CALL . ALTOS Accessor.es 4 Software CALL
Epson MX80 GRAF TRAX 8541-8915 S&SSCALL
Epson MX80 FT 8641-0001 S*9»CALL TELEVIDEO TERMINALS
Epson MX80 F T GRAF TRAX 8541-0075 $6SeCALL »910C.. S595 • 912C S705
Epson MX10O 9624-0024 S*9frCALL • 920C S750 • 950C S959
Epson cables ana cards CALL
NEC Sp.nwr.te. 5510-1 S2495

• TELEVIDEO Accessor.es CALL

NEC Spinwritei 5515-1 S2495
NEC Sp.nwr.te. 5520 1 $2880 NEC COMPUTER SYSTEMS
NEC Sp.nwn.e, 5525-1 S2950 . NEC Computer PC-8001A S 1 056
NEC Sp.nwr.te, 5530-1 S2495 . NEC l.OUn.i PC-8012A S 626
NEC Accessor.es. .. CALL • NEC—I/O Port PC-8033A s 152ANACOM Parallel ANC150PS1195 . NEC-DISK ORlVE PC-8031A $1056
ANACOMSERIAL ANC150S S1195 . NEC DISK DRIVE PC-8032A $ 931

• NEC Gr Monitor JB-1201 S 220
Registered Trademark ot Tandy Corporation • NEC- Col Mon.tor JC-1202 S 995

"'FACTORY DIRECT • NEC Accessories 4 Software CALL

COOSOL, INC. P.O. BOX 743, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

COOSOL LRC 400 SERIES'*
OEM PRINTER INTERFACE

$150 ea (QUANTITY ONLi
DESIGNED TO OPERATE

ANY SERIES 400 LRC - EATON PRINTERS

• 28 SYSTEM LEVEL SOFTWARE COMMANDS
• CHARACTER ENHANCEMENT
• BOTH SERIAL (RS 232) AND PARALLEL INPUT
• BAUDRATE SFIECT FROM 110 TO 9600

• STANDARD 96 ASCII CHARACTER FONTS
• REVERSE FONT PRINTING
• UPPER AND LOWER CASE PRINTING
• UP TO 48 CHARACTERS PER LINE

•5X7.10x7OH10XM DOT MAI R IX CHARACTER
GENERATOR

• PRINTS TEST CHARACTER SET
• SUPPLIED WITH 8 500 ufd/35V ELECTRONIC
CAPACITOR BUILT IN POWER SUPPLY WITH
REGULATORS AND TRANSFORMER

• 5-3/4 X 7-1/2 INCH BOARD SIZE

^-78

92805-0743 (714) 545-2216

^See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 107



TRS-80" Model III I

Basic Operating Syst«m

WOBOS I

WW *•

u%#* prooiarm * BASIC
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ro»
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oi debugging ond rtwriimg utility functions
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ON QUALITY DT5C Ofl CASSfTTf * 20 -PAGE MANlMl

AEOUIRCS LEVEL II BASIC

A BARGAIN AT ANY PfllCC. IT'S VtATUALLV A Ql*T AT S 35

W

SCNO CHECK. MONEY ORDER OR NUMBER AMO

EXPIRATION CMTE Or- YOUR CREDIT CAHO TO
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•6*0 SW 173 AVENUE MAVERTOM. OREGON 97007
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STARK SOFTWARE
introduces

TIME-TABLE
A NEW CONCEPT IN

MICRO-COMPUTER SOFTWARE

TIMB-TABLB is a tested, interactive time manage-
ment program developed tor the TRS-80 Models i/iii

by a leading designer ol decision aiding software
TIMI-TAaUi provides the busy manager pro

'essionai. project planner, personal user, among others
with a versatile tool tor maintain' ngli'esot time related
activities TIMC-TABLI includes features tradition

a'ly associated with computer mainframes such as
• Simplistic user customization - requires no

programming
• Conversani menu driven d.splays & contrcis
• Extensive data erlry edit A upda:mg capab- <>es

• Conven entdata *eview sea'chi documenting
COnuois

• Automatic on lire t.-re sorting
• Extensive erioi trapping 4 user piompiing

functions
• Efficient data storage & tile managemeni oper

aiions
TIMf-TABLf versatility can be illustrated by the

loiiowmg list ol 'designed for applications
• Business & personal calendar maintenance
• Project planning & control
• Construction planning & control
• Transportation scheduling
• Production planning & control
• Prolessional appointments managemeni
TIMB'TAaLB was exhaustively tested and certi

tied and includes a comprehensive user s manual
Requires (Mm). TRS-80 Model t/lli. Cassette rcdr

Tape Ver - 32 K RAM. Level ll/Model 111 ROM
Disk Ver - 48K RAM t Drive. Disk BASIC

TIMB-TABLB is a.aiaDle on a premium program
cassette complete w.th users manual 'or an intro-

ductory puce 0< $29.05. *

To place an order ma ; i to trebeiow address O' use
the ordc phone

STARK SOFTWARE
PO BOX 695

RICHBORO. PA 18954

ORDER PHONE (2i 5) 493-51 1'

Orders can be placed using bank check, money
order, personal check (Allow 2 wks to clear) or

^COD Include $1 50 Postage & Handling

•PA Residents include 6% Sales Tax
•TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

~ ~ ^255

Piogtam Listing 2 continued

1260 AV-AV/T
1270 TV-TV+AV
1280 LPRINTTAB(44) tLPRINT USING X$;AV;
1290 LPRINTTAB( 55) : RETURN
2000 CLS:PRINT"DATA BEING TRANSFERRED TO DISK PILE"
2010 0PEN"0",1,"DATAFILE"
2020 FOR B=l TO 10
2030 FOR C=l TO 6
2040 PRINTI1, A(B,C)
2050 NEXT C:NEXT B
2060 CLOSE
2070 PRINT: PRINT"COMPLETE DATA STORED ON DISK"
2080 PRINT: PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO COPY YOUR DATA FILES ON ANOTHER
DISK FOR BACKUP?"
2090 INPUTZ$:IF LEFT$(Z$,1) »"Y" THEN 2100 ELSE RETURN
2100 PRINT" INSERT BACKUP DISK IN DRIVE #1 AND PRESS ENTER WHEN R
EADY TO CONTINUE"
2110 INPUTZS»GOTO2000
10000 GOSUB12000
10001 T=129:PORX=1TO4:Z$=CHR$(40)+RIGHT$<STRS(X) ,1)+CHR$(41) :PRI
NTBT , Z $ ; : T=T+16 : NEXT
10002 T=257:FORX«5TO8:Z$«CHR$(40)+RIGHT$(STR$(X) , 1) ") " :PRINT§T,
Z$;:T-T+16:NEXT
10003 T=385:PRINT0T,*(9)";:T=T+16:PRINT§T,"(10) ";
10006 QN=QN+1: PRINTS512, "READY FOR YOUR INPUT";
10008 PRINT§5 52, "QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER" ;QN
10009 SU=15496:Y«15544:FOR R-1T03
10010 FOR X=SUT0Y STEP 16
10012 IF X>15768 THEN 10040
10020 POKE X,63:A$=INKEY$:IFA$«""THEN10020ELSEA=VAL(A$)
10030 IF A<1ORA>6THEN10020 ELSE POKE X,ASC(A$) .-NEXTX
10032 SU«SU+128:Y«Y+128:NEXTR
10040 PRINT@640,"DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY RESPONSES?" ; :C$=INKEY
$:IFC$»""THEN 10040
10050 IFLEFTS(CS,1).*"Y"THEN GOTO15000
10052 IF LEFT$(C$,1)<>"N" THEN 10040
10055 PRINTG512, STRINGS (20, 32) ; :PRINT§706, "DATA BEING STORED"; :F
ORU-1TO500:NEXTU
10060 Y=l:FOR X-15496 TO 15544 STEP 16:GOSUB11000:NEXTX
10062 FOR X=15624 TO 15672 STEP 16:GOSUB11000:NEXTX
10064 POR X-15752 TO 15768 STEP 16:GOSUB11000:NEXTX
10070 GOSUB 20000
10072 PRINT@640,"ARE THERE MORE QUESTIONNAIRES TO COMPLETE (Y/N)
?";:C$=INKEY$:IFCS-""THEN10072
10073 IF C$="N" THEN GOTO 10200
10074 IFLEPT$(C$,1)<>"Y" THEN 10072 ELSE GOSUB 20000
10075 SU=15496:Y-15544:PORR«lT03
10080 FOR X=SU TO Y STEP 16

10082 IF X>15768 THEN 10100 ELSE POKE X,32:NEXT X
10084 SU-SU+128:Y-Y+128:NEXT R
10100 GOTO 10001
10200 GOSUB 20000 :PRINT£640, "FOR SAFETYS SAKE, DO YOU WANT TO ST
ORE THIS DATA ON DISK BEFORE PRINTING?"
10210 INPUT Z$:IF LEFT$(Z$,1)-"Y" THEN GOSUB 2000 ELSE RETURN
10220 RETURN
11000 Z$=CHR$(PEEK(X) ) :Z-VAL(Z$)
11010 A (Y,Z)«A(Y,Z)+1:Y=Y+1: RETURN
12000 REM
12005 PRINT@56,T$;
12010 PRINT@18, "PRESIDENT'S qUESTIONNAIRE" ; :PRINT@64 ,STRING$(64

,

140);
12020 FOR X*64T0127 STEP 16: PRINT§X,CHR5(156) ; : NEXT: PRINT6127 ,CH
R$(172);
12030 Y=128:Z=191:GOSUB12100
12040 Y=192:Z-255:GOSUB 12110
12050 Y=256:Z»319:GOSUB12100
12060 Y-320:Z=383:GOSUB12110
12070 Y-384:Z«447:GOSUB12100
12080 PRINT@448, STRINGS (64,140) ;:FORX-448TO 511 STEP 16:PRINT@X,
CHRS(141) ; : NEXT: PRINT@511,CHR$( 142)

;

12090 RETURN
12100 FOR X=Y TO Z STEP 16: PRINT€X rCHR$(149) ; :NEXT: PRINTSZ ,CHR$(
170) ; : RETURN
12110 PRINT§Y , STRINGS (64, 140) ;: FOR X=Y TO Z STEP 16:PRINT§X,CHR$
(157) ; :NEXT:PRINT@Z,CHR$(174) ;: RETURN
15000 PRINTe640,"WHAT QUESTION DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE?" ;: INPUTCH:
IFCH>10THEN15000ELSEIPCH>4GOTO15004
15001 CH=CH-1:X-15496+(CH*16) :POKEX,32:GOTO15020
15004 IFCH>8GOTO15010
15005 CH*CH-1:X=15560+(CH*16) :POKEX,32:GOTO15020
15010 CH=CH-1:X=15624+(CH*16) :POKEX,32:GOTO15020
15020 PRINT@706,"GIVE ME CORRECT ANSWER" ; :A$=INKEY$: IFA$-""THEN1
5020ELSEA=VAL(A$)
15030 IFA<1ORA>6THEN15020ELSEPOKE X,ASC(A$)
15040 GOSUB20000:GOTO10040
20000 PRINT@640,STRING?(63,32)

;

20010 PRINT@706,STRING$(63,32)

;

20020 RETURN
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!!NOW AVAILABLE!!
I NDEX

3 G
i Sequential

Access

Method
Get and Put Records to Disk File by "KEY"
Read File in Key Sequence Without Sorting

Delete Records Without Recopying File

Add Records to Disk Files in Any Sequence
Variable Key Length From 1 to 50 Characters
Machine Language or Basic Subroutines.

BUSINESS APPLICATION ADVANTAGES
- Improved Disk Utilization

- Easier Program Development
- Improved Operating Characteristics

- Reduce or Eliminate Sorting

- Improved Performance

ISAM SUBROUTINES
ISAM UTILITIES

Documentation
On Diskette $90 00

NEW! MACHINE LANGUAGE + BASICSUBS— $140
— PLUS — Free Mailing List Sample Application

Add 6% Sales Ta» for California Orders

TRS-80 MODEL I, II. A III and CPM SOFTWARE FROM
Johnson Associate* -or- Telephone Order Line

P.O. Box 1402 For tank Card Seles

Redding, CA 96001 (91 6) 221-0740
WWTE FOR FREE CATALOG

• 86

AT LAST!

Mass pioduclion puces tot high quality sottwaie Buy diiect and save 50 Also

available loi CPM and HDOS

DATA BASE MANAGER Moil I & III Sb9 £149 i48Ki Mod -IIS 199

Maintain a data base and produce repOilS all without user programming Define

tile paiameteiS and iepoit lot mats on line Key landom access last multi key

soil held anthmelics audit log label No time consuming ovei lays 500 happy

usei-s in one yeai Mod-ll and 48K vetsions have over 50 enhancements including

40 helds maximum IDM-M2 is gieat' 80 US

A/R Mod-IS69 Mod-ll St49 Mod III S69

Handles invoices statements aging sales analysis ci edit checking tonus input

and oicler entiy Unlike other accounts leceivablepiograms outs ian be used by

doctors sloie managers etc

WORD PROCESSOR S49

Centers, (iistdies indents and numbers pages Mod I version teatu'es

uppei lower case without hardware modihcalion 1 File meiqe option available

MAILING LIST Mod I & III S59 $79 i48Ki Mod II S99
The best' Compare and be selective includes torms input 5 digit selection code

/ip code extension soitonany held and multiple labels Who eiseotters a report

writer and meiges with word processor 7

INVENTORY Mod I & III S89 S109 |48Kl Mod-ll S149

Fast key random access Reports include order into peitotmance summary E00
and user specified reports Many people have converted to oui system' Next to

impossible to damage the tile

GL. A/R. A/P PAYROLL Mod II $129 each

integrated accounting package 100* page manual As opposed to Osborne s slow

binary search and 54 column screen we use last ISAM and 80 columns Dual disk

and IRSOOS required

L2I6 S59
A cassette package ot 10 business programs for Level II 16 K systems includes

word processor and data base manager Poker game S19

Most programs are on-line interactive random-access bug tree documented
and delivered on disks Modi programs require 32K 1 RSDOS We re "1 in business

software — don t let our low price fool you' Ask tor our free 20-page catalog il

you re still not convinced Compiled versions are available

r^ MICRO ARCHITECT. INC. ^m
96 Dothan St. Arlington MA 02174

t $ LYNN'S A/R SYSTEM $

12 Intergrated Account Receivable Programs
Tested In Service For Over 2 Years

User's Coments:
e increased cash flow

• saved over 50 hours a month in secretarial hours
• almost completely eliminated billing errors

"\

LYNN'S A/R SYSTEM WILL
• print invoices • store 1 .100 open invoices* tell you your
account's receivable total, amount of total invoices out-

standing, average amount of total invoice's* tell you at any
time how many invoices an individual account has open, the

total amount owed, the average per invoice, the invoicedate.

and the invoice amount • total sales on account for given
month, number of invoices sent, average sale per invoice

• how much an account purchased during month, how many

invoices were sent, average invoice for month • tell you
what percent of sales an account is to total sales by month
• tell you what percent of accounts receivable an account is

• print labels for your accounts • print statements at end of

month and/or beginning of month and/or anytime during
month, (either individual or all accounts)* print alphabetical

hardcopy of accounts and account numbers • print all items
sold for the month • AND MUCH MORE!! •

Only 4995 + $2.00 Shipping & Handling
rvois Residents Add 6% Sales Tax

Send $10 00 For Printouts

And Documentation
Credit Given On Order

k

LYNN COMPUTER SERVICE
6831 W. 157th St.

Tinley Park. II 60477
(312)429-1915

Send state sales tax rate, company name - address - phone #, TRS-80 model #, number of drives,

and whether you will be using NEWDOS or NEWDOS80 for model I, or TRSDOS/NEWDOS80 for

model III.

Equipment Needed: 48K model I or III. lineprinter. 2
disk drives Model I users will need NEWDOS or NEWDOS-
80 operating system by APPARAT, INC.

TRS80 and TRSOOS are trademarks of TANDY CORP
NEWDOS and NEWD0S80 are registered trademarks of APPARAT INC J
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TECHNIQUE

File linking with multi-drive Model lis.

The Spanning of Model II Disks

Dan Keen and Dave Dischert

RDM, Box 432

Cape May Court House, NJ 08210

Many business applications require

that a file contain more data than can
fit on one drive. We will discuss some ideas

for hooking together files on external drives

while keeping search time to a minimum.

We will deal with the type of program that

creates two files, where a record in one file

has a record or records in another file that

also contains relevant information.

Such a program must be structured

around the following parameters:

• The program must have some way of

keeping track of the next record number to

be written into in the main file.

a - um ntPEKTv khih. twoir «-x«r
re «jo6t«ie urn i*w*n» in *re th* m
file * w "h* :« > [«

u mvccumi «•. us mm num
a naw.aRs pi»i8>.ms hku.9K nt<2>.ys tuat.96 piw4>.5rs Pifc5>.»s piko.ss fikd.ss ntatM pi»<9).s6 hmm
).SB PllilD.WS PIK12J.S6 FIH13J.S6 PIK14..WS PIlilD.SB PIICU>

3 OPEH'D". i. 'TBtllTl/TU i"48 FIEU1.WS «K1).2«K DM>1>.:8F6 ttl(l)

48 0PtK"I>
,,L-lD«T2,'FIL ?".« FIELM.aflS NW0.28RS MKS.1H5 «»<?>

56 WV.**IDMr>Tll S 46 FIELD:. »6 NWO.W6 M*w>.l*« (£IO
68

ICW

78 PRINVOU* ft F>V**?TV 10 I* LIST"

38 FfiINTM>FJWT •«<•<•

98 1NFUI3 IF:»="1
, T*M.'«8

188

HDD ft CH mft/m TO 'HE FILE

118 fc.=l0F'.4»l K'FBIIItS THE ttCOFS' » 10 Fiji 'HIS PROPERTY

ia iiftT-fjiiEP ntmstv pjmessms
1S8 I*UT"ENTEP Mir : <#f.U
148 «fi <oj cow emu «k proper:* EHMCTERSTIS
158 LSI PIIi8>*$ LS£T PIM,=8»

i=« fattfznat.isLi Fnco=sno««(5.*»'j next

Ul FUT4. C. 50T0b6

M
m - am to the file

DtVBfil THE PKK2TV *«SS «S£ THIS 3.7 MILL STW,«
FWMiaCr' 4 6ET4.8S SBKH FOE BHCH IK PROP, ft FILE

j-s±i:
i r,i , .;•, -4 *,;*

NEXT PftlKT-TOttTY MOT fOLKf IK
FOLK- THE PROPERTY III RECORD I K:

INM'DlTER Irl TEWKT S HK*.M
IHVEMEf. 'HE Dft*E OF THE l£E>: HE MS*.M

KTEBlHC DRIVE 1 BUFFER &tff?S NEX7

irex^rje no. ;««i

iff;;.7S6 w K..=i?a» the* dr.; else mk
LSET !Mil«»M LSEI DMatxgt LSET B£«(W:)=SIP4(C:;

tf;x* '.;«)«i till:, us hhere to stoss tewnt in tewki.til

fut.i* j, ir,;

NOU STCtt IFJj EWX U1IH THE FSuPERTY ID RECO&

RMMtttf SEfttth F0F: ;«N Sr"-T TO IHG VHLUE OF TU
IF LEFTf<P]S\X-.l/-.:-«-1HXfi NEXT ELSE 438

P*WSC«Y. OUT J FU.E >Ttt FOR THIS PROPERTY' END

(£T4.C; LSET PIKXXRKffS FvU.Ri: GOTOm

Program Listing 1

• The files that are to be linked are called

satellite files, because they are on the ex-

ternal drives and contain information that

relates to a record in the main file. They

must have identical fielding except for sub-

scripts, which will determine the buffer and

drive to receive the data.

• All satellite files are opened and field-

ed at the same time.

• Both the main files and the satellite

files will contain record numbers to point to

the location of associated records.

A Sample Program

The technique is easier to understand if

we set up a hypothetical program and dis-

cuss each step in its operation. Let's

choose a situation which has a practical ap-

plication. Program Listing 1 keeps a list of

rental properties and their characteristics

along with the names and addresses of ten-

ants.

Two files are created, a main one to store

the properties' profiles, such as the owner's

name, location, listing salesman, number of

bedrooms and baths, etc. For the sake of

simplicity, we will only show the Property/

ID file as containing several of these items.

A second set of files, Tenants/File, stores

the tenant names, the dates they are reserv-

ing, and a number to tell it which record in

the Prop/ID file holds the associated proper-

ty data. Let's say that this program is de-

signed for real estate at the seashore,

where properties are rented for not less

than a week and the season lasts 15 weeks.

A tenant record is 40 bytes long, consist-

ing of 20 characters for the tenant name, 10

for the occupancy date, and 10 for the rec-

The Key Box

Modelll

64KRAM
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Super Sale on DISK DRIVES

| was $^8^5 • now only $199.95 complete!! S
<2 AO-frank Hni ihlQ/cinnlo Honcitx/ ^o40-track, double/single density

I 4 Drive Cable $35.00

I Model III 48K- 2 Drives $1,799.95

Please charge to my Visa MC Name

Card # Exp. Date
Address

Enclosed is a check for $ .

(Please allow 2 weeks for personal checks
City State . Zip

U Model I Drive 12 3 Signature

_ Model III Drive 2 3

f j 2 Drive Cable [ 4 Drive Cable FOB Framingham Mass residents add 5% sales tax
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TRS 80*

Model land III

| (with power supply and case)

§ ORDER NOW • SUPPLY IS LIMITED

CO 33
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I Verbatim Diskettes (box of 1 0) $30.00
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Word Processing? You need a

SPELLING CHECKER
Thi* is *• **at»le of a t«<t beifr? ctwtfed t»j

HOSftLl. The te-A scrolls i* the screen »s it is cherted. Hwo

ar error is detected, *w rave three choices.

I) SEFIACE the incorrect uord. The replacenent word

is INSTANTLY RE-DCCKED for correctftess, then inserted in the

ted.

?) The uord is correct, leave it as it is.

3) Leave the -ord as it is. AM) tell HEXSftU to

LEAPN this uord for future refererice, mth just one reystroVe.

Your document is ready to print as soon as HEXSKLL

is finished. The uord in error e.9. »

UOTO IN (HKOi: mistake

CONTINUATION '. is shour. in canted, lrcludir^ continuation

FttSS! K) REPLACE WORD S) LEAVE AS IS li LEARN UORD

HexspeLL
zaps those-saaeky typos

HEXSPELL shows you the errors right where it finds them,

then instantly checks your corrections to make sure they ARE
correct! When HEXSPELL is finished the corrected docu-
ment is ready for printing. HEXSPELL comes with a 20,000

word list, with room for 8000 more! Just one keystroke
teaches HEXSPELL a new word. You can even clear the

memory and teach HEXSPELL a complete new language

Programs, wordlist & manual S69US Manual only $12.

Reaimes 48K IRS 80 Mod I *ilh 2 On
Tested agam&i Scupsil & Electric Per

IMS 80. BtNfi*ri *'* "idt" *rk^ o' U '.J, Cci

I
& TRSDOS U_. - T ^*»

it should work with most word processors

A^HeXAGON
«vr«Y»TeM«

PO. Box 397. Station A
Vancouver. B.C. Canada V6C 2N2
Telephone (604) 682 7646

MICRO IMAGES
FREESHIPPING WITHIN CONT. U.S.A.

EPSON "CSLL
FOROUR LOW PRICES1W OKIDATA

RS232 Not Req. LI I^A Mod l/lll $259.95
includes auto dial/answer, cables and terminal software

VERBATIM Da,al,e
MD525-Q1

Box
of 10 D/D $30.00

COPYRIGHT KIT A must for authors who want to learn how

&£_^c^heir programs. Written by national attorneys. $1 1 .95

SUPERSCRIPT by Acorn .Reg. 32K. Scripsit & UC-Pisk $44.95surcrcov^rur i py Acom .Reg. 3ZK, acripsit & ucj-uisk »**-;g
EDITOR ASSEMBLER PLUS t>y m.crown. 16K Tape $27.95

CD755 Mod I or!

Includes Manual
& Latest Updates $144.95

MAXI MANAGER Modi/in E^^rii48KPi»KS84J5
• • * SUPER SPECIAL* * * Feb 1a 1 982

LDOS& MAXI MANAGER Both Only $210.00

DOSPLUS-3.3S/3.3D/3.3III Each $89.95
EDASoyMisosys Sophisticated Editor & Assembler — $74.95

LAZYWRITER a best buy in word processors
32K Mod I Only $118.95 Mod III Only $164.95

Proofreader by Soft tools Modi 49.95 Mod III -59.95

Proofedit by Soft tools Mod I -28.50Mod III -28.50

Grammatikbv Soft tools Mod I -45.95Mod III -55.95

MX 80 Ribbon Reloads • $3.50ea/$35.00 Pz. Min. 5 ribbons

We also carry the lull line Of ADVENTURE INTL. ACORN. BIG FIVE. BRODERBUND.
AVALON HILL MICROSOFT. DATASOFT. MOSOSYS. AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS and
most othM ime software at discount onces

StNUhUHYOUHf-Hbb CATALOG
No credit cards at these low prices Add $2 00 on all COD orders. Certified Ck/MO/COD
shipped immediately Please allow 2 weeks lor personal checks For extra fast service

phone m your COD order Prices subject to change without notice New York State

residents please add appropriate sales tax

We Oflet Great Values & Prompt Delivery — Why Not fry Us
"

14603 25th Road, Flushing, New York 1

1

354
MonFrl10AM-9PM (212)445-7124 SatlOAMSPM

^359

TheDAIA-FRANSlOOO
A completely refurbished

IBM Selectric Terminal with

built-in ASCII Interface.

•FOR YOUR TRS-80 WITH OR WITHOUT
EXPANSION INTERFACE. AVAILABLE WITH
CENTRONICS TYPE PARALLEL PORT.

Features:

• 300 Baud Serial

• 14.9 characters per second

printout

• Reliable heavy duty Selectric

mechanism
• RS-232C Interlace

• Documentation included

• 60 day warranty— parts and
labor

• High quality Selectric print-

ing Off-line use as typewriter

• Optional tractor feed

available

• 15 inch carriage width

Also works with Exa-

tron's Stringy floppy,

for fast loading of pro-

grams. (Has RS232
built in stringy)

HOWTOORDER
DATA-TRANS lOOO
1. We accept Visa, Master
Charge. Make cashiers checks or
personal check payable to:

DATA-TRANS
2. All orders are shipped
EO.B. SanJose, CA
3. Deliveries are immediate

i

Desk and table top models also available.

For orders and information

DATA-TRANS
45277 Fremont Blvd., #7 ^274

Fremont CA 94538

Phone: (408) 263-9246
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"All satellite files are

open and fielded at the same time."

ord number in the appropriate Prop/ID file.

We know there is enough room on drive zero

for DOS, our program, and the Prop/ID file.

The external drives will store the Ten-

ant/Files.

A formatted non-system diskette con-

tains 480,000 bytes. Since a tenant record is

40 bytes, we can get 12,000 records on an

external diskette (480,000 divided by 40).

That will handle the rental information for

800 properties (12,000/15 weeks). If we use
two external drives, the system accommo-
dates 1600 properties, and a complete ex-

pansion unit handles 2400. Use a value just

less than the maximum number of records

to ensure there is plenty of room, such as

790 and 1580 in contrast to 800 and 1600.

"This Basic

program structure

can be expanded
to make a

very nice rental system.

"

We must have a method for keeping track

of the next record to be written into in the

Prop/ID file. Many ways are available, but

we simply use LOF(4) + 1

.

All functions associated with the satel-

lite files, such as buffers, field variables,

and Put statements, must use the variable

DR, the drive number, in their statements.

Open all files at once. The value of DR will

determine which drive stores the tenant. We
know how many records will fit on each of

the tenant file disks. With a simple test of

the value of RZ, the buffer and drive can be

established (see lines 340 and 350 in Pro-

gram Listing 1).

At the time a record is created for a prop-

erty, 15 variables are set aside. These store

the record numbers pointing to tenant infor-

mation in the tenant files. It is easy and fast

to get tenant records once you have the

property record. The record number of the

property tells you what drive the tenant

records are on by checking the value of RZ
and Pl$(2) through Pl$(16) point to each

record exactly.

If you are cramped for space, reserve only

two bytes for storage of each record num-

ber instead of five, and use MKI$. At the

time of adding a property, asterisks are

LSET into those 15 fielded areas. Then,

^See List ot Advertisers on page 402

when a tenant is added a matching routine

will search through PI$(X), and when it finds

an asterisk it knows that space is available

for storing the tenant record number.

Now we have numbers in both files to in-

dicate where the other data is located. You
still need a search routine to get either the

property ID record or the tenant info, but

once you have one, you instantly know
where to go to get the other, thus making
retrieving all data fairly fast. Program
Listing 2 shows a sample search module
which could be added to Listing 1. It locates

property in the Prop/ID file by the operator

entering a tenant's name. Of course, we can
search the other way too. That is, by know-

ing the property address or perhaps just the

owner's name, a scan can be done to get

each tenant record.

Summary

To recap, Program Listing 1 can be de-

scribed in a nutshell:

• All files are opened and fielded simul-

taneously.

• Add a property and its characteristics

by storing it as a record in the Prop/ID file.

• At the same time, fill the rest of the

record with asterisks. This area will be

used to store the record number loca-

tions in the tenant files, because, as ten-

ants are added, a search can be done on
these spaces to look for available spots

for LSetting.

• When a tenant is added, the property

address record is gotten and put in buffer

4.

• The tenant and his associated infor-

mation is entered from the keyboard and

stored in a tenant file. The file and drive

that stores it is determined by the record

number of the property. This is based on

figures regarding the total number of ten-

ant records allotted to each diskette.

This Basic program structure can be ex-

panded to make a very nice rental system.

Indeed, we did just that for a local firm. We
intend to use these concepts when writing

other types of programs on our multi-drive

Model II computer.!

588 StSKM ROWl* - RSSICS FILES ARE OPEN

518 WOT'Sna rENWT «€'.«
528 FOR A*l TO LOFll) 0ETL X

538 IFW-UFK'ffU.i; LENi<« -1-iMM
54» ICXT FOR X=l TO L0F(2> GET2, X

558 IFK^jlli w: _FI, -J IrtNti*

568 *y.i for m to ufcj st;. (

S.t iF«=t£F,l(«l 1 :.,L£HcFII,.
,
«Il688

588 «T PRIK-TEWNT NOT !N FLES" FJt

688 FOu* MS • KM 10 GET FWOtTf HBOC
618 --.;'.ll.«!

628 IIJ4 RX

638 PRIKVTHIS TEN*' KILl BE STAYING -' TIC PROPER 'V ADDRESS

Program Listing 2

LOW-LEVEL CENTER
TRS-80 Model l/lll

STRETCH SUPERSTEP. New liwo gene-ation Z80 s.mu-

iai0' is the leading element o' trie Software CPU design base Ani-

mated Z80 Prog ramming Modeis Intelligent RAM Window,

scrohng disassembler are now extended New modules are

FLTCUR 2D Dyte oriented editor with lull 'Kating cursor and auto-

epeal pIls innovative BUFS't- user delmed Dutter/window

setup lor HexiDie skeletor program views Use BUFSTF lo view

large amourls ot disassembled code isoiate all instances ot

selected nstruct>ons in several formats more Gather instruction

Ireqjency counls m st'aight-lne or program-flow ordei lot

sophisticated analysis ol sjbiec! programs and Z80 resource use
Many formatted fanspa'ert printer options including screen pix

and ins!'uction-b»-nsiruction taDu>ar listing of a<i active machine

aspects Pictorial manual gives easy miro lo program operation

Nothing newe -
lor Dyte-entry debugging and analysis of Z80

machine langjage prog'ams $39 95 + $2 00 shipping

EMU 026: Detailed instruction leve 6502 simulaior with ani-

mated be'ore.'aMer 6502 Prog'amrung Models (registers liags

and slacKi and scrolling instruction sream disassembler aciive in

Single-step and 4-speed TRACE modes also special high speed

interpreter running ove r S D
/t actua 1 mtv 6502 processor speed

Have a 6502 without having a 6502. find oul why the 6502 brain

was picked by Apple >>V Alan a'cade machines etc $29 95

+ $2 00 shipping

BALCODE 80A: highly interesting mid-level language for

TRS-80 Model IBM s BAL {Basic Assembler Languagei is an

idealized machine instruction sel cirrer.tly in use on the IBM

360/370 BAI C00F 80A imp.ements an extended BAl subset via

a text editor and nacre assemble' you wrile In BAl with 20

p-registers (16 general purpose 4 floating point i and powertj

addressing modes, then assemble to fast Z60 code Hands on

rtroduclion to BAl. source programs are highly portab'e to make
your TRS-80 an IBM worxaike 1 includes "06 page 'BM reference

publication descrying BA,_ From Balcode Software $79 00 +

$3 00 shipping

COMPILER
WORKSTATION
TRS-80 Model I and III

Your BASIC program development
could go faster. .

.

EDIT: Fuli-Screen BASIC editor with floating cursor and auto

repeal More than 30 commands and tunciions let you var-

iously find, change insert, delete replace 'epiicate copy

move or position BAS'C lexl at the character string line or

block eve' Developed n Britain by Southern Software Mod I

ill $40 00 + 1 50 sapping

PACKER: (Cottage Software) Editing loo w II unpack shorten

repack renumber a I 0' pan o' yoj - BAS C text The UNPACK
segment s very uselul when preparirg BASIC source p'o-

grams lor compilation by ACCEL2 Mod i.l.l $29 95+ 1 00

shipping

Then your BASIC program
could go faster...

ACCEL2. Compile- lor 'RS-80 Mod i.Mod l I Disk BASIC New
lunctional improvements in place to give more ease-o'-use

quicke' conpiation o' large programs better chaining ol com-

pi ed and ron-compied p'ograms S;/e read-oul helps you

monitor code g'owlh during compilation REM N0ARRAY option,

els you use vafiabie-Douno a'rays Proiessiona:s nole Com
prehensive instrjclions show how to organize your compiled

programs lor 'esaie on tape FS.' F wale r or d sk No 'oyallies'

Developed ir Britair by Southern So'tware Speci'y Mod t or III

$88 95 + $2 00 shipping

TSAVE Writes compiler outpji lo independent SvSTbM tape

$9 95 $1 00 50 ppmg

EXEC: Commanc-iist Processor lor TRS-80 Mod i Prepare,

execute pass as many as nine parameiers lo lists ol TRSDOS
1

or NEWD0S commands and/or BASIC statements Simplifies

repetitive p
rocedjres such as power-up sequences, tile set-

ups, etc Compatible with ACCEL2 compiler disk outpul

,

Developed in Bnlan by Southern Software $22 00 + $i 00

shipping

M/C.VISA
CA add 6%

iJQPf I
415

)
387-3131

P.O. BOX 11721 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94101

M«m I
^79

TRS-80 TRSDOS im Radio Shack ES'F tm fcxatron
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«$m**&&&*
Encyclopedia for the TRS-80*

What's the key to getting the most from your

TRS-80*? No, it isn't disk drives or printers or joy-

sticks. It's information. Without a continual sup-

ply of information and ideas, you cannot realize

the full potential of the TRS-80*.

Our response to the clamor for additional infor-

mation is the Encyclopedia for the TRS-80*, a ten-

volume reference work of programs and articles

carefully selected to help you make the most of

your microcomputer. You can consider the

volumes of the Encyclopedia to be an extension of

the documentation that came with your TRS-80*

Each book is full of material on programming
techniques, business, language, hardware, games,

tutorials, education, utilities and interfacing.

Unlike conventional encyclopedias, the

Encyclopedia for the TRS-80* will never become
stale or out of date. That's because the volumes of

the Encyclopedia are being issued one-at-a-time,

approximately six weeks apart. This means that

each new volume will reflect the latest develop-

ments and discoveries, making this a living ency-

clopedia for TRS-80* users.

The first four volumes are being issued during

1981 . The remaining volumes will be issued during

the first half of 1982. The deluxe COLLECTOR'S
EDITION has a handsome green and black hard

cover with a dust jacket.

A soft cover edition is also available.

DEALERS Please request discount information

and catalog when ordering. Mail Dealer orders

ATT: Wayne Green Books Dealer Sales.

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS
A division of Wayne Green Inc - >

Pine Street

Peterborough, NH 03458

Encyclopedia Loader

The editors at Wayne Green Books want to help

you use the programs in your Encyclopedia for the

TRS-80*. So to help you maximize the use of your
microcomputing time, we created Encyclopedia
LoaderTM.

By a special arrangement with Instant Soft-

ware™, Wayne Green Books can now provide you
with selected programs contained in each volume
of the Encyclopedia for the TRS-80* on a special

series of cassettes called Encyclopedia LoaderTM.

Your encyclopedia provides the essential docu-
mentation but now you'll be able to load the pro-

grams instantly.

With Encyclopedia LoaderTM you'll save hours
of keyboard time and eliminate the aggravating

search for typos.

Save money with this introductory offer.

Encyclopedia LoaderTM for Volume 1 of

Encyclopedia for the TRS-80* which will normal-
ly cost $14.95 is available for a limited time only at

the introductory price of $12.95.

To order specify E L8001 $1 2.95

.

The Encyclopedia for the TRS-80
is a Wayne Creen publication.

Encyclopedia Loader is manufac-
tured by Instant Software, a

division of Wayne Creen Inc.

• TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio
Shack division of Tandy Corp.
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SPECIAL OFFER

+ WEREE

If you order the entire

ten volume set of the

Encyclopedia for the

TRS-80,* you'll receive

the tenth volume FREE!

10 Volume deluxe

hard cover COLLECTORS
EDITION -a $199.50 value

$164.00 EN8100 postpaid

10 Volume soft cover

edition ; a $109.50 value.

$83.00 EN8080 postpaid

YES, I want your special offer!

10 Volume deluxe hard cover

COLLECTOR'S EDITION-a
$199.50 value EN8100 $164.00

10 Volume soft cover edition

-a $109 50 value EN8O80$83O0

LA COPY OF THIS FORM
OR THE CARD PROVIDED TO:

WAYNE CREEN BOOKS
SALES DEPT., PINE ST.

PETERBOROUGH
(

NH 03458

ORCAIL TOLL FREE
1-800-258-5473

To order single ha

of thefncyc/oped
rd cover volumes
ia please specify:

To order single soft cover volumes
of the Encyclopedia please specify

To order Encyclopedia Loader™
cassettes please specify:

Volume 1 EN8101 $19.95* Volume 1 EN8081 $10 95* Volume 1 EL8001 $12 95*

Volume 2 EN8102$19 95* Volume 2 EN8O82$10 95* Volume 2 EL8O02$14 95*

Volume 3 EN8103 $19.95* Volume 3 EN8083$10 95* Volume 3 EL8O03$1495*

Volume 4 EN8104$19 95* Volume 4 EN8084 $10.95* Volume 4 FL8004$1495*

Volume 5 EN8105 $19.95* Volume 5 EN8085$10 95* Volume 5 EL8005$14 95*

Volume 6 EN8106$19 95* Volume 6 EN8086 $10.95* Volume 6 EL8006$1495*

Volume 7 EN81 07 $19.95* Volume 7 EN8O87$10 95* Volume 7 EL8O07$1495*

Volume 8 EN81 08 $19.95* Volume 8 EN8088 $10.95* Volume 8 EL8008$14 95*

Volume 9 EN8109 $19.95* Volume9 EN8089 $10.95* Volume9 EL8009$14 95*

Volume 10 EN8110 $19.95* Volume 10 EN8090 $10.95* Volume 10 EL8010$1495*

PAYMENT ENCLOSED PLEASE CHARGE 1rOMY VISA MASTERCAF

EXPIR

ID AMFX

CARD* INTERBANK* ES

NAMF

ADDRESS

CITY STATF 7IP

SIGNATURE
'These price* do not include shipping and handling Please add $1 30 per item in the U S and Canada Allow 4-fc weeks after publication date for delivery (All

volumes will be shipped UPS if the complete street address is provided, otherwise shipment will be 4th class book rate ) foreign orders please add $10 00 for airmail

per item or $5 00 for surface mail per item Delivery outside the U S varies Prices are subiect to change without notice No C O D 's

8001



APPLICATION

LOAD 80

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

16K RAM

With today's interest rates, there's no such thing as a 12-month loan.

The Rule of 300

Steven M. Zimmerman, Ph. D.

College of Business

University of South Alabama

Mobile, AL 36688

Leo M. Conrad

Imagineering Concepts

Mobile, AL 36688

an add-on interest rate of six

percent for a two year loan of

$5000 with monthly payments.

You want to know the pay-

ments per month. The following

equation will calculate your

payments:

The calculations for the loan

specified above are:

Monthly payment
.06'2'5000 + 5000

12*2

Monthly payment = 233.33

Monthly payment =

Interest 'years 'Loan

+Loan

12*years

We want to determine the

value of the annual percentage

rate which yields a payment of

$233.33 per month for 24 months

The Rule of 78 is so named

because the sum of 1 + 2 +

3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+
11 + 12 happens to equal 78.

In other words the sum of the

digits for a 12 month loan is 78.

For loans of different periods

the sum will not be 78. For a 24

month loan the sum of the digits

is 300. What does this have to do

with the amortization of a loan

or anything else in finance? The

answer to this question involves

the understanding and use of

different ways of calculating in-

terest on a loan.

There are many ways to cal-

culate interest on a loan. Three

methods are: Add-on Interest,

interest on the remaining bal-

ance (the banking industry has

named this "simple" interest

which it is not), and APR or an-

nual percentage rate.

Assume you are interested in
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Loan 6000

Add On Interest: 6%
Payment 233.33

Annual Percentage Rate: 11.1600000411272%

Rule 78 Regular Amortization

Month Interest Reduction Balance Interest Reduction Balance Ditf.

1 48.00 186.33 4814.67 46.50 186.83 4813.17 -1.50

2 46.00 187.33 4627.34 44.76 188.57 4624.60 -2.74

3 44.00 189.33 4438.01 43.01 190.32 4434.28 -3.73

4 42.00 191.33 4246.68 41.24 192.09 4242.19 -4.49

5 40.00 193.33 4053.35 39.45 193.88 4048.31 -5.04

6 38.00 195.33 3858.02 37.65 195.68 3852.63 -5.39

7 36.00 197.33 3660.69 35.83 197.60 3655.13 -5.56

8 34.00 199.33 3461.36 33.99 199.34 3455.79 -5.67

9 32.00 201.33 3260.03 32.14 201.19 3254.60 -5.43

10 30.00 203.33 3056.70 30.27 203.06 3051.54 -5.16

11 28.00 205.33 2851.37 28.38 204.95 2846.59 -4.78

12 26.00 207.33 2644.04 26.47 206.86 2639.73 -4.31

13 24.00 209.33 2434.71 24.55 208.78 2430.95 -3.76

14 22.00 211.33 2223.38 22.61 210.72 2220.23 -3.15

15 20.00 213.33 2010.05 20.65 21268 2007.55 -2.50

16 18.00 215.33 1794.72 18.67 214.66 1792.89 -1.83

17 16.00 217.33 1577.39 16.67 216.66 1576.23 -1.16

18 14.00 219.33 1358.06 14.66 218.67 1357.56 -0.50

19 12.00 221.33 1136.73 12.63 220.70 1136.86 0.13

20 10.00 223.33 913.40 10.57 222.76 914.10 0.70

21 8.00 225.33 688.07 8.50 224.83 689.27 1.20

22 6.00 227.33 460.74 6.41 226.92 462.35 1.61

23 4.00 229.33 231.41 4.30 229.03 233.32 1.91

24 2.00 231.33 0.00 2.17 233.32 0.00 0.00

Table 1. Sample run.

for a loan of $5,000. If payments

are made monthly then the in-

terest per period is the APR
divided by 12. Under the stan-

dard amortization approach the

borrower pays interest for a

period, month, on the amount

actually loaned during the

period. The difference between

the payment and the interest

due reduces the remaining bal-

ance of the loan.

A number of approximation

equations have been developed

for the purpose of determining

the APR associated with some

add-on interest situations.

These equations may be found

in the calculator books which

come with some calculators. No
equation gives an exact answer

except the one given below. The

problem with this equation is

that you must solve it by trial

and error. There is no way to

solve it directly.

Monthly Payment = PV
('•(1 + iXn)

«1 + iXn-U

The computer lends itself to

solving the equation by trial and

error. With a computer there is

no reason to use approximation

methods. We designed our pro-

gram to use trial and error to

solve this problem.

After the annual percentage

rate (APR) has been determined,
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INTRODUCING THE MEMORY BOX
MEMORY THAT NEVER NEEDS PROTECTION

Plugs directly Into the CPU or expansion Interface.
Includes Its own regulated power supply and ribbon cable.
1024 bytes of ram in an unused area on the memory map
(3000-33FF HEX).
Solves memory allocation problems when using monitor
programs and utility support routines.
Programs stay In the memory box even when the CPU is

turned off.

For Model I Level II and all DOS systems (4. 16. 32, 48K)
Price $49.95

Two utility software programs written for the Memory Box
are:

1. Micmon-A powerful machine language monitor (avail-
able at a keystroke without disturbing main programs)
Price $19.95

2 U3000-A utility including cassette level meter program,
adjustable keyboard denounce, screen print driver, page
numbering, smart line termination, and more (all available
at a keystroke).
Price $12.95
Special offer complete package $69.95

DISPLAYED VIDEO IS DRIVING
DOWN PRICES ON DISKS

DISPLAYED VIDEO is now offering TRS-80* MODEL III with disk drives, one of the
most reliable disk drive systems on the market, for incredibly low prices!!

MODEL III with 48K ram. dual 80 track double-density disk drives, complete.
PLUG IT IN AND GO $2,275

MODEL HI with 48K ram. dual 40 track double-density disk drives, complete.
PLUG IT IN AND GO $1,875

Disk Drives: Includes case and power supply
40 track disk drive $289
80 track disk drive $395
80/80 track disk drive $520

Disk Drives: Not including case and power supply
40 track (bare) disk drive $250
80 track (bare) disk drive $345
80/80 track (bare) disk drive $450

Drive Cases and Power Supplies:
5 lA inch single drive unit and power supply $ 80
5V£ inch dual drive unit and power supply $110
8 inch single drive unit and power supply $140
16K RAM Memory Chip (200 NS) $1.95 each
TRS-80* MODEL III 16K $839
MODEL III Internal Drive Kit: Includes controller board, dual drive mounting bracket,
dual power supply, all hardware, cables and connectors $410

O

THE 2K HIDEAWAY EPROM BOARD
Accepts 2716 compatible memory chips (not Included).
Includes its own power supply and connector.
Install a pre-programed eprom or use a ram chip In

combination with the powerful monitor and utility programs
sold above "Mlcmon or "U3000" (not Included)
2K Hideaway $49.95

THE EPROM PROGRAMER
Attaches to cassette interface on Model I or III.

Programs 5 volt IK, 2K. and 4K eproms
Includes driver program, instructions, cable, and power
supply.
Programmer $69.95

U.V Eprom Eraser Lamp $49.95
2716 Eprom Chip $ 8.95
2K Ram Chip $29.95

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
90 Days Parts and Labor Warranty

Dealer inquiries invited

Displayed Video

7538 lacks.m Road

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

(313)426-5086 V 30

To Order: Call (313) 426-5086 or (313) 482-4424 or write DISPLAYED VIDEO.
7538 Jackson Road. Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

"TRS-80 Is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation Prices subject to change without no

<

stni:
DISPLAYED VIDEOS CERTIFIED DATA CASSETTES
Made of top grade tape formulated by Agfa-Gevaert of

Germany.
Cases are of superior grade five-screw construction
Guaranteed 100% error-free or your money back.

Length C-10 C-20
12 pack .68 .88 ea.

24 pack .58 .78 ea.
Norelco style hard plastic cassette cases .21 ea.
Sperlal offer with every order of 24 cassettes:

a Pilot Razor Point pen will be included.

DISKETTES (BOX OF 10)
Verbatim certified diskettes

Guaranteed 100% error-free or your money back.
5V, inch MD525-01
10 pack $26.90

100 pack $25.90

Add $1.50 for shipping & handling. To Order: Send check
1 *y^« money order or call (313) 426-5086 or (313) 482-4424.
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it is possible to calculate a stan-

dard amortization table. Our

program performs this task.

The Rule of 78 is an alterna-

tive method to determine the

sum of money needed to pay off

a loan. The program has been de-

signed to do this task. The Rule

of 78 assumes N/sum of the

digits * the interest expense

($600) is reduced the first period,

(N-1)/surn of the digits * the in-

terest expense is reduced the

second period, etc., where N is

the number of periods over which

the loan runs.

The program then compares

the results of the two ap-

proaches. In general, the

amount needed to pay off a loan

using the Rule of 78 will be

greater than when using the nor-

mal amortization approach. This

is illustrated in our sample run.

Under specific circumstances

lenders may use the Rule of 78

to determine the amount need-

ed to pay off a loan. In Alabama

the Rule of 78 is usually used by

those making auto loans, and in

If CL5:P-23iPRINTCHRS(P) .-PRINT-RULE OF 78 VERSUS AMORTIZATION
TABLES" : PRINT :GOT06 8: REM 'RULE78*

2* X-(A?t*(l+AFI) I(YR»12)J lPAY-LO*X/((l*API) [ (12'YR)-1) : RETURN
J» X-INT(lll*PAY)/ll0:y-PAY-X:IPY>.l«5THENX'Xt.(l
41 PAY-Xt RETURN
5B PFUMT'MOOTHLY PAYMENT IS: * ; PAY: RETURN
6> PRINT* STEVEN H. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D. t LEO M. CONRAD* : PRINT*

1981*
71 PRINTiPRINT>INPUT*LOAN*»LOtINPUT"NUMBER OF YEARS'jYR
81 PRINT: PRINT'MENU* I PRINT* ADD ADD ON INTEREST*
91 PRINT* APR ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE*
118 INPUfASiIFAS«*APR* THEN 168
118 IFASO*ADD*THEN8B
128 INPUT*ADD ON INTEREST RATE* | AD: AD-AD* .81
130 PAY«(YR*AD*LO+LO)/(12«YR> 1GOSUB38 :GOSUB58:XP»PAY
140 FORI-lTO999:API».e081*I+AD/12:GOSUB20:GOSUB38:IFPAY>-XPTHENl
90
151 NEXTI:PRINT*ERROR*:END
168 INPUT*ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE* ; API : API-API* .01/12
178 GOSUB28:GOSUB38:XP-PAY
180 ADD-(12«YR*PAY-LO)/(LO*YR)
190 INPUT'HARD COPY (Y/N) " | Y$ : CLS : PRINT* LOAN* ;LOi PRINT*ADD ON IN
TEREST: "i 188*ADD) *t* : IFYS="Y*THENLPRINT*LOAN *; LO:LPRINT*ADD ON
INTEREST:* J 180*ADD;*t"
200 PRINT* PAYMENT *»XP: IPYS=*Y*LPRINT*PAYMENT * | XP
210 PRINT*ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE: "1280-AP! | "1* : IFY$-*Y*TH£NLPRIN
T*ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE:

*

; 1200*API| *%*

220 IMPUT'ENTER TO CONTINUE";DS
230 *.$•* RULE 78 REGULAR AMORTIZATION* : PRINTAS:

I

FYS»"Y"THEN LPRINT* "-.LPRINTAS
240 AS-*MONTH *:B$-* INTEREST * :D$»"REDUCTION BALANCE *iC$-*DIFF*

250 PRINTAS;BJ;DStB$[D$iC$:IFYS=*I*THEN LPRINT»$iB$iD$jB$|DJ)CS
260 S-0:H-12 >YR:FORI-1TOH:S-S+I:NEXTI:RB«LO:LX«LO
270 CC-0:FOR1-1TOM: IT« (N-I+l)/S*(YR*AD*LO) : RXD-XP- IT: RB-RB-RXD :

I

FI-NTHENIX-API *LX : RD-LX : LX-0 : DD-8 :GOT029S
288 IX-API*LX:RD«XP-IX:LX=LX-RD:DO-LX-RB
298 AS-'IM till. II lltl.lt lilt. II tltlt.lt tttll.tl tlttt.tt t
lltl.tl*:PRINTUSINGA$)I,lT,RXD,RB,IX,RD,LX.DD:IFYJ«"Y*THENLPRINT
US1NGAS; I ,IT,RXD,RB, 1X,RD,LX,DD
300 CC-CC*1:IPCC-13ANDY$<>*Y*THENINPUT*ENTER TO CONTINUE* iD$:CC-
8
310 NEXT

Program Listing

other installment loans. Regula-

tion Z of the federal government

controls the application of the

Rule of 78.

Running the Program

After the program has been

loaded from tape or disk, you

start the operation by typing run

and hitting Enter.

The example we used at the

beginning of this article speci-

fied a loan of $5,000. Type 5000

and hit Enter. The program will

then ask you how many years.

Our example called for a two

year loan. Type 2 and hit Enter.

Next, the main menu will ap-

pear.

Since the add on interest was

specified in our example, type

Add and hit Enter. The add on in-

terest we specified was six per-

cent. Type 6 and hit Enter and

your monthly payment of $233.33

will appear on the screen. After

a short delay the computer will

ask if you want a printout. The

next thing you see will be:

LOAN 5000

ADO ON INTEREST 6V.

PAYMENT 233.33

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE:

11.1600000411272 %
ENTER TO CONTINUE?—

You may wonder why we car-

ried out the value of the APR to

the degree shown above. We did

this because a small difference

in the APR will produce big vari-

ations in the results. If you rerun

the program selecting to input

the APR and type in the 11.16

you will get a payment of

$233.41 . This is enough to make

a difference in some situations.

Now hit Enter to continue and

you will get the results shown in

the sample run. The key in this

analysis is the difference in the

amount needed to pay off a loan

under the alternative approach-

es. In this case it just happens

the maximum difference be-

tween the two approaches oc-

curs in the eighth month. If you

used the Rule of 78 then

$3461.36 would be needed to

eliminate the loan at that time

and only $3488.79 would be

needed for the amortization ap-

proach. The difference to be

paid by the borrower is $5.57.

This extra is a small amount on

a single loan but can add up

to big dollars in extra payments

if a large number of loans are

involved.

From the finance company's

point of view the rate of return

earned on their money will be

greater if the loan is paid off ear-

ly. Most borrowers are unaware

of this. The Rule of 78 is an alter-

native method of calculating the

dollars necessary to pay off a

loan. We have found this ap-

proach used for auto loans. The

borrower should be aware of the

details of the loan agreement he

is making so he does not end up

paying for his ignorance. This

program should help.B

5,000,000/20,000,000 BYTES
From Micro Mainframe

10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK DRIVES, with REMOVABLE Cartridges, For Models I / II / III ($5,995/$8990).

SERIES III H. Model III with 5,000,000 byte hard disk drive(s) ($6,995/ $9,095) or add to your Model I /III ($3,795).

SERIES III F. Model III with a controller board (available separately) and operating system which allows you to start

with, or move up to, dual-headed or eight-inch floppys.

From AT-80
GL60 — $149 — Radio Shack General Ledger 1.1 with over 30 added features; including a general ledger, classified bal-

ance sheet, check register and options to use an "automatic" account number or re-do an entry or document.

AR80 — $199 — Radio Shack Accounts Receivable 1.2 with automatic posting of standard monthly amounts.

GL/M1 — $49 — Convert your General Ledger 1.1 to GL80. Typical user comment: "Takes half as much time."

AR/M1 — $49 — Convert your Accounts Receivable 1.2 to AR80. Typical user comment: "Saves hours."

GL/M1 and AR/IKI1 require proof of purchase of the original programs, or. send a disk copy of the original programs for

conversion at no additional charge. Documentation (apply to purchase) — $5.00 each.

FTDEMOBO — $12 — Displays and Executes the NEWDOS/80 Appendix A programs/ keyboard entries. Requires 32K.

HEWQQS/80 - $135 LOOS - $135 EPSON MX-70/80/FT - $Call FRICTION KIT - $49

AT-80 3827 Dismount Dallas, Texas 75211 (214)339-0498
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MED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE is proud to present THE

INSTITUTE, the newest and most intricate adventure by Jyy

Pearson. You begin in an institution populated by a dwarf,

counselor, guards, and other inmates. You can enter whole

sentences as well as one and two word commands, as you

strive to retain your sanity. You must escape, but

the key to escape is not in the building itself. Your

dreams, brought on by a mysterious powder, hold

the key to escape, as well as four whole worlds of

bizarre characters and locations. It's like playing

five adventures in one!

THE INSTITUTE - Model I or Model III

16K cassette $19.95 32K diskette $22.95

* parental discretion advised

To Order Call Med Systems
1-800-334-5470

ASYLUM
ASYLUM, the newest Continuum adventure,

places you in an institution full of guards,

inmates, doctors, and many more bizarre

characters. ASYLUM features an advanced lan-

guage interpreter which allows input of complete

sentences as well as one and two

word commands. Graphic rooms,

hallways, and doors twist and

turn in a layout guaranteed to

send you screaming!

ASYLUM - Model I or Model II

Cassette $1 9.95 Diskette $22.95
^ 128
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QWERTY 3.0

Since introducing Qwerty 3.0 in September,

people have been calling to ask if we were

making ludicrous claims. The answer is NO!
Qwerty 3.0 does all we claimed and more! No
other software of this type can match Qwerty

3.0.

More than "fully tested," Qwerty 3.0 has seen

thousands of hours of use in a university

environment. A master's thesis and a statisti-

cal doctoral dissertation were produced and

accepted right off a Centronics 737 using this

package. It is the best. Period. We guarantee

you will agree! If for some reason you find that

this program does not meet your needs,

return the entire package within 14 days for a

prompt and cheerful refund.

Some Features of Qwerty 3.
\

I
1 Automatically prints in proportional print, with a suitable

format. Transitions between the three print styles are easy,

including all expanded print modes.

2. Qwerty 3.0 adds 75 new symbols, including upper and
lower case Greek letters, mathematical symbols such as

I
integrals and summations, arrows, brackets, and probability

symbols.

3. Any character can be used as a subscript or superscript,

I

even simultaneously Carats, bars, and tildes can be placed
over any character, with precise position control

j

4. Underlining, with or without underlining of spaces, including

long ratios and mathematjcal expresaons

5 Footnotes can be placed on any page so that they remain
on the desired page, even if text is inserted later.

6. Table commands enable positioning of the print head
anywhere on a line Invaluable in printing neat mathematical

I layouts, tables, columnar matenal, etc.. in proportional print

7. Pretty commands allow printing of repetitions of a chosen
character. When combined with Table, decorative borders

I

can be produced with ease.

8 Folio format produces output in two or three columns per
page, in either proportional or 16.7 cpi mode Ideal for

newsletters

9. Supplies a third output mode, in which only Scripsit i

i commands are obeyed. Allows printing of special Qwerty I
commands for future reference

|

10. Page End indicates where pages will end. and the page
I number, without printing the text. One can prepare an

almost error-free document without ever using paper. 1

i
I ICorrectionofScrlpsit'serrorsandinconveniences.extensive

documentation, and much more!

For cautious buyers, we offer the manual
(over 70 pages) for $10. When you decide to

buy Qwerty 3.0, we will credit the full manual
price.

Qwerty 3.0 Disk, Manual, Reference

Card, and Printer Table Rule $49.95

Qwerty Manual Alone $ 1 0.00

* Qwerty 3.0 requires a 32K TRS-80, Model I or

U, Centronics 737, 739, or Uneprinter IV and
two disk drives.

STATISTICAL PACKAGE FOR
MICROCOMPUTERS (SPM)

By Bruce P. Douglass

MED SYSTEMS is proud to announce SPM, the Statisti-

cal Package for Microcomputers. This package offers

eight different procedures to provide a wide range of

statistical analyses, some of which are not available

in any other computer package.

In the disk system, files for one analysis may be trans-

formed into files for any other program using FILE-

TRAN. Previously entered files can be concentrated

or new variables added. Files can be merged and
new variables created from functions of other varia-

bles.

Transformations available include linear transforma-

tions, logarithms, exponentiation, absolute values,

and trigonometric functions.

• DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: Provides mean, standard

deviation, standard error, and number of entries.

•ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: One-way analysis of var-

iance, equal or unequal sample sizes. Provides "F"

statistics and percentiles, and provides statistics for

post hoc comparisons of results.

• TWO WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: Two way ANOVA,
equal sample sizes only. Analyses interaction ef-

fects and provide post hoc comparisons.

• LINEAR REGRESSION: Computes least squares re-

gression equation, Pearson correlation coefficient,

"F" statistics, and calculates Y value for a given X.

• MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION: Produces first order

correlation matrix, regression equation, multiple

correlation coefficient, confidence intervals, and
indicates significance of adding variables.

• NON-LINEAR REGRESSION: Uses Marquardt method
of least squares, allows input of number of itera-

tions, convergence criteria and parameter esti-

mates, one independent variable and up to 5

parameters. Each iteration gives variance, para-

meter values and standard deviations, and whether
criteria were met.

• MULTIPLE NON-LINEAR REGRESSION: The only pro-

gram of its kind on microcomputers. Allows up to 5

variables and 10 parameters, plus everything Non-
linear Regression (above) offers.

SPM procedures will run in 16K. Tape and disk ver-

sions are available. Data files ate saved to tape on
tape versions, disk on disk versions. Hard-copy
output is available from all programs.

SPM SYSTEM TRS 80 Cassette $74.95
Diskette $89.95

Individual procedures available Cassette $24.95
(Specify procedure) Diskette $29.95

MED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 128

PO Box 2674-T Chapel Hill, NC 27514
1-800-334-5470



The main city super-structure of the United States Is under attack. You control

the primary ABL (Antl-Balllstlc Laser) target console. Only your six laser bases

can halt the onslaught of ICBM's, killer pods and lunar blasters. As each wave
becomes faster and longer, your tired fingers Itch to activate the ultimate

defense . . . ERADICATION!

LASER DEFENSE Is a fast-action

arcade game for the TRS-80.

Features Include:

• One or two players

• Multiple difficulty levels

• Fast machine language graphics

• Sound effects

• A guarantee of satisfaction

MED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
PO Box 2674-

T

Chapel HIM, NC 27514
1-800-334-5470

Model I or Model III 16K

Cassette $14.95 Diskette



REVIEW

Reviewing Radio Shack's Plotter Printer.

The Plot Thickens

Don Dejarnette

1909 6th Ave. East

Tuscaloosa, AL 35401

TRS-80 Plotter Printer

Tandy/Radio Shack
Ft. Worth, TX
$1,460

LPRINT CHRS<1) Printer Mode
LPRINTCHR$(2) Plotter Mode
LPRINT CHRS(3) 2 Times Character Size

LPRINT CHP*4) 4 Times Character Size

LPRINT CHR$(5) 8 Times Character Size

LPRINT CHRS<6) Return to Smallest Size Character

LPRINT CHP*8) Backspace 1 Character

LPRINT CHR* 10) Linefeed

LPRINT CHR$(13) Linefeed with Carriage Return

LPRINT CHR$(17) Normal Print Position

LPRINT CHR$(18) Print Rotated 90 Degrees Left Read

LPRINT CHR$(19) Print Rotated 180 Degrees Upside Down
LPRINT CHRS(20) Print Rotated 270 Degrees Right Read

Fig. 1. Character String Code

One of the more interesting peripherals

to come out of Fort Worth in the past

several months is Radio Shack's Plotter/

Printer. It exhibits features not found on

commercial plotters costing several times

its price.

Features of the plotter are:

• Functions controlled by Basic state-

ments.

• Uses replaceable Fisher Space Pen re-

fills. These are available in several colors.

• Can function in two modes of operation,

Plotter and Printer. The Plotter mode is

called by LPRINTing a CHR$<2). The Printer

mode is called by LPRINTing a CHR$(1).

• Character size in the Print mode is soft-

ware expandable to eight times the original

size.

• Characters in the Print mode can be

rotated, under software control, up to 360

degrees.

• Arcs, dotted lines and straight line rou-
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All G-Codes are followed by location coordinates.

LPRINT -GOO XOOOO Y0OO0" Dotted Line

LPRINT "G01 XOOOO Y0OO0" Solid Line

LPRINT •G02 XOOOO YOOOO" Clockwise Arc

LPRINT •G03 XOOOO YOOOO" Counter Clockwise Arc

LPRINT "G50 XOOOO YOOOO" Lifts Pen and Moves to Point

LPRINT "G90 XOOOO YOOOO - ' Draws Line to X Coordinate, Then to Y Coordinate. Lifts Pen and Returns to

Starting Point

LPRINT -G91 XOOOO YOOOO" Lifts Pen and Moves to Point. Draws Line to X Coordinate. Then to Y Coor-

dinate, Lifts Pen and Returns to Starting Point

Fig. 2. G Codes

Program Listing

10 REM CIRCLES BY DON DEJARNETTE
20 LPRINTCHR$(2) :REM SETS PLOTTER MODE
30 X»2014:REM SETS MAXIMUM EXTENT OF X AXIS
40 Y«1000:REM SETS DIAMETER OF MAIN CIRCLE
50 X=X-50:REM INCREMENTS X COORDINATE BY -50 POINTS
60 Y«Y-50:REM INCREMENTS Y COORDINATE BY -50 POINTS
70 LPRINT"G50 X";INT(X);" Y0:REM MOVE PEN TO STARTING POINT
80 LPRINT"G02 I";INT(Y) ;":REM PRINT CIRCLE
90 IF Y<50 THEN GOTO 110: REM TEST FOR INNER CIRCLE

Program continues



Does your CP/M** or TRS-80* Word Processor need help?

Aspen Software has the finest document proofreading tools available.

QRAMMATlk"
Beyond Spelling Checking

Spelling checkers are useful, but they are not enough!

Grammatik can find many errors that a spelling checker can't.

It detects many errors commonly found in text entered on
computers, such as doubled words ("the the"), inconsistent

capitalization ("STickv shift key"), incorrect punctuation, and
others. That's not all! Grammatik also checks your document
for good writing style using a dictionary of over 500 misused
phrases as defined in many writer's stvle manuals. It marks
and classifies the problems it finds in the document file for

easy correction with your word processor, and provides sug-

gestions for correcting the problems. The phrase dictionary

can be easily extended to include checking for esoteric jargon

or your own pet peeves. Grammatik also collects other stylistic

information that can be used to revise the document to im-

prove its readability such as average sentence and word
length. It can produce a profile with the number of times each

unique word in the document was used, helpful for identifying

overworked vocabulary. Grammatik is not only a valuable

proofreading tool, it is also a useful learning tool. You will

notice significant improvements in your own writing style after

using Grammatik for only a short time. Grammatik is fast,

easy to use, and works with all popular TRS-80 and CP/M
word processors. Model 1/ III version requires a minimum
32K. 1 drive system. Model II TRSDOS* version requires

64K and 1 drive. CP M version requires CPM release

2.2and48K.

The Aspen Software Company Spelling Checker.

Don't buy a spelling checker until you've considered Proof-

reader. Recently, several ads for other spelling checkers have

compared themselves to "others". They weren't comparing

themselves to Proofreader! Proofreader has all the features

vou need for checking your documents for spelling errors and

typos Proofreader looks up every word in its 38.000 word

dictionary, and does not increase its "vocabulary" by using

less accurate root word analysis like some others do. You
won't need to spend as much time adding new words as you

would with a smaller dictionary. Proofreader is easy to use -

you can start checking your documents immediately. Proof-

reader is fast - it can check even your largest document (20

pages or more) in less than 5 minutes! Unknown words are

listed on the screen, and can be saved in a file for later

manipulation. The Proof-Edit feature (optional on the Model

I III version, included with Model II and CP M) allows you to

interactively correct the unknown words in context. New
words can easily be added to the dictionary, and expansion is

limited only by disk capacity. Proofreader works with all

TRS-80 operating systems and word processors, so if you

change svstems. vou won't need a new spelling checker. On
the TRS-80 Model I/Ill. only 32K RAM and 1 disk drive are

needed. Proofreader also works with all popular CP M word

processors. Add up the facts and the low price, and you will

conclude that Proofreader is the best value available in

spelling checkers.

Aspen Software programs arc professional quality, reliable software

tools developed for the TRS-80 and CP M by a Ph.D. in Computer

Science. All software is protected by Aspen Software's low cost

upgrade privilege for new versions. Other tools include:

— SOFT-SCREEN'", a powerful, state of the art full screen tent

cdiior Over a vear in development. Soft-Screen is compatible with

all TRS-80 programming languages, including BASIC, FORTRAN.
MAC RO Ratfor. and COBOL Commands are easy to learn, yet

versatile and complete to satisfv the most experienced user. Soft-

Screen is also available for Pit! Model I! CP M.

— SOFT-TEXT'". Aspen Software's text formatter. When used
wiih Soft-Screen, provides a powerful word processing system. Full

featured, including automatic pagination, even and odd page

headings, underlining, index generation, footnotes, support for

advanced printer capabilities, and much more. Model 1 III version

supports serial printers at full speed. Soft-Text offers a real alter-

native for Model II TRSDOS users. Please write or call for

more details.

— RATFOR. a structured language preprocessor for Fortran de-

veloped at Bell labs. Aspen Software Ratfor is one of the best

versions available, and the onlv one with a prettv printer option.

Totallv compatible with Microsoft F80 Includes several eitensions.

including "case", 'string", and conditional .ompilation User's

manual vontains all information needed to learn and write Ratfor

programs Requires FORTRAN.

— PP RATFOR. a pretty printer. Automatically formats and

indents Aspen Software Ratfor source programs. An essential

program development tool.

Proofreader

Proof-Edit

Grammatik

Soft -Screen

Soft-Text

both

Ratfor

PP-Ratfor

both

Model I

S54.00(32kld)

$30.00

$S9.00<32kld)

$69.00<48kld)

$69.00<48kld)

$129.00

$49.00(48 k2d)

S30.00(48k2d)

$74.00(48k2d)

Model II

(64k, Id)

$119.00

lncl.

$99.00

$99.00

$99.00

$179.00

$99.00

$49.00

$139.00

Model III

$64.00<32kld}

$30.00

$59.00<32kld)

$7S.00(48kld)

$7S.00(48kld)

$139.00

S59.00(48kld)

$34.00

$84.00

CP/M
(2.2,48k)

$129.00

incl.

$149.00

$99.00(P&T)

$99.00

$179.00

$99.00

$49.00

$139.00

Manual only

$8.00

lad.

$8.00

$15.00

$15.00

$25.00

$15.00

IMPORTANT : Specify computer model, operating system, memory alxe, and number of drives when ordering! For CP/M

,

currentlv only 8" single density CP/M versions available. Please Inquire about other CP/M disk formate. Ail TRS-80 ver-

sions available. Manual only orders can be applied to final purchase. CP/M prices are Introductory.

Orders sent postpaid by first class mail. Terms: Caah, check, money order, VISA, or Master Card. NM residents add 4% tax.

Proofreader, Grammatik, Soft-Screen, and Soft-Text are trademarks of Aspen Software.

••trademark of Digital Research •trademark of Tandy Corp.

P.O. Box 339 -M Therms, NM 87059 (SOS) 281-1634
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tines are ROM resident within the Plotter

and can be called in Basic.

• Paper feed is bi-directional and unUer

software control.

• Paper width is eight and a half inches

with a seven and a half inch printing area.

• Printing speed on the smallest character

font is 10 characters per second.

The Plotter/Printer is a small computer in

itself. It is microprocessor controlled with

smart functions resident in ROM. The copy
produced by the machine consists of thou-

sands of .09 millimeter straight lines, giving

an illusion of a continuous line. There are

approximately 1964 points in a seven and a

half inch line.

Programming is straightforward and
easy. Output to the Plotter/Printer is gener-

ated through two types of statements, the

character string (CHR$) and the G-Codes.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the various functions

produced by these statements.

There are two coordinate value systems
within the Plotter/Printer: the absolute coor-

dinate value and the relative coordinate

value. The absolute coordinate value recog-

nizes one point as the starting point for all X
and Y movements. The relative coordinate

value is determined by the software. Both

systems can function simultaneously, pro-

viding great programming flexibility.

The Plotter/Printer is a well-constructed

piece of equipment. Board layout is good,

with chassis and cover constructed of

metal. Connection to the TRS-80 is via the

parallel printer port on the expansion inter-

face, which presents a problem if you al-

ready have a printer attached to the port.

Daisy-chaining the two devices does not

work without buffering the cables.

Plotter/Printer output quality is excellent.

The type rivals a letter-quality printer, with

one major disadvantage: The type is gener-

ated in uppercase only. Why Radio Shack
chose to eliminate the lowercase feature,

while blessing the Plotter/Printer with so
many other features, is beyond my compre-

hension.

The Plotter/Printer has the hardware nec-

essary to become a multiple font letter-

quality printer. Imagine being able to select

a variety of different type fonts, expanding

these fonts to eight times their original size,

and integrating graphics with the type, all

with software. Unfortunately, the firmware

(ROM) to do this is lacking.

Another area in which the Plotter/Printer

is seriously lacking is the instruction manu-

al. It is poorly produced and difficult to

understand. The manual was copied from a
preliminary editor's version complete with

typos and editorial comments.

All in all, this is an excellent plotter, and
with a little work, an excellent printer as
well.
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Fig. 3. Circles Plotter Program. This program demonstrates the features of the Plot-

ter/Printer. The pauses are provided to allow pen color changes.

Program continued

100 GOTO 50
110 CLS: PRINT" HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE" : I NPUTA IFA-0THEN120
120 X-2014
130 Y = 500
140 X-X-50
150 Y-Y-50
160 LPRINT"G50 X";INT(X);" Y0
170 LPRINT"G02 I";INT(Y);"
180 IF Y<50 THEN GOTO 200
190 GOTO 140
200 CLS:PRINT"HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE" : INPUTB IFB-0THEN210
210 X-1007
220 Y-500
230 X-X-50
240 Y-Y-50
250 LPRINT"G50 X";INT(X);" Y0
260 LPRINT"G02 I";INT(Y);"
270 IF Y<50 THEN GOTO 290
280 GOTO 23
290 CLS:PRINT"HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE" : INPUTC IFC-0THEN300
300 X=1504
310 Y = 500
320 X-X-50
330 V=Y-50
340 LPRINT"G50 X";INT(X);" Y-500
350 LPRINT"G02 I";INT(Y);"
360 IF Y<50 THEN GOTO 380
370 GOTO 320
380 CLS:PRINT"HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE" : INPUTD IFD-0THEN390
390 X=1504
400 Y-500
410 X-X-50
420 Y-Y-50
430 LPRINT"G50 X";INT(X);" Y500
440 LPRINT"G02 I";INT(Y);"
450 IF Y<5 THEN GOTO 470
460 GOTO 410
470 LPRINT"G50 X400 Y-1500"
480 LPRINTCHRS(l)
490 CLS:PRINT"HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE" : INPUTE IFE-0THEN500
500 LPRINT CHR$(5) CIRCLES"
510 LPRINT CHR$(13) :LPRINT CHR$(6)



Enter The Soft Sector Marketing

ARCADE CENTER

j

4

i

ALIEN
DEFENSE

•1981 Soft Sector Mkt.

Mod I or III Tape, 16K
$19.95

Mod I or III Disk', 32K
$24.95

Only Mod III version has
Extended Graphics.

ROBOT ATTACKS
by Big 5

Mod I & III Tape
$15.95

Mod I & III Disk

$19.95

GALAXY
INVASION

by Big 5 ^
Mod I & III Tape Q-

$15.95 w
Mod I & III* Disk |

$19.95 #

Q

SUPER
VADERS

c1981 Soft Sector Mkt

Mod I or III Tape $19.95
Mod I Disk $24.95
Mod III Disk $24.95
-2 Player- 10 Levels -

Ask tor upgrade info for

INVADERS PLUS &
TRS-SUPER INVADERS

SCARFMAN
c1981 Cornsoft Group

Mod I & III Tape
$15.95

Mod I & III Disk

$19.95

METEOR
MISSION 2

by Big 5

Mod I & III Tape
$15.95

Mod I & III Disk'

$19.95

ATTACK FORCE
by Big 5

Mod I & III Tape
$15.95

Mod I & III Disk*

$19.95

\

SUPER NOVA
by Big 5

Mod I & III Tape
$15.95

Mod I & III* Disk

$19.95
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LUNAR LANDER
by Adventure

Mod 1 & III Tape
$15.95

Mod I & III Disk

$20.95 A

STAR FIGHTER
by Adventure

Mod I & III Tape
$24.95

Mod I Disk

$29.95

m I 'These Disk versions save high score to disk.

*1 SPECIAL DEAL - This Month Only
Purchase 1 Game - List Price / Purchase 2 Games - Deduct 10%

Kfew Purchase 3 Games - Deduct 15% / Purchase 5 Games - Deduct 2(

COD - certified chock. MO or ca*i only Most anaeo
sneped next dov aji order* rnu*t hove sfrcpng included

«ea» oOQ 2\ a $250. vrfMcheww * MQhet tot snetxr^
Michigan reedents. please add4\ tax Add extra S 1 50 for

CO D Personal checks take 3 week* to clear Out of the

country orders add $1000 extra snioptng.

'TRS-80 a a o«oduct of Radio Snack, dfx of the Tandy Corn

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING,INCORPORATED
6250 Middlebelt »Garden City. Michigan 48135

Order Line 800-521-6504
Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

Tftt Arr«rrcjn Express' Card
Don t imv« home without ii
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REVIEW

A hard-working, machine-language monitor.

TASMON

Rowland Archer

Flint Ridge, Apt. 59
Hillsborough, NC 27278

Tasmon
The Alternate Source
Lansing, Ml

Model I or III, cassette or disk

16K required, 32K recommended
$29.95

I

have enjoyed watching the steady im-

provement in the quality and sophistica-

tion of available software. Good software

takes time to write, and TRS-80 owners are

currently in the enviable position of own-
ing a mature machine, at least in micro-

computer terms. Hardly a month goes by
that someone doesn't announce a new, ex-

citing product, often performing some
function that most people thought couldn't

be done with a micro.

Tasmon is one of the new breed of TRS-80

machine language monitor programs. A
monitor controls the execution of a ma-
chine language program in order to debug
it, or in the case of examining someone
else's program, to discover how it works.

You can hit Break to stop a running Basic
program, look at the values of your
variables, change them and continue run-

ning the program. A good monitor lets you
stop a machine language program, examine
memory locations, change them and con-

tinue running the machine language pro-

gram. Tasmon provides these features and
many more.
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System Requirements

Tasmon works on a Model I or III TRS-80,

and both disk and tape versions are

available. I received Tasmon on an easy
loading cassette for the Model I. The
cassette version inciudes all the disk com-
mands; tape is merely the medium for

distribution. Tasmon is perfectly usable if

you don't have a disk, although you can't

use the disk commands. Note that none of

Tasmon's disk commands are im-

plemented in the Model III version, at least

not on Tasmon Version 2.12. If you need
Model III disk I/O support, check with The
Alternate Source to see if they plan to pro-

vide it. The Model III version does support
both high and low-speed cassette I/O,

although it is done somewhat awkwardly
via the monitor's Modify Memory com-
mand. You must set the value in location

4211 to zero for 500 baud or one for 1500

baud.

Tasmon is a bit large, occupying about
8K bytes. It is for this reason that 32K
bytes of RAM are recommended, although

it will run perfectly well in 16K. However,
with 16K you have correspondingly less

space for your machine language programs
that are loaded with Tasmon.

Feature Summary

One of the things that has annoyed me
the most in the past while working with

other machine language monitors is their in-

completeness in terms of available func-

tions. It seems that invariably, while deep
in the midst of a hairy debugging session, I

find that I need a function from a monitor

other than the one I have loaded. This

results in the need to perform an awkward
sequence of loading several monitors in

memory together, trying to make sure that

they don't interfere with each other, and

then trying to squeeze the program I'm

debugging in too.

Assuming that this juggling act can be
pulled off, the problem of trying to

remember where each monitor is loaded is

added to the already difficult task of

debugging. Then when the program I am
debugging goes haywire, I am faced with

the joy of trying to set the whole works up
again. In short, one gets more involved

with the mechanics of running the various

monitors than with the purpose at

hand—debugging a program.

Tasmon comes a lot closer to my ideal

than any other monitor program I have

used. In 95 percent of the situations you

face in machine language program debug-
ging, Tasmon makes all the features you
need readily available. It does the job of at

least four separate programs I previously

used.

This is not to say that it is perfect, ob-

viously. In fact, on its very first use I found

that a function I wanted was missing—

a

function that is on many older style, less

sophisticated debuggers. I loaded the first

copy of Tasmon from tape and ran it.

Tasmon includes a relocation feature, by

which it can relocate itself anywhere in

memory. This feature also works in

relocating many other machine language

programs. I used it to move Tasmon up to

high memory and reentered it there.

The next thing I wanted to do was load

the second copy of Tasmon on the tape
using Tasmon's system tape load com-
mand, and compare it to the original copy
to verify that I had a good tape. Both the

tape and disk load commands let you
specify an offset to add to the load ad-

dresses included in the object file. Since

Tasmon normally loads from 6000 to 7FFF
hex, by typing LT 2000, 1 loaded the second
tape copy of Tasmon at 8000. 1 then looked



ffox Your Color Computer"^
MASTER CONTROL

Copyright ®1981 Soft Sector Marketing Inc. - Written by A. Schwartz
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COMTHOL

Reauries16-32K

1

.

50 preprogrammed command
keys. Standard and Extended com-
mand.
2. Direct control of motor, trace,

and audio from keyboard.

3. Automatic line numbering

4. Programmable Custom Key.

5. Direct Run Button.

6. Keyboard overlay for easy pro-

gram use.

7. Easy entry of entire commands
into computer.

Load Master Control into your ma-
chine then either type in a BASIC
program or load one in from tape
to edit. Cuts programming time by
50% or more $24.95

COLOR BONANZA
50 Programs for the Color Computer.

Less than $1.00 a program!

Some4 K, some 1 6K, some extended BASIC some for non-
extended.

Games - Personal Programs - Utility Programs

List $49.95

CONCENTRATION & CONNECT UP
Twin Pack - 16K Extended

$14.95

From Other Vendors
Space Invaders. Spectral Associates $21.95
Space War*, Spectral Associates *rea- Joy Sticks $21.95
Meteoroids* Spectral Associates. *rea. Joy Sticks $21.95
Battle Fleet, Spectral Associates $14.95
Space Traders. Spectral Associates $14.95

Software Development System Rom Pack $89.95

C Bug Monitor $29.95
Disassembler (Source Generator) $49.95

Color Computer News (Latest Issue) $2.50

Non Extended BASIC

Requires 16K
$12.95

Rnimated Bangman ^
He winks ... he blinks ... he almost lives!

An outstanding game lor the whole iomnv
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Get 10% OFF

3 Programs 15%
5 Programs 20%

This Page Only!
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"... one gets more involved with the mechanics

of running the various monitors

than with the purpose at hand. . .

"

for a command I could use to compare the

two copies, but there's no memory block

comparison command.

Adding New Commands

Fortunately Tasmon allows you to add

new commands, although the documenta-

tion on how to do so is a bit skimpy. It

shows you how to get Tasmon to jump to

your routine, but doesn't tell you how to ac-

cess command line parameters, use Tas-

mon's support routines, and so forth, so you

can integrate your command into Tasmon.

To his credit, the author of Tasmon has

made commented source listings of the

program available to its purchasers for

$15. These should help anyone trying to ex-

tensively modify the program or add truly

integrated commands. It is not stated

whether the source is available in

machine-readable form.

In addition to the commands to load a

tape or disk machine language file, Tasmon
includes a command to View a file. This tells

you the program's name, starting and

ending addresses and transfer point

without actually loading the file into

memory. You can also write a machine lan-

guage file to disk or tape.

These capabilities allow Tasmon to be

used as a general backup and transfer

facility for standard (i.e., non-protected)

program, just to make sure it wouldn't

clobber Tasmon: V D LUNAR/CM D.

Tasmon responded with: 7F80 AF60 AF50,

meaning that LUNAR/CMD loads from

7F80 to AF60, and starts executing at

AF50. This is safe to load, since my high-

memory copy of Tasmon starts at D000, so

I used Tasmon's Load Disk file command
to load it in: L D LUNAR/CMD. Tasmon
again responded with 7F80 AF60 AF50,

returning the same information as the

View command. To make a backup on

tape, just type: W T 7F80 AF60 AF50
LUNAR, and the System file will be written

on your cassette recorder.

Debugging Features

The handy file manipulation capability

discussed above is just icing on the cake,

because the area where Tasmon shines is

in its debugging commands. About the

only thing lacking is the symbolic debug-

ging capability found on some mini and

mainframe computers, which allows you

to refer to memory locations using the

symbols from your assembly source. Of

course Tasmon could not possibly provide

this capability without access to the

assembler's symbol table, which it does
not have. As compensation, Tasmon pro-

vides many features that the big machine

debuggers often lack.

"The handy file manipulation

capability. . .is just

icing on the cake. . .

"

format disk or tape machine language files.

For example, you can use Tasmon to move
machine language programs from disk to

tape, providing a less expensive means of

keeping backup copies than using addition-

al disks.

When using Tasmon in this fashion, you

should be aware of where the program you

are transferring resides in memory so you

do not clobber Tasmon itself. As an ex-

ample, I decided to make a backup tape of

a game, which I bought on disk. Since this

program runs in 32K, I could safely assume
that the last 16K of memory was un-

touched and available for Tasmon's use. I

used Tasmon's self-relocation feature to

move it up to D000 from its normal

6000-7FFF location: X 6000 7FFF D000. I

then started running the high-memory

Tasmon using the Go command: G D000.

Next, I Viewed my disk copy of the game
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The most novel feature is the ability to

trace or single-step through a program in

ROM. This means that you can examine

the Level II ROM routines in great detail,

executing the instructions of a routine one

at a time and following their effect on the

registers, stopping to examine memory
locations, etc. Tasmon accomplishes this

neat trick by copying instructions out of

ROM and executing them in its own ad-

dress space. When I think of the way I once
laboriously examined the ROM using

Radio Shack's T-Bug. looking up each hex

opcode in my Z80 manual since I lacked a

disassembler.

With the Trace mode on, a disassembly

of the current instruction being executed

is continuously displayed in the upper

right corner of the screen. The contents of

all the 280 registers and alternate reg-

isters are displayed below this, and

constantly updated. The contents of the

memory location pointed at by HL is also

displayed. You can continuously vary the

speed at which the program is being

traced by pressing any key from zero to

seven; the zero key sets the rate at about

two seconds per instruction, while the

seven key is the fastest at about %t second

per instruction.

Note that Tasmon's trace capability is

very different from the one provided by the

TRSDOS Trace command, which just puts

the PC value in the upper right corner of

the screen as part of the activity of the in-

terrupt service routine. Since the TRSDOS
trace is only updated 40 times a second,

and the Z80 executes hundreds of thou-

sands of instructions per second, it is

a very crude trace indeed. It can only show
a random sample of the instructions being

executed. Tasmon's trace command
doesn't skip anything; every instruction

executed is shown as it happens.

Naturally, this also means that execu-

tion during trace mode is much slower

than normal full-speed execution; the

author of Tasmon claims it is about 5,000

times slower. This means that some
routines take quite a while if you trace

them in full. This is only bothersome when
tracing some ROM routines which take a

long time. When tracing routines in RAM,
you can set a breakpoint and execute at

full speed until you hit it.

When tracing or single-stepping, you may
specify whether Z80 Calls should be

executed in full or stepped through. This is

the same distinction as that between the I

and C command in TRSDOS' Debug. One
nice twist added with Tasmon is that you

can set a floating breakpoint on the next

Z80 RET instruction to be executed. That is,

you can start single-stepping a Call in

full, and when you decide you have seen

enough, just hit R while tracing and

Tasmon will zip ahead until it hits a RET or

conditional RET that is successfully ex-

ecuted. At that time it will stop the trace

and give you control again.

Oh. yes. Tasmon also lets you specify

whether the Z80 RST instructions should be

executed in full or stepped through.

Super Features

Breakpoint setting is extremely flexible.

You can have up to nine breakpoints active

at any one time. Unlike Debug, where you

have to type in the breakpoint address(es)

every time you enter the Go command,
with Tasmon you just set the breakpoints

once and forget them until you want to

clear them. That's not ail. An extremely

nice feature lets you specify the number of

times (up to 256) that a breakpoint should

be executed before it actually takes effect.



GUARANTEE £*
30 DAY, MONEY EACKf

GUARANTEE
•.ess "0% restocking charge

If you are looking for

The Finest In Word Processing Systems
you can ...

1

.

Purchase and examine all other word processing programs
on the market and then purchase Lazy Writer®

or. .

.

2. You can purchase Lazy Writer® first. Ifs your money!
Lazy Writer® Mod I or III

$175.00
'Requires 2 Disk Drives to convert only.

Proportional Spacing Option Now Available for

Daisy Wheel II Printer- Only $29.95

MICRO PROOF
Spelling Checker

"A product of Cornucopia Software

EASY TO USE
50.000 WORD VOCABULARY & EXPANDABLE
RECOGNIZES PREFIXES & SUFFIXES
REQUIRES ONLY 32K OF MEMORY & 2 DISK
DRIVES
AFFORDABLE & AVAILABLE IN THREE FORMS: fully

independent program to identify errors; inde-

pendent program to identifyand correct errors;

or with a conversion program that will permit
MICRO PROOF to operate from within.

Was NowOnly
Basic Micro Proof $125.00 $89.50
with Correcting Feature $149.00

Special LazyWriter® Version $189.50 $149.50
with Correcting Feature
works from within Lazy
Writer®

Scriptsit Versions Available - Call for Price

THE COMPLEAT IDIOTS BOOKKEEPER
- Now Is Tax Season -

Turn your baskets full of receipts
into one super organized group of paper work.

If your income tax is a pain
you don't have The Compleat Idiots Bookkeeper!

Mod I & III - $49.95
FREE Overview Available

MAKE V.C.
Changes files to VISI CALC interchangeable for mod or V.C. file

into The Compleat Idiots Bookkeeper readable files.

Mod I & III - Only $24.95

COD - certified check. MO or cash onry Most orders
shipped next day AJI orders must hovesNppmg included
Pieose odd 2% or $2 50. whenever is higher (or shipping
Michigan resdenrs. please add4% rax Add extra S 1 50 for

CO D Personal checks take 3 weeks to clear Out or the
country orders odd S1000 extra shipping
'TUS-flO iso product of fJodw Shock dry of the Tandy Corp

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING,INCORPORATED
6250 Middlebelt •Garden City. Michigan 48135

Order Line 800-521-4504
Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

Th« Am«<ic*n E«0f«S1*C*ra
Don t l«»S'.'P "vktm* *,inoul 1 1

*

-516



"Its flaws are minor

and more in the wish-list category

than anything else.

"

This means you can set a breakpoint in a

loop that gets run through, say, 100 times,

and specify that you only want execution

to stop on the 50th time through the loop.

That's a real time-saver! This breakpoint

counter value can be set individually for

each of the nine breakpoints.

One more super feature eliminates what
is a constant annoyance in Debug and
most other monitors. If you have ever tried

to Debug a program which writes to the

screen, you have no doubt noticed that if

you use Debug's single-step command, no
sooner has your program written its

screen output than Debug wipes it out with

Its own full-screen display. Tasmon lets

you specify a keep-screen buffer in

memory. This 1,024-byte area of your own
choosing gets the current contents of the

screen before Tasmon writes its display

out while single-stepping or tracing. You
can display the current contents of the

buffer for as long as you want to by typing K
and holding the Enter key down.

I have found that tracing, single-

stepping, breakpoint counter setting and
the keep-screen buffer combine to make
Tasmon an extremely powerful, well

thought out and easy-to-use machine lan-

guage program debugging tool.

One thing I would like to see added,

though, would be the ability to specify a
memory buffer whose contents would be
continuously updated on the screen dur-

ing single-stepping and tracing, as in

Debug. Tasmon does redisplay the

registers and the memory location pointed

at by H L, but you must reenter the H <start

address > command each time you want to

see an update of a memory buffer.

Utility Commands

Table 1 is a complete listing of Tasmon's
commands. In addition to those already

mentioned, some of the more notable utility

functions include the ability to get an ASCII
or hex dump of an area of memory, disas-

semble memory and display the output in

Z80 mnemonics, search memory for a key

up to four bytes long, modify memory in hex

or ASCII, disassemble to the printer,

change the contents of any register, per-

form hex arithmetic (but no decimal conver-

sions, unfortunately), go to a user routine,

move a block of memory, set a block of

memory to some value and dump the

screen contents to a printer.

Disassembler

The disassembly function bears further

explanation. It includes a capability for

which I once purchased a program costing

as much as Tasmon does to do alone. This

feature allows you to write a disassembled
source listing to tape or disk so that it can
be loaded into Radio Shack's EDTASM and
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be modified and reassembled. The disk

files created work with Apparat's or

Misosys' modified EDTASM. The beautiful

thing about this command is that it adds
symbolic labels to the disassembly, so you

can choose the ORG address and re-

assemble the program to load somewhere
other than where it did originally. When I

think of the time I spent putting labels into

a disassembly of Radio Shack's Tiny

Pascal so I could move it up in memory and
patch it to work with disk . . . good tools

make all the difference.

Documentation

The documentation supplied with

Tasmon is very complete and profes-

sionally done. You get an offset copy of a

typewritten manual. You also get a fold-

out command reference summary card, a

nice touch. There is a table of contents, 22

pages of command usage instructions and
16 pages of sample sessions illustrating

Tasmon capabilities in useful ways. The
sample sessions include:

• Loading Tasmon, relocating it to high

memory and writing it back to disk or

tape.

• Loading Small Systems Software's

Barricade program (not included) from

tape, relocating it to high memory and
writing it out to disk.

• Loading a machine language program
from disk and executing it by single-

stepping, tracing and going.

• Writing the Test/CMD program (sup-

plied in object form) out to disk as an

EDTASM source file.

• Loading a machine language file from

disk and writing it out as a System tape.

• Using the Trace command to step

through the start up procedure for ROM
and execute a Basic program.
• Relocating GSF, the Racet Computes
utility programs (not supplied).

These tutorials are a welcome addition

to the user's manual, and will probably

help spark some imaginative usage of

Tasmon. While it is complete, the docu-

mentation does not pretend to be a tutorial

on Assembly language by any means. It

jumps right in assuming it is speaking to an
experienced Assembly language program-
mer. This is not to say that the beginning

Assembly language programmer wouldn't

find Tasmon useful; it certainly is a lot

easier to use than T-Bug.

An appendix provides an example of

patching in a user command to get hard

copy tracing and display of the last seven

executed Z80 instructions. This appendix is

complete and the patch works, but as
mentioned before there is not enough in-

formation provided to add commands
which are fully integrated into Tasmon.

Printer Support

A couple of Tasmon's features allow

you to direct output to the printer. One
prints the current screen contents, and the

other directs a disassembly to the printer. I

personally prefer the approach taken by

Small Systems Software's RSM2D monitor,

which allows the output of any command
to go to the screen; you just terminate the

command with the right arrow instead of

hitting Enter. I have found that this is more

flexible than having different commands
for printer and screen output.

This consideration aside, I still have a

serious gripe with Tasmon's approach to

printer interfacing. Rather than use the

standard ROM Call at 003B to put a byte to

the printer, Tasmon goes straight to the

parallel printer driver in the ROM at 058D.

The problem with this approach is that if

your printer requires a special driver, as

many do, it will not be called. For example,

I have a serial printer, and no matter how
hard you try, you can't talk to it through the

parallel port. To make matters worse,

Tasmon also checks the parallel port for

printer status before any print commands
are executed. Since I have no parallel

printer attached, this status check always

fails and Tasmon blissfully ignores my re-

quest for printout.

Fortunately, I found a way to fix this

using Tasmon itself. I will give the patches

here as I believe they are of interest to

many owners and potential owners of

Tasmon.
First of all, you must load your printer

driver as usual, and it must store its entry

point address in the printer DCB at 4026.

This entry point will be called by Tasmon
via the ROM cal I at 003B with the character

to print in the C register. This is the stan-

dard TRS-80 printer interfacing technique.

Two principal things have to be done to

Tasmon itself to use it with a non-standard

printer. If your printer does not return

status through the parallel port, you must
disable Tasmon's status checking of that

port. To do this, find all references to the

port, address 37E8, using Tasmon's Find

command: F 6000 E8 37. My copy showed
code at 6971 as follows:

6971 LD A,(37E8)

6974 CP 80

6976 RET NC

This code must be zapped to Z 80 NOP in-

structions using Tasmon's Zero memory
command: Z 6971 6976 00. The only other

place I found a reference to 37E8 was at

7861, as follows:



7861 10 A,(37E6)

7864 CP 80

7866 JR C.786A

7868 XOH A
7869 RET

Again, remove this code by changing it to

Z80 NOP instructions: Z 7861 7869 00.

Disassembling further in the above code
shows a Call to 79E8 to actually print a

character. The code there looks like this in

my version:

79E8 PUSH BC
79E9 PUSH HL
79EA PUSH IX

79EC PUSH DE
79ED LD IX.4025

79F1 LD HL.03DD

79F4 PUSH HL
79F5 LD C.A

79F6 JP 0580

The location 058D is the start of the

parallel printer driver routine. The code
starting at 79E8 must be replaced by a Call

to 003B to get Tasmon to print through any

printer driver which stores its entry point in

the standard printer DCB location of 4026.

Register pair DE should also be saved
since the Call to 003B clobbers DE. I used
the following patch to Tasmon:

79E8 D5 PUSH DE
79E9 CD 38 00 CALL 003B

79EC 01 POP DE
79CD C9 RET

Use Tasmon's M H 79E8 command to

modify memory in Hex, and add the patch.

This gives you a version of Tasmon which
will call your printer driver; you can save it

to disk with the following Tasmon com-
mand:

W D 6000 7F7B 6000

NEWTAS/CMD

Incidentally, if you have to remove the

printer port status check code as men-
tioned above in order to get Tasmon to

print with your system, you will need to

perform similar surgery on the patch listed

in Appendix C. This patch adds a hard

copy trace disassembly of a running pro-

gram, which is a very useful feature. In my
version, the code which checks printer

port status (location 37E8) was located

from 7FD6 to 7FDB, and I removed it with

the command: Z 7FD6 7FDB 00. After doing

this, the hard copy trace command worked
fine.

I have found Tasmon to be an indis-

pensable aid to debugging, moving
machine language files around, and just

generally exploring Z80 code. Its flaws are

minor, and more in the wish-list category

than anything else. It does the work of

several programs selling for the same or a
higher price, and I heartily recommend
it.

^See List of Advertisers on page 402

"I have found Tasmon
to be an indispensable aid. . .

"

Dump memory in ASCII Skip instruction at PC Write a CMD disk file

Display breakpoints Back up user's PC Relocate Z80 code

Clear all breakpoints Modify memory in Hex Block move memory

Exit TASMON Modify memory in ASCII Set block of memory to

GOTO address and run Set up to 9 breakpoints specific value

Dump memory in Hex Clear specific breakpoint Dump screen to printer

Toggle Restarts between Disassemble memory in Z80 code Clear screen and display

step through and Find up to 4 byte search key registers

execute in tull in memory

Allocate a "keep screen

"

Single step, CALLs stepped

buffer through

Load SYSTEM tape with Single step, CALLs executed

optional offset in full

Load CMD disk file with Display user's "keep screen"

optional offset buffer

Output disassembled Set breakpoint counter to N

source with labels Initialize all breakpoint

to tape or disk counters to 1

Add or subtract two Initialize all breakpoint

hex numbers counters to "set" values

GOTO a User routine Disassemble to the printer

View a SYSTEM tape; Replace register pair contents

returns filename. Trace with CALLs stepped

starting, ending and through

entry addresses with- Trace with CALLS executed in

out loading memory full

View a CMD disk file Write a SYSTEM tape

Table 1. Tasmon Command Summary.

,^\

CHART?
A MUST

FOR THE SERIOUS INVESTOR

Uses 48K. 2-Drive

TRS-80 Model I or III'

$ Use either logarithmic or linear plots

$ User-selected moving averages.

$ Plot and store price and volume data, jw v « u K
, MMMmmmMiiiiiMiitur**nin*iPnnP*P*

$ Easy to use. No programming knowledge or complicated commands required Friendly menus and

prompts make operation simple Easy file setup and maintenance, simple adjustments for stock

splits, and automatic scale setup makes system operation a breeze for the most inexperienced

user

$ Error trapping lets you get away with common user goofs.

$ Up to 14 different presentation formats available for accurate graphic printouts.

$ Up to 6 years ot data per stock can be recorded on a daily basis. 30 years on a weekly

I

basis

'Uses block graphics: inquire about other equipment types

IMPROVE YOUR MARKET INVESTMENT DECISIONS
BY ORDERING THIS POWERFUL ANALYTICAL TOOL TODAY!

oio 2 SEND COUPON TO: CP/$ P.O. BOX 477 PLANO, TX 75074

D Send me CHARTS today ($79.95 enclosed - Texas residents add 5%)

D Send me additional information about CHARTS Specify Equipment
D TRS-80 Model I

TRS-80 Model III

Epson MX80
D Line Printer V or VI

Name
Address.

gty^_ State. Zip.

^219
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HI-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR MODEL II $495

E/RAM II SCREEN PHOTO
E/RAM II Is a hardware/software package which adds a 512 X 240 high-

resolution graphics display to the TRS-80" Model II An assembly language
driver is provided along with a high quality, fully assembled, printed circuit

board which plugs directly into the Model II card case
The software drive' provides the user with useful assembly language

subroutines which may be called from any high level or assembly
language program Routines include control functions which can either
turn the normal TRS-80* or the E/RAM II display on or off. erase the screen, or

invert the video Plot functions include SET. RESET, or READ a point on the
screen. When the LINE function is passed end-point coordinates, an
optimized dot raster line is produced at machine language speed.

For more information, or to order, see your dealer or call THE COMPUTER
STORE at (918) 747-9333.

Dealers and OEM's contact:
KEYLINE COMPUTER PRODUCTS. INC
P.O BOX 35268
TULSA OKLAHOMA 74135

TRS-80 « a registered trademork of Radio Shock a Tandy Corporation
•192

^v OFFICE -£%
COMPUTER INTERFACES

& PERIPHERALS

*ANNOUNCING: POS 800/1600 UNIVERSAL TAPE DRIVE CONTROLLER *
This "black box" controller/formatter is designed as a standalone interface

between industry-standard NRZ1 (800 BPI) and PE (1600 BPI) tape drives and a

parallel or RS-232 serial port of an 8-bit ASCII computer. Serial interface emulates
a terminal vis-a-vis your system software; parallel Interface emulates a reader/punch
and responds to CPM-style PIP commands from your computer. Tape speeds 12.5,
25 and 37.S ips. Interface is microprocessor-controlled, includes power supply and
4K or 16K buffer memory. Prices and details available upon request.

• POS-100 NRZ1 TAPE DRIVE CONTROLLER/FORMATTER - Now your
micro can read and write IBM/ANSI compatible NRZ1 format 9-track magnetic

tapes. The POS-1 00 consists of S-l 00 bus card, 6 ribbon cable, tape drive controller

card, cable to Pence Standard NRZ1 Tape drive, plus documentation and Z-80 or

8080 software (specifiy). Power is derived from tape drive and S-100 bus. Ship Wl.:

10 lbs. Suggested Retail Price $995.00

• POS DAISY-WHEEL PRINTER INTERFACE for TRS-80 Will drive Diablo
HyType I, HyTvpe II, and Qume Q ind Sprint 3 printers. Includes IK user-

available memory for custom print routines (such as graphics, bidirectional print-

ing, etc,). Programmed lo respond to prim commands Irom BASIC ELECTRIC
PENCIL™, and SCRIPSIT™ software. Draws its power from printer. Ship wl.:

5 lbs. Price $250.00
Cables, each (Specify HyType I, HyType II, or Qume) $ 25,00

• POS ASCII INTERFACE for IBM I/O SELECTRIC This Ccntionics-slyle
parallel printer interlace will drive in IBM Model 731 or 735 I/O typewriter

(EBCD and Correspondence codes). No software needed. Features on-board E PROM
which holds up to 8 ASCII to-IBM code tables tor different ivpe spheres. Closed-
loop operation runs at maximum printer speed; slops and starts on a single character
without loss ot dala. Requires +I2VDC and •5VDC power source Ship wl.:

5 lbs. Price $249.95
Power Supply ( -5VDC. -M2VDC. +24VDC loi Solenoids on Printer] $ 49.95

• CONVERT OFFICE SELECTRIC TO I/O TYPEWRITER Kn includes
assembled solenoids, switches, wire harness, magnet driver PCB plus instructions

for installation and mCPU interlace. Price $150.00
• "FORMALINER" Variable Width Forms Tractor lor 15 Selectrics . . . $95.00
• GTE Model 560 ASCII SELECTRIC I/O Terminal With RS-232 Serial Interface

and digital cassette deck lor use as memory typewriter. Ship wl.: 100 lbs.

Price, tested and adiusted $ 1 ,195.00

• POS ASCII IBM SELECTRIC PRINTER 15 Selectric Irom GTL terminal
cleaned and adjusted with POS Centronics-style ASCII printer interface. UC/LC,

carbon and fabric ribbons. Compatible with TRS-8Q, Apple, SOL and other CPU
parallel printer ports. Ship wt.: 75 lbs. Price $895.00

PACIFIC OFFICE SYSTEMS x 153

2265 Old Middlefield Way • Mountain View, CA 94043 • (415)493-7455

LNW80
- BARE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD i MANUAL $89.95

The LNW80 - A high-speed color computer totally compatible with
the TRS-80*. The LNH80 gives you the edge 1n satisfying your
computation needs 1n business, scientific and personal cogita-
tion. With perforaance of 4 MHz, Z80A CPU, you'll achieve per-
formance of over twice the processing speed of a TRS-80*. This
cans you'll get the perforaance that 1s comparable to the most
expensive microcomputer with the compatibility to the world's
"est popular computer (TRS-80*) resulting in the oldest soft-
ware base.

FEATURES:

. TRS-80 Model 1 Level II Software Compatible
High Resolution Graphics

. RGB Output - 384 x 192 in 8 Colors

. NTSC Video or RF MOO - 128 x 19Z 1n 8 Colors

. Black and white - 480 i 192
. 4 MHz CPU
. 500/1000 Baud Cassette

Upper and Lower Case
. 16K Bytes RAM. 12K Bytes ROM
. Solder Masked and Sllkscreened

LNW SYSTEM EXPANSION
BARE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

AND MANUAL $69.95

WITH GOLD CONNECTORS $84.95

The System Expansion will allow you to expand your LNM80. TRS-80*.
or PMC-80** to a complete computer system that is still totally
software compatible with tne TRS-80* Model 1 Level II.

FEATURES:
32K Bytes Memory
5" Fluppy Controller

. Serial RS232 20m I/O

. Parallel Printer

. Real Time Clock
Screen Printer Bus
On Board Power Supply
Solder Masked and Silkscreened

LNW RESEARCH
CORPORATION

2620 WALNUT
TUSTIN CA. 92680 *m

LNDoubkrADOS PLUS 3.3D
- Assembled end Tested w/dos plus 3. 3D $175.00

System Expan-
ler™ is

Double-density disk storage for the LNW Research's
slon" or the Tandy's "Expansion Interface". The LNOoub
totally software compatible with any double density software
generated for the Percom's Ooubler***. The LNDoublerTM provides
the following outstanding features.

. Store up to 350K bytes on a single S" disk
Single end double density data separation
Precision write precoapensetion circuit

. Software switch between single and double density
Easy plug in installation requiring no etch cuts, jumpers
or soldering

. 35, 40, 77, 80 track S* disk operation
120 dey parts and labor Warranty

*** Doubter Is a product of Percom Data Company, Inc.

DOS PLUS 3.SD

Micro Systems software's double density disk operating system.
This operating system contains all the outstanding features of
• well developed DOS, with ease In useablllty.

KEYBOARD

UMBO KEYBOMD KIT $84.95

The Keyboard Kit contains a 63 key plus a 10 key. P.C. board, am)
remaining components.

CASE

U84M CASE 184.

g

S

The streamline design of this metal case will house the LNW80,
LkM System Expansion. LNW80 Keyboard, power supply and fan,
LNDoublerTM, or LNW Data Separator. This kit includes all the
hardware to mount all of the above. Add $12.00 for shipping

. LNW80 "Start up parts set" LNW80-1 $82.00
. LNW80 "Video parts set" LNU80-2 $31.00
. LNW80 Transformer INW80-3 $18.00
. LMI80 Keyboard cable LNN80-4 $16.00

40 Pin computer to expansion cable $15.00
. System Expansion Transformer $19.00
. Floppy Controller (FD1771) and UART (TR1602) . . . $30.00

ORDERS A I N FO. NO. 714 - 544 - 5744
SERVICE NO 714-641 -8850

UNLESS NOTED
ADD S3 FOR SHIPPING
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SPEAK
-EAZY

*

HARDWARE
THo USUI QUALITY VOICI SlnllUIZKl for year

MODEL I or III caapntsx. Tbo consists 29? word
vocabulary Is contained In KM. laady to aaa
HAITWAM and SOFTVAIZ for ONLY $229.95

DDBO
*

A DOUBLE DEMSITT adapter for th« MODEL I that

allows you to writ* and reed twlca aa such data

oa a disk. Plugs Into your EXFAISIO* IVTOFACZ
aad Is coaaatlbla with all sxlstln* SIKLE or
DOUBLE OOSITT aoftwara aad hardwara. $129.95

TRANS
-DATA
*

Now ma lasatpsaslv* uaaaa to TBAKKIT-kECEITE
data over tba phone linen VTTHOCT Expansion

Interface, IS232, or aoftwara. DIRECT COaVECT

to phone lines aod your cassette port. $59.95

EAZY
LOADER

*

EAZT L0ADE1 Is a signal cood it Loser for your

MODEL I TAPE STSTUt that COMECTS the voluna
aanaltlvlty problems aaaoclatad with taps

loading on the MODEL I.

CAM IE DSED EXTEgBAL or IKTEBJUL
$24.95 $12.50

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS
ours 643 1 Chastnut St.
9-6 Uauitn, Ohio, 43130

Moa - Sat Phone 614-687-1019 ^277

ACTION GAMES
The fastest growing producer of computer games for

your MXX hat the products you have waited fort!

NE\N
\ COLOR

AIM ARCADE GAME FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER
Fast paced action • Super Hi Res Graphics

Dynamite sound effects • One or two player* • Runs in 16K ot memory

This game will astonish you with its Detail and Quality

It sets a standard tor others to follow

— ADVENTURES —
Calixto Island •She tUlack Sanctum

Highly acclaimed by reviewers • Challenging situations

Fast, efficient machine language • Runs In 16K of memory
Save game In progress

Adventures on 5% TSC FLEX disc

(specify 6800 or 6809)

Both adventures on single disc

Adventures for co'or computer
Color Berserk for color computer

Slappad PMpM "> continental U S Cw-

TSr - MORE COMING SOON -

ea $24 95

S39 95

ea $19 95

ea S24 95

Wit!

MARK DATA PRODUCTS
23802 BarquiMa Mission Vie|0 CA 92691

(714) 764-1551 Evenings

IHS 80 IS A IBADfMABK Of TANDY CORP iS 2

r SAVE UP TO $600.00 NOW
on TRS-80™ Computers & Accessories

With This Coupon*
Now you can own a great little computer at a great big discount off the manufacturer's

list price. For home or office use, the Radio Shack" line of computers is first in quality,

performance and price.

• FREE SHIPPING in the 48 continental contigious states on prepaid orders of $100 or more.

• NO SALES TAX collected on out-of-state orders

• CONVENIENT ORDERING — Call us TOLL FREE — 1—800/531-7466 Model II

• FREE COMPLETE PRICE LIST available upon request

S~

Description
Catalog
Number
Radio Shack' TRS-80 Model II

26-4002 64K 1-Disk Model II

26-4150 Model II Hard Disk System (installation Not included

Radio Shack* TRS-80 Model III

26-1062 Model III 16K
26-1065 Model III 48K — 1 Disk

26-1066 Model III 48K — 2 Disk

Radio Shack' TRS-80 Color Computer
26-3001 4K Color Computer
26-3002 16K Color Computer
26-3003 32K Color Computer
Epson' MX-80 Printer

Hewlett-Packard' HP-85 Personal Computer
Hewlett-Packard' HP-125

List Price

3.899.00

4.495.00

999.00

1.995.00

2,495.00

399.00

599.00

699.00
645.00

3.250.00

3,750.00

Cashier's

Check

3.299.00

4,045.50

859.00

1,795.50

2.099.00

315.00

475.00

585.00
499.00

2.499.00

Cash Price

You Save

600.00

449.50

140.00

199.50

396.00

84.00

124.00

114 00
146.00

751.00

Call for Price

Pan American Electronics

CALL TOLL FREE 800/531-7466 • (Operator 34) • Texas & Principal Number 512/581-2766 • Telex 767339
Dept. 34 • 1117 Conway Avenue • Mission, Texas 78572

FORT WORTH BRANCH:
2912 N. Main, Fort Worth, Texas 76106 • Phone Number 817/625-6333 • Telex 794836

TRS-«0 is a Trademark of Tandy Corp. -With This Coupon Only' - Otfsr expires 2/27J82 Priest subject to change without notics - Slightly highsr for Credit Csrd Orders

k» 64
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REVIEW

A review of Snapp's Extended Built-in Functions and Auto Map.

Making BASIC a Snapp

Snapp III

Extended Built-in Functions

Model II, Model III

Snapp, Inc.

Cincinnati, OH
Model II version $100

Model III version $75

Snapp IV Auto Map
Model II, Model III

Snapp, Inc.

Cincinnati, OH
Model II version $100

Model III version $75

Rick Lederman
3375 Airport Highway #79

Toledo, OH 43609

If
you spend 20 to 60 hours per week at a

Model II developing complex programs in

Basic, you've probably already discovered

Snapp, Inc.'s Extended Basic Enhance-
ments. They solve some of the more frus-

trating problems with the Model II Basic in-

terpreter.

But not all of them. Slow sorting routines

sometimes took 30 minutes to process all

the arrays in my programs.

Enter Snapp III Extended Built-in Func-

tions. Among others, they include an in-

credible sort routine that uses no disk or

high memory space. Sound like magic? It

might be! (When installed in a Model III, it

requires a few hundred bytes of memory
and disk space.)

Only 36 Seconds

The sorting speed is impressive. Program
Listing 1 fills an integer array with

10,000 descending numbers. Line 110 sorts

the array.

The amount of time that Basic needs to

fill the array is 52 seconds, but Snapp III can

sort it in 36 seconds. (Oh, I must mention
that the program ran the first time without

error.)

XTIM$ is another Built-in Function used
in Listing 1. It returns the time in a string as

does Radio Shack Basic's TIME$, but it

doesn't require a separate fetch of a
TRSDOS overlay, and it is more efficient.

ETIM$ calculates the difference between
two time strings. In Listing 1, line 80
calculates the difference between T1$ and
T2$. In line 120 I use ETIM$ to calculate the

difference between T3$ and the present

computer time.

XDAT$("") displays the date. The great

thing about XDAT$ is that it gives you the

date in month/day/year format.

To extract the date from Radio Shack's

Basic DATE$ requires a number of string

functions and gives you the date in the

following format: SunApr 51981 95 46.

ie c^ear leeeiDEFiN' :-kici_s
IB Di« * ; INN: • J-IBaeBi*:»-FN ITIM»i"!

-e - :
-

SB J-J-i

7B '2«-FN «*irw -

)

SB PRlNTMt tock -IFN ETIM«C!».T2»M- t o bul'd • 0>»c.ndlno. «rr*y

IBe t3».fh XTimc*) IDEM 5*r t»>« «t»rt tint*
UB I-FN SRTi •*%• i iREM Sort it
12B T*«-FN ETIH«(T3»>i R£n Con»ut* th. .ort tii»«
13B PRINT-It took 1 T*» I - to fort th« »rp«y-
1 «B END

Program Listing 1

If you haven't noticed yet, none of the

Snapp functions requires a DEF FN state-

ment. Even if you should get an error,

Snapp's manual clearly explains most prob-

able causes.

I never understood why Model II Basic

doesn't allow you to read information di-

rectly from the video display as the Model I

did, but with VIDEO$. another Snapp func-

tion, you can. Its syntax is FN VIDEO$(row,

column,number of characters to be read).

After running Listing 1, if you enter the

command Print FN VIDEO$(1,0.16). it prints

the following on the screen: It took 00.00.36.

I use the ID$ function to be sure that our

software users insert the proper disks into

each drive. For example, PRINT FN ID$(2)

displays the name of the disk in Drive 2.

While you are checking your disks, you

may want to be sure that you have allowed

the correct number of buffers for transfer-

ring information to and from your disk files

by entering Print FN Files. This displays the

current number of allocated file blocks. If

you enter Basic under Snapp III with the

command BASIC -F:2 and then attempt to

execute the command OPEN"l",5,"DATA-

FILE", you would get the following error

statement: Bad File Number (52) ?BN Error.

Normally Model II Basic only displays

?BN Error.

If you prefer the abbreviated message,

Snapp gives you the option. SCMD
"LMSGOFF" returns the error messages to

their normal state, while SCMD
"LMSGON" displays error messages in

Snapp's long form.

Snapp's FN MAX returns the largest val-

ue from your supplied list, and FN MIN re-

turns the smallest value from your list. It

converts all supplied values to double preci-

sion; it selects the largest or smallest, then

it converts to the numeric type that you re-

quest.

The functions FNUC$ and FNLC$ take a

given string expression and convert each

byte to upper or lowercase.

FN FMT$ arranges data into a string
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A Combined General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, and Payroll, All on One Diskette • Complete
Easy-to-follow Manual and Instructions • Demonstration Disk Available • Available now for the TRS-80 MOD E*

SimplifyYour Bookkeeping With
A Completely Interactive System.

NTMU KM** PAYROLL
A compete payroll *y»t«m up to

3 «•!•» with five state
OaOuctions Mch. Four umt
d«fin«o ctoOucltont Monthly.
Quarterly and y«»r to Oat*
total* Automatically posts
to Ganarai l agger

ACCOUNT FATABLBI LtDOIH
PAYABLES

AND
RECEIVABLES

Easy invoice entry automatically
posting to propar ganarai ledgaf
account Separates sates tax.

sarv»ca charges, freight,

discounts- ate
Payables checks automatically
take discounts by dua date

User options to pay a ,er ".-.'*

or selected vendors
selected -nvewcas or

ad invoices

Easy posting ot customer
payments Customer billing is

through data user defines
interest or service charge add-on i

option of statement format Forms

* : i -*- i a«*acTo*v

: i

; m .-

:

. __• J

user set da X

Expand the system anylime

you wish with fully

compatible modular program*

SERVICE
Software service and
operational assistance is

available under two
different service

agreements

THE
BOOKKEEPER
SYSTEM™
For Microcomputers

The system is a combined General Ledger,

Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Payroll

and Budget Forecasting program that follows

double entry accounting principles with only a

single entry

Written in COBOL with on-screen instruc-

tions, your bookkeeper uses simple, one key

responses to the computer's questions. With

three 8" floppy data diskettes, The Bookkeeper
can handle up to 3,500 customers, vendors

and employees on account with 10,000 trans-

actions per month.

Add a hard disk and your microcomputer

has almost unlimited storage.

Contact us today fo find out how you can

own this superior product.

We're Writing Programs For People

univesN.
SOffWNK
STUDIOS

UNIVERSAL SOFTWARE STUDIOS.
179 WEST SMITH ST. GALLATIN
TELEPHONE (615) 452-1027

•TRADE MARK OF THE TANDY CORP

We also have Bookkeeper Systems
specifically designed for:

Accountants. Membership Organizations,

Office Equipment Dealers. Retailers a-

and Churches jf .

J*
All On One Diskette! JF*F-&



• totally n»» cw<t«l in anall acala I ni or aat I on aanagaaant tor tba I»6 *>
(HI. IOC is an aaaaa*>ly languaga utility ~».|cl> « I I a t ha gar t.at~aar. t».t

•01 tors and data baaa aanagara to pr-ovlda a trot Iraa tor* inloraation
atoraga and ratriaval ftyataai with unnaard-o< *aa* at operation.

100/OW c»t» on a roraattvd diakatta a I Ofi f I ! I'M I to I 'o pagaft long.
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S 216

ISO 1

Pat »4 ?f>9 705
IS02

DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't
Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes. Surges &
Hash could be the culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact' Our
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb
damaging Power Line Spikes. Surges and Hash

• ISOLATOR (ISO 1i 3 filter Isolated 3 prong sockets; integral

Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load. 1 KW load any
socket $62.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter Isolated 3 prong socket banks; (6

sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank $62 95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO 3). similar to ISO 1 except double
filtering & Suppression $94.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO 4), similar to ISO-1 except unit has 6
individually filtered sockets $106 95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO 11) similar to ISO 2 except double
filtering & Suppression $94.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) Add $ 8.00
• CKTBRKR/SWITCH/PILOT(CBS) Add $16.00

AT YOUR
DEALERS

Master-Card, Visa. American Express
Order Toll Free 1 800-225-4876
(except AK. HI, PR 4 Canada)

£±n? Electronic Specialists, Inc. ,/m

1T% South Main Sf»el Mafic*. Mjss 01T60

Technical & Non 800 1 617 655 1532

TRS 80 MODEL II

8 4 MEGABYTE HAR
(PRIMARY UNIT) $4040. /f ££> tB=* ^W \

$2100 -$850
2 DISK RS 232 (ALL RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT)

FREE
OUT-OF-STATE TAXES AND SHIPPING COSTS

WARRANTIES HONORED BY ALL COMPANY OWNED
RADIO SHACK STORES OR COMPUTOR CENTERS

WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS,
COMPUTORS AND ACCESSORIES

TRS-80 COLOR 4-K $3 1 5

16-K $495 32 K $595
COLOR DISK DRIVES

o*509i2-3*339

WE ACCEPT

CERTIFIED CHECKS.

CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS

PERRY OIL & GAS INCORPORATED
137 NORTH MAIN ST. PERRY. MICHIGAN 48872 PHONE (517) 625-4161. MICH

WE OWN AND OPERATE A RADIO SHACK — DEALERSHIP R162

FOR OUR PRICES PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-248-3823
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"/ thought I had seen it all until I

received Snapp IV, their

Extended Basic mapping support/'

variable in the same manner as Basic's

PRINT USING. If you enter PRINT FN
FMT$('GOODBYE###";10), the screen

displays the following: GOODBYE 10.

I must admit that, when I first saw this

function, I wondered how or why I would

ever use it. But, FN FMT$ is a real "sleeper."

Any programmer who manipulates num-

bers and mixes them with strings for print-

ing or storage will soon find himself saving

a tremendous amount of computer time

and memory space by using FMT$.

For those of you who can't stand pro-

gramming without PEEKing or POKEing to

the innards of TRSDOS or Basic, Snapp
also provides a number of those functions

that allow PEEKing or POKEing bytes,

words or entire strings.

As an example, if you enter PRINT FN
PEEK($HOF6B), the screen displays the

number of lines that have been printed on

the current page of your line printer.

Snapp Commands

OPEN"E" allows you to open a sequen-

tial file and add to it. Normally, Basic re-

quires you to open the file and read the en-

tire contents into memory before you can

add to it. Afterward you must rewrite the en-

tire file to disk.

SCMD"RUN" lets you run a new program

from Basic and allocate a different number
of buffers for data going to and from the

disk.

If you have accessed Basic from

TRSDOS with BASIC-F:2 which allocates

two file blocks, and your next program re-

quires five file blocks, all that you need do is

enter SCMD RUN"NEWPROG",5 and five

file blocks are allocated. Your program,

NEWPROG, will be up and running.

You can also use SCMD"CLEAR" which

sets file buffer space, string space, and/or

memory size, all while running a program.

If you need more memory space while

your program is running, you can use

SCMD"ERASE", which eliminates all arrays

currently in use.

Snapp also enhances video display con-

trols with its SCMD"ROW" for example,

that allows you to protect a portion of the

screen from scrolling.

With SCMD "VDOFF" you can complete-

ly turn off the video display, which is ad-

visable during extensive updates of the

screen. It spares you from seeing all the

flickering and streaking on the screen.

To turn the video back on, type:

SCMD'VDON".
Also, SCMD'CURSOR" allows you to

change the blink rate and the size of the cur-

sor, or to remove the cursor altogether.

Auto Map

I thought that I had seen it all from Snapp

until I received their Extended Basic map-

ping Support, Snapp IV.

Consider writing a program that does the

following:

• Open a sequential file and input up to

99 items.

• Print all 99 items on the screen with

prompts.

• Input changes to any or all of these

items (which will be referred to as

fields from now on).

• Rewrite the updated file.

Reading or writing files is easy, but with

99 print statements. 99 prompts and 99 in-

put statements, I hope that you have a 64K

Model II and plenty of time! You may need

it. Take a look at Program Listing 2 which

with the help of Snapp IV. does all of the

above and more.

With Auto Map you can display the

prompts and all 99 data items after ex-

ecuting line 130.

An off-line program called Generate/BAS

develops the screen display. By off-line I

mean that you don't need it during the ex-

ecution of your program.

Generate/BAS creates the image of your

information on the video display. In Listing

2, line 80 initializes the display named

DISPLAY1. Generate/BAS assigns each

piece of data to a field with its own at-

tributes. The attributes include the row and

column of the display and a caption, which

is the same as a prompt in an input state-

ment. (You can display the caption and/or

data in reverse video if desired.)

Field length defines the maximum num-

ber of characters to be displayed or ac-

cepted from the keyboard, and can be dis-

played in reverse video also. You can also

protect the field, which means that you can-

not modify its data from the keyboard.

The next attribute is the variable name.

This can be a simple variable such as A$, a

subscripted variable such as A$(5) or it can

contain an expression such as J%(l + K + 5).

When the variable is numeric rather than

string, Generate/BAS asks if you would like

to accept only positive numbers, and it

allows you to specify a limit to the number
of decimal places.

While you're creating a screen. Gener-

ate/BAS displays a prompt line on the bot-

tom of the video display giving you all the

current options. These normally include

<A>dding a new field, <l>nserting and

<E>diting a field. <N>ext moves the cursor

to the next field. <P>revious moves the cur-

sor to the previous field. <D>elete discards

a field. <S>ave saves the current screen to

a file named earlier.

After you set the field's positions, the ar-

row keys will move any field to a new loca-

tion. This makes designing a "pretty" and

professional screen display very easy. All

too often good programs are spoiled with

sloppy screen displays.

After sending a screen to the video dis-

play with SCMD'SEND", the screen im-

mediately goes blank until the entire video

is updated. The display then turns on. Any

unfilled data areas will contain a series of

small graphic blocks showing where you

can enter data. The cursor does not appear

until SCMD"RECEIVE" is encountered, at

which point it jumps to the beginning of the

first or any selected data area.

If you enter the last allowable character

in a data area, the cursor then jumps to the

first character in the next data area. (No

more PRINT® s followed by input state-

ments.) This continues until you press

ENTER.F1 , or F2 which ends the SCMD"RE-
CEIVE" command.

While entering string data, use the arrow

keys to position the cursor over a character

that needs correcting. There is no need to

retype the line.

The tab key moves the cursor to the next

field while Escape is a "back tab." The up-

arrow acts as an express back tab. moving

the cursor to the first character in the

previous line, while the down-arrow is an ex-

press tab to the first field in the next row.

The first time I used Auto Map I was
amazed. I designed a screen that input and

printed latitude and longitude in degrees,

minutes and seconds, an identification

string, a date and time, and a special fifteen

character serial number, all with no errors.

Updating this information from my files is

surprisingly easy with Snapp's cursor con-

trols. Try the software yourself. I'm sure

you'll wonder how you ever got along with-

out it.B

90 DI*1J(99>
100 OPEN- I-.l.-DATAFJLE-
110 •' - -1 TO 99IINPOTB1 •JUMNEXT I

120 :.. =e
125 sent)" INIT'.-DISPLAYI- !REM i»ltl*llZ« Itrttn
130 SCTO- SEND"
1*0 sew RECEIVE"
150 OPEN O", 1. -DAIAFILE-
160 FOR 1 -1 TO 9V:PRINT«1 |J(I)IMEXT I

170
180

CLOSE
END

Program Listing 2
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FANFARE™
by Jon Bokelman, author of Orchestra-80, 85 and 90

PLAY MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS

IN UP TO FOUR-PART HARMONY
THROUGH YOUR MODEL I

OR MODEL III CASSETTE PORT!

Includes our four finest software-only synthesizers: •

SOLO Plays single musical notes and effects.

DUO Plays two simultaneous musical notes

or effects, (two-part harmony)

TRIO Plays three simultaneous musical notes
or effects, (three-part harmony)

QUARTET Plays four simultaneous musical notes
or effects, (four-part harmony)

Now you can ada fantastic music and sound
effects to your BASIC program! Our machine-
language synthesizers are called from BASIC.

Here's your chance to experiment with music
synthesis at an incredibly low price!

BONUS
Includes a full-length graphics cartoon
demonstrating sound effects by FANFARE.

These software synthesizers play through the
cassette port—no hardware is required

Each synthesizer comes complete with a special

song that you will enjoy

FANFARE includes four music synthesizers and
sample music for each (ready to load and
play) plus complete documentation. Supplied

on cassette.

$24.95 SUPPLIED ON DISK
plus $2 00 postage ana handling
($5.00 for overseas airmail)

CA residents add 6% sales tax

Mastercard and Visa accepted

Software Affair
8^.8^uD.s[)r.vo Sunnvvrie CAQ40R/

(408)295-9195

Greatest Hits
Now Available For Orchestra-80/85/90

• Volumes I and II each contain 11 NEW classical

music files

• Fantastic music oy great composers like Bach, Mozart.
Tchaikovsky, Gneg, Ltszt and many others

• These Computer Classics are ready to icad and play

• Includes "The Nutcracker March; "Dance of the Sugar
Pium Fairy". "Hungarian Rhapsody #2". "Turkish March".
"In the Hall of the Mountain King", "Friska", "Anitra's

Dance", "Gavct+e". "March of the Dwarfs". "Morning",

"Dance of the Reed pipes". plus many more.

• All STEREO arrangements! (Orch85/90)

Volumes I and II

• $10 each en cassette (Orcn85/90 only)

• SPECIAL ALL 22 Computer Classics on DiSK for only $20.

(Specify Orchestra - 80, 85 or 90)

• Add $" postage and nandling

"Sometimes a product is marketed that is of such good quality

and value that it soon becomes the standard in its "lass

Orchestra-80 is this kind of program
"

Jim Heid
80 Microcomputing May 1981 p 30

"Now. three years after its appearance on then Kjixot .i s

possible to use the TRS-80 to its fullest capabilities >i n n jsic

generation The company responsible for this break through is

Software Affair Ltd The product is Orchestra 80

Elizabeth Cooper ana /v.-n Koyla
BYTE. November 1981 p \>o£.

Orchestra-80™
MUSIC SYNTHESIZER

$79.95
oius S2 00 postage and handling

(S5.0C for overseas airmail

)

CA residents add 6% sales tax

MasterCard and Visa accepted

UPGRADING ORCHESTRA-80
TO ORCHESTRA-85

Send your Orchestra-80 PC board with $69.95 plus

$2 shipping and handling. \cu will receive a com-
plete new Orchestra-85 STEREO music synthesizer!

Offer void if your PC board has been modified,

misused, or damaged in any way CA residents

must add $7.80 sales tax.

Unquestionably, if you own a 16K 'R$ 80. along with a stereo

speaker system you will find Orchestra 85 an ama/mg and
delightful way to produce music

"

Robb Murray
Soft side. November 1981. p /v

ihe Orchestra 80 and 86 systems are outstanding achieve
ments in cost vs performance in the music synthesiser area
fhey provide a fine sound, and program so easily that novices
have little trouble creating music with their first efforts

Oeorge Somers
Pianist and former julliard instructor
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-Orchestra-90TM

by Jon Bokelman

Stereo Music Synthesis and Percussion
for the Model III.

All the great features of Orchestra-85 enhanced by
Jon Bokelman's SPECIAL COMPOSER'S EDITION software.

Orchestra-90 now includes ORCHUTIL. a powerful utility

program for ASCII/Binary conversion, music file packing.
Model I to Model III tape conversion, and tape/disk
transfer

Plays existing Orchestra-80 and 85 music files in stereo

Plugs into any 16K Model III Level II or disk system without
voiding the warranty.

Special Composer's Edition

Orchestra-90 M
$149.95

plus $2.00 postage and handling
($5.00 for overseas airmail)
CA residents add 6% sales tax
MasterCard and visa accepted
Please specify 1APE or DISK version.

Software Affair
858 Rubis Drive. Sunnyvale. CA 94087

(408) 295-9195

SYNTHESIZE MUSICAND PERCUSSION IN STEREO!
• STEREO -Separation by instrument! For ex- • New editing features and commands 1 ^%g>*-i~l^^J>#a«>^ QP1
ample, play trumpet and oboe through # p,^ ,nto any 16k M^e, , keyboard or WlWll6dllU"09
channel A. clarinet and organ through expansion interface wtrhout voiding A m #% #% *\ f-
channel B. You can switch instruments warranty! Ji/t TU
from channel to channel at any timel - _- ._,

.._
'.__ . _.,_..

B *^B ~ ^^
::'T»l^s KHin
range of percussive sounds and special

effects to your music!

Existing Orchestra-60 files load and play
in stereo automatically!

Optional 5th Voice for use with

speed-up mods!

• New editing features and commands!
• Plugs into any 16k Model I keyboard or

expansion interface wtrhout voiding

warranty!

• Includes tape and disk versions on
^»ii>:ir«::-iii'l

i;- : !ilil::
,

p'iii>,i'.i>i

and fully assembled and tested printed

circuit board!

EMmmMmSmmR
CA residents add 6% sales tax

MasterCard and visa

accepted

.-85

CC(M&*

" ,v*-"'
,ir '

N X*

3> ••

*>rr**
*****

otcthi

HLcfcaaaV L ^M

iI T 1 f 1 BBBBW

#

Includes the new
SPECIAL COMPOSER'S EDITION
software!

Software Affair
858 Rubis Drive. Sunnyvale. CA 94087

(408) 295-9195
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GENERAL

LOAD 80

Maintain an inventory ofFord Model T parts.

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

32K RAM
TRSDOS

The Ultimate Parts Manager

Bruce W. McCalley

Box 7400

Burbank, CA 91510

A few years ago I purchased a TRS-80

for two reasons. First I wanted to

learn something about computers. Sec-

ond, I had acquired copies of a good
number of parts catalogs, covering 19

years of Model T Ford production, and I

wanted to compile a master catalog of

these parts listings.

I've developed a program to handle the

parts books over the past two years using

approaches I have yet to see published.

While it is not likely many will ever dup-

licate this program (how many nuts would

spend so much time sorting Model T

parts?) it would be applicable to other

cataloging programs.

There's little information on organizing

disk files for reasonably rapid access. The
TRS-80 manual hints that random files

must have file numbers and that If you
want a particular file, you address it using

that number. But how do you know the file

number without some form of an index?

Part numbers have a logical sequence,

usually incrementing upward as parts are

added. Model T parts begin at 2500 and ex-

tend into the 6000 range. My approach was
to use the part numbers themselves as the

source for the file numbers. My initial plan

was to use a separate disk for each 100

parts. This takes quite a few disks and may
not be the most efficient method, for some
disks are almost empty while others are

almost loaded. The file numbers are derived

from the last two numbers in the pari

numbers.

What do you do if you have more infor-

mation to file than can be handled in the

255 bytes of a single file? Here I had a part

number, a description, a short note and 19

years of prices. If Ford had had me in mind

60 years ago, they could have made it

easier, but Instead they also used factory

numbers that did not necessarily relate to

part numbers. They also changed them
from time to time, so additional files are re-
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quired to handle factory numbers.

It didn't take long to discover, too, that

they discontinued part numbers for a time

and then reinstated them, but for entirely

different parts. This discovery didn't help

my file access method at all for the second
entry overwrote the first one. A further

complication appeared when they added
letter suffixes (2500B, 2500C).

Early on in the data entry the need also

was found for some method to elaborate

on some items, either a more detailed

description or a history of the evolution. My
first format listed entries by part number,

up to 15 additional part number files ac-

cessed directly from the initial file, and

each of the above with its own factory num-

ber file and up to three more comment files

for each of these files— a possible 80 files

from one initial part number entry! And all

are accessible by the disk file number di-

rectly rather than by search of the disk files.

Initially, the program worked well with

this format. Unfortunately, In the 2800

series of numbers, the required number of

files overloaded the disk making it nec-

essary to break the files down to just 50 per

disk—the 2800 to 2849 numbers on one disk

and 2850 to 2899 on another. A routine was
developed to initialize the program for

either a file length of 100 or of 50.

As programs grow, memory require-

ments grow too. When the program gets to

the point where there's no room in memory
to operate it, something must give. The
original program had the entering, editing,

viewing and printing routines all together.

These were later split into three programs:

Edit, Print and Menu.
However, the printout requirements

were for upper and lowercase, which re-

quired a routine to enter upper and lower-

case when entering the data. This can be
done If one remembers to shift for lower-

case when using the TRS-80, but since the

normal screen only shows uppercase, it

can become confusing. Radio Shack now
has a conversion for upper/lower, but in my
case I installed the Electric Pencil version

(this was before RS had theirs). Early on, I

found the shift for lowercase a bother, so
there is a conversion routine in the pro-

gram to make reversal. The Menu program
initializes the screen routine (lines 10 to

16). Typing is still reversed but the routine

in the Edit program (10000 to 10022) con-

verts the reversed entry to standard form

(i.e., dATA is changed to Data. It's a bit slow

for long entries, but easier than typing

backwards.

How the Program Work*

The Edit program is the result of more
modifications (from the original version)

than I can remember. As a result, there is

not a great deal of logic in the layout of

many routines. The program is listed only

as an illustration of one way to do things,

not as the only way.

The initial part number entry routine

begins at line 100 and ends at 194 (see Pro-

gram Listing 1). There are a number of sub-

routines called up but parts of this group

are subroutines. This was done because
these subroutines are called up elsewhere

in the program when adding auxiliary part

number files.

Subroutine (S/R) 9190 is a null routine for

the auxiliary file numbers. S/R 9160 nulls

the parts file buffer. S/R 252 selects the

location on the disk. S/R 9000, 9100 and

9300 are disk/buffer routines. The nulls are

not necessary in all cases of entry, but pre-

vent unwanted data from appearing when
an old file is overprinted or, elsewhere in the

program, when auxilliary files are added
that use the same strings and buffers.

The initial part number entry allows the

part number, the factory number, a

description and notes to be entered in

Pfilol, then the factory number and addi-

tional notes to be entered In Pfile2. Pfilel

allows two part numbers to be filed in each
disk segment, while Pflle2 requires an en-

tire segment. The disk file number is the

same for both of these files.

After completing the above entry, the

Edit mode Is called up and additional en-

tries can be made in either file. (Auxiliary

files can also be added at this time, but are

generally done later as data Is being in-

putted.) Hitting Enter after the entry

routine brings you back to the beginning



for another number.

The Edit routine begins at 500. If called

up from the menu, Edit begins at 500.

When called from New (the one described

above), the routine begins at 515. When
called up for an auxiliary part number, it

begins at 512. The different entry points

bypass null routines that are not required

in certain functions.

Throughout the program are control

numbers: C, C2 and C9. These control

numbers (set at either one or zero) deter-

mine the return points of subroutines or

the file length. C2 sets the file length (50 or

100) as described later. If C2 is one the file

length is 50; zero sets it at 100. C9 is set to

one if the files are accessed from the aux-

iliary file routine, zero if from the main file.

Early in the data entry process a sequen-

tial access of files was needed. Since I had

about 60 parts books to sort through,

entering a part number for each part be-

came a chore. The routine at 1800 allows

each part to be accessed from any begin-

ning number to any ending number; the

next number is called up by pressing

Enter. (Of course, all auxiliary files can be

accessed from the called-up file.) The con-

trol number for this Is C. If C = 1, the se-

quential routine is active; If C = 0, the in-

dividual part number must be entered.

The auxiliary file numbers are control

numbers in some cases, particularly to call

up the headings for the mail part file.

Multiple File Access

The Initial part number filing routine

dedicated the first 100 files of Pf ilel so any
additional entries would have to begin at

101. All auxiliary part number files are

added in sequence and their file number is

stored in the initial part number file. When
the initial number is entered, its printout

shows the part number and prices. Each
description is prefixed with a number that

identifies it for editing. In addition to the

usual part data, there are three file number
listings, 5 and 6 for two similarly formatted

files that allow five part number/factory

number/date entries, plus about 30 words
of comments (154 bytes). File 7 is a 255-

byte comment file (unformatted except for

five lines to allow easier editing at a later

date). File 8 is a string that identifies file

numbers for part numbers that are in the

same family as the initial file. Up to 15 ad-

ditional files can be listed, each with its

own factory number file and the three note

files (5, 6 and 7).

Each of these additional file numbers is

saved as an integer, which saves space:

files 5, 6 and 7 in the Pfilel field (the initial

part number field), and file 8 in Pfile2 (the

factory number file). Since both Pfiles are

called up initially (upon entry of the initial

".
. . how many nuts

would spend so much time

sorting Model T parts?"

5 CLEAR3000
10 CLS:FORI«-30TO-1
11 READB
12 POKEI,B
13 NEXTI
14 POKE 16414, 226:POKE16415, 255
16 DATA221, 110, 3 ,221, 102, 4, 218 ,154 ,4, 221, 126, 5, 183, 40 ,1,119, 121

,

254,32,218,6,5,254,128,210,166,4,195,125,4
18 PRINTSTRING$(58,"=")
20 PRINT" BASIC PART FILE MENU

22 PRINTSTRING$(58,"«=")
25 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
30 PRINT TAB(15)"1. PRINT OR LINE PRINT FILES"
35 PRINT
40 PRINT TAB (15) "2. EDIT OR ADD TO FILES"
45 PRINT:PRINT
50 PRINT'SELECT: ";

51 A$»INKEYS:IFA$=""THEN51
52 IFA$="1"THEN60
53 IFA$«"2"THEN70
54 GOT051
60 PRINTA$:RUN"PRINT"
70 PRINTA$: RUN" EDIT"

Program Listing 1. Menu

part number), this data is in the buffers.

There are two different fields for these

numbers because there wasn't room in

either file alone for all the part data.

These auxiliary file numbers are iden-

tified as R1 through R9 and S1 through S9.

They may be changed and their order

shifted by routines when each file is called

up. For example, if five is pressed, the

screen asks, "Change number (Y/Ent)". If Y
is entered, the new number is requested

and when entered becomes the new file

number. If Enter is pressed, the actual file

is called up for viewing or editing. This file

number editing allows shifting the order of

the auxiliary files so they are in alpha-

numerical order, or the cali-up of the same
auxiliary file from two or more initial (or

auxiliary) files. The file eight routine only

appears on the initial entry (or main file)

printout. While it would be possible to ac-

cess another 15 auxiliary files from each
auxiliary file, I have not found it necessary.

BASIC PART FILE MENU

1.

2

PRINT OH LINE PRINT FILES

EDIT OR ADO TO FILES

SELECT:

Table 1.

PARTS FILE MENU

1. TO ADD TO PARTS FILE

2. TO EDIT PARTS FILE

3. TO PRINT PARTS FILE

4. TO CHANGE FILE LENGTH

FILE LENGTH IS 60

SELECT NUMBER

Table 2.

EDIT PARTS/PRICE FILE

[1] PART #2800 [2] FACT » 291
B"

[3] FRONT WHEEL
[4] NOTES: 30 x 3 CI.

(8) AUX. 41/9/16/17/18
19/29/30/42/43

[5] NOTEFILE(A)1 .[6]

[7] NOTEFILE(B)0
0/0/0/0/0

PRICES
1909 1913 1917 1921 1925

[9] 12

1910

[13]

1914

[17] 5.5

1918

[211

1922

10 [25] 6

1926

[10] 12

1911

[14]

1915

[18] 7

1919

[22]

1923

8 [26] 6

1927

[11] 8

1912

[15]

1916
[19] 8

1920

[23]

1924

6.75 [27] 6

[12] 7 [16]

SELECT NUMBER (N * null, X
[20] 12

= end, ENTER = next)

[24] 6.25

Table 3.
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"The Edit program is the result

of more modifications. .

.

than I can remember.

"

If there are no auxiliary files entered for

a given number, calling up the file auto-

matically accesses the next available

empty file (EOF plus one) and saves its file

location in the applicable R1 through S9

file under eight. The program goes into the

new routine and whatever you enter

becomes the new file. If there are no aux-

iliary part number files entered, the entire

eight line does not appear on the screen

but entering eight still calls up the routine.

Once an auxiliary file is saved, the eight

line will print. If there are fewer than six

auxiliary part number files entered, eight

will show only the first five (if less than five

files have been entered, the file numbers

above the numbers previously entered will

show as zero). When the sixth auxiliary

EDIT FACTORY NUMBER FILE

PART #2800 FACT. • 291 B * FRONTWHEEL
NOTES: 30 x 3 CI. NOTEFILE(A)1,0

FACT* CATALOG YEAR/NOTES

(1) 291 ( 8) 1909-1912 (Red)

(2) ( 9) — USED 1909 —
(3) (10)

(4) 291 (11) 1917-1920

(5) 291

B

(12) 1920-1926

(8) 291 BR (13) 1927

(7) (14) - FOR 1909-1925 -

CHANGE? (» OR 'ENTER' ('N' TO NULL))

Table 4.

entry is made, the second group of file

numbers will appear below the first group.

The auxiliary part files (R4 through S9)

are accessed either after entering the

eight by entering the desired part number

(e.g., 2500B), or sequentially beginning

with the first entry. The routine for this ac-

cess Is in lines 1100 through 1275. When
the eight is entered, after the change
number routine, the screen asks for the

part number. If a number is entered, the

files (R4 through whatever numbers are

entered) are searched until a match is

found. If such a number has not been filed,

the screen asks if you want to enter a new
file or return to the main file. If your answer

is yes, then the new number entry routine

is called up. If no, the original file is

recalled.

If no part number is entered, and Enter is

pressed, the program prints each record in

order until all of the auxiliary part number

files have been called up.

Either of the two auxiliary part file ac-

cessing systems can be ended at any

point, so it is not necessary to view every

file once the one required is found.

OVER 75 TRS-80 PROGRAMS ON TAPE
EACH YEAR...

For the MODEL I III:

0\' Ebenezer Cload wiped his glasses off — and grabbed for his

gold pouch! With CLOAD Magazine, he could use and enjoy

his computer for the price of a turkey with stuffing! And he could

send Bob home early, since the programs did not have to be

typed in I

He now gets a 30 minute tape each month with 7 or more
practical, tutorial, utility, and game programs to CLOAD and
run. While he CLOADs the programs, he reads the editor's

babblings that come with each tape.

Don't let ghostly images cloud your TRS'80's screen. Get a

subscription to CLOAD Magazine!

The Fin* Print; Tho Bottom Lino:

Issues are sent First Class Mail. I year (12 issues) $42.00

All issues from Oct. 78 on available — 6 months (6 issues] $23.00

ask for list (24 Level I issues also). Single copies —
Programs are for 16K Level II, 16K Back issues $$4.50

Model III, and occasionally for disks. Good Games #1 $12.00

Calif, residents add 6% to single Adventures #1 $13.00

copies and anthologies. Overseas — Anthology #1 $10.00

add SI0 to subscriptions, $5 to Anthology #2 $15.00

anthologies, and $1 to single copies TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

Sent AO rate. MasterCard/Visa/Gold also welcome

CLOAD """SE.'
PO. Box 1448 Santa Barbara, CA 93102

|805) 962-6271

^502
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Ink«y Functions

Inkey functions are used throughout the

program to access editing functions, files,

and so on. Considerable time is saved dur-

ing the editing process when updating
files. This function, of course, consumes
memory when compared with the usual

"On X GOTO" system.

It's easy to use Inkey if the functions are

called out by one number or one letter, but

it gets a bit more complicated if the

number is 10 or more. I handled this by

making the first Inkey entry refer to

another if there was the need for a double

entry. (For example, if you want to select

either two or 20, how do you tell the dif-

ference?) When the possible selections

ran into the teens or twenties the first one

or two switches to another routine. If the

desired number is either one or two the

Enter key is pressed and the proper routine

is called up. If the second entry is another

number, then its corresponding function is

called.

An example of this is seen beginning at

line 520. The Inkey routine goes to 400 (this

"Inkey functions are used
throughout the program to access

editing functions, files, and so on."

was added later, after the essential parts

of the program had been developed, and

there was no room for the additional

entries in the logical order) where the dual

entry routine continues. (The use of "A1$"

in lines 410 and 420 is due to a previous

system; "AS" could have been used

throughout.)

A different approach would use 01, 02,

etc. for the numbers from one to nine, but

this means that you have to enter the extra

zero for every entry below 10. I have found

it easier to hit Enter after the initial

number. In this program, the editing call-

ups are under 30 so it is only necessary to

hit the Enter key for one and two. Three to

NOTE FILE » 1 FOR PART # 2800

PART #2800 FACT. • 291B* FRONT WHEEL
NOTES: 30x 3 CI. NOTEFILE(A)1.0

PART* FACT* YEAR INTRODUCED

Ml (D 280-
0-1-2 (8) 291 (11) 1909

[2] (2) 2800B (7) 291 (12) 1913

[3] (3) 2800 (8) 291 (13) 1918

I*] (*) (9) (14)

|5] (5) (10) 05)

(16) NOTES: 2800. 2801. 2802 are whMlS of different colors.

(17) NOTES: 2800B replaced all three plus 2802B In 1913.

(18) NOTES: 2800B changed to 2800 In 1918 catalog.

CHANGE?!* OR 'ENTERT

Table 5.

. . . FOR UNDER $0.75 (that's SIX BITS) APIECE I

For the COLOR COMPUTER:
You just spent your vacation money on the Extended
BASIC Color Computer, and now you want to buy
software!!!???

Don't skip meals - set CHROMASETTE Magazine! Each

month your computer will get a balanced diet of 6 or

more programs on cassette (just load and run!). Along
with the tape comes some notes on the programs, along

with tidbits on the Color Computer world.

Th« Fine Print:

Issues are sent First Class Mail.

All issues from July 81 on available — ask for list.

Programs are for the Extended BASIC model only.

Calif residents add 6% to single copies Overseas —
add $10 to subscnotions, add $1 to single copies

Sent AO rate

MasterCard /Visa welcome 1

Chromasette Masazine
— for those who relish every byte (that pun even hurt me)

Chromasette Magazine
PO Box 1087 Santa Barbara, CA 93102

(805)963-1066 •»

The tottem Line:

1 year (12 issues) $45.00

6 months (6 issues) $25.00

Single copies $5.00
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".
. . two routines are used in the

program to effect the conversion

from the usual TRS-80 printing mode."

nine act on the first entry.

The Inkey function also makes it easy to

call up other functions such as Null, End or

Next directly.

Upper and Lowercase

Since my requirements were for a print-

out In upper and lower-case, two routines

are used in the program to effect the con-

version from the usual TRS-80 printing

mode. My computer had already been
modified, as mentioned earlier. The
routine in the Menu program enters a

machine language program in high

memory. This routine is in lines 10 to 16.

When calling up Basic the memory size is

set to 65505. (The number of files is also

set at four since there are four different

files accessed in the programs.) As soon

EDIT PARTS/PRICE FILE

[1] PART»2800A1 [2] FACTH291J [3] FRONT WHEEL
[4] NOTES: 30x3-1/2 CI

PRICES

[5] NOTEFILElA)0J6)0

[7] NOTEFILE(B) 10

1909 1913 1917 1921 1925

\9\ [13]

1910 1914

[17]

1918

[21]

1922

[25] 6

1926

[10] [14]

1911 1915

[18]

1919

[22]

1923

[26] 6

1927

[11] [15)

1912 1916

[19]

1920

[23]

1924

[27] 6

[12] [16]

SELECT NUMBER (N = nu I, X
[20]

• end, ENTER - next)

Table 6.

[24]

as the Menu program is Run (and the Elec-

tric Pencil control switch is set) the com-
puter will print upper and lowercase. This

is fine but you must shift for lowercase.

To solve this problem, another routine

(lines 10000 to 10022 in the Edit program) is

called up after each entry where upper/

lowercase is desired. When typing in the

data, the entry is reverse—upper shows as

lower and vice-versa. The routine reverses

this and the proper format then appears on
the screen. I'm sure there are better ways
to do this, but I don't have them available.

Note that not all entries access this rou-

tine. Part numbers, dates, and so on are

normally all caps anyway, so the standard

input is used. The reversal process is a bit

slow, depending on the length of the typed

line, but it's better than shifting with one
hand and typing a line with the other!

Strange Routine*

Some of the program routines might
seem strange. Not all are necessary for

program use, but apply to a particular ap-

plication. One of these is line 12. Two

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK

&̂
GAMES

MICROTEXT COMMUNICATIONS VIA YOUR MODEM!
Now you can use your printer with your modem 1 Your computer can be an
intelligent printing terminal. Talk to timeshare services or to other personal

computers; print simultaneously through a second printer port; and re-display

text stored in memory. Download text to Basic programs: dump to a cassette

tape, or printer, or both. Microtext can be used with any printer or no printer at

all. It features user-configurable duplex/parity for special applications, and can
send any ASCII character You'll find many uses for this general purpose
module! Available in ROMPACK. ready-to-use. for $59.95.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The Micro Works Software Development System (SDS80C) is a complete 5809
editor, assembler and monitor package contained in one Color Computer program
pack 1 Vastly superior to RAM-based assemblers/editors, the SDS80C is non-
volatile, meaning that if your application program bombs, it can't destroy your
editor /assembler Plus it leaves almost all of 16K or 32K RAM free for your
program Since all three programs, editor, assembler and monitor are co-resident,

we eliminate tedious program loading when gang back and forth from editing to

assembly and debugging!

The powerful screen -oriented Editor features finds, changes, moves, copys and
much more. All keys have convenient auto repeat (typamatic). and since no line

numbers are required, the full width of the screen may be used to generate well

commented code.

The Assembler features ail of the following: complete 6809 instruction set;

complete (5800 set supported for cross-assembly; conditional assembly; local

labels; assembly to cassette tape or to memory; listing to screen or printer; and
mnemonic error codes instead of numbers.

The versatile ABUG monitor is a compact version of CBUG. tailored for debugging
programs generated by the Assembler and Editor It features examine/chanqe of

memory or registers, cassette load and save, breakpoints and more SDS80C
Price: $89.95

THE

Star Blaster — Blast your way through an asteroid field in this action-packed

Hi-Res graphics game! Available in ROMPACK; requires 16K. Price: $39.95
Pac Attack — Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware, with

fantastic graphics, sound and action! Cassette requires 16K Price: $24.95
Berserk — Have fun zapping robots with this Hi-Res game by Mark Data

Products. Cassette requires 16K Price: $24.95
Adventure — Black Sanctum and Calixto Island by Mark Data Products Each

cassette requires 16K Price: $19.95 each

ROMLESS PAK I
— is an empty program pack capable of holding two 2716 or

2732 EPROMs, allowing you up to 8K of program 1 The PC board inside comes
with sockets installed, ready to go with the addition of your custom EPROMs.
Price: $24.95

2-PASS DISASSEMBLER — with documentation package 16K: cassette. 80C
Disassembler Price: $49.95

CBUG — Machine language monitor. CBUG Cassette Price: $29.95
CBUG ON 2716 EPROM: Can plug into Romless Pak I. CBUG ROM Price:

$39.95
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE — serial to parallel converter allows use of all

standard parallel printers. PI80C Price: $69.95
Assembly Lmguage Proqrtmming, by Lance Leventhal Price: $16.95
MEMORY UPGRADE KITS: 4-1 6K Kit Price $39.95. 16-32K (requires soldering

experience) Price: $39.95
PARTS A SERVICES: SAMs. 6809Es. RAMs. PIAs Call for prices

WE SHIP FROM STOCK!
oUUU OlU rr. Master Charge/Vise and COD Accepted

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014 714-942-2400
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Software Breakthrough...

NEW QUIKPRO Program
WRITES Programs For You

in Minutes.
Review of QUIKPRO
by Technical Writer

Wayne Hepburn

QUIKPRO by ICR FutureSoft is the

name given a new breakthrough in

software. It is written for use on TRS-

80 Model I Disc System, Model II

and Model III Disc System.

Until now. whenever you

wanted a new program, you either

had to pay good money for each and

every new application program or, if

you are capable, spend hours upon

hours writing your own Thanks to a

marvelous new program, those

choices are obsolete.

Now you can do it yourself.

Anytime you want a new program,

easily and quickly, you can make
your own. Anybody who can turn a

computer on and off can do it with

Quikpro ..it's that easy and fast.

This important breakthrough

is the invention of Joseph Tamargo
of Florida. His brilliant approach to

program writing allows you, finally,

to tap the real power of your com-
puter in new ways. I located Mr.

Tamargo and interviewed him about

the Quikpro. He told me "The best

part of this program is that it gives

you a separate BASIC program every

time you use it. You can List each

program you create from it, look at

it, and actually see what makes it

tick."

What's more, I found out you

can modify, alter and enhance, even

copy, programs you create from

using Quikpro. I believe there is no

other program even close to Quik-

pro for flexibility and ease of

program generation. This flexibility

may well make Quikpro superior to

every other Filing Data Entry

.'See List oi Aavenise's on page *G2

or Data Base Management Program

The applications are virtually

unlimited Anyone who uses a com-

puter at home, in business, in schools

or other educational situations will

find hundreds of applications

Teachers. Students, Hobbiests, Small

and Large Businesses can all find

great benefits in using Quikpro in

any of hundreds of applications like

these examples:

Using Quikpro you can

quickly write programs for Financial

Records, Stocks, Checking Accounts,

Receiveables, Inventories, Schedules,

Personal Records, Statistics, Invoices,

Catalogues. Reference Banks, Ac-

counting Data of all kinds, and the

list just goes on and on, almost

without limit.

Quikpro cuts program

development time dramatically to a

fraction of what it would take the

old way (the way you do it now]. It

will generate File and Data Entry

sequences for mainframes to remote

or host computers You can create

and run a demonstraton program in

a few minutes.

Unlike novelty programs you
play with for a while and grow tired

of, Quikpro is one you will regard

like a good right arm Year after year

you will use it to create all the new
Filing and/or Data Entry programs

you will ever need. You never have

to buy them again

Thanks to this invention, the

power and speed promised by com-

puters from the beginning have now
become a reality Since I had seen

announcements about a program to

be imported from a foreign nation,

one that supposedly writes programs

like Quikpro but sells for over six

times as much money. I asked Mr
Tamargo for his comments about

—ADVERTISEMENT—

that What he told me is "Quikpro is

so good, anyone can use it im-

mediately To prove that point and

the tremendous capacity it gives the

user, ICR FutureSoft will send

QUIKPRO directly to users with an

absolute monevback guarantee of

satisfaction The user can try it out

on his/her own computer, writing as

many programs as desired, for 15

days after delivery, and if not fully

satisfied can return the materials for

a full refund with no reason given

That's how good Quikpro is."

I couldn't argue with that.

When the supplier stands behind the

product with a 100% refund guaran-

tee, it has to be as good as they say

or even better, and I believe it is.

The best news is you don't

have to wait to get QUIKPRO from

ICR FutureSoft or a dealer You can

get it right now by writing or calling

QUIKPRO will be delivered im-

mediately by mail with instruction

manual and full documentation on

the monevback guarantee basis To

get yours, just write on a plain piece

of paper your name and address,

specify if you want QUIKPRO for

TRS-80 Model I, II, or III Include

your check or money order tor only

$89 95 or furnish your Visa or

Mastercard number and expiration

date to charge. Mail to : ICR

FutureSoft, 2031 Zeta, PO Box 1446,

Orange Park EL 32073

If you prefer to call and get

immediate delivery, you can phone

24 hours daily to 1-904-269-1918

Please have your credit card number
and computer model information

ready Operator is not qualified to

answer questions about the program

Order your QUIKPRO right now
Every day you delay is costing you

time and money ^ ae
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"The TRS-80 does not have true brackets,

but the two ASCII callouts will print them."

strings are defined: LB and BR. These are

for a left bracket and a right bracket used

in some of the display formats. The TRS-80

does not have true brackets, but the two
ASCII callouts will print them. I have usu-

ally used less-than and more-than signs in

programs when I needed something a bit

different from the usual (" or "). but the

Xymec printer prints 1/2 and 1/4 for them—
not very appropriate. The Xymec does print

brackets, though, and they respond to the

same ASCII number as the TRS-80 brack-

ets. The use of these two strings can be
seen in lines 2061 to 2067. among other

places.

Interestingly, you can change the

brackets on the CRT printout to any
number of graphics blocks by just chang-

ing line 12 to the proper ASCII number.

The routine initiated in lines three to

PART#2800A1
NOTES: 30 x 3-1(2 CI

NOTEFllE B • 10 FOR PN 2800A"

FACT.#291J FRONTWHEEL

NOTEFILE(B)10

NOTES
(1) The above examples are of a mam file, tie factory

(2) file for the main file, ano one Note File.

(3) This is a sample of Notefile (B). accessed from

(4) an auxiliary file such as 2800A1 above.

(5)

CHANGER* OR ENTER')

Table 7.

seven, which set the file length to either 50

or 100 by establishing a value of C2 (1 for

50. for 100). needs a little explanation. In

the usual format (100). part numbers from.

say. 2500 to 2599 will be assigned to disk

files 1 to 99. Early in the editing process I

discovered there was just too much data in

some part number sequences to get it all on

one five-inch disk, so the file length was
changed to 50. This allowed the auxiliary

files to be located after the fiftieth main

file. By using the C2 control function, the

End of File starting point is reset, and

auxiliary files can be found in their new

locations. In addition, the second 50 part

numbers are assigned new locations, ie.,

P/N 2551 gets the same place that 2500

would be assigned. Whereverthe C2 control

is seen in Program Listing 1. you can see

the mathematics involved resets file

locations.

Almost all of the screen printing formats

are in subroutines (1000, 1191-1192, and

2000-up). Most of the operational sub-

routines begin at 9000. These are the disk

routines, nulls, buffer formatting, and so

on. The routine at 9500 determines the

Z8 BASIC
COMPUTER/CONTROLLER

As featured in

Byte Magazine, July and August 1981

•On board tiny BASIC Interpreter.

•2 on board parallel ports.

• Serial I/O port

•6 interrupts.

• Just attach a CRT terminal and
immediately write control programs
in BASIC.

• BAUD RATES 1 10-9600 BPS
• Data and address buses available for

124K memory and I/O expansion.

•4K RAM. 2716 or 2732 EPROM
operation.

•Consumes only 1
' : WATTS

Z8 Basic Microcomputer/Controller

Assembled & Tested $195.00
Complete Kit $165.00

Universal Power Supply
( + 5, + 12, 4-12v) $ 35.00

Z8 is a trademark o» Z'log Inc

SWEET-TALKER,
IT GIVES YOUR COMPUTER

AN UNLIMITED VOCABULARY.

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, September 1981

•Utilizes VORTRAX SC-01A speech
synthesizer chip

•Unlimited vocabulary.

•Contains 64 different phonemes
which are accessed by an 8-bit code.

• Text is automatically translated into

electrically synthesized speech
• Parallel port driven or

Plug-in compatible with APPLE II.

•On board audio amplifier.

• Sample Program for APPLE II on
cassette

SWEETTALKER
Assembled and Tested
Parallel Port Circuit Card $139
APPLE II Plug-in Card $149

VORTRAX is a trademark o' Federal Sere* Works

To Order: Call Toll Free - 1-800-645-3479

(In N.Y. State Call: 1-516-374-6793)

For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793

DISK-80
EXPANSION INTERFACE

FOR THE
TRS-80 MODEL I

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, March 1981

• Disk controller (4 drtvesi

• Hardware data separator

• Buffered TRS-bus connector
• Real-time clock

•Printer port (optional)

DISK 80-ASSEMBLED & TESTED
with 32K RAM $329.95

Centronics Printer

Port add $ 50.00

DISK-80 pc board $ 48.00

Printer/Power Supply

pc board $ 16.00

Complete Kit with 32K
RAM and Printer Port $275.00

TRS-80 Is trademark of Tandy Corp.

MICROMINTINC.
917 Midway

Woodmere, N.Y. 11598
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location of the file number for line 8 in the

main part display. It searches to find the

first zero (no file) and assigns the new file

number to that location.

Line 9700 is the routine to edit or change
numbers at eight. Note that there are just

15 files available but that 16 can be called.

Sixteen is the null routine that sets the

other 15 to zero.

While viewing auxiliary files, the loca-

tion of the main file must be retained.

Since the same string numbers and buf-

fers are used for all these files, the

originating number is retained so it can be

called up when you have finished with the

auxiliary files. This is the purpose of line

1100 and 1230. Line 1103 was added later

when it was found that if you entered the

wrong number, or anything else at 1102,

the auxiliary files would return to the first

number in the disk file instead of the

proper one. The program then would reas-

sign the file numbers that were in the

original callout to the first number in the

disk file. This meant a time-consuming

search to see what really belonged in the

beginning file. Line 1103 in effect says,

'While viewing auxiliary files,

the location of the main file

must be retained."

"Come on now, I want only numbers of the

same family as the ones I'm working with

now!" and returns you to the "what

number" question.

There are no known bugs in the Edit pro-

gram. Changes continue to be made as

Program Listing 2. Edit

1 CLEAR 3000
2 CLEAR :CLS
3 PRINT'FILE LENGTH 50 (F) OR 100 (ENTER)"
4 A$-"":A$-INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN4
5 IFA$-"F"THENC2«1:GOTO10
6 IFA$-CHR$(13)THEN10
7 G0T04
10 CLS: CLOSE
15 PRINT§23, "PARTS FILE MENU"

21 PRINT:PRINT
25 PRINT TAB(16)" 1. TO ADD TO PARTS FILE
30 PRINTxPRINT TAB(16)" 2. TO EDIT PARTS FILE
35 PRINT:PRINT TAB(16) " 3. TO PRINT PARTS FILE
40 PRINTiPRINT TAB(16) " 4. TO CHANGE FILE LENGTH
70 IFC2-lTHENC2$-"50" ELSEC2$-"100"

75 PRINT'SELECT NUMBER"
76 A$-"»A$«INKEY$xIFA$«""THEN76
77 IFA$-"1"THEN100
78 IFA$-"2"THEN1820

Program Listing 2 continues

Accessing the TRS-8Q ROM. .

.

THEB00K

It's your choice:

do it the hard way, or

get the information you need from

VOLUME
l&ll

VOLUME I

The most complete book yet

on the math routines of the

BASIC ROM, Models I & III.

Contains a wealth of detail

about integer, single and dou-

ble precision formats, advanc-

ed math, data manipulation,

and assembly language inter-

facing, with examples. In-

cludes commented listing

(0708H-1607HV plus a highly

detailed map of the ROM and

reserved RAM

Comprehensive Guide to TRS-80* Assembly Language Routines

Each Volume Priced At $14.95 Plus $1.50 Shipping/Handling

VA residents add 4% tax • Foreign: send U.S. funds, add $4 ea. for overseas delivery

•Trademark of Tandy Corp

INSIDERS SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS, INC.

P.O. Box 7086, Dept. SUMS • Alexandria, VA 22307

Please send THE BOOK: D Volume I Volume II

Name

Address

City State Zip

MO. for $Enclosed is
" check [

Charge to my VISA MasterCard Bank Code

Exp date: Card No

Signature

VOLUME II

Packed full of useful informa-

tion on the model I input/

output routines, with de-

tailed listings to illustrate the

commented source code
Learn to control and
manipulate the keyboard,

video, printer port, and
cassette port. Essential for

assembly language program-

mers, you can write your own
routines or use the many pro-

gramming examples included

• See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 147



"Null is convenient when a file is called

that has not been entered previously."

new ideas crop up, but after literally days
of entering data, it always works.

Special Functions

After a part file has been called up, a list

of commands are printed at the bottom of

the screen: Select Number (N = null.

X = end, Enter = next). If a number is en-

tered, that line is called up for editing.

Null is convenient when a file is called

that has not been entered previously.

When this is done, the disk location is

called, but the screen is filled with trash

from whatever happened to be on the disk

at the time. Null sets everything in the

particular disk file to zero (or null) so

that the new data can be added without

the garbage. Each file must be nulled

separately. If null is called from the part

number file, only that file is nulled. If called

from the factory number file, only that file

is nulled. The string of numbers under

eight, while a part of the factory number
disk file, require another null. All three of

these would be nulled automatically if you
were entering the number from the new
routine, but being able to null separately

makes the editing more convenient.

Enter will do one of three things, de-

pending on which mode of operation you
have previously selected. If the part

number had originally been called by en-

tering its number, Enter will ask for

another number. If you are in the sequen-

tial mode, Enter calls the next number. If

you are In one of the auxiliary part number
files, Enter will ask for a new number or will

call up the next, again depending on the

mode of access selected for the auxiliary

files.

End will return you to the Menu if called

from the main file, or will return you to the

main file number if you are in the auxiliary

files.

The Menu lists "To Print Parts File"

which, if called, asks (again) If you want
the print file. If the answer is yes the print

program is called. This program is almost

as long as the Edit program and is not

listed here. I have two printers and the pro-

gram has routines for the different formats

I use in printing the part number data. In

addition, files can be viewed on the screen

(but can't be edited).

The Yes or No is asked to prevent load-

ing the Print program automatically if you
should accidentally enter the wrong
number from the Menu. A similar system is

used in the Print program.

I hope that some of the ideas here will be
of help to others who have similar spe-

cialized program needs. It would be quite

easy to change the formats of this program
for other cataloging applications.
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Program Listing 2 continued

79 IFA$="3"THEN200
80 IFA$="4"THEN2
85 GOT076
100 CLS: 0PEN"R",1,"PFILE1:1":0PEN"R",2, "PFILE2:1"
102 IF LOF(1)*0 INPUT'NEW FILE - PRESS 'ENTER' TO CONTINUE";X
104 GOSUB9190
105 GOSUB9160:GOSUB252:GOSUB125
107 GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GOSUB9000:PUT1,PR
108 GOSUB165
110 GOSUB515:GOTO190
125 CLS:PRINT§25,"ADD TO PARTS LIST
126 PRINT"

127 P$=X$:PRINT
128 PRINT'PART NUMBER ">P$
130 LINEINPUT"FACTORY NUMBER ";G$
132 LINEINPUT-DESCRIPTION " ; Z$ :GOSUB10000 : D$=Z1$
134 LINEINPUT-NOTES " > Z$ :GOSUB10000 :M$«Z1$
160 RETURN
165 REM
166 GOSUB9180 : INPUT'FACTORY NUMBER " ; Z$ :GOSUB10000 : Fl $=Zl

$

167 LINE INPUT "YEAR & NOTES " ; Z$:GOSUB10000 :N1 $=Zl

$

170 GOSUB9110:GOSUB9010:PUT2,LR
180 RETURN
190 GOSUB9310:A$»"":PRINTe896, "ANOTHER PART NUMBER? (ENT/N)"
191 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN191
192 IFA$="N"THEN10
193 IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN105
194 G0T0191
200 CLS:A$-"":PRINT"PRINT FILE? (Y/ENT)

"

201 A$=INKEY$:IFA$«""THEN201
202 IFA$="Y"THENRUN"PRINT"
203 IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN10
204 GOTO201
250 0PEN"R",1 ,'PFILE1:1":0PEN"R",2,"PFILE2:1"
252 CLS:X$="" :INPUT"ENTER PART NUMBER ('ENTER' TO ESCAPE) "; X$ : IF
X$=""THEN10
254 X1$-MID$(X$,3,2) : LR=VAL (XI $) +1
255 IFC2=1THEN260
256 GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
257 RETURN
260 IF LR>50THENLR=LR-50
262 GOT0256
300 IFA$="1"THEN325
301 IFA$«="2"THEN631
302 IFA$="3"THEN632
303 IFA$="4"THEN633
304 IFA$*"5"THEN634
305 IFA$="6"THEN635
306 IFA$="7"THEN636
307 IFA$="8"THEN638
308 IFA$="9"THEN639
3 09 GOT0626
325 A$-"":PRINT§832,"IF OVER 9 ENTER 2ND NUMBER ELSE 'ENTER"
326 A$»INKEY$:IFA$«=""THEN326
327 IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN630
328 IFA$="0"THEN640
329 IFA$="1"THEN641
330 IFA$»"2"THEN642
331 IFA$="3"THEN643
332 IFA$="4"THEN644
334 GOT0326
400 PRINTA$:IFA$="2"THEN425
401 IFA$«=CHR$(13)THEN570
403 IFA$*"N"THEN9600
404 IFA$="X"THENGOSUB570:GOTO406
405 GOTO450
406 IFC9=1THEN1130
407 GOTO10
410 A1$="":A1$-INKEY$:IFA1$«""THEN410
411 IFA1$=CHR$(13)THEN530
412 IFA1$-"0"THEN5J5
413 IFA1$="1"THEN536
414 IFA1$="2"THEN537
415 IFA1$="3"THEN539
416 IFA1$="4"THEN540
417 IFA1$-"5"THEN541
418 IFA1$-"6"THEN542
419 IFA1$-"7"THEN543
420 IFA1$="8"THEN544
421 IFA1S-"9"THEN 545

Program Listing 2 continues



TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Offers Lowest Prices on

FOR PERSONAL BUSIrats? OR ENTERTAINMENT

Color Computer
4K Level 1 $319
16K Level 1 $439
16K Extended Basic $469

32K Ex. Basic $569

Color Disk '0* $519
Color Disk "1" $349

With TCS Memory:
16K Level I $369
16K Extended Basic $449
32K Extended Basic $529 32K Upgrade Kits $79

Prices include shipping & insurance

Expansion Interfaces
Zero K interlace $254 With TCS Memory:
16K Interlace $349 16K Interlace $318
32K Interface $449 32K Interlace $388

Epson Printers SCall
MX-70 Tractor Feed MX-80 FT Fric. & Trac.

MX-80 Tractor Feed MX- 100 FT Fric. & Trac.

Epson Interfaces : Radio snack Printers

Graphtrax option for MX-80 only $79 Z Daisy Wheel II $1695

"'•SSI? Si = Line Printer V $1599
$85

Model I exp. int., Model
Model I keyboard, card & cable

Apple interface card & cable $89 Z Line Printer VI $995

£et^S^rta^i ca
w
le

w III = Line Printer VII $325
Serial RS-232 unbuffered card $65 5,. _. i,.um^*%
2K buffered serial RS-232 card $159 %JJf(KBjg^jJi'jSSJ?
CUSTOM SOFTWARE FROM TCS
ZAP 3 — Program allows direct read write access to any sector on TRSDOS 1 2 or 1 3

diskette. Useful lor disabling passwords, changing access levels, etc Sell prompting

throughout lor easy use Direct modification ol sectors allowed m both HEX and ASCII lor

ease of editing Documentation includes patches lor both TRSDOS 1 2 4 1 3 to correct

several errors and add several desirable features We include program called COPYIT which

allows unlimited personal backup protection of Radio Shack diskettes Price: $24.95.

SDiR — Super directory manipulation program for TRSDOS 1.2 or 1 3. it displays

alphabetized directory in 4 columns on your screen & also reports free space Will display any

range of programs by extension (ie SDIRBAS will display all programs with extension

BAS I
Will also grve complete information report on any single file on the diskette Allows you

to change name or date of the diskette A useful utility you will use continuously Price:

$14.95.

SPECIAL DEALS: Buy ZAP 3 and SDIR together for only $29.95.

EPSON PACK — A utility software

package for your MX-80 and MX-
80 FT. $34.95.
MX-80 CMD win send all printer commands
Iron DOS
BIGLETT BAS dumps large Graph* letters to

printer or Disk or Merge with your BASIC pro-

gram As easy as typing on your monitor

EPSON SUB. Merge this module with your

BASIC program and send commands to pVml-

er with two letter Mneumonics. (ex LPRINT
DSS causes Double Strike)

JKL PATCH. Patch NEWDOS 80 and 2 1 to

send graphics via JKL function

DEMO BAS tutorial program witti hundreds of

REMs and screen prompts to help you get the

most t'om your MX-80.
LABELBAS custom label making program
with graphics

OEF STATE SUB. One word BASIC com-
mands grve pnnted Mies with borders, center-

ing, etc

SPECIAL: All seven programs to' $34.95

$24.95 with printer purchase Specify tape or

disk Model I or III Model II & Color Computer
version ready 11 30 81

ANNOUNCING — EPSON PACK
TWO $34.95
Now a full software support for your MX-100
MX-80 and MX-80FT installed with the
GRAFTRAX 80 option Contains many of the
modules m the EPSON PACK updated to fully

support the MX-100 and GRAFTRAX 80 op-
tion. Full support for the BIT IMAGE (dot

addressable) graphics is provided inicudmg a
complete Bit Image Graphics Generator Pro-

gram Allows on screen creation of character
sets, symbols, drawings, etc Creates BASIC
program lines which create graphics. These
BASIC lines can then be merged with BASIC
programs. Easy to use Price $34.95.

$24 95 if bought with a printer or GRAFTRAX
80 option EPSON PACK owners may send
original diskette & $7 50 for update.

Model III 16K $835 With TCS Memory:

Model III 32K $979 Model III 32K $909

Model III 48K $1089 Model III 48K $969

Model III 48K 2 Disk RS232 $2075

Model III 32K 1 Disk $1729 free bonus? tcs exclusiveIVIUUUI V^t-IX L/.O.X V I . <_.y
A| |

0urMode) ||| D,skSyS,omscomewi|na(ree

MflHpl III 4ftK" 1 Hi<;k $1ft4Q (,,sk ~~ ,u " ol P'°9"»ms including games.
IVIUUCI III HOIA I L>lOr\ \J> IOHJ home and business applications, and utilities'

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Offers Lowest Prices on

COMPUTERS
Model II 64K $3288
An excellent computer for your business

needs Easy expandability & compatibility

No formal operator training needed All ac-

cessories available-disk expansions,

printers, software at our low discount

prices. Our fast, fully insured air freight

service can assure most deliveries within

seven days after payment is received

Corvus Hard Disks SCall
5 '0 oi ?o megaoytes ol storage for me Model I n. or h We can configure a system lor you wiin either

TRSDOS NfWDOSSO orCP'Mforone.O' sevtrjicomputersshaiingasiriglenarflrjiivesimultaneousiy For

example from i to 8 Model H s may share a single large data oase with the Corvus Constellation Murnce-er
This aiso aHows you to use Afferent manufacturers computers on me same hard rjisk system at the same time

Also Ms Apoie SuperQrain Altos and most other computers As your business grows, additional storage and

terminals may be added easily inexpensively Why wait months tor otner 's promises'' We can deliver these

'•kabte proven hard disk systems NOW' Corvus has sold and shipped ten times more hard drives tor

microcomputers than all then competitors combined Call us for the lowest price!

MICROSOFT
BASIC 10 Filended <!>-,• Basic 'one, variable

ii.nninq v.fia8ielenqtri'ecordS ANSICOm-
nterpretatM mwoii S2I» w/manuai.

BASIC COMPILER Sara Ban mguage as

BASiC-80 except compiles Basic pioqram mio a

e 'efocalabie machine language

Me Operates 3 to 1 times taster than regular Basic

includes Macro 80 Assembler Specify CPM or

IRSOOS S32S w/manuai.
FORTRAN-** >jppor!s ANSI 66 plus many ex

tensioni including MACHO 80 -

manager relocatable obtect compiler

loader SAOOw/maaual

Word Processor Package $2679
includes 2 Disk Model III with 48K. Epson MX-80 Tractor Feed with cable, and
word processing software ready to operate Lists at S3300 Our low price

special this month S2I7S.
Options MX-80 FT Tractor and Friction (single sheet), add $99. For

MX-100 (15" paper) add $250 For mailing label capability (software)

add $15 For proportional spacing and Line Printer VIII. add $199.

Daisy Wheel II and proportional spacing, add $1200

Model III 48K 2 Disks $1895
We use quality fiberglass disk controller boards & gold plated con-

tacts. No soldering or modification to existing RS circuitry For RS 232,

add $105. 80-160 track drives. SCall. TCS limited warranty.

Model III Disk Kits — high quality disk controller board uses gold

plated contacts on double sided glass epoxy board for long life

reliability

Kit #1 Controller, power supply, hardware $379
Kit #2 Also includes 1 drive 40 track $595
Kit #3 Also includes 2 drives 40 track $849
No soldering or modifications to existing circuits.

Everything you need to operate Model III disks except the disk operat-

ing system. See below:

LDOS III $128 (TCS recommended) DOSPLUS SCall
EWDOS 80 $128 TRSDOS S29

• Payment Money Order Cashier s Cnec* Certified • Puces sufjfect 10 change any time

Chech Persona' cnecks take 3 *>s visa MC • No ta» out of state Te«ans add 5%
add 3% • ••» subtect to a.

Free shipping on all software and small items over $100 per order Other items, shipping

extra, quoted by phone

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327

For last efficient service we can air freight from Dallas

to ma|or a/p near yeu Call for information

Toll Free Number 800-433-5184
Texas Residents 817-274-5625 „ 25



COGNIVOX VrO-332. 17w affonfebU
vo4c« I/O pwriphoral lor tha TRS-80

if you have • TRS-80 model l, level ll with at least 16K
of RAM, COGNIVOX VIO-332 will add a whole new
dimension to your computer

Imagine being able to use your voice tor entry ol com-
mands and data and then listen to the computer talk

back to you! This exciting possibility has now become a
reality at a very affordable price.

COGNIVOX can be trained to recognize words or short

phrases from a vocabulary of up to 32 entries of your
choice- To train COGNIVOX to recognize a word, you
simply repeat the word three times under the prompting
of the system. The voice output vocabulary can have up
to 32 entries chosen by the user
COGNIVOX comes complete with microphone, power

supply, built-in speakeriamplifier. cassette with soft-

ware and extensive user manual, it plugs into the expan-
sion port of the keyboard or in the expansion interface

via a standard 40-pin flat cable with connectors on both
ends (not included $10 extra).

Software provided with the unit includes demonstra-
tion programs, two voice operated games and programs
that play music It is also very easy to add voice I/O to
your own programs. A simple statement in BASIC is all

that is needed to either recognize or say a word
Use COGNIVOX for data entry when hands or eyes are

busy, as an educational tool, a sound effects generator,
an aid to the handicapped, or as a super toy. Use it with

the Radio Shack power controller (#26-1182) to control
by voice appliances and lights in your home The list is

endless.

COGNIVOX costs only $ 149 (plus $4.50 Shipping In the
US. foreign add $15 for air shipment, CA add 6% tax.)

The 40-pin flat cable jumper is $19 extra. To order send a
check by mail or call us at (805) 885-1854, 9AM to SPM
M-F and charge it to your VISA or MASTERCARD.
COGNIVOX is backed by a 120-day warranty against
manufacturing defects. »^114

VOICETEK P.O. Boa 3M. Ootaia. CA 9311$

( is yourMICRO too s-v> 9

WITH

S-100!

rVn, re S 'X fEE 696 ' S^s Stvnarf1

• '*-. '/' ,cy «MC°0 ':c a c.-c.ie' * r !'r

rarac •;, c' 3 MINI.

• voj ajo as "-,j-n MEMORY :<s '•eo-oez aaa '

2 or more 64K RAM boards :

Adda board 10 give you as much HARD or "op

t'y disc CAPACITY as you need

• Ado a High x"S'!y COLOR-QRAPHICS boa'd
and rrajcfl MORE!

• Tfese boa'Os us! PLUG INTO ,-ouf system—
provioeo yd. fa*e ar S- 100 mainframe a^j
an ,n,eriace aaaote> "j^ (.OM'vrfA a/lt.

• For TRS-dO Pel & 0f*e'S

• From $95 mainframes from J3'0. Catalog Si

(refunded tuih order)

4&**
COMPUTER Wrr ^im

INCORPORATED

S620 176'J1 Street S.W.

Cynmtood. Washington 98036

(2061 743-4336

fOfm*rly HUH
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Program Listing 2 continued

All GOTO410
425 A$«"":A$-INKEY$:IFA$«""THEN425
426 IPA$»"0"TBEN546
427 IFA$«"1"TBEN547
428 IFA$«"2"TBEN548
429 IPA$«"3"TBEN549
431 IFA$«"4"THEN550
431 IFA$-"5"TBEN551
432 IFA$-"6"THEN552
433 IFAS»="7"THEN553
435 IFA$«CHR$ ( 13 ) TBEN590
436 GOT0425
450 IPAS-"1"THEN410
451 IFA$-"3"TBEN532
452 IPA$-"4"TBEN533
453 IFA$«"5"TBEN580
454 IFA$-"6"THEN583
455 IFA$-"7"THEN4300
456 IFAS-"8"THEN525
457 IFA$-"9"THEN534
458 GOTO521
461 A$«INIEY$iIPA$-""THEN460
461 IFA$-CHR$ ( 13) THBN527
462 IPA$«"Y"THEN9700
463 GOTO460
465 A$-INKEY$iIFA$-""THBN465
466 IPA$-CBR$ (13) TBEN581
467 IFA$-"Y"TBEN585
468 GOT0465
471 A$*INKEY$iIFA$»""THEN470
471 IPA$-CHR$(13)THEN1500
472 IFA$-"Y"TBEN588
473 GOTO470
481 A$-INXEY$ i IPA5-" "THEN480
481 IFA$«"Y"TBEN591
482 IFA$«CBR$ { 1 3 ) THEN593
483 GOTO480
510 REM-EDIT PART PILE
502 CLE
505 GOSUB250
506 LS«LR:GOSUB1400:GOSUB510
507 GOT0575
510 GOSUB9196
512 GOSDB9195
515 GOSOB2050
520 PRINT"SELECT NUMBER (N-null, X-end, ENTER-next) "i
521 A$-"'jA$-Ii«EY$:IPA$-""TBEN521
522 GOTO400
525 A$«""| PRINT"CHANGE FILE NUMBER(S) (Y/ENT) " :GOTO460
527 GOSUB572 : C9-1 : GOTOl 1

530 LINEINPUT"PART # "iP$iLSETPP$-P$iGOTO560
532 LINEINPUT'DESCRIPTION "iZ$:GOSUB10000:D$«Zl$:LSETDP$«D$:GOTO
560
533 LINEINPUT"NOTES ";Z$iGOSUB10000 :M$-Zl$iLSETHPS-M$tGOTO560
534 INPUT"1909"iOtLSET 0$-MKS$(0) tGOTO560
535 INPUT"1910"»TjLSETTS-MKS$(T) :GOTO560
536 INPUT"1911"jT1jLSETT1$»NKS$(T1) IGOTO560
537 INPUT"1912"|T2:LSETT2$-MKS$(T2) IGOTO560
539 INPUT"1913"iT3»LSETT3$-MKS$(T3) IGOTO560
540 INPUT"1914"|T4:LSETT4$-HXS$(T4) :GOTO560
541 INPUT"1915"iT5iLSETT5$«MKS$(T5) JGOTO560
542 INPUT'1916 " | T6 t LSETT6 S-MKSS (T6) JGOTO560
543 INPUT"191 7 " | T7 1 LSETT7 $-MJCS$ (T7) (GOTO560
544 INPUT"1918"|T8iLSETT8$-MKS$(T8) IGOTO560
545 INPUT"1919*iT9>LSETT9$-HXS$(T9) IGOTO560
546 INPUT"1920"»WiLSETW$-MKS$(W) jGOTO560
547 INPUT"1921"»W1jLSETW1$«MKS$(W1) IGOTO560
548 INPUT"192 2"

t

h2 t LSETW2$-MKS$ (W2

)

IGOTO560
549 INPUT"1923»iW3:LSETW3$-MKS$(W3) IGOTO560
550 INPUT"1924"iW4:LSBTW4$-MXS$(W4) IGOTO560
551 INPUT"1925" »W5 : LSETW5$«HKS$(W5) IGOTO560
552 INPUT"1926*tW6:LSETW6$-MKS$(W6) lOOlDSfl
553 INPUT"1927 " ;W7 : LSETW7 $-MKS$ (W7)
560 CLStGOSTJB2l50
565 GOTO520
570 REM
572 GOSUB93 tGOSUB91 :GOSUB90 4 : PUT1 ,PR
573 GOSUB9165 {RETURN
575 IFC-1TBEN57B
577 CLOSE :GOTO500
578 CLSiIFLR-ZlTBEN10
579 Z-LR+liGOTO1803
580 A$«""iGOSUB9310xPRINTg896, "CHANGE NOTEPILE A(l) NUMBER? (Y/E
NT) 'IGOT0465
581 IFR1-0THEN700
582 GOTO800
583 AS«""iGOSUB9310iPRINT,»896,"CBANGE NOTEPILE A (2) NUMBER? (Y/E
NT) jGOTO470
585 IHPOT'NEH NOTBFILE A(l) NDMBER" ;RllGOT0515
588 INPUT'NEW NOTEPILE A(2) #"jR2iGOT0515

Program Listing2continues



Program Listing 2 continued

590
591
592
593
594
596
597
600
610
611
612
615
620
625
626
627
628
630
631
632
633
634
635
€36
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
650
651
652
653
654
670
672
674
700
702
704
705
707
708
710
712
713
714
715
716
718
722
723
724
725
726
728
730
740
800
802
805
806
807
810
816
820
825
826
850
852
854
856
858
860
862
864

1000
1005

A$-""xPRINT"CHANGE FACTORY NUMBER (Y/ENT) :GOTO480
LINEINPUT"FACTORY: "jB$
LSETGP$-B$jGOTO560
GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:PUT1,PR
GOSUB610:GOSUB615
CLS:GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
GOT0515
REM-EDIT FACTORY FILE
CLStPRINTM," EDIT FACTORY NUMBER FILE
GOSUB1035
RETURN
REM
GOSUB3000
A$«" i PRINT§832, "CHANGE? (# OR 'ENTER' ('N' TO NULL))"
A$-INKEY$i IPA$-"THEN626
IPA$«CHR$ ( 13) THEN672
IFA$«"N"THEN650ELSE300
LINEINPUT"<1>";Z$:GOSUB10000:F1$-Z1$:LSETFA$-F1$:GOTO638
LINEINPUT"<2>";Z$:GOSUB10000:F2$«Z1$:LSETFB$«F2$:GOTO639
LINEINPUT"<3>"iZ$»GOSUB10000:F3$-Zl$:LSETFC$-F3$:GOTO640
LINBINPUT"<4>"iZ$iGOSUB10000f.P4$-Zl$tLSETFD$«F4$:GOTO641
LINEINPUT"<5>";Z$:GOSUB10000tF5$-Zl$:LSETFE$-P5$iGOTO642
LINEINPUT"<6>"|Z$:GOSUB10000:F6$-Zl$tLSETPF$-F6$.GOTO643
LIMEINPBT»<7>"f/.$tGOSUB10000:P7$«Zl$xLSETF<5$-F7$:GOTO644
LINEINPUT"<8> "|Z$iGOSUB10000jN1$-Z1$»LSETNA$-N1$jGOTO670
LINEINPUT"<9> >Z$iGOSUB10000:N2$-Zl$:LSETNB$-N2$:GOTO670
LINEINPUT"<10> •;Z$:GOSUB10000tN3$-Zl$:LSETNC$-N3$tGOTO670
LINEINPUT"<11> ;Z$«GOSUB10000:N4$-Z1$:LSETND$-N4$:GOTO670
LINEINPUT"<12> ">Z$tGOSUB10000tN5$-Zl$:LSETNE$-N5$tGOTO670
LINEINPUT"<13> ")Z$tGOSUB10000:N6$-Zl$:LSETNF$-N6$:GOTO670
LINEINPUT"<14> ";Z$iGOSUB10000tN7$-Zl$iLSETNG$-N7$:GOTO670
PRINT'NULL FILE? (Y/ENT)

"

A$»INI!EY$iIFA$-""THEN651
IPA$-"Y"THENGOSUB9606iGOTO670
IFA$*CHR$ ( 13) THEN670
GOT0651
CLS:GOSUB610:GOSUB3000:GOTO€25
GOSUB9110:PUT2,LR
RETURN
REM - NEW NOTE FILE ROUTINE
OPEN'R" , 3

, "NOTEFILE :
1

"

PR-LOF ( 3 ) +1
Rl-PR
GOSUB710:GOTO515
GOSUB9140:GOSUB4205:GOTO712
GOSUB9140:GOSUB4210
A$-""tPRINT"ANOTHER P/N - F/N - YR (Y/ENT)"
A$-INKEY$ » IFA$-""THEN713
IPA$-"Y"GOSUB4225
IFA$-CHR$(13)THEN718
GOT0713
CLS:GOSUB4000
A$-""jPRINT"SAVE FILE? (ENT/N)"
A$«INXEY$iIFA$-"THEN723
IFA$-"N"THENCLOSE3 » RETURN
IFA$«CHR$(13)THEN728
GOT0723
GOSUB9130 :GOSUB9030 : PUT3 , PR
CLOSE3
GOSUB9140 : RETURN
REM-EDIT NOTE FILE <A>
OPEN'R" , 3

, "NOTEFILE :
1

"

PR-R1:GOSUB810
GOSUB9140:GOTO515
GOSUB9130:GET3,PR:GOSUB907 0:GOSUB4151:GOTO816
GOSUB9130tGET3,PR:GOSUB9070tGOSUB4150
GOSUB4165
GOSUB9130:PUT3,PR
CLOSE3
RETURN
REM-PRINT 2ND NOTEFILE <B>
CLS:OPEN"R",4,"NFILE2:l"
PR-R3:GOSUB9150:GET4,PR
GOSUB4500
PRINT TAB(15) ***-* NOTES ***-*
GOSUB4525:CLOSE4
INPUT'HIT 'ENTER' TO RETURN TO PART PILE'jX
GOTO770
CLS
PRINT" PARTS FILE

1035 PRINT"PART • ";PP$;TAB(20) "FACT. • ";GP$>TAB(40) ;DP$
1036 PRINT'NOTES: ">MP$
1037 GOSUB9170
1040 RETURN
1100 CLS:P1$=LEPT$(PP$,4)
1102 CLS:P3$-"":INPUT"PART « (IF ALL OF SAME • HIT ' ENTER' ) ";P3S
:IFP3$-""THEN1230
1193 IFVAL(P1$)<>VAL(P3$)THEN1102
1104 IFR4-0THEN1118

Program Listing 2 continues

MMSFORTH VERSION 2.0:

MORE FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK
TRS-80 MODEL I OR MODEL III !

* MORE SPEED
10 20 times 'eetei IMn Level II BASIC

* MORE ROOM
Vary compact compiled code plus VIRTUAL
MEMORY mikn you' RAM »ct larger Vanabia
number of block bultera 31 -char -unique word
names use only 4 bylaa in header'

* MORE INSTRUCTIONS
Add YOUR commands 10 i1> 79 STANDARD u us
"SI-JCliCI Ml'
Fa' more complete man most Foihs single &
doubla precision, arrays string-handling clock
mora

* MORE EASE
Eicellent full-screen Editor, structured J
modular programming
mors searcn utility

the notepad lattar writer

Optimued lor your TRS80 with keyboard
rapaat*. .aw .'*« caaa diaplay driver, tun
ASCII, smgia- a double widih grapnics ate

* MORE POWER
Forth operating ayatam
Intarpratar AND compile!
floeo Assembler
(280 Asaamblai also available)

lnterml« 35- to BO track disk drives
Modal III Systam can raad. write I run Modal i

diskettes'
VIRTUAL I'O 'c video and printer, disk and tape
HO Megabyte hard diek available)

FORTH
THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH

FOR TRS-80
(Over 2.000 systems in use>

AND MMS GIVES IT

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Source code provided
MMSFORTH Newsletter
Many demo programs aboard
MMSFORTH liter Groups
inexpensive upgrades to latest version
Programming staff can provide advice modifications
and custom programs to fit YOUR needs

MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE includes FLOATING
POfNT MATH (L2 BASIC ROM 'outines plus Comple«
numbers Reclanguiar Poiar coordinate conversions.
Degrees mode. more), plus a lull Forth style 280 ASSEM
BLER. plus a powertui CROSSREFERFNCER to list

Forth words by block and line All on one diskette
requires MMSFORTH V? 0. 1 drve a 32K RAMi S3. 85'

FORTMCOM communications package provides «S 232
driver, dumb terminal mode, transfer of FORTH blocks
and host mode to operate a remote TRS80 irequires
MMSFORTH V2 0. i dnvei 32K RAMI (MM'
THE DATAHANDLER v< 2 a very sophisticated data
base management system operable by non pro
Summers (requires MMSFORTH V7 i drive a 32K
AM) JS.9-S-

MMSFORTH GAMES DISKETTE -ea. t,me graphics 4
board games w source code incudes BREAKFORTH
CRASHFORTH CRYPTOOUOTE FREEWAY OTHELLO
4 TICTACFOFtTH cequires MMSFORTH v2 1 drive a
32K RAMI 139 B5-

Oliver MMSFORTH products under deTetopm.nl

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE
MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL without Appendices. loi

STARTING FORTH best companion to ou' man
u*i S1S.H*

INVITATION TO FORTH detailed beginner book on
tigFORTH 117 SO-

THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES advanced
excellent analysis of MMSFORTH • «-
guage IlltV

PROGRAM DESIGN a CONSTRUCTION MM to struc
lured progremming. good for Forth 811.8S-

FORTH 79 STANDARD MANUAL Official reference to
79 STANDARD word set. etc til.M*

FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE BYTE Magume (Aug 19601
we Stock this collector s item for Forth users and I

iToo*

^See List ot Advertisers on page 402

• ORDERING INFORMATION Software prices include
manuals and require signing of a single system, single
user license. SPECIFY lor Model I or Model III' Add
12 00 S/H plus 13 00 per MMSFORTH and S< 00 per addi
tional book: Mats orders add 5"'« tai Foreign orders
add 20% UPS COD. VISA 4 M'C accepted, no unpaid
purchaee orders, pleaae

Send SASE '0- f-ee VMSfORIX mt<ym»r«y
Good dealers sougnr

Get MMSFORTH producta from you'
computer dealer or

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER
SERVICES (MOD

61 Lake Shore Road, Nadck. MA 01760
(617)653-6136

s 112
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Bayesian
Investment
Services

Send for free catalog
discussing TRS-80
programs available for

evaluating:

Options & Futures
Stocks & Bonds
Convertible
& Other Hedges
Portfolio Position
Tax Positions
Market Timing

Write or call:

Bayesian ^i 86

Investment
Services
Dept. H3
757 Santa Rosita
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(714) 755-6225

jered module of

lly molded fiberglass

Other Models

*LNW DEMI-CASE..532.50
'LNW SHROUD $27.50
'"80" SHROUD $24.50

Add $2.50 shipping & handling

N.Y.S. residents add 7% sales tax

-•358

SYRACUSE R&D CENTER
Box 125, Dewitt, N.Y. 13214

"Specializing in Electronic Packaging"

Program Listing 2 continued

1105 A=R4:GOSUB1109:A«R5:GOSUB1109:A»R6:GOSUB1109:A*R7:GOSUB1109
:A=R8:GOSUB1109:A-R9:GOSUB1109:A=S1:GOSUB1109:A«=S2:GOSUB1109
1106 A-S3:GOSUB1109:A-S4:GOSUB1109jA=S5:GOSUB1109:A=S6:GOSUB1109
:A-S7:GOSUB1109:A»S8:GOSUB1109:A=S9:GOSUB1109:GOTO1118
1109 IFA-0PRINT"END OF ";P1$ 7

" FILES" :GOT01119
1110 IFC2"1THENLR-A+50ELSELR=A+100
1111 GOSUB9165sGOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GETl,PR
1112 X-LEN(P3$) :X$-LEFTS(PP5,X)
1114 IF P3$=X$THEN1140
1116 RETURN
1118 CLS: PRINT "PART NUMBER NOT IN AUXILLARY FILE"
1119 PRINT: IPS9>0INPUT"AUXILLARY FILES FULL - HIT 'ENTER' FOR MA
IN FILE"jX:G0TO1132
1120 A$-":PRINT§128, "ENTER NEW AUXILLARY PART FILE? (Y/N)"
1121 A$«INKEY$jIFA$«""THEN1121
1122 IFA$-"Y"THEN1124
1123 IFA$«"N"THEN1132ELSE1121
1124 GOSUB9200:IFLR<100THENLR-100
1125 LR-LR+1:GOSUB9165:GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
1126 GOSUB9160:X$«P3$:GOSUB125
1127 GOSUB9100jGOSUB9000:PUTl,PR
1128 GOSUB9500:GOSUB165:GOSUB515
1130 C9«0:X$«P1$
1132 GOSUB254:GOSUB1300
1134 GOSUB512
1137 GOT0575
1140 GOSUB1400:GOSUB512
1142 GOTO1102
1190 GOT01195
1191 IFR4>0THENPRINT§192

f "<8> AUX. " ;R4; "/" ;R5; "/" ;R6; "/" ;R7; "/"

;

Ro
1192 IFR9>0THENPRINT§264,R9;"/"jSl;"/"

7 S2;"/";S3;V;S4;" ";S5;
"/;S6;V";S7;-/";S8;"/",S9
1193 RETURN
1195 IFC2-1THEN1198
1196 IFLR>100RETURN
1197 GOT01191
1198 IFLR>50RETURN
1199 GOT01191
1230 CLS:P1$«LEFT$(PP$,4)
1232 A«R4:GOSUB1234:A«R5:GOSUB1234:A«=R6:GOSUB1234:A«R7:GOSUB1234
:A«R8:GOSUB1234:A«R9:GOSUBl234:A=Sl:GOSUB1234:A«S2:GOSUB1234:A-S
3:GOSUB1234:A«S4:GOSUB1234:A«S5:GOSUB1234:A=S6:GOSUB1234:A«S7:GO
SUB1234:A»S8:GOSUB1234:A»S9:GOSUB1234:GOT01242
1234 IFA-0THEN1244
1235 IFC2-1THENLR-A+50ELSELR=A+100
1236 GOSUB9165:GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
1240 GOTO1250

1242 IFS9>0INPUT"AUXILLARY FILE FULL - HIT 'ENTER' FOR MAIN FILE
"|X:GOT01132
1244 CLS:PRINT"NO MORE ";P1$;"'S IN FILE"
1245 A$-"":PRINT§128, "ENTER NEW NUMBER? (Y/N)"
1246 A$-INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN1246
1247 IFA$-"Y"THEN1275
1248 IFA$>"N"THEN1130ELSE1246
1250 GOSUB1400:GOSUB512
1252 RETURN
1275 CLS: INPUT "ENTER NEW PART NUMBER" j P3$:GOT011 24
1300 GOSUB9180:GOSUB9110:GET2,LR
1302 GOSUB9012:PUT2 f LR: RETURN
1400 GOSUB9110:GET2,LR: RETURN
1502 GOSUB9140:OPEN"R",3,"NOTEFILE:1"
1505 IFR2-0THEN1550
1508 PR=R2:GOSUB807
1510 GOT0515
1550 PR=LOF(3) +1
1552 R2-PR
1555 GOSUB710
1560 GOT0515
1800 REM - SEQUENTIAL EDIT ROUTINE
1802 OPEN'R" ,1 , "PFILE1 : 1" :OPEN"R" ,2 , "PFI-LE2 :

1" :GOSUB9200
1803 FOR LR=ZT0Z1
1804 GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
1805 IF VAL(PPS)<1GOT01815
1808 GOSUB1400:GOSUB510
1815 NEXT LR
1816 GOTO10
1820 C-0:CLS:A$="":PRINT"SEQUENTIAL OR INDIVIDUAL EDIT? (S/ENT)"

1821 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN1821
1822 IFAS-"S"THENC-3 :GOTO1840
1823 IFA$»CHR$(13)THEN500
1825 GOT01821
1840 INPUT'BEGINNING PART NUMBER" ; Z$: Zl$-MID$ ( ZS,3 ,2) : Z«VAL( Zl$)
+1
1842 INPUT'ENDING PART NUMBER" ; ZAS : ZBS-MIDS ( ZA$ ,

3

, 2) : Zl-VAL ( ZB$)
1
1843 IFC2-1THEN1850
1845 GOTO1800

Program Listing 2 continues
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MOD I OR III

(SPECIFYI)

— OVERVIEW —
Copyright *"1981 Breeze Computing. Inc

SI lit K III II I TY 11 US »a , written by Kim Wall of liri'ivi' Computing Inc and is the most powerful program of Us

kind on the i.iafkel ai lint time Tint program is a machine language, stand alone program Ihal lias lis own I/O
routines, docs noi use any ROM or DOS calls, and works on SINGLfc or DOUBI £ DENSITY systems SUPER
(

I Til 1 1 Y PI US perl. .mis such a wide lange of varied lasks. Ihal it may truly be called "The King ol Utilities' It is not

required thai the disk be in any drive alter initialization ol the program and user may custom configure the program to

tint Ins individual system ieu,uuemenls

ZAP does everything your present "zapping" utility does plus many additional enhancements It will operate on
SINCil t 01 DOUBLE DENSITY systems and will work with most major operating systems that are presently on
the market It lias dual i ursors (one for ASCII and one for HEX side of the readout) and allows the user to go to the
heart of the disk and read and/or modify data in HEX, ASCII, DECIMAL BINARY, or OCTAL regardless of

whether it is a standard disk 01 not The screen printout on Zap displays one sector at a lime in HEX and ASCII (as

othei "zapping" utilities!, but also tells user the true and relative track and whether the disk is IBM format or not
Zap also has a seaiv.li routine that will locale the highest or lowest configured track on the disk and others that will

searc I the disk for a byte list. ASCII string, word list, or even encnpted code Zap also allows you lo display disk

sectors, compaie disk sectors, copy sector data, zero disk sectors, copy disk sectors, reverse sector data, sector

searches read II) address marks, or alter data address marks

PURGE has a lull screen editing kill control that allows you to kill files by positioning cursor and pressing one key
Also. Purge has seveial sub- utilities that allow you to zero out unused directory entries or zero out unused disk

granules In addition user may kill files by naming the common category ol the files(Example /CMD/BAS/TXT
<- l> 11 visible. <v>tsible. etc or even kill files thai begin with a specified letter), and also may compute existing

passwords, change the disk name. dale, passwords, auto command, or even file parameters (name, passwords,
piotec lion levels) I aslly. Purge contains a complete disk directory Ihal Indicates all active and non- active files on
the disk

FORMAT is a utility that allows the user lo formal a disk with, standard format, format without erasing existing data,

spec lal format (custom formal your disk most any way you want it), build a formal track and optionally write it back
to any (rack on your disk, and even contains a software bulk erase utility The total formatting capabilities of this

program are just about UNI IMITED and you may even reformat over a disk or add tracks lo an existing disk
without destroying existing disk data

DISK COPY will copy most any standard disk, with or without formatting The Special DiskCopy enables the user lo

make a backup ol most TRS80* readable disks thai are presently on the market, regardless of any efforts (hat
have been made lo pioteci them from being "backed up" (NOTE This program WILL NOT copy itself) This
piogram's only intended use is for you lo make backups of your legally purchased programs Please DO NOT use
this utility to make "bootleg copies" lor others as authors of quality programs deserve their royalties

TAPE COPY enables the user lo perform a wide variety of actions that include the ability to read, write, or venfy tapes
and even includes a Bit by Bit copying routine that will back up most ANY TRS-80* readable tape regardless of
protection attempts made by authors This utility also is for your own use only

DISK REPAIR allows you to automatically repair the HIT and GAT sectors, and will automatically repair a Boot This
utility also does a complete Directory Check and will advise you of errors that exist In addition this utility allows
the user to recover killed hies (if the file was killed by this utility or by NEWDOS). read protect or un- read protect
the directory, move it to a different location on the disk, or clear unused entries lastly, this utility advises you of all

inactive files thai are on the disk

MEMORY supplies (he ability to display, move test, c/jmpare. zero, exchange, input or output a byte to any port,
exchange, jump to. reverse, fill, string search or even load/write and entire track or sectors to/from memory

FILE contains the abilities lo display file sectors, compare files, copy files, disk directory, free space, file locations,
drive status, create hies, and clear files from disk These utilities give you a wide range of powerful commands al
your disposal lo perlorm just about any function that you wanl with files up and including the complete
reorganization ol your entire disk with all the hies re- written in their most contigious order

CONFIGURE SYSTEM gives you the ability to custom configure Super Utility Plus to your system You may select
single 01 double density, in any combination. 5" d rives, select your operating system boot of your choice, upper or
lower case, high speed clock single or double headed drives, or even configure your printer

To order Super Utility Plus, 'send check or money order for $74 95. plus $ 5 shipping and handling to

POWERSOFT

/ • t?t1

i>

11500 STEMMONS EXPRESSWAY, SUITE 1 25«|M
DALLAS, TEXAS 75229 WM"
PHONE (214) 484-2976 ^ m̂m
MICRONET 70130,203 rnc.fe.lMhcW.

Pmtjft

— DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED —
POWERSOFT IS A DIVISION OF BREE2E/0SD, INC. FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $10

See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 153
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Program Listing 2 continued

1850 IPZ>50THENZ«Z-50:Zl«Zl-50
1852 GOTO1800
2050 REM - PRINT PART/PRICE ROUTINE
2051 CLS:PRINT«4 f

" EDIT PARTS/PRICE FILE "

2053 PRINT"<1> PART t ";PPSiTAB(20) "<2> FACT • "iGP$»TAB(40) "<3>
"»DP$

2054 PRINT"<4> NOTES: ",MP$iTAB(35) "<5> NOTEFILE(A) «Rlj p <6> ";

R2
2055 PRINT TAB(35)"<7> NOTEFILE(B) ">R3
2056 GOSUB1190
2058 GOSDB2105
2060 PRINT"1909"»TAB(12)"1913"jTAB(24) "1917">TAB(36) "1921" >TAB(4
8) "1925"
2061 PRINT"<9> >OjTAB(12)"<13>" r T3>TAB(24) "<17>">T7|TAB(36) "<21
>">W1|TAB(48) <25>"|W5
2062 PRINT"1910"iTAB{12) 1914"; TAB (24) "1918"; TAB (36) "1922"jTAB(4
8) "1926"
2063 PRINT"<10>"|T,TAB(12) "<14>";T4>TAB(24) "<18>"jT8»TAB(36) "<22
>"jW2>TAB(48) "<26>">W6
2064 PRINT"1911">TAB(12) "1915"»TAB(24) "1919";TAB(36) "1923"fTAB(4
8) "1927"
2065 PRINT"<ll>">Tl/TAB(12)"<15>"/T5tTAB(24)"<19>"iT9fTAB(36)"<2
3>"»W3)TAB(48) "<27>"|W7
2066 PRINT»1912";TAB(12) "1916",TAB(24) "1920";TAB(36) "1924"
2067 PRINT"<12>"jT2|TAB(12)"<16>";T6>TAB(24)"<20>";W>TAB(36)"<24
>"|W4
2070 RETURN
2105 PRINT" PRICES "

2110 GOSUB9050
2115 RETURN
3000 REM-EDIT FACTORY FILE ROUTINE
3005 PRINT iPRINT'FACT #", "CATALOG YEAR/NOTES"
3010 PRINT"<1> ",FA$,"< 8> ",NA$
3011 PRINT"<2> "»FB$,"< 9> "|NB$
3012 PRINT"<3> "iFC$ r "<10> ";NC$
3013 PRINT"<4> "»FD$,"<11> ">ND$
3014 PRINT"<5> "|FE$,"<12> "|NE$
3015 PRINT"<6> ">FF$,"<13> "jNF$
3016 PRINT"<7> "iFG$ f "<14> "»NG$
3025 RETURN
4000 CLS: PRINT" NOTE FILE (";Rl r

") FOR PART t ";PP$;" —
4005 GOSUB1035
4006 IFR3>0THEN4010
4007 PRINT
4010 PRINT"PART #","FACT #"

f "YEAR INTRODUCED"
4015 PRINT"<1> (1)";EA$;TAB(20)"(6) "»HA$;TAB(40) "(11) ">Jl
4017 PRINT"<2> (2)",EB$;TAB(20)"(7)";HB$;TAB(40)"(12)";J2
4020 PRINT"<3> (3)"»EC$;TAB(20)"(8)";HC$jTAB(40)"(13)"»J3
4022 PRINT"<4> (4) " >ED$»TAB(20) " (9) "»HD$»TAB(40) " (14) "; J4
4024 PRINT"<5> (5) "|EE$;TAB(20) " (10) " ,HE$»TAB(40) " (15) "; J5
4026 PRINT" (16) NOTES: ";MB$
4028 PRINT" (17) NOTES: ";MC$
4030 PRINT" (18) NOTES: "»MD$
4040 RETURN
4100 IFA$«"1"THEN4125
4101 IPA$»"2"THEN4173
4102 IFA$-"3"THEN4176
4103 IFA$»"4"THEN4179
4104 IFA$-"5"THEN4182
4105 IFA$-"6"THBN4171
4106 IFA$«"7"THEN4174
4107 IFA$-"8"THEN4177
4108 IFA$-"9"TBEN4180
4109 GOT04166
4125 A$«"":PRINT§896,"IF OVER 9 ENTER 2ND NUMBER ELSE
4126 A$-INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN4126
4127 IFA$«CHR$(13)THEN4170
4128 IFA$«"0"TBEN4183
4129 IFA$-"1"THEN4172
4130 IFA$-"2"THEN4175
4131 IFA$«"3"THBN4178
4132 IFA$-"4"THEN4181
4133 IFA$-"5"THEN4184
4134 IFA$»"6"THEN4185
4135 IFA$-"7"THEN4186
4136 IPA$-"8"THEN4187
4137 GOT04126
4150 CLS: PRINT" NOTE FILE # "iRlt" FOR PART #
" ":GOSUB1035:GOTO4152

CLS: PRINT" NOTE FILE t ";R2;" FOR PART t
":GOSUB1035

IFR3>0THEN4153ELSEPRINT
PRINT'PART #","FACT #","YEAR INTRODUCED"
PRINT"<1> (l)"jEl$;TAB(20) "(6) " »H1$;TAB(40) " (11) "»J1
PRINT"<2> (2) ";E2$)TAB(20)"(7) ",H2$;TAB(40) " (12) ">J2
PRINT" <3> (3)"»E3$;TAB(20)"(8)"iH3$;TAB(40)"(13)"»J3
PRINT"<4> (4)";E4S:TAB(20)"(9)";H4S;TAB(40)"(14)"/J4
PRINT" <5> (5)";E5$;TAB(20)"(10)"«H5$ r TAB(40)"(15) ";J5

ENTER*

4151

4152
4153
4155
4156
4157
4158
4159

"|PP$.

",PP$,

Program Listing 2 continues
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Program Listing 2 continued

4160 PRINT" (16) NOTES: ";M2$
4161 PRINT" (17) NOTES: ";H3$
4162 PRINT" (18) NOTES: ";M4$
4163 RETURN
4165 A$-"":PRINT§896, "CHANGE? (• OR 'ENTER')"
4166 A$=INKEY$:IFA$«=""THEN4166
4167 IFAS=CHR$(13)THENRETURN
4168 GOTO4100
4170 INPUT" (1) PART #" ; EA$:LSETE1$-EA$
4171 INPUT" (6) FACT t ";HA$:LSETH1$»HA$
4172 INPUT" (11) YEAR";J1:LSETJ1$-MKI$(J1) :GOTO4190
4173 INPUT" (2) PART • "; EB$:LSETE2$-EB$
4174 INPUT" (7) FACT •

" ;HB$:LSETH2$»HB$
4175 INPUT" (12) YEAR";J2:LSETJ2$-MKIS(J2) :GOTO4190
4176 INPUT" (3) PART #"; EC$:LSETE3$-EC$
4177 INPUT"(8) FACT " ;HCS:LSETH3S«HC$
4178 INPUT"(13) YEAR";J3:LSETJ3S«=MKI$(J3) :GOTO4190
4179 INPUT" (4) PART t " ; ED$:LSETE4$«ED$
4180 INPUT" (9) FACT I " ;HDS: LSETH4$-HD$
4181 INPUT" (14) YEAR";J4:LSETJ4$-MKI$(J4) :GOTO4190
4182 INPUT" (5) PART t " ;EE$:LSETE5$-EE$
4183 INPUT" (10) FACT t " ;HE$:LSETH5$-HE$
4184 INPUT" (15) YEAR";J5:LSETJ5$-MKIS(J5) :GOTO4190
4185 LINEINPUT"(16) NOTES: " ; Z$:GOSUB10000 :MB$«Zl$:LSETM2
OTO4190
4186 LINEINPUT"(17) NOTES: ' ; ZS:GOSUBl0000 :MC$«ZlS: LSETM3

$«MB$:G

S=MC$:G

;Z$:GOSUB10000:MD$=Z1$:LSETM4$«MD$
OTO4190
4187 LINEINPUT"(18) NOTES:
4190 CLS:GOSUB4150:GOTO4165
4200 REM-INPUT NOTE FILE
4205 CLS: PRINT" NOTE FILE • ";R1;" FOR PART •

":GOT04212
4210 CLS:PRINT" NOTE FILE • ";R2;" FOR PART t

|PP$;" -

|PP$j"

4212
4213
4214
4215
4216
4217
4218
4219
4220
4225
4226
4227
4228
4229
4230
4231
4232
4233
4234
4235
4236
4237
4238
4239
4240
4241
4242
4250
4300
4305
4306
4307
4308
4310
4312
4314
4320
4322
4350
4353
4356
4360
4365
4370
4371
4372
4373
4374
4376
4382
4383
4384
4385
4386
4390
4400

GOSUB1035
PRINT
INPUT"PART NUMBER" ; EA$ : LSETE1 $-EA$
INPUT"FACTORY NUMBER" ;HA$:LSETHl$*HA$
INPUT'YEAR 1ST USED" ; Jl :LSETJ1$«MKI$ ( Jl)
LINEINPUT'NOTES : " ; Z S : GOSUB10000 : MBS-Z1 $ : LSETM2 $»MBS
LINEINPUT"NOTES: " ; Z$:GOSUB10000:MC$«Z1$:LSETM3$«MC$
LINEINPUT"NOTES: "

; ZS.-GOSUB10000 :MD$=Z1$:LSETM4$»MD$
RETURN
INPUT'PART t">EBS:LSETE2$»EBS
INPUT'FACT i";HB$:LSETH2$=HBS
INPUT'YEAR 1ST USED"; J2:LSETJ2S«MKI$ (J2)
X$»"" : INPUT"ANOTHER? (Y/ENT) ">X$: IFXS-"Y"THEN4230
GOTO4250
INPUT'PART l";EC$:LSETE3$«EC$
INPUT'FACT l";HCS:LSETH3$-HC$
INPUT'YEAR 1ST USED" ; J3 : LSETJ3$»MKI $( J3)
X$="":INPUT"ANOTHER? (Y/ENT) " ;X$: IFXS«"Y"THEN4235
GOTO4250
INPUT'PART #";ED$:LSETE4$«ED$
INPUT'FACT *";HD$:LSETH4$-HD$
INPUT'YEAR 1ST USED" ; J4:LSETJ4$-MKI$( J4)
X$-"":INPUT"ANOTHER? (Y/ENT) " »X$: IFX$-"Y"THEN4240
GOTO4250
INPUT'PART t";EE$:LSETE5S-EE$
INPUT'FACT i";HE$:LSETH5$-HES
INPUT'YEAR 1ST USED" ; J5:LSETJ5$«MKI$( J5)
RETURN
REM - NOTEFILE (B) ROUTINE
PRINT'CHANGE NOTEFILE (B) NUMBER? (Y/ENT)"
A$*INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN43 06
IFA$-"Y"THEN4312
IFA$-CHR$(13)THEN4320
GOTO43 06
INPUT"NEW NOTEFILE (B) NUMBER" ;R3
GOT0515
IFR3-0THEN4350
GOTO4400
REM - INPUT NEW 2ND NOTE FILE
CLS:OPEN"R",4,"NFILE2:l"
PR=LOF(4) +1

R3-PR
GOSUB4500
LINEINPUT"NOTE 1:

LINEINPUT'NOTE 2:

LINEINPUT"NOTE 3:

LINEINPUT'NOTE 4:

LINEINPUT'NOTE 5:

GOSUB4500:GOSUB4550
AS=":PRINTe896,"SAVE FILE? (Y/N) "

A$=INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN4383
IFA$-"Y"THEN4386
IFA$="N"THEN4390ELSE43 83
GOSUB9150 :GOSUB9060 : PUT4 , PR
CLOSE4:GOT0515
REM - EDIT 2ND NOTEFILE

";Z$:GOSUB10000:ME$«Z1$:LSETM5$«ME$
";Z$:GOSUB10000:MF$«Z1$:LSETM6$«MF$
" ;7,S:GOSUB10 000:MG$ = Z1S:LSETM7S=MGS
';Z$:GOSUB10000:MH$=Z1$:LSETM8S=MH$
";Z$:GOSUB10000:MIS-Z1$:LSETM9$-MI$

Program Listing 2 continues

Computer Information Exchange
Box 159 (714) 757-4849 ^22

San Luis Rey CA 92068

Shack-80 Model -1 Users:

Restore Reliability
Tired of spontaneous re-booting, "loss" of

memory, UL ERROR on programs that are

correct, "BAD RAM" or ROM that is good and

other symptoms of dirty edge connectors 7

CIE Cramol in cleaning kit lets you quickly,

safely strip away coatings of high -resistance

oxide films built upon ..S-80's non-gold-

plated edge fingers, and coat them to reduce

further buildup. Contains one bottle cleaner,

one lubricant/sealer

CIE Cramolin $8.95 ($9.49 CA)

Silver Solder Rejuvinates

Shack-80 Edge Connectors
Ratty Radio Shack edge fingers require

frequent Cramolin cleaning for system
reliability. Tandy did not gold pi ate them, but

after you silver them you can tug cables and

jar computer without system reboot!

Kit contains special high-quality flux and
16" (about 1.5 oz) of solder. 5-6% silver,

balance tin (contains no cadmium, zinc, or

lead). Caution: do not resolder fingers with

ordinary solder, or system will be totally

unusable'

CIE $4.50 ($4.77 CA)

Media Buys:

Diskettes
5" Unbranded, single-density, 10, in

envelopes, fully guaranteed $19.95*
5" Memorex sngl dens., box 10 $24 75*

5" Memorex dbl dens . box 10 $26 55*
5" Dysan, plastic box of 10. double -density

ultra-reliable $44.95*
5" Wabash SSSO with hub ring $26 55*

5" Wabash DSDD with hub ring $$38 98*

Reinforcements, 50 rings for 5" $7.75*

Ring tools- -apply reinforcements $4.95*

Cleaning kits, 3M or FD. 2 disks $22.46*

GUARANTEE
All CIE disks guaranteed

If you get a bad disk, CIE will replace it

Hardware:

Percom, LNDoubler Savings
DOUBLE DENSITY attachments

$153.50/$157.5O/$2O7»
Double disk storage with either Percom or

LNW Research plug- in adapters No
soldering. Percom Doubler 2 comes with

DoubleDOS TRSDOS vanent. is $153 50*

LNDoubler 1 includes DOS-plus deluxe

operating system LNDoubler 5 8. with

operating system, allows use of double

density with either 5" or 8" drives', just

$207*

Lowest Prices

On Disk Drives!

TEAC 40-track single/double density, single

headed (writes, reads on one side of disk),

with incredible 1-yr factory guarantee 1

Case, power supply disassembled for

shipping, just insert 6 screws Exclusive: no

extender cable needed' $269*.

80-TRACK, 1 HEADED $395*

80-TRACK. 2-HEADED (dbl sided) $650*

Bare 40-track, unpowered $215*
Bare 80 track $225*

SOFTWARE to 50% off

Leading brands including Acorn. Allen

Gelder. Alternate Source. Apparat.

Blechman Enterprises. Breeze Computing.

CIE. Data Soft. Dorsett, Edu Ware. Ellis

Computing, Hexagon Systems. Micro Clinic,

Micro Works, Microsoft, Modular Software.

Nepenthe, Personal Computer Service,

ProSoft, and Ramware.
BOOKS, leading publishers, 10% off

Discounts:
•prices CIE net. including 10% discount

for $50or more total order. 3 or more items

nominal snippmgcharge on all but books and

softwre
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TRS-80™* Models 1 & 3
SOFTWARE

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC $99.95
Tests every component of vour TRS-80
for proper operation: ROM. RAM. Video
Display, Keyboard, Line Printer. Cassette

Recorder. Disk Drives, RS-232 Interface

Continuous or monitored operation

SMART TERMINAL $69.95
The intelligent telecommunication pro-

gram that enables your TRS-80 to be
used as a timesharing terminal. Automatic
transmission to and from another com-
puter. Control keys, break key. lower

case, cassette and disk files compatible
with both Electric Pencil

-

* and Scripsit

programs.

MONITOR #3 $39.95
Disassembler memory display, move,
search, verify, modify, read and write

machine language cassettes, object code
relocator. hexadecimal arithmetic,

svmbolir. disassembly output.

MONITOR #4 $49.95
Same as Monitor #i but adds disk file and sec

tor input/output RS-2 12 communications

PENCIL PATCH $19.95
Fixes the Electric Pencil

-

" Model 1 ver-

sion so that it runs on the Model }. (You
must already own the Model 1 version.)

GRAPH PRINT $19.95
( reates formatted print-out on the

Epson MX-80 printer Fnhanced p.int

modes print quality text surrounded by
graphu border Editing, disk save/reload

text entry, error testing

Send S.A.S.E. for FREE Catalog.

HOWE SOFTWARE
14 Lexington Road New City. NY 109Sb
•TRS-80 is a 'entered trademark o' the

Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp. k*103

CANADIANS
NOW IN STOCK

ACORN SOFTWARE
BIG FIVE

INSTANT SOFTWARE
CREATIVE COMPUTING

ADVENTURE
INTERNATIONAL
APPARAT INC.

EPSON PRINTERS
MANY MORE

MOD I • MOD III • COLOR

Excellent 5v," Diskettes

S Den or D Den
Fully Guaranteed

Lower Case Mod - Mod I

One IC $29.95

IBM Selectnc Printer

Conversion Kit $825.00

VISA

Phone or Write lor Info.

(403) 423-3919

CMD MICRO
10546 - 106 Street

Edmonton. Alberta

T5H 2X6

Program Listing 2 continued

4410 CLS:OPEN"R",4,"NFILE2:l"
4412 PR=R3:GOSUB9150:GET4,PR
4420 CLS:GOSUB4500
4424 GOSUB4522
4426 GOTO4460

LINE INPUT "NOTE

LINE INPUT" NOTE 5

4450
420
4451 LINE INPUT "NOTE
420
4452 LINEINPUT"NOTE
420
4453 LINEINPUT"N0TE
420
4454
420
4460 AS
4461
4462
4463
4464
4465
4466
4467

ZS:GOSUB10000:ME$»Z1S:LSETM5S-MES:GOTO4

Z$:GOSUB10000:MFS=Zl$:LSETM6$>=MF$:GOTO4

Z$:GOSUB10000:MG$»=Zl$:LSETM7$«MG$:GOTO4

Z$:GOSUB10000:MH$-Z1$:LSETM8$«MH$:GOTO4

Z$:GOSUB10000:MI$«Zl$:LSETM9S=MIS:GOTO4

:PRINT£896, "CHANGE? (# OR 'ENTER')"
A$=INKEYS:IFA$=""THEN4461
IFA$="1"THEN4450
IFA$="2"THEN4451
IFA$«="3"THEN4452
IFA$="4"THEN4453
IFA$»="5"THEN4454
IFA$-CHRS(13)THEN4472

4468 GOT04461
4472 GOSUB9150:PUT4,PR
4480 CLOSE4:GOT0515
4500 CLS:PRINTei0,"NOTEFILE B * ";R3;" FOR P/N ";PPS
4505 GOSUB1035
4515 PRINT
4520 RETURN
4522 PRINT" NOTES "

4523 PRINT
4525 PRINT"<1> ";M5$
4526 PRINT"<2> ";M6$
4527 PRINT"<3> ";M7S
4528 PRINT"<4> ";M8$
4529 PRINT"<5> ";M9S
4530 PRINT:RETURN
4550 PRINT" NOTES ":

PRINT
4554 PRINT"<1> ";ME$
4555 PRINT"<2> ";MF$
4556 PRINT"<3> ";MGS
4557 PRINT"<4> ";MHS
4558 PRINT'<5> ";MI$
4 559 PRINT: PRINT
4560 RETURN
9000 LSETO$=MKSS(0) : LSETT$=MKS$ (T) : LSETT1 $=MKS$ (Tl) : LSETT2$=MKS$
(T2) :LSETT3$=MKSS(T3) :LSETT4 $=MKS$ (T4) : LSETT5$=MKS$ (T5) :LSETT6$*
MKS$(T6) :LSETT7S=MKSS(T7) : LSETT8$=MKS$ (T8) : LSETT9S=MKSS (T9)
9002 LSETW$=MKS$(W) : LSETW1 $=MKS$ ( Wl) : LSETW2S=MKS$ (W2) :LSETW3$»MK
S$(W3) :LSETW4$=MKS$(W4) : LSETW5$=MKS$ ( W5) : LSETW6 $«=MKS$ (W6) :LSETW7
$=MKSS(W7)
9003 LSETPP$=P$:LSETGP$=G$:LSETDP$=D$:LSETMPS=M$
9004 LSETR1S=MKI$(R1) :LSETR2$=MK1 S ( R2) : LSETR3 $-MKI S (R3

)

9005 RETURN
9010 LSET FA$«=F1$:LSET FB$=F2S : LSETFCS«=F3 § : LSETFD$«F4$ : LSETFE$«F
5$:LSETPF$=F6$:LSETFG$=F7$:LSETNAS=N1$:LSETNB$«N2$:LSETNC$«N3$:L
SETNDS=N4 S : LSETNE$=N5 $ : LSETNF$=N6 S : LSETNGS=N7 $
9012 LSETR4$«MKI$(R4) :LSETR5$=MKI$(R5) : LSETR6$=MKI $ (R6) -.LSETR7S-
MKI$(R7) :LSETR8$=MKI$(R8) : LSETR9$=MKI $ (R9)
9013 LSETS1$=MKIS(S1) :LSETS2$=MKI $ (S2) : LSETS3 $=KKI $ ( S3) :LSETS4S=
MKI$(S4) :LSETS5$=MKI$(S5) :LSETS6S=HKI $ (S6) : LSETS7S=MKIS (S7) :LSET
S8S-MKI$(S8) :LSETS9S=MKIS(S9)
9015 RETURN
9030 LSETE1$=EAS:LSETE2$=EB$:LSETE3$=ECS:LSETE4$=ED$:LSETE5$=EE$
:LSETH1$-HA$:LSETH2$=HB$:LSETH3S«=HC$:LSETH4$=HD$:LSETH5S«=HES
9031 LSETM2 $=MB$ : LSETM3 $=MCS : LSETM4 S=MD$
9032 LSETJl$=MKI$(Jl) :LSETJ2$«MKIS ( J2) : LSETJ3$*MKI $ ( J3) :LSETJ4$=
MKIS(J4) :LSETJ5$=MKI$(J5)
903 5 RETURN
9040 P$=PPS:G$=GP$:DS-DP$:M$=MPS:R1=CVI(R1$) :R2=CVI(R2$) :R3=CVI(
R3S)
9042 RETURN
9050 0-CVS(0$) :T«CVS(T$) :T1=CVS(T1$) :T2=CVS(T2$) :T3-CVS(T3S) :T4-
CVS(T4S) :T5-CVS(T5S) :T6=CVS(T6S) :T7«CVS(T7$) :T8-CVS(T8$) :T9=CVS(
T9S)
9052 W=CVS(W$) :W1=CVS(W1S) :W2=CVS(W2S) :W3=CVS(W3S) :W4=CVS(W4S) :W

5=CVS(W5$) :W6=CVS(W6S) :W7=CVS(W7S)
9055 RETURN
9060 LSETM5$=ME$:LSETM6$=MF$:LSETM7S=MG$:LSETM8$=MHS:LSETM9$=MI$

9065 RETURN
9070 J1=CVI(J1S) :J2=CVI(J2$) :J3=CVI(J3$) :J4=CVI(J4$) :J5=CVI(J5$)

90 80 IFJ1<1THENJ1=0:IFJ2<1THENJ2=0:IFJ3<0THENJ3=0:IFJ4<1THENJ4*0
:IFJ5<1THENJ5=0
9081 RETURN
9090 ME$=M5$:MF$=M6$:MG$»M7$:MH$-M8$:MI$«M9$
9095 RETURN

Program Listing 2 continues
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Color computer owners

Yes, that's right - for as little as

$298.00 you can add 32K of dynamic

RAM. and a disk interface, to your

TRS-80 Color Computer! If you just

want the extra memory it's only

$199.00, and you can add the disk

interface later for $99.00.

Just plug the Color Computer In-

terface (CCI), from Exatron, into

your expansion socket and "Hey
Presto!" - an extra 32K of memory. No
modifications are needed to your

computer, so you don't void your Ra-

dio Shack warranty, and Exatron give

both a 30 day money-back guarantee

and full 1 year repair warranty on

their interface.

The CCI also contains a 2K
machine-language monitor, with

which you can examine (and change)

memory, set break-points, set memo-
ry to a constant and block-move

memory.
So what about the CCI Disk Card?

Well as we said it's only an extra

$99.00. but you'll probably want

Exatron's CCDOS which is only

$29.95 - unless you want to write your

own operating system. The CCI Disk

Card uses normal TRS-80 Model I

type disk drives, and CCDOS will

even load Model I TRSDOS disks into

your color computer - so you can

adapt existing TRS-80 BASIC pro-

grams.

As a further plus, with the optional

ROM Backup adaptor, you can dump
game cartridges to cassette or disk.

Once the ROM cartridge is on cas-

sette, or disk, you can reload, examine

and modify the software. The ROM
Backup adaptor is only $19.95.

For more information, or to place an

order, phone Exatron on their Hot

Line 800-538 8559 (inside California

408-737 7111). or clip the coupon.

excellence in electronics

exatron

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

hxatrun.

181 Commercial Street.

Sunnwale. CA 94086

C Please send a W1K Color Computer
Interface for $199.00

H Please send a CCI Disk Card for $99.00

— Please include CCDOS and manual
for $29.95

Z Also include a ROM Backup adaptor

for $19.95

Please add $5.00 for shipping to all orders,

and 6 percent sales tax in California.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Charge my:

Z MasterCard Interbank Code

Z Visa Expiration Date

Card

Z Check enclosed for

Z Ship COD l $2.00 extra)

Signature

UK HAM plu> l)i-k InU-rfa I rademark uf Tandv



BIG CP/M*
programs
on TRS-80*
MODELS 1&3
Pluggable Board .no soidermg, with 48 64K

Operating System S'D Density 5' 4" on Mod 3

plus 8" on Mod 1 Memory expanded by

overlaying ROM with flAM Date/dock w'battery

48K CP/M* (minimum syatam) SI 99.

64K CP/M* Memory & clock $490.

48K CP/M* (its axpandabla) $340

COD. Visa or Mastarcharga

F.E.C. Ltd.
P.O. Box 2368 Woburn. Ma 01888 0688
(617) 944-5329

•Tandy Corp

"Digital Raaaarch

MORSE CODE. BAUDOT and ASCII RTTY
FOR THE TRS-80 MODELS I and III

DISASSEMBLED HANDBOOK - VOLUME 4

no P.S-232C interlace is raquirad

Cnapt 1 8 to 800 WPM Mo'se transmit pgm
Cnapt 2 Adding type ahead capabilities
Oapt 3 Morse receive decod ng program
Cr-apt 4 Merqmq . 1 2 prepared messages
Chap! 5 Baudot transmit 60 66-75-100 WPM
Chapt 6 Baudot receive for above speeds
Chap! 7 Merging + 22 prepared messages
Chapt 8 ASCII transmit program 1 10 Baud
Chapt 9 ASCII receive decoding program
Chapt 10 Merging . 22 cepa'M messages

$ 18
;
US; par copy add \2 shipping

\
$9.50 o»arsaas airmail;

-GERMAN K FRENCH LANGUAGE EDITIONS-

Morsa. Baudot 1 ASCII on disks $49
(Vol 4 raquirad for instructions]

RICHCRAFT ENGINEERING LTD.
#1B Wahmeda Industrial Park
Chautauqua, New York 14722

CODordarsiUSonly;
[
7 16! 753-2654

^276

If You've Written a

Topnotch Program-
We'd Like to Publish It!

Programs needed for BUSINESS/
OFFICE Applications:

WORD PROCESSING
PAYROLL/TAX CALCULATION
GENERAL LEDGER/AR-AP
ORDER ENTRY/INVENTORY
Start collecting your royalty
checks soon! Write for our free

Programmer's Kit today.

INSTANT SOFTWARE, INC.

Submissions Dept.

Peterborough. NH 03458
**2

Program Listing 2 continued

9100 FIELD1,SR*126ASD2$,8ASPP$,8ASGP$,2ASR1$,2ASR2S,2ASR3$,14ASD
P$ , 14ASMP$ , 4AS0$ , 4AST$ , 4AST1 $ , 4AST2 $ , 4AST3 $ , 4AST4 $ , 4AST5 $ , 4AST6 $

, 4AST7 $ , 4AST8 $ , 4AST9 $ , 4ASWS , 4ASW1 $ , 4ASW2 $ , 4ASW3 $ , 4ASW4 $ , 4ASW5 $ ,

4

ASW6$,4ASW7$
9105 RETURN
9110 FIELD2,8ASFA$,22ASNA$,8ASFB$,22ASNB$,8ASFC$,22ASNC$,8ASFD$,
22ASNDS , 8ASFES , 22ASNE$ , 8ASFFS , 22ASNFS , 8ASFGS , 22ASNGS , 2ASR4S , 2ASR
5 $ , 2ASR6 $ , 2ASR7 $ , 2ASR8 $ , 2ASR9S , 2ASS1 $ , 2ASS2 $ , 2ASS3 $ , 2ASS4 $ , 2ASS5
$ , 2ASS6 $ , 2ASS7 $ , 2ASS8 S , 2ASS9 $

9120 RETURN
9130 FIELD3,8ASEl$,8ASE2$,8ASE3$,8ASE4$,8ASE5$,8ASHl$,8ASH2$,8AS
H3$,8ASH4$,8ASH5$,2ASJ1$,2ASJ2$,2ASJ3$,2ASJ4$,2ASJ5$,52ASM2$,52A
SM3$,50ASM4$
9135 RETURN
9140 EA$-"":EB$-"":EC$-"":ED$«":EE$-"":HA$«"':HB$-""*HC$«""*HD$
-:HE$«"":Jl*»0:J2-0:J3-0:J4»0:J5-0
9141 MB$-"":MC$-"":MDS-""
9142 E1S-":E2$- ,, :E3$-"":E4$-"":E5$-"":H1S-"':H2S-"":H3$-*'":H4S
-":H5S-"":JlS-" , :J2$-":J3$-"iJ4$-""iJ5$-""
9143 M2$-"":M3S-"":H4S-"
9144 RETURN
9150 FIELD 4,50AS M5$,50AS M6$,50AS M7$,50AS N8S,50AS M9$
9155 RETURN
9160 G$-"":D$-""*M$«"":GP$-":DP$-"":MP$«""*0$-"":T$«"":T1$-"":T
2$-"":T3$-"":T4$-"":T5$-"":T6S-"*, iT7$-'":T8$-"":T9$-""
9161 W$-"":Wl$-":W2$-"iW3$-"":W4$-"":W5$-"":W6S-"":W7S-""
9162 O-0:T-0:T1-0:T2-0:T3-0:T4-0:T5-0:T6-0:T7-0:T8»0:T9-0:W-0:W1
«0:W2-0:W3**0 2W4-0:W5«0:W6-*0:W7«0
9165 Rl-0:R2«0:R3-0: RETURN
9170 REM - ADD NOTEFILES
9172 IFR1>0PRINTJ158,"NOTEFILE (A) ";Rlj",";R2
9173 IF R3>0PRINT§222,"NOTEFILE (B) ";R3
9174 IF Rl-0 AND R3-0 PRINT3168, "NO NOTE FILES"
917 5 RETURN
9180 F1$-"':F2$-"':F3$-"":F4$-"":F5$-"":F6$-"":F7S-"":N1$-"":N2$
-iN3$-"":N4$-":N5$-":N6$-":N7$-"
9181 FA$-"":FB$-"":FCS-""jFDS-""iFE$-":FFS-"":FGS-"":NAS-"":NB$
-:NC$-":ND$-":NE$-":NF$»"":NG$-""
9182 RETURN
9190 R1«0:R2«0:R3-0:R4-0:R5«0:R6*'0:R7-0:R8«0:R9-0:S1«0:S2-0:S3«0
:S4-0:S5-0:S6«0:S7-0:S8-0:S9-0 sRETURN
9195 R1-CVI(R1$) :R2-CVI(R2$) -R3-CVI (R3S) :RETURN
9196 R4-CVI(R4$) :R5-CVI (R5$) :R6-CVI (R6$) :R7-CVI (R7$) :R8«CVI(R8$)
:R9-CVI(R9$) :S1«CVI(S1$) :S2«CVI(S2S) :S3-CVI(S3$) :S4-CVI(S4$) :S5-
CVI(S5$) :S6-CVI(S6$) tS7-CVI(S7$) :S8-CVI (S8$) :S9-CVI (S9S)

9197 RETURN
9200 REM - FIND RECORDS
9205 SR-l:PR«LOF(l)

9210 GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
9215 IFPPS<" I "THENLR«PR*2-1ELSELR»PR*2
9218 RETURN
9250 PR-L0F(3)
9252 GOSUB9130:GET3,PR
9260 RETURN
9300 PR-INT( (LR-l)/2)+l:SR«LR-2*INT( (LR-l)/2)-l
9302 RETURN
9310 PRINT§896,'

"
: RETURN

9500 RA-LR:IFC2«1THEN9503
9502 IFRA>100THENRA-RA-100:GOTO9505
9503 IFRA>50THENRA«RA-50
9505 IFR4-0THENR4-RA:GOTO9520
9506 IFR5-0THENR5-RA:GOTO9520
9507 IFR6-0THENR6-RA-GOTO9520
9508 IFR7-0THENR7-RA:GOTO9520
9509 IFR8-0THENR8-RA:GOTO9520
9510 IFR9-0THENR9-RA:GOTO9520
9511 IFS1-0THENS1-RA:GOTO9520
9512 IFS2«0THENS2»RA:GOTO9520
9513 IFS3-0THENS3-RA-GOTO9520
9514 IFS4«0THENS4-RA:GOTO9520
9515 IFS5-0THENS5-RA:GOTO9520
9516 IFS6-0THENS6-RA:GOTO9520
9517 IFS7-0TBENS7-RA:GOTO9520
9518 IFS8-0THENS8-RA:GOTO9520
9519 IFS9-0THENS9-RA
9520 RETURN
9600 PRINT'NULL FILE? (Y/ENT)

"

9601 A$-INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN9601
9602 IFA$-CHR$(13)THEN520
9603 IFA$-"Y"THEN9604ELSE9601
9604 P$-"":G$-"":D$-*, ":M$-":O-0:T-0:T1-0:T2-0:T3-0:T4-0:T5-0:T6
-0:T7-0:T8-0:T9-0:W»0:W1-0:W2-0:W3-0:W4»0:W5-0:W6-0:W7«0
9605 GOSUB9000:GOTO560
9606 Fl$-"":F2$-"":F3$-"":F4S-""iF5S-"*':F6$-"":F7$-"":Nl$-"":N2$
-"jN3$-":N4$-"":N5$-"":N6$»"":N7$-""
9608 GOSUB9010: RETURN
9700 PRINT"WHICH SEGMENT? (1-15) <ENTER 16 TO CLEAR>"
9705 GOTO9750

Program L is ting 2 continues
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Program Listing 2 continued

9719 INPOT'IST SEGM£NT";R4:GOTO9730
9711 INPUT" 2ND SEGMENT" ;R5:GOT09732
9712 INPUT" 3RD SEGMENT" ;R6:GOT09730
9713 INPUT" 4TH SEGMENT" jR7:GOT09730
9714 INPUT" 5TH SEGMENT" jR8:GOT09730
9715 INPUT" 6TH SEGMENT" ;R9:GOT09730
9716 INPUT"7TH SEGMENT" > SI jGOT097 30
9717 INPUT" 8TH SEGMENT" ;S2:GOT09730
9718 INPUT" 9TH SEGMENT" ; S3 :GOT097 30
9719 INPUT"10TH SEGMENT" ;S4:GOT09730
9720 INPUT" 11TH SEGMENT" ;S5:GOT09730
9721 INPUT" 12TH SEGMENT" ; S6 :GOT097 30
9722 INPUT" 13TH SEGMENT" ;S7:GOT097 30
9723 INPUT" 14TH SEGMENT"; SB :GOT097 30
9724 INPUT" 15TH SEGMENT",-S9
9730 PRINT"ANOTHER SEGMENT? (Y/ENT)
9731 AS-INKEYS:IPAS-""THEN9731
9732 IFAS""Y"THEN9700
9733 IFA$-CHR${13)THEN9740
9734 GOT09731
9740 GOSUB1300:GOTO515
9745 GOSUB9190:GOTO9740
9750 A$«INKEY$:IPA$-""THEN9750
9752 IPAS»"1"THEN 9775
9754 IFA$-"2"THEN9711
9755 IFA$-"3"THEN9712
9756 IFA$-"4'THEN9713
9757 IFA$-"5"THEN9714
9758 IPA$-"6"THEN9715
9759 IFA$-"7"THEN9716
9760 IFA$«"8"THEN9739
9761 IFAS-"9"THEN9718
9762 GOTO9750
9775 A$-INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN9775
9776 IFA$-CHR$(13)THEN9710
9777 IFA$-"0'THEN9719
9778 IFA$="1"THEN9720
9779 IFA$«"2"THEN9721
9780 IFA5-"3"THEN9722
9781 IFA$-"4"THEN9723
9782 IFA$«"5"THEN9724
9783 IPA$-"6"THENGOSUB9190 :GOTO9740
9784 GOT09775
10000 Z1$-"":IFZ$-""RETURN
10010 Z«LEN(Z$) :PORX-1TOZ
10012 B-ASC(MID$(Z$ r X r l)) :IFB<65THENA=B:GOTO10020
10014 IFB<91THENA-B+32:GOTO10020
10016 IFB<128THENA«B-32
10020 Z1$-Z1$+CHR$(A)
10022 NEXT: RETURN

Program Listing 3. Print

CLEAR 3000
CLS:CLEAR:C3 =0:PRINT"FILF: LENGTH
A$-INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN3
IFA$»"F"THENC3-1:GOTO10
IFA$«CHR$ ( 13) THEN10
GOT03

10 CLS: CLOSE
15 PRINTS23, "PARTS FILE MENU"
20 PRINT"

50 (F) OR 100 (i

21 PRINT: PRINT
25 PRINT TAB(16)" 1. TO VIEW PART FILE
30 PRINT:PRINT TAB(16)" 2. TO LINE PRINT FILE
35 PRINT:PRINT TAB(16)" 3. TO EDIT OR ADD TO FILE
40 PRINT:PRINT TAB(16)" 4. TO CHANGE FILE LENGTH
70 IFC3=1THENC3$-"50"ELSEC35="100"
72 PRINT: PRINTTAB( 11) "»»==«===« PILE LENGTH IS ";C3$;" -*-—«•>

WW*
75 PRINT: PRINT"SELECT NUMBER"
76 A$-INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN76
77 IFA$«"1"THEN200
78 IFA$-"2"THEN150
79 IFA$-"3"THEN100
60 IFA$«"4"THEN2
81 GOT076
100 CLS: PRINT"EDIT FILE? (Y/ENT)"
101 A$-INKEY$:IFA$-""THEN101
102 IFA$»"Y"THENRUN"EDIT"
103 IFA$-CHR$(13)THEN10
104 GOTO101
150 C2-0:CLS:PRINT"WHICH PRINTER? (XYMEC <X> OR ANADEX <A»

"

151 A$«INKEYS:IFA$»""THEN151

Program Listing 3 continues

LOWEST PRICES
ON TRS-80

Line Printer VII. $329

Microline 80 $394
Microline 82 $499

$369

OKIDATA

EPSON MX-70
EPSON MX-80

$

$4 79

SAVE
MOST ORDERS ^
SHIPPED WITHIN S

ONE BUSINESS DAY ^
VERBATIM DATALIFETM DISKETTES
5 '/i inch (box of 10) $25.95

8-inch Double-Density, $43.95
• Payment Money Ordar Cmtmt *
Cnack. Cartftad Cnac* PMonn
Cftacfca raqura 3 waaka B cMr VISA
MASTERCHAAGE — Add 3%

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

CALL (602) 458-2477
aaaaa> All prices are mail order only aaaaa

RAND'S
2T8S I. FRY BLVD.

• 236

,
SIERRA VISTA, AZ 85635

TRS-80 is a tradamarfc of Tandy Corporation
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR TH£ TRS 80

EbBIPUE/iURE/i
THE FIRST COMPUTERIZED CHURCH RECORD SYSTEM

AT AN AFFORDABLE RRICE FOR rOUR CHURCH

DEVELOPED EXCLUSIVELY FOR CHURCHES TO:

• VI IT• RE CO»D »££«<. r

contributions
• prepare momouA

in statements
• PRlPiai PERIODIC

Of 'NCOMf

Give js rue
rhi.rr.h We /

N PERSONAL H5CO«D
»(»"( "<>tO DOCuUCirs
UAiNTA'N INVENTORIES
>RtNT Vln.lf, LABELS

I (,f 1f« l£iCf

Si •

AND MUCH MORE
dl requi'pmpnTs 'or r o_

nrl ,ou <1<'ld''Pd intnrmat'C"
and a written q.oV fur .1 .-omplele system
cu'jlom des.qnfd tor yum . lurrh Complete
system ior J6000S8000 a ;h software inat'ut
Nuns X new Radio Srid< k rqmpme"!

Scttwa -

* d '.i j.diacw sepd'aie*.

JUST RELEASED BY MTS, Inc.

The NEW 2 YEAR VERSION of

INDEX-80
a' :' ;:.<:: :•.-> - ?- :-• ,-r

this program woms'

The NEW INDEX 80 is

• a computerized mde« tor MORE than 1000 articles

in all 1980 and 1981 issues ot

80 Microcomputing™

• RAPlDL* SM»C~fS HOAl THAN iOOC

SUBJECTS K£»*0*OS
• SEARCHES fOR SuBJEC OP 'I »WO»OS
• SEARCHES FOR UtliTiPil SUBjC C'S 'E »WO*OS
• SEARCHES FOR fltli OP AUTHOR
• SI >pc his FOR date
• AlPHABETlCAl ,Nol I Ol ill SUBJECTS

tttmKMM
SPECIFY MODEL I or III . 32K dish or 48K disk 19.95

1911 Update tor present INDEX-80 owners 10 95

Snipping Add Jt 00. foreign $2 00

5M PO BO* i9S
NICE villi, ft

'904119' 3'4I

SPECIAL ** SPECIAL
TRS-80 TANDON ADD ON
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SINGLE SIDED $215.00
DOUBLE SIDED $335.00

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
SINGLE SIDED $330.00
DOUBLE SIDED $450.00
INCLUDES
MINI DISK DRIVE
FUSED POWER SUPPLY
VENTED CABINET
CABLE
90 DAY WARRANTY
FACTORY ASSEMBLED
FACTORY TESTED

THESE ARE NEW 5" FD's

I
2 INTERFACE, INC ^

20932 CANTARA ST
CANOGA PARK, CA 91304

(213)341-7914

VISA AND MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED

257
260

Program Listing 3 continued

152 IFA$="A"THENC4=0:GOTO160
153 IFA$="X"THENC4=1:GOTO160
154 G0TO151
155 C2=0:GOTO1800
160 CLS:PRINT'IS PRINTER READY? (ENTER/N)"
161 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN161
162 IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN1800
163 IFA$="N"THEN10
164 G0TO161
200 REM - PRINT ROUTINE
205 C2=1:GOTO1800
210 FOR LR=ZT0Z1
212 GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
214 IFVAL(PP$)<1THEN220
215 GOSUB1400
216 GOSTJB310:GOSUB380
220 PRINT-NEXT NUMBER? (ENT/N)"
221 A$=INKEYS:IFA$«=""THEN221
222 IFA$="N"THEN225
223 IFA$=CHR$ (13JTHEN224ELSE221
224 NEXT:GOTO10
225 PRINT-REVIEW OR END? (R/ENT)"
226 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN226
227 IFA5 = "R"T;;EN216
228 IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN10
229 GOT0226
230 IFLR=Z1THEN10
232 Z=LR+1:GOTO210
250 OPEN-R",l»"PFILEl:l":OPEN-R" r 2,-PFILE2:l-
252 CLS: INPUT-ENTER PART NUMBER" ;X$
254 Xl$«MIDS(X$,3 f 2) :LR=VAL(X1$)+1
255 IFC3=1THEN260
256 GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR

RETURN
IFLR>50THENLR=LR-50

262 GOT0256
300 REM - PRINT ROUTINE
301 C-0
302 C2=1:GOSUB250
304 LS=LR:GOSUB1400:GOSUB310
306 GOSUB3 80:GOTO385
310 GOSUB9196
312 GOSUB9195
315 GOSUB1000:GOSUB1180
337 IFR1-0 AND R3-0TBEN340
338 B$»"-:INPUT"FOR NOTE FILE ENTER 'N'-jB$
339 IPB$="N"GOSUB750:CLS:GOTO315
340 Z$-""iINPUT"FOR PRICE FILE ENTER 'PF '

" » Z$: IFZ$-"PF"THEN360
345 GOSUB1000:GOSUB1180:GOSUB1050
350 Z$-" jINPUT'FOR PRICE FILE ENTER 'PF "; Z$i IFZ$-"PF"TBEN360
355 RETURN
360 GOSUB1000:GOSUB1180:GOSUB2000
370 RETURN
380 X$«""iINPUT"AUXILLARY FILES? (Y/ENT)";X$
381 IFX$«"Y"THEN1100
382 XS-": INPUT"NOTE FILES? (Y/ENT) " ;XSi IFXS-"Y*THEN390
3 83 RETURN
385 INPUT-ANOTHER NUMBER? (Y/N)

"

>X$: IFX$-"N"THEN10
386 IFX$«"Y"THEN388
387 GOT0385
388 IFC=1THEN230
389 CLOSE:GOTO300
390 GOSUB750:GOSUB315:GOTO383
500 REM - LINEPRINT ROUTINE
505 CLS:C-0:GOSUB250:GOSUB1400:GOSUB510:GOTO522
506 PRINT-ANOTHER PART NUMBER? (ENT/N)"
507 AS»INXEY$:IFA$«""THEN507
508 IPA$»CHR$(13)TBEN500
509 IFAS-"N"THEN10ELSE507
510 LS=LR:GOSUB9196
512 GOSUB9195
513 IFC4»1THENGOSUB3000:GOTO516
515 GOSUB915:GOSUB1300
516 IFR1>0GOSUB550
517 IFR3>0GOSUB570
521 RETURN
522 IFR4>0THEN600
525 IFC-1THEN540
526 CLOSE :GOT0506

IFLR-Z1THEN10
Z=LR+1 : IFC8-1THEN1880ELSE1855

550 OPEN"R",3,"NOTEFILE:l"
552 GOSUB560
553 IFR2>0LPRINTiGOSUB5€5
555 CLOSE3: RETURN
560 GOSUB91 30 :GET3 ,R1 :GOSUB9070: IPC4-1THENGOSUB3100 : RETURN
562 GOSUB970: RETURN
565 GOSUB9130:GET3,R2:GOSUB9070:IPC4=1THENGOSUB3110:RETURN
567 GOSUB972: RETURN
570 OPEN"R",4,"NFILE2:l"
572 GOSUB9150:GET4,R3:IFC4-1THENGOSUB3300:GOTO575

Program Listing 3 continues

540
542
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MODEL II

BUY
DIRECT

DISCOUNT
TRS-80®
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

CALL US. .

.

SAVE MONEY
We carry th« full line of TRS-80 Computers. All

26-4150 Hord Drive -i 3994.00+ other software, furniture, and accessories at di$-

26-4151 Hard Drive -2 3U4.00+ count from catalog price. We stock most items

26-4002

64K 1 Drive

•3288.00

26-4160 1 Drive Exp $1034.00

26-4161 2 Drive Exp 1574.00

26-4162 3 Drive Exp 21 14.00

26-4530 Scripsit II 265.00

26-4512 Profile II 162.00

26-451 1 Visicolc II 265.00

26-4501 Gen Ledger 180.00

26-4506 Mail List 72.00

PRINTERS

CEflTROniCS

BEST PRICES
Text Quality Centronics

739-1 Printer $729.00

to assure you fast delivery and save you money.

We Offer The Total Package. . .

—SATISFACTION - Thousands of sotisfied

customers since 1978

—FAST DELIVERY - We ship all in-stock items

within 24 hours

—LARGE INVENTORY - Largest in Southeast U.S.A.

—HONESTY - No gimmicks - No worry mail

order ease

—TOLL FREE PHONES • Doesn't cost you o

penny to call us

WE ARE THE BEST!

Pocket Computer

26-3501 I.9K PC $188.00

26-3503 Cassette IF 45.00

14-812 Recorder 72.00

26-3505 Mini Printer 134.00

WRITE US FOR A
FREE CATALOG

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

MODEL

26-1061 4K I

26-1062 16K III

26-1066 48K III

W 2 Drives. RS232.

S609.00

849.00

2069.00

COLOR

26-3001 4K $310.00
26-3002 16K Ext. Basic. . . . 400.00
26-3003 32K Ext. Basic. . . . 370.00
26-3010 Color Video 333.00
26-1206 Recorder 54.00

ALL POCKET AND COLOR
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SOLD AT DISCOUNT

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry

nilCHQ MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, JNC.

No Taxes on Out Of DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

State Shipments

Immediate Shipment

From Stock on Most Items

DEPT. # If

115 C. SECOND AVE. S.W.

CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728

(912) 377.7120 Ga. Phone No. & Export
TBS-eO Is • r«g l»1«r*4 trademark of th« Tandy Corp.

A copy of the monufocturer's war-

ranty con be obtained free upon

specific written request to the

Electronics Deportment of our

Cairo. Georgia Retoil Store.

• 72
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\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited. COD. and
charge cards accepted.

visa-

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037

^370

If You've Written A Program
And Need Copies
(1 to 1,000,000)
Give Us A Call!

Penner Bros.. Inc.

305-287-0588 -see

210 Seville St. Stuart, FL 33494

TRS-80 MODELI™
GOLDPLUG-80

Eliminate disk re-boots and data

loss due to poor contact problems

at card edge connectors. The

GOLD PLUG 80 solders to the

board card edge. Use your ex-

isting cables.

CPU/keyboard to

expansion interface $18.95

Expansion interface to disk, prin-

ter, RS232, screen printer

(specify) $9.95 ea

Full set, six connectors. . . $54.95

EAP COMPANY
P.O. Box 14, Keller, TX 76248

(817) 498-4242
*TRS-80isa trademark of

Tandy Corp.

":GO

Program Listing 3 continued

573 GOSUB990
575 CLOSE4: RETURN
600 IFC8=0THEN1205
605 PRINT@64, "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE (X TO END)"
606 A$=INKEY$: IFA$=""THEN606
607 IFA$=CHR$( 13)THENPR1NT^64,"
TO1205
608 IFA$="X"THEN10
609 GOTO606
7 50 REM-PRINT NOTE ROUTINE
752 IFR1=0THEN1600
755 OPEN"R",3,"NOTEFILE:l"
756 IFLOF(3)=0 GOTO790
762 GOSUB9130:GET3,R1
763 GOSUB9070
765 CLS:PRINT" NOTE FILE A(l) #";R1;"F0R PART ";PPS;"

766 GOSUB1035
767 GOSUB4100:CLOSE3
"768 PRINT:X$ = "":INPUT"2ND NOTEFILE? ( Y/ENT) "

; X$ : IFX$="Y"THEN1600

769 INPUT"HIT 'ENTER' TO RETURN TO PART FILE";X
770 RETURN
790 PRINT'NO RECORDS IN FILE" : FORZ=1TO200 : NEXTZ : GOTO770
850 REM-PRINT 2ND NOTEFILE <B>
852 CLS:OPEN"R" ,4, "NFILE2:1"
854 PR«R3:GOSUB9150:GET4,PR
856 GOSUB4500
858 PRINT TAB(15) -***** NOTES *****"
860 GOSUB4525:CLOSE4
862 INPUT'HIT 'ENTER' TO RETURN TO PART FILE";X
864 GOTO770
900 REM - LINE PRINT ROUTINE
915 LPRINTSTRING$(80,"-")
916 LPRINT:LPRINTCHR$(14) »PP$; : LPRINTCHRS (15) ; : LPRINTTAB ( 20) ;DP$
;TAB(40) ;MP$
920 LPRINT:LPRINT CHRS (14) ;TAB (7) "FACTORY NUMBER HISTORY" ;: LPRIN
TCHR$(15)
922 LPRINT TAB (13) "FACTORY NUMBER" ; TAB ( 33)

; "CATALOG YEAR k NOTES
•

923 LPRINTTAB (13) STRINGS (40,"-")
924 LPRINT TAB( 18) ;FA$;TAB(33) ; NAS
925 IFFBS<" I"ANDNBS<"1"THEN928
926 LPRINT TAB ( 18) ; FB$; TAB ( 33) ; NBS
928 IFFCS<"1"ANDNCS<"I"THEN930
929 LPRINT TAB(18) ; FC$;TAB ( 33) ;NCS
930 IFFDS<"I"ANDNDS<"I"THEN932
931 LPRINT TAB(18) ;FDS;TAB(33) ;ND$
932 IFFE$<"l"ANDNE$<"l"THEN 935
934 LPRINT TAB(18) ; FE$;TAB ( 33) ;NE$
935 IFFFS<"!"ANDNFS<"1"THEN938
936 LPRINT TAB(18) ; FF$; TAB ( 33) ;NFS
938 IFFGS<" 1"ANDNG$<" 1"THEN940
939 LPRINT TAB ( 18) ; FG$; TAB ( 33) ; NG$
940 LPRINTTAB(13) STRING$ ( 40

, "-"
) :RETURN

970 LPRINT :LPRINTCHR$( 14) ;TAB(14) "HISTORY"; : LPRINTCHRS ( 15)

972 LPRINT TAB(20)"PART I "; TAB ( 30) "FACT. «
" ; TAB ( 40) "YEAR"

975 LPRINT TAB ( 20) ; El S ; TAB ( 30) ; HI S; TAB ( 40) ; Jl
976 LPRINT TAB(20) ; E2$;TAB( 30) ?H2$; TAB( 40) ; J2
977 IFE3$<"1"THEN979
978 LPRINT TAB(20) ;E3$;TAB(30) ;H3$;TAB(40) ;J3
979 IFE4$<"1"THEN981
980 LPRINT TAB(20) ;E4$;TAB(30) ;H4$;TAB(40) ;J4
981 IFE5$<"1"THEN 983
982 LPRINT TAB ( 20) ; E5$; TAB ( 30 ) ; H5 $; TAB( 40) ; J5
983 IFM2S<" l"THEN985
984 LPRINT TAB(10);M2$
985 IFM3S<"1"THEN987
986 LPRINT TAB(10);M3$
987 IFM4$<"1"THEN 989
988 LPRINT TAB(10);M4S
9 89 RETURN
9 90 LPRINT : LPRI NTCHR $ (14) TAB (15) "NOTES " : LPRINTCHR $(15)
992 LPRINT TAB(10) ;M5$:LPRINT TAB( 10) ?M6 S s LPRINT TAB(10);M7$
993 LPRINT TAB( 10) ;M8$:LPRINT TAB(10);M9$
994 RETURN
1000 CLS
1005 PRINT" PARTS FILE

1035
1036
1037
1040
1050
1055
1056

1057
1058
1059
1060
1061

PRINT"PART # ";PPS;TAB(20) "FACT. # " ;GP$; TAB ( 40 ) ; DP$
PRINT'NOTES: ";MP$
GOSUB9170
RETURN
PRINT:PRINT"FACT. #","YEAR & NOTES"
PRINT" <1>";FA$,NA$
PRINT" <2>";FBS,NB$
PRINT"<3>";FC$,NCS
PRINT"<4>";FD$,NDS
PRINT"<5>";FE$,NES
PRINT"<6>"}FF$,NF$
PRINT"<7>";FGS,NG$

Program Listing 3 continues
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Program Listing 3 continued

1065 RETURN
1100 CLS: P1$«LEFT$(PP$,4)
1102 P3$-": INPUT-PART t (IF ALL OF SAME * HIT ' ENTER* ) ";P3$: IFP
3$»"THEN1205
1103 IFR4-0THEN1118
1105 A«R4:GOSUB1109:A=R5:GOSUB1109:A«R6;GOSUB1109:A-R7»GOSUB1109
: A-RB : GOSUB1109 : A-R9 : GOSUB1109 : A-Sl t GOSUB1109 : A-S2 i GOSUB1109
1106 A«S3:GOSUB1109:A«S4:GOSUB1109:A-S5rGOSUB1109:A-S6:GOSUB1109
:A=S7:GOSUB1109:A-S8:GOSUB1109:A-S9:GOSUB1109:GOTO1118
1109 IFA«0PRINT"END OF ";P1$;" FILES" :GOT01119
1110 IFC3=1THENLR«=A+50ELSELR«A+100
1111 GOSUB9165:GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
1112 X«LEN(P3$) :X$-LEFT$(PPS,X)
1114 IF P3$»X$THEN1140
1116 RETURN
1118 PRINT"PART NUMBER NOT IN AL'XILLARY FILE"
1119 PRINT :GOT01142
1124 GOSUB9200
1126 GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
1130 A$-"":INPUT"INPUT ANOTHER PART NUMBER? (Y/ENT) " ; A$: IFA$«"Y"
THEN1124
1132 X$=Pl$:GOST.'B254
1134 GOSUB310
1137 GOTO380
1140 GOSUB312
1142 A$="":INPUT"ANOTHER AUXILLARY FILE #? (Y/N) "

; A$: IFA$*="Y"THE
NCLS:GOTO1102
1143 IFA$-"N"THEN1132
1144 GOT01142
1180 IFC3«=1THEN1190
1181 IFLR>100RETURN
1183 IFR4>0THENPRINT?192,"AUX. " ; R4 ;

"

,
" ; R5

;

"
,

* ; R6
;

"
,
" ; R7 ;

"
,

" ; R8
1184 IFR9>0THENPRINT§264,R9;","?Sl;",";S2;",";S3;",";S4;" r ";S5;"
, " ; S6

;

"
,
" ; S7 ;

"
,
" ; S8

;

"
,

" ; S9
1185 RETURN
1190 IFLR>50RETURN
1192 GOT01183
1200 REM - FIND AUXILLARY PART FILES (PRINT)
1205 A=R4:GOSUB1207:A=R5:GOSUB1207:A=R6:GOSUB1207:A«=R7:GOSUB1207
:A=R8:GOSUB1207:A=R9:GOSUB1207:A=S1:GOSUB1207:A«=S2:GOSUB1207:A-S
3:GOSUB1207 : A=S4 :GOSUB1207 : A=S5:GOSUB1207 : A=S6 :GOSUB1207 :A»S7 :GO
SUB1207:A=S8:GOSUB1207:A=S9:GOSUB1207:GOTO1270
1207 IFA=0THEN1270
1208 IFC3«1THENLR=A+50ELSELR=A+100
1209 GOSUB9165:GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
1210 GOTO1250
1215 CLS:PRINT"NO MORE "jP$;"S IN FILE"
1216 INPUT'HIT 'ENTER' TO RETURN TO MAIN PART FILE"jZ
1217 GOT01225
1220 GOSUB312
1222 A$="" : INPUT"ANOTHER AUX. t? ( Y/N) " j A$ : IFA$="Y"THEN RETURN
1223 IFA$="N"THEN1225
1224 GOT01222
1225 X$=PP$:GOSUB254
1226 GOSUB312
1228 GOSUB382:GOT03 85
1230 RETURN
1250 GOSUB1400
1251 IFC2=1THEN1220
1252 GOSUB512
1255 IFC8=0THENRETURN
1256 PRINT364, "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE (X TO END)"
1257 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN1257
1258 IFA$=CHR$(13)THENPRINT§64," "

: RE

TURN
1259 IFA$="X"THEN10
1260 GOT01257
1270 LR=LS:IFC2=1THEN1215
1271 GOT0525
1300 LPRINTCHR$(14)TAB(14) "PRICES" ; : LPRINTCHRS ( 1 5)

1302 Q1$ ="#M.M":GOSUB9050
1305 LPRINT" 1909";TAB(10) " 1912" ;TAB( 20) " 1915" ; TAB(30) " 19
18";TAB(40) " 1921" ;TAB( 50) " 1924" ;TAB(60) " 1927"
1306 IFO>0LPRINTUSINGQ1$;O;
1307 IFT2>0LPRINTTAB(10)USINGQ1$;T2
1308 IFT5>0LPRINTTAB(20)USINGQ1$;T5
1309 IFT8>0LPRINTTAB(30)USINGQ1$;T8
1310 IFW1>0LPRINTTAB(40)USINGQ1$;W1
1311 IFW4>0LPRINTTAB(50)USINGQ1$;W4
1312 IFW7>0LPRINTTAB(60) USINGQIS ;W7 :GOT01315
1314 LPRINT
1315 LPRINTrLPRINT" 1910" ; TAB ( 10) " 1913" ?TAB( 20) " 1916"?TAB(3
0)" 1919"jTAB(40) " 1922";TAB(50) " 1925"
1316 IFT>0LPRINTUSINGQ1$;T;
1317 IFT3>0LPRINTTAB(10)USINGQ1$;T3;
1318 IFT6>0LPRINTTAB(20)USINGQ1$?T6
1319 IFT9>0LPRINTTAB(30) USINGQ1$;T9
1320 IFW2>0LPRINTTAB(40)USINGQ1$;W2
1321 IFW5>0LPRINTTAB(50)USINGQ1$;W5:GOTO1325
1323 LPRINT

Program Listing 3 continues

BUGOUT
moo in

See List ot Advertisers on page 402

THE ULTIMATE *OG CM

THREE POWERFUL MACHINE
LANGUAGE MONITORS

UNEQUALLED ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

a *e* trc^t^s a3C we c^b..shed a test .ersion of

BUGOUT The response was overwhelming' We
receded numerous exclamations similar to the fol-

lowing from R E m Philadelphia

Although l am just a beginner at Assembly
Machine Language I found the program and Poo*
excellent I can truly say that I learned more in two
hours with your manual than I was able to learn in

!he pre. OuS two months I say this with no exag-
geration Thanks tor an excellent program its

wortn twee the price 1

Now a'tc conside-abie exchange of >deas with

Bu'GObT owners we are proudly introducing the

fO'lowmg new p-OGuCts tc compliment our initial

offering The P'oducts shown below wil 1 provide a

choice o' power acccdirq •- ,-,„< -eeds

BUGOUT/BEG
The origma. BoGOL-T MONITOR It does most
things belter than any other monitor on the market
An ideal prodjct fo' thp budget-minded beginner
who wants 10 grasp marnmp language as rapidly

as possible with a modesi investment

INCLUDES ONE |l) BOOK RUCOUT ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE COURSE
Order No. BUGVIT TAPE $24.95

Order No. BUGVID DISK $29.95

BUGOUT/INT
An intermediate versior of BUGOUT containing
most of the features of BUGOUT PRO described
below II is tor the beginner who wants all the

power he can gel at an intermediate pr.<e or tor

those working exclusvely m a 16K environment
This product is NON RELOCATABLE and resides

n high '6K -"emo'v T n^ disk vers'on overlays

DOS
'NCLUDES "WO (2) BOOKS ASSEMBLY COURSE
& ADVANCED MANUAL
Order No. BUGV2T TAPE $44.95

Order No BUGV20 DISK $49.95

BUGOUT/PRO
The Uv-

T iMAT E Oerjugge' We have taken the

pest 'deas from other monitors combined them
w th ou' Pest and the best from BUGOUT owners
:z ceate a truly professional debugging learning

package No other monitor can give you the tlex-

D t, ease of operation and POWER offered by
BUGO_'r PRO BAR NONE' Order the DEMO
'APE I ^-certain You WILL become a believer 1

NO-^DES TWO |2| BOOKS ASSEMBLY COURSE
& ADVANCED MANUAL
Order No. BUGV3T TAPE $64 95
Order No. BUGV30 DISK $69.95

DEMO-TAPE a-S DETAILEO INFORMATION
PACKAGE $ 5 00

Re'j ndabe o r p^rc*"ase of any BUGOUT »ersioni

UPGRADES from V1.0 to V2.0
or V2.0IOV3.0 $19.95

UPGRADES from V1 .0 to V3.0 $39 95

Ai 'oreig" orders pease add S 5 X
All C O D Or Othe' special hand'mg

piease add $ 5 00

<r\e accept Waster Charge v<sa Mce* O'Oers o r

ChecKS vVashng'cn S.'ate 'esidems please add
5 3-: sales 'a*

THE SOFTWARE PLANTATION
PO BOX 44623

TACOMA WA 98444
i206it31 1506

DEALER INQUIRIES

INVITED
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Mercer Systems

wishes

to

thank its clients

for

making

1981
its most successful year!

Thanks

and

Happy Holidays

to

ALL

Mercer Systems, Inc.

87 Scooter Lane
Hicksville. N.Y.

1 1801 ^104

NEW PROGRAMS
FOR THE TRS-80

incoPROP
Income Properly Analysis

for the TRS-80
INCOPROP: Based upon standardized methods
of property analysis used throughout the real

estate industry Generates a 3 page report contain

mg an annual property operatmq statement and a

comprehensiye 10 year cash How analysis Con
tams IRS ta» table to proiect after ta» income
stream and investor s l R R

• Handles 5 different methods o' ta» depreciation
• Handles up lo3 loans* 3 different type loans
• Highly interactive format pe'mits Sensitivity Analysis
• Disk files created 'O' permanent storage of data

Minimum system requirements 3?k RAM 1 drive and
printer Sold with informative 78 page user s manual cover
mg Basic aspects of ncome property r.estmeni f. 50
data wcksheets
Model i 4 ill on cassette lot easy transfer

unq under CPV
•.'-;

... .

MAINDEX: An easy-to-use program to aid you m
the indexing of your tiles on dish Can't find that

program you wrote last month'' Put your computer
to work' Find any program or data file in your sys
tern in seconds

• A Mam mdei of all your other disk's directories
• Alphabetizes list of tiles and gives you names grans

used dates written tracks and die descriptions
• Sorts Files by name. disk, and categories
• File descriptions can be searched for key words
• Prints disk labels with disk name and file names
• Uses an the advanced and eitremeiy fast file manipu

lation capabilities of Apparat mc 5NEWDOS8O
Requires Level 11 48K I disk cfce ana SEWDOS'80 00
cassette tor easy transfer 10 disk S20 95
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Program Listing 3 continued

1325 LPRINT:LPRINT" 1911 " ; TAB ( 10) " 1914 " ; TAB ( 20) " 1917"jTAB(3

0)" 1920"»TAB(40) " 1923";TAB(50) " 1926"
1326 IFT1>0LPRINTUSINGQ1$;T1;
1327 IFT4>0LPRINTTAB(10)USINGQ1$;T4;
1328 IFT7>0LPRINTTAB(20) USINGQ1$;T7;
1329 IPW>0LPRINTTAB(30)USINGQ1$;W;
1330 IFW3>0LPRINTTAB(40)USINGQ1S;W3;
1331 IFW6>0LPRINTTAB(50)USINGQ1$;W6:GOTO1335
1333 LPRINT
1335 LPRINT:RETURN
1400 PR=LR:G0SUB91 10 :GET2, PR: RETURN
1500 REM - SELECT NOTEFILE A(2)
1502 G0SUB91 40 :0PEN"R", 3, "NOTEFILE: 1"

1505 IFR2=0THEN1550
1508 PR=R2+1:GOSUB810
1510 GOT0515
1550 PR=L0F(3)
1552 R2=PR
1555 GOSUB710
1560 GOT0515
1600 REM - PRINT 2ND NOTEFILES A AND B

1602 CLS
1605 IF R2=0GOTO 1630
1606 OPEN'R" ,3,"NOTEFILE:l"
1608 GOSUB9140
1612 GOSUB9130:GET3,R2
1614 GOSUB9070
1615 PRINT" NOTE FILE A(2) #";R2; "FOR P/N "jPP$; "

1617 GOSUB1035:GOSUB9170
1618 GOSUB4100:CLOSE3
1620 PRINT: INPUT"NOTEFILE B? ( Y/ENT) " ; X$: IFX $="Y"THEN1630
1622 RETURN
1630 IF R3=0PRINT"NO SECOND FILES RECORDED" : GOTO 1680
1632 OPEN'R", 4,"NFILE2:1"
1636 GOSUB9150:GET4,R3
1638 GOSUB4500:GOSUB4522
1640 CL0SE4
1645 PRINT: INPUT'HIT 'ENTER' TO RETURN TO PART FILE";X
1650 RETURN
1680 FOR X=l TO 200: NEXTX: RETURN
1800 REM SEQUENTIAL PRINT ROUTINE
1810 C=0:CLS:PRINT"SEQUENTIAL OR INDIVIDUAL PRINT? (S/I)"
1811 A$-=INKEY$: IFAS=" "THEN1811
1812 IFA$="S"THENC«1:GOTO1840
1814 IFA$="I"THEN1890
1816 G0T01811
1840 INPUT'BEGINNING PART NUMBER" ; ZS: Zl S=MIDS ( ZS , 3 , 2) : Z«VAL ( Zl $)

+1
1842 INPUT'ENDING PART NUMBER" ; ZA$ : ZB$-MID$ ( ZAS , 3 , 2) : Z1=VAL ( ZBS)
+1
1843 PRINT"PAUSE BETWEEN NUMBERS? (Y/ENT) ";:

1844 A$-INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN1844
1845 IFAS="Y"THENC8=l:PRINTAS:G0TO1848
1846 IFA$=CHR$(13)THENC8=0:GOTO1848
1847 GOT01844
1848 IFC3=1THEN1875
1850 OPEN"R",1,"PFILE1:1":OPEN"R",2,"PFILE2:1":GOSUB9200
1852 IFC2=1THEN210
1855 FOR LR=ZT0Z1
1860 GOSUB9300:GOSUB9100:GET1,PR
1862 IFVAL(PPS) <1THEN1870
1865 GOSUB1400:GOSUB510:GOTO522
1866 IFC8=1THEN1880
1870 NEXTLR
1872 CLOSE :GOTO10
1875 IFZ>50THENZ*Z-50:Zl=Zl-50
1876 GOTO1850
1880 PRINT'PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE, X TO END"
1881 A$=INKEYS:IFA$»""THEN1881
1882 IFA$=CHR$(13)THENPRINTt?256,"

":GOT01855
1883 IFA$="X"THEN10
1884 G0TO1881
1890 IFC2=1THEN300
1892 C8=0:PRINT"PAUSE BETWEEN NUMBERS? (Y/ENT)"
1893 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN1893
1894 IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN500
1895 IFAS="Y"THENC8=1:GOTO500
1896 GOT01893
2000 REM - PRINT PRICE ROUTINE
2010 GOSUB2100
2030 PRINT" (1909) ";TAB(12) "(1913) ";TAB(24) "(1917) "; TAB (36) "(1921
) ";TAB(48) "(1925)

"

2031 PRINTUSINGQ$;0;T3;T7;W1;W5

2032 PRINT" (1910) ";TAB(12) " (1914) ";TAB(24) "(1918) ";TAB(36) " (1922
) ";TAB(48) "(1926)

"

2033 PRINTUSINGQ$;T?T4;T8;W2;W6
2034 PRINT"(1911)",TAB(12)"(1915)";TAB(24)"(1919) ";TAB(36) "(1923

) ";TAB(48) "(1927) "

Program Listing 3 continues



OMIKRON proudly presents

THEWHKS
a comprehensive package foryour TRS-80 *Model I

The WORKS includes:

Mapper I & CP/M 2.2, CBASIC II. MBASIC-80 and WordStar $399
WordStar is widely recognized as the

most advanced product on the market. It is

featured by many computer manufacturers, in-

cluding Xerox, for wordprocessing applications.

List price: $495

MBASIC-80 is the CP/M version of

Microsoft BASIC. The conversion of TRS-DOS
BASIC programs to MBASIC is easy because the

syntax is almost identical.

List price: $349

CP/M 2.2 is the latest version of CP/M
from Digital Research. Our package also includes

the MAPPER I CP/M adapter and a sophisticated

set of utilities and drivers designed to optimize

the CP/M system for the TRS-80.

List price: $239

CBASIC II is the most widely used BASIC

for CP/M applications programs. This version of

BASIC contains all of the features necessary to

develop complex business programs.

List price: $ 1 49

OMIKRON also offers:

COUGAR Membership: There is a one time

fee of $29 tojoin the COUGAR group. Mem-
bership is open only to qualified MAPPER I

owners.

MallMerge: When used with WordStar, this

program merges lists of names into form letters.

SuperSort: The product received ra\/e reviews

in August 8) Interface Age Magazine. This is

the fastest and most versatile sort program avail-

able.

WordMasten This is a text editor that every-

one likes. It features the same command struc-

ture as the CP/M editor, but it has full screen

editing facilities.

OMIKRON Products that set Precedents

1127 Hearst Street, Berkeley, CA 94702 (4 1 5) 845-80 1

3
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• SUPERMETER •

The b>gg«st problem in loading tape* ha* been the
volume control Prerecorded tape* are produced at

differing volume level* No* finally, adevice to letyou
set the correct volume levelsforloadinganytape. You
anii now load any tape the First tune HMMn
plugs in (no cutting or soWenng) between your tape
recorderand thecomputerand lets yousetthevolume
to the level that your computer want*.

SUPERMETER $29.00

Writ* /Or 'urfAer >nto On
$299 00
$259 00

ataeaMaas
dd/SOtK/2 Sides 139 00
d0740tk/l Side $32.99

All disks gutr»nlead for 2 y»ars

Stack artuaa artfraai ideal lor small business writes
NEBS checks, sortschecks into32 categories for IRS
It's fast and easy to use. You need a48K system with
one disk dove

Check arMae freer**) $29 00

MOITI00S
' have used DosPfus. Newdos. Ldos and Trisdosend
ft** UultiDos me bast.

SaetM lair*. Me* $79.00

HNNNMill . $159 00
MTMMI1MMUIH $21900

Please include $2 00 shipping/handling m the U.S.
Send youraddress specifications, and checkor money
order to

ISarlork I8arcl]misc
1691 Eason • Pontile Ml 48064
(313)673-2224 • (313)673-6700 .,433

0—<*t Inauirtt /nvrtatf

(cmiwmz
PACKER Machine language program that edits all or part

of your Basic program to run faster, save memory, or

ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK—unpacks
multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic, inserts spaces and renumbers lines.

SHORT—deletes unnecessary words spaces, and REM
statements PACK—packs lines into maximum multiple

statement lines including all branches MOVE—moves
line or blocks of lines to any new location on program On
2 cassettes lor 16K. 32K S 48K
For TRS-80 Mod I 01 III Level II or Disk Basic . . . $29 95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM lormat
tapes. Includes verify routines Ihe_Mjjdel III version
allows use of both 500 a rxJ 1500 baud cassettes speeds.
For TRS-80 Model I or III Level II $15 95

CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor to print

cassette labels on a line printer Includes 50 peel - and -

stick labels on tractor teed paper
For TRW Model I of III Level II S Printer $17 95
PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Basic program in

seconds to change all Prints to LPrints (except Print@ of

Print*) or LPrints to Prints Save edited version.

For Tfl-80 Model I or til Level II $12.95

FAST SORT ROUTINES lor use with Radio Shacks
Accounts Receivable Inventory Control I and Disk
Mailing List Systems for Model I Level ll Sorts in

SECONDS' You'll be amazed at the time they can save
Supplied on data diskette with complete instructions

FAST SORT for Accounts Receivable $1995
FAST SORT tor Inventory Control I $19 95
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette) el

cassette for 1 drive system) $14 95
ALL THREE ROUTINES $44 95
Prices subject to change without notice Call or write for a
complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA and
Mastercharge accepted Foreign order in US currency
only Kansas residents add 3S sales tax

On-line catalog in Wichita FORUM-80 316462-2113
Or call our 24 hour phone l316l 663-4811 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N HARDING

NCHU KANSAS 67208 ^233
TRS-80

1M
is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

Program Lifting 3 continued

2935 PRINTUSINGQ$|Tl|T5|T9|»r3tlt7
2136 PRINT" (1912) a »TAB<12) "(1916) "|TAB(24) (1921) "|TAB(36) (1924
)"
2937 PRINTUSIHGQ.$|T2jT6jW|W4
2149 RETURN
2199 Q$-"##t.#» *•*.## «•«.•• «*«.«• ••«.••
2195 PRINT" PRICKS "

2119 GOSUB9959
2115 RETURN
3999 'LF1-5-1S-39-45-48-58-62-89 LP2-9-17-25-49-55-99 LF3-5-
15-25-35-45-55-65-75
3991 B$-CBR$(27)
3992 DEPPNNPS»E$+"AJ"tDEFPNNU$"E$+"Al"iDEFFNBP$wE$+"A2"jDEPrNBU$
-ES-f"A3" tDEFPNPS$*E$+"B3" :DBFFNSP$-B$+"B2"
3995 DEFFNTBS-CBR$(9) tDBFFNLP$-E$+"S"»DEFFNCT$-E$+"P"
3949 LPRINTFNLF$t"l">
3945 LPRINTFNSPSf STRING? (75, "•")
3959 LPRINTPNPS$sLPRINTPNBP$|PP$|FNNP$}PNTB$}DP$|FNTB$|HP$fPNTB$
;FNBP$j "FACTORY NO. "|PNTB$|PNTBS; "YEAR/NOTES";PNNP$
3955 GOSUB3999:LPRINTFA$|PNTB$>NA$
3958 IPPBS<"1"ANDNB$<"I"THBN3962
3999 GOSUB3999:LPRINTPB$|PNTB$|NB$
3962 IPPC9<"1"AHDNC$<"I"THEN3966
3964 GOSUB3999iLPRINTFC$|FNTBI»NC$
3966 IFPD$<"I"ANDND$<"I"TBEN3976
3968 GOSUB3999rLPRINTPD$;PNTB$|ND$
3979 IFFE$<"I"ANDNE$<"1"THBN3974
3972 GOSUB3999:LPRINTPE$|FNTBS|NE$
3974 IPPP$< a l"ANDNP$<"l aTHBN3978
3976 GOSUB3999tLPRINTPF$;FNTBSjNF$
3978 IPPG$<"I"ANDNG$<"I"THEN3982
3989 GOSOB3990:LPRINTPG$;FNTBS;NG$
3982 GOTO3290
3999 P0RX»1T04:LPRINTFNTBS; t NEXTX 1 RETURN
3992 PORX-1T04 tLPRINTFNTBS ; : NEXTX 1 RETURN
3199 LPRINTFNLP$| a2"|PNBU$;FNCTS;"B I S T R Y"
3192 LPRINTFNTBS;PNTB$|FNBP$f"PART •"»PNTB$» "PACT. #"|PNTB$i "YEA
R"
3194 LPRINTFNTB$jPNTBS|PNNP$|ElS|FNTB$|Bl$|PNTBSiJl
3196 LPRINTFNTB$>PNTB$;E2$;FNTBSjH2$iPNTB$;J2
3198 IPE3$<"1"TBBN3112
3119 LPRINTPNTB$jFNTB$>E3StFNTB$|H3$iFNTBSjJ3
3112 IFB4S<"1"TBEN3116
3114 LPRINTFKTB$;FNTB$;E4$;FNTB$iH4$iFNTB$;J4
3116 IPE5$<"1"THEN3129
3118 LPRINTTNTB$jFNTB$jE5jPrrTB$jB5$jrNTBS|J5
3129 LPRINTFHTB$;-2$:IF«3$<"I'THEN3124
3122 LPRINTFNTB$tN3$
3124 IPM4$<"1"TBEN3139
3126 LPRINTFNTB$tM4$
3131 RETURN
3299 LPRINTFKLF$;"3";PNBUS;PNCT$;"P RICES"
3291 Ql$-"ttf .M"*GOSUB 9959
3292 LPRINTPHBPSi" 1999"tFNTB$; " 1912"|FNTBSj" 1915"»FNTB$j

"

1918"jFNTB$i" 1921">PNTB$f 1924"| PaTTMl 1927"|PNNP$
3294 IFO>9LPRINTUSINGQl$jOt
3295 LPRINTPNTB$ijIFT2>9LPRINTUSINGQl$|T2»
3296 LPRINTPNTB5»:IPT5>9LPRINTUSINGQ18lT5|
3297 LPRINTFHTBIi : IPT8>9LPRINTUSINGQl$f T9;
3298 LPRINTPNTB$|tIPWl>9LPRINTUSINGQl$fHl|
3299 LPRINTPNTB$»:IPW4>9LPRINTUSINGQl$jW4j
3219 LPRINTFNTBSt:IFW7>9LPRINTUSING01$|N7>
3214 LPRINT»LPRINTPNBP$»" 1919"|PNTB$>" 1913"»PNTB$t" 1916" |F
NTBSf" 1919"|FNTB$; a 1922"|PNTB$»" 1925"fFNNP$
3215 IFT>9LPRINTUSINGQ1$)T}
3216 LPRINTFNTB$;:IPT3>9LPRINTUSINGQl$fT3|
3217 LPRINTPNTB$ttIPT6>9LPRINTUSINOQl$fT6}
3218 LPRINTPNTB$|tIPT9>9LPRINTUSINGQl$|T9f
3219 LPRINTPNTB$;:IPN2>9LPRINTUSIN0Q1$}W2|
3229 LPRINTFNTB$i:IPHS>9LPRINTUSINGQ18fWS|
3225 LPRINTsLPRINTPNBP$ 1

" 1911 a iFNTB$f " 1914">PNTBS» a 1917 a |P
mil" 1929"|PNTB$; a 1923";FNTB$l " 1926"»FNNPS
3226 IPT1>9LPRINTUSINGQ1$|T1|
3227 LPRINTPNTB$ftIPT4>9LPRINTUSINGQl$|T4|
3228 LPRINTFNTB$|iIPT7>9LPRINTU8INGQl||T7|
3229 LPRINTPNTB61 : IPW>9LPRINTUSINGQl$tHt
3239 LPRINTPNTB8f:IPW3>9LPRINTUSING01|fW3}
3231 LPPJNTPNTB$)tIPW6>9LPRINTUSING01$|W6)
3233 LPRINTtRETURN
3399 LPRINTPMLP$;"2"|PNCT|;FNBU$| aN T E S"|FNNP$
3395 LPRINTPNTB$|H5|tIPM6$< a

l
aTHEN3397

3396 LPRINTPNTB$;M6$
3397 IPM78< a

I
aTBEN3398ELSELPRINTPNTB8rN7|

3398 IPM8$<" 1 "TBEH3399ELSELPRINTPNTB$)M8$
3399 IFM9K" I

aTBEN3319ELSELPRINTPNTB$tH9|
3319 RETURN
4999 CLS» PRINT" NOTE PILE ("|R1|") POR PART * a |PP$t a —
4995 GOSUB1935
4919 PRINT 1 PRINT1PART l

a
r
aPACT #","YEAR INTRODUCED"

Program UUng 3 contmvt
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Untangle + Beautify with the Organizer!
Now you can place your TRS-80 Model 1 compo-
nents into one convenient desk top package. The
ORGANIZER puts everything within reach, with

room for Monitor, Expansion Interface, four Disk

Drives, Diskettes, Cassettes and tape recorder.

The ORGANIZER eliminates messy wires, re-

duces eye and body strain, provides room for ven-

tilation, and works as a dust shield.

The ORGANIZER consists of two cabinets:

CABINET ONE holds Monitor, Expansion Inter-

face, Power Supplies, Line filters, Cables, Power
strip, Fan and has an easily removable front panel

for re-booting.

CABINET TWO can hold up to four Disk Drives,

Tape Recorder, Fan, Diskettes and cassettes. This

cabinet is usable with any manufacturer's 5 1/*"

disk drives.

•BUY BOTH-

Reduced
to

$57.50

CALL NOW TOLL FREE
Continental U.S. . . . 800-824-7888 ask for operator 617

California. . .800-852-7777 ask for operator 617

Alaska and Hawaii . . .800-824-7919 ask for operator 617

Or send check or money order to:

DESIGNATRON 2794 Hume Rd, Malibu, California 90265
For information call (213) 456-9023 ,-583

PI QNEER
SDFTlnlflRANNOUNCE

UPTR IB A DISK MS) I ABBE I II 1MCP UNI\
DRIVER FOR THE 9CHIPHIT UORO PRULESSIND SYSTEM.

ICRIPTR'S FEATURES TO OTHER BCRIPSIT MODS

ENTRY AND REENTRY TO OOB WITHOUT L06INR THE TEXT
OUTPUT ANV CODE TO THE PRINTER FROR THE TEXT.
PREPROSRAHHED COMMANDS PCJR ALL HX-SO AND MICRO-
LINE BO FUNCTIONS. (LINEPAC INI FORME CONTROL)
COMTINUOUE OIERLAV OP THI ENTIRE PRINTOUT.
INSERT NATERIAL AT SPECIFIED PLACED OURIND THE
PRINTOUT FOR FORR LETTERS) AND RERCATIND FORME.
EDITIMB DURIND THE PRINTOUT FOR LURREL I INB ERRORS.
KEYBOARD ENTRY OF SMAPHICS DURIND EDIT INB.
NACRO FACILITY FOR DRAMIND BORDERB MITH DRAPII1CD

io>

.

AN INTUMCTIVE ERROR CHECKIND NODE.
111. DEE NMERC ALL PARES HILL START AND END WITHOUT

DO INB A PRINTOUT OR HABTINB PAPER OR TIME.
12). UMDERLINIMB , EVEN WITH BRAP1IICB.
IS). * BANPLE PROERAMB FULLY EXPLAININB ALL FUNCTia
14). READABLE AND UNDERSTANDABLE SO PASS MANUAL.
19). RETURN FOR PULL REFUND IF NOT SATISFIED.
1*>. HILL WORK WITH AMY rfSHM 11 1 PRINTER.

THE PRICE OF THE DISK VERSION IB S4O.0O WHICH
AND HANDLINB. MODEL I VERSION NOW

III. VERSION AVAILABLE SOON —
WRITE FOR DETAILS. LIMITED CASSETTE VERSIONS ALSO
AVAILABLE FOR MODELS I. AMD III. HE ALSO DO
CUSTOM MODIFICATIONS FOR OTHER POPULAR PRINTERS AT

LE PRICES. ALL INQUIRIES SHOULD BE BENT TO,

-Si List ol Adv9rtis*rs on page 402
^ 101

Hardware &
Software

at discount

prices.

MOM SHACK
26-1066 Moo III 48 K. 2-Disk

26-1062 Mod ill. 16 K

26-1906 Invasion Force (T).

26 1590 Super Scrip sel (D)

26-1591 Scrips* Oidionary (0)

26-1569 Mod HI Vlsicjlc (01

26-1592 Profile III Plus

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Star Trok 3 5 (T)

Spice Intruders (T)

Mw
i
Manager [Dl

StarFwhttrlT) . . .

tlQ FIVE SOFTWARE
Robot Attack (T)

Cosmic FigMsr(T)

Attack Fofct(T)

Super Nova (T)

1st Price OUR PRICE

2.495 00 2.100.00

999 00 Ml 00

14 95 11.95

199 00 155 00

149 00 119 20

199 00 155.00

199 00 155 00

14 95 11.IS

14 95 11 95

99 95 Tin
24 95 19 95

1595
1595
15 95

15 95

12.79

12.76

12.75

1275

(T) = Cassstts Tap* (D) = Disk

We represent 20+ rnfgrs with 300+ programs. Write tor our FREE catalog tor

Mod ll, Mod ill and Color Computer

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 538 Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

(714) 934-6538

Oroers less than $100 00 aOd Si 50 tor postage and handling Over J < 00 00 shipped tree

MC & VISA accepttO

"IPS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp ^ 119
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FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

s275
Famous make 40 Track drives, in grey

textured enclosure with power supply.

Fully tested and guaranteed.

ADD $20 FOR "FLIPPY."

80 TRACK "FLIPPY" $395
40/40 DOUBLE SIDED $395

EPSON PRINTERS $CALL

C. ITOH PRINTERS $CALL
CORSAIR COMPUTER CORP.

7952 Highway 80 West

Fort Worth. TX 76116

817-244-8051 ^

*&

COMPACT 232-IS
INTERCONNECT SET

• Easy, full configuration of line signals

• All 25 signals passed to headers
• Designed for wire-wrap or jumpers
• Additional header for break-in round cable
• Made for permanent installation

LOW COST - only $35.00
JIS- Jumper Set 6.50

SYZYGY ,M ^
"the interlace people"

256 W. San Bernardino Rd.

Covina, CA 91723 • (213) 332-3320

TAX PRO
Videotronics

4086 Honolulu Dr. - Sarasota. FL

33583 813-371-7255

Covers Forms

1040
A
B
C
D
4797
SE

Pgs
Pg
Pt.

pt

pt

pt

pt

1-2

1

1-2

1 -2-3-4

1-2-3-4

1-2

1-2-3

Complete Automate transfer ol 'iqu'i'S From one In-m

to another Mate corrections & water tie cianaes ho-

Die dow '"e nes to readju lt all affected figures

Calculates Taxes Automatically

1 st year price

any yearly edition

149 95
60 00

Mod 1-111 48K w cassette

Indicate which
comes completely documented

Program Listing 3 ccnttrued

4015 PRINT"<1> (1) "j£AS;TAB(20) "(6) " ;HAS;TAB(40) " (11) ";J1
4017 PRINT"<2> (2) ";EBS;TAB(20) "(7) ";HB$;TAB(40) "(12) ";J2
4020 PRINT"<3> (3) ";ECSiTAB( 20) " (8) " ;HC$;TAB( 40) " (13) ";J3
4022 PRINT"<4> (4) ";EDS,TAB( 20) "(9) * jHD$;TAB(40) " (14) ";J4
4024 PRINT"<5> ( 5) " ;EE$;TAB(20) " (10) " iHE$;TAB( 40) " (15) " j J5
4026 PRINT:PRINT" (16) NOTES: ";MB$
4028 PRINT" (17) NOTES: ";MC$
4030 PRINT" (18) NOTES: ";MD$
4040 RETURN
4100 PRINT: PRINT"PART #","FACT. #","YEAR INTRODUCED"
4105 PRINT"<1> ";E1$,H1S,J1
4106 PRINT"<2> ";E2$,H2$,J2
4107 PRINT"<3> "jE3$,H3$,J3
4108 PRINT"<4> "jE4S,H4$,J4
4109 PRINT"<5> ";E5$,H5$,J5
4110 PRINT"<6> NOTES: "jM2S
4111 PRINT" <7> NOTES: ";M3$
4112 PRINT"<B> NOTES: ";M4$
4120 RETURN
4500 CLS: PRINT §10, "NOTE FILE (B) » ";R3;" FOR PART f ";PP$
4505 GOSUB1035
4510 GOSUB9170
4515 PRINT
4520 RETURN
4522 PRINT" • NOTES "

4523 PRINT
4525 PRINT" (1)';M5$
4526 PRINT" (2) ";M6$
4527 PRINT" (3) ";M7$
4528 PRINT" (4) ";M8S
4529 PRINT" (5) ";M9$
4530 RETURN
9050 0=CVS(0$) :T=CVS(T$) :T1-CVS(T1$) :T2-CVS(T2S) :T3«CVS(T3$) iT4«
CVS(T4$) :T5-CVS(T5S) :T6«=CVS(T6$) :T7=CVS(T7S) :T8=CVS(T8$) :T9»CVS(
T9$)
9052 W=CVS(W$) :Wl«CVS(Wl$) :W2-CVS(W2$) :W3«CVS(W3$) :W4=CVS(W4$) :W

5-CVS(W5S) :W6-CVS(W6$) :W7-CVS(W7$)
9055 RETURN
9070 Jl=CVI(Jl$) :J2-CVI(J2S) : J3-CVI ( J3$) :J4=CVI(J4$) :J5-CVI(J5$)

9080 IFJKlTHENJl-0:IFJ2<lTHENJ2=0:IFJ3<0THENJ3«0:IFJ4<lTHENJ4-0
:IFJ5<1THENJ5«0
9081 RETURN
9100 FIELD1,SR*126ASD2S,8ASPP$,8ASGP$,2ASR1$,2ASR2$,2ASR3$,14ASD
P$ , 14ASMP$ , 4ASOS , 4AST$ , 4AST1 $ , 4AST2 $ , 4AST3 S , 4AST4 $ , 4AST5$ , 4AST6 $

, 4AST7 $ , 4AST8 $ , 4AST9 $ , 4ASWS , 4ASW1 $ , 4ASW2 $ , 4ASW3 $ , 4ASW4 S , 4ASW5 $ ,

4

ASW6$,4ASW7$
9105 RETURN
9110 FIELD2 , 8ASFA$ , 22ASNAS , 8ASFB$, 22ASNBS , 8ASFCS , 22ASNC$ , 8ASFDS

,

22ASNDS , 8ASFES , 22ASNE$ , 8ASFF$ , 22ASNF$ , 8ASFGS , 22ASNG$ , 2ASR4 $ , 2ASR
5$,2ASR6$,2ASR7$ r

2ASR8$,2ASR9S,2ASSl$,2ASS2S,2ASS3$,2ASS4$,2ASS5
$ r 2ASS6$,2ASS7$,2ASS8S,2ASS9$
9120 RETURN
9130 FIELD3,8ASE1$,8ASE2$,8ASE3S,8ASE4$,8ASE5S,8ASH1$,8ASH2$,8AS
H3$,8ASH4S,8ASH5$,2ASJ1$,2ASJ2$,2ASJ3$,2ASJ4$,2ASJ5$,52ASM2$,52A
SM3S,50ASM4S
9135 RETURN
9140 EA$=""!EB$*"":EC$-"":ED$«":EE$«"":HA$-"":HB$-"":HC$="":HD$
•="":HE$-"":Jl=0:J2-0:J3=0:J4«=0:J5-0
9141 MB$-"":MC$-*":MD$*""
9142 E1$*"":E2$-"":E3S="":E4$=":E5$-"":H1$-"":H2$-"":H3$-"":H4$
-" :H5S-"":J1 ?•="": J2$»" : J3$-"" : J4S-"" t J5$»""
9143 M2$="":M3S-"":M4$=""
9144 RETURN
9150 FIELD 4,50AS M5$,50AS M6$,50AS M7S,50AS M8$,50AS M9$
9155 RETURN
9165 R1=0:R2=0:R3=0: RETURN
9170 REM - PRINT NOTES
9172 IF Rl>0PRINT§162,"NOTEFILE (A) ">R1;",";R2
9173 IF R3>0PRINTG226, "NOTEFILE (B) ";R3
9174 IF R1=0 AND R3-0 PRINTS168, "NO NOTE FILES"
9175 RETURN
9195 R1=CVI(R1$) :R2«CVI(R2$) :R3-CVI(R3$) rRETURN
9196 R4=CVI(R4$) :R5=CVI(R5S) :R6=CVI(R6S) :R7«CVI(R7$) :R8-CVI(R8$)

:R9=CVI(R9$) :S1=CVI(S1$) :S2-CVI (S2$) :S3=CV1(S3$) :S4«CVI(S4S) :S5=
CVI(S5$) :S6=CVI(S6S) :S7=CVI(S7$) :S8-CVI(S8S) :S9=CVI(S9$)
9197 RETURN
9200 REM - FIND RECORDS
9205 SR=l:PR=LOF(l)
9210 GOSUB9100
9212 GETl f PR
9215 IFPPS<"1" THENLR«=PR*2-1 ELSE LR-PR*2
9218 RETURN
9220 PR«LOF(2) :GOSUB9110

9225 GET 2, PR
923 RETURN
9250 PR-LOF(3)
9252 GOSUB9130:GET3 r PR
9260 RETURN
9300 PR=lNT((LR-l)/2)+l:SR=LR-2*lNT((LR-l)/2)-l
9302 RETURN
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The BASIC COMPILER TRS-80 PEOPLE HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR

ZBASIC 2.0
ALL NEW FEATURES INCLUDE:

10

11

12

13

14

15

16.

17

18

19
20
21.

22
23

24

AVERAGE SPEED INCREASES OF 10 100 TIMES IS

TYPICAL AFTER COMPILING 1 ""

ZBASIC 2 code is fully relocatable Move it anywhere 1

ZBASIC 2 now supports STRING and NUMERIC
ARRAYS to any dimension (Memory being the only limit)

ZBASIC 2 now supports all variable names Variable

names like AB ZP GROSS E3 LENTH etc are

supported

ZBASIC 20 now supports DISK SEQUENTIAL
FILES
ZBASIC 2 now supports special CASSETTE I

ZBASIC 2.0 IS STILL 1 00% INTERACTIVE' No need
for tedious linking loaders or runtime modules
Jumping back and forth between BASIC and
COMPILER is easy and fast

DEBUGGING IS A BREEZE WITH ZBASIC 2
ZBASIC 2 now supports STRINGS in DATA
statements
COMPILING A PROGRAM IS AS EASY AS TYPING
IN 3 KEYS! (, }

ZBASIC 2 now supports HIGH PRECISION MATH
to 62 digit precision (add. subtract, multiply,

divide) There are no Binary rounding problems
because ZBASIC 2 uses BCD'
ZBASIC 2 compiles the entire program! No
partial compilation, like some other compilers
TYPICAL COMPILATION TIME IS 10-15
SECONDS'
ZBASIC 2 NOW SUPPORTS MIDS, LEFTS,
RIGHTS, STRINGS'
NO ROYALTIES IMPOSED ON PROGRAMS
COMPILED BY ZBASIC!
ZBASIC 2.0 will LOAD and COMPILE existing
BASIC programs, but almost all will require some
modifications
MOD I compiled programs will run on MOD III and
VISA-VERSA'
Programs may be compiled and relocated to top of

memory to be used as BASIC USR calls

TRON TROFF now supported'
Improved run-time error handling
ZBASIC 2 saves object code to tape or disk
(Depending on version )

50+ page manual with many examples
DISK CHAINING with VARIABLE SAVE
subroutines in manual
NEW FUNCTIONS IN ZBASIC THAT BASIC
DOESN'T HAVE'
A MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS COMMAND
B HIGH SPEED BLOCK MEMORY MOVE
COMMANDS (LDIR, LDDR)
C HIGH SPEED INVERT COMMAND
D INTERUPTS ON/OFF COMMANDS
E. STACK POINTER CONTROL.
F. SPECIAL HIGH SPEED MULTIPLY DIVIDE
COMMANDS
G 16 bit PEEK
H Special USR calls Pass parameters to DOS or

ROM subroutines! Customized USR calls

I High accuracydelay loop command from 00005
sec to 18 hours.

J HIGH SPEED MEMORYSEARCH COMMANDS
(CPIR. CPDR)
K ZBASIC (Disk version) comes with CMD File

program from MISOSYS for transfenng machine
languaye files from disk to tape"

"•ZBASIC 2.0 DIFFERS from BASIC
in these ways:

1 NO RANDOM ACCESS DISK I OR COMMANDS
2 NO SINGLE OR DOUBLE PRECISION VARIABLES or

COMMANDS (Use ZBASIC 2 0s HIGH PRECISION
INSTEAD )

3 The following SCIENTIFIC MATH functions are not

supported ATN EXP COS SIN LOG SIN or TAN
(Subroutines to do these functions are included m the

ZBASIC 2 manual )

4 Some ZBASIC 2 commands do not work exactly as

BASK's commands work For instance END jumps to

DOS STOP |umps to BASIC READY Other commands
may also differ slightly

5 MEMORY LIMITATIONS A simple equation to

approximate memory required to compile a given BASIC
program is your FREE MEMORY SIZE. MINUS 6000.

DIVIDED by TWO
6 Since programs compiled by ZBASIC 2 are no longer m

BASIC DIRECT COMMANDS like EDIT CONT LIST

LLIST MEM AUTO etc are not supported Although they

may be used while m BASIC before compiling

7 All other commands not supported by ZBASIC 2 not

described above CMD DEF, FN ERR ERROR ERL
RESUME, USING. FIX FRE, INSTR, TAB. TIMES CDBL.
CINT, CSNG

So if you'd like the high speeds and controls capabilities of

assembly language, but want the ease of use of BASIC ZBASIC
? is the answer

ZBASIC 2.0 is available for TRS-80 MOD I or

III or PMC 80 computers

ZBASIC 2 16K 32K 48K TAPE VERSION and MANUAL 79 95

ZBASIC 2 32K 48K DISK VERSION and MANUAL 89 95

ZBASIC 2 TAPE and DISK VERSIONS and MANUAL 99.95

ZBASIC 2 C MANUAL i APPLIES TO ZBASIC PURCHASE PRICE ... 25 00

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

SIMITEK

PMNCTS
4877 E SPEEDWAY BLVD
TUCSON. ARIZONA 85712
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

VISA MASTERCARD AMEX COD ORDERS
CALL TOLL FREE: 800 528-1149 (Order Line Only)

GET OUR FREE 100 PAGE CATALOG'"!'
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL (602) 323 9391

*RS 8C S A TM OF RADIO SHACK A TANDY CORPORATION
PMC IS A TM Of PERSONAL MICROCOMPUTERS INC * 19
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printing, GRAPHICS, UNDERLINING, DIFFERENT CHARACTER SIZES,

EMPHASIZED PRINTING and wre, kWY NOT USE THEM'???

SCP is not a patch to SCRIPSIT(TH) but a whole new word proem-

sing and GRAPHICS editor prograe. Look at all the features that

standard with SCP:

COMPLETE TEXT EDITING FEATURES:

INSERT WORDS/CHARACTERS (sCPISpJ
DELETE LINES/CHARACTERS I FUN 1

] A
EXTRA SIMPLE BLOCK NOVE.^— J™
NO MARKERS TO DEFINE.

PAGINATION

FOOTERS/HEADERS

AUTO KEY REPEAT

FIND/REPLACE

BLINKING CURSOR

COMPLETE FORMAT CONTROL

JUSTIFICATION

CENTERING (CLEOPATRA?)

SPECIAL FEATURES INCLUDE
a. GRAPHICS! SCP graphics use a sptcial blinking

pixel cursor that you control with the four

arrow keys. Drawings of graphs, logos, cartoons

borders, diagram etc. can be drawn into the

text easily and eay be erased, deleted, block

ovtd etc.

b. SCP allows UNTJERLININB on both EPSON and OKIDATA'

(EPSONS REQUIRE EPSON TYPE TRS-88 CABLE)

c. SCP allots you to change character size in the

text at will, even on the same line!
d. SCP allows full control of EMPHASIZED and DOUBLE

EMPHASIZED printing, even on OKIDATA printers!

e. Fast scrolling of screen left, right, up or down.

Screen is like a window on your documents.

f. Text or graphic film too large for eeaory eay be

chained froe disk and allow full control of pagin-

ation, headers, footers etc. (DISK VERSION ONLY)

g. Fast keyboard input for fast typists.

h. All ro—andi have been eade to be ritebind easi-

ly. For instance: Control I«insert, Control D=

delete, Control B*blocfc wove etc.

***** CALL FOR SIMUTEK'S FREE COMPUTER CATALOG ******

LOOK AT
PRINTER
PRICES!!

OKIDATA HICROLINE 81 (M CPS, 9x7 ) 399.95

OKIDATA HICROLINE B2A (121 CPS, 9x9 ).... (BEST BUY!). .559. 95

OKIDATA HICROLINE 83A (128 CPS, 9x9 15 IN.) 895.95

EPSON MX-BB (88 CPS, 9x9) 499.95

EPSON HX-88FT (88 CPS, 9x9 M/FRICTION) 625.88

TRS-88 CABLES FOR ABOVE. (FOR EXP. INT. OR NOD III) 39.95

SHIPPING FOR ABOVE IN CONTINENTAL U.S. 7.58

** SPECIAL OFFER h BUY A PRINTER, GET 38* DISCOUNT ON SCP'

This advertmint was eade with SCP on an OKIDATA 82ft,

VISA-M/C-flMEX-CO.D.

ORDERS ONLY TOLL FREE: fiuaaira
SCP wWD/GRAPHICS PROCESSING SYSTEM REQUIRES A TRS-88

MODEL I or III and one of the following printers:

OKIDATA HICROLINE 88, B2/82A, 83/83A, 84

EPSON NX-8B, HX-BBFT, NX- 188. (Italics allowed with graftrax)

SCP DISK VERSION U/MAHJAL (48K MINIMUM) 99.95

SCP TAPE VERSION U/MPJUAL (32K MINIMUM) 79.95

MANUAL (APPLIES TO ORDER) 25.88

Send check or eoney order:

SIMUTEK INCORPORATED.

4877 E. SPEEDUAY BLVD.

TUCSON, AZ 85712

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL

(882) 323-9391

*** DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME ***

SCRIPSIT I TRS-88 are TIT s of RADIO SHACK a TANDY CORP. Prices are subject to change without notice.

- 19
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MODEL III DISK KITS
TWO 4C."trac« «'*• kR ttc hardware Cornea
corrajiaia * f ••••»--. mmtv *n-omm>9anoi
* .mt <* your chO'C*, <MPl or TAfgOON 4C Inj Jl
i»rti N0S<X0ERiMOOftT*ACECUTTMa
HE0UME0> COMPLETE EASY TO FOLLOW
IN8TAUCTIONS INCLUDED STSS9

TWOaOlrark drive fe>l mxl r>ard»»i'« Sacaa* arx>«a IMSK
ONC4>'uek *w«.» - i -voa>w«afM)yt)jtc>io<c«o>MPiOf TAWC_>N4j
track 3'»« (INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED* MS M
ONE SlVtraok <*>«a kri ««* alt r-afdwfa an<f onaMPi NOam drWa No wearing
JINSTRUCTiONS iNCLUOU" tM M
TPS-40 VOOCl II 44K ? «0 Track TAMPON or MPI drfcraa 2.0M.M
TPSeO MOOEl II 4|K 260 Track MP' diVM 2.33S.M

16 K MEMORY 19.95
MODEL i III APPLE ANO EXIDY Instructions included
(MOD i Keyboard requires Jumpers. $2 00 e> t

.

.

ARCHBOLD >PEE UP MODIFICATION FOR MOD I

TPS-80 RUN UP TO 300*b FASTER CPU SPEED* SPEED UP
SLOW PROGRAMS WITHOUT SOFTWARE 45 00

""""TrJoNiTOR^""^™^^™"
Black and White Monitors 12" i TECOl 129.95

Green Phospher Monitors 12" (TECO) 159.95
AMDEK Black and While 12' Monitor 15995
AMDEK Green Phopher 12" Monitor 1QQG .. .. 189.95

MODEL I DISK DRIVES
These drives come complete with power supply and chassis.

90 day warranty on disk drives ALL DRIVES COMPLETELY
TESTED PRIOR TO SHIPPING! 40 track dnves are fully

compatible with TRSDOS NEWDOS-60 LDOS etc

Fully compatible with the PERCOM DOUBLER and Double
density* 80 track drives require MAKE-80 program to run

regular software (SPECIAL- GET A FREE 2 DRIVE CABLE
WHEN BUYING 2 or more DRIVES')

40 TRACK MPI or TANDON DRIVES . . 319.95

80 TRACK MPl 439 95

DOUBLE SIDED 80 TRACK MPI 579 95

2 DRIVE CABLES 25 95

4 DRIVE CABLES 35 95

SPECIAL DOUBLE SIDED CABLES CALL $i

MAKE-80 CONVERT 40 TRACK TO 80 TRACK
(SPECIFY MOD I. HI) .. . . 29.98

DISKETTES
SPECIAL Brown Bag Diskettes (Verbatim) Bag of 3D 49.95

SPECIAL Brown Bag Diskettes 'oo Qji-^tv 214.00

VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES Bo- olio 32.50

VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES 'WCKariir, 275 00

SPECIAL DISK HOLDER
Molds 50 Diskettes

Peg Pnce $35 95

SPECIAL •21.95

PERCOM DOUBLER II i includes DBLDOS) Doubles storage

on Model I dish drives Installs In Exp. Int m minutes' WJi not

effect normal operation 1 169 95

NEWDOS-80 (New Version 2) 139 95

LDOS 139.95

DOSPLUS3 3 M.0S
(Specify Mod I or III)

LYNX TELEPHONE MODEM
AUTO/DIAL AUTO/ANSWER
COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE FOR MODELS I AND III

The RS-232 is not needed! Completely

assembled LYNX MODEMS are compatible with

ST-80 HI also 299 96

ST-60 III: Smart terminal program Allows saving data to dish

or sending data Irom disk and more' Mod i or in . . 149 95

PRINTERS
SPECIAL: FREE CABLES AND FREE SHIPPING

WITH ALL PRINTERSI
CABLES FOR MODEL I EXPANSION INTERFACE. MOD III.

or PMC-80 EXP 100 or PlF-40 only.)

PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH COMPUTER!

HIGH QUALITY DOT MATRIX
EPSON MX-80 (Tractor feed only) 539.95

EPSON MX-80 FT (Tractor and Friction feed) 639.95

EPSON MX-70 (Tractor feed only) 419.95
EPSON MX-1 00 (Tractor and Friction feed 14 6 wide) 696 95
EPSON MX-80 Hi-Res Graphics Option 69 96
Add-On Friction Feed Adaptor for MX-80 or MX-70 59 95

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 (Friction and Pin feed) . . 414.96
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82 (Friction and Pin leed) 597.96
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83 197.95

< Friction Pm and Tractor feed 14 5")

OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A 120 cps , 625.00

(9x9 matrix w/descenders)
OKIDATA MICROLINE B3A 120 Cps , 125.00

(9x9 matrix w/descenders)
TRACTOR FEED ADAPTOR for 80 and 82 . 75.00

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
The C-itoh Das/ whee printer <s one of the finest Letter

Quality printers wave seen why PAY MORE FOR LESS??">
Exchange Daisy wheels to get the kind of printing fonts you
need 12-10 pitch Excellent with Scnpsit or Electric pencil.

Let's face it, sometimes dot matrix doesn t hack it' (You can
use standard Diablo Carbon ribbons w th the C-itoh to get
crisp COPY READY printouts')

C-ITOH DAISY WHEEL 25 CPS 1.795.25
C-ITOH DAISY WHEEL 45 CPS 1.996.25
C-iTOH TRACTOR FEED 219.95

PMC-80 COMPUTER
16K LEVEL II Fully compatible with
ail TRS-80 Mod i Software 595 96

PMC-41 OOMPUTfPJ I a* LIVlL II

•»«i uppar.iowar cat* uppat'io**' :aa*

Btlvar n MOV Aul© key 'apaai Njma»le keypad
4 programTiaBte key* Bn* In epaa>er 109* Mod I aotftare C0f«p«tlt>ia en M
f XPANOf* i*0 PMC • wparixert mlartaca 32K . c U coolroiiar pnrtar .r>-ert»'«

FtpirVtPUC 80-Sl tc4t«. INN
» MODULATOR lorPMCo* TRS-aDtoTVHook-iip Completely aaatTOto'i w<a
iaaied {"\jgt tr v oeo po*i >.iMf r,"M MM
t«s to D»> ar<j CH-#' Mvwar^a Bock. i» pp 71 SO

M'croaoN BaeK Dacooafl and Oinar Myite'toa 312 or »••»
. -1S-9C ar1 ~lne» Myslar am. 300 00 JS.SS

NO Sl ICHAPOP *0» i MASTf a CAUP Oft AMERICAN EXP'
(10V OfPOSiT RCOU'RCO ONCODS OVER 120C 30 Sane C#rMted Cnao*.
Moray 0»da» or Chat*

SNNTEK COMPUTER PRODUCTS inc.'
48?7 E SPEEDWAY CALL FOR
TUCSON. AZ 85712 FREE 100* PAGE
<602l 323-9391 CATALOG'!*
Tas^OiSATidorTANOvcoaP «vceciSTMCirp«;«so*Ai u CHOC MfJHjII a *
pwces amc • -*»S *•« subject to cnwaar without NOTier
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HARDWARE

Save money by installing your Model III disk drives yourself.

Do-It-Yourself Disks

James S. Shaefer

33 Jackson Road
Berlin, NJ 08009

After adding memory to the Model III,

the next step for most would be to in-

stall a disk system.

I chose the Disk III expansion package

from VR Data. One reason was location

(they are only a half-hour away), and the

other was prices. For the same price Radio

Shack charges to install one drive you can

install two. Also, they have earned a good
reputation in the Philadelphia area com-

puter clubs for service.

When the package arrived it contained

two drives, a controller board, power supply

board and mounting hardware.

Installing the drives took about two

hours. I used a large table so both the front

and back of the computer would be accessi-

ble without moving the computer. If you

choose this approach you do not need to

disconnect the wiring going to the screen.

First, put something soft on the table to

prevent scratching the computer case. Re-

move the single screw on the back side of

the computer. Next, turn the computer over

and remove the ten screws from the bottom,

making sure you remember where the dif-

ferent screws came from. Turn the comput-

er right side up again, holding both the top

and bottom together as you do. Lift the top

half up and then to the left. Be very careful

as the back of the picture tube Is only about

half an inch away from the bracket con-

nected to the bottom half of the computer.

As you move around to the back of the

computer, you will see the main circuit

board. This must be removed to install the

disk controller board. In new Model Ill's,

there is an aluminum shield covering the

circuit board which reduces the EMI radia-

tion levels which causes interference. If

your computer has the shield, remove it.

Carefully look at the main circuit board and

note where the connectors are plugged in.

Mark them so you will be able to reconnect

them in their original order.

Remove the cables and take out the main

Photo 2.

The Key Box

Model III disk drive installation.

Photo 1.
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Photo 3.



"For the same price Radio Shack
charges to install one board, you can install two."

*

fl^B

jA/mkm
r. **?*m£s**

KjlS \ I'M

Photo 4. Photo 5.

circuit board. The disk controller board will

fit behind the main circuit board you just re-

moved. Next, mount the disk controller

board to the back left side of the computer

chassis. In the older Model Ill's you will

need to come up with some kind of spacer

to put between the chassis and controller

board. I used some rubber washers. The
newer Model Ill's have four metal spacers

you can use to mount the controller board.

When the disk controller board is install-

ed you then remount the main circuit board

and reconnect the cables to it (Photo 1)

shows the disk controller board mounted
behind the main circuit board.

Next, mount the power board to the back

of the drive chassis (see Photo 2). Now lo-

cate the spare AC connector, strapped to

the bottom of the computer. You unstrap it

and plug it into the bottom of the power sup-

ply board. Photo 3 shows the drive chassis

mounted to the bottom half of the comput-
er. The white square to the left of the drive

chassis is where the AC connector was
strapped.

Carefully plug the 20-pin jumper cable be-

tween the top of the main circuit board and

the top of the disk controller board. This

may take some time so be patient. An eight-

connector jumper cable is now plugged

from the top of the main circuit board and

twisted once before the other end is

plugged in above the Z80 (see Photo 1). If

your computer had an aluminum shield, cut

it so the cables will clear and remount it

over the main circuit board.

The disk drives are now mounted in the

drive chassis (Photos 4 and 5). After con-

necting the power cables and the 34-pin flat

signal cables to them, you're almost fin-

ished. Cut out the plastic disk drive blanks

on the top half of the computer and careful-

ly place the top cover back on the computer.

Hold the two halves together and turn the

computer over. Replace the ten screws in

the bottom and the one on the back of the

computer. Turn the computer right side up

and enjoy the use of your new disk drives.

AUTHORIZED TRS 80® DEALER #R491

26-1062
Model III 16K RAM
Model III, BASIC 26 - 4002

Model II, 64K

TRS-80 Color Computer With
Extended Color BASIC

$825.00
WE ACCEPT CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR PHONE ORDERS WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD. SHIPPING
COSTS WILL BE ADDED TO CHARGE ORDERS. DISK DRIVES, PRINTERS, PERIPHERALS, AND SOFT-
WARE-YOU NAME IT, WE'VE GOT IT. WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

C & S ELECTRONICS, LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN, MICH. 481 60
(31 3) 439-1 508 (31 3) 439-1 400 " ,45

C & S ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED TRS 80 SALES CENTER STORE #R491
-See List of Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 173



APPLICATION
The Key Box

Pocket Computer
1K RAM

Get physically fit with your Pocket Computer.

No More 90-Pound Weakling

Guerri F. Stevens

1420 Mam Street

Glastonbury. CT 06033

The Exercise Log Program written for the

TRS-80 Pocket Computer keeps track of

exercise based on miles, time, or both. Use
it to record jogging, walking, cycling, swim-

ming or any other activity you perform for

some distance or time.

Features

The program provides for entry of daily

time or distance. At the end of each week
the pocket computer produces a weekly to-

tal, daily average, year-to-date total. 1-12

week total, and breakdown time or distance.

The breakdown time or distance is the

maximum you can perform based on your

training. It is calculated as a factor multi-

plied by either the average daily exercise or

the total accumulated over a period of time.

The breakdown point for running is three

times the average daily distance, or one-

twentieth of the total for the past two

months. You can specify the breakdown

factor; the program determines the multipli-

er (daily time/distance or accumulated

174 • 80 Microcomputing, January 1982

time/distance) based on the factor.

When the summary is produced, the cur-

rent weekly total is added to the totals be-

ing saved and the least recent total is

dropped.

Using the Program

Put the program into your computer us-

ing Program Listing 1. Leave out the colon

following the line number and all spaces

not in quotation marks. When you have en-

tered the program use the MEM command
to display the memory size. The response

should be 153 steps 19 memories. If you
alter the program you must leave at least 17

memories available.

To execute a menu section put the com-

puter in the DEF mode, and press the shift

key and the appropriate letter:

• S Initialization

• D Daily entry of distance or time

• F Finish a week and produce summary
• B Begin a new year

Initialization

Before using the program you must tell it

what you want to record (time, distance, or

both), how many weekly totals to save, and

how to calculate your breakdown point

(time or distance).

Turn the computer on, put it into the DEF
mode, and run the initialization routine. The

program prompts you and checks each re-

sponse for validity. To recover from error

messages press Enter. The program will

return to its request; enter the correct value.

The program keeps weekly totals of time,

distance or both for the number of weeks

you specify. Each week the oldest informa-

tion is dropped and current information is

added. The sum of these weekly totals is

used in calculating your breakdown point.

Enter the factor you want to use in calcu-

lating your breakdown point. This may be

an integer (such as three) or a fraction (such

as 1/20). If the factor is less than one the

program calculates the breakdown point as

the product of the factor and the sum of the

weekly totals. If the factor is greater than or

equal to one the program calculates the

breakdown point as the product of the factor

and the daily average for the current week.

Daily Entry

Enter the distance, time or both once

each day. (If you have two exercise ses-

sions per day sum them and enter only the

total.) Each time you enter information a

counter is incremented. The counter is used

to calculate the daily average at the end of

the week. Press the shifted D in the DEF
mode to make a daily entry. The distance

you cover need not be an integer.

Enter time as MM.SS, where MM is the

minutes and SS is the seconds. Convert

hours to minutes. If the seconds portion is

less than ten enter a leading zero.

Weekly Total

Have your training diary handy to write

down totals as they appear. Press Enter to



"Use it to record logging,

walking, cycling, swimming
or any other activity you perform

for some distance or time."

review each display. Press Enter after the

last display so the program can finish pro-

cessing.

Begin a New Year

This portion of the program resets the

year-to-date totals. Since the new year may
begin in the middle of a week the program

adds the total for the week so far to the

year-to-date total. The year-to-date total is

displayed and the next year-to-date total is

set to minus the total for the week so far.

When you finish the week, adding the week-

ly total yields a total of only the days actu-

ally in the new year.

Suggestions

If you start using this program in the mid-

dle of the year the year-to-date total and the

weekly totals for the specified number of

weeks (N) will be zero. You may record infor-

mation from the beginning of the year to set

up these values. Alternatively forget about

them and ignore the year-to-date totals until

next year. After N weeks the weekly totals

will be correct. Until then ignore them and

10:

30:
40
50
60
76
80:

90
110
130'

14©
150
160
170
1?0
200
210
250
270
238
2S2
234
290
410
420
450
460
470
490
500
530
540
550
555
557
560
570
580
590
610
620
630
680
780
710
720
730
750

"S" CLEAR
input " ;t>ime, cdmsTj <b>oth? ";fl*

IF A**"T"G0T0 70
IF fl*="D"G0T0 70
IF fl$="B"G0T0 70
GOSUB 110 GOTO 20
INPUT "# WKS <1-12>? "i B
IF CB<l>+<B>12>+<BOINT BJQOSUB 110: GOTO 76
INPUT "BKDN? ".; C.END
PRINT "ERROR" RFTURN
D"IF A*="B"G0SL..-. 170 GOSUB 190
IF R*="D"G0SUB 170
IF R*="T" GOSUB 190
D=D+1 : END
I NPUT " D 1ST? "

, I : E=E+ 1 RETURN
K=0. INPUT "TIME? ";K
J= I NT K : K=< K-.J > +100 I = I NT < J/60 ) : J=.J- 1 *60
IF <KOI NT K> + a>24>G0SUB 110 : GOTO 190
I = I +F : J=J+G : K=K+H : GOSUB 270 : F= I : G=J : H=K : RETURN
IF K>59LET K=K.-60 J=J+1 GOTO 270
IF J>59LET J=J-60: 1=1+1: GOTO 280
IF KXOLET K=K+60:.J=J-1 GOTO 232
IF J--C0LET J=J+60. 1 = 1-1 GOTO 284
RETURN
"F "GOSUB 700: IF fl*="T" GOSUB 550 GOTO 450
GOSUB 460: IF R*="B" GOSUB 550
D=0 :

E=0 F=0
.
G=0

.
H=0

: END
I=E:IF B>1LET R=19 : GOSUB 540
R<20;-=E: USING "#####,##"; PRINT "THIS WK"; E
P=E,'D PRINT "AVE"; P:P=P+C: PRINT "TO DT"j L
PRINT USING "•##"; B; USING "»####.##"; " WKS'

PRINT "BKDN"; P : RETURN
FOR P=R+BT0 R+2STEP -1

: R(.P>=R<P-1> : I = I+R<P
I=0:S=10C6: IF B>1LET R=31 GOSUB 540
P=I : 1 = 1 NT < FVS > P=P-I*S : J=INT <P/1000> K=P-J*1000+H
1=1 +F J=J+G: GOSUB 270
fl<32>=F+S+G*1000+H: USING "#*#" :Q*=" :

"

PRINT "THIS WK", F.; Q.t, G; Q*. H

E='::h+G*6G+F+3600,'/D : GOSUB 630
PRINT "AVE"; F, Qt; G; Q*; H . E=H+G+6O+F*3600
GOSUB 750 PRINT B, " WKS" ; I; Q.t.i J, Qtt K
IF C<1LET E=K+J+60+ 1*3600
E=E*C : GOSUB 680 PRINT "BKDN"; F; Q*; Gj Q*, H : RETURN
F=INT <E/3600> . E=E-F*3600 G=INT CE/60) : H=INT (E-G+60> : RETURN
L=L+E I =M+F J=N+G K=0+H . GOSUB 270

: M= I N= J : 0=K RETURN
"B" GOSUB 700. IF R*="T"G0T0 730
PRINT "TO DT"; USING "##«##.##"; L : L =-E : IF R*="D"END
Q*= " •

" GOSUB 750 : M=-F : N=-G : 0=-H : END
PRINT "TO DT"; USING "####"; fti USING "###".; Q*.. Hi 0*; : RETURN

I : IF C<1LET P=I*C

NEXT P : RETURN

Program Listing 1

We will meet or
beat any price
in the U.S.A. on

MICROCOMPUTERS
In fact, no matter what price

you see advertised by Micro

Management, Perry Oil. Pan

American, or any authorized

Radio Shack dealer for TRS-

80 Computers with pure fac-

tory installed memory and

full warranty, we'll beat it!

ATARI
MICROCOMPUTERS

• See List ol Advertisers on page 402

We have consistently offered

the complete TRS-80. ATARI,

EPSON, APPLE, and MAXELL
lines at the best prices in the

U.S.A. And we offer the best

delivery from the largest

inventory in the Northeast.

If you're looking for the best

prices in the U.S.A., check

the others but call Computer

Discount of America.
TRS-80 and Radio Shack are Itadema-ks ol landy Co

CALLTOLL FREE:

800-526-5313

Computer

ofRmenca
COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC.

15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall

West Milford. New Jersey 07480-2198

In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
^372
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Electronic Engineers

Electronic Hobbyists

Electronic Students

Ham Operators

TRSW*
MODEL I

LEVEL II

2 DISK

A General DC" AC 'steady state)

Analysis of Any Circuit

Will Analyze and Compute:

• Node Ht.uk h Klrmrnt. Vullatfrs

• Nmlr Hi.null Klrmrnt (iirrrnls

• Branch Puwrr t)i»»ipalion

• M.njnitu.lr .mil ph.isr v.ilnr-. .11

lirqurm

Modlh .1

rrsponsr u ilh t{r,iphi

v rlrmriU ill < 1 r« ml r.>

• mplrtr
displ.n

A complete operational Attar our

manual supplied BIG SUCCESS
comparal»le/o 1 B.M s with these programs

EC A P y&Program we can now sell il

• A C AnalysW Program lor only

Al49 9\ S79.95

"DC^/ialysis Plograrr- FOR BOTH PROGRAMS
/ SS9 9S V Limited otter order no*

VISA OR MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED
11.. v.i srml 1 .1-I1 in lit- M.nl

GAL Software Enterp.
2304 N. lit. Street
Upland. CA 91786

TBS-80™ i s a trademark of the Tandy Corp E C A P is a

trademark o< international Business Machines, inc

P.O. Box 91

5

1 0S W. Plant Street

Winter Garden,a 32787

Store: 305 877 2830

(BBS): 305 877 2829

One Year Warranty on Pertec Drives

Model III Drive Kit $375.00
48K2-DISK PERTEC FLIPPY $1825.00

48K2-DISKTANDON $1825.00

MODEL III DRIVE KIT $375.00

40TK PERTEC FLIPPY 20ms $230.00
40TKTANDON6ms $230.00

5 V." COMPLETE DRIVES Add $45.00 to Bar* Prk*.

OKIDATA 82A $525.00
OKIDATA84A $725.00
OKIDATA 84A $1100.00

OPEN 3 9 pm (EST) M-F

(9 am - 1 pm SAT)

nth an order. We have a Connection - 10

BBS' en line tor your use

"If you alter the program
you must leave at least

17 memories available."

the breakdown point.

To set up these values run the initializa-

tion portion of the program. Begin with the

weekly totals you have figured for the last

weeks. Enter the earliest weekly total as a
daily total and run the weekly total routine.

Repeat the process for each week.

At this point the totals for the last N
weeks are correct. If there have been only N
weeks in the year so far, the year-to-date

totals are also correct.

If there have been more than N weeks in

the year adjust the year-to-date value by en-

tering L. Set it to the correct value by typing

L = XXX.XX where XXX.XX is the correct

mileage.

The variables M, N and O are the year-to-

date hours, minutes and seconds, respec-

tively. Alter them as you did miles.

Save the variables A$, B-H, L-0 and

A(20)-A(43) before running other programs

(see Table 1).B

AS Option (T = Time. D = Distance, B = Both)

B Number of weeks to save

C Breakdown factor

D Number of days exercised so far in current week

E Total miles, current week

F Total hours, current week

G Total minutes, current week

H

I

Total seconds, current week

Miles or hours, current day miles or hours, during weekly total

J Minutes corresponding to hours in I

K Seconds corresponding to hours in I

L Year-to-date total miles

M Year-to-date total time (hours)

N Year-to-date total time (minutes)

O Year-to-date total time (seconds)

P General purpose

OS Colon for displaying time

R Maintenance of weekly totals

S Constant 1,000,000

A(20) -A(31) Miles, current week A(20) through 11 weeks ago A(31)

A(32)-A(43l Time, current week A(31) through 1 1 weeks ago A|43)

Table 1. Program Variables.

Lines

10-90

100

130-160

170

190-250

270-290

410-450

460-530

540

550-630

680

700

710-730

750

Functions

Initialization. Get option (time, distance, both) and check it. Get num-

ber of weekly totals to be saved and check it. Get breakdown factor.

Display Error message.

Daily routine. Get distance, time, or both. Increment number of days

Get daily distance and add it to the total for the current week.

Get daily time in the form MM.SS. Convert to hours, minutes and

seconds and check the validity ot the result. Add to the total for the

current week. Call subroutine to adjust the total if minutes or seconds

exceed 59

Adjust time so minutes and seconds are in the range 0-59

Finish a week. Add the week's total to the year-to-date total. Call

separate routine to display the summaries for distance and time.

Reset the totals for the next week.

Print the weekly summary for distance.

Shift the saved weekly totals, dropping the earliest week to make

room for the current week

Display the weekly summary based on time.

Convert time in seconds to hours, minutes and seconds.

Add the current week's totals to the year-to-date totals adjusting the

time if necessary

Begin a new year Add the current week's totals to the year-to-date

totals. Display the year-to-date totals. Set the yearto-date totals to

minus the current week's totals.

Display statement for the year-to-date total of time.

Table 2. Program Description.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO
ALL

i
S3

When you buy your

TRS-80™ equipment!

Ise our toll free number lo

check our price before >ou hu>

a TRS 80'*
. . . anv^here! ?

SALES COMPANY
1412 WEST FAIRFIELD DR

PO BOX 8098 PENSACOLA FL 32505

904/4386507

nationwide 1-800 874 1551

From Tom & Gladys Buchanan

SALES COMPANY

1 800 874 1551
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Announcing the new quick and easy way

to write custom business applications

in hours instead of weeks.

At last, you can get a microcomputer

business application development system

that is designed for one purpose

only fast production of bug-free

professional-looking custom business

applications.

"Thinks" the Way Business Thinks
Quic-N-Easi is the revolutionary screen-

'ormat-onented application development

system that thinks in terms of transactions,

records and fields. The same way business

thinks. Quic-N-Easi expects an application

to include custom formatted key entry. It

lets you set up the character, field, and

record validity checks business wants by

merely filling m the blanks It automatically

signals m real time when errors occur

and explains what is wrong in plain

English messages you select for each

custom application.

Much Faster than BASIC
Quic-N-Easi programming is much faster

than BASIC because the standard busi-

ness applications (key input, file handling

and output reporting) are handled via

pre-programmed parameter driven sub-

routines. To produce finished professional

looking custom business programs, you

merely

.. Draw the business formats directly

on the CRT in minutes

# . Fhi m the blanks for field attributes,

validations, tables, etc

# . Invoke the Quic-N-Easi interpreter

to check Ue\ds against tables, check

limits access data files, and perform

business calculations etc

.. Optionally define file and output

formats right on the screen

Pays for Itself in a Week
By eliminating the coding drudgery of

writing screen, field, file, and format

programs in BASIC, programmers are

free to concentrate on the unique business

aspects of each custom application No
professional programmer can afford to

develop one more business application

without Quic-N-Easi. The savings are so

significant with Quic-N-Easi. it can actually

pay for itself in only one week.

Gives You Much More than a
Screen Builder . . . the Only
Complete Business Development
System for Microcomputers
Quic-N-Easi handles the entire application

development job from key entry to final

output. You get everything you need,

including detailed documentation to begin

writing professional programs the first

day You get . . .

.. A singularly capable Quic-N-Easi

screen builder

.J A comprehensive parameter driven

Quic-N-Easi content editor

j~._" A full Quic-N-Easi interpreter

language

.. A complete Quic-N-Easi file

management system with Index

Sequential. Random, and

Sequential File Access Method
~

#_ A complete Quic-N-Easi print format

handler

~„. A detailed Quic-N-Easi reference
— manual

.. A Quic-N-Easi self-teaching guide

,. A Quic-N-Easi quick reference card

.. An interface to other program files

ORDER NOW—Don't Waste
One More Day Coding BASIC
Your time is too valuable to waste hours

on end writing BASIC code The first

week you use Quic-N-Easi. your finished

business programs will look better, run

better, and return more dollars to you.

Don't delay. Order Quick-N-Easi today.

Phone... 21 5 968-0689

nuic- n • E35i
STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS INC.
136 GRANITE Hill COURT 1 ANGHORNE PA 19047

Pricing Information

Complete Quic-N-Easi system $395
Manual only $60

Visa and Mastercard accepted

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Minimum System Requirements
Z80 • 48K • Floppy Disc

• CP/M (except TRS80 Mod III)

Other Disk Formats • 8 Single Density

Vector Graphics • MicropoliS Model 2

Customized Versions • TRS80 Mod II.

TRS80 Mod III. APPLE. OSBORNE.
INTERTEC. VECTOR .ZENITH

Apple CP/M. Intelec Micropohs and TRS8C are

trademarks of Apple Computer. Digital Research. Intertec

Data Systems Micropoiis Corp and Tandy Cckd »^317

TM
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A Look Into Disk Drives
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1982 BUYER'S
GUIDE

A Road Map to Disk Drives

To Keep You from Spinning Your Wheels

So you've finally called it quits with CLOADing and than 60 models from 13 original equipment manufac-
are ready to cough up the dough for disk drives, turers, better known as OEMs.

Which ones do I buy? you ask. After contacting more The OEMs produce the "guts" of the disk drive and
than 50 firms in the disk drive business, here are more often sell them to other manufacturers for repack-

r r
/*

/4

/ *

//

f /

r //
9)

O M

BASF

MTI

6l0bA

TF 11

$275

S289

I

I

5.25

5.25

F

F

102*7180*"

105'

«* V* TEAC FD-50A $298 I. Ill 5.25 F 163.84

Pertec FD 200 S300 1. Ill 5.25 F 125* '250* '

CO

MPI 51 S350 I. II, III 5.25 F X

Siemens FDD 100-5 $350 OEM 5.25 F 81.9*

Tandtin TM 100 1 $350 I. Ill 5.25 F X
—*

MTI B340 $359 III 5.25 F 105'

CO BASF 6 108-A $375 I 5.25 F x

204.8' '409.6* *
«*

Shugart SA410 $395 OEM 5.25 F

Percom TFD-40 $399 1 5.25 F 102•'180••

* B&mjtlc density A - 1 yr parts and labor G - dealer determined
" * double density B - 90 d parts and labor H •» service contract available

X * unavailable C - 6 mos. pans and labor 1-90 d return lo mfc

NA - nut applicable D-90d FOB J • 1 yr. return to mfc.

E -45 d. replacement: 1 yr. parts K - standard interface

F - 90 d replacement: I yr. parts L- single sided
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Companies in Buyer's Guide Qume Corp.
2350 Qume Dr.

San Jose, CA 95131

BASF Systems Corp.
Computer Hardware Sales

Microcomputer Technology Inc.
3304 W, MacArthur

408-942-4000

Shugart Associates
Crosby Drive Santa Ana. CA 92704 135 Oakmead Parkway
Bedford. MA 01730 714-979 9923 Sunnyvale, CA 94086
617-271-4168

MPI
408-733-0100

Cameo Electronics, Inc. 9754 Deering Ave. Siemens Corp.
1626 Clementine Chatsworth, CA 91311 186 Wood Ave. S.

Anaheim, CA 92802 213-709-4202 Iselin, NJ 08830

714-535-1682

PerCom Data
201 494-1000

Corvus Systems
2029 O Toole Ave.

211 N Kirby

Garland, TX 75042
Tandon Corporation
9333 Oso Ave.

San Jose, CA 95131 214-272-3421/800-527- 592 Chatsworth, CA 91311
408-946-7700 213-993-6644

Hewlett-Packard
Pertec Computer
Peripherals

Corp.
TEAC

1000 NE Circle Blvd. 9600 Irondale Ave. 7733 Telegraph

Corvallis. OR 87330 Chatsworth. CA 9131 1 Montebello, CA 90640
503-757-2000/800-547-3400 213-999-2020 213-726-0303
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40

40

40

6

6

25

125V250"

125*/250"

250

40,000

u

10.000

NA

3.6 million

(J

10.000

8,000

8.000

2 1 x 5 75 x 7 5

3.1

«. 11.5.3.5

1«

5.75 x 7 99 .3.25

« ;-

A

B

A

K

I.

to O
S o

40

40

40

40

40

40

80

40

25

5

20

5

6

9

b

10

125

L25V250"

125 "250'

l25*/250aa

175"200"

125' '250* *

125*'250»'

X

20.000

20.000

1 5,000

20.0OO

X

5 yrs.

X

20,000

3 million

3 million

3 million

4 million

3.6 million

X

X

3 million

8,000

9,200

8.500

8.000

8,000

10,000

8.000

9.200

5.75 « 8.0«3.2S

5.75x7.75x3.25

3.5

5.75 » 3.25 . 8

3.5

5.75.8.0.3 25

4.5

6*11.5x3.5
10

5.75x7.5x2 1

3.1

5.75x8.25x3.25

3.2

5.75x7 6x3.2

3.5

C

D

B

B

B

A

E

B

M

N

O

§

W

M»5 and 12 volt power supplies K« ceramic read-write head Y - four drive heads

N = double-headed drive S- multiplex capability Z - intelligent controller

O- illustrated users manual T- internal drive AA- Western Dynex drive/Cameo

P- needs software mods for com- U - AC and DC power supplies controller

patibility with TRS80 V - electronic door lock BB -Control Data Corp drive/Cameo

Cj- DC-only operation W - Winchester technology controller
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Qume QT542 S400 OEM 5.25 i 286.7

TEAC PD-50E $410 I. Ill 5.25 i 327.68

TEAC FD-50C S410 I. Ill 5.25 i 313.392

Tandon TM 100-2 1425 1. Ill 5.25 F X

Tandon TM100-3 $42:3 I. Ill 3.23 1 X

Percom TFD42 1439 I, III 5.23 F 102M 80"

MPI sa $450 1. II. Ill 5.25 1 X

2
MPI 91 $450 I. II. Ill 5.23 F X

Siemens FDD 2004 $450 OEM 5.25 V X

1 TEAC PD-SOB $450 1. Ill 5.25 F 327.68

«•
Shugart SA450 $450 OEM 5.25 1- 204.8*. 409.6* *

Pertec FD 250 $455 III 5.25 r 250* 500* *

Qume QT542 $465 OEM 5.25 F 800

Shugart SA460 $495 OEM 5.25 409.6V819.2"

TEAC PD-50F $495 1. ill 5.25 655.36

MTI E34D40 $499 III 5.25 105*.210"

Tandon TM 100-4 $500 1 III 5.25 F X

s MTI TF 13 $509 1 5.25 210"

Tandon TM8481 $530 II 5.25 6(H)* 12(H)*

*

s MPI 92 $550 1. II. Ill 5.25 X

Percom TFD-80 $559.95 1 5.25 F 205*

4* Shugart SA 801 $575 OEM 8 F 256* 630"

Siemens FDD 100-8 $580 OEM 8 P 256

* - single density

••-double density

X • unavailable

NA- not applicable

A- 1 yr. partx and labor

B-90 d. parts and labor

C- 6 mos. parts and labor

D-90d. FOB
E-45 d. replacement; 1 yr. parts

F - 90 d. replacement; 1 yr. parts

G - dealer determined

H- service contract available

1-90 d. return to mfc.

J - 1 yr. return to mfc.

K- standard interface

L- single sided
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40 12 250 X 3.5 million 8.000 M7xS.0k3.37S G -

80 10 250 10,000 X 8.000
5.75 » 7 «W. .1.25

1.75
A -

77 25 250 10,000 X 8.000
S.?Sx7.99> J.25

1. 7

1

A -

80 5 125*'250" 20,000 4 million 8.000 5.75x8 0x3 25 B p

80 3 125* 250'» 20,000 4 million 8.000 1.73x8.0x328 B i'

40 10 X 20,000 3 million 9.200
5.75* 7 6«.l 2

3 5
B o _

40 S 125V250** 20.000 3 million 9200
3 75- 7 75- 1 25

3 5
D N s

80 5 125*, 250" 20.000 3 million 9200
5 75.7 7%. 125

3 1

n -
9

40 20 izs'.zw 15,000 3 million 8,500
5.75 -8.O. 3.25

3 5
A -

40 25 250 10.000 X 8.000
5.75. 7 *»» J 2.5

3 75
A -

s
40 20 125* '250* X X 8.000

5 73 8.25 » 3 25

3
E N

<0

70 23 250 20.000 3 million 8. 000
5.73.80- J.25

12
C M

80 3 250 X 3.5 million 8.000 3.87. 8.0 I.J75 G -

80 b 125* 125* X X 8.000
5.75.8.25x3.25

J.2
E -

80 10 250 10.000 X 8.000
5.75 k 7.W x 3 25

.1.73
A -

40 6 125"250 ,# X X 11.000
hi) -11 Ix&S
10

B - ":

r i

aging and modification. For example, a firm like

Matr.hiess Systems in Gardena. CA, modifies Shugart

eight-inch drives and Qume five-and-a-quarter-inch

double-sided drives then sells them unde' the Match-

less name.
For some entries in the buyer's guide, you will find

in the "For TRS-80 Model"' category OEM. That means
the firm's drives are incompatible with the Radio
Shack micro but are sold to firms making modifica-

tions necessary for compatibility. This s the case
with Cameo Electronics. It installs the Western Digital

160 3 125 , '250 , « 20,000 4 million 8,000 5 . 75 • 8.0x3.25 B N.P

40 6 125V250* # X 3.6 million 8,000
t>.0« 1 1.5 . 3.5 B N

§77 3 250V5OO** 20,000 X 10,000
8 55. 13 125.2 3

5 5
B K.Q

80 5 ^S'^SO" 20.000 3 million 9200
5 75. 7.75x3 25 D N 8

80 10 X 20.000 3 million 9.200
5 75. 7,6 x 3.2

3 5
B O

i77 8 250* /500 X X 8.000
•1.50 > 14.25 >4.b2

13
E K.R.S

77 3 250V50O" 15,000 3 million 6.000
8.55 (14 25.4.5

13
B -

M-5 ad-12 wok power Hppln n M-* ..ii ,..*«> 1+mmmksm
N.doaU^hMkd drive S«8M8WplB€8f8MM* I>IMBfnlcnlnBBr

lllM8tiB*8rt mmn mamwl T-hrtenal drive AA«WnlnDyaaBdr)«eiOnMo
TmmmduuftiiMmpdi fcrcoa» U-AC and DC pewer «ppie» cealnaBr -

D8-*Otyw*thT»« V.8JlHlBlCJBMliOfc M i fifl Pali Carp. BxlieT
1—

i

a-DO«ir(v«A» W-Wlerhiale. tframlnp """^
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Percom TFD82 $620 i. in 5.25 i 205'

Tandon TM848 2 $635 OBM 8 F 629* i 250*

•

N
«»

MTI F3D8U 5659 III 5.25 F 105' 210"

4*
MTI TF 15 1650 1 5.25 F I05"210"

§ Siemens FDD 200 8 $700 OFM 8 F !!••

*% Percom TFD342N $74«».M5 111 5.25 F 102'' 180"

Percom TFD40 $795 1 5.25 F 180* *

Shugart SA 85 1 $800 11 8 F 606* 1.212*

g Shugart SA 602 $800 OFM 8 R 2600

^ Qume OT 842 $808 OFM 8 1 1.200

2 MTI TF 17 $859 1 5.25 I 105* '210"

§ Pertec RD 650 $875 OFM 8 F X

00
Percom TFD-42 $878 1. Ill 5.25 F 180"

MTI MTI 8 $449 III 8 F 486

All specs released by
a manufacturer are

subject to what is slyly

called "specsmanship."

Percom TFD-8Q $1114.90 i 5.25 F 364"

i* Percom TFD342N $1148.95 HI 5.25 F 102*'l80"

Percom TFD-342X $1148.95 III 5.25 F 102M80"

u *
Percom TFD82 $1230 1. HI 5.25 F 364"

Hcwlitt Packard 82902 $1500 OEM 5.25 F X

5001
1999

Shugart SA 604 S1580 OEM 5.25 R 26O0

Shugart SA 1002 $16O0 OFM 8 R 4200

S<* Shugart SA 1004 $1980 OEM 8 R 4200

* = single density A - 1 yr. parts and labor G - dealer determined

** -double density B-90 d. parts and labor H- service contract available

X - unavailable C-6 mos. parts and labor 1-90 d. return to mfc.

NA - not applicable D-90 d. FOB J
- 1 yr. return to mfc.

E-45 d replacement; 1 yr. parts K - standard interface

F-90 d. replacement; 1 yr. parts L- single sided
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80 10 X 20.000 3 million M.200

-» 75 • t h i 2 H

154 3 250 V 500* * X X 10.000
tMxi 1.125. 2.

»

K K.y «A

HO to 7(K) X 3. to million 8.0(H)
!>« 11 5 » S

in
B N i

80 6 125*4250" X 3.b million H.(HH)
h(l> 11 5 i *>

111
B -

o
77 3 250* 1500" ' 15,000 3 million to.(HH)

MB* 14 25.4.5
1 *

B -

40 10 X 20,000 3 million 9,200
5.75.7.6.3.2

.1
".

B or s
40 10 X 20,000 i million 4 200 5.75.7.6. U

3.5
B

80 10 X 20.0(H) 3 million 9.200
5 - 5 . 7 t» 12 B o

154 8 250* .500" X X 8.000
M. .11 • 14 25 • 4 •>.'

It
F \ 00

77 3 5(H) X 3.5 million 8.500 H-.-ri.n G - §
80 6 420 X 3. to million 8.000

<>••. || -,.1.5
B N

154 3 250 V 500'

•

20.000 3 million 10.000
H.55 • 1 4 • 4 .

13
C N.U.V

40 10 X 20,000 3 million 9.2(H)
5.75 .7.*.. 3.2

i 5
B O 8

77 8 250 X 2.5 million 8,000
»• IM- .

13
B

chip needed to make Western Dynex and Control Data
Corp. cartridge disk drives compatible with the TRS-80
Models 1 and II.

Tandy Corporation makes and buys its disk drives.

Its 5.25-inch drives are manufactured by a company,
Texas Peripherals, that makes drives only for Tandy.
Recently it ordered $25 million worth of disk drives

from the Tandon Corporation. At the time, the firms

80 10 X 20 000 3 million 9.200
:> 75 • 7.i. ».2

B | O <* «*

40 10 X 20.000 3 million 9.200
5 7-. • 7.1. 1.2

1 5
B o.r

10001499

40 10 \ 20,000 3 million 9.200
S.7S>7.«> 1.2

3.5
B O.T

320 3 5000 X 2 million 8000 5.75. ft 25 «M 25

1 '.
1 \V

X X X X 3 million I

I 1 1 5 . 4

1
II -

320 3 5000 X NA H.(HH) E \v >- tn

512 1 4340 X NA 8.000
M 50 • 14.25. 4 62

17
E w

« o« 5
1024 1 4340 X NA 8.0(H)

«* 50- 14 25-4 1.2

E M

M 5 and 1 2 volt power supplies R - ceramic read-write head Y-four drive heads

N - double-headed drive S- multiplex capability 2- intelligent controller

O- illustrated users manual T- internal drive AA- Western Dynex drivd/Cameo

P- needs software mods, for com- U - AC and DC power supplies controller

patibility with TRS-80 V- electronic door lock BB- Control Data Corp. drive/Cameo

Q - DC-only operation W - Winchester technology controller
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s Hewlitt-Packard 82901 I2S00 OEM 5.25 E \

MT1 KS $2799 III 5.25 R X

1 w MTI E7.5 13100 111 5.25 K X

4ft Hewlitt Packard 9885 $3500 OEM 8 E
1

X

"Some companies try

to be simple and direct,

while others make their

specs as appealing as possible

by having a unique definition."

were unwilling to divulge which Tandon drive was be-

ing sold to Radio Shack. However, a source at Tandon
said that firm would be supplying eight-inch drives for

the TRS-80 Model II. The source added Tandy intended

to install two drives in the Model II cabinet. Currently.

that micro comes with only one drive in the cabinet.

Tandy and Persci Inc. of Los Angeles were unable

to get their disk drive information to 80 Micro before

the deadline for the buyer's guide expired.

Although the Sony Corporation doesn't sell disk

drives compatible with TRS-80S. a spokesperson for

the Japanese firm said it was considering marketing

its disk drives in the United States like other OEMs.
A word of caution to all potential disk drive buyers.

however. All specs released by a manufacturer are

subject to what is slyly called •specsmanship." In a

BASF7 -Applications Note.'' Robert J. Stetson, an ap-

plications engineer with that firm's computer hard-

i

i

Shugart SA 4008 $3600 OEM 14 K 24.800

Corvus 5XX $3750 1. II. Ill 5.25 K 5700

Hewlitt Packard 9895 $4000 OEM 8 1 X

Corvus 11XX $5350 1. II. Ill 8 R 10,500

Cameo 6000 $5995 1. H 14 R 10.000

l Corvus 20XX $6450 1. II, III 8 R 18600

- —

'

Cameo 9427 $7995 I. 11 14 R 10,000

* - single density A- 1 yr. parts and labor G - dealer determined

••-double density B-90d. parts and labor H- service contract available

X- unavailable C-6 mos. parts and labor l«90d. return to mfc.

NA- not applicable D-90d. FOB J » 1 yr. return to mfc.

E-45 d. replacement: 1 yr. parts K « standard interface

F-90d. replacement; 1 yr. parts L- single sided
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70

612

918

X

187

3

i

267

X

5000

5000

X

X

NA

NA

3 million

X

11.000

11.000

X

l>« 17.4

U.S. is S«S S

10

II.M.1 S»S 3

17

W.Y

W.Y

w 9

>A source at Tandon
said that firm would be

supplying eight-inch

drives for the TRS-80

Model II.

ware department, said of specsmanship:

"The first rule is that any term or specification can

be defined a dozen ways. Some companies try to be

simple and direct, while others make their specs as

appealing as possible by having a unique definition,

Specs are like statistics— you can always make them
more appealing by redefining the method for obtain-

ing the results."

Stetson went on to write:

"If any disparities or obvious discrepancies are dis-

covered, check with the drive manufacturers' sales or

applications personnel. Their engineers have seen

hundreds of applications and evaluations, and can be

a valuable source of knowledge. It is a free resource

that you can draw upon and there are no strings

attached
"Above all, give them each a fair shot at your

business."

1.616 1

X 43

X 3

X 10

814 10

u 10

406 765

7100

425

X

425

X

425

X

X NA

10,000 NA

X 3 million

10,000 NA

X NA

10.000 NA

X NA

8.000

10.0(H)

X

10.000

5.000

10,000

X

lhh.21,9. 5.22

iS

14. ft . 1 5-5 J

19x23>74

U.S. II «•m
a
143x18* V3

ItxSajSa m. li

127

w
W.7.

W.Z

AA

W.Z

BB

M 5 and 12 volt power supplies R- ceramic read-write head Y- four drive heads

N - double-headed drive S- multiplex capability Z- intelligent controller

O- illustrated users manual T» internal drive AA-Western Dynex drive/Cameo

P- needs software mods, for com- U - AC and DC power supplies controller

patibility with TRS-80 V - electronic door lock BB - Control Data Corp. drive/Cameo

Q. DC-only operation W - Winchester technology controller
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Before you buy
that won't fill your

take a look at

Our General Ledger Package is what we
believe to be the best on the market . . . but

don't take our word for it—you make the

decision!

Our General Ledger System Offers:

A ten-digit alpha-numeric account code that accom-

modates the most sophisticated structure of accounts with ease.

It can serve small business or, equally well, larger companies

needing to control several departments, cost centres, sub-

sidiaries, branches, or various currency accounts and tax divi-

sions.

A free-format code. With no limitations on the use of the

account code, you can organize your structure of accounts to suit

your company's individual requirements exactly. You can have

as many groupings or sections in the structure of accounts as you

need. And the number of accounts is governed only by the

physical storage capacit\ of rise computer

If you set up a suitable library of accounts, there are virtually

no limits it) the ledger's size.

Flexible processing capability and budget control. The

system will process accounts for 12 or 13 periods per annum.

It will maintain budgets in whole monetary units.

Comparisons for management decision purposes are readily

available for 12 or H period processing.

Automatic accrual convenience. The system automatical-

ly reverses accrual entries made in the previous period. This

simplifies adjusting accounts and improves control.

Simple data throughput. The facility of next-period pro-

cessing lets you enter next-period transactions before the present

period closes. This raises data throughput and allows ad-

justments to be made in the current period.

Simple seasonal comparisons. The system can maintain

details of activities period by period so that comparisons of this

year/last year, for example, are quite straightforward.

Account file inquiries on all accounts. You can probe

where and when you want. The system will display current and

historic budget details, current and prior-period movement,

vear-ro-date balances, all on a single screen display or in a print-

out.

188 • 80 Microcomputing. January 1982

Transaction file information facility. With over 60 selec-

tion options at vour disposal, this is a very powerful enquiry

feature. Again, the information can be displayed or printed.

Physical audit trails of all new, revised and amended ac-

counts are produced automatically, also audit trails of all transac-

tions, detailing account and reference numbers, type o( transac-

tion, description, date, and batch.

A batching facility. There is a built-in technique for con-

trolling input so that all transactions can be batched.

Optimum management control. This system can hold up

to 99 separate report riles, each containing up to 9 sub reports.

Thev can draw upon all data on the master files and can be

changed or modified as and when you wish.

Typically, standard reports such as trial balances are pre-

programmed. But profit and loss statements, cost centre activity,

income statements, representative reports, balance sheets and

the like can be set out as you want them.

The implications of this for management decision-making are

obvious.

Balancing controls. Sophisticated validation techniques en-

sure the integrity of input data.

Limitless flexibility. Standard ledger accounting is only the

start. Depending on how the structure of accounts is designed,

the system can undertake project accounting, job/project

costing, sales analysis, contract ledger accounting, incomplete

record accounting, etc.

Growth capacity. Not every user will need all these func-

tions from the outset. But most features are potentially ap-

plicable to most businesses. With such capacities inherent in the

system right from the start, you can avoid complexities later.



a computer
business needs,

software that will!

Extended Software Maintenance Agreement. This

agreement will enable vou to receive maintenance service

as will as enhanced versions (it vour package.

Technical Support Hot Line. Should you encounter

any problems during operation which are not covered in

the manual, you can contact our Technical Service

Department.

To Order:

Call Toll Free

1*800*258*5473

or use the order form below

AN ADDED EXTRA:

UTILITY FEATURES

Disk Formatting—allowing vou to tormat new disk* with-

out getting into the operating system.

Disk Swapping—allows the user to remove and exchange

disk* without causing damage to data.

Disk Labeling—enables the user to create labels to put on

the disk which contains information identifying a disk in any

drive.

Disk Backup—allows the operator to make copies of his data

and program disks with ease.

Disk Initialize—allows the newly-formatted disk to be

organized to run on our system.

File Move—enables you to move the account, transaction

and report files to user specified disks.

FOR A
DEMONSTRATION,
SEE YOUR LOCAL
INSTANT SOFTWARE DEALER

C Please send me more information on your

General Ledger package.

Enclosed is $699.00 + $5.00 shipping for my

General Ledger package.

D GHECK MC D VISA

Card No.

Exp. Signature

Please send me information

on your: C Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

Payroll

Xr

Co. Name

Street

Citv State. -Zip-

Instant Software
P Peterborough, N.H. 03458 USA

Rt. lOl W, Dept. 16

A subsidiary of Wayne Green Inc. PGtGrbOrOUgh, N.H. 03458
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TECHNIQUE

*"•

LOAD 80

77)0 Key Box

Basic Level II

Modal I or III

16K RAM

A new technique for building graphic strings.

Alpha-Graphics

Larry Basch
6149 Shear Road
Saugerties, NY 12477

I
Ike most TRS-80 owners,

you have probably tried your

hand at animation. Immediately

you learned the graphics taught

in the manual ran so lackadais-

ically they were only good for

animating tortoise races. None

could draw anything more com-

plicated than lines. To construct

something interesting you could

form a string using CHR$(128) to

CHR$<191). It worked well. The

program ran with pep and once

assembled, a figure could be

drawn using a single print-at

statement. That, however, took

stupendous quantities of

graphics blocks. At that point

you may have decided not to

bother with TRS-80 graphics.

But now there is a new tech-

nique for building the strings,

reducing the drudgery Immense-

ly. I call it alpha-graphics.

Take a look at Samples 1-3.

These show string writing pro-

grams for a vertical line one

space wide by five spaces high

using normal string graphics,

string packing, and alpha-

graphics.

String Methods

Before explaining alpha-

graphics, let me review the pros

and cons of the existing string

methods. The first challenge is

to draw your figure with only 64

graphics characters and any

other handy symbols on the

keyboard. This is not a hardship,

but a test of your ability to think

abstractly. When you complete

the drawing, the tedium begins.

All those character strings have

to be glued together so the

figure can move on the screen. If

each string had to be moved in-

dividually, animation would be

back at the level taught in the

manual. By having the figure in

one string (or possibly several

sub-strings), it can be moved

easily by writing a simple loop to

drive Print® X,A$.

The most straightforward way

to assemble the strings is to con-

catenate the character strings

one after the other (see Example

1). A solid block one space long

by one space high is printed by

CHR$(191), then CHR$(24) and

CHR$(26), backspace and lower

the cursor so the following block

is printed beneath the first.

The advantage of this method

is its simplicity. A beginning pro-

grammer can understand it easi-

ly, but even he quickly spots a

major drawback. For a figure of

any complexity, you have to type

and type and type.

String packing reduces the

typing load considerably. In

string packing, a dummy string

is set up with the same number

of characters as in the desired

graphics string. The code num-

bers of the graphics characters

required are read from a data

statement, then POKEd into the

dummy string to replace the

characters there (see Example 2).

It's a clever approach and

saves a lot of memory. But its

cleverness leads to problems.

String packing is not forgiving.

Once the program runs and the

POKEing takes place, it is nearly

impossible to make changes.

Just trying to List uncovers hid-

den errors. Any clumsy move by

the programmer can result in a

real crash.

For smaller strings, packing

may not save memory. The bytes

saved by typing the code num-

ber—and not the CHR (
)— are

offset by the memory used in tfle

Read...POKE loop. Another ineffi-

ciency is the loss of the STRINGS

function. To print a solid line 24

spaces long requires a statement

with 24 191s in a row.

Overall, however, string pack-

ing can save about Vi of the

memory used by adding char-

acter strings, and so is the only

choice if the animation is com-

plex enough. Program develop-

ment can be very painful,

though, especially in the early

stages, when you are deciding

what looks good on the screen.

Alpha-Graphics

Both standard string graph-

ics and string packing require

more work than l find com-

fortable. When I was forced to

look for an easier way, two

criteria seemed important. Typ-

ing should be minimal and

changing one's mind should be

as easy as possible. Saving

memory would be a fringe

benefit.

After a little thought, I real-

ized adding character strings

has a lot going for it. For

simplicity, clarity and ease of

editing, It's very good. The big-

gest problem is the way in

which the symbols are defined.

CHR$(128) is a hard way to say

"space." What if much shorter

symbols could be used to ac-

cess the graphics characters?

Then simple concatenation

would be the most economical

way to build strings, and the

complexities of string packing

could be avoided.

My first notion was to load an

array but that didn't look like an

improvement. Since the shortest

possible symbol representing

one of 64 characters is two digits

long, a two keystroke symbol

was my goal. The next approach

seemed more promising. All vari-
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able names In Level II Basic must

have a letter as the first char-

acter. Why not use a series of

two letter names such as

AA$ = CHR$(128), AB$ = CHR$

(129), AC$ = CHR $(130)? By us-

ing a DEFSTR A-C statement,

this could be reduced to AA =

CHRSf.128), AB = CHR$(129) . . .

CL = CHR$ (191). The leftover

symbols from CM to CZ could be

used for cursor movements, con-

trol characters, and other things.

Writing a loop to generate

these substitutions turned out to

be harder than I thought. Level II

did not take kindly to having a
variable name with CHR$(xxx)

embedded in it.

Since my goal was to define 78

variables, what more positive

way than to write 78 individual

program statements (Program

Listing 1)?

The first step in using alpha-

graphics is to take your Level II

reference manual and print the

new symbols next to the graphics

characters. Next, you will have to

spend about 15 minutes entering

the definition statements into

memory. Once the alpha-graphics

foundation program is on tape,

CLOADing it becomes the first

step in any new graphics anima-

tion. Change the size of the Clear

statement in line 10 if need be,

then build your own program on

top of the foundation—strings are

constructed in the same fashion

as in adding character strings.

Other Functions

Table 1 shows the functions I

chose for the leftover symbols

CM-CZ. These struck me as the

most useful, but your prefer-

ences may differ. One handy fea-

ture is the ability to create com-

pound characters, such as CT

and CU, combining cursor back-

spacing with a linefeed. These

simplify getting the cursor to the

start of a new line in a multi-line

figure. Of course, STRINGS can

also be used for backspacing.

Alpha-graphics symbols mix

with STRINGS very nicely.

Program Listing 2 is a short

demonstration of all this in ac-

tion. It sets up the strings for the

graphics of a man pacing end-

lessly back and forth in a room.

Note the body string Is the same

regardless of the direction he

is traveling. Only the head

10 A$ = CHR$(191)*CHRS<24) + CHRS<26) + CHR$<191) + CHRS(24) +

CHR*(26) CHRS091) + CHRS<24) + CHR*26) + CHRS091) +

CHR$<24) + CHRS<26) + CHR$(1 91

)

Sample 1. Normal String Graphics.

10 AS - CL + CT + CL + CT + CL + CT + CL + CT + CL

Sample 3. Alpha-graphics.

1 REM ALPHA.GRAPHICS FOUNDATION PROGRAM

10 CLEAR 1000

100 DEFSTR A-C

110 AA.CHRS(12e>:AB.CHR$(i29) : ACCHR$( 130) : AD-CHR$( t«ll i

AE-CHR$(132):AF.CHR$(133) : AG-CHR$( 134) : AH.CHR$( 135)

:

AI.CHR$( 136) : A J.CHR$( 137) : AK.CHR$( 138) : AL-CHR$( 139) :

AM.CHR$( 140) : AN«CHR$( 141 ) . AO.CHR$( 142) . AP.CHRS( 143) :

120 A0-CHR$(144):AR.CHR$( 145) : AS.CHR$( 146) : AT.CHR$( 147) :

AU.CHR$(148):AV.CHR$(149) : AW.CHR$( 150) : AX*CHR$( 151 )

:

AY.CHR$(152):AZ-CHR$(153)

130 BA.CHR$(154):BB-CHR$(155) : BCCHR$( 156) : BD =CHR$( 157) :

BE«CHR$(1S6):BF.CHR$(159) : BG-CHRSH60) :BH-CHR$( 161)

:

BUCHR$(162):BJ=CHR$(163):BK.CHR$(164) : BL-CHR$( 165) :

BM.CHRJ(166) :BN = CHR$(167> :BO=CHR$( 168) : BP.CHR$( 169) :

140 BQ.CHRSO70) :BR.CHR$(171) . BS-CHRK 172) :BT.CHR$( 173) :

BU.CHR$(174):BV-CHR$(175) : BW«CHR$( 176) : BX.CHR$( 177) :

BY =CHR$(178):BZ.CHR$(179)

150 CA.CHRS( 180) :CB.CHR$( 181 ) ;CCCHB|( 182) :CD-CHR$( 183) :

CE-CHR$(184):CF.CHR$(185) .CG.CHRSt 186) :CH.CHR$( 187) :

CUCHR$( 188) :C J-CHR$( 189) : CK-CHR$( 190) CL-CHRS( 191 )

:

CM-CHRJ(193).CN.CHR$(194).CO.CHR»(196):CP.CHR$(24):

160 CO-STRING$(2,24):CR.STRINQ$(4,24):CS=S'miNG$(8,24) :

CX.CHR$(26) :CT.CP.CX :CU.CO.CX :CV.CHR$(25) :CW=CHR$(27) :

CY.CHRSO0) I CZ-CHR$(31

)

Program Listing 1. Alpha-graphics Foundation.

10 AS- "NEW YORK METS - '

20 DATA 191,24,26.191.24,26.191.24,26.191.24,26.191

30 Z = PEEK(VARPTR(AS) + 2)*256 PEEK(VARPTR(AS) + 1)

40 FORK= ZTOZ + 13

SO READQ
60 POKE K.Q

70 NEXTK

Sample 2. String Packing.

CM blank space (one)

CN * (two)

CO ' (four)

CP backspace cursor (one)

CO " (two)

CR * (four)

cs ' (eight)

CT backspace cursor(one) cursor down

CU (two)

cv cursor forward

CW cursor up

CX cursor down

CY erase to end of line

CZ erase to end of frame

Table 1 Alpha-graphics cursor control and utility symbols.
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Programs and
Books For Beginners

Everything you need to know to get started

programming your own computer. Nine brand-new

books, each jam-packed with easy-to-understand info

for beginners, laymen, novices, general consumers

who want to know how to make a computer work for

them. Good for advanced novices and programmers

too. These handy manuals, guides and program

sourcebooks are crammed with hundreds of tips,

tricks, secrets, insights, shortcuts and techniques,

plus hundreds of tested, ready to-run programs.

Color & Pocket
TRS-80 Color Computer. TRS-80 Pocket Computer.

Sharp PC- 1211 Pocket Computer. Three of the most-

popular computers for beginners. Among our 9 freshly-

written books are scores of programs, tips, tricks and

learn by -doing instructions for beginners.

BASIC- language
BASIC Made Easy, easiest way yet to learn the
worlds most popular computer language,
140 pages. $8.95
Universal BASIC Coding Form, programming
worksheets make writing software a breeze,
40-sheet pad. $2.95

Pocket Computer
50 Programs in BASIC tor the Home, School & Of-
fice— 2nd Edition, useful plug-in-and-run software,

for the Pocket Computer, 96 pages. $9.95
50 MORE Programs in BASIC for the Home, School &
Office, sourcebook of tested ready-to-run software,
for the Pocket Computer. 96 pages. $9.95

101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips & Tricks,

secrets, shortcuts, techniques from a master pro-

grammer, 128 pages $7.95
Murder In The Mansion and Other Computer Adven-
tures— 2nd Edition, murder mystery, space,
adventures, loads of fun. 24 programs,
96 pages $6.95
Pocket Computer Programming Made Easy, new fast-

and-easy way to make the worlds smallest computer
work for you. 140 pages $8.95
Pocket-BASIC Coding Form, programming
worksheets make writing pocket computer software
easy and fun, 40-sheet pad. $2.95

Color Computer
101 Color Computer Programming Tips & Tricks,

learn-by-doing instructions, techniques, shortcuts,
insights, 12 Spages $7.95
55 Color Computer Programs for the Home. School &
Office, practical ready-to-run software with graphics,
96 pages $9.95
55 MORE Color Computer Programs for the Home.
School & Office, sourcebook of useful plug-ln-and-
run software with graphics, 96 pages $9.95

Order direct from this ad. Send check or money order.

Include $1 shipping for each item ordered. Or write

for our free catalog. Mail orders to:

• 491

ARCsoft Publishers
Post Office Box 132 L

Woodsboro, Maryland 21798
telephone (301) 663-4444

changes direction. The interme-

diate position of the body (with

the arms and legs straight) is

needed to create the impression

that the man is actually walking.

Try it without that posi-

tion and depending on the incre-

ment he moves, he will appear to

be either hopping or on roller

skates.

Memory Use

Most graphics programs need

every byte they can get. The

alpha-graphics foundation pro-

gram costs quite a bit of mem-

ory by itself—about 1.3K to be

exact. However, alpha-graphics

is so stingy of memory in actual

use, this is soon paid for. To use

a CHR$(130) in a string requires

seven bytes—CHR$ (which is

stored as a one-byte token), and

one byte apiece for the "(,1 ,3,0,)"

in program memory, plus the

seventh byte in string memory

for binary 130. By comparison,

the same character in alpha-

graphics takes only three

bytes— "A,C" in program mem-

ory and the same byte for binary

130 in string memory. This is

even less than string packing,

which requires four bytes—

"1,3,0" in the data statement

plus one for the string. In addi-

tion, string packing has over-

head from the extra statements

used in POKEing the values into

the dummy string.

A typical animation creature

might require 50 or so graphics

blocks. This would be a fair com-

promise between an object too

small for detail and one too

large to have any room left for

movement on the screen. De-

pending on the actual figure, if

the string were written by

adding character strings it

might need 500 bytes for the

characters and cursor move-

ments. The same string formed

by string packing would prob-

ably use 400 bytes, but the

alpha-graphics string would get

by with 250. With savings like

these, it would not take long to

pay back the 1.3K used by the

foundation program.

Memory saving isn't the real

reason I like alpha-graphics,

though. It's because it's so easy.

Admittedly, purists will find the

whole approach inelegant, but if I

have to choose between ele-

gance and ease, I'll put my feet

up on the desk every time. Alpha-

graphics saves time and effort,

reduces errors, and gets more

animation into a given RAM.

What more could you want?

20 CLS. PRINT#205, CHR$(23); "ALPHA-GRAPHICS"
30 PRINT»270. "DEMONSTRATION"
40 PRINT0582, "---THE WORRIED MAN---"

200 REM---STP.ING FOR BODY WITH LIMBS EXTENDED---
210 LEt.AA.BG.CI.CL.CI.AQ.AA.CR.CO.CT.AA.AB-BJ.CL.AT.

AC-AA.CR.CU-AA.AD-AA.AD-AA

220 REM---STOING FOR BODY WITH LIMBS STRAIOHT---
230 LS$-AA.AA.CI.CL.CI.AA.AA.CR.CQ-CT.AA.AA.AD'CL.AD»

AA.AA-CR-CU.AA.AA-AD'AA.AA

240 REM---STBING FOR HEAD FACING RIGHT---
250 HR$-AA.BQ.CD.CL.CL.AE-AA.CR.CQ.CT

260 REM---STRING FOR HEAD FACING LEFT—
270 HLS.AA.AI.CL.CL.CH.AV.AA.CR.CQ.CT

300 REM. --VERTICAL STRING FOR WALL—
310 WJ, CL.CT.CL.CT.CL.CT.CL.CT.CL-CT.CL.CT.CL.CT.CL.CT.

CL.CT.CL-CT.CL-CT.CL

400 REM---DRAW ROOM—
410 CLS: PRINT*#70, STRING$(50, 131 )«W$
420 PRINT969, W$-STRINO*(50, 176)

500 REM---WALK RIGHT—
510 FOR J-462 TO 488 STEP 2

520 PRINTJJ, HR$.LE$; : FOR T.1 TO 10:NEXT T

530 PRINT* J. 1, Hfi*.LS$; : FOR T.1 TO 5: NEXT T

540 NEXT J

550 REM- --WALK LEFT---

560 FOR J.488 TO 462 STEP -2

570 PRINT»J, HL».LE$: : FOR T.1 TO 10" NEXT T

560 PRINT* J-1, HLS-LSi; : FOR T. 1 TO 5 : NEXT T

590 NEXT J

600 GOTO 500 .

Program Listing 2. Statements to Animate Man Pacing.
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-ATTENTION ALL TRS-80 OWNERS-
No matter howyour Model I. II. or ID is used, whether it be busmess

or pleasure, this product can benefit you.

The FATIGUE FIGHTER™ reduces the operator fatigue

(irritated, watery eyes and headaches) caused by the harsh white
video display thereby making computer use more efficient and/or
enjoyable The graph at the right will help explain how it works.
Superimposed on the standard eye sensitivity curve is the band pass
curve of the FATIGUE FIGHTER;* as recorded by a

spectrophotometer A marker is also on the graph at the ideal

psychological tolerance color. As you can see, the green color ol the

FATIGUE FIGHTERtm takes advantage of both eye sensitivity and
psychological tolerance to make the display less irritating.

The FATIGUE FIGHTERtm is made of tough >i men thick acrylic

sheet which adds absolutely no distortion or fuzziness to the display

and is industry proven to be an excelent material for optical filtering

(e.g. lenses for laser safety goggles) It installs easily on al three
TRS 80* models with a pressure sensitive adhesive which wil not let

the filter fall off yet alows easy removal if necessary Finally, the black

and silver border design makes it a perfect match for the computer
styling.

If you want a FATIGUE FIGHTERtm of your own but prefer not
to order by mail, check with your local computer stores to sec if they
have them in stock. Otherwise follow the ordering instructions beJow.

TD ORDER- *•**«• •'MrauTi*rt*CMr*ftiflM«iachKft«iiMi*v
* Oratr iu S MMSIIir 114* bMMNMMg Staffs CMthn

Orttn in tl 00 IMS.M 0R*f ton* Sriin MO US* Ucfe*
Mil** MCMIMT USt S«0tM CSOiftU S»»«l«,> •

.„.„ _ . t-.o_--._- -. »•-*- *'*• »a«"'«*i »* **' » »• l«atM t| SMI m by Mi*
•M 3»i1»« 8-S -» fUrM Hii :«Mi AM 4 , Site T|i

SOUTHERN INNOVATIVE DESIGN

1520 NORTHEAST 12TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 38601 +\

Psychological

Tolirir,c« Color

WAXi-
Eyi Ssnsltivity

Spectral Curve

Violet Blue Grem

i
1—

T

Yollow Orange Rod

Esn
OlSTOIOVTfOM CANADA B> MICRO COMP fNTPBPWSfS SOB (v« 0' . **««<« OMK'oUWJU

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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"... .It's becoming very clear now. .

.

Your microcomputing life is going to be very
exciting.

. Money! I see much
money for you. Perhaps it is the

money you will gain when
Instant Software's new
business applications
guide your financial

endeavors. I see
travel. . .you will

journey to distant
worlds in distant
times. You will build

kingdoms from des-
erts and armies
from slaves. Never

will you be bored,

adventurous one! Your
programming burdens will

lighten with new utilities—new
tools. I see color! Many

bright colors! I see new
packaging for all these trea-

sures .. .everything new!
And... yes, a tall, hand-
some stranger who will

guide you to these won-
ders. It will be your In-

stant Software dealer—
a wise one indeed. All

awaits you— all is

yours for the asking.

Soon. . .very soon!"
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WHAT DO THEY KNOW THAT YOU DON'T?
Find out. Fill out this coupon (or make a photocopy) and
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on how you can join the ranks of the successful dealers

listed above—with Instant Software.
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_STATE:_ _ZIP:-

Peterborough, N.H. 03458 603-924-7296
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UTILITY

LOAD 80

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM

Even Oscar Madison could produce neat programs with this utility.

NEATLIST

D. N. Evtart

121 Woodhaven Drive

Scotia, NY 12302

Neat list is a formatter that

prepares clean, easy-to-

read listings on a 16K Model I.

You can use Neatlist with any

Level II Basic program.

Compare Program Listing 1

produced by Neatlist to Pro-

gram Listing 2 obtained with the

TRS-80's LLIST command. Us-

ing Neatlist, only one Basic

statement appears on each line.

Neatlist fetches Basic key-

words such as If, For and CLS,

by PEEKing the TRS-80's com-

pact internal code in ROM (read

only memory). It uses the data in

lines 65512-65514 to point to

keyword locations.

To improve Listing 2, append
it to Neatlist and type: RUN

Program Listing 1.

4550 REM NEAT-LISTING PROGRAM VER. 2.1 ATTACH TO ANY PROGRAM
D.N.EWART 121 WOODHAVEN DRIVE. SCOTIA N.Y. 12302 12/18
/BO

65501 REM TO USE. TYPE 'RUN 65500* LM IS LEFT MARGIN RM IS RICH
T MARGIN S IS • SPACES BETWEEN NUMBERED LINES

6550*) CLS
CLEAR 600
OEFINT A - 2
DIM KK125)
LM - 5
RM - 72
S - 1

Tl - 5
X 17127
COSUB 65510
PRINT 8520."!
INPUT 'TITLE* J At
COSUB 6552*)

65505 1-1*1
D - PEEK <I>
IF - THEN P -

GOSUB 6552*)
LNI PEEK <I 3) 256
IF LN! - 65527 THEN STOP
ELSE GOSUB 65520
I I *T

GOTO 65505
ELSE IF 58 THEN IF P
ELSE COSUB 6552*)
GOTO 65505
ELSE 65506

65506 IF D > 127 AND D < 254 THEN 65508
ELSE IF D « 31 AND P - THEN P - 1

ELSE IF D - 3*) AND P - 1 THEN P -

m PEEK <!»>

1 THEN 65506

Program Listing 1 continues

65500. The screen will ask you

for a title. Type one. and your

printer does the rest. Neatlist

reads your program a character

at a time, then stops when it

reaches line 65500, the start of

its own instructions.

(You may wonder why line

65510 reads A$ until the string

Neatlist is encountered. This

has to be done to jump over any

data statements in your pro-

gram.)

The variables LM and RM
specify the left and right margins

for the listings. I equate these to

five and 72, respectively, in line

65504, but you can change their

values to suit your needs.

Variable S is a spacing con-

trol. Setting it to one inserts one

space between numbered Basic

lines and provides a nice ap-

pearance, but you can set S to

zero If you wish. If you are prone

to experimenting, modify the

program to paginate, print por-

tions of a program, or even in-

dent subroutine calls and

For... Next loops.

If you don't have a printer the

program is still useful, but you'll

have to delete the first instruc-

tion in line 65520, then change

LPRINT to Print in lines 65520

and 65526. I'd also suggest

changing RM to 62. Model III

owners, set 1 = 17383 in line

65504.
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From Computer Plus to YOU . .

.

PLUS a«e,PLUS afterPLUS

[FJ3

Pocket Computer $189
P.C. Printer $130

Model III 16K $839
Model III 48K

2 Disc & RS232C $2059

BUY DIRECT
COMPUTERS
Model II 64K $3300
Model III 4K LEV I 599
MODEL III 16K 839
MODEL III 32K 945.50

•MODEL III 32K 881.50

MODEL III 48K 1052

•MODEL III 48K 924

Model III 48K

2 Disc 8: RS232 c 2100

Color Computer 4K 310

Color Computer 16K 416.50
* Color Computer 16K 352.50

Color Computer 16K

w'extended basic 459
Color Computer Drive 470
Pocket Computer 189

VIDEOTEX 310

'Computer Plus New Equipment.
180 Day Extended Warranty

Here are just a few of our fine offers . .

.

call TOLL FREE for full information.
PERIPHERALS
Expansion Interlace OK
Expansion Interlace 16K
•Expansion Intertace 16K
Expansion Interface 32K
•Expansion Interface 32K
16K RAM NEC 200 N.S. chips
MODEMS
Lynx Direct Connect Ml/Mill

Auto Ans./Dial

Telephone Interface II

R.S. Modem I DC.
R.S. Modem II D.C.

PRINTERS
Daisy Wheel II

Line Printer VI

Epson MX80
Epson MX80 FT

Epson MX1 00

Line Printer VII

Line Printer VIII

$249

355.50

291.50

462

334

25

249

169

130

199

1695

999
499

599
799

315

620

Line Printer V
Microline80
Microline82A

Microline83A

Pocket Computer Printer

DISK DRIVES
R.S. Model III 1ST-Drive

TEAC40TrackMI
R.S. 1 Drive Exp Mil

R.S. 2 Drive Exp Mil

R.S. 3 Drive Exp Mil

SOFTWARE
R.S. Software 10% off list

Newdos+(40)trackMI
Newdos 80 Mill

ST80III

ETC.

Verbatum 5" Double Density

Verbatum 8" Data Life

Ctr-80A recorder

C.C Joysticks

1610

345

515

799

130

712

329

999
1518

2040

88

149

149

32

49.95

52

22

We have the lowest possible
Fully Warranteed Prices AND
a full complement of Radio Shack
Software.

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED

Prices subject to change without notice.

Not responsible for typographical errors.

TRS- AC li a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.

call TOLL FREE 1-800-343-8124

com
Dept. D
245A Great Road
Littleton, MA 01460
617-486-3193

plus-
| Write for your "

free catalog

^See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 197



Program lilting 1 conlinumd

65507 A* A* CHR* (0)

COTC 65505

65508 K2 - KKD - 128) 5712
A* . a« ' • CHR* ( PEEK <K2> - 128)
IF D = 147 THEN P - 1

65509 K2 * K2 1

IF PEEK <K2) > 12e THEN A* A* ' '

GOTO 655C5
ELSE At " A* CHR* < PEEK <K2>)
GOTO 65509

65510 READ A*
IF A« < '> •NEATLIST' THEN 65510
ELSE FOR K - TO 125
READ KKK)
NEXT
RETURN

65511 DATA "NEATLIST*

65512 DATA . 3.6. 1 1 . 14 . 17 . 20 . 26.30 . 34, 39, 42 .46 ,49,53,56.58.65.70 ,76

.79.83.87.91.96.10 2.108.114,120,124,128.133.139.142.144.
148.153.156.159.164.168.173,177.181.185.189.193,199.205.
208. 212. 217. 221. 225. 230. 236. 24C. 245. 250. 255. 258. 262. 264,

266.271

65513 DATA 277.280.282.286.293.298.303.308.311.317.321.324,328.329.
330 , 331 . 332 , 333 , 336 , 338 , 339 , 340 , 34 1 , 344 , 347 . 350 . 353 . 356 .

359 . 362 . 365 . 368 . 37 1 . 374 . 377 , 38C , 383 . 387 , 390 . 393 . 396 . 399

.

402.405.409,413.417.421.425.429.432.435.439.442.445.449.
454,460

65514 DATA 464,466,468

65520 LPRINT STRING* (S.138)
LPRINT TAE< LM) USING "••••* JLN" 5

RETURN

65524 R
IF LEFT* <A».l) - ' * THEN T - Tl T2 LM

ELSE T * Tl 1 T2 LM

65525 IF LEN (At) > RM - T THEN B* - LEFT* <A*,RM - T)

A* = RIGHT* (A*, LEN < A* ) - RM T

)

R - 1

T2 - 5
ELSE E* - A*

65526 LPRINT TAB< T)E*
IF R - 1 THEN 65524
ELSE A* * ••

T2 =

RETURN

65500 REM NEAT-LISTING PROGRAM VER. 2.1 ATTACH TO ANY PROGRAM D.N.EWART 12

1 WOODHAYEN DRIVE, SCOTIA N.Y. 12302 12/18/80
65501 REM TO USE, TYPE 'RUN 65500* LM IS LEFT MARGIN RM IS RIGHT MARGIN S IS

• SPACES BETWEEN NUMBERED LINES
65504 CLS:CLEAR60 0:DEFINTA-Z!DIMK1< 125) :lM-5:RM»72:S*1:T1-5: 1-17127 :COSUB6SS10:P
RINT8520 , •

• ! : INPUT TITLE • 5 A* : COS JE 65524
65505 I«I*i:D-PEEK<I>:IFD»0THENP«0:GOSJB65524:LNI-PEEK(I*3)*256«PEEK<I*4) :ifln'«

6550 0THENSTOPELSEGOSUB65520: 1-1*4 :GOTC65505ELSEIFD=58THENIFP«1THE:N65506ELSECOSUE;
65524 : GOTO65505ELSE65506
65506 IFD>127ANDD<254THEN65508ELSEIFD-34ANDP»OTHENPMELSEIFD«34ANDP*1THENP«0
65507 A*»A**CHR*<0>:G0T0655C5
65508 K2*K1<D-128)*5712:A*«A«** • +CHR*< PEEK(K2 ) -128) 1 IFD»147THENPM
65509 K2»K2M:IFPEEK<K2)>12BTHENA•-A•• * :GOT065505ELSEA*-A*-»CHR*CPEEK<K2 ) > ! CCTO

65509
65510 READA*:IFA«0"NEATLIST , THEN65510ELSEFORK-OT0125:READK1(K):NEXT:RETURN
65511 DATA'NEATLIST*
65512 DATA0. 3. 6, 11, 14, 17. 20, 26, 30, 34. 39, 42. 46. 49. 53. 56. 58. 65. 70. 76. 79, 83, 87, 91,

9

6.102.108.114,120,124,128.133,139,142.144,148.153.156,159,164,168.173.177.181.18
5.189.193.199.205.208,212.217,221.225.230.236.240.245,250,255,258,262,264,266.27
1

65513 DATA277. 280, 2B3, 286, 293, 298, 303. 30 8. 31 1.317. 321. 324, 328, 329, 330, 331. 332. 33

3 . 336 . 338 . 339 . 340 . 341 . 344 , 347 , 350 . 353 . 356 . 359 . 362 . 365 . 368 . 37 1 . 374 . 377 . 380 . 383 . 38
7.391.393.396.399.402.405.409.413.417.421.425.429.432.435.439.442.445.449.454.46

65514 DATA464.466.468
65520 LPRINTSTRINC*(S.13e):LPRINTTA8(LM>USINC*MM#* JLN' S 'RETURN
65524 R=0'IFLEFT*<A*.1>-* * THENT-T 1*T2*LMELSET-T1*1*T2*LM
65525 IFLEN(A*)>RM-TTHENB*»=LEFT*<A*.RM-T):A*-RIGHT*(A*.LEN<A*)-RM*T):R=i:T2-5ELS
EBt-At
65526 LPRINTTAB(T)B*:IFR-1THEN65524ELSEA*- ,, :T2-0:RETURN

Program Listing 2.

• 57?
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THE
SWITd
SWITCH T05VDOUBLE DENSITY

LND<mbler5/8
FEATURES
• 5- and 8-inch* disk drives

• ngle- & double-density

• Anv size and density in any mix
• Read Model I. II* and III disks

• 5- or 8-inch* system disk

• Single & double sided disk drives

• DOS-* 3.3.9 included, with Disk

BASIC.
• 6 month warranty

• Up to 3.75 megabytes online

• Kasy installation - plug-in & run

• Analog phase lock loop data

separation

• Precision write precompensation

• Regulated power supply

• Guaranteed operation at 4MHz
• All contact* gold plated

• Solder masked k silk screened

• Runs under DOS+ 3.3.9, TRSDOS
2.3. NEWDOS 2 1. NEWDOS/80
1.0. LDOS. NEWDOS/80 2.0.

and ULTRADOS

• Reads 40- and 35-track disks on

80-track drives

• FD1791 controller * your FD1771

• Fits Model I expansion interfaces

• Fit* LNW expansion interface*

• Track configurations to 80-tracks

• 5 inch disk storage increased to:

161,280 bytes - 35 track SS/DD
322.560 byte* - 35-track DS/DD
184.320 bytes - 40-track SS/DD
368.640 bytes - 40-track DS/DD
368.640 bytes - 80-track SS/DD
7;*7.280 bytes - 80-track DS/DD

• 8 inch disk storage increased to:

591.360 bytes - 77 -track SS/DD
1,182,720 bytes - 77- track DS/DD

SS: single-sided DS: double-sided

SD: single-density DD: double-density

COMPLETE - The LNDoubter 5/8,

switches your Model I m INW-80
into the most versa iter you

can own. The LNDoubler's switch

allows you to boot from 5- or 8-inch

system disks, and it's accessible from

outside the interface. The LS'Doubler

5/8 comes with a double-density disk

operating system (DOS+ 3.3.9),

complete with BASIC and utility

programs . . ready to run your

software NOW
VERSATILE - Whether you want

single-sided, double-sided, single- or

double-density, 5- or 8-inch operation,

complete versatility is here today!

Any combination of 5- and 8-inch disk

storage is possible with the

LSDoubler 5/8. Each of your present

40-track, single-sided 5-inch drive*

will store up to 184.320 bytes

(formatted storage I - that's an 8

increase in storage capacity for only

half the cost of just one di«k drive.

With three 8-inch double-density,

double-sided drives your Model I will

have 3.75 Megabytes of online itorafi

- that's more storage than a Model II

or Model 111*

ADVANCED - The LSDoubler 5/8

is the most technically advanced,

tested and reliable double -d«in

board you can buy. The LNDoubler

5/8 has more features, more options

and more software support than any

other product of its kind.

EASY TO INSTALL - The

LNDoubitr 5/8 is easy to install.

There are no traces to cut. no wirinjj

to do, just a screwdriver and a few

minutes of your time is all that is

required. The instructions are fully

illustrated for all interfaces. In

minutes you will be 'up-and-running'.

and enjoying your computer as never

before.

COMPARE - Compare features,

compare quality, compare value, and

make the SWITCH today!

Immediate delivery from stock - at

your dealer NOW tor onlv

'219.95
DEALERS' You too can

make The Switch

IJYJf RESEARCH CORPORATION
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92880 (714)544-5744 (714)641-8850

'
<tii» aprnNian (equina tpMta) caklr. «~ aWMr oVfiniy raajuanw SUMH* CPt »t»

.i .i
. .i ... .i .i



UTILITY

A machine-language routine for fast Basic data transfer.

Array I/O

Norman Neff

Dep't. of Mathematical

Sciences

Trenton State College

Trenton, NJ 08625

Efficient input and output of

data files unfortunately is

not one of the capabilities of

the Level II Basic cassette

system. The following is a short

machine language routine that

allows improved transfer of

Basic data files.

To write a 1000 element

single-precision array to tape, it

might seem reasonable to

code: FOR I = 1 to 1000: PRINT

#-1,A(l): NEXT. This very

straightforward code will

work— if we can find a cassette

with 67 minutes of tape on each

side! Each of the 1000 execu-

tions of the PRINT #-1 state-

ment writes a 256-byte leader,

followed by the few bytes re-

quired for an ASCII representa-

tion of the value A(l). At 500

baud, the array write-loop re-

quires 4000 seconds. The

transmitted array occupies

4000 bytes of RAM, so the

transfer rate of useful informa-

tion is one byte per second, or

only eight baud.

The effective transfer rate

within Basic can be improved

by transmitting more data in

each Print #-1 statement.

However, the coding becomes

very awkward as efficiency in-

creases, Basic allows no more

than 248 data bytes per PRINT

#-1, so it always spends over

half the I/O time working with

leaders.

My machine language I/O

routine writes one leader and

then dumps or loads the entire

RAM area occupied by any non-

string array at 500 bauds. It is

easy to use and occupies only

153 bytes of protected memory.

Using the I/O Routine

With a monitor or assembler,

create a System I/O tape con-

taining the machine language

in Program Listing 1. Before

keying or loading the Basic pro-

gram, protect memory at 32600.

load the I/O tape, and press the

Break key.

A Basic program calls the I/O

routine through the USR func-

tion (see Program Listing 2).

Each call of the USR function

inputs or outputs one nonstring

array. The entry address POK-

Ed into 16526, 16527 is 106.127

for output. The entry for input is

155,127. The argument of USR
is: VARPTR (first element of ar-

The Key Box

Basic II

Level II

Cassette System

00100 ;IO 7F9E CD587F 00500 CALL INIT ;LAST 2 BYTES ABS
OB110 ;USR SUBROUTINE 7FA1 CD9602 00S10 CALL 0296H (READ LEADER
00120 ;FAST ARRAY I/O 7FA4 CD3502 00520 CALL B235H (READ, TEST TYPE

7F58 00130 ORG 32600 7FA7 DDBEFB 00530 CP (IX+0FBH)
7F58 2B 00140 INIT DEC HL ;SUBR TO INIT LOOPS 7FAA 2037 00540 JR N2,TYPE
7F59 E5 00150 PUSH HL ;IX=HL-PTR TO JDIMS 7FAC CD3582 00550 CALL 0235H ;TEST LENGTH
7FSA DDE1 00160 POP IX 7FAF BB 00560 CP £
7FSC DD56FF 0B17B LD D,(IX*0FFH) [DE=»LENG7H 7FB0 2027 00570 JR NZ,LENG
7F5F DD5EFE BB180 LD E, (IX*0FEH) 7FB2 CD3502 00580 CALL B235H
7F62 0608 00X90 LD D,0H ; START CHECKSUM 7FB5 BA 00590 CP D
7F64 3EB0 00200 LD A, OH j DEFINE DRIVE 7FB6 2021 00600 JR NZ.LENG
7F66 CD1202 00210 CALL 212H 7FB8 CD35B2 00610 BYLPI CALL 0235H ;READ DATA
7F69 C9 00220 RET 7FBB 77 00620 LD (HL) ,A
7P6A CD7FBA 00230 STARTO CALL 0A7FH ; ENTRY FOR OUTPUT 7PBC 80 00630 ADD A, 3 ; UPDATE CHECKSUM
7F6D CDS87F 0B240 CALL INIT ;LAST 2 BYTES ABS 7FBD 47 006 40 LD 3,

A

7F7B CD8702 082S0 CALL 0287H .•'.."RITE LEADER 7FBE 23 00650 I DC HL
7P73 DD7EFB 00260 LD A,(IX+0FBH) (WRITE TYPE 7FBF IB 00660 DEC DE ;DECR, TEST COUNTER
7F76 CD6 402 0027B CALL 264H 7FC0 7A 00670 LD A,D
7F79 7B 00280 LD A,E ;WRITE LENGTH 7FC1 B3 006 80 OR E
7F7A CD6402 00290 CALL 264H 7FC2 FEO0 00690 CP 0H
7F7D 7A 00300 LD A,D 7FC4 20F2 00700 JR NZ, BYLPI
7F7E CD6402 00310 CALL 264H 7FC6 CD3502 00710 CALL 0235H ,-TEST CHECKSUM
7P81 7E BB32B BYLPO LD A,(UL) j WRITE DATA 7FC9 90 00720 SUB 3
7F82 CD6402 BB33B CALL 26 4H 7FCA 210000 G0730 LD HL,0 j ERROR CODE
7F85 80 0034B ADD A,B .•UPDATE CHECKSUM 7FCD 281C 007 40 JR Z,EXIT
7F86 47 003S0 LD B,A 7FCF 3E43 007 50 BAD LD A , ' C ' .•DISPLAY C
7F87 23 0B360 INC HL 7FD1 323F3C 00760 LD (3C3FH) A
7FB8 IB BB370 DEC DE (DECR, TEST COUNTER 7FD4 210300 00770 LD HL,3
7F89 7A 00380 LD A,D 7FD7 1812 00780 JR EXIT
7F8A B3 00390 OR E 7FD9 3E4C 007 90 LENG LD A , ' L

'

; DISPLAY L
7FBB FE00 00400 CP 0H 7FDB 323F3C 00300 LD (3C3FH) A
7FBD 20F2 00410 JR HZ , BYLPO 7FDE 210200 00810 LD HL.2
7FBF 78 00420 LD A,B .•WRITE CHECKSUM 7PE1 1808 0082B JR EXIT
7F9B CD64B2 00430 CALL 26 4H 7PE3 3E54 00830 TYPE LD A, "T* (DISPLAY T
7F93 B6FF 00440 LD BrOFFB ; DELAY 7FE5 323F3C 00840 LD (3C3FH) A
7F95 10FE 00450 DELAY DJNZ DELAY 7FE8 210100 00850 LD HL.l
7F97 AF 00460 XOR A j CASSETTE OFF 7FEB AF 00860 EXIT XOR A (CASSETTE OFF
7F98 D3FF 00470 OUT (0PFH) r* 7FEC D3FF 00870 OUT (0FFH) ,A
7F9A C9 0048B RET 7FEE C3 9A0A 00880 JP 0A9AH (RETURN ERROR CODE
7F9B CD7F0A 0B49B STARTI CALL 0A7FH ; ENTRY FOR INPUT

Program I

0000

.isting 1

00890 END
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ray)-2'(number of dimensions).

For example, a three dimen-

sional array B is transmitted by

Y = USR(VARPTR(B(0,0,0>6).

Error Checking

There is no error checking on

output. On input, the USR func-

tion returns a value of zero if no

error is detected. The kinds of

input errors possible are:

• Type Error: Type of file on

tape doesn't match type of ar-

ray In RAM. A bad argument in

the USR function also pro-

duces a type error. When the

type error occurs, a "T" ap-

pears on the video, no data Is

read into the array, and an error

code of one is returned as the

value of the USR function.

• Length Error: Type matches,

but the length of the data file

differs from that of the array.

Check the dimensioning of the

array. "L" is displayed, no data

is transferred, and the return

code is two.

• Checksum Error: Probable

hardware error. Try repeating

the read with backup tape. "C"

is displayed, data is trans-

ferred, the return code is three.

Caution

We can cause the example in

Program Listing 2 to fail by in-

serting the apparently in-

nocuous line 82 W = 7. When
the Basic interpreter reaches

this line, the new variable W is

added to the symbol table. To

make space for W, al I arrays are

displaced upward a few bytes

in RAM. The value of X in line 85

is now incorrect because it was

computed before the array A
was displaced. To remedy this,

proceed as in line 63, or else in-

sert the statement W = W
anywhere before the first call of

the VARPTR function.

Relocation

The machine language

routine contains two internal

absolute address references

that need to be adjusted if the

routine is loaded to a location

other than 32600 (see the CALL
INIT instructions in Listing 1).

As an example of relocation,

suppose we wish to place the

routine in RAM location 30000.

We must decrease by 2600

decimal (A28 hex) the entry

points from Basic and the two

absolute address references in

the I/O routine. The original out-

put entry location POKEd into

16526, 16527 was 106 (LSB), 127

(MSB), or, in decimal, 106 +

(127)(256) = 32618. The
relocated output entry is

32618-2600 = 30018 decimal.

Dividing 30018 by 256 gives 117

(MSB) with remainder 66 (LSB),

so the new output entry point to

be POKEd into 16526, 16527 is

66,117. A similar calculation

shows that the new input entry

point is 115,117.

If you are using an as-

sembler, the two absolute

references within the I/O rou-

tine will be automatically ad-

justed if you reassemble the

text to originate at 30000. With

a monitor we manually correct

the last two bytes of the two

CALL INIT instructions in

Listing 1. The original bytes

58.7F represent 7F58 hex. Sub-

tract A28 hex to get the new ad-

dress 7530 hex. The replace-

ment bytes are 30,75 (hex).

After replacing the two ap-

pearances of 58, 7F by 30,75,

the routine may be moved to

location 32000.

Modifications

At the cost of more memory,

several modifications may be

made. First, to get an under-

5 REM EXAMPLE OF USE OF TAPE 10 USER ROUTINE
II DEFIHT A,B
21 DIN A(2I) ,B(2B)
38 FOR I-B TO 29:B(I)-99:A(I)-I:NEXT
S3 PRINT I,B(8) ,Z

55 PRINT "PREPARE TO RECORD DATA": STOP
61 POKE 16526, lM:POKE16527, 127: 'OUTPUT ENTRY
63 PRINTI-l,444:Y-USR(VARPTR(A(I))-2) : PRINT#-1 ,555
67 PRINT "PREPARE TO PLAY DATA'iSTOP
75 POKE 16526,155 'INPUT ENTRY
80 X-VARPTR(B(l))-2 'ARGUMENT IS ARRAY B
85 INPUT! -1, I : Y-USR ( X) : INPUT*-1,2
99 PRINT I|B{B) ,Z,"CODE-",Y

Program Listing 2

standing of the unmodified

routine study Listing 1 along

with the material on the VARP-

TR function in the Level II Basic

manual. The only details that

may not be obvious are the in-

dexed references, such as in

line 260 of Listing 1 . (IX + 0FBH)
is the address computed by ad-

ding FB hex, which is the

signed integer-5, to the con-

tents of the IX register. The IX

register contains one less than

the argument passed to the

routine. That argument is the

address of the beginning of the

depth information for the array,

so the IX register points to the

number of dimensions for the

array. By adding -5 to the

dimension address, we back-

space past two bytes of length

information and two bytes for

the name, to point to the loca-

tion of the type information.

Some possible modifica-

tions follow. Using an
assembler is recommended, ex-

cept for the first modification.

• Add an entry for verifica-

tion, similar to the Basic

CLOAD? command.
• Add string array capability.

The array space representation

of a string array does not con-

tain any of the string data. The

data element in array space is a

three-byte pointer, giving the

length and starting location of

a string, usually in string space.

Our output coding should write

the type and array length infor-

mation and then give the in-

dividual length followed by the

actual data from string space

for each string in the array. In-

put coding should run through

the array, checking the in-

dividual string length and then

reading the string from tape

into RAM starting at the loca-

tion given in array space. For

this to work, the calling pro-

gram must first set upadummy
array with strings of proper

length.

• Extend Basic by creating

new keywords to access the I/O

routine. To do this you must

discover, scrounge, or buy

"secret" information on the

workings of the interpreter.

UTILITY

FORCE

See List ot Advertisers on page 1 78

THE VIDEO MANAGER *m\J FIRST IN A SERIES

Our Video Manager will enhance your computer's per-

formance with these features: vertical printing on

screen; forms design direct from screen to printer; send

entire screen or any part to your printer; save screen to

disk as a file and more. Written so you can utilize it from

DOS or BASIC. Available on disk for: TRS 80.* Mod I TRS
DOS 2.3. Mod II TRS DOS 1.2 & 2.0, CPM 2.0 or later,

soon available for* Mod III. For your convenience with

Visa or M/C phone in your order. Please add $2 for hand

ling and postage. '
"

T «"0»cofp

SOFTWAREHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
5070 N. Sixth St. Suite 103B

Fresno, CA 93710 (209) 221-7877

TO RECEIVE A FREE CATALOG PLEASE - 13
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Introducing

40,fheperfect
%jTjOt^ The DOSPLUS 4.0 hard

drivesystem is here!

A hard drive without the dynamic new DOSPLUS 4.0 is like

an eggshell without the egg. The new DOSPLUS 4.0 is the

leading edge— the latest in the line of advanced disk oper-

ating systems from MICRO-SYSTEMS SOFTWARE. INC. It's the

only current operating system written from the ground up
for hard disk operation. Not just a driver but a fully devel-

oped system. What that means to you is more bong for

your buck! Finally an unlimited TRS-80 for small business.

For only $2995 you get the DOSPLUS PLUS."

THE DOSPLUS 4.0 FEATURES

Single volume addressing/Double sided floppies seen as

one drive— one file can expand to 5 megabytes
• Hard Disk— disk editing utilities

• Incredible I/O speed
• Runs any combination of densities or tracks

• Also operates 8" drives with special hardware—comes
with expanded users guide and complete DOS technical

section on I/O colls ond DCD organization

"PLUS" MANY OF THE SENSATIONAL NEW DOSPLUS 3.4

FEATURES
• BASIC array sort— multi key multi array
• Tape/Disk— Disk/Tape utility (with relocator)

• Input (controlled screen input)

• Random access and ASCII modification on Diskdump
• DASIC checks for active DO"
• Dackup and Format from o DO" file

• Much improved Dackup (More reliable)

>2995
TAKE YOUR MICRO
TO THE MAX.
ORDER NOW!

COMPLETE

• I/O package much faster (disk access time reduced)
• Repeat last DOS command with "/"

I ENTER]
• Short directory (filename and extension) available

• Short directory of Model III TRSDOS disks

• Single file convert from Model III TRSDOS
• COMPLETE device routing supported (DOS and DASIC)

• Ability to save DASIC programs directly to another machines'

memory (if equipped with DOSPLUS 3.4)

NOTE: The final versions of 3.4 and 4.0 will hove almost

identical features and documentation.

THE COMPLETE SYSTEM

Smooth, silent, swift

• Error-free disk I/O
• "Add on up to 4. 10 meg units for a total of 40 megabytes!
• Plugs on the 50 pin data bus.— no loss of floppy drives

• Completely self-contained—just plug it in and go
" 10 meg units available Soon

NOTE: Specify 40 or 80 track when ordering DOS diskette.

After initial bootup. user can create any DOS desired.

The first in the industry backed bya lifetime warranty*^

""Lifetime warranty on original medio

D05PW5
DOSPLUS first in quality!

First in ths industry!

/7}/cro>SYsrems
soFTu/are-tnc -

Specializing in the Tandy Line

5846 Funston Street
(305) 983-3390 Hollywood, FL 33023

CALL TOLL FREE FOR FAST SERVICE
(800)327-8724, OPERATOR 193
FOR VISA/MASTERCHARGE/C O D ORDERS __
California dial (800i 852-7777 Operate *92

~
Alaska and Hawaii dial <800i 824-7919 Ope'af:' 192

TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLY

•305; 983-3390 or drop us a ca'd

D'-rfi^'S inaui'-es iiv ted
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the friendliest, the most powerful

DOS ever! Meetthe sensational new

g#

The original DOSPLUS is

awesome. Our competitors have
spent months and thousands of

dollars trying to duplicate it and the

best they could produce, are bug
ridden patch jobs. But, you already

know that. Now DOSPLUS, the

most important new DOS release in

TRS-80 history—the most 'user-friendly* DOS on the market—becomes the most
powerful. DOSPLUS 3.4 does it all.

Those of you who liked us before will love us now. You will be amazed by DOSPLUS
3.4. It is jampacked with powerful options— you get maximum features and reliability

at an incredibly low price. And you get a company with the guts to back up its product
with a lifetime warranty

So, if youre looking for the fastest, smoothest, easiest to use Disk operating system
for your TRS-80, look no further. Become a believer! Get your hands on the new
DOSPLUS 3.4 now!

Add these power packed DOSPLUS 3.4 features

to our list of existing DOSPLUS capabilities £*£& P[^j
STILL THE^&
LOWEST
PRICED DOS

1 BASIC array sort— multi key. multi array

2 Tape'Disk— Disk 'Tape utility (with

relocator)

3 lnput@ (controlled screen input)

4. Random access and ASCII modification

on Diskdump
5 BASIC checks for active "DO"
6. Backup and Format from a "DO' file

7. Much improved Backup (More reliable)

8. I/O package much faster (disk access
time reduced)

9. Repeat last DOS command with '"

ENTER
1 0. Short directory (file name and

extension) available

1 1 Short directory of Model III TRSDOS
disks

12. Single file convert from Model III

TRSDOS

1

3

COMPLETE device routing supported
(DOS and BASIC)

14 Ability to save BASIC programs directly

to another machines memory (if

equipped with Dosplus 3.4)

• Plus many more improvements
• Includes the new expanded easy read
200 * page users guide

• Also includes the new DOSPLUS Z80
disk basic VER 1.6

Upgrade your 3.3 to 3.4 capability, only $25

the first in the industry

backed by a lifetime warranty
'Lifetime warranty to original owner on original media.

DQSPWS
DOSPLUS first in Quality'

First in the Industry!

/Tf/crU'Sysrems.
soFTware-mc -

Specializing in tha Tandy Lina

5846 Funston Street
(305) 083-3390 Hollywood, FL 33023

CALL TOLL FREE FOR FAST SERVICE
(BOO) 3278/24 , OPERATOR 193

^qp^|^^^ FOR VISA/MASTERCMARGE/C O.O.ORDERS
FJMt Z[ArtA Caiikxma dia :800i8Si? 77?? Operator 193

Alaska and Havwiii dial (800)824-7919. Operator 193

TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLY!

f

For Applications and Technical information, cal'

! ^tSu (305)983 3390 or drop us a card

Dealers inquiries invitfid



UTILITY
The Key Box

Basic Level

Model I

32KRAM
TRSDOS

Perform Cyclical Redundancy Code checks for tape programs, too!

Add CRC ASAP
Roxton Baker

Box 8272

APO San Francisco, CA 96555

The error-checking done dur-

ing program transfers on

the TRS-80 ranges from none at

all to very good. The worst case

is a CSAVE under Basic where

not a single checksum follows

the program data out to tape.

Later, when that program Is

read back In, there is no way of

guaranteeing that it is good.

The format of a machine lan-

guage tape is much better. The

data is written in blocks; each

block is followed by a one-byte

checksum. This checksum is

generated by adding together,

without carries, all of the bytes

of data (256 plus some over-

head) in that block. When the

program is later read back in,

each incoming block of data is

checksummed in the same

fashion, and that checksum is

compared to the one stored on

the tape. If the two checksums

are different, there has been an

error. If the two checksums are

the same there has not been an

error unless multiple errors

caused the checksums to come

out the same.

Better still is the way data is

stored on disk. As with a

machine language tape, data is

transferred and stored in

blocks of 256 bytes, one sector

on a disk. Each sector of data is

followed by two CRC bytes.

These two bytes provide the

error-checking.

CRC (Cyclic Redundancy

Code) represents a process of

taking a block of data bytes and

performing a very fancy and in-

volved checksum. A CRC check

can be used in any data trans-

mission. Just as with a

checksum the two CRC bytes

are stored (or transmitted) with

the block of data. Upon retriev-

al (or reception) they are com-

pared with two CRC bytes new-

ly calculated from the data. A

bad comparison means an er-

ror in transmission.

Although CRC checks are

often used for error correction,

In our disk system they are

relied upon for error detection.

Consider the transmission of

the two hex bytes of data 7F A2.

If a one-byte checksum were

used, It would be 21, the sum of

these bytes without carry. Ob-

viously, there are many pairs of

data bytes that give this

checksum. If a two-byte check-

sum were used, in this case 01

21, there are nearly 200 pairs of

data bytes that would check-

sum the same. However, if

these two data bytes were fol-

lowed by two CRC bytes, in this

case 90 CO, It would be impossi-

ble to overlook an error in trans-

mission. No two data bytes

other than 7F A2 will generate

the same two CRC bytes.

A two-byte example proves

nothing in general, but for any

block of data, a CRC will pro-

vide a much more unique signa-

ture than a simple checksum.

Multiple errors are much more

likely to be detected. But CRC
checks bring added difficulty in

Program 1. Basic Program for CRC Calculation

50 REM •• CRC GENERATOR *•

60 REM

70 REM THIS PROGRAM WILL SIMULATE THE CRC GENERATING

ALGORITHM

80 REM USED BY THE TRS-80 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER.

90 REM THERE ARE TWO CRC BYTES, WHICH ARE ALWAYS INIT-

190 REM IALIZED TO FFFF (HEX) . THIS VALUE CHANGES AS EACH

DATA

110 REM BYTE IS ACCOUNTED FOR. IN THIS PROGRAM, THE TWO

CRC

120 REM BYTES ARE KEPT IN C(15) MSB THROUGH C(0) LSB. THE

DATA

130 REM BYTE INPUT IS KEPT IN D(7)-D(0). ANY NUMBER OF

DATA

140 REM BYTES CAN BE ENTERED IN SEQUENCE, AT THE PROMPT.

150 REM

169 REM ROXTON BAKER, 56 SOUTH RD., ELLINGTON, CT. 06029

179 REM

180 CLS: PRINTM50,"CRC GENERATOR" : PRINT : PRINT

190 DEFINTI,J,K,L,C,A,D

200 DIM A(8),C(16),D(8)

210 Cl-255 : AI-C1 i GOSUB 890

220 FOR K-0 TO 7

230 C(K+8)-A(K)

240 NEXT K

250 C2-255 i AI-C2 I GOSUB 899

269 FOR K-9 TO 7

270 C(K)-A(K)

280 NEXT K

290 MS«0 : AI=0 : INPUT'ENTER DATA BYTE IN HEX ";HS

300 REM CONVERT HEX BYTE INTO DECIMAL DIGIT

310 FOR K«l TO STEP -1

320 L-ASC(MID$(HS,2-K,D)

330 IP (L>-65) AND (L<-70) THEN M-L-55 : GOTO 379

349 IF (L>-48) AND (L<-57) THEN M-L-48 : GOTO 376

Program continues
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QUALITY AND VALUE
1 982 will find more OEM's, businesses, dealers and personal computer
users turning to MICROTEK than ever before.

TckWritcr-1

80 Column Dot
Matrix Printer

(Formerly BYTEWRITER-1)
The Tekwriler-1 printer is, dollar for

dollar, the finest value m the
industry. And we've proved it by
comparing the Tekwnter-1 lo

the Epson MX -80 Our print speed
is 14 lines per minute faster, our life

expectancy is longer, the charocter
sets are the same, and the

interfoce, warronty and printhead
replacement cost ore all identical.*

But the biggest difference is the
price. The Tekwriter-1 is about
$300 less

Our extensive testing has proved
that the Tekwnter-1 interfaces

problem-free to the TRS-80, the

Apple II and the Atari 400 and 800.

The Tekwriter-1 is tough to beat for

performance and quality

•Data W<«: tp»or MX HO Oparornor. Mortal

$349

TckWritcr-2

NEW! 80/132 Column
Dot Mattix Printer
The Tekwriter-2 is perfectly suited

to personal, business or OEM
applications. Tekwriter-2 is

designed to accept single sheet,

roll or pin feed paper. Tl has
a 9-wire dot rnotnx impoct
print head which produces crisp

charocters and has underlining
capability The printer is

manufactured to run extremely
quietly even while operating at

peak output levels.

Tekwriter-2 is especially well suited

to handle on abundance of text

entry because of its data buffer

expansion capability to 25K. This

ability makes it an efficient

graphics generator.

Parallel interface (Centronics

type) Interfaces all models of

TRS-80, Apple, and Atari 40O800,
ond most computers with

Centronics printer interfoce.

$695

Peripherals

16K Memory Board, AMB-16
16K4116RAM(200NS)
• Assembled and tested • No
modifications— hardware or

software • Compatible with Atari

800

32K Memory Board, AMB-32
32K 4116 RAM
(200NS) • Assembled ond
tested • No modifications—
hardware or software •

Compatible with Atari 400-800

Atari I RS-232) Serial

Printer Cable
Pretested • 3' length • DB1 5 to

DB25 connectors

Atari Parallel Printer

Cable
Pretested «3 length • Centronics
compatible • DB15 to Amphenol
57-30360

16K Apple Memory Card
Expands Apple II to 64K RAM
memory Works w.th MICROSOFT
Z-80 Softcard, Apple PASCAL and
Visicolc softwore.

Quantity and OEM discounts available.

TKS- 90 » u 'iod»-mi'fc of Kodn S*k.. •

.

A|jl>W i J k-JiW jrk uf A^pfa C<iWpi«»»f. Inc

Ata'.4(Xi60Ou • i> k. k>. vlAtut. Inc

Mirrow ft r« n "xxJfrnc* o* M.erwor' Corvwn»<
PrvAldl.lK

ISO n a irooVmofl cJZ ta_y. ln t

iradtmci olrVionui Soft»*«».h l

Continuing our quest for excellence.

MICROTEK^

MICROTEK
9514 Chesapeake Drive

San Diego, CA 92123
(714)278-0633 ^»j
Outside CA call

Toll Free (800) 8541081
TWX. 910-335-1269



"Better still is the

way data is stored. . .

"

generating the check bytes. gramming. Certainly this will be

In the TRS-80, CRC checks required if these CRC bytes are

are used primarily in the trans- being used in a system. The

fer of disk data. All data trans- calling portion of Program 2 is

fers to and from the disk are just a simple loop which calls

handled by an integrated cir- NEWCRC as required to gener-

cuit floppy disk controller, or ate the new CRC bytes for each

FDC. The particular FDC used byte of stored or incoming

is a Western Digital FD1771. data. The actual calculation of

When reading or writing a sec- the CRC bytes in NEWCRC
tor of data, this FDC will auto- takes about 93 microseconds

matically generate, in hard- for each byte of data,

ware, the two CRC bytes for Compared to a simple check-

that data. Only in hardware sum this is very slow, but if the

could the CRC bytes be gener- time is available a CRC should

ated fast enough to accommo- be used. The data received or re-

date the speed of disk data trieved will be good if the CRC
transfer. bytes check out. And the soft-

Each way of generating CRC ware overhead is not too large to

bytes from data signatures the incorporate if you are setting up

data differently and results in a system from scratch,

different CRC bytes. The 1771 The DOS already contains a

FDC uses the IBM SDLC stan- routine to CRC a block of data,

dard. There are always two CRC This routine checks DOS pass-

bytes and they always start off, words. Whenever a disk file is

before any data is handled, accessed, the eight-character

with an initial value of FF FF password given by the user is

hex. The standard also defines stored at 5155-515C hex. A rou-

the exact algorithm used in tine at 50D1-50FC takes these

calculating the new value of the bytes in reverse order and man-
CRC bytes from their current ipulates the bits of each one, re-

values and the value of the in- suiting in a two-byte signature

coming data byte. which is returned in HL The

Fortunately, it is not neces- method used by this routine is

sary to understand CRCs to use not exactly the SDLC standard,

them. What's wanted, should but it is a CRC algorithm. There-

you be inclined to decipher the fore, it could be used to error-

disk CRCs or use CRCs in a check a block of data. Set DE to

tape routine or data trans- the address of the last byte in

mission scheme, is a reliable the block and set B to the num-

method of producing them, berof bytes in the block. Set HL
Hand-calculating a CRC from to some fixed value, say FFFF.

just one byte of data is tedious, Call 50DD as a subroutine. On
error-prone, and too slow even return, the two CRC bytes will

for TRS-80 tape. be in HL.

Program 1 is a Basic pro- The disadvantages to using

gram suitable for hand-entry of this resident DOS routine are

data bytes in hex. Each new that it handles blocks of data

pair of CRC bytes generated is rather than single bytes, and It

displayed. Note that "< >" is is slow. Compared to the pro-

used for the exclusive-or opera- gram of Program Listing 2, the

tion. This program is convenient DOS routine will take about

when the CRC of only a few twice as long to CRC a block of

bytes of data is to be generated, code. Also, it will be difficult to

A useful improvement is to allow use this routine for blocks of

for the entry of ASCII data also, more than 256 bytes because it

The Basic program could be uses only the B register as a

modified to CRC blocks of data, counter. But there are applica-

nt at some point it will be nee- tions that can use this free

essary to use assembly pro- code advantageously.
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Program continued

350 PRINT" INVALID HEX BYTE — TRY AGAIN"

36B MS—1 : K-0 i GOTO 380

370 AI-AI+INT<16[K+.25)«M 'Not« up-arrow say print as

bracktt

380 NEXT K

390 IP MS THEN 290

400 GOSUB 890

410 FOBK-0 TO 7

420 D(K)-A(K)

430 NEXT K

440 GOSUB 630

4S0 REM NOW CONVERT NEW CRC BYTES TO HEX FOR DISPLAY

460 T-19

470 FOR K-0 TO 3

480 T-T-4 I CT-0

490 CT-CT-8*C(T)

500 CT-CT-4«CIT-1)

510 CT-CT-2»C(T-2)

520 CT-CT-C(T-3)

530 IF CT>-10 THEN NC$ (K) "CHRS(CTf55) ELSE

NC$(K)«CHR$(CT+48)

540 NEXT X

550 PRINT-NEW CRC BYTES ARE : ";

560 FOR K-0 TO 3

570 PRINT NCS(K)
;

580 IP K-l PRINT" 'i

590 NEXT K

600 PRINT : PRINT

610 GOTO 290

620 RBI THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE CRC ALGORITHM

630 PI-C(15)OD(7)

640 PJ-C(14)OD(61

650 PK-C(13)OD(5)

660 PL-C(12)OD{4)

670 PH-CUl)<>D(3)OPI

680 PN-C(lfl)OD(2)OPJ

690 PO-C(9)OD(1)OPK

700 PP-C(8)OD(0)OPL

710 C(15)-C(7)OPM

720 C(14)-C(6)OPN

730 C(13)«C<5)OPO

740 C(12)-C<4)OPIOPP

750 C(ll)-C(3)OPJ

760 C(10)«C(2)OPK

770 C(9)-C(l)OPL

780 C(8)-C(0)OPM

790 C(7)•FIOM

800 C(6)-PJOPO

810 C(5)-PKOPP

820 C(4)-PL

830 C131-PM

840 C(2)-PN

850 CID-PO

860 C(0)-PP

870 RETURN

890 REN THIS SUBROUTINE TAXES AN INTEGER AI FROM 0-255

AND
Program continues



Program continued

9ft UN C0WVERTS IT INTO -l'S AND S'S IN PREPARATION POR

THE

91i REM USE OP ITS -RITE IN LOGICAL OPERATIONS. THESE

BITS

92* REN ARE RETURNED AS A(7) MSB - All) Lit.

931 A(7)—SON (128 AND AI)

141 A«)—SGN(64 AND AI)

9SS A(5)—SON (32 AND AX)

961 A(4)— SGNI16 AND AI)

971 A(3)— SCM(B AND AX)

9lt M21--SGNI4 AND AX)

990 A(l)— SGM(2 AND AI)

1IIB AH)—SGNd AND AX)

IBIS RETURN

Program 2. Assembler Program to CRC Check a Block of
Data

Bill , THIS ROUTINE HILL CALCULATE THE SDLC CRC (AS USED

IN

BII2B ; THE TRS-80 PLOPPY DISK) POR ANY BLOCK OP DATA IN

M3S J MEMORY BETWEEN 1 AND «5X BYTES LOHG. THE ADDRESS

AT

8*141 ; WHICH TO START IS PASSED TO THIS ROUTINE IN HL.

THE

•IIS* I NUMBER OP BYTES TO CRC CHECK MUST BE STORED IN

NBYTES.

IM6S ; THE INITIAL VALUE OP THE CRC MOST BE STORED IN

CRCINT.

•••7i i IT SHOULD NORMALLY BE PP PP. THE NEW CRC

•SB10 ; VALUE IS KEPT IN DE, AND IS RETURNED TO THE CALLING

••MB | PROGRAM (ASSUMED TO BE BASIC), IN HL.

Mlfl t

Mill | BY ROXTON BAKER, 56 SOUTH RD., ELLINGTON, CT. MS29

••121 ,

7PP4HM13B NBYTES

HERE

HIM
••151 CRCINT

HERE.

i»169 GETARG

M17I

Hill

IN HL

••199

GIVES

•02M

•02K

CRC

•0220 CRC1

00230

BYTES.

00240

•02S0

DATA BYTE

EQU

EQU

EQU

ORG

CALL

PUSH

CALL

POP

INC

10 BYTES TO CRC

I IN 7PP4, 7ITS.

07PP6H ; NORMALLY PP PP

0A7PH iCET USR ARC IN HL

07DS0H ;PUT IT ANYWHERE.

GETARG i GET START ADDRESS

BC, (NBYTES) ;1 GIVES 1 BYTE,

I 65K BYTES

DE, (CRCINT) j STARTING VALUE OP

BC j SAVE COUNTER

NEWCRC | COMPUTE NEW CRC

BC j RESTORE COUNTER.

HL ifOXNT TO NEXT

Program continual

If you have
anything to do

with the TRS-80*
System you
should be
reading the

EIGHTY
SYSTEM

NEWSLETTER
every week!

Don't miss a single issue of the new Eighty
System Newsletter . . . published weekly and
mailed every Friday by First Class Mail This

is the only publication designed tor personnel
in the TRS-80* industry, including manufac-
turers, distributors, dealers and computer
users. The Eighty System Newsletter is

compiled and edited by Ken Gordon, producer
of the National TRS-80* Show, the Eighty/
Apple Show, the NJ Microcomputer Show,
and publisher of the Amateur Radio Equip-
ment Directory Here is valuable information
in professionally prepared format about TRS-
80* hardware, software, peripherals, trends in

the industry, and latest news In addition,

each weekly issue contains brief digests of

articles related to the TRS-80* system
appearing in over 100 computer related and
general interest publications. This bibliography

will save you both time and money in keeping
up with articles in print on the TRS-80*
computer system The Eighty System News-
letter is a must for all active TRS-80* users,
plus anyone involved In any way with the
manufacturing, distributing or retailing of

TRS-80* products.

Subscribe today: Mail the coupon with

your check tor $39 tor the next 52 weekly
issues (sent First Class Mail that's only

759 per week.) If for any reason you are

not satisfied with the Eighty System
Newsletter— we will refund the undelivered

portion of your subscription.

KENQORE CORPORATION
3001 Route 27
Franklin Park, NJ 08823
(201)297-2526

D Enclosed is my check for
$39 for the next 52 issues
of The Eighty System
Newsletter (sent First Class
Mail).

Name .

Company
Address
City _ State Zip
•TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy

Corporation/Radio Shack Division.

.-See Liat of Advantsars on paga 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 207



MONEY MAGIC!

t * douqfiflo..
DOUGH FLO. The Most Useful Program a Home or

Business Manager Can Have! ^ 124

Daatpnad For Tha Dacition Mafcar, Doughfto an nceracung system of

programs for cash flow analyse, budget punning, and bookkeeping.

In Tha Hama, Doughfto becomes a key tool in soMng the puzzle of batoncng ex-

penses vb. income Doughfto snows you where the money goes.

fire Your Book k—par 1 You. the new bookkeeper, wi have easy access to

al expanse records Ftapx% ftTd end dapley any number of entnes by descnptJon.

type, amount, date, or number

Simpla To Uaa, Doughfto a quek and efficient, carefuly gudng you from data
entry to report generation

Uaar frJawdy nput screens and sngle keystroke commands alow quck and

easy data entry and computer nteractxn

Amazingly VaraatHa! Inckapensable n home or busness tor

Tail
moot

HwhbjbI Anatyaii

Gam Valuable Inatght. Ooughflo s reedy to save you bme and money
Requres 32K and one or more dak drives, specify Mode! I or ill $98 95 postpeid

to contnental North Amerca. For more nformetion check reader service

number

(olphonetics)
p O. Box 587 Foraatvttta, C«. W43S

«4 hr. phone [7073 8»7-7«a7

"A
PERFECT
CLOAD
EVERY
TIIVIE"*

tope dlqltizer
from b -«««w n Swtemcwr OctoDer 1 980 Elementary Electroncs Otermm avMM i«or r^trK

^232

At laoc thara is a oura for TRB-SO tapa cleaning btuaal For over

three years Alphaneucs has been sefcng the TRS-80 Tape OgKizer. e proven
hardware sokjton for your software problems No longer need you luggte the

recorder's volume control endtessfy
.
crying for a perfect ctoed of a pre-recorded

program Just pop ere tape mto the cassette recorder, process the agnai

through our dgiuzer. and you re ready to PUN a perfect toad!

Just check out the Tape Ogcizer's features

Feed your cassette to the Abhaneucs Tape Ogftizer and feed your computer the

exact dgtal waveform the TPS-80 gave your tape Get nd of your tape bugs

today — $64 95 postpaid to cononental North America, or return wfchn 1

days for a ful refund'

Program continued
*

00268 DEC C ; CHECK IF ALL

DONE.

00270 LD A,B

00280 OR C

00290 JR NZ.CRC1 ;IF NOT, DO

ANOTHER

2 3IN1 EX DE.HL ;PU7 NEW CRC IN HL

00310 JP 0A9AH ; FOR RETURN TO

BASIC.

0B320 ;

00330 | THIS SUBROUTINE WILL PACTOR ONE BYTE INTO THE IBM

00340 ; SDLC CRC CALCULATION, GIVEN nu STARTING CRC IN DE

AND

•0350 : THE ADDRESS OF THE BYTE TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR POINTED

TO

00360 BY HL THE NEW CRC IS RETURNED IN DE. THIS

ROUTINE

00370 IS THE Z80 VERSION OF ONE Mil TO VASA, COMPUTER

DBS ICtl

00380 ; MAY 1976, PG. 190, AS MODIFIED BY SOCHA, COMPUTER

00390 ; DESIGN MAY 1979 PG . 6.

00400 ;

00410 NEWCRC LD A, (HL) J GET NEXT DATA

BYTE

00420 XOR D

00430 LD D,A

00440 SRL A

00450 SRL A

00460 SRL A

00470 SRL A

•0489 XOR D J GENERATE IJKLMNOP

00490 LD D,E ; SWAP TWO CR

BYTES

00500 LD E,A ; PER SOCHA

00510 RL A

00520 RL A

00530 RL A

00540 RL A

00550 LD C,A ;SAVE MNOPXIJK

00560 RL A

00570 RL A

00580 AND 1FH 1 SELECT O00IJKLM

00590 XOR D

00600 LD D,A

00610 LD A,C

00620 AND 0F0H ; SELECT MNOPOO00

00630 XOR D

00640 LD D,A ;CRCH DONE IN D

00650 LD A,C .

00660 RL A

00670 AND 0EOH ; SELECT NOP0O00O

MM XOR E

L'00 9t LD E,A ;CRCL DONE IN E

00700 RET

00710;

00720 END
•

40 2DH ; TO DOS AF'

LOADING
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COMPUTING

THE NEW PUBLICATION
FOR SERIOUS SMALL BUSINESS

COMPUTER USERS
OW TO REALLY USE TOUR COMPUTER

THE TRUTH ABOUT SOFTWARE
* NEW COMPUTERS * RELATED PRODUCTS

PUBLISHED BY JCUttHIIHIlftlCH

mkm cam

mm-nmmamu* mwmmntm**

aw* «i *w: hi wuv+am«»«!

HI ^T*iHWH»K *•#>•« •»•"*""

tits himm m d* wiww « *» •wa

himm m iiwm'iwi rrot ** «**

Limt&L OVk&i

TIRED OF GAMES?... Don t understand your computer?
Can't understand the difference between RAM and ROM?
Are Computer Magazines and Manuals over your head?

SUBSCRIBE TO
BUSINESS
COMPUTING'

Make your computer work for you in your business...Choose
the right computer. Learn the limits of your computer..The
truth about Business Software.

•CQMPIJTRQMCS
SO N PASCACK ROAO

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

•'• ADD$l?,YEAR ••

(Canada A Mexico)

— ADOS24-VEAR —
(To All Otrier Countries)

SUBSCRIBE TO
BUSINESS
COMPUTING NOW!

And receive the next 12 Issues at less than half our regu-

lar subscription price.

1 YEAR (12 Issues) SAB. 90 ($120 - Regular Price)

2 YEARS (24 Issues) $72.°° ($240 Regular Price)

— ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE-

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N V. STATE*

(800) 431-2818

& 24
HOUR
ORDER
LINE



THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

SOFTWARE
FOR THS-M"
OWNERS •CQMPLITRQN.CS

* TRS-80*" IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP

I MONTHLY
y NEWSMAGAZINE

J FOR TRS-M"
C. OWNERS

MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I, II, III & Color

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• NEW EXPANDED BUSINESS
SECTION

• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE
ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

NOW IN OUR 5th YEAR
PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN RECENT ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• FINCALC A COMPLETE FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE
• INFORMATION SYSTEM REVIEW
• STATISTICAL COMBINATIONS
• PASCAL'S TRIANGLE
• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS
• DISK FILES

• MOD III REVIEW
• KEYBOARD THUNDER AND LIGHTING EXPLAINED
• DOS COMMANDS IN LEVEL II

• PROBABILITY CURVE GENERATOR
• CALCULATOR SIMULATIONS
• THE MEGABYTE GAP
• STOCKS AND BONDS
• BUDGET ANALYSIS (FOR BUSINESS AND HOMEl
• NFWDOS 80 REVIEW
• HUTCHING THE HORSE SYSTEM THAT CANT LOSE
• A SIMULATED GOLF GAME
• CONTINUOUS FORM SOURCES
• I AX SAVER REVIEW

AND MORE

&&%
* vov*

vet*
FINCALC

«0

A Complete Financial Analysis Package Used
To Calculate Markup, Margin, Annuities, Compound Interest, Nominal

_ _ n
And Effective Rates, Sinking Funds, Mortgage Calculations, Future Value,

a'ty^ Savings and Insurance, Percentage Difference Between Two Numbers,

Amortization Schedule and More

SEND FOR OUR NEW 64 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS 80" PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2 00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS OR SAMPLE ISSUE

All program* arc supplied on cassette (add $3 for Diskette Version - add $5 lor modified Mod-ll Version).

iCQMRJTRQMXCS
i

t

SO N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE

(«1 JiiJy 1978 • «12 - June 1979 • "24 July 1980

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE,

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

•30 January 1981

1

NAMF

NEW!!!
M0D-II NEWSLETTER
$18/year Cor II 1—ii—

3

24 ORDER 1^$!
LINE ^"^

(914) 425-1535

_EXP DATE

ADDRESS _CTTY_. ._. STATE ._ ZIP
•** ADD $12 YEAR (CANADA. MEXICO) • ADD $24 YEAR AIR MAIL - OUTSIDE OF USA. CANADA & MEXICO ^9
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1040
Department of the Treasury—Internal Revenue Service

U.S. IwJivWuil licome Tax Retira 81
FarhtacyAeHtetke^ijejaf^^ . 1979. ending . 19

Use
IRS

libel.

Other-

wist,

please

print

or type.

Your first nira and initial (if joint return, also five spouse's mm and Initiil) Last name

Present home eddreu (Number •ml street, including apartment number, cr rural route)

Your social security number

Spouse's social security no.

Ch>, town or pest office, State end ZIP code

Presidential

Election

Campaign Fund

Do you want $1 to go to this fund?

If joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund?

Your occupation

Spouse's occupation

Yes

Yes

Note: Checking "Yes" will

not increase your tax or

reduce your refund.

•••EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80 •••
TRS-so to a trademark of the Radio Shack oivlalon of Tandy Corporation

1981 INCOME TAX PAC
Completeiy Revised * Latest Tax Tables * Fully Tested * Complete Manual and Documentation

* * The New Version Of The Income Tax Pacs Are Full Of Error Catching Codes * *
• * Making It Impossible To Make An Error * •

— Follow The Simple Step By Step Procedure That Makes Tax Preparation Simple —
e FORM 1040 (LONG FORM)
• FORM 1040A (SHORT FORM)
• FORM 2106 EMPLOYEE BUSINESS EXPENSE
e FORM 2210 UNDERPAYMENT OF ESTIMATED TAX BY INDIVIDUALS
e FORM 2440 DISABILITY INCOME EXCLUSION
• FORM 2441 CREDIT FOR CHILD AND DEPENDENT CARE EXPENSES
• FORM 3903 MOVING EXPENSE ADJUSTMENT
• FORM 4797 SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE OF GAINS AND LOSSES

• SCHEDULE A ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS
• SCHEDULE B INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS
• SCHEDULE C PROFIT (OR LOSS) FROM BUSINESS OR PROFESSION
• SCHEDULE D CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES
• SCHEDULE E SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME SCHEDULE
• SCHEDULE F - FARM INCOME AND EXPENSES
• SCHEDULE G INCOME AVERAGING
e SCHEDULES R & RP-CREDIT FOR THE ELDERLY

• • PROFESSIONAL • •
INCOME TAX PAC C

FOR MODEL I and MODEL III (32K)

or MODEL II (S4K)

WITH 1 OR MORE
DISK DRIVES

ALL SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

SCHEDULE SE-COMPUTATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX
SCHEDULE TC TAX COMPUTATION
OUTPUT TO VIDEO OR LINE PRINTER
FORMATS FOR TRACTOR FEED OR INDIVIDUAL FORM FEED PRINTERS
AUTOMATIC MEMORY STORAGE FOR INCOME TAX PREPARERS
INSTANT LINE CHANGE
BUILT IN ERROR CHECKING

iCQMPLmQNXCS!wwevwcfc »^c«<a« st«*/«

'

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

PLEASE SEND ME:

D PROFESSIONAL INCOME TAX PAC C
D MODEL II PROFESSIONAL INCOME TAX PAC C

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

• A COMPLETE LINE OF •

PLASTIC OVERLAYS
— and —

TRACTOR FEED FORMS

AVAILABLE

$99 95

$199.95

k All orders processed within 24-Hour

s

• 30-Day money back guarantee on all Software
*Add $3.00 for shipping in UPS Areas
*Add $4.00 for C.O.D. or NON-UPS Areas within U.S.A.

kAdd $5.00 to Canada and Mexico
kAdd proper postage outside of U.S., Canada and Mexico

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

NAME

.EXP. DATE.

STREET

CITY

HOUR «^g
24 ORDER ^

LINE

(914) 425-1535

_STATE- ZIP-

•" See List of Advertisers on psge 402

ALL PRICES k SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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•CQIYIPUTRQNICS"
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80- • ATARI" • APPLE" • PET" • CP/M" • XEROX" • IBM" •
TRS-10 •• i lijdrmjrk ol Ihr Rjtt.o Shji k Din.nin ol ljnd> I .up - ATARI is t lrj.trm.iik ..I llm In. - 4PP1I ., j tudrmuk <>l *pplr ( orp ' PET is J Irjdrmjrk ul ( ommHJWf

• < r M is t Irjdemjtk ..I D.(ilJ trtrinh - -\ERCIX is j liidrmnk •>! Xrixi C i.ip IBM is * tudrnwrk ol IBM I orp

BUSINESS PAC 100
*

30-Dav money back gu

Software

100 Ready-To-Run
Business Programs

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE) Includes 128 Page Users Manual
Inventory Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.
Checkbook Maintenance....Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

NAME DESCRIPTION

1 RULE7B Interest Apportionment, by Rule of tne 78 s

2 ANNUl Armurty computation program
3 DATE Time between dates

4 DAYYEAR Day of year a particular date fairs on

5 LEASEJNT Interest rate on lease

6 BREAKLVM Breakeven analysis

7 DEPRSL Straightbne depreciation

8 DEPRSY Sum of trie digits depreciation

9 DEPRDB Declining balance depreciation

1 DEPRDDB Double declining balance depreciation

1

1

TAXDEP Cash flow vs depreciation tables

12 CHECK2 Prints NEBS checks along with daily register

13 CHECKBK1 Checkbook maintenance program
1

4

MORTGAGE/A Mortgage amortization table

1

5

MULTMON Computes time needed for money to double triple

16 SALVAGE Determines salvage value of an investment
1

7

RRVARJN Rate of return on investment with vanable in/lows

18 RRCONST Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

1

9

EFFECT Effective interest rate of a loan

20 FVAL Future value of an investment i compound interest?

2

1

FVAL Present value of a future amount
22 LOANPAY Amount of payment on a loan

23 REGVVTTH Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

24 SIMPDISK Smple discount analysis

25 DATEVAL Equivalent t nonequrvalent dated values for oblig

26 ANNUDEF Present value of deferred annuities

27 MARKUP X Markup analysis for items

28 SINKFUND Sinking fund amortization program
29 BONDVAL Value of a bond
30 DEPLETE Depletion analysis

31 BLACKSH Black Scholes options analysis

32 STOCVAL1 Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

33 WARVAL Value of a wan-ant

34 BONDVAL2 Value of a bond
35 EPSEST Estimate of future earnings per share for company
36 BETAALPH Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

37 SHARPE1 Portfolio selection model i e what stocks to hold

38 OPTWRfTE Option writing computations
39 RTVAL Value of a nght

40 EXPVAL Expected value analysis

41 BAYES Bayesian decisions

42 VALPRtNF Value of perfect information

43 VALADINF Value of additional information

44 OTlLrTY Derives ubhty function

45 SIMPLEX Linear programming solution by simplex method
46 TRANS Transportation method for linear programming
47 EOQ Economic order quantity inventory model
48 QUEUE 1 Single server queueing (waiting line) model
49 CVP Cost volume-profit analysis

50 CONDPROF Conditional profit tables

51 OPTLOSS Opportunity loss tables

52 FQUOQ Fixed quantity economic order quantity model
53 FQEOWSH As above but with shortages permitted

54 FQEOQPB As above but with quantity pnce breaks

55 QUEUECB Cost benefit waitng line analysis

56 NCFANAL Net cash flow anafysis for simple investment

57 PROF1ND Profitability index of a project

56 CAP) Cap Asset Pr Model analysis of project

59 WACC Weighted average cost of capital

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensating bal required

6

1

DISCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 ^^ERGANAL Merger analysis computations

63 FINRAT Financial ratios for a firm

64 NPV Net present value of protect

65 PRINDIAS Laspevres pnce index

6b PRINDPA Paasche price index

67 StASIND Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
68 TIME TR Time senes analysis linear trend

69 TL^E-^OV Time senes analyses moving average t/end

70 FLIPRlf^F Future pncr estimation witn inflation

7
: MMLPAC Mailing list system

72 IF TWRT Letter writing system links with MMLPAC
73 SORT ^ Sorts list of names
74 LAHH I Shipping label maker
75 LABEL 2 Name label maker
76 BUSBUD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TIMECLCK Computes weeks total hours from bmeclock info

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system storage permitted

79 INVOICf- Generate invoice on screen and pnnt on pnnter

80 INVENT2 In memory inventory control system

81 TELDIR Computerized telephone directory

82 TIMUSAN Time use analysis

83 ASSKjr-* Use of assignment algonthm for optimal job assign

84 ACCTREC In memory accounts receivable system storage ok
85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of ioans

86 PAY*"iE.T Computes gross pay required for given net

8 7 ShLLPR Computes selling pnce for given after tax amount
88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPHSr Sniung tund depreciation

90 UPS/ONE Finds UPS zo-ies from zip code
91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including return address

92 AUTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 INSF1LE Insurance polK-y file

94 PAYROLL2 In memory payroll system

95 DILAiNAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAFFD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 RLNTPRCH Purchase pnce for rental property

98 SALLLLAS Sale leaseback analys.s

99 RRCONVBD Investor s rate of return on convertable bond
100 POR rVAl 9 Stcx k market portfolio storage-valuation program

D CASSETTE VERSION $99.95
D DISKETTE VERSION $99.95
a TRS-80* MODEL U VERSION $149.95
ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN (IPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 FOR CO.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

•CQMPLJTRQNICS.

new

S*** UNB
<°°o> 4,,.^;;

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

ASK FOR OUR 64-PAGE CATALOG

2a

*•• ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE*
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Tired Of your
GENERAL LEDGER?
VERSA
LEDGER

m .

M&

• THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER

• A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER

• A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

mm i • mm i • ojjl • m
mmm mm mmsm

HOW IT WORKS
VERSALEDGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows. To
start, your VERSALEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just

enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to. As you or your business

grows, you may add more details to your transactions .... account number, detailed account
explanations, etc.

VERSALEDGER
• VERSALEDGER can give you an instant cash

balance at anytime (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used as a small per-
sonal checkbook register. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to run your
million dollar corporation (IF YOU WANT IT

TO)

• VERSALEDGER printschecks (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER stores all check information
forever (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can handle more than one
checkbook (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to replace a
general ledger. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY .

(300 checks per month on single density 5V disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model-I)

(500 checks per month on the Apple II)

(2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model III)

(6000 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model II)

(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP M)

• VERSALEDGER will soon have an add-on payroll package (IF YOU NEED IT)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES —

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$99.95

VERSALEDGER HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

•CQMPtJTRQNICSi
50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

* ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
* ADD $400 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S.. CANADA & MEXICO

(914) 425-1535

HOUR
ORDER
LINE

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

•** ALL PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE "* **9
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ECQIYIPUTRQNICS C.

• • EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80™ MODEL I, II or III • •
APPLE AND ALL COMPUTERS USING MICROSOFT BASIC

rl <>l [ j.wl. ( urp

BUSINESS/80 presents

• Ai jrders processed within 24 Hours.
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add S3 00 for shipping in UPS Areas
• Add $4 00 'or C O Dor NON-UPS Areas
• Add S5 00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add t'xact postage to an other countries

IgJE Professional
Business
Systems $fc

• Each Module Can Be Operated Individually Or As A Completely Coordinated System.

• Turn-Key Error Catching Operation For Beginners.

• Each Module Is Accompanied By More Than 100 Pages Of Step-By-Step Documentation.

• Manuals Available Separately. ($50 each) * Complete Sample Report Listings ($10)

$195 (Model I Or Model III TRSDOS Version)

$250 Apple Version (From Peachtree Requires CP/M)

$295 (Model II TRSDOS Version)

$495 (Model II Peachtree CP/M Version)

BUSINESS/80 * BUSINESS/80 * BUSINESS/80 * BUSINESS/80 ' BUSINESS/80 ' BUSINESS/80 ' BUSINESS/60 ' BUSINESS/80 ' BUSINESS/80 ' BUSINESS/80

GENERAL LEDGER
Processes

* ( lexible design allows system to be easi'y adapted to both small business
es and also to firms performmg client wr teup services

* Add change or delete records within the Chart 0' AcCCi.'its Master i F le

* List the Chart of Accounts File

* Key m transactions into the Transactions J'jur-a E n tnes Fii.»

* List the Transactions File

* It other Peai Mree Software packages are preser! pass summary fa' s

actions from these packages to the Ge'e-ai Ledge' a: t*e e-d "-•

account. ng period
* At the end o* an accounting period print out the major reports

(l) Trial Balance
| Detail Report)

;2\ T-ansaction Reg sters

(3) Balance Sheet
(4) Prior Year Comparat.e Baa--~ =•--••••

(5) Income Statement
(6) Prior Year Comparative Income Statement
(7) Department income Statements

Fit* Information
There are two main computer dies maintained within the General Ledger

System
(1) The of Accounts File

Account Number
Description
Account Type
Balance Sheet Column Code
Current Amount
Year To-Date Amount
Budget Amount
Prior Year Monthly Amounts

(2) The Transactions File

Account Number
Desciption
Source Code
Reference
Date
Amount

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Processes

* Add ( *"ii
n gp O' delete records w fur. 'tie Customer I Me

* List the entire Customer File, or any Customer within the File

* Enter invoices payments, credits and adiustments
* Prepare invoices and statements
* '-

' :••?•..'« .'< ' il'owmg rep "Is

(II Aged Accounts Receivable

(2) invoice Register

(3) Payment Credit and Adjustment Register
(4) Customer Account Status Report

* At the end of a month post the following items to the General . eager
(1) Invoiced Sales
(2) Freight Charges
1 3) Sales Ta»
(4) Service Charge Income
(5| Cash Payments
(6) Discounts Allowed
(7| Returns 'Credits

(8) income Adjustments
(9i Accounts Receivable

File Information
T*-e'€- a re free mam computer files maintained within the Accounts Receiva

bie System the Customer File the Invoice File, and the Transaction File

CUSTOMER FILE
Customer Account Number
Customer Name

Phone
Type Of Account
Credit Terms
Credit Limit
-., o a:e
Discount Rate
Date : _ii- :-•:•;

Date of Last Debit
Amount of Last Credit
Amount of Last Debit
Current Balance
~i ;- '-• i- e
Year To-Date Saies
Year-To-Date Payments
-.,' :*-*::. b - •; A-- :., •

INVOICE FILE
invoice Number
Invoice Date
InvO'Ce Amou"!
Credit Terms

TRANSACTION FI..E

Transaction Type
Transaction Date
"ansaction Amount

^9
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Processes

* Add change o' delete reccds *.;hm Te Ve rdc i

* List the Vendor File

* Enter vouchers
* Automatically determine which vouchers to pav
* Print checKs and a Check Register

* Produce the following reports

(1) Open Voucher Report
(2) Accounts Payable Ageing Report
(3) Cash Requirements

* At the end of a month, prepare the General Ledger
the following information for each debit or cred.t i

(1 1 Account Number
(2) Descriptor
(3) Source Code
(4) Date
(5) Amoj'!

ansfer Fi

isaction

es --a.

-.e VC

File Information
There are two main com

System, the Vendor File and
VENDOR FILE

Vendor Cooe
Vendor Name
Address
Phone
Year-To-Date Purchases
Year-To-Date Payments
Current Balance
Last Payment
Date of Last Payment
Monthly Entry Flag
Due Date of Month
Debit Account Numbe r

Amount iDeb.t:
Month Last Paid

This file may also certain
vouchers for those 'terns SuC p

VOUCHER FILE
Voucher Code
Voucher Date
Amount Due
Date Due
Discount Percent
Discount Amount
Discount Date
Invoice Number
Invoice Date
Status

Plus up to sm account number-amount fields for Ge
numbers to which the amount due is to he distributed

•r - !»(• a •

:

,-, ..-•= -a. are

nformation to enao'e generator' o' autO"--at.c

asrentor bar-.« payments '*at a"» pa. d every month

n".il Ledger account

PAYROLL
Processes

* Add. change or oeiete recc-ds mfm \r-,o Employee f '*

* List the Employee File

* Modify the Tax Information Fnes
* At the end oi a pay period -

dl Calculate Pay
(2) Print Checks
(3) Print Payroll Register

* At the end ol a month -

(1) Print the monthly summary
(2) Print the Unemployment Tax Report
(3) Prepare the General Ledger Transfer File passing the following
information

Net Pay i Cash)
Employee FICA Witnne'a
Fedcai Tax Withheld
insu'ance Deductions
Miscellaneous Dedutions
Slate Ta» Withheld
Locai Ta> W thheid

The gross pay 'or up to twent, pav'O'' departments "iav a s: be
passed to the Genera 1 Ledge'

* At the end o' a quarter prmt the 94 -A report information
* At the end of a year ppnt the W-2 tormi

File Information
There are two main computer files ma. "tamed within thp Payroll System the

Employee Master File and the Tax File

EMPLOYEE MASTER FILE
Name
Address
Local Code
State Code
Marital Status
Exemptions Federal
Exemptions State
Social Securty Numoer
Pay Period
Pay Type
Pay Rate
Insurance Deduct o"
Miscellaneous Deduction
Date Employed
Date Terminated
Last Check information

Payroll (con't)

A"3 c.irrent mpnth-to-aate quarte'-to-date and year-to-date totals for

Regular Earnings
Ove'time Hours Earnings
Other Hours Rate Earnings
Commission Earnings
Miscellaneous Income
FICA Deductions
Federal Deductions
State Deductions
Local Deductions
Insurance Deductions
Miscellaneous Deductions

rAX FILE
;IOr Single and marned persons!
federal Tax information Tables
•State Tax "-formation Tables
^oca Wit^ho'di' g Tax information Tabes

An Overview of the Inventory System

inventoiy is probably the most speculative of all of a company s assets A true

measure ol the effectiveness of management is the ability with which it supervises
the inventory control function

The Peachtree Software'" Inventory Management System is designed to (1)

give you better merchandise control, (2)allowyou to lower your dollar investment
m inventory and (3| improve customer service and response

The System maintains detailed information on each inventory item including
the part number description unit o' measure vendor and reorder data, item
activity and complete information on current item costs, pricing, and sales

Transactions effecting inventory (sales receipts adjustments) may be applied at

any time to insure me nventory data is always up to date and accurate

As w.th an Peachtree products the system is interactive simple to operate
a'-J p'->vdes reports mat a-e up to date and comprehensive

Pa'VCo'ar *pat-. res o' the Peachtree Software"' inventory Management

• Interactive neno-d'ne" programs

• Se^-i^struchng ;,se< documentation

• Long item number - up to 15 characters

• Departmentalizing of items

• Multiple pricing levels

• Processes items on reserve (committed but still in stock)

• Online 'tern query at any time

• Comprehensive management reporting

• Axiomatic month end file backup

• ''Ivcover*, rout nes lor hardware failures

• Sample data 'or demonstration and training

How the System is Designed
""-• i-.ento'y Ma"agement System operates with ar< Inventory Matter Filew c" ai'ows *or me creatio" o* eac* inventory item and for the recording of

transactions sales -eceipts 'eturns 'eserves ana adjustments) to each mven-
lo'v item

The inventory Master File contains the item number description and various
omer data on item costs prices reorder levels vendor retereence. and activity The
items wiihm the Master File are entered, changed, deleied. and queried through
the Inventory Matter File Maintenance program All data on all items may be listed

by using the Detail Inventor/ Report program

Transactions may be applied at any time to the Master File through the Enter
Inventory Transactions program An Update Report automatically prints during
this entry process to provide an audit trail ot all inventory acitivity

Several reports are available lor the maintaining of stock analysis, and fore-

cast, ng These reports include the Physical Inventory Worksheet, Inventory Price
List. Departmental Summary Report. Inventory Status Report, the Reorder Report
anc the Period-to-Date and Year-to-Oate reports

A: :n«? e-d c* a" accounting period usually a month, and then again at the
e"d o' a year me End ol Period Processing program .s run to update current
ra ; ar cps a ,- d C'ear previous naia^ces

•CQMPLITRQMCSi
50 N PASCACK ROAO

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

HOUR
ORDER
LINE

G© 24

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

^8
ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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# # from yOll iQFf^M
FOR THE TRS-80 MODEL I AND MODEL III

1System Diagnostic

$99.95

jgosBi-Qf-
r j&QandySVfiM

^RcrOperaiie^

For Cassette or Disk

IS YOUR COMPUTER WORKING?

ROM:
RAM:

VIDEO DISPLAY:

KEYBOARD:
LINE PRINTER:

CASSETTE RECORDER:
RS-232-C INTERFACE:

DISK DRIVES:

ARE YOU SURE?
checksum test

four separate tests including every address and data value.

character generator, video RAM, and video signal.

every key contact tested.

character test.

read/write/verify data.

connector fault, data transmission, framing, data loop, baud rate generator.

disk controller, drive select and restore, track seek and verify data, read/write/verify all tracks and
sectors with or without erasing, sector formatting, disk drive timer, disk head cleaner.

— Individual tests of each device with operator monitoring and intervention.

— Continuous sysem tests run continually for hours testing each component, with diagnostic reports optionally written on line printer.

— One program adapts to any system configuration and hardware.

— Complete instructions and documentation.

MON-3 and MON-4
The TRS-80 Monitor Programs A3 and »4 are powerful utility programs

enabling you to interact directly with the TRS-80 in Machine Language.
They ut as useful for beginners as for advanced programmers.

• BEGINNERS can learn to interact directly with the computer in

Machine Language.

• 40-PAGE MANUAL provided with each program.

• SIMPLE commands, easy to use.

The Features Of The Monitor Programs Enable You To The Following

• DISPLAY memory in different ways.

• DISASSEMBLE memory to see Machine Language commands.

• MOVE and COMPARE memory areas.

• SEARCH through memory to find specific values.

• MODIFY memory in various ways.

• RELOCATE object programs.

• PRINT output on video display or line printer.

• READ and WRITE object tapes in SYSTEM Format.

• UNLOAD programs using low RAM on dbk.

• SAVE and READ disk files (MON-4 Only).

• INPUT and OUTPUT of disk sectors (MON-4 Only).

• SEND and RECEIVE data over RS-232-C Interface (MON-4 Only).

• Create SYMBOLIC Tapes (MON-3) or Fries (MON-4) of Disassem-

bled output for Editor/Assembler program.

MON-3 (Tor Cassette System*) $39-9$
MON-4 (For Disk Systems) $49 95

SMART TERMINAL
Enables your TRS-80 to be used as a remote terminal to a time sharing

computer system. Supports upper/lower case and full range of control

keys, including control key mapping into any ASCII character. Automatic
transmission of files between TRS-80 and host computer. Files can be read

from or written to cassette tape or disk. Incoming data can be printed on
line printer or stored in memory for subsequent save to cassette or disk.

Disk and tape files are fully compatible with the ELECTRIC PENCIL pro-

gram. Baud rate and RS-232-C sense switches can be reset without open-
ing Expansion Interface. Requires RS-232-C interface and modem.

Cassette or Disk Version $*9-9$

FASTSORT
A series of machine-language subroutines (for 16K, 32K and 48K Sys-

tems) to sort data from BASIC programs. Data mt\ be alphabetic (string)

or numeric (integer only). Works equally well with Level II or Disk Basic.

Complete instructions and examples provided for interfacing with your

BASIC programs.

Cassette or Disk Version $9 95

MAILING UST
Maintains mailing lists of over 1000 names. Commands allow adding,

changing, deleting, and finding names. Sorting is done by machine lan-

guage according to the information in any field (i.e., name, address, lip

code). Labels printed in 1, 2, or 3 columns, in master list on one line, or on
video display.

Disk Version Only $+9.9$

HOME BUDGET
Combines the maintenance of vour checkbook with analysis of your

income, expenses, and monthly bills. Handles data including bills, in-

cluding bills, income, deposits, checks and debits to your checking ac-

count, and cash expenses. Computes checkbook balance, list of unpaid

bills, monthly and year-to-date summaries of income and expenses show-
ing income tax deductions. All output printed on video display or line

printer at user's option. Complete instructions for customizing to suit

your own budget.

Disk Version Only $49-9$

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Based on Dome Bookkeeping Record "612, this program keeps track of

income, expenditures, and payroll for a small business of up to 16 employ-
ees. Income and expenditures can be entered on a daily, weekly, or

monthly basis, and the program computes monthly, through last month,
and year-to-date summaries. Payroll section keeps record of individual

employees and their paychecks with up to six categories of payroll de-
ductions. Employee payroll record and year-to-date payroll totals can be
computed. Manual contains complete instructions for customizing to suit

your business.

Disk Version $49-9$
Cassette Version $19-9$

(Cassette Version does not contain payroll)

•CQMPLJTRQNICS
50 N PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY NEW YORK 10977

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

431-2818

&
^ HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

(800)

• AN orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add S3 00 for snipping m UPS Areas
• Add S4 00 for C D or NON-UPS Areas
• Add $5 00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to all otner countries
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UTILITY

Here's a Model I patch that lets you use glitched disks.

Does FORMAT Get Your
BACKUP?

W. D. Hart

1 Allen Road
Norwalk, CT 06851

If
you have a Model I system,

five thumbs on each hand and

a main supply subject to enor-

mous transient effects, you may
have accumulated a small pile

of unusable or partly-damaged

disks. Some crucial file or sector

format is distorted so the

system will not work any more.

The first time this happened

to me, I tried to rewrite the of-

fending disk with the Backup

utility. Backup stopped as soon

as it reached the damaged por-

tion. The Format utility created

The Key Box

Model I

TRSDOS 2.3

Backup

a monster of a data disk, which

my single-drive system was un-

able to use at all! Backup now
refused to touch the disk be-

cause its I.D. did not match, and

I did not know how to find the

correct I.D. I quickly realized

that Backup is only useful with a

new disk.

My local Radio Shack store

revealed that all would be well if

I invested in a disk demagnetiz-

ing device, an expensive solu-

tion. My pile of useless disks

grew, slowly but inexorably.

Another Solution

Using Debug I examined the

Backup utility and prepared the

following four patches to re-

format destination disks. In

every case so far, this has

returned my damaged disks to

further service.

From TRSDOS, call Backup.

When the system asks for the

source drive number, press

Reset to start over. From
TRSDOS, call Debug; hit Enter

again, to get the core display.

Display 5300-53FF. Modify the

'C2' at 534D to read 'C3\ Modify

the '28F3' at 53C0 to read '0000'.

Modify the '28F2' at 53EB to

read '0000\ Modify the 'D2A343'

at 53F4 to read 'OXXDOOO'. Go to

5200.

You have returned to Backup,

waiting for the source drive

number again. The program will

now re-format any disk. (If this is

unsuccessful repeat the third

and last steps only. On a par-

ticularly bad evening I had to do

this three or four times, but

more than once is rare.)

When you mount the destina-

tion disk, the program reads it. If it

is unused (condition code non-

zero) it will be formatted; other-

wise the old errors in sector struc-

ture stop the backup procedure

&.2>^AxE~
every time. The first patch trans-

forms the conditional 'Jump non-

zero' into a fixed 'Jump' ensuring

re-formatting.

Three other messages kept

appearing. Because the disk

was not blank some other condi-

tion codes or flags had been set,

now full of the wrong informa-

tion. The other three patches by-

pass printing the three mes-

sages. This is not a clean solu-

tion, but it is simple, and does

the job!

Two days after writing this I

visited my local Radio Shack

computer store again. The staff

was backing up some new
system disks for the Model III

machine, and the new Backup

utility gave the option to refor-

mat each disk as it was first

loaded! But if you use TRSDOS
2.3 on a Model I system this sim-

ple suggestion can keep your

old disks running longer.
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REVIEW

. . . or a Video Genie or a Dick Smith System 80?

What's a TRZ-80?

Eric Lindsay

6 Hmerest Avenue
Faulconbridge NSW 2776

Australia

TRZ-80 is not a misprint for

TRS-80. However, the hard-

ware and software in the two

systems are so similar that you

could be forgiven for thinking

them the same in all but ap-

pearance. Also confusing are

the number of names under

which the same system is sold:

TRZ-80 in South Africa; Video

Genie in England; PMC-80 in

the USA; and as the Dick Smith

System 80 in Australia.

I first saw this TRS-80 com-

patible machine mentioned in

the August 1979 issue of Crea-

tive Computing. The name, this

time, was Video Genie EG-3003,

and it was made by ECCA Inter-

national of Hong Kong.

When the same machine was

advertised in Australia in late

August 1979 as the Dick Smith

System 80, \ was one of the first

people to place my deposit.

The salesman cheerfully

218 • 80 Microcomputing, Janua

took my money and told me
how good the machine would

be. He hadn't actually seen it,

but he had seen a very realistic

mock-up. The real thing would

arrive in September.

In September it was sup-

posed to arrive in November. In

November the arrival date was

extended to January. In

January it became late March.

Finally a day came when I was

told that someone had gone to

Hong Kong and actually seen

the machines on the produc-

tion line. In April they said they

would be able to give me a

delivery date real soon. Very

early in May I was told that the

first shipment had left Hong

Kong— all 38 of them.

My local store did not know

how many they were getting.

The next day they received two

machines. I was number two.

Appearance

Resembling the Exidy

Sorcerer more than the TRS-80,

the System 80 comes in a two-

tone plastic case (black base

and white top), with white

keytops set off by a black sur-

round that also encloses the

built-in cassette recorder and

ry 1982

tape counter. It looks more im-

pressive than the TRS-80. The

sides of the plastic case are

made to resemble wood, and

look reasonably realistic from a

distance.

The keys are standard size,

and mostly follow the TRS-80

pattern, except that the Enter

key is called new line, the up ar-

row is ESC, and the down arrow

is CTRL. The left arrow is called

backspace. I do not like the feel

of the keys as much as those of

the TRS-80, however, key-

bounce does not seem to be as

much of a problem.

The built-in cassette re-

corder has a full range of tape

control keys, but there is no

volume control, nor any user

accessible inputs or outputs.

Keyboard switch F1 discon-

nects the recorder from the re-

mote control and allows the

user to rewind tapes. The tape

counter readings do not coin-

cide with Radio Shack re-

corders. Luckily, the recorder

seems able to cope with tapes

recorded at a variety of levels,

and the lack of a volume control

has not been as much of a prob-

lem as I feared. However, it is

possible to encounter tapes

that will not load through the

built-in cassette recorder.

The back panel contains

three sockets and three

switches. The reset button, the

50-pin expansion socket, the

5-pin tv monitor socket, another

5-pin socket for a second cas-

sette recorder, and a power

switch mounted on the built-in

(but detachable) power supply

are on the left. There is also an

additional cord from a built-in

modulator which enables you

to use a regular home tv as a

video display. A switch be-

tween the expansion socket

and the tv monitor socket en-

ables you to switch from the

regular 64 characters per line

display to a 32 character

double width display more

suited to a tv screen. Unfortu-

nately, this width change is not

software controllable unless

you make a minor change to the

System 80 circuitry.

Software Compatibility

The System 80 uses a Micro-

soft extended Basic, which is

almost identical with that used

in the TRS-80. All the program

pointers are the same, and the

memory map is identical. The



only two differences I am aware

of are both relatively minor.

When I brought my machine

home. I showed it to a friend who
teaches computer science. He

managed to lock up the system

several times after turning the

power on. It worked fine when I

turned it on, and he was typing

his first program line into the

machine as soon as he had a

Ready prompt. I was following

the instructions that came with

the machine and using the new
line key first. The difference is

that a TRS-80 gives you a

memory size prompt, whereas

the System 80 shows only the

Ready prompt. My friend was

fairly critical about that; if a

machine says it is Ready, he ex-

pects it to be ready.

The other difference is in the

printer address. In the TRS-80.

the printer port is at address

14312. In the System 80. it is at

port FD. Unless you make your

own printer interface hardware,

this will not matter, since you

will buy a printer cable suitable

for your own machine. It could

cause problems in programs

that do not use the printer

driver routines in Basic, so take

considerable care when buying

word processor software. Do a

test run to ensure they will drive

a printer when used in the non-

TRS-80 machine. Radio

Shack's word processor (Scrip-

sit) is one that does not appear

to work in the System 80.

Turn the machine right side

up. and remove the entire top.

Inside, you have the keyboard

printed circuit board, which in-

cludes only a few resistors, the

power-on LED, and the cas-

sette-on LED. The keyswitches

mount individually in a metal

mounting plate, and are

soldered to the board under

that. Interestingly, there are 10

vacant holes at the top of the

metal mounting plate. You can

arrange access to these by cut-

ting away part of the plastic top

cover. I found these very con-

venient, and have mounted my

shift lock, clear, cassette one,

and cassette two keys here.

The keyboard can be moved

aside by removing eight

screws. \\ is connected to the

main board by a very peculiar

ribbon cable, which consists of

stiff steel wires covered with

transparent plastic. There does

not appear to be any way to

remove it. short of unsoldering

it, but you can move the

keyboard far enough aside to

gain access to everything else.

The main board contains the

socketed Z80, three socketed

ROM chips, and the eight

socketed 4116 RAM chips.

There is no provision for any

other expansion within the

machine. The 7812 and a heat-

sink mounted 7805 three ter-

minal regulator are also on this

board. Considering the amount

of heat the 7805 is throwing out,

I would have preferred it be

mounted elsewhere; however, it

has not caused any problems

as yet, and the case is well ven-

tilated in that area. Alongside

the main board, and connected

to it by another of the strange

ribbon cables, is the equally

large interface board.

The interface board holds the

10.64 MHz crystal, the home tv

modulator, relays for the two

cassette interfaces, the seven

2102 static memories for the

video display, and part of the

cassette recorder circuitry. The

only chip in a socket is the 2513

character generator. Unlike the

TRS-80, this character gener-

ator is uppercase only, so con-

verting to upper and lowercase

would be far more involved than

with the TRS-80. You could

make up an adapter and plug in

the MCM6670P used in the

TRS-80. since it appears to use

the same lines, although it is

not pin compatible. The main

board and the interface board

can be removed by undoing

three screws on each.

By removing six screws and

disconnecting a plug from the

interface board it is easy to

reach the small board, contain-

ing an LM324 quad op amp and

a half-dozen components, that

drives the cassette recorder. A
50k ohm preset potentiometer

sets the tape levels, and this

might well be replaced by a

more accessible control.

Hardware Compatibility

Most of the problems I have

encountered using TRS-80 pro-

grams have been because of

differences between the hard-

ware of the two machines.

Luckily, modifications are

simple and cheap, and can be

done by anyone handy with a

soldering iron.

When playing games that

use the TRS-80 arrow keys, you

soon encounter a problem.

There is no right arrow key on

the System 80. You can

generate a tab by using the

shift. CTRL, and I keys simul-

taneously, but this is useless in

game-playing. Adding a switch

and running two wires to the

proper locations on the back of

Photos by Bob Ri*p.

The Dick Smith System 80 with extra keys on the top line

Into the interior, showing enclosed power supply and cassette

recorder on the right, interface board with tv modulator at the center,

the CPU board on the left. The Z80 is partly obscured by the ribbon

cable from the keyboard.
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Full view of the interface board. The large chip is the character gen-

erator, which must be replaced to obtain lowercase.

Reverse of the keyboard. The additional wires lead to keytop

switches for right arrow, clear and shift lock.

the keyboard printed circuit

board solves that. While you

have the case open, you may
also like to add a Clear key.

The built-in cassette is the

other problem. Since there is no

volume control, you may en-

counter tapes that will not load

reliably. If they are in Basic

there is no problem. Use

CLOAD#-2, and an external

cassette recorder. However,

you have no such control over

System tapes. Dick Smith's

technical director, Jim Rowe,

suggested adding a change-

over switch, and this modifica-

tion works fine.

I mentioned a back panel

switch that converts the video

display from 64 characters to

32 double width characters, the

FRICTION FEED FOR YOUR EPSON

MX-70'°< MX-80'
*KX-70 and MX-80 are Trade Marks of EPSCN. Inc.

+ Converts your printer for friction

feed of SINGLE SHEETS or ROLL
PAPER.

+ SIMPLE Installation (all you
need is a screwdriver, no soldering

+ Tractor feed remains undisturbed.

+ Proven reliability.

+ Available NOW!

+ Only $39. 95 (add $1.50 for "postage;

same as those produced on a

TRS-80 by using the Print CHR$
(23) command. On the System

80, the Print CHR$(23) com-

mand simply inserts a space

between each normal sized

character. An easy hardware

modification involving a diode

and two lengths of wire, brings

that double width 32 character

mode under software control.

Into the Interior

Access to the circuitry is

relatively easy. Turn the

machine upside down, after

disconnecting all the leads,

and undo eight screws. There

are three screws holding the

power supply in place, and

these should not be touched. I

found it best not to remove the

screws from the recesses, and

instead simply loosen them

and put a bit of insulating tape

over the top to keep them in cor-

rect order.

Improvements over the TRS-80

In my opinion, the improve-

ments over the TRS-80 are very

minor. The built-in power sup-

ply and cassette make setting

up a lot easier. You just plug it

into a wall socket and a video

monitor. The F1 switch makes

the cassette easier to use, but

you have no volume control for

problem loads, and if you use a

light pen, you usually have to

change the software to suit the

external cassette (which is at

FE and not the FF that the

TRS-80 and the internal cas-

sette use), or add a change-over

switch.

Not having a right arrow key

can be a real pain. When I sit

down to play some game, I do

not want to have to go through

the entire program listing look-

ing for places where I have to

change CHR$(9) and CHR$(25)

to something else.

S-100 Compatibility

I can't see that the System 80

is any more compatible with

the S-100 bus than is the

TRS-80. Since there are a var-

iety of TRS-80 to S-100 interface

units available, you should

check the prices of these

before buying a machine.

Overall Impression

The initial price of the Sys-

tem 80 is somewhat less than a

TRS-80. You can, with some

reduction in visual quality, use

an unmodified tv as the video

screen. If you are certain that

you will not want to expand

past the 16K machine it is a

good buy.

I do not believe it is a good

machine to expand beyond that

point. The expansion unit costs

more than the TRS-80 expansion

interface. You have to pay an ad-

ditional amount to get an S-100

memory card, and after that,

you have only one S-100 slot

left open for other expansion

options. You would probably be

better off getting the TRS-80

and one of the S-100 bus inter-

face boards available for it, if

you seriously want S-100 com-

patibility at the lowest possible

cost.I
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The MX-100. Not just better. Bigger.

Epson.
Our MX-80 was a pretty tough act to follow. I mean,
how do you top the best-selling printer in the world?

Frankly, it wasn't easy. But the results of all our
sleepless nights will knock your socks off.

The MX-100 is a printer that must be seen to be be-
lieved. For starters, we built in unmatched correspon-
dence quality printing, and an ultra-high resolution bit

image graphics capability. Then we added the ability to

print up to 233 columns of information on 15" wide
paper to give you the most incredible spread sheets
you're ever likely to see. Finally, we topped it all off

with both a satin-smooth friction feed platen and fully

adjustable, removable tractors. And the list of standard
features goes on and on and on.

Needless to say, the specs on this machine — and
especially at under $1000 —are practically unbelievable.

But there's something about the MX-100 that goes far

beyond just the specs; something about the way it all

comes together, the attention to detail, the fit, the feel.

Mere words fail us. But when you see an MX-100, you'll

know what we mean.
All in all, the MX-100 is the most remarkable printer

we've ever built. Which creates rather a large prob-
lem for those of us at

Epson.

How are we going to

top this?

Your next printer.

EPSON
EPSON AMERICA, INC.

3415 Kashiwa Street • Torrance, California 90505 • (213) 539-9140

See the whole incredible Epson MX Series of printers at your Authorized Epson Dealer.

see usi oi Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982
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COMSOFT

N
E

TSHARE 2.0

MULTI-USER SYSTEM
for the

TRS-60® MODELS I Cr III

Powerful addition to NEWDOS80-* expands the capacity of a
single TRS-80 to service TWO active users with full access to

Newdos80

Users operate independently with joint access to disk and up to

two printers.

Execute BASIC or ASSEMBLY language (above 7740 Hex).

2nd user communicates via a TERMINAL, modem, or second
computer acting as a terminal.

NEW BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS
• Communicate between users
• Execute two programs concurrently
• Joint execution of single source
program with separate data areas

• Open same file by two users
• Multi-user MINI-DOS

Requires 32K model I or III with one disk drive and a serial port

interface (software drivers built-in for RS-232* , HUH-8100* ,

TRS232*,andMPR-232s interfaces).

SIMPLEX mode for non serial-port users. Requires only expansion
interface or TRS232 with printer to act as second screen"
Jobs share TRS-80 keyboard under user control

CONFIGURE utility makes it easy to partition memory between
users and select I/O modes

TSHARE 2 for NEWDOS80 $ 99
Please specify model I or III iMoaei in available Sep i, i98ii

TSHARE 1 3 for TRSDOS 2.3/NEWDOS 2 1 $ 89
TSHARE 2 + MPR-232 interface (for n n rs 232 users) . $199

$10 Upgrade privilege for TSHARE 1 3 licensees

DDM5 $79
MODELS I * III

MULTI-FEATURE DATA MANAGER
Up io 20 user defined fields

Files extend across multiple

diskettes

Supports up to tour drives

Automatic single drive disk

mount requests

Pour data types and compu-
tational fields

Flexible REPORT GENERATOR
Fast assembly language sorts.

MULTIFIELD sorts & searches
Keyed access on any sorted held

Indexed relations between files

VIEW $19.95 CSTOCK $49

A SCREEN FORMATER
FOR DBMS

Full CURSOR control

Protected fields

User torm DESIGN
File data entry, inquiry.

&edit
Elegant & professional look

DISK DATA BASE &
ANALYSIS TOOL

FOR STOCKS & OPTIONS
' Regression analysis

Charts
Portfolio selection

Risk management

SERIAL I/O

MPR-232
A serial port interface designed to properly connect to TRS-80
with or without an expansion interface

• Glitch free operation
• Connects with card edge connector
• Uses TRS-80 power supply
• All parameters switch selectable
• Baud rates 50 to 19200

Manufactured by.

Micro Proiects Engineering Co.
Culver City, CA
$119 (ASSEMBLED & TESTED)

TO ORDER

C C IT $ c f t

TRS-80 tm
Radio SbackiTandy Corp
NEWDOS tm Apparat. Inc

TRS232 tm Small Syslerr

Software

HUH tm California Compute' Systems

1 569 Westwood Blvd.

Suite B
W. Los Angeles. CA 90024

._. 213-649-0369

for the TRS-80 from Micro-rVlega

The Original GREEN SCREEN

The eye pleasing Green-Screen fits over the front of your
TRS-80 Video Display ana gives you improved contrast with

reduced glare You get bright luminous green characters and
graphics like those featured by more expensive CRT units

Don't confuse the Original Green Screen with a piece of thin

film stuck to the face of your video tube, such as that adver-

tised by others The Original Green Screen is mounted in a full

frame perfectly matched to the color and texture of the

TRS-80 Video Display. It is attached with adhesive strips

which do not mar your unit in any way.

The full frame design of the Original Green Screen "squares
off" the face of your video display and greatly improves the
overall appearance of your system

(Specify whether for Model I or Model III)

THE GREEN-SCREEN $13.95
Add $1.50 for postage and handling.

Terms Crt#c* or money order, no COOs or credit cards please Add amount
Snown lor postage ana handling to price ol the item All items shipped Within 48
hours by lirst C'SSS or priority mail Virginia residents add t% sales tax • 29

Micro-Mega PO. Box 6565 Arfngton.Va 22206

P&T CP/M®2 Supports
Hard Disk Storage
for the TRS-80 Model II

P&T CP/M 2 now supports two popular hard
disk subsystems for the Mod 1 1; thus you can
combine all the features of the best CP/M for

the Mod 1 1 with the speed and capacity of the
hard disk drives.

Cameo Electronics
• uses mature cartridge disk technology for

maximum reliability

• supports up to 4 drives

• removable cartridges make backup and
data transfer fast and easy

Corvus System
• support for 10 and 20 Mbyte drives

• special mirror utility allows backup by
logical drive

• supports up to 4 drives

Price: $250 (FOB Goleta) for P&T CP/M 2-hard
disk version (CA residents add 6% sales tax)

PICKLES & TROUT
P O BOX 1200. GOLETA. CA 931 16 (805/ 68.S-464!

gi5i*'e<l 'rademaih ol 0«>t»i Bes»»tc" ms-80 • * naoemaik o' Tandy Co'D

lnoul\

z,
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"DOS
. RANDOM

ACCESS

BASIC
FILE

HANDLING"

DSC Publishing

2 Dogwood Drive

PO Box 769
Danbury, CT 06810

Phone Order

(203) 748-3231

the HOW TO. SHOW & TELL, STEP by
STEP book. Written for TRS-80 and all

computers using Microsoft basic.
The breakthrough book for non-programmers
businessmen and professionals who want to

solve in house problems by writing your own
customized program and the hobbyist with

the desire to get beyond the cassette and into

disk data storage and file manipulation "DOS
Random Access & File Handling" is the plain

speaking, easy to read 150 page book for

learning HOW TO WRITE SPECIAL PROGRAMS
for inventories, mailing lists, work schedules

record keeping and more Your acquaintance
with Level I and Level II basic and this self-

instruction tutorial will assure quick progress

Yes. I want to expand my programming
knowledge.

Please send me a copy of "DOS Random
Access * File Handling" for 24.50 1 50
shipping O
Also send me the compatible program disk

for 28.50 1.50 shipping. D
Overseas add 8.00 per book and disk

airmail.

Name
Address

City

State

V^
Master Charge a VISA O
Expiration Date

Card #

Zip

Check a Money Order Q
COD (2.00 extra) O
Signature

Phone Orders (203) 748-3231
CT. orders add 7.6* sales tax

IF YOUR TIME IS MONEY
AND YOU NEED DETAILED STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS . .

.

. then you need StatPac

Because with StatPac you won't need to sit at the com
puter for hours typing in each task. StatPac is uniquely
designed to perform batch processing: You can specify
several hundred tasks to be processed in a batch, then
leave the computer alone to do the work.

Your valuable time is free to do other work.

StatPac is available for Model I (requires NEWDOSi or

Model III. 2 disk drives. 48K RAM and a lineprinter Also
available for other operating systems

StatPac handles all phases of research analysis including

frequency analysis, descriptive statistics, crosstabs & chi

square, t-test. correlation & linear regression, analysis of

variance, multiple linear regression and management
reports

Buy the complete 3-disk package for $285 The extensive
user's manual is included or may be purchased separately
for $30 (the cost of the manual may be applied to the cost of

the disks at a later date). MasterCard and VISA accepted
Entire package includes over 30 integrated programs

For more information and a free 16-page brochure write

or call:

612/866-9022

Walonick Associates
5624 Girard Ave. So.

Minneapolis, MN 55419

*v*9$r
«v
** • 363

Introducing
S

Mayday
from, W

..60 Cycle
Sine Wave

U.P.S.
(Uninterruptibe Power Supply)

a •••••• for those systems that

need 60 cycle sine

wave keeps computer &
disk systems on when

the power goes out

rated for 150, 250 and

600 watts continuous

operation
•

e •••••• provides up to 30 min-

ute operation time for

Model II TRS80with4
disk drives

• Standard MAYDAYS available

starting at $195.00 for 150 Watt

£Pun 3tebea\cA, &nc.
Box 210 New Durham. NH 03855

(603) 859-7110 TWX 510-297-4444
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UTILITY

Pack those records before sending them to tape.

Fill in the Blanks

Rober Schuldenfrei

32 Ridley Road
Dedham, MA 02026

Like many other computer

hobbyists, the basic TRS-80

processor is about all I can af-

ford. Certainly it would be nice

to have a printer and a whole

bevy of disks, but at this time

The Key Box

Bask Level II

Model I of III

16K RAM
cassette

that's out of the question. There-

fore, with just a 16K Level II ma-

chine, I set out to develop some

useful software to make the

most of my poverty.

The only storage device that

is supplied with this machine is

the much criticized cassette re-

corder. This does not look too

bad at first, but there is a pro-

blem. All data written to tape is

put on file in 256-byte records.

This is a fixed record. Of that

amount only the first 248 bytes

are usable by the programmer.

The start-up and shut-down time

for the device bring the time

cost to write a record to over five

seconds. This is true whether

one byte or 248 bytes are writ-

ten. Therefore, the problem is to

keep from doing a physical write

r
BYTE r BYTE 8

O) B$

until 248 bytes can be trans-

ferred.

Method of Attack

Certain design criteria were

used in writing the blocked I/O

routines to solve the problem.

First, there was a strong desire

to stay away from machine lan-

guage. Second, there's a need to

drop these routines into any Ba-

sic program. Third, it should be

fairly general so no changes are

needed from program to pro-

gram. Finally, the method
should be clear so debugging is

simple.

The module transferred to the

file is the real variable, the heart

of the Basic interpreter. That

means it should have taken four

bytes to store one real variable.

r BYTE 248

WORD I WORD 2 WORD 3 WORD 4 WORD 3

1

b) RECORD I 1RG RECORD 2 IRG

1RG IS AN INTER RECORD GAP

Fig. 1

As it turns out, only 31 real vari-

ables can fit on a 248-byte re-

cord. This is because what is

placed on tape is the hexadeci-

mal equivalent of the four bytes.

Since it takes two hex charac-

ters to code a byte, it takes eight

characters to represent one real

variable. Here is the cost of clari-

ty. If binary images of the real

variable could have been used,

62 real variables could have

been packed into one record.

This is harder to program and

debug.

The routines are in the form of

Basic subroutines of the GO-

SUB variety. For this reason un-

imaginative variable names
were chosen. A dictionary of

names is in Fig. 2. After some

early housekeeping each time a

variable is to be read or written,

the user calls the appropriate

subroutine. A buffer is used, and

only when it is filled (or emptied

on Reads) is the actual physical

write performed. Fig. 1 shows

the operation.

Use of the Routines

Before describing the actual

code, let us demonstrate the

use of the procedure. Suppose

one wanted to place the first 200

integers on tape. Without the

blocked output routine this is al-
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most impossible since the user

would run off the end of the

tape, not to mention the 20 min-

utes it would take. With the

blocked output, seven writes

and a little over 30 seconds are

needed.

There are five things the user

needs to do to use the blocked

write. First, the main program

must Clear, DIM and Defint

some storage. The hex charac-

ters (O-F) must be stored in the

H$( ) vector. Second, an initial-

izing routine must be called

once before the first write. Look

at this as a file Open. Third, be-

fore each write the value to be

written must be stored in the

variable X. Fourth, call the out-

put routine. Finally, a Close

must be executed as the last file

handling operation. Program

Listing 1 is a listing of the above

procedure. Program Listing 2 is

the equivalent Read procedure.

Note that it is not necessary

to close a Read file. If the user

has two tape drives it is possible

to read from one while perform-

ing Write to the second. This,

however, requires a small

change to the program.

How Blocked Write Works

The description of Write be-

low is applicable to reading

also. For detail on Read consult

the remarks in Program Listing

3. The Write routine has been di-

vided into four parts for clarity.

Part one is the Open routine; its

purpose is to initialize variables

for later use. Part two fills the

output buffer one variable at a

time. Part three is the actual

write to tape. Part four is a hex

conversion routine that is handy

in its own right.

Part one, Open, defines and

initializes all Write variables.

Note that all variables begin-

ning with the letter K are inte-

gers for reasons of efficiency. In

some cases this is required. The

variable X must be established

(the assignment is purely arbi-

trary) so that VARPTR(X) will not

return an error. KO is set to zero

so the first output Write will go

into buffer word one.

In this description buffer word

refers to the 31 eight-byte posi-

tions in the output string vari-

able. The buffer itself is set to

null. K2 holds the position in

memory of the transfer variable

X. Notice that this is the location

and not the value of X. See Fig. 3.

At this point one should skip

to the hex conversion routine,

part four Each byte has a high-

order nibble (the left hex charac-

ter) and a low-order nibble. For

example F3 (decimal 243) has an

F for a high-order nibble, and a 3

for a low-order nibble. Any deci-

mal number in the range 0-255

can be converted to a hex num-

ber in the following manner. The

high-order nibble is the integer

division of the original number

by 16.

Line 1 1 70 performs this on the

original number held in the vari-

able K3. If K3 is 243, then K4 will

be 15 and therefore H$(K4) will

be F. The low-order nibble is a

bit more complex. It is the re-

mainder after the integer divi-

sion, of the original number in

K3 minus the integer division

times 16— in the example 243

minus 240. or 3.

Of course H$(3) is also 3, but

the data form is character. The

sum of two strings in Microsoft

Basic is concatenation, there-

fore 0$ contains the full byte in

line 1180. In the example 0$

equals F plus 3. or F3.

With this concept in mind, ob-

serve part two. Line 1030 in-

creases the word count by one.

The routine is about to add eight

more characters, two at a time,

to the output buffer B$. The loop

1040 through 1080 takes each of

the four bytes of the locations

where X is stored and converts

them to hex. This is appended to

B$. Fig. 3 shows graphically

how this is done.

Basic stores X somewhere in

memory. K2 from the Open rou-

tine has the value (points to) the

low-order byte of X. Remember

that real variables like X are

stored in four byte locations in

low-order to high-order se-

quence. Starting from the high-

order end of X (K2 + 3) to the low

order end (K2 + 0) each byte of X

is peeled off. That is the job of

the PEEK (K2 + K1) in line 1050.

Since PEEK returns a decimal

value, one is forced to make use

of the hex conversion routine. A

byte in decimal form was just

what the hex routine wanted. It

obliged by returning the byte in

hex stored in 0$. Each of four

times the two-nibble 0$ is con-

catenated to B$ for the required

eight characters.

The only remaining chore is to

recognize when 31 words have

been added to B$. Since K0 is

Dictionary of Variables

K0 Output buffer pointer, number of words written

K1 Utility loop variable

K2 A pointer to the transfer variable X

K3 Decimal value of one byte of a real variable X

K4 Temporary variable in hex conversion

K5 Input buffer pointer

K6 Utility loop variable

K7 Decimal byte value temporary variable

K8 Decimal byte value temporary variable

K9 Length in words of the read string (usually 31)

X Transfer variable

Bf Output buffer

c$ Input buffer

HJ( ) Characters of (he hex code

OS Temporary holding string for one byte

Fig. 2

TRANSFER
VARIABLE X

4th MOVE

3rd MOVE

2nd MOVE

1st MOVE

Fig. 3

LOCATION K2

LOCATION K2 I

LOCATION K2 2

LOCATION K2 3
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keeping track, a check in 1090

will indicate when a physical

write to tape must be done. If a

physical write is not necessary a

return to the main program is ex-

ecuted.

Part four, the physical write,

is the last part of this routine.

Line 1120 is included because

part four is also the Close sub-

routine. Line 1130 is the real

write. The GOSUB in 1 140 resets

the pointer K0 to and B$ to

null. Now the system is ready to

111 DEriNT I,K 'DECLARE INTEGER
111 CLEAR 611 'RESERVE STRING STORAGE
12f DIN HS(1S) 'RESERVE VECTOR SPACE
131 TOR I- • TO 15: READ HS(I) I NEXT I

141 DATA l,l,2,3,4,S,S,7,l,),«,B,C,D,E,F
151 GOSUB 1215 'CALL OPEN
161 FOR I- 1 TO 211 'CREATE 2M NUMBERS

READ HEX CHARACTERS

171 GOSUB 1221
101 I- X
185 PRINT Z

191 NEXT I

2*1 END
1296 'BLOCK READ
12§5 X-«i K2-VARPTRIX)
1211 K5-ti C$«"i RETURN
1221 IP K5- I GOSUB 1351
123» POR K6" I TO 3

1241 OS
1251 K7

CALL READ
TRANSFER READ VALUE

NEXT NUMBER

'SAVE LOCATION OF X
'INITIALIZE BUFFER
'IF EMPTY, PHYSICAL READ
'FOR EACH BYTE OP X

NID$(CS,8*(K9-K5)+X6 , 2*1,2) 'PEEL 2 HEX CHARACTERS
ASC(OS) 'CONVERT LEFT NIBBLE TO ASC

1261 IF K7<58 K7- K7-48 ELSE K7» K7-55 'ASCII TO DECIMAL
1281 KB- ASC

I
RIGHTS GS,1- 'CONVERT RIGHT NIBBLE TO ASC

1291 IT K8<58 K7- K7«16+KB-48 ELSE K7- K7»16+K8-55 'ASC TO DEC
1311 POKE K2+3-K6,K7 'STORE IN BYTE OF X

1311 NEXT K6 'NEXT BYTE
132i K5- K5-1 'DECRIHENT WORD COUNT
13 Ji RETURN 'DONE
1341 'PHYSICAL READ
1351 INPUT #-l,CS 'PHYSICAL READ
1361 K5- LEN(CS)/8 'ACTUAL RECORD LENGTH
1365 K9- K5 'STORE LENGTH
137* RETURN 'DONE

Program Listing 1.

refill the buffer. The need for the

Close subroutine is apparent if

you realize there is only one

chance in 31 the data will fill ex-

actly one buffer, no more, no

less. Therefore, the last, partly

filled buffer must be written be-

fore ending or some of the data

will be lost. Line 1120 is neces-

sary just in case there was a

physical write |ust before end-

ing.

To keep this article from con-

suming the whole magazine the

Read routine will not be detail-

ed. There are comments in the

listing and technically it is the

reverse operation.

•DECLARE INTEGER
111 CLEAR 6(1 'RESERVE STRING STORAGE
12* DIM HSU5) 'RESERVE VECTOR SPACE
131 FOR I- • TO 15i READ HS(I): NEXT I

141 DATA f,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
READ HEX CHARACTERS

STEP -1

158 GOSUB 1115
161 FOR I- 1 T
171 X- I

181 GOSUB 1131
19t NEXT I

2lf GOSUB 1121
219 END
lflf 'BLOCK WRITE
1115 X-ii K2- VARPTR(X)
111! Kf-li BS-": RETURN
1129 'LOAD BYTES
1131 KB- Kl+l
1141 FOR Kl« 3 TO I

1959 K3- PEEK(K2+K1)
1961 GOSUB 117*
1979 BS- BS+OS
1181 NEXT Kl
1B9B IF Ki-31 GOSUB 1121

RETURN
'PHYSICAL WRITE
IP BS-" RETURN
PRINT 9-1, BS

1141 GOSUB lllf
115 9 RETURN
1161 'HEX CONVERSION
1171 K4- INT(K3/16)
1181 OS- H$(K4)+HS(K3-K4*16)
1191 RETURN

CALL OPEN
9 'CREATE 2BB NUMBERS
'LOAD TRANSFER VARIABLE
'CALL WRITE
'NEXT NUMBER
•CALL CLOSE

111
111!
1121
1131

'SAVE LOCATION OF X

'INITIALIZE BUFFER

"INCRIMENT WORD COUNT
'FOR EACH BYTE OF X
'PEEL A BYTE OP X
'CALL HEX CONVERSION
'CONCATINATE TO BUFFER
'NEXT BYTE OP X

'IF BUFFER FULL, CALL WRITE
'DONE

'IF NULL, NO WRITE NECESSARY
'ACTUAL WRITE TO TAPE
'INITIALIZE BUFFER
'DONE

'LEFT NIBBLE
'FORM WHOLE BYTE

Program Listing 2

FREE EPSON MX-80 PRINTER
With the
purchase of a

f

TRS60, Model

II

For a limited time, Data Services, Inc., wi
give you a FREE Epson MX-80 Printer ($645
value), when you buy a TRS 60 Model III, 48k,
with 2 PEP.COM 40 track drives, at a regular
price of $2,495.
(Optional R5 232 190 extra Radio Shock w/RS 232 - $1 70
extra Printer cable - add S35 00)

The perfect system, the perfect price!

TRS 60 Model III, 46k -two PERCOM 40
track drives - EPSON MX-60 Printer.

Data Services offers more — APPARAT'S
NEWDOS80, version VER 2.0. regularly $149.95
— now only $129.95

Up to 20% savings on TRS computers —
accessories — programs. Plus: EPSON /

PERCOM / APPARAT / HAYES SMARTMODEM /

VERBATIM DISKETTES.

•TRS-60 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

FREE SHIPPING in 48 contiguous states.

No Soles Tax on out-of-state orders.

Visa/Master Cord welcome.

Personal checks, allow 3 weeks to clear.

(International orders, freight F.O.D. Wichita,
Kansas)

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 -600-635-1 1 29
or order by mail from:

DflTR SBWJCES, MC.
COMPUTER SERVICES SINCE 1 970 ^ 249

P.O. Dox 1 1 57 Wichita, Kansas 67201 -1 1 57
(In Kansas, call 1-316-838-9021)
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GENESIS III™ PROGRAMS FOR THE TRS-80™
AND THE APPLE IV TURNS THESE COMPUTERS INTO

WIZARDS OFiSPORTS HANDICAPPING.

MR

If you're at aMyamiliar with spbrls handicappmc^S^
you've heard ^bootibe ]egend caltedGENESIS.
This computet exploded o7T*rft««^orts*vscene over »

a year ago a/fcrrnade an impact tfr&t ha^ never
been equalled The programs t+iese computers
used gave the serious handicapper information on
every facet of horse racrng. dog racing, and pro
football. Information that allowed incredibly accu-
rate selections to be made UPI and several other
major national publications gave the GENESIS
glowing reviews These programs made the experts

say that GENESIS is revolutionizing the sports
handicapping industry Now you can be part of

this revolution

BECAUSE OF MASS PRODUCTION. THE COST
OF GENESIS PROGRAMS IS NOW. WITHIN THE
REACH OF EVERYONE NOW YOU CAN EXPERI-
ENCE THE THRILL OF SELECTING THE
STRONGEST CONTENDERS DAY AFTER DAY
STOP WATCHING THE PARADE OF WINNERS
AND BECOME PART OF IT'

CHOOSE ONE OR ALL OF THESE PROGRAMS
GENESIS III THOROUGHBRED PROGRAM Designed to work at every track

in the United States $59.95

GENESIS III HARNESS PROGRAM Accuracy at every major track in the U.S.
that you won't believe S59.95

GENESIS III DOG PROGRAM -This program is creating a furor at the dog track.

Unbeatable! • $49.95

GENESIS III PRO FOOTBALL— For once, you'll know which teams will be on top
when all the dust settles $99.95

• ORDER ALL FOUR PROGRAMS
S99.95

A $269.80 value for $199.95!

I

These programs were designed for the professionals because Ihey would accept nothing but the best

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

HOW TO ORDER: You can either send the full amount to our offices or, for faster service call our toll-free 800
number Orders received on credit cards are shipped the same day

ORDER FROM

PROBABILITY RESEARCH, INC.

Suite 202
2507 Browncroft Blvd

Rochester, New York 14625

VISA AND MASTERCARD HOLDERS ORDER
TOl I -FREE
1-800-228-5444

24 hrs a day, 7 days a week,
including Sunday



Special values on complete
TRS-80™ Model III systems and disk drives!

A.M. Electronics. Inc. has created the most powerful and reliable

TRS-80 hardware and software systems available to get your

microcomputing system up and running. Take advantage of

special values like these:

NewTRS-80 Model III with disk drives
Model III with dual 80-track disk drives— 704K of reliable disk

storage on only two drives. System features two double-density
80-track disk drives. 48K RAM and A.M. Electronics controller

board. It s yours complete and ready to run! $2,295

Model III with dual 40-track double-density disk drives. 48K RAM
and AM Electronics controller board, complete and ready to

run! $1,895

Model III ROM Commented
The definitive guide to Model III ROM $22 00

NEW! Multiplier from A.M. Electronics
Tired of unreliable double density operation? Try our new
Multiplier and upgrade from single-density without doubling
your problems $99 95

Special Offer Multiplier and NEWDOS 80 Version 2.0. together

in our lew package price $199 95

NEW! Teac or Tendon disk drives,

complete with power supply, case and
extender cables

40-track disk drive $285
80-track disk drive $395
Dual-headed 80-track disk drive $499

Disk drive cases and power supplies
5'/4-inch single drive unit w/case & power supply $85
5'/4-inch dual drive unit w/case & power supply $720
8-inch single drive unit w/case & power supply ... $150

Save on valuable accessories, too!
16K 200 nanosecond RAM memory chip $2 00 ea
Disk drive extender cable $8.95 ea
Now available: Teac technical manuals $15.00 ea

NEW! MAKE 8C6

now available for Model III

Converts Model I smgle-density 40-track or Model III double-

density 40-track standara diskettes into Mode' III double-
density 80-track-readabie diskettes $29.95
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Also, we specialize in complete, powerful software
packages for business. Put your TRS-80™ to work for you!

Manufacturing Inventory
Control

The system comprises six programs to

give you complete control of raw mate-
rials from ordering to after-production

disbursement. Finished goods files are
maintained and updated.
The system features addition, deletion

and editing of raw materials, cost averag-
ing raw material checking, finished goods
costing, full bill of materials listings,

complete where-used reports, and raw-
material disbursement. Re-order point

calculation is built-in.

Reports may be generated on complete
inventory, below-reorder point, out of

stock, by vendor, inactive items, bill of

materials, finished goods lists, cost lists

(with and without inventory count), costs
lists by finished good or complete
finished goods list.

The system runs on either the Model I or

Model III computer and file capacity
varies with your hardware configura-
tion $299.95

Dealer/Service Centar
Record Package

This package is built in several modular
packages and can be used separately or

together as a complete system. Modular
units are self-contained. When combined,
you get the most comprehensive service

center bookkeeping and record keeping
package on the market.

A complete history of customer repair

files is maintained on-line. They can be
accessed by account number or customer
name. Information includes customer
name, address, phone number, make of

unit, service dates, technician, services
performed and total amount billed. Infor-

mation can be called to the screen or
printer as a total list, or by previous serv-
ice date.

The customer records module can post
to the accounts receivable module,
payroll module and our Inventory Control
System.

Approximately 1,800 customers and
records can be held with a Model I com-
puter with four 80-track drives, or a Model
III with two 80-track drives.

By adding additional drives to the
Model III, more than twice this amount of

information can be maintained. By switch-
ing diskettes in drives, the capacity be-
comes unlimited.

See your nearest
A.M. Electronics, Inc. dealer

Here is a partial listing of our dealers
in North America and Europe:

ARIZONA

Cm*
PO Box 13887

1iicto<i.AZaS710

Connecticut

nwu iini t iii h im DBwwT
14 Summit Sir**
Danbury.CN 06810

MMiMMft
91$ Mi/ion A**

Big Rapid*. Ml 40307

MiryferookRoad
Banbury.CM06810

COLORADO

•M8AOe*anee
Muekepon. Ml 48441

eaa i icoi amtttm tea.

«2S0M.ddieoeiiRd
Harden City: Ml 48135

NCWHAMPSHIRE

8000East Qinncy
Demrer. CO80237

S South StrMt
M4tonJ.NM03O55

NEWJERSEY

2356E Boulder
Colorado Spring*. CO 80808

DIST. OfCOLUMBIA

NoswWJtaMWI

4200 Wraconsin Avenue. NW
Washington. D.C. 20016

FLORIDA

Adventuie International

S07 East Street

Longwood.FL327»

AIISystMsOo
10SW Plant Street

Winter Cardan. PL 32787

ILLINOIS

3H Computer
19S0Bm*rflo»d
Aurora. IL 60504

MHwaet Canajmat Ptrteworat*
1467 S. Michigan Ava.

Chicago. IL 80605

Thayer Radki

1S1 AlkiraSI.

Graanviaw. M. 62642

MASSACHUSETTS

CNS212
Princeton. NJ06S40

NEW MEXICO

Pwcay Movntoan aageaoofiAg
4740 Southern. $E

Albuquerque.NM 87108

NEW YORK

T. Enterprise*

171 Hawkin*
Centeroach. NY 1 1720

NORTH CAROLINA
Alpha Technology

120< Wicker Driv*

Raleigh, NC 27604

OREGON
tS08Centre Electronic*

13008th Street

Umatilla, OR 07*03

PENNSYLVANIA

•tevaaatoasa Shack
S« Null Road

PhoenixviR*. PA 10460

BELGIUM

6 Carlisle Road
Westtord. MA 01886

24SA Great Road
Littleton MA 01480

MICHIGAN

438 E Lake Street

Petoakey. Mi 40770

EJghtt* Comer
722 Evantton Ave.
Muskegon Ml 49442

A«du0ujmant4S
10*0 Sriraeei* • Belgium
TELEX 84220 FlTECOb

WEST GERMANY

Cll0aHH|H*i i

4430Stomhjrt
Marti 17

REP. OfSOUTHAFRICA

490 Sydney Rd
Durban 4001

A.M,

This package may be specified for auto
dealers, mechanics. TV repair centers,
electronic technicians, and appliance re-

pair centers $199.95

Order Entry
With Invoicing and Inventory

Orders are composed of name and ad-
dress information (with optional company
name), method of shipment, payment
method, items on order, quantities, prices.

ELECTRONICS,

description, and stock number. This sys-

tem also prints invoices.

At point of shipment, inventory is au-

tomatically updated. Dollar sales are re-

corded. Shipping charges and dates are
logged. Entries may be edited. Partial

shipping is permitted.

The inventory module allows checking
and updating stock, inventory reports,

sales reports, shipping charges, and
more.

This complete system is for almost any
wholesale or retail business. Capacity is

upward-expandable from a dual 40-track

Model I system: 1,750 inventory items,

385 orders per diskette $799.95

Inventory Control System
This system gives you complete control

over an unlimited amount of inventory
items. (Note: Systems containing more
than 13,000 items are difficult to handle
from a maintenance time standpoint, e.g.

Block File reorganization can take over
3 hours.)

As presently configured, a Model I

computer with one 40-track drive wi II hold
1,925 items, or a four-drive system a total

of 6,625 items. Four 80-track drives will

hold over 13,000 items. A Model III com-
puter, with two 40-track drives, will hold
about 13,000 parts.

If necessary, A.M. Electronics, Inc. can
modify both the program and hardware to
allow on-line storage of an unlimited
amount of items. As the file becomes
larger, maintenance operations take
longer. Average search time is six sec-
onds, with 12 seconds the longest time.

Upon program initialization, the user
specifies the item number and descrip-
tion digit length. This allows for item num-
bers up to 23 alpha-numberic characters.

(As item number digits increase, digits for

description usage are decreased.)
The program is completely menu-

driven. Items can be added, edited, or
deleted from the file. Items can be placed
on order, received to stock, or sold from
inventory. Complete printout capabilities
are available.

Item information includes: item number,
description, supplier, re-order point, cost,
wholesale and retail selling price, quan-
tity, on-order, and total sold. The re-order
point is calculated by the program, based
upon number of units sold over a
specified period of time $799.95

INC
^452

Ann Arbor: 3366 Washtenaw Ave. 48104 (313) 973-231 2 Open M-F 10-6, Sat. 10-5

Fovrtarvilla:* 1 1 1 North Grand, Box 1071 48836 (51 7) 223-7281
Attention Dealers, OEM's ft. Distributors: Call us for details on our attractive pricing.

"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

haH
'Authorized Radio Shack dealer Prices subject to change without notice
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UTILITY

LOAD 80

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model!

32K RAM
TRSDOS
Scripsit

Add serial printer capabilities to the prime candidate for surgery.

Another Major Operation on
Scripsit

Lynn W. Graves

4316 Vermont Court

Virginia Beach, VA 23456

I

have been an Electric Pencil

lover for the past six months,

but I must admit to a few

dislikes which have developed

along the way. Much to my sur-

prise, Radio Shack's Scripsit

has eliminated most of these ir-

ritating factors. Here are five of

my reasons for abandoning my
Pencil for Scripsit:

• When printing a multiple

page text with Scripsit, you can

print odd numbered pages, turn

the paper over and then print the

even numbered pages on the

back.

• You can print a single page

at a time (computer pauses

while you insert the next single

sheet of paper).

• Scripsit doesn't miss a

character when it starts a new

line of text while you are typing

fast.

• Scripsit has typewriter TAB
features.

• The Scripsit viewing win-

dow feature allows the text to

appear on the screen just as it

would appear on the printer (no

230 • 80 Microcomputing. Janua

more guessing and tedious

counting for 80 characters per

line).

As with most unusual

endeavors, this project is an ex-

ample of the old cliche

"necessity is the mother of in-

vention."' Since word process-

ing consumes less than 10 per-

cent of my computer time. I

cannot justify a $3000 high-

speed letter quality printer. For

the other 90 per cent of my com-

puter time I cannot cope with a

100 word per minute printer.

The obvious solution is to

use a high-speed dot matrix

printer for both proof printing

(finding those mistakes that

never get noticed on the video

screen) and other high volume

printing operations. Final word

processor copy will be printed

with a low cost I/O Selectric

typewriter.

Radio Shack's Scripsit word

processor will drive parallel

and serial printers with the

selective print commands. The

rub comes when you discover

that Scripsit serial print

capability requires the use of

Radio Shack's RS232C UART
card. Since I have been using a

Selectric driver routine through

the cassette audio cable, I did

not relish the thought of buying

an RS232C UART card and then

modifying my Selectric driver to

be compatible with the UART

rv 1982

card. The added trouble of

changing cables and connec-

tors contributes to the an-

noyance.

All software simulated

UARTs, including TRS232, Tele-

type drivers, and Selectric

drivers are not compatible with

Scripsit.

This project is divided into

five parts for ease of under-

standing:

• Determine how Scripsit

works with serial and parallel

printers.

• Make preliminary modifica-

tions to Scripsit for using your

driver.

• Evaluate various aspects

of serial printer driver software

(UART simulators).

• Construct a user oriented

program which will patch a

custom driver into Scripsit.

• Devise a method of saving

this custom Scripsit program

on disk using no more than

Level II Basic and Radio

Shack's DOS system.

Pari One

Since Scripsit is loaded with

DOS it will probably load start-

ing at 5200H. My favorite

monitor program, RSM2,

reveals that it does start at

5200H and ends at 7AA4H. Next

question, what is the entry

point for Scripsit? I tried the ob-

vious and entered at 5200H and

it worked. If this had not been

the entry point, I could have

used the NEWDOS + 'LMOFF

SET' or a tape to disk program

called 'DCV to locate the entry

address.

Radio Shack's Level II

Reference Manual specifies

that 37E8H is the line printer

port. It also specifies 4025H

through 402CH as the line

printer control block. Bytes

4026H and 4027H contain the

ROM printer driver address

upon powerup of your sys-

tem. If you PEEK these two

bytes you will discover the en-

try address for the ROM driv-

er is 058DH.

When RSM2 was used to

hunt for 058DH in Scripsit. it

was not found, which indicates

that Scripsit contains its own
driver routine. This seems

logical if Scripsit is to be used

with the Model II since it con-

tains none of the Level II ROM
chips. To establish just where

Scripsit does handshake with

the parallel printer I searched

next for all locations of 37E8H.

It was found eight times (see

Table 1).

With proof that Scripsit con-

tains its own parallel printer

driver, the next task is to deter-

mine how Scripsit interfaces

with the RS232C UART card. To



initialize the UART. the TRS-80

must generate a master reset

pulse (OUT E8H) and then read

the UART switch settings

(Table 2 shows this routine).

Notice the last two instruc-

tions, an FFH flag is set at

7C62H address. This flag will

be tested each time Scripsit

outputs data to the serial

printer. If this flag is other than

OOH, Scripsit assumes UART
initialization has been com-

pleted and skips the initializa-

tion process shown at 661 1H

(Table 2). Scripsit simply out-

puts serial characters as long

as the printer is ready for more.

Output of these serial

characters to the UART re-

quires an (OUT EBH) instruc-

tion. First however, Scripsit

must test to see if the UART
has completed the last

character print function. This is

determined by using an (IN

EAH) instruction shown at

5F87H (see Table 3). The call

6004 simply checks for a Clear

key and if it is pressed, this

routine returns you to Scripsit

text cursor. This is a nice

feature if you accidentally try to

print when no printer is con-

nected. With Electric Pencil,

the system would lock up and

you would lose all the text that

had been typed. With Scripsit

you just press Clear and every-

thing is normal again. When the

UART status is ready, bit six of

the accumulator is set and the

wait loop is broken at address

5F8BH (Table 3). Now Scripsit

can output the next serial char-

acter to the UART transmit data

register. This is accomplished

with an (OUT EBH) instruction

which is found at two locations

in Table 3.

An Operational Test

If we change address 661 1

H

from a COH (return if not zero)

to a C9H (return), the Scripsit

program will no longer try to in-

itialize the UART. And if we also

change bytes 5F87H thru

5F8CH to OOH (NOPs), Scripsit

will no longer test for a UART
ready status. Scripsit will be

fooled into believing it is suc-

cessfully handshaking with an

RS232C UART card which is

handshaking with a serial

printer. This test is performed

7F00
7F00
7F03
7F06
7F09
7F0B
7F0E
7F11
7F14
7F16
7F19
7F1C
7F1F
7F22

210052
110082
01A428
EDB0
21197F
1160AC
010E00
EDB0
C3277F
210082
110052
01762A
EDB0

7F24 C30052
7F27 CDC901
7F2A 214280

7F2D CDA728
7F30 21FF80
7F33 CDA728
7F36 CDB31B
7F39 D7
7F3A FE59
7F3C 2808
7F3E FE4E
7F40 C2AB81
7F43 C32E80
7F46 21547F
7F49 110082
7F4C 011D00
7F4F EDB0

7F51 C37A7F
7F54 3A26 40
7F57 321E66
7F5A 3A2740
7F5D 321F66
7F60 C33F52
7F63 FE0A
7F65 C21652
7F68 3E0D
7F6A CD1266
7F6D C9
7F6E C37A7F
7F71 DD2A5D7C
7F75 00
7F76 00
7F77 C37652
7F7A 217D80
7F7D CDA728
7F80 CDB31B
7F83 D7
7F84 CD5A1E
7F87 ED535DAC
7F8B ED5355AC
7F8F ED532DAC
7F93 21717F
7F96 116082
7F99 010900
7F9C EDB0
7F9E 3EC9
7FA0 321196
7FA3 3E00
7FA5 32878F
7FA8 32888F
7FAB 32898F
7FAE 328A8F
7FB1 328B8F
7FB4 328C8F
7FB7 322297
7FBA 322397
7FBD 322497
7FC0 322597
7FC3 322697
7FC6 325D8F
7FC9 3ECD
7FCB 325A8F

00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400
00410
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630
00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00850
00860
00870
00880
00890
00900
00910
00920
00930
00940
00950
00960
00970
00980

Program Listing 1

; SCRIPSIT SERIAL PRINTER PATCH

; AUTHOR LYNN W. GRAVES

;FOURTH REVISION 2 APRIL 1980

;F SCRIPSIT/CMD:0 8200 AC74 AC60

START

WHAT

NEXT

WHERE

FETCH

POKE

NONO

RESTOR

ORG
LD
LD
LD
LDIR
LD
LD
LD
LDIR
JP
LD
LD
LD
LDIR

JP
CALL
LD

CALL
LD
CALL
CALL
RST
CP
JR
CP
JP
JP
LD
LD
LD
LDIR

JP
LD
LD
LD
LD
JP
CP
JP
LD
CALL
RET
JP
LD
NOP
NOP
JP
LD
CALL
CALL
RST
CALL
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LDIR
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD

7F00H
HL, 5200H
DE,82 00H
BC, 10404

HL,WHAT
DE,0AC60H
BC,14

NEXT
HL,8200H
DE,5200H
BC, 10870

5200H
01C9H
HL,MSC0

28A7H
HL,C.SG5
28A7H
1BB3H
10H
59H
Z, FETCH
4 EH
NZ,WHY
LOCTN
HL,P0KE
DE,8200H
BC,29

CONT
A, (4026H)
(661EH) r A
A, (4027H)
(661FH) ,A
523FH
0AH
NZ,5216H
A,0DH
6612H

CONT
IX, (7C5DH)

5276H
HL,MSG7
28A7H
1BB3H
10H
1E5AH
(0AC5DH) ,DE
(0AC55H) ,DE
(0AC2DH) ,DE
HL, RESTOR
DE,08260H
BC,9

A,0C9H
(9611H) ,A
A, 00
(8F87H) ,A
(8F88H) ,A
(8F89H) ,A
(8F8AH) ,A
(8F8BH) ,A
(8F8CH) ,A
(9722H) ,A
(9723H) ,A
(9724H) ,A
(9725H) ,A
(9726H) ,A
(8F5DH) ,A

A,0CDH
(8F5AH) ,A

; BLOCK SCRIPSIT HIGH

: OPERATE BLOCK HOVE

MOVE MODIFIED SCRIPSIT
TO OPERATING LOCATION
ENTER SCRIPSIT
CLEAR SCREEN

;DISPLAY COPYRIGHT

; DISPLAY LOCATION PROMPT
; INPUT ANSWER
; FETCH ANSWER
;TEST FOR (Y)

;TEST FOR (N)

rTRY AGAIN

MODIFY SCRIPSIT TO FETCH
DRIVER ENTRY ADDRESS
FROM PRTR CONTROL BLOCK

FETCH DRIVER ADDRESS

CHANGES L/F TO C/R

MEMORY SIZE TO IX

; CONVERT MEM SIZE TO HEX

; STORE MEMORY SIZE

; BLOCK OUT MEM SCAN

;ZERO FOLLOWING BYTES

Program continues
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Program continues

7FCE 3E12 00990 LD A,12H J

7FDB 325B8F 01000 LD (8F5BH) ,A t

7PD3 3E66 01010 LD A,66H ;

7FD5 325C8F 01020 LD (8F5CH) ,A ; STUFF ACCESS DRIVER
7FD8 C3F27F 01030 JP GUESS
7FDB E67F 01040 GISNO AND 7FH ;THIS ROUTINE WILL MOVE
7FDD 4F 01050 LD C,A rA TO C, SAVE THE
7FDE F5 01060 PUSH AF ; ENVIRONMENT AND CALL
7PDF E5 01070 PUSH HL ;YOUR DRIVER
7FE0 D5 01080 PUSH DE
7FE1 C5 01090 PUSH BC
7FE2 DDE 5 01100 PUSH IX
7FE4 FDE5 01110 PUSH IY
7FE6 00 01120 NOP
7FE7 00 01130 NOP
7FE8 00 01140 NOP
7FE9 FDE1 01150 POP IY
7FEB DDE1 01160 POP IX
7FED CI 01170 POP BC
7FEE Dl 01180 POP DE
7FEF El 01190 POP HL
7FF0 Fl 01200 POP AF
7FF1 C9 01210 RET
7FF2 21DB7F 01220 GUESS LD HL,GISMO
7FF5 111296 01230 LD DE,9612H
7FF8 011700 01240 LD BC,23
7FFB EDB0 01250 LDIR j SAVE 'ENVIRONMENT' MOD.
7FFD 3ECD 01260 LD A,0CDH
7PFF 321D96 01270 LD (961DH) ,A

8002 21AB80 01280 WHER LD HL,MSG8 j LINE-FEED PROMPT
8005 CDA728 01290 CALL 28A7H
8008 CDB31B 01300 CALL 1BB3H
800B D7 01310 RST 10H
800C FE59 01320 CP 59H
800E CA2B80 01330 JP Z,EXIT
8011 FE4E 01340 CP 4EH
8013 C2B681 01350 JP NZ,WB
8016 21637F 01360 LD HL,NONO ; INSERTS 'NONO' ROUTINE
8019 110F82 01370 LD DE,820FH ;WHEN YOU ANSWER (N) (N)

801C 010BB0 01380 LD BC fH j TO THE PROMPTS
801F EDB0 01390 LDIR
8021 3E0F 01400 LD A r 0FH 1 CHANGES CALL TO 520FH
8023 32SB8F 01410 LD (8P5BH) ,A I FOR L/F TO C/R
8026 3E52 01420 LD A,52H
8028 325C8F 01430 LD (8F5CH) ,A
802B C30000 01440 EXIT JP 0000H ;BOOT DOS FOR TAPEDISK
802E 217781 01450 LOCTN LD HL,MSG6
8031 CDA728 01460 CALL 28A7H
8034 CDB31B 01470 CALL 1BB3H
8037 D7 01480 RST 10H
8038 CD5A1E 01490 CALL IE 5AH ;CONV DECIMAL TO HEX
803B ED53E77F 01500 LD (7FE7H) ,DE ; PRINTER DRIVER ADDRESS
803F C37A7F 01510 JP CONT
8042 53 01520 MSG0 DEFM •SCRIPSIT SERIAL PRINTER PATCH'
805F 0D 01530 DEFB 0DH

Program continued

with no printers connected.

Scrips it tests for text errors then

outputs the text buffer to the

false UART and return (as it

normally is) with the text cur-

sor. There is one small blemish

though, if you try to use the

parallel print command with

the parallel printer not ready,

you will not get a not ready

prompt and the program will

lock up. This is easily corrected

by pressing Clear which will

return Scripsit to normal opera-

tion.

This part of the project is

complete when you replace the

contents of bytes 5F5AH thru

SF5DH with a call to your driver

followed by a NOP. If you try to

use your driver at this time, it

will probably not work. This is

because the driver will use

some of the Z80 internal

registers. If your driver doesn't

save the contents of these

registers, Scripsit will crash

when your driver returns to it.

The solution to this little

problem will be covered in part

three.

Saving Registers

Most serial printer driver

routines have at least three

things in common:
• They are compatible with

either Level II Basic or DOS
Ready. This means they must

POKE their entry address into

the Line Printer Control Block.

These drivers normally use the

OMNITERM
What Is OMNITERM?

OMNITERM is a professional communications package for the TRS-80 that allows

you to easily communicate and transfer files or programs with almost any other

computer. We've never found a computer that OMNITERM can't work with It's a

complete package because it mdudes not only the terminal program itself, but also

conversion utilities, a text editor, special configuration file*, ssrlous

documentation and serious support

Why do I need It?

Ym need OMNITERM it yon need to communicate efficiently with many different

computers, or it yon want to customize your TRS-80 for use with one particular

computer. You need OMNITERM to SOLVE your communications problems once

and for all.

What do I get?

The OMNITERM package includes the OMNITERM terminal program four

conversion utilities a text editor, and setting files for use with popular computers

sack as CompuServe, the Source and Dow tones —|ust as samples of what you can

Bndbmrgh Systems

The ULTIMATE TRS-80 Terminal Package
do for the computer you want to wort with The package mdudes six programs seven

data tiles, and real documentation a TS-page manual that has been called "the best in

the Industry." And OMNITERM comes with real user support We can be reached

via CompuServe. Source, phone, or mail to promptly answer your questions about using

OMnTTTJUl

Whet do I need to use OMNITERM?

A Model I or Model III TRS-80 at least 32K of memory, one disk, and the RS-232

interface OMNITERM works with ail ROMs and DOSes. and will work with your

special keyboard drivers

What will It do?

OMNITERM allows you to translate any character going to any device printer screen

disk, keyboard, or communications line, giving you complete control and allowing you to

redefine the character sets of all devices It will let you transfer data and run your

printer while connected tor a record of everything that happens OMNITERM can

reformat your screer so that 80 32. or 40 column lines arc easy to read and look neat on

your TRS-80 screen It even lets you get on remote computers with just one keystroke1

The program lets you send special characters echo characters count UART errors

configure your UART send True Breaks and use lower case It accepts VIDEOTEX codes

giving you full cursor control. It will even let you review text that has scrolled oft

the screen
1

Best ot all OMNITERM will save a special file with all your changes so you

can quickly use OMNITERM tor any

one of many different computers by

loading the proper file It's easy to use

since it's menu driven and gives you a

full status display so you can namme

and change everything

"OMNITERM has my vote as the top

TRS-80 terminal program available today"

Kilobaud Microcomputing. June 1981.

pages 16-19.

OMNITERM is $95 (phis shipping if

C0D| Call for 24 hour shipment Manual

alone $15. applied toward complete pack-

age Visa. M/C and COO accepted. MA

residents add 5% tax Dealer inquiries

invited

Contact Lindbergh Systems for your

custom programming needs We are

expert at writing software to work with

YOUR hardware, in assembler, high-level

language or Forth

^391

41 Fairhill Road. Holder. MA 01520 |617| 852-0233 Sown VMM iomxJerrt "O-iOJS? TUS* m -«l TMiCv;
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6 ways to give
yourTRS-80 a

+PLUS
Exhaustive research and professional standards

brinq you the best in business software.

EASYTRAK
KEEP YOUR SALES CURVING UP-
WARD WITH EASYTRAK"", a powerful

all-purpose activity tracking system. User-

specified options enable you to monitor

sales activity by territory, product line,

salesman, or by combinations. Can
monitor inquiries, sales calls and order

booking. Production activity (by shift, by

product, by day. by team,

etc.). spending or in-

come activity are simple

to set up with EASY-
TRAK"" . Extensive video

displays make available

individual, group or total summaries, rela-

tive averages, and percentage data all at the

touch of a button. Use of an 80-column
printer is optional.

MODEL 1/ III

MODEL II

$125
$150

- GENERAL LEDGER
SUCE OUT MORE PROFIT by using

• General Ledger to monitor your financial

status. Features include fully-flexible finan-

cial statements, both budget and last year

comparisons, special report options,

monthly and quarterly trial balances, man-
ual and or automatic journal entries all with

extensive audit trails. You structure the

chart of accounts with up to 5 digit account

numbers
MODEL l/lll $325
MODEL II $350

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
PUT MORE CASH IN
YOUR BANK AC-
COUNT with • Account
Receivable s many col-

lection credit features,

including average pay-

ment days. aging
schedule and statements.

Open-item system records sales activity

this year and last, optional automatic dis-

counts and salesman assignment. Cash re-

ceipts and A R adjustments feature exten-

sive on-line validation. And. yes. • Accounts

Receivable handles the pesky new 9-digit

zip code. Other optional features include

service charges to selective customers:

partial and on-account payments. Posts,

at your option to • General Ledger

MODEL l/lll $325
MODEL II $350

-FIXED ASSETS

A POWERFUL SET OF TOOLS TO
CALCULATE and monitor fixed asset ex-

penditures, book and tax depreciation, in-

vestment tax credit, etc. Will even forecast

future depreciation for you. (Handy at

budget time!) Code structure enables you
to classify assets by departments, buildings,

groups or other categories. Handles seven

depreciation methods. Can post to -Gen-
eral Ledger for you

MODEL l/lll $325

MODEL II $350

+ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUNNEL THAT STACK OF BILLS into

* Accounts Payable system and create an

orderly, manageable flow of vendor his-

tories, cash requirements forecasts, check
registers and checks, aging schedules etc

Will accept manual checks

reversals, and adjustments.

Pay by selected vendor, in-

voice, due date, discount

dates, and optionally post di-

rectly to your • General

Ledger. Supports 5-digit

vendor numbers.

MODEL I/III $325

MODEL II $350

-PAYROLL
KEEP YOUR EMPLOYEES HAPPY and
smiling with prompt, accurate and profes-

sional payroll records. Will handle weekly,

biweekly, semimonthly, monthly payrolls,

produce checks, check
registers, labor reports,

earnings reports. Form
94 Is. W2's. etc. Can
handle fixed voluntary

deductions, hourly

salary employees,
bonuses, city and state taxes, etc. Easy to

use and update tax tables Automatic
• General Ledger posting

MODEL l/III

MODEL II

$325

$350

SPECIAL! All of the above: MODEL I/III $ 1600. MODEL II $ 1 750.

+PLUS SOFTWARE comes to you feature packed from on-line validation to

machine-language file handling. Extensive documentation and thorough installa-

tion guide accompany each order. All systems are furnished on disc. Source code
is included. Texas residents add b% sales tax.

To order, call TOLL-FREE 24 hours
1-800-231-7315

\ee List ol AOvertisers on page 402

+ PLUS
PLUS COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY. INC
POST OFFICE BOX 1152

ANCLF TON. TEXAS 77511(713)84*1108 ^131

Dealer inquiries invited

IKS 80 is a irqistered trademark ol Tandy Corp

t.ASVTKAIA ii a trademark ol Plus Computer Tech Inr
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Program continues

8060 28 01540 DEFM '(C) 1980 9Y LYNN W. GRAVES'
807A 0D 01550 DEFB 0DB
807B 0D 01560 DEFB 0DB
807C 00 01570 DEFB 00H
807D 0D 01580 HSG7 DEFB 0DH
807E 0D 01590 DEFB 0DH
807F 49 01600 DEFM 'INPUT YOUR REQUIRED MEMORY SIZE IN DECIMAL

80AA 00 01610 DEFB 00B
80AB 0D 01620 HSG8 DEFB 0DH
80AC 0D 01630 DEFB 0DH
80AD 44 01640 DEFM 'DOES YOUR SERIAL PRINTER DRIVER RECOGNIZE A
ND PROVIDE'
80E2 0D 01650 DEFB 0DB
80E3 45 01660 DEFM •ENOUGH TIME FOR LINE FEEDS '

80PE 00 01670 DEFB 00B
80PF 57 01680 NSG5 DEFM 'WILL THE PRINTER CONTROL BLOCK CONTAIN THE
SERIAL DRIVER
8137 0D 01690 DEFB 0DB
8138 45 01700 DEFM 'ENTRY ADDRESS DURING FUTURE USE OF THIS CUS
TON SCRIPSIT'
816F 0D 01710 DEFB 0DH
8170 28 01720 DEFM •<Y/N) '

8176 00 01730 DEFB 00B
8177 0D 01740 MSG6 DEFB 0DH
8178 0D 01750 DEFB 0DH
8179 49 01760 DSFM 'INPUT THE DECIMAL ENTRY ADDRESS OF YOUR DRI
VER '

81A8 00 B1770 DEFB 00H
81A9 0D 01780 BOH DEFB 0DH
81AA 00 01790 DEFB 00H
81AB 21A981 01800 WHY LD HL,HOW j RESTORE CURSOR POSITION
81AE CDA728 01810 CALL 28A7B
81B1 C3307P 01820 JP WHERE j REPEAT PROMPT
81B4 0D 01830 HO DEFB 0DB
81B5 00 01840 DEFB 00H
81B6 21B481 01850 WH LD HL,HO t RESTORE CURSOR POSITION
81B9 CDA728 01860 CALL 28A7B
81BC C30280 01870 JP WHER ; REPEAT PROMPT
7P00 01880 END START
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

ROM tine printer routine to per-

form such chores as keeping

track of the characters per line

and lines per page. This pro-

cess of POKEing the driver en-

try address and maximum
characters per line count into

the Line Printer Control Block

is known as initializing the

driver. This initialization is

usually performed when the

driver is first loaded, followed

by a jump to either Level II

Basic or DOS Ready.

• Because most drivers are

compatible with Basic, they are

located in the attic (highest

available RAM) where they are

out of the way. This neces-

sitates a protective memory

size setting to prevent Basic

from writing over your driver.

• Many drivers do not save

the environment (information in

the Z80 internal registers which

will be used by the driver

routine) and which causes the

Scripsit program to crash when

it finds unnatural data within

Its registers. Most drivers as-

Do yourowntaxes like an expert
with TAX/SAVER.

TAX/SAVERI" The tax help program
for the layman and the professional.

• Privacy.

• Built in tax aids. Answers questions like "Is my father my
dependent?" and "Are my deductions reasonable?"

• Tax regulations programmed in by our team of accountants.

Type in your figures and you've done your own tax return.

• Output to video or lineprinter. (Overlays available.)

• Tax deductible.

• Optional text: help for novices speed for professionals.

• Manual: Tax information, lists of deductions, tax glossary.

• TAX/SAVER7" 1: completes long and short forms, itemized

deductions, interest, dividends, income averaging and

maximum tax, tax calculation.

• TAX/SAVER" U: all features of TAX/SAVER" I plus

business income and capital gains.

• Discount on yearly updates. ^•385

Reviews:

"Well designed and easy to use" -D. Lubar, Creative Computing Magazine 1 81

"TAX/SAVER1" may very well ik/e up to its name"
M. Tannenbaum. CPA.

*Kegislered trademark ot Radio Shack

Microcomputing Magazine 2/81

? Copyright !*»!

^:^N
TAX/FORECASTER" converts TAX/SAVER"
to a tax planner. Lets you see how financial decisions

will affect your taxes. TAX/FORECASTER" can

be used alone.

Orders will be filled in late January to allow inclusion ot new tax laws

TO ORDER:

Call collect 203-324*3009 or 203-544-8777 or mail this

coupon to: Micromatic Programming Co.
P.O. Box 1S8, Georgetown, CT 06829

Please enroll me in member's service and send:

TAX SAVER" ! '«' $79.95 Manual included

D TAX/SAVER'" II «n $11995 Manual included

TAX/FORECASTER'" ;a $49.95

(with either TAX SAVER'" $29 95

1

D Tax Form Overlays " $39.95

D Please send me more information

Please check one:

D TRS-80* Mode! I. 32K with 2 disk drives

D TRS-80* Model 111. 32K with 2 disk drives

Add S3 50 tor postage and handling CT res>di?iit> add ? Sdtea u\

Name

Address

City State _ Zip-

Check

Card No. .

Master Charge Visa

Exp.datc
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BLOCK SHIFT SCRIPSIT/LC HIGH

ADD BLOCK SHIFT ROUTINE

AT END OF CUSTOM
SCRIPTSIT TO MOVE IT

TO ITS NORMAL

OPERATING POINT

CALL CLEAR SCREEN ROUTINE

DISPLAY DRIVER
LOCATION PROMPT

YES

MODIFY CUSTOM SCRIPSIT TO

FETCH DRIVER ADDRESS

DISPLAY DRIVER

ADDRESS PROMPT

t

DISPLAY MEMORY SIZE PROMPT

MODIFY SCRIPTSIT

AS NECESSARY

DISPLAY LINE-FEED PROMPT

NO

[YES

MODIFY CUSTOM SCRIPTSIT FOR

CHANGING ALL L/F TO C/R

1 L

RETURN TO DOS READY

Fig. 1. Scripter Flow Chart

REEWARE THESAURUS
INNOVATIVE BEADY-REFERENCE PRQgRAWS

How many times have you racked your brain tor just the right word

when writing an important letter, report, or article? How many times have

your ideas been misunderstood because the words you used didn't express

your thoughts clearly and accurately?

Now. by using the remarkable new REFWARE THESAURUS programs,

your computer can speedily find those words that are on the tip of your

tongue but that you can't quite remember at the moment. And it tells you

how to spell them!

Just slip a REFWARE THESAURUS disk into your disk drive. Then type

in your sentences or paragraphs. The computer will quickly otter a variety

ot alternatives, retyping your sentences or paragraphs with substitute

possibilities chosen from its multi-thousand word vocabulary. It displays

the revised sentences on your monitor or types them on your printer as you

choose, so that you can mull them over and choose the one that most ac-

curately expresses what you REALLY mean to say

Having helped thousands ot writers learn to express themselves with

clarity as editor ot such publications as the World Book Encyclopedia the

Encyclopedia Americana, and the Readers Digest Almanac and Yearbook,

David C. Whitney has drawn on decades ot editorial experience to prepare

the revolutionary REFWARE THESAURUS programs, bringing the speed

and power ot the computer to the aid of anyone who wishes to improve his

writing or speaking.

In addition to the specific programs capable of substituting suggested

alternate words for nouns and adjectives. REFWARE THESAURUS Builder

enables engineers, physicians, lawyers, educators, business, physicists,

chemists, and other professionals and specialists to develop their own in-

dividually tailored vocabularies of hard-to-remember technical words.

REFWARE THESAURUS Adjectives 1.0

6.200 adjectives assist you in choosing the most accurate modifiers

in your ads. letters, reports, and speeches

REFWARE THESAURUS Nount 1.0

6,200 nouns suggest alternates for the names of persons, places, things.

and ideas that you use in your writing and speaking.

REFWARE THESAURUS Builder 1.0

Series of eight utility programs enables the user to develop specialized

computer thesaurus disk programs of hard-to-remember technical words

and their alternates for personal use. Functions independently of Adjec-

tives and Nouns programs.

REFWARE THESAURUS Uter's Manuals: Complete descriptions of use of

each of the above programs. Included at no additional charge with each of

program disks listed above, if ordered separately, price of documentation

is refundable upon receipt of order and payment for program disn.

MINIMUM System Required TRS 80* Mod l or Mod III 48K with two disk drives

*A Trademark of Tandy Corporation

REFWARE" Reference software division David C Whitney Associates inc

P.O. Box4S1.Chappaqua. N Y 10514

•A trademark of David C. Whitney Associates. Inc

Specify Modi ( | or Mod lll( )

Qty. Order No. Title Unit Price Tola)

1001RT Adjectives 1.0 S39.9S

2001 RT Nouns 1.0 $39.95

5001 RT Builder 1.0 %149.95

6001RT User's Manual Adj S9.95 I

6002RT User's Manual Nouns S9.95

6003RT User's Manual Builder $14.95

Sales tax (N Y state residents oniyi

Postage and handling

Check l (Money Order TOTAL

( ) MasterCharge

$ 3CC

Enclosed $ (

Bill: I
(Visa

$

Card# .

Exp. Date Interbank!

Signature

Name Phone
I

Address

City Slate. Zip.
.

Mailed First Class, but allow 3 to 4 weeks tor delivery, no C O D orders ^374
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sume the next character will be

found in the C register. Guess

what? Scripsit leaves this char-

acter in the accumulator.

Therefore the custom Scripsit

must move the output char-

acter into the C register and it

must also save the environ-

ment before calling your driver

routine.

Serial printer drivers have an

uncommon feature which is the

ability to recognize a linefeed.

Scripsit uses linefeeds to ad-

vance the paper; some drivers

will recognize linefeeds but

won't allow sufficient time for

the mechanics of the opera-

tion. Therefore custom Scripsit

must provide conversion of all

linefeeds to carriage returns

when applicable.

Item two, above, is a very

large burr under the ole saddle!

How does Scripsit recognize

your protective memory size

setting? It doesn't. As your text

size approaches your max-

imum available RAM, Scripsit

will write over your driver

rendering it useless.

Radio Shack never men-

tioned that memory size minus

two is stored at addresses

40B1H and 40B2H. A quick

check with RSM2 reveals that

Scripsit never uses these ad-

dresses. A close inspection of

the first 57 bytes of Scripsit ex-

ecution discloses a Search For

Memory Size Routine within ad-

dresses 5260H and 5275H in-

clusively (See Table 4). This

routine starts with address

FFFFH, reads its contents,

complements the contents,

5747: 3F OA LD A>OA
5244

1

32 F8 37 LD C37E8I ,

A

ioul'u t a i ine- feed

5F60. CD 04 60 CALL 6004 i test for c lear key
5F63. 3A ts 17 LD A. (3/F.S) « 1 npu t printer status
5F66: CP It BIT 7.

A

• t es t printtr s t a tus
5F68: 20 P6 JR NZ.5F60 ; I oop til ready

663F. 3A FB 3' LD A. <H710> I inpu printer >i*tui.
66421 E6 FO AND FO I M«SK bits
6644: Ft 30 CP 30 I ta«st printer statub
6646i 28 14 jp Z.66%C i jump if realy
6648: 3F oc ID A.Ot I term feed, not ready
664A. CD 7C .SF CALL 6F/C
66411. CP 04 bV CALI 60O4 ! t»«t fop clear Key
6650. 3A K8 a LD a, rj/Fai i inpu printer «iu»
66^3

1

E6 FO AND FO : m*%* ir-i tt
6655. FE 30 cr- 30 M»si printer status
6657. 20 F4 Jft NZ.6&4D I loop l f not i e«rty
6659i CD F9 hb i:all 6BE9 i f I *ar boi 1 om i m*
665Ci 3E OD LD A.Ot'
665Ei 32 E8 37 ' D (3718) .A 1 IM t - t C/R

i-770; 3F OD LD A.OD
67221 32 F8 37 LD (3/KJ ' • A Out P t C/R
6725. 03 Ef OUT ED .out pi t C/R to UARJ

7A95i 3E 20 LD A. CO
7A97: 31 la .1/ I D (37P8. .A i Ou 1 Pi t a space
7A9A. 08 K AF.AF'
7A9B: C3 7a V JP *F74 ; upd* • control blocK
7A9Ei 32 F8 )7 LD >37F.a). A : OU t PI t A to printer
7AA1: C3 /» 'A .IP *.f 74 i u"d* t- loniml bloc*

Table 1. Parallel Printer Handshaking

660Di 3A 62 7C LD A, (7C62) : fetcn mi t . f las
6610. B7 OR A is*: (lass
6611: CO RET NZ initialization done
661?: FD CB OE 4E BIT 1. <I*»0E> i start initialization
6616. 28 27 JR Z.663F
6618: 03 F.8 OLT E8
661A. OB >? I.N E9
661ft E6 f 8 AND FC
661E. F6 04 OR 04
6670: 03 f A ou'i LA
6622: DB F9 IN F^
6674: E6 7 AND 07
6626: 21 OF 68 1.0 HL.600F
6679: 06 OO 1 u e.o..
662B: 4F l.Li C.A
6671": 09 AD Li m . Br
662D: 7E l.D A. (Ml. 1

662F: 03 f9 OUT tv
6630. OB EA IN FA
6632: rF FF l> IF
6634: 3E CM) 1 A.oa
6636: CA £ E /u JF Z. 7061
6639: 3E Ff L.D A.FF
6636. 31 62 71"

I D (7Cfc,'i ,A ,ul inn, I i as
663E: C9 IV F T i mi t 1*1 tzat ion done

7ab/e 2 UART Initialization Routine

writes the complemented value

back to the address, and then

exclusive ORs what is read the

second time with what was
read the first time. If any dif-

ference exists, the zero test

fails and the next lower ad-

dress is tested. When the test

finds an address that can be

written to, it considers this to

be the maximum memory size

for your system. This memory

size is stored at 7C5DH, 7C55H,

7C2DH and is also placed in the

IX register pair.

Machine-Language Program

Since many TRS-80 users

have little skill using Assembly

programs, I decided to con-

struct a machine-code program

which would make all the

necessary changes based on a

few prompts which most

operators can answer. This

Scripsit patch program, named
SCRPTR, will link the user's

driver to Scripsit. SCRPTR will

reside on cassette for ease in

mailing.

Because Radio Shack's

TapeDisk program overlaps

with Scripsit, the custom Scrip-

sit will be located and modified

at addresses 8200H-AC74H.

This way TapeDisk can be used

to save custom Scripsit on disk.

See Fig. 1 for a flow chart of the

SCRPTR program. Notice that

SCRPTR first blockshifts Scrip-

sit/LC into high RAM. Then it

adds a blockshift at the end of

Scripsit/LC. This blockshift is

the entry point for the custom

Scripsit. Once loaded into high

RAM, its function is to move

custom Scripsit down to its nor-

mal operating position. The re-

mainder of the flow chart is self

explanatory.

One word of warning: These

ROM routines act crazy when

DOS vectors are present. This

is a result of Basic Exit Vectors

(see 80 Microcomputing,

February 1980). Since I will be

executing SCRPTR from Level II

Basic, these DOS vectors will

not be present.

Fig. 2 is a source listing of

SCRPTR, compiled using the

enhanced version of Radio

Shack's Editor/Assembler

found in NEWDOS + . The

liberal comments should ease

some of the anguish of follow-

ing this unorthodox program. It

is now time to type in the

source listing with an Editor/

Assembler or POKE in the op-

code for this SCRPTR program.

How to Use SCRPTR

To suffice with using only

Level II Basic and Radio

Shack's disk operating system

for construction of this custom

Scripsit requires an exacting

sequence of operations. For

the benefit of all newcomers, I

will explain how to answer the

prompts.

Answering Prompts

The first prompt will ask:

"Will the printer control block

contain the serial driver entry

address during future use of

this custom Scripsit? Indicate

yes or no."

If your serial driver auto-

matically initializes and returns

your system to DOS Ready, you

may answer yes. If your serial

driver requires operator input

to initialize, you may answer no

which will preclude future

operator input for your driver.

If your serial driver has a

speed menu, such as 100, 75, 60

words per minute teletype, you

must input this speed selection

each time your driver is initializ-

ed. A yes answer would be your

logical choice for this situation.

If you are not sure of the en-

try address of your driver,

answer yes and the custom

Scripsit will fetch this informa-

tion from the line printer con-

trol block each time custom

Scripsit is executed. Of course

this necessitates initialization

of your driver prior to each

loading of custom Scripsit.

After you answer yes or no hit

Enter.

If you answered no to the

first prompt, your next prompt

will ask: "Input the decimal en-

try address of your driver?" In-

put the correct response and

press Enter.

The next prompt will ask: "In-

put your required memory size

in decimal?" Normally this is

the memory size to protect your

driver which is located above

Scripsit. If your driver is located

below 20992 you have to enter

the maximum memory size of
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SmaU
Bus.ness

COMPUTERS
118 SO. MILL ST • PRYOR, OK 74761

AMERICAN
PHONE (918) 829-4844

ALL LISTED PRICES ARE CASH DISCOUNTED WE ACCEPT MC VISA AND COD REQUIRES CERTIFIED CHECK CASHIER S CHECK OR
CASHi FOR CHARGE ORDERS. PLEASE ADD 3% FOR COD SERVICE PLEASF ADD 3°o OKLAHOMA HE SIDE N TS PLE ASE ADD 4', SALES TAX

TRS-80 MODEL?
MINI DISK DRIVES

Our Model 3 Mini Disk Drive is based

on the famous Tandon mini disk unit.

Because of it's low cost and high reli-

ability, we thought this Tandon unit

the perfect choice for the Model 3

Much testing confirmed our opinion,

and we think you'll agree that it's the

best mini disk for the money (and the

Model 3)'"

* DEALER INQUIRIESINVITED

INTERNAL DISK DRIVE K TSfOR THEMODEt IIICOMPUTER

Tl.-« CUlOHOnai i»dri«eol ,OUI tioice ontroitti pow i supply cables

mounting hard* a-e a'dcu '-" "" cl ions 'o' easy sia 'a- on

DRIVE TYPE UHivE
Eiutnai

ORivE 1

E.terna.

DRIVE 2 DRIVE 3

S "gie Sidt«0 T-ac«

Sices aDou! 180 000 S595 00 219 96 259 95 259 95

B.ies Disk 0'.*e

DjaiMeact 40 Track

Si 'esaDou' 360 000 wrs * .-ii - 415 00 415 00

Bytes D.i« Dr«e

Smgie Side BO T-ac*

Stores dDOut J60 000 M89 *> m '.)', 4'b00 415 00

B.'es DiShOnve

Oudi Mead 80 Trac»

Sto-es aDOoi 720 000 i829 93 i~. - 564 00 564 00

ByteS'D'S" D"ve

•D' «esO ana l may De mjtaiieo •temaiiy i* in controller and O0«»«r Supply

-nounteo uuernail) p ease *aa $40 0010' CO Si o'cat>>net a :

TRS-80 MODEL 1

MINI DISK DRIVES
Our Mini Disk Dr.ves are based on the world famous

TEAC Mini Disk Una. TheTEAC Unit features an esti-

mated 8000 power-on-hours mean time between failure

(that's 8 hours a day. 5 days a week, for 3 85 years!!).

Our drives also feature a lead screw head positioner

This type of positioner insures accurate head position-

ing over ;he read-write media while giving a very quiet,

noise-free read-write operation If you have any doubts

about our drives. ou' one year warranty Should con-

vince you that we know this upm It the best drive at the

bett price on the American market This is one exam-

ple where you can pay less and get more'.

'

MODEL 1 40 TRACK FULLY TRS-80 COMPATIBLE
DISK DRIVE $265

MODEL 1 80 TRACK DRIVE (Require* NEWDOS80
or equivalent software to work) $369 95

NEWDOS 80 (Version 2.0) $139.95

BOX OF 10 VERBATIM
DATALIFE DISKETTES $29.95

$269
COMPLETE DRIVE

WITH POWER SUPPLY

CALL: 918-827-4844 k-521

• TM Tandy Corp.



your system for this prompt.

The last prompt will ask:

"Does your serial printer driver

recognize and provide enough

time for linefeeds? yes or no."

If your driver does not

manage linefeeds properly,

simply answer no and your

custom Scripsit will convert all

linefeeds to carriage returns

Answer yes otherwise.

Assembling A Custom Scripsit

These instructions will direct

you in assembling a custom

Scripsit and saving it on disk.

These instructions are based

on using Radio Shack's disk

operating system which in-

cludes Debug and Tapedisk.

The preliminary steps are:

• Powerup your system and

hold Break while pressing

Reset. This will place your

system into Level II Basic.

Press Enter, type System and

press Enter again.

• Place the SCRPTR tape in

your recorder and then type

SCRPTR and Enter. This will

start the tape loading.

• You may have to experi-

ment with the volume control to

achieve a proper load. Once

you have established the

proper volume level and have

achieved several successful

loads, rewind the *ape and shut

off the system.

• Powering down your

system is very important

because bad loads can POKE
data anywhere in memory.

These are the steps for as-

sembling the custom Scripsit:

• Turn on your system.

• Boot DOS Ready.

• Type Debug and Enter.

• Type SCRIPSIT/LC and

Enter.

• Your screen will fill with

data. Ignore this data, hold

Break and press Reset. This

will return your system to Level

II Basic. Now press Enter.

• Type System and press

Enter.

• Prepare SCRPTR tape for

loading. Then type SCRPTR
and Enter.

• When the tape load Is com-

plete, type 7' and Enter.

• This will display SCRPTR
prompts. When you have

answered the last prompt your

system will boot DOS Ready.

• Type Tapedisk and Enter

which will load it and display a

question mark.

•Type F SCRIPSIT/CMD:0

8200 AC74 AC60 and Enter.

• Your system will now save

your custom Scripsit on disk.

• When the disk save ends

you will get another question

mark. Type E and Enter. This

concludes assembling and

placing your custom Scripsit

onto disk.

Now you can use your cus-

tom Scripsit. If you answered

yes for the first prompt, turn on

the system and boot DOS
Ready. Then, filespec for your

driver and initialize it. Lastly,

filespec Scripsit. Don't forget

to use the serial print com-

mands.

If you answered no to the

first prompt, follow the same

steps for yes but do not in-

itialize the driver.

Problems

Most problems will fall within

three areas: tape loading

problems; custom Scripsit

locks up when (P,S) command
is used; and/or the printer will

not linefeed properly.

Tape loading problems are

normally attributed to cassette

head alignment errors. Your

SCRPTR tape should be record-

ed several successive times to

reduce loading problems. If you

can't get a good load after ex-

perimental volume settings, re-

assemble a new tape copy ol

SCRPTR.
If your custom Scripsit locks

up when you use the (P,S) com-

mand and the cursor doesn't

return after you hold the Clear

key, this indicates that your

driver entry address was not in

the line printer control block, or

you previously entered the

wrong driver address. Do you

have your driver loaded? If the

line printer control block isyour

problem, assemble another

custom Scripsit and answer no

to the first prompt.

Linefeed problems are a re-

sult of one of two possibilities.

Your serial driver doesn't recog-

nize linefeeds or it recognizes

them but doesn't provide enough

time for the mechanics of the

linefeed. This problem is cor-

rected by answering no to the

last prompt.

You should now have a

reasonable understanding of

how to interface your particular

serial printer driver to the disk

version of Scripsit.

A cassette version of SCRPTR
may be obtained from the

author.

5F59:
SF5A:
5F5Ci
5F5E:

5F 84

.

5F87.
5F8V:
5F8B:

6720

1

6722:
677Si

F-6 7 V

03 Lb
18 14

C£i 04 60
00 EA
CF- 7/

28 i 7

3F 00
32 E8 37
03 EF>

• NO
OUT

T.F7 4

CALL 6004
IN EA
BIT 6.

A

JR Z.5F84

masK araphics chrt.
out ttata to Uart
update control Bio-

test foi- c lear K»>
input uart status
test Uart statu*

I £

LD
OUT

A.OD
1 37E8

I

Table 3. UART Printer Routines

5260 s 21 tt 00 LD HL.OOFF
5263 = 25 DEL H
5264. /E LD A, (HL)
5265: ?F r.PL

52661 77 LD (HL) .

A

5267. AE (OR IHL 1

5268i 20 F9 JR N2. 5263 i loop til test fails
526Ai 22 so 7C i n < 7C5D) . ML
526D: 22 2D 7C LD (7C2D).HL
5270i 2? 55 7C LD (7C5S),HT-
5273i ES PUSH HL i store HL contents
5274: DO El POP IX i fetc'i HL contents

; I X = memory size

Table 4. Memory Test Routine
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Software for TRS-oO

— ^PP^R^T ' S I^LEXTEIXT/QO —
PLJT * S PEP I ivl THE EPSON

R.E 'TEXT' Rr pf'ivi iJe & a SC'F-TF'SIT path to EPSON powpi i^pr ^ w 1 1

* Ft i n
. 'jupprecr 1 p t <=

ind subscr ipt s
anvwhprp in l ^>:, < .

* Underline any text 'including

* Mi : 10'inrh and 16.5'inch character

and sub scr ipt

in u it- 1 i fie
Full line- o-f either width characters will b«- iu-i ». 1 -t 1 ed . '

* Mi- rior'iTietl and fc? 1 oriQ^t: «-*H nhar.
(Mi ; ed normal and elongated character s

iCt'.'i"? i M i y 4 or mat
sti f i ^n. i

# Mi •: normal and / t-&} > >~ char acter even «=* 1 <rj> i~> * j *s ~€r- *~- *rf

* M i irmal and emphasized characters '.^1 ongacted 'np'-
Th * * <2Z26 i s in emphasized, u I onqat *"'d , under 1 i ned ital i

* Dynami r a I 1 y ac t i vat e /ijhhc 1 1 va» e doubl e str i ke printinq.

* Dynamically chanqe line spacini] '6'inch, 8 ' l ni. h

* Set and evercise horizontal tab stops, such as:

71 inch

Tab 1 Tab Tab Tab 4 Tab n

* Print block qraphi

Print

graphic c<l ly statnd

BLOCK cj r ap h i

* Combine the above demonstrated features in just about anv manner
they want.

F'LE'a'TFXT/80 and SCR I PS IT were exercised in composing this page.

PL. E X TEXT/8* ' is available now -from APFAPA1". The purchase price i = :

*3^ - 95

TN
A registered trademark o-f The Tandy Corporation.

FLCXTEXT/tO (lor MX-60 Printer*) R»«u<rM Oraftrax

Apparatjnc.
mzm ¥^

On going Support for Microcomputers'

440' S • Denver CO 80237 . (303) 741 17 78.(800)525 76 74

JS , ,.» , -. j -•.-•.•r) •• . 1.. — -
.,- 1. ,' T.."(l, Corporation

s F o'eigf1 0'de's shipped Air Frpignt "'



UTILITY

f«tn
LOAD 80

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM
cassette

This author took the tape challenge and won.

Tape Spate

Bill Bowman
744 Christie Ave.

Selkirk, Manitoba
Canada R1A 2H9

After a challenge from a

friend to shorten the

length of time for cassette data

saves and recoveries, I have

come up with the following

routines that will: reduce save

and recovery times incredibly;

reduce relay flicking (with no

hardware); reduce the amount of

cassette tape required; and al-

low verification of data saves.

No matter how short your

Print* -1 statement is, it will

take at least five seconds to

record that item. In my example

I save 500 six-digit items con-

tained in Super Strings, and

then the same 500 items indi-

vidually. Table 1 shows a very

surprising comparison of

times.

Refer to Program Listing 1

and try Out the save-data

routine. Because I didn't want

to type in all the data, I used the

random feature to do it for me.

Because the data is contained

within strings, it doesn't matter

if the data is alphabetical,

numeric or alpha-numeric.

When you run the first listing

you are asked to field your

strings so it resembles a ran-

dom save in Disk Basic. A con-

siderable amount of time is

taken up with the data genera-

tion and the formatting of

strings; during an actual pro-

gram run it will accept data as

IBB CLEAR 20BB8
110 DIM A (500) , B$ (25) 500 FOR X - 1 TO 2000

128 DEFINT J 510 NEXT X : PRINT RIGHTS (TIMES ,5)

130 CLS 520 CMD "TIME 00:00:00
140 PRINTgl92,"WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF YOUR DATA STATEMENTS "jilNP 530 PRINT "TIME START NUMBER SAVE: « " ;RIGHTS (TIMES , 5)

UT I 540 FOR X = 1 TO A
150 J-249/I 550 PRINT t-l,DS(X)
160 PRINT 9 192, STRINGS (63," ") 560 PRINT X;" ";DS(X);" "j[RIGHTS ( TIMES , 5)
170 PRINT g 210, "HOW MANY NUMBERS DO YOU WANT "> : INPUT A 590 NEXT X
180 DIM ASIA), DS(A), X(A) 600 PRINT "TIME END NUMBER SAVE: - " J RIGHTS (TIMES , 5

)

190 PRINT I 192, STRINGS (63," ") 610 END
200 CLS 620 CLS : PRINT P 465, "HIT ANY KEY TO VERIFY:"
210 D - 1 638 IS-INKEYS : IFIS- ' GOTO 630
220 FOR X = 1 TO A 640 CLS : PRINT g 465, "< STAND-BY >"

230 A$(X) • RIGHT$(STR$(RND(0) ) ,1) 650 DIM YSI25)
240 PRINT S 210, "t";X|" "|AS(X) 660 FOR X - 1 TO D
250 B$(D) - BS(D) + AS(X) 670 YS(X) - B$(X)
260 PRINT ? 320, "STRING #"jDj"IS ";B$(D)(" " 680 BS(X) = ""

270 PRINT 9 704, "THIS STRING IS" ; LEN (BS (D) )

; "CHARACTERS LONG " 6 90 NEXT X
700 FOR X » 1 TO D

260 IF X/J - INT(X/J) THEN D - D + 1 710 INPUT »-l,BS(X)
290 NEXT X 720 IF BS(X) • YS(X) PRINT 9 465, "SUPER STRING" ; X; " IS OKAY"
300 FOR X - 1 TO D 730 IFBS(X) <>YS(X)PRINT0465, "SUPER STRING" ; X; " IS NO GOOD":GOT087
310 PRINT BS(X)|" "jLEN(BS(X)) B

320 NEXT X 740 PRINT YS(X!
330 C * 1 7 50 NEXT X
340 Y - 1 760 CLS : PRINT e 465, "YOUR DATA IS A-OK, HERE ARE THE NUMBERS"
350 FOR X - 1 TO A 770 Y » 1 : C = 1

360 DS(X) - MIDS(BS(C) ,Y,I) 7 80 FOR X - 1 TO A
370 IF DS(X) - "" THEN X = A 790 DS(X) - MIDS(YS(C) ,Y,I)
3B0 PRINT X;" ")DS(X) > 800 IF DS(X) - "" THEN X - A
390 Y - Y + I 810 PRINT Xj" ";DS(X)>
400 IF X/J - INT(X/J) THEN C-C+l :Y-1 820 Y - Y + I

410 NEXT i 830 IF X/J - INT1X/J) THEN C-C+l : Y - 1

420 CLS 840 NEXT X
430 CMD "TIKE 00:00:00 850 CLS : PRINT 9 465, "YOUR DATA IS A-OK, PROCEED TO RELOAD": END
440 PRINT "TIME START LONG STRING SAVB: - " ;RIGHTS (TIMES, 5)
450 FOR X • 1 TO D 860 PRINT 9 465, "HIT 1 TO RE-TRY VERYIFY, ANYTHING TO RE-RUN"
460 PRINT #-1, B$(X) 870 IS = INKEYS : IF INKEYS " GOTO 870
470 PRINT "TIME END STRING SAVE 1

"

|Xj RIGHT? (TIMES, 5) 880 IF IS * "1" THEN GOTO 700
480 NEXT X 890 RUN

Program Listing 1
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you enter it except for a few

delays as strings are ex-

changed in RAM storage.

I have expanded the program

in an exaggerated manner to

make it easier to follow. When
you incorporate these routines

into your own programs they

should take up very few lines.

Remember, the secret to fast

program execution is a mini-

mum of line numbers so try to

get as close as possible to 255

characters per line.

Program Execution

As the first listing executes,

you are asked for the length of

your data entries. Since RND(O)

only allows generation of six-

digit numbers, you are limited

to that as a maximum. To make
full use of this routine, you

must add trailing blanks so that

all entries are the same length.

The routines in Program List-

ings 4 and 5 accomplish this

when you set up your own pro-

grams. These use the INKEYS

function, so you cannot enter

too few or too many characters.

The first is set up to accept only

numeric data, the second looks

for six 15-character entries, and

Enter will fill the rest of the string

with blanks. You can also erase

an error by using Shift E. In the

first example you load six six-

digit numbers and then print the

resulting super string.

In Program Listing 1 you are

asked for the number of entries

you wish to make. It then di-

mensions the strings so you do

not exceed 255 characters, in-

cluding the title which takessix

character spaces. This leaves

us with 249 usable spaces in

each string. If your item state-

ment is longer, reduce the num-

ber of usable bytes. As your

entries fill the string, line 290 in-

crements to the next string.

As the super strings are

formed, you are told which

string is being built and what

its length is. After all your super

strings are built, they are dis-

played and then torn apart

again to show you the indi-

vidual entries and their num-

bers. If you are using the real-

time clock, you will not be able

to save data at this time. If you

do not have an expansion inter-

face, then remove all CMD
statements and references to

TIMES.

For your first look at the time

saving element, press play on

your recorder without a tape in-

stalled. You will be told when

the super strings are being

saved. When they are finished,

mark down the counter read-

out after the strings and then

reset for the individual saves.

After the data has been saved,

execution of the program stops

at line 160 as this is as far as we

want to go at this time.

Now go back and start again

with the time clock shut down
and a fresh tape in the player.

Wind past the leader, press re-

cord and play. Delete line 160

and run the program again with

enough data to fill two or three

super strings. The data will

once again be saved, so be pa-

tient and let it all go out. If you

don't want to wait through all the

Com Sanson of Save Times

Time Start Super String Save - 00:00

Time End Supe String Save # 1 -- 00:09

Time End Supe String Save » 2 00:17

Time Erd Supe String Save » 3 = 00:26

Saving Space
Time End Supe String Save # 10 = 01:25

Time End Supe String Save t 11 01:34

Time Et.3 S_ce- String save • 12 = 0142
Elapsed Time = 1 Minute 42 Seconds

Time Star; Number Save. 00:00

Time End Data Save • 1 232156 a 00 08

Time End Data Save » 2 469059 a 00: 1

3

Time End Data Save* 3 826096(3 00:17

Savir g Space
Time End Data Save » 498 733678 ® 36:29

Time End Data Save #499 961027 36:33

Time End Data Save # 500 320628 B 36.38

Eiaosed Time 36 Minutes. 38 Seconds

Table 1

individual saves, then make the

changes in Program Listing 3.

The verify data routine en-

sures a good save prior to

powering down. There is no

sense in verifying the individual

data as we won't use that anti-

quated routine again. When the

data has been saved, rewind

the tape and press the play but-

ton. Hitting any key reads in the

super strings. As each string is

read in, you see a message

stating that the save is good or

the process stops and you are

asked to rewind the tape. You are

given a choice of either resaving

the data or adjusting the volume

for another try at verifying.

When the save is satisfac-

tory, the super strings will once

again be displayed and broken

down for your viewing. Now
power down the entire system

to ensure that no data at all re-

mains in the computer.

Program Listing 2

Type in Program Listing 2.

The only data you are required

to enter is to reserve space for

strings by entering the number

of entries and their lengths. As
each super string is loaded it is

displayed and then broken

down.

Now put the routines into use

in your programs. You don't

have to retype the data either.

Build a quick routine to read in

your old data and add the

blanks toequal out their length.

While these routines are based

on the TRS-80 Model I Level II,

they should work with a few

changes on any system.

Further Suggestions

One further idea to reduce

the amount of memory required

would be to destroy the super

strings as they are broken

down, and destroy the indi-

vidual entries as they are built

into super strings. This would

involve a very minimal overlap,

only the length of one super

string.

If you want to play around

with the concept of automatic

reservation of space, try the

routine in Program Listing 3.

This could be quite useful if you

have limited memory and want

to see exactly what you can

IBB CLEAR 2880B
118 DIM. A (58B) , B$ (25)
12B DEFINT J, D
13B CLS
14B PRINT t> 192, "WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF THE DATA ST

A

"EMENTS ";: IN
PUT I

15f J - 249/1
16B PRINT p 192, STRINGS (63," ")

178 PRINT 1? 218, "HOW MANY NUMBERS WILL BE INPUT "; : INPUT A
168 DIM AS(A) , DS(A) , X(A)
190 PRINT 14 192, STRINGS (63, * ")
288 D - A/J
210 FOR X = 1 TO D » 1

228 INPUT 1 - 1 , BS(X)
23 NEXT X

248 C 1
250 Y - 1

26 B FOR X = 1 TO A
27B D$(X) = MID$(B$(C> ,y,I)
28B IF DS(X) « "" THEN X - A
298 PRINT X : " " ; DS(X) ;

380 Y • Y I

310 IF X,J - INT (X/J) THEN C = C * 1 : Y - 1
3 28 NEXT X

Program Listing 2

108 CLS : CLEAR IBB? : DEFINT C, D, E, F
118 PRINT 5 20B, *BOW MANY ENTRIES DO YOU HAVE *j : INPUT A
120 PRINT < 2BB, "WHAT IS THE LENGTH OP EACH ONE *» : IMPUT B
13B PRINT S 21B, STPING$(63,* ")

148 PRINT % B, MEM 1BBB
151 C - B • A 5BB
161 D - 249/B
17fl E-A/D
IBB PRINT $ 2BB, "YOU REQUIRE",-E; "SUPER STRINGS"
198 F = E • 8.5
2»B PRINT S 328, "AT 8.5 SECOND EACH, THIS WILL TAKE" ; F

; "SEC

.

21B G - A * 4.5
220 PRINT * 455, "THE OLD WAY THIS WOULD TAKE* ;G; *SEC. OR*
230 H G / 61
240 PRINT 519, H; "MINUTES*
258 PRINT - r

.<J3, "YO" MUST RESERVE* jC; "BYTES'
268 CLEAR (C)
270 PRINT § 25, MEM

Program Listing 3
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SOFTWARE lOR YOl R 16K I RS80 COLOR
MODEL I, III, ATARI 400 800, APPLE 11

P.pieappletree 1MACATARJ

D.. mmi km* ai] the iimntatt*! ItatwrUrtvtMvtlr" naMtonnff Isowirtl

«-%>)! usinv BASIC.<nninund>.' • V.lcl'K >(\»iii<ri|iiN- lianKktlinr ••.ii"

j.i "lii r.a-K • !•*.! jfjaiir-
'•'•Off

•''

stiiutc hait- spent S months :..; ( -ir -mi-iiu '.j.tii!.i> <>r-wa" - V\ . '•< I

daJipami a set <>f prugnim esr.- 1* i..; irt'Ti.-.! A -'h !*,«• inr'-s

plainmt! i-st-rslhinu the manuals an Btd :.','.,i. a'i.-i.. mi iu'.'Ii

mill An. I miK-h more
Ihc I'niKnmmri 's I'loutam

leads >mi steii h\ step through the
i nun bai i

liiniiamentals of programming : l.uii.l I'm II. Mil H.I..

\oiir<-oiii|Hiti-r. 1 f ifii son explore 1 I1ii.Il!! i siuKm-
the lint-r points multiple t CnHlietrS .Mill K.-|JlH-

loops. i|iuiu-s. staeks. game iiro-

grainiriing. sorts, trees. Ixa'k'an

i 1" n nl iHir >|nul Umlimi:

logk. .tntl mtimm savers All
lln latest |Ti«liul. jl«. |.TI|.|» f.il. Ili

these methods mate roar pn>
M.r niter

i£TiaETiiiniiiE tasks r4>K( and more i- ii< .«.. 1mi.« mUnt. v -

t Ifu ii ill Pngiiimr.ltMith
Difliiull .and vers .isettil pro- liasl won * rfaiili

Kraim an- limit heiofe vmir sen latfrl mr m] •.,!. bmitt burnt

eves, aixl ttrsigncd v< von It-arn al

vinif i*ii speed! Thf Program-
fl* prin [HwbntiOali 11U. Mil 1 lull

mer v Program is a mint for even
owner of a microcomputer ($40i iDno'l mtss «il no .wf Januar. issue..

If vtni order now, vou will receive our complete home accounting svstem (Reg. 39.85) AB-
SOLUTELY FREE Willi am $50.00 order. Purchase both above package* andvtmr net owl
U nnl> $75.00. This is otir New Year's special. «> don't wail. ORDER TODAY!!

THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE

Hill. M
Ml Si \ .«.i \X t , m.

. Pnjgrammer's Program
® Computer Model

Year Sticacriphon . both

Catsette

Trial Issue

Diskette

TRC and the programmer"! program are trademarks of Knturehotne.

'All software available on cassette for the TRS-80 Modrl I. Odor Extended Basic, Atari
401) 'SOI I. On diskette for the Model III. Apple II (Add 15.00 for each diskette order).

^241

store within the confines of and number twice, because

your available RAM. The only once the Clear command is ex-

shortcoming a\ \h\s routine \s ecuteri. »\\ variahlM »m te*a\.

that when using it within a pro- so you must redimension and

gram, you must enter the length define.

100 CLS
110 FOR B . 1 TO
120 A - 671
130
140

PRINT t
FOR X '

654,
1 TO

ENTER SAME * \Bj* '.-STRINGS ( 15 ,
".*)

150 IS • INKEYS IF IS - * GOTO 150
IF ASC(IS) - 101 AND X > 1 THEN AS(B) - LEFTS(AS(B) X-p A - A - 1 : PRINT a A
IF ASCIIS) - 3 THEN IS
PRINT 9 A+l, s

191 AS(B) - A$(B 4 IS : A
NEXT X

210 NEXT B
220 FOR X - 1 TO B : PRINT A$(X) : NEXT X

Program Listing 4

100 CLS
110 FOR B » 1 TO 6
120 A • 671
130 PRINT $ 654, "ENTER NUMBER "jBj" "jSTRINCS(6 ," ')

140 FOR X • 1 TO 6
150 IS • INKEYS : IF IS - " GOTO 150
160 IF ASC(IS) • 101 AND X > 1 THEN A$(B) • LEFT$(AS(B) ,X-2) : X
» X - 1 : IS " : A » A - 1 : PRINT 9 A • 1, "." : GOTC 150
170 IF ASC(IS) <48 OR ASC(IS) >57 THEN IS-* " : GOTO 150
180 PRINT • A+l, IS
190 AS(B) • AS(B) CI : A • A + 1

200 NEXT X
210 NEXT B

220 FOR X » 1 TO B : PRINT AS(X) i ! NEXT X

Program Listing 5

SAVE $600.00

On TRS-80® 48K Model III
TRADEMARKS:
'HS 80 are TRSDOSfcadic Shack 'lands C

I nOSLotjMTa. Sslen-s ir <

K..I nt s"Ofaar Pr. duds in<

Limited Supply Now Available
For The Low-Low Price Of $1895.00

Includes all the standard basic features of the TRS-80'

Model III with 48K of RAM and disk expansion Kit III
7 "*

with two 40 track double density Tandom disk drives.

Completely compatible with TRSDOS™ and LDOS™

Also available — TRS-80* Model III same as above with

two 80 track Tandom disk drives for only *2145.00

If You Own A 16K Model III.

You can easily expand your capabilities with our low

cost disk expansion Kit IHl"

Completely compatible with TRSDOS T,A
and LDOS,™ the

Kit 111™ single drive assembly includes: One 40 track

5'/4" double density Tandom disk drive, power supply,

floppy disk control card, mounting hardware.

applicable cables f^ftfTV ftROQ 00
and instructions. ONLY $599.'
Also available — Kit III™ same as above with

one 80 track Tandom disk drive for only *724.00

Call TOLL FREE (800)851*4614
In Illinois Call (618) 233001

8

We accept: 1

1

MORGAN "'
flu""h'"*

MofQon Products Incorporated lOd Berkshire Drive

Cha<ge O.tili.J Checks (Pe«si--n

ancel. ""tones Order* aridCOD

Belleville. Illinois 62223
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I
I

;
FIELD PROVEN!!

[
10 MEGABYTES and MORE for the TRS-80* Model II

< plus SHARED ACCESS to HARD DISK DRIVE

| Hard/Soft Disk System (HSOS) Software allows access as single drive You can have that 10 Megabyte continuous file • that 50.000 name maillist or inventory'

3 Or a directory with 1000 entries' Ali completely compatible with TRSDOS 2 BASIC You can mix tloppy and hard disk drives Includes special utilities including

- HPURGE DCS Directo r
y Catalog System. HZAP Hard Disk Superzap and many special formatting options Three to eight times faster than floppy' RACET quality

j

x HARD DISK DRIVE & CONTROLLER $5995 Second User $595 HSOS Software $400. (Note HSDS now also available for CORVUS drives")

KFS-80 (1 -drive 32K Mm Mod II 64Ki Mod I and III $100. Mod II $175
2 Assembly language ISAM facility' Interfaces with BASIC Very fast access to records m large tiles Access/insert times 1 -4 seconds

3 B-Tree directory structure eliminates record search No tile reorganization required Sector buffering reduces media and drive wear while increasing performance

P Can be used for primary and secondary file database app ications Records are Kept m sorted order on disk by alpha key Deferred write option Comprehensive

2 file maintenance and debugging utilities are mc uded Attention applications programmers - Save time in implementing your custom database dpp'ication software

o MAILLIST <
t drive 32K Mm Mod II 64K) Mod I and III $75. Mod II $150

i This iSAM-oased maillist minimizes disk access times Pour keys — no separate sorting Supports 9-digrt zip code and 3-dtgit state code Up to 30 attributes

Mask and query selection Record access/update time 1 -4 seconds"
£ OISCAT (32K 1 drive Mm) Mod I and III $50

o This comprehensive Diskette Cataloguing/ indexing utility allows the user to keep track of thousands of programs m a categorized library Machine language program
'£ works with all TRSDOS anc \EWD0S versions Files include program names and extensions, program length, diskette numbers, front and back and diskette

free space RS232 drivers and other features

2 LPSPOOL (32K 1 -drive Mm ) Mod I $75

I LPSPOOL — Add multi-tasking to permit concurrent printing while running your application program The spooler and despoolc obtain print jobs from queues
£ maintained by the system as print files are gencated LPSPOOL supports both parallel and serial printers

1 BASIC LINK FACILITY BLINK' (Mod I Mm 32K 1 -disk) Mod I $25: Mod II $50: Mod III $30

| Link from one BASIC program to another saving all variables' The "ew prog'am can pe smaller or la-ger than the original program in memory The chained program

2 may eitner replace the original program, or can be merged by statement number The statement number where the chained program execution is to begin may

§ be specified'

2 INFINITE BASIC (Mod I & Mod ill Tape or Disk.» Mod I $50. Mod III $60

1 Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50 more string functions. Includes RACET machine language sorts! Sort 1000 elements in 9 seconds"

[2 Select only functions you want to optimize memory usage

5 INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) Mod I & III $30

P Complete printer pagination controls — auto headers, footers, page numbers. Packed decimal arithmetic - 127 digit accuracy + ,
- ,'

. I Binary search of

2 sorted and unsorted arrays. Hash codes

•j COMPROC (Mod I & Mod III — Disk only) Mod I $20: Mod III $30

2 Command Processor Auto your disk to pertcm any sequence of instructions that you can give from the keyboard DiR FREE, pause, wait for use' mput BAS'C
No of FILES and MEM SIZE. RUN program respond to input statements BREAK return to DOS. etc Includes lowercase driver software, debounce and screenpnnt'

£ GSF (Mod I & III Tape or Disk - Specify Memory Size) Mod I $25: Mod II $50: Mod III $30

o Generalized Subroutine Facilities The STANDARD against which all other sorts are compared 1 And then compare prices' Machine language — fast and powerful'

£ Multi-key multi-variable anc multi-key character string Zero and move arrays. Mod II includes USR PEEKS and POKES Includes sample programs

£ DSM (Mod I Mm 32K 2 drive system Mod II 64K 1 -drive Mod III Mm 32K 1 drive) Mod I $75: Mod II $150: Mod III $90

£ Disk Sort/Merge tor RANDOM files All machine language stand alone oacnage 'or sorting speed Establish sort specification m simple BASIC command File

Execute from DOS Only operator action to sort is to change diskettes when requested' Handles multiple diskette files' Super fast sort times — improved disk I/O

% times make this the 'astest Cisk Son/Merge available on the TRS

| UTILITY PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $150

| Important enhancements to the Mod II. The file recovery capabilities alone will pay for the package in even one apo';cation' Fully documented in 1 24 page manual'
• XHIT. X6AT, XCOPY and SUPERZAP are used to reconstruct or recover data from bad diskettes' XCOPY provides multi-file copies, wild-card mask select.

£ absolute sector mode and other features SUPERZAP allows examine cnange any sector on diskette including track-0 and absolute disk backup copy with I/O

< recovery DCS builds consciidated directories from multiple diskettes into a single display or listing sorted by disk name or file name plus more Change Disk

ID with DISKID XCREATE p
fealiocates files and sets LOF to end to speed disk accesses DEBUG" adds single step trace subroutine calling program looping

a, dynamic disassembly and more'

'

z BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (Mod II 64K) $50

d SEEK and FIND functions for Variables. Line Numbers. Strings. Keywords 'All' options available for line numbers and variables Load from BASIC — Call with

5 CTRL'R. Output to screen or printer!

tjj DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $125

< Includes RACET machine language SUPERZAP Apparat Disassembler, and Model II interface to the Microsoft Editor Assembler Plus software package including

l

uploading services and patches for Disk I/O Purchase price includes complete copy ot Editor Assembler + and documentation for Mod I Assemble directly

w into memory. MACRO facility, save all or portions of sou'ce to disk, dynamic debug 'acility (ZBUG) extended editor commands.

jr DEALER inquiries invited System Houses check for soecai pricing on hard drives and software

CIRCLE READER REOUESt FOR FREE 24-PAGE CATALOG

•TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK Of TANDY CORPORATION

CHECK VISA M'C COD PURCHASE ORDER

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED 1711(997-4950

[r- RACET COMPUTES "^

RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES — RACET computes - RACET SORTS

1330 N GLASSELL SUITE M ORANGE CA 9Z667

RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - PACE7 SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes -



HARDWARE

Build a graphics plotter for 40 bucks!

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16KRAM

Digital Doodles
Alan Sehmer

150A Lorretta Dr. NW
Corrales, NM 87048

There is a section in the Level I user's

manual titled "And it Draws Pictures,

Too." Oh boy! This is what I had been
waiting for.

I eagerly typed in the program, pressed

Enter, and watched my TRS-80 give me
Tandy's version of a circle. Not only was it

lumpy— it was an oval, not a circle!

Upgrading to Level II and then to DOS still

gave me lumpy ovals. How could Tandy do
this to me? I don't think anyone would
argue if I said that 48 by 128 pixels just

won't cut It.

The only answer seemed to be an XY
plotter, but those cost real money. I de-

cided to build my own. Since I don't have a

metal shop, I built it out of wood. Don't

laugh— It works, and cost less than $40!

Design

When I started to think at the nuts and

bolts level about what a plotter must be
able to do, I found it really wasn't all that

complicated. I needed a fine felt tipped

pen and a means of moving the pen a

known and repeatable distance on the X
and Y axes, under computer control. Also,

the number of plottable points should be

large compared to the number on the

TRS-80 screen.

The tools needed to build the plotter are

a table or radial arm saw, a drill press or

hand power drill and lots of sandpaper.

There are four parts that must fit each
other exactly, and that's where the sand-

paper comes in. If the parts are too loose,

the pen will wiggle as it moves and if the

parts are too tight, the pen won't move at

all because the motors can't overcome the

friction.

I have found the Pilot Razor Point pen to

work best, mainly because of its fine tip.

This pen fits into a holder made of %inch

dowel drilled lengthwise to hold the pen

firmly. The pen should have very little

sideways movement relative to the holder,

yet be easy to insert and remove. The pen
holder is held in the pen carriage with a

6-32 setscrew; this allows the height of

the pen above the platen to be set exactly.

The pen carriage contains the pen holder,

holds the nut that rides on the lead screw

and it slides along the Y axis arm. The Y
axis nut is held to the pen carriage by two
pieces of slotted wood glued to the car-

riage. Riding in these two slots is a piece

of wood drilled to allow the nut to be
pressed into it. This piece should be able to

move up and down.

The pen carriage and the Y axis arm are

two parts that must have a close fit and
still slide easily. I found it easiest to cut

the slot in the pen carriage first, then cut

the Y axis arm slightly oversized and sand
the arm to fit the slot.

I used a rectangular cross-section for

the Y arm to prevent the pen carriage from

rotating around the Y arm. Riding next to

the Y arm is another rectangular piece with

its wide axis at 90 degrees to the Y arm;

this helps strengthen the design. On the

upper end of the Y arm is a small block con-

taining a bearing.

The bearing rides on the platen and sup-

ports the end of the Y arm. At the other end

of the Y arm is the Y axis motor support.

This support holds the Y axis motor and
the X axis lead screw nut. Under the Y axis

motor support is the X axis guide. This

guide should be as long as possible to

reduce wobble and keep the X and Y axes

at 90 degrees to each other.

The guide rests on a piece of wood ( % x
'/< inch) glued to the platen. This piece of

wood and the guide are the last two pieces

that must have a good fit. I made the guide

by, again, cutting the slot first and then

Photo 1. Top View of Plotter
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Photo 2. Close-up



"The hardest part of the project

was transferring power from motors to pen.

"

sanding the other piece to fit.

The guide bears the weight of the Y axis

motor support. A Vi inch hole is drilled

through the back piece of the Y axis motor
support, and a slot is then cut at the center

of this piece at right angles to the hole. The
cut should be made to allow the X axis nut

to be pressed into it. The X axis screw will

then fit through the hole touching only the

nut. The X axis motor is held by two pieces

of wood screwed to the platen.

Other than the pen holder set screw, the

X axis motor support, Y axis arm bearing

support and the screws that hold the

motors, everything is held together with

white glue. I have found it best to leave the

sliding parts raw wood. Do not use
wax—wax Is a better glue than lubricant.

Transferring Power

The hardest part of this project was
transferring power from motors to pen.

Two methods come to mind: a pulley and
string system or lead screw and nut.

First I tried the pulley and string method,

because it would make a faster plotter, but

I ran into too many problems. I could only

get 40 steps to the inch with the pulley and
string, which I felt was not good enough.

Since the motors turn in sharp steps, the Y
axis arm had a tendency to oscillate.

The lead screw and nut have worked bet-

ter than I hoped. By using a Vi -20 threaded

rod as a lead screw, I get 960 steps to the

inch, and the motor now jerks in the wrong
direction to make the Y arm oscillate.

However I have discovered the one major

rule of lead screws: Unless the lead screw

is perfectly straight, do not hold it rigidly in

more than one place. (I can guarantee the

threaded rod from the hardware store will

not be straight.) Hold it rigidly only on the

nut that rides on the screw.

The end of the lead screw opposite the

motor will not be held at all; the block of

wood at the far end of the X axis has a Vz

inch hole for the lead screw and the screw

never touches the wood. This block is

there to keep the X axis screw from moving

very far if the plotter is tilted on its side.

The motor end uses a flexible coupling.

You can use a small universal joint or

make a coupling from potentiometer shaft

couplers. Drill out half the coupler as large

as possible, center the end of the lead

screw in this hole and fill in around it with

rubber bathtub caulking. The lead screws

should not support any weight; they are

only used to pull and push.

The Electrical Connection

I used Computer Devices Corp. model
23RS-1E motors. They can be obtained

from American Design Components, 39

Lispenard St., New York, NY 10013, at

$14.50 each plus postage. The motors are

rated at 28VDC with a stepping angle of 7.5

Y Motor Bit Wire

Black B
1 White A
2 White B
3 Black A

X Motor 4 Black A
5 White B
6 White A
7 Black B

Table 1. Wire Connections

move to the next set

(Z)ero Sets the X and Y of coordinates and
counters to zero, and wait for the pen to be
is used to set the inserted.

origin of the graph. Up Arrow Move the pen holder

(D)lgitize Writes the contents of up at about one step

the X and Y counters per second.

to the disk. Down Arrow Move the pen holder

(P)en Writes the contents of down at one step/sec

the XY counters to Right Arrow Move the pen holder

disk, also writes two right at one step/sec

dummy variables (.5, Left Arrow Move the pen holder

.5) to disk. This is used left at one step/sec

to indicate the end of (F)ast When pressed at the

a line. When Draw en- same time as the ar-

counters the dummy row keys, the pen
variables, it will holder will move ten

display the Remove times as fast.

Pen message, then (E)nd End the program.

Table 2. Digltz Commands

MICROPROCESSORS • MEMORY • INTERFACE

MICROPROCESSORS
2-ou 99 20 bouas.
2-80A i SO
6502 ! 84

6800 7 SO
6802 " I 4t>

8080A 4 SO 2102 .1024

B085A S 70 2" 2 ,256..

B036 S SO 2114
8086 96 50 2I14L-2

4../' . 54 25
i. ro 41 lensoos 4 95

3 20 4llb.2tl0"i, 4 SO
2 BO 41 I6l300n$l 4 10

3 20 4164 i200nS, 2540
4 50 8155 '40

80B0A SUPPORT UtVICES 2'il

6520
9 M
2 25
.' 00
2 So
- :.

8251
6253
625 7

54 90 MISC
I SO 8282

10 00 8286
$6 72 8280
6 72 INS II

$24 5'

24 13

''5 3.'

8238 4 50
EPROMS/PROMS
2 708 56 20 2 '68 $'2 SO
2716 '30 83SS 6 60
27.12 16 42 B'4K 17 .'0

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE IC »

8T26 $2 15 819' SI 49 74LS242
B'28 2 30 8T98 149 74lS'4.l

8'95 1 49 '41S24 1 ' 10 '4LS244

16K RAM
EXPANSION KIT

Fi.r TRSaOiMode! I Ol III) Apple

01 PET compulers
Set iB pes UPD4I6C-2 200"SiS15 95
Data turn,shed with purchase on leuuesr

il 79

:
' Jo ! Jd

74LS24S 52 OS
74LS2 73 I 69
'4,53'3 2 50

Plllllle $4 .'8

•JO.' SPS' 4 p..» v.

93! SFDT 4 t « * « «' o

WE STOCK THE FULL AMI LINE OF 6LECTRONIC ACCESSORIES

AW SPERBV INSTRUMENTS
izeioo :i . d.ii jw .. h ... d :

£261 '0 3 i ley ' JMM ail* LCD .

126220 3 , Diyil DMM will! LCD l

SPIOUOF I i 1 input Voll-Onm Mil

SP'5 P.i'.kel !w. Vol! Ohm Mil

SPOO E.I'd Sensitive Volt-Ohm

C3U tarnny Caseio'ElblUO bllC
CI I Carrying Case lor SP1000F
F2 Fuse ln> SPbl)

140 95
159 95
122 96
IDS 95
19 96
40 95
19 95
19 75
2 75

(/(> Ji; 622.

GLOBAL SPEC lAITIFS CORP

1 -bov. IAP.J5U 6 10

: TEST POWERED
CLIPS PR01O90AHO
14 MOO PH-104 $70UO
16 4 10 PB 102 5300
74 900 PB 101 2600
M) 1400 PB-'OO JO '0

QT-69S Ji.' 01 -J" 59o 5. '6

„T 47S 9 50 0' 476 2 SO
QT-3SS 7 26 OT 356 2 10
QT IBS 42S
4001 Puis. General 1 5235 00
5001 Universal Counter 5360 00
Logic Monitor JUMPER
IOOK ImpMint, WIRE KIT

LM-I S'500 HVK-I $9 00

Bi'DP S.1N AHa-TOOl w 50 spoold 28 yayeyy.re

60 IB DUAL-WAV oNWKAP -00l Unwraps 26 30AWG
6- 2A DUAL-WAY WRAP N StHAP TOOL. Wrap* 2b- JOayvy

JNIVLHSA t M
UNIVERSAL Microcomputer/Pi
lu: iiia • 880... fcr IMSA 608U

: PLUGBOARD
WE STOCK THE FULL VECTOR LINE — Call

Pluyoo

Pluyboaid

TECHNICAL DATA .mil COMfUU" ROOKS
Al rui I..! 1 I Ml • •..••- !-• b- . -. H » S7 95 V
mnoducum <o Mwiocompoiom iba-.. Coraepui *I2 99 4 arm b b >

MKropfoceswr Handbook••- I6B1I Miciopioccssor Haootmol S19 96
The CUT Coniiuiirr HenOboui M 99 Tir ooOOO Miiruprnceeeot Hand

>• S9 99 ZBC Assembly - . >gu iye !'• ,,.>' y $16 99
B502 Assi-mbr, La- yuaye P'oyr .m- "u S16 99 b809 Assembly .<• yuaye
Pmgramri -<j $16 99 B,.s,.H.»s Syslen- Buyn> s Guide $7.95 CP M Use. S

Guile $12.99 Apple <l Use's Cull $16 00 Microprocessors lO'

Mediuien-i-nt b Con'-oi $15 99 (. BASiC " Use-- s (J....le $15 00 l-ler

lacioyroS-100 IEEE 696 Microcomputers $1900 SnTiCimmc-Bail
Pioyr.ms $1499 Pra, in ai Bis.i Ptocjrams $16 99 Some Common
Basi. Pioyrnns — Ann tdil...i> $14 99 Some Cummon Bas.c Proyram.
- THS-80 Levtl II EiM • S1499S and l'.| i Bmk Pio

yr.ims - Appie II Eili'oon S1B99'TiL ;• a- > $11 96 : . 'y..e*iille>

Cook Bo >s 91196 CMOS C. . . B. • 912 96 2 c •-
. imputm

HantllH.ok 91199 U».. y the b8.«D M. < ..'o-esb. • 99 96 It, Cheap
v.deo Coot Book 97 96 i C C mvertel C« ' Book 919.99 'he 555
Timer AppUcanoos Source d. ok » •• t.p-, • vl- $7 50 ' nS-bo I- '':-

lar.ny8o.ik1 910 99 TRS-80 Inleda. y Bo .k ' $1 1 96 Proyra"nr.»iy

and •nlertac.ng lie 6602 919 95 B08SA Cook Book $13 96 V
computer Pnmer i2n<1 Frtmoni $14 50 1-90 MlCTOCOmptlle- Desiyn

FVopcll S13.95 IC Op Amp C ;ok B- ok ,2„d Ed.t.oni 916 96 Gu de-

b-iok '•. S-nail Computers $6.96 ^ Slly BAS C App ic

Des.yn
in» Fcr V

Fo
.. Apple

912 95 '.P M Pi.

E.Wion. $9 95 <;:

"HS-80 $14 50
512 95 \1 .sits BASir
• $14 96 The S-100

• Jvsoi. .",.ute- S7 96

5'i Carbon Film

Resistors
IN ALL VALUFS

.W I0V40C

V?W lOlor bOc

I OW POWFR SCHOITKV TT1

741SOO $ 22
74LS0I 22
74LS02 22
74LS04 25
74LS08 25
'4LS10 25
'4 LSI! 30
•4. '.:.

74LS42
.'i.S4;

.'4.SS4

74lS74
74LS70
'4LS8J
74lS8b
74LS92
'4LSJ6
74LSH.'
74LS'22
7415123
'4LS'25
74lS'3."

."4LS
_ 3b$

'4^6138

741S151
--'.03
74LS150

741S161
74lSlb3
741SI66 2

74LS'b9
74LS'74
.'4LS'B' 1

'4LS'93
MIS'9-

'4.51965 60
74 LS196 80
741S24I 1 10

74lS244 I 10

74LS248 90
74LS257 55
74LS266 65
74LS2B3 65
74LS295 85
74LS3S2 t 00
'4LS366 45
'4LS36B 45
'4LS393 1 20
74LS335 1 20

SUNTRONICS CO.. inc.
12621 CRENSHAW BOULEVARD
HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 90250

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE

(213) 644-1149 1-800-421-5775
Mail Order— Mir ,m ,m uitier 51 V Senn Morey Octet >r Check lu

PO BOX 1957— Depi 8. HAWTHORNE. CA 90250 Use ,our

e-See List ol Advertisers on page 402 .-301



! j£L
Model 488-80B For Model 1 Operation

JIL

Modal 488-80C For Modal 3 Opontlon

IEEE-488 TO TRS-80* INTERFACE
Everything needed to add powerful

BASIC 6PIB-488 controller capability to

TRS-80 Model 1 or 3, Level 2 or DOS with

a minimum of 16K.

488-80B or 488-80C $325.

shipping, insurance S tat

WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE

SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING LABORATORIESw9 i

11 Neil Drive • Old Bethpage. NY 11804

Telephone (516) 694-3205

' Trademark ol Tandy Corp

There is no atliliaticn between Scientific Engineering

Laboratories and Tandy Corp or Radio Shack

p ,„„,, TRS-80 " MODEL

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE
Ml SI) AMI XI NAMISARt USIUIASl -

HAN YOU Ulllll IHAI UNI' IINDCXJI 1

• UOVOUHAVI DtAD CODING'
• WAN! A NIC I PROGRAM LISTING WltH
UAH & 1IMI IN Hi AUIN(.

• SAVI MOl KS -

• PARAtlll SI KIM PKINIIKS

• SIVtRAI DPI IONS

»b« I PI VAKIABU
I INI VVIDIH f. PAl.t L)l PIH

NOV\ AVAII AHU

CCQOQ POSTAGE*
999.99 HANDLING

IXXUMINIAIION ONIY »10UO

D» UW I IBl I ( )N PUKl HAS!

DISK SORT
• Ml NU UKIVl N

•RANDOM HltS

»l MAINS IO StSII '

• I ASV It) USI

• I ASP
• SI'll S SAVI 1)

MOU IX)N I HAVI IO HI A PRIM.KAMMIR IO USI II'

•
I
ASY IO INSt Kl INK]

$69.99
VISMl H> Kl SMV .

POSTAGfc &

HANDLING

OR BASK PROGRAMS on disk

BASIC COMPILER
• !KS(X)S" BASK tOMPAIIBII
• I \SIIK I HAN BASK H> UP It)

Ml I I Ml S

IKS-aW & IKSDOS* AKI RII.ISIIRIL)

1RAOI MARKS Ol 1AND> LORP

IXK L MINI A I ION OM> * 1 11 (HI

1)1 DLl IIIUI ON PURCHASI

• I AS> IOUSI
• AUt.MI N I J U V. 1 1 H OUK
IXXUMINIAIION

• WRIT UN BY Mil ROSOII

$350.00
POSTAGE &

HANDLING

GOOD LYDDON DATA SYSTEMS ^216 master charge i

S4M RIVERSIDE DR.. CHINO. CA 81 710 VISA accepted

COLOR COMPUTER USERS . . . YOUR EXCLUSIVE MONTHLY MAGAZINE

The RAINBOW is devoted only to the TRS-80 - COLOR
COMPUTER 1 it is me magazine that mil help you get the

most out ol your Color Computer whetner you re

interested m f u n and games business applications 0'

education

the RAINBOW
HAS A POT OF GOLD FULL Ol-

• Programs
• Hints and Tips

• Helpful Utilities

• Honest Renews
• New User Tutorials

• Software Discounts

The RAINBOW s a pot ol gold lull c ' fabulous

umation PM Detroit

i wouitm i Oe w HOUl the RAINBOW

Ihe RAINBOW

"s trie bosr'

H P Seattle

S803T mbe Midge Dr • Prospect Kv 40069
Subscribe to the RAINBOW today

A 12-month subscription Is only S12

'*d«mara o' Tandy Co

Canto*" potnis picas* add 1? W

to. %1 piui \i Vl poilag* and nanc

• 102

Simput
UTILITY PROGRAM 1 I FROM HIKARI GROUP

SIMPUT is a flexible random access
program for TRS 80 Model I* that lets

you manage extremely complex data
with great simplicity. It allows you to

create records from one byte to more
than 85,000 bytes long, with as many
subrecords as you need, and it can be
used with Microsoft's Basic Compiler

SIMPUT has been tested to be
compatible with TRSDOS* (can be
compiled), DBLDOS* (also can be
compiled), NEWDOS*. NEWDOS 80\
NEWDOS 80 V.2*, and NEWDOS 80,

with Double-Zap/H*

Available on Disk

$29.95
(206) 382-6632

•THssoMootLi tbsoostms tanoy cobp dbldos tm ptRcoM Hikan Group 3032 Fourth Avenue West
DATA CO NEWDOS- NEWDOS 80 H(WDOS 80 V 2 TM S APPARAT ^ ,., r.r, n
inc oouBLE-zAp-n tm sof tware etc Seattle, Washington 98119

"/ never claimed

this plotter was fast—
only cheap."

degrees and dynamic torque of 6 oz.l

inches.

Each motor contains four coils that

must be energized in the proper order— 1 2

3 4 1 2 ... to go one way, and 43214
3 ... to go the other way. Each coil is con-

trolled by one bit of the output port

through an NPN Darlington pair. There are

two sets of three wires coming from each

motor. I will call the wires coming out

nearest the front (shaft end) A, and the

wires coming out the back, B. The yellow

wires coming from A and B are common
and should be tied to the positive supply.

Connect the other wires as listed in Table

1. Refer to the schematic for wiring the

Darlingtons.

The X and Y motor wiring is not the

same, because I have defined right and up

as positive, and left and down as negative.

To move the pen to the lower left (both

negative directions), the X motor must

push the pen away and the Y motor must
pull the pen toward itself. The motors turn

in opposite directions when both are going

positive or both going negative.

Almost any transistor will do as long as

it can handle 150mA.
Though the motors are rated at 28VDC, I

find mine work best at 20VDC. The faster a

stepping motor is stepped, the smaller is

the delivered torque, until the motor starts

to miss steps. The dropping torque curve

will, therefore, define an upper speed for

the plotter depending on friction. I can

step my motor at 83 steps per second; with

48 steps per revolution and a 20 turn to the

inch lead screw, this works out to .08

inches per second pen speed.

I never claimed this plotter was fast-
only cheap.

Teaching it Manners

This plotter is dumb; it must be told how
and when to do everything.

I wrote five programs to drive the plotter,

one in machine language and four in

Basic. The machine language program
talks to the plotter; the Basic programs
drive the machine language program.

The machine language program, Hiplot,

(Program Listing 1) talks to the plotter

through one byte divided into two four-bit

nybbles; each nybble controls one motor.

Hiplot remembers the last coil energized in

each motor and then bit shifts left or right

depending on which way the motor is to

turn. After each shift, the program checks
if the bit has been shifted out of the

nybble; if so, the bit is removed and the

nybble is reinitialized by setting one of the

end bits. Which end bit is used is determin-

ed by the direction the motor is to go.

Hiplot then outputs to the port. Finally,

Hiplot resets all output bits to limit current

draw.
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Before it can do anything, Hiplot needs

to be told which way to move the pen and

how many steps to go in that direction.

Directions are given by POKEing a number
from one to four into memory location

&HBDFE: 1 = up 2 = right 3 = down 4 = left.

The number of steps is supplied as an

argument in the USR call. To make the

plotter go left 5000 steps, POKE location

&HBDFE with a 4, and a USR call of DUM-
MY = USR 1(5000). Near the end of Hiplot is

the label Delay. This is the delay between

bit shifts, and controls the motor speed by

counting down the number in register BC.

"This plotter is dumb;
it must be told how and

when to do everything.

"

The count of 200 hex is used with my plot-

ter; this will change from plotter to plotter

depending on the amount of friction that

exists.

Lineplot (Program Listing 2) is the Basic

subroutine that drives Hiplot. Lineplot

draws straight lines between two points,

and keeps track of the current location of

the pen, in rectangular coordinates. It is

given the XY coordinates of the location

the pen is to go to. Lineplot then

calculates the combination of X and Y

steps that will draw the straightest line

between the two points. The current pen

Fig. 1. Dogs

Fig. 2.

K AUTO-BASIC M
BASIC

LANGUAGE
PROGRAM
WRITER

SIMPLE TO USE
FOR THE TRS-80*

MODEL I

YOU ENTER YOUR EQUA
[ION-ONE OR MORE

YOU ENTER THE

NUMERIC DATA-INPUT
VARIABLES

AUTO-BASIC WRITES IHE

PROCRAM FOR YOU
AUTO-BASIC STORES IT

IN A DISK EILE

AUTO-BASIC LOADS IHE

PROCRAM INTO THE COM-
PUTER AND RUNS IT

YOU CHECK THE LOGIC
Of THl IQLMIOSS B1 EXAMIN-

INC THE OUTPUT OF THE

PROCRAM WRITTEN BY AUTO-
BASIC

YOU POLISH THE PRa
CRAM BY ADDING SENTENCES
WHILE IN AUTO BASIC

AUTCVBASIC REWRITES
THE PROGRAM USINC YOUR
SENTENCES

YOU'RE FINISHED!!
HOURS Of TIME SAVED COM-
PARED TO WRITING THE PRa
GRAM YOURSELF. AUTO-BASIC

ASKS YOU FOR INFORMATION
IN "PLAIN ENGLISH."

SPECIAL FEATURES
PROGRAMS OUTPUT PRINTED
TO THE VIDEO SCREEN. YOUR
PRINTER. OR A DISK FILE

COMPLETE SUBROUTINE
HANDLING AND EXTRACTION
FROM YOUR OTHER PRO-

CRAMS
TWO PROGRAM STRUC

TURES-DATA REDUCTION-
CONDITIONAL

ALL TYPES OF VARIABLES
CAN BE USED INCLUDING AR
RAYS
AUTO-BASIC TAKES THE PRa
CRAMMING PROCESS ONE
LFVEL HIGHER THAN THE

STRUCTURED LANGUAGES
SUCH AS BASIC. OR FORTRAN
AUTO-BASIC PAYS TOR ITSELF

IN A SHORT TIME. IT IN-

CREASES YOUR PRODUCTIVE
TY. AND REDUCES THE

NUMBER OF PROGRAMS YOU BUY

MODEL I REQUIRES: 32K RAM,
ONE DISK DRIVE MINIMUM

STIP I $99.00

SUP II $195.00

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

SCHNEIDER ENTERPRISES

12S2 N. BROWNSLAKE RD.

BURLINGTON. WIS. S310S

414-534-6813

^ z
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SICK
OF PROGRAMS THAT TREAT YOU LIKE
AN IDIOT, WASTING TIME & MONEY??

RANDOM ACCESS PAYROLL VER. 1.1

• No complicated initialization

• EDIT & LIST

• NO SPECIAL CHECKS
• USES NEB 9020 checks
• PAY any employee anytime
• SALARIED or hourly

• SPECIAL PAY -special hours

• TWO SAVINGS— including RIA

• CLASSED by occupation or depi

• PAYSTUB shows Yearto-Date

• STATE-FICA-FED. TAXES-SAVINGS

SEND YOUR STATE TAX SCHEDULE-
FREE—customized to your state tax

Documentation $10.00

Disk & Documentation $95 oo

RANDOM ACCESS DEPRECIATION
• LISTS any one year's depreciation

• OR complete list ot all properly

• PRINTOUT shows—ID. Number description—
• Yr. purchased— lite— method—

1st yr. additional depreciation—

• Reg. deprec.—deprec. prior yrs—balance
• SUMMARY—total value prop —additional 1st yr.

• REGULAR deprec —deprec prior yrs

• PERMANENT records for your taxes

Documentation $15.00

Disk & Documentation $195.00

rcR. MIN: 32K— 1 DISK— PRINTER/132 CPI

TERMS. Personal checks require 3 weeks io clear.

USE—VISA—MASTER CHARGE—MONEY ORDERS
TEL 7 PM-9:30 PM EASTERN—(617) 359-2364*370

SEND: SASE lor additional information

MEDFIELD ' 421

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
39 GREEN ST., MEDFIELD. MA 02052

BUSINESS USERS!
SAVE TIME & MONEY BY

CONTROLUNG YOUR LONG

DISTANCE TELEPHONE COSTS

LONG DISTANCE ANALYZER will

• Sort your billed calls

• Identify each party called (from your known
list) or print locations of unrecognized

numbers
• Total the cost of calls to each number, to all

numbers, and to all unrecognized numbers
• Analyze calls and tolls by area code, state,

and WATS zone
• Print an alphabetical directory of recognized

numbers
• Save verification time

• Create cost-consciousness
• Facilitate cost accounting and client billing

• Isolate personal calls and billing errors

• Reveal inefficient use patterns

• Help you perform WATS feasibility studies

Requires Model I. II, or III TRS-60*. Level II, 16K,

and 1 disk. Printer is optional. No connection to

phone system.

Model Cassette TRSDOS* disk

1 $95 $135

II N/A $155

III $95 $135

Brochure on. request.

Send model number and check or money order to:

S?1^ B
2S-

SOftW*r* TRS-SOandTRlDOS
R O. Box 2934 ^281

an) trM9mi&a
Sarasota, Florida 33578 of Tandy corporation.

"To use the program,

place what you wish to digitize

on the platen."

location can at any time be changed by

changing LX and LY to the coordinates

desired.

Program Listings 3 and 4, Digitz and

Draw, are used as a pair. Digitz digitizes a

graph and writes it to disk. It understands

nine commands which are listed in Table 2.

Draw then reads the disk and reproduces

the graph.

To use the program, place what you

wish to digitize on the platen. While

sighting down through the empty pen

holder, use the F command and the Arrow

keys to move to the starting point. Press Z

to zero the counters. Now move along the

line to be digitized, pressing D at each

point you wish to digitize. At the last point

on the line, press P. Move to the start of the

next line, press D and continue until all

lines have been digitized. When done,

press E.

Draw reads the file written by Digitz and

Fig. 4.
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Poor
Man's
Floppy

HIGH SPEED CASSETTE SYSTEM

Now the widely acclaimed
JPC Cassette System is available

for your TRS-80* computer.

The price is only $90.00

TOf Cassette System

JPC Products

Albuquerque, NM
Kit: $90

Assembled: $120

by Carl A. Kollar

I
guess I don't have to tell any TRS-80 owners

how frustrating the cassette system that

comes with the computer can be. Even with the

factory mod that's available, the annoyance of

loading and checking programs becomes just

barely tolerable.

If you're like me, after you've just plunked

down a chunk of money for a Level II 16K ma-

chine, "you ain't got nuttin left" for even one

disk drive at 500 bucks apiece. So you suffer.

A reasonable alternative is the Lxatron

Stringy Floppy (ESF). This will cost you about

250 bucks and totally eliminates your loading

and saving problems, automatically and fast.

I've had one of these for about six months and

love it

!

But, if the price is still too steep, have 1 got a

device for you!

The Device

The February 1980 issue of Microcomputing

had an ad that intrigued the hell out of me. It

was a high-speed cassette system by JPC Prod-

ucts acclaimed as a "poor man's floppy." It

made all sorts of seemingly ridiculous claims

such as "loads five times faster," "stores 50,000

bytes on a 10-minute cassette," "less than one

bad load in a million bytes with the volume con-

trol anywhere between one and eight."

All this tor a measly (90] bucks? How could

this be? A call to Albuquerque answered a lew

questions: Yes, it had its own power supply,

and, it stored programs five times faster be-

cause it utilized higher density data. The com-

puter outputs the information at a higher rate

out of the rear keyboard connector.

The ad had even claimed anyone could build

it even if you have never soldered before. JPC
would make it work, if you couldn't- -for free.

I was sold. I placed my order, and it arrived

about two months later (parts shortage).

I work in electronics, so 1 found the unit ex-

ceptionally easy to build. It took about an

hour. The manual is superb. (Thai's belter than

ureal.) It was cleat, concise anil exact with no

FOR TRS-80*
[Reprint of June 1980 Review. 80 Microcomputing]

ambiguities. Important parts placements are

stressed (polarity markings on electrolytics,

bands on diodes, etc.).

JPC was right! With these instructions, you

couldn't go wrong. The board quality is excel

lent. It is double-sided and parts locations are

clearly marked on the component side of the

board. There are no jumper wires to install.

JPC utilizes PC traces and plaled-through

holes for connections to traces on the other side

of the board.

Also, there are absolutely no adjustments or

settings to bother with.

The documentation is a sheaf of 8 1
/: x 1 1 pa-

pers stapled together. It is written in the nicest

format I've seen in a while. Each command
and/or subjects is covered on its own sheet in

large type, All explanations are in easy to read

English—not eomputerese.

Commands and Features

SAVE"filename": Saves your BASIC pro

gram on cassette.

LOAD: Reads the next BASIC program from

the cassette.

LOAD'Tilename": Searches for and loads the

specified file from cassette.

LOAD? and LOAD?"filename": Reads tile

from cassette, and compares contents to mem-
ory.

LOADN: Prints a list of all the programs on a

cassette, until interrupted by the "break" key.

l.OADN"filename": Same as above except the

tape will stop at the end ol the program named.

KILL: Removes the file manager program

from memory so that the extra memory can be

used by large programs.

RSKT: Allows the operator to rewind and posi-

tion the tape on tape recorders that have these

functions tied to the motor control jack.

RUN"Filename": TC-8 searches for a specified

program and runs it immediately.

Pl'T'filename": Same as SAVF "filename",

except it is for use with system tapes.

GET: Same as LOAD, except it is tor use with

system tapes.

GET" filename": Same as LOAD "filename",

except it is for use with system tapes.

GET? and C.ET?"filen»me": Same as LOAD?
and LOAD?"filename", except it is tor use

with system tapes.

(iETN and (iE IN "filename": Same as

LOADN and LOADN' filename', except it is

for use with system tapes.

OPEN: Required before cassette input or out

put of a data file can be attempted.

CLOSE: Required to end a cassette data file.

PRINT*: Allocs numerical or stung data to be

output to a cassette file.

INPIT #: Allows numerical or siring data lo be

input from a cassette file.

1 haven't counted them, so I don't know

about the "one load in a million bytes" claim.

but my son, Anthony (age 1
1 ). loaded about M)

ol his programs from his Radio Shack formal

tape to a new TC-8 format tape. He's run them

all and found no bad loads,

Unlike the siandaid (ape system, you can po-

sition your tape anywhere before the program

you want and not have to look for a blank spot

between programs. The TC-8 patiently wails

toi the program you want and then starts load-

ing without getting contused by the portion of

the previous program you just led it.

Try that on your regular cassette system;

you'll wear out the reset button.

ORDER NOV*

lo order your TC-8 kit, send your check or

money order for $90.00 plus $3.30 postage

and handling lo JPC PRODUCTS CO., 12021

Paisano Ct., Albuquerque, NM 87112 (New

Mexico residents add 4 07o sales tax). Credit card

orders accepted b\ phone or mail. Personal

checks will delay shipment. We will otherwise

immediately ship you the TC-8 kit, the cabinet,

ihe ribbon cable, the power adapter, an instruc-

tion manual, and a cassette containing the

software.

ni jpc piRODUCTS CO.
Phone (505) 294-4623

12021 Paisano Ct.

Albuquerque. NM. 87112
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f Smartmodem A

*«

4

• Auto-Answer • Auto-Dial • Repeat

• Programmable • Use Any Language
• Touch-Tone and Pulse Dialing

• Audio Monitor Listen to Connection

• FCC-Approved Di rect-Connect

• Full or Halt Duplex. 0-300 Baud
• RS-232C Interlace • 7 Status LED s

• Two Year Limited Warranty

$249
Send certified check or money order

Allow two weeks for personal check
Florida residents add 4* sales tai

nC€ COMPUT6R PRODUCTS
^265 of Florida Inc.

1640 N W 3rd STREET
DEERFlELD BEACH FLA 33441

VCMCE: 305-427 1257/DATA 30S 427 6300

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

f-or TRS 80' Color Computer. PtT . Apple II

ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS

FOREIGN LANG

GRAMMAR

MATH
HISTORY

ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS ED.

FARM RECORDS

COIN INVENTORY

Ante for FRtl Catalogue

MICRO LEARNINGWARE -

BOX 2 1 34. N. MANKATO MN 5600 I

S07-62S-220S

VISA ft. MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
Af f>*y I S^o royalty for tClul «•! <0"«4l

Programs listed *irh us

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Co
TBVK) ki a registered pademart of TANOT CO*f
fet Hitri of I

T#iSi^s!

PROFESSIONAL
FEDERAL INCOME TAX

PROGRAMS
• For IRS 80 Model I or Mode -•

|
- . .

• ..

Drives and 32K

Determines Least Ta« Quickly

Essential information ReiayeO Detween Forms
Automatically Avoids Duplicating Entries

1 Uses IRS prescribed Computer Generated Print -outs

' Prohibits Bypassing of Mandatory Entries

> Accuracy Assured Dy T'/p/e C'nec* Loyc
i Enter only Pertinent Lines Mucti Faster man Line

Oy Lme Entry

' Single Line Correction witn Automatic Upoate ot

Succeeding Totals

Basic Package 1040 I040A Scneau'es A B

Vn for $100 00 Additional Scneduies $25 00 eacn

S.ngie bcneduies may De purcnased separately

Send $2 50 lor Full Description and Samples
iappt»ed to purcnase price!

MICRO-TAX WB
PO Box 4262 Mountain View CA 94040

Call: (415) 964-2843 „<«

"This will cause Draw to draw the graph

larger or smaller than the original."

draws the graph digitized. Move the pen to

the same starting point used to digitize

(this must be done by hand), insert the pen

and answer the file question. The graph

does not have to be reproduced exactly.

Line 60 can be changed by inserting a con-

stant to divide or multiply by. This will

cause Draw to draw the graph larger or

smaller than the original. The pictures of

the dog were done this way (Figure 1). The

dog on the upper right is the original size.

The dog on the lower right was done by in-

serting 'X = X/2, Y = Y/2' at the start of line

60 and the left dog by inserting 'X = X by 2,

Y=Yby2\
Program Listing 5, Sinplot, is a sample

of how to write a program for the plotter

using Lineplot. Sinplot draws a sine wave

Y MOTOR

BACK B

with axes. The pen should be positioned at

the middle left of the paper. Lines 10-20

plot the sine wave; Y is the sine of the

angle Z with the scaling factor (3300)

added; X is stepped 25 counts for each

degree. Lines 30-50 draw the X axis with

tic marks. Each tic is 240 steps high, and

since the tic marks are 45 degrees apart,

there are 1125 (45 by 25) counts between

them. After the X axis is drawn, the pen is

back at the origin. To draw the Y axis, in

lines 60-70 the pen must be moved to the

top of the paper. To avoid drawing two

lines, I ask that the pen be removed. The

pen is now moved up 3300 counts and

again inserted. Lines 80-100 draw the Y

axis with tic marks. The Y tics are 120

counts wide. As I want four tics, they are

PORT
BIT

680 n

Fig. 5.
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'My plotter has an 11 by 11 inch platen

giving about 1.1 x 1& plottable

points, which is darn good."

1650 counts apart (total Y axis length. 6600

divided by the number of tic marks). Line

110 draws the final Y axis tic and line 120

ends the program. The rest of the program
is the subroutine Lineplot.

To find the scaling factors, all that must
be remembered is that there are 960

steps per inch. Therefore, if you wish a plot

to be 7 inches in Y and 10 inches in X, the

number of steps would be 6720 (960* 7) in Y

and 9600 (960*10) in X.

This plotter is not the easiest to

use— having to turn the lead screws by

hand can be a pain— but all in all it isn't

bad for the time and money invested. If

built with care, the plotter can turn out

high quality plots (See Figures 2, 3 and 4).

My plotter has an 1 1 by 1 1 inch platen giv-

ing about 1.1 E8 plottable points, which is

darn good. There is nothing magic about

the dimensions given. They are only one

way to go.

"\ V

D\ \ ) ..;-^Y^O;

3 5/t

E- PRESS
FIT

I/4-20

NUT

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

7 r
, ,

5/8

yi n

-i <i
M

o

•—I I/

8

Jl
3/4 u

3/4

5/8

Fig. 6

(£Creative Computer

1236 E Colonial Dr.. Orlando. FL 32803. USA

(305)894-4744 - Micronet 71555.520

3M Head Cleaning Diskettes — $22 95

RIBBONS
Rad>o Shack*
Line Printers 1.2 4 4

Line Printers 3 4 5

LinePrmters6 4 8

Daisy Wheel Printer

(Mack)

(brown or blue)

4 p* ribbons at $18 96

3 pfc reloads at $13 96

3 pk reloads at $11 96

10 ok reloads at $24 96

6 pk reloads at $24 96

Line Printers 3 4 5 New ribbon 4 cartridge 3 pk 24 96

Epson MX-80/MX-80 F/T 3 pk reloads at $16 96

LABELS
1 Across (1 up) labels-5.000 In box $17 96 and down
2 Across (2 up) labels 10.000 in box $34 95 and down

3 Across (3 up) labels 15.000 in box $51 95 and down

index Cards (3x5 after pinfeeds tear off)

3.000 in box $29 95

EPSON P'inters • $ Call

GAMES
Model l/lll 10-15% Off Big Five

Acorn Adventure Intnat I

Instant Software Library 100

Model II YAHTZEE
Deluxe Micro-Yahtzae • Up to 4 players

Graphic Scoreboard Graphic or numerical dice

Bonus 'or multiple Yankee Score printout option

Model I or III disk $19 95 Cassette $15 95

Model >i Diskette $24 95

We ship daily - Anywhere in the World

Stop by or writ* for complete price list!

Quantity Discounts

free Freight (except labels)' * $4 lor overseas

We Accept Master Card/VISA/Amencan Express

-• 96

Program Listing 1. Hiplot

00110 ; LOC <BDFF- 48639> MUST BE ZEROED BEFORE FIRST USR CALL
00120 ; LOC <BDFE- 48638> IS THE DIR REG
00130 ; 1«UP 2-RIGHT 3-DOWN 4=LEFT
00140 ; LO NIBBLE-Y HI NIBBI.E-X
00150 ; USE INTERFACE PORT #2
00160 ;

00170
BE00 00180 ORG 0BE00H
BE00 CD7F0A 00190 CALL 0A7FH ;GET DIR. & NUM. OF STEPS
BE03 3AFEBD 00200 I.D A, (0BDFEH)
BE06 FE01 00210 CP 01 ;DIR 1?
BE08 285E 00220 .JR Z,DIR1
BE0A FE02 00230 CP 02H ;DIR 2?
BE0C 283E 00240 JV Z,DIR2
BE0E FE03 00250 CP 03H ;DIR 3?
BF10 281E 00260

00270
JR Z,DIR3

00280 GO LEFT
00290

BE12 3AFFBD 00300 LD A,(0BDFFH) -GET X,Y COUNT
BE15 E6F0 00310 DIR41 AND 0F0H ;MASR OUT Y
BE17 CB3F 00320 SRI. A -SHIFT RIGHT

Program Listing 1 continues

New
Products
For the TRS-80*

MODELS 1*1
Digital I/O Port

teaching newsletter
8 TTl outputs 6 inputs assembled 4
tested PC board control Ihe outside

world from BASIC APlO-80bim
proved (specify Model i or 3) M7
newsletter $2 50

TTY-inter*ace
tow cost printout

convert any ASCII or Baudot teletype

to a TRS-80 printer no expansion

interface needed $62 optional loop

supply $30 write for more into

LIGHT • PEM
with sophisticated software
add excitement to your software LTPEN-80 adds

four new functions to BASIC in an instant pick any

(X Y) point or character position on the screen

simply by pointing the pen 1 enhance games
_simplifyuserentr^^2^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^—

Ai r- i-i jc's post p«:3 * - ;SA • -»q- . «!»•»

U S funds plus extra postage Can or *nte today

SijIIElL 717/713-47*9
a/! electronic innovations
^^JojaOSJ^NCAlTlBPAJTtO^
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-80 SPACE RAIDERS
Starship Simulator
and Combat Came

This is the most realistic comoat space simulation

available 'or any computer system anywhere 1

Operator is placed Ifl a rapidly moving ship looking

out through a window mto the depths o< space
Thousands ot stars appear In the distance and part

toward Ihe screen edges as the ship Hashes past

Forward and a't views available at any time Ac

curate celestial navigation using both XYZ and

spherical Coordinates' Comment from Aug 81 80

Microcomputing May be the ultimate Star Trek

type game and possibly, the most comple« micro-

computer game ever attempted "' Fast action

graphics never stop'

!"!Ultimately Realistic" 11

$24 95 (MasterCard. VISA, check, etc )

includes shipping COD OK

Model 1 Level 2 16K

Bosen Electronics

445 E. 800 N.

Spanish Fork, UT 84660

(801)-798-9553 -416

NOW AVAILABLE
THE ULTIMATE ARCADE GAME

MODEL I. III. 16 k Level $19.95

| DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME~|

COLOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Rainbow Pilot Da'a Base Mg- "6« E>
tended Basir $34 95

Rainbow Small Butlnoaa Syatom Dot... Book
keeping formal 32*. E "tended Basic tM 95

Rainbow Gama Pack I Hangr-an Target Shoot
Boggle Craps 4K I1» »5

Sand Chock or Monay Ordar

Add %i bO 'or postage ana handling

Oklahoma Residents add 2% tai

mg[p[r®(3]QD©ti©
P O BOX 7544 I TULSA. OKLAHOMA 74105

Call (918) 747-9846

»9M

Program Listing 1 continued

BE19 E6F0
BE1B PE90
BE ID 2002
BE1F 3E80
BF.21 D302
BL23 CD9EBE
BE26 CDA9BE
BE29 29EA
BE2B CD93BE
BE2E 1854

BE 30
BE33
BE35
BE37
BE39
BE3B
BE3D
BK3P
BE42
BE45
BE47
BE4A

BE4C
BE4F
BE51
BE53
BE55
BE57
BE59
BE5B
BE5E
BE61
BE63
BE66

3AFFBD
E60F
CB3F
FE00
2002
3E08
D302
CD9EBE
CDA9BE
20EC
CD88BF.
1838

3AFFBD
E6F0
CB27
FE00
2002
3E10
D302
CD9EBE
CDA9BE
20EC
CD93BE
181C

BE6 6

BE6B
BE6D
BE6F
BE71
BE73
BE7 5

BE77
BE7 9

BE7C
BE7F
BE81
BE84
BE85
BE87

3AFFBD
E60F
CB27
E60F
FE00
2002
3E01
D302
CD9EBE
CDA9BE
20EA
CD88BE
AF
0302
C9

BE88
BE89
BE8C
BE8E
BE8P
BE92
BE93
BE94
BE97
BE99
BE9A
BF.9D

BE9E
BE9F
BEA2
BEA3
BEA4
BEA5
BEA7
BEA8
BEA9
BEAA
BEAB
BEAC
BEAD
BEAE
0000

47
3APFBD
E6F0
B0
32FFBD
C9
47
3AFFBD
E60F
B0
32FFBD
C9
57
010002
0B
78
Bl
20FB
7A
C9
57

2B
7C
B5
7A
C9

00330
00340
00350
00360
00370 OK4
00380
00390
00400
00410
00420
00430 ;

00440 ;

00450 |

00460 0IR3
00470 DIR31
00480
00490
00509
00510
00520 OK3
00530
00540
00550
00560
00570
00580 ;

00590 ;

00600 ;

00610 DIR2
00620 DIR21
00630
00640
00650
00660
00670 OK2
006 80
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730 ;

00740 ;

00750 ;

00760 DIR1
00770 DIRll
007 80
007 90
00800
00810
00820
00830 OKI
00840
00850
00860
00870
00880 END
00890
00900
00910 ;

00920 ;

00930 RESRLO
00941
00950
00960
00970
00980
00990 RESRHI
01000
01010
01020
01030
01040
01050 DELAY
01060
01070 AGAIN
01080
01090
01100
01110
01120
01130 COUNT
01140
01150
01160
01170
01180
01190

AND
CP
JR
LD
OUT
CALL
CALL
JR
CALL
JR

GO DOWN

0F0H
00
ltOaM
A,8iH
(2),

A

DELAY
COUNT
NZ,DIR41 ;JP IF NOT DONE
RESRHI
END

;REINIT. JP IF NO

j OUTPUT BYTE

LD
AND
SRL
CP
JR
LD
OUT
CALL
CALL
JR
CALL
JR

LD
AND
SLA
CP
JR
LD
OUT
CALL
CALL
JR
CALL
JR

LD
AND
SLA
AND
CP
JR
LD
OUT
CALL
CALL
JR
CALL
XOR
OUT
RET

LD
LD
AND
OR
LD
RET
LD
LD
AND
OR
LD
RET
LD
LD
DEC
LD
OR
JR
LD
RET
LD
DEC
LD
OR
LD
RET
END

A,(0BDFFH) jGET X,Y COUNT
0FH ;KASK OCT X
A ; SHIFT RIGHT
00
NZ,0K3 iREINIT. JP IF NO
A 08
(2) ,A ;OUTPUT BYTE
DELAY
COUNT
NZ.DIR31 >JP IF NOT DONE
RESRLO
END

A,(0BDFFH) ;GET X,Y COUNT
1F0H ;MASK OUT Y

j SHIFT LEFT

[REINT. JP IF NO

; OUTPUT BYTE

NZ,OK2
A,10H
(2) ,A
DELAY
COUNT
NZ,DIR21 ;JP IF NOT DONE
RESRHI
END

A,(0BDFFH) j GET X,Y COUNT
;KASK OUT X
;SHIPT LEFT

;REINIT. JP IF NO

; OUTPUT BYTE

0FH
A
0FH
00
NZ,OKl
A, 01

(2) ,A
DELAY
COUNT
NZ,DIR11 ;JP IF NOT DONE
RESRLO
A
(2),

A

B,A
A, (0BDFFH)
0F0H
B
(0BDFFH) ,A

B,A
A, (0BDFFH)
0FH
B
(0BDFFH) ,A

D,A
BC0200H
BC
A,B
C
NZ, AGAIN
A,D

D,A
HI,

A,H
L
A,D

Program Listing 2. Lineplot

1 DEFUSR 1=(&HBE00) :POKE(&HBDFF) ,0 :HF«.5 :X5=1
5 INPUT 'FILE NAME";F$ : F$-F$+"/TXT"
10 FLG-0 : CLS
20 OPEN" :%1,F5
30 IF EOF(l) THEN CLOSE : END : PRINT "DONE"
40 INPUT #1,X,Y : PRINT X,Y

Program Listing 2 continues
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MORE FOR YOU IN '82
SAVINGS « SERVICE • SATISFACTION

Hardware . .

.

KESAO/A— 300
—data speak direct connect modem .taw

price, high reliability, very very small size

(
xh again as large as a pack of cigarettes')

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
$124.95 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

FEATURES, ong/ans. 300 bd. built in test

mode, off hook indicators, comer indicator,

FCC approval. J year warranty and low power
corruption.

OPENS THE DOOR TO-DataComm. . Access

Bulletin Boards • Bulletin Boards • Tym Net
• CompuServe • Others

VERBATIM MD 525-0! lor Mod I, III. $25 95/10
— in plastk: case 27 95/10

FLIP & FILE 5" 19.95

DISC HEAD CLEANING KIT 5" 19.95

OKIDATA PRINTERS (Same prices as Dec)
80-S389 83A-S829 00
82A - S 550 Accessories— CALL I

MEMORY!! PRIME 16K x 200 .is Ceramic Chips 14.95/8 Mb GUARANTEED

WE HAVE
EPSONI CALL!

Books . .

.

TRS80 BASIC "OUTSTANDING $8.95

(Computronics Monthly News) Packed with games, graphics, and practical applications, this exciting book helps

you get max enjoyment and use from your TRS-80

MORE TRS-80 BASIC $8.95

this interactive guide explains all TRS-80 Level II BASIC statements, commands and features not covered in

TRS-8 BASIC >bu get different methods to display graphics, including super graphics" & fMes handling techniques

8060/Z80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE $9.95

For intermediate & advanced programmers, learn assembly language by developing a powerful system monitor

m a step-by-step, top-down approach. O^t 100 pages of programs Learn branching, rotation, and shifting,

one's and two's complement arithmeoc. stack operations and use of the CP/M operating system for all 1/0.

BUY I BOOK— list minus 5%/2 BOOKS— minus 10% 3 OR MORE— minus 15%

Software . .

.

QUIK LOAD by Bill Scott— Retractable high speed cassette I/O

Quikload I will almost triple your cassette I/O speed. At over 1000 bd. programs and data will take much less of

your time. Quikload even adds checksums to CLOAD & CSAVE that BASK doesn't Model I $16.95.

Quikload III on your model III

— Most tape I/O commands run at 500 or 1500 except INPUT# -I & PRINT #-l Quiktoad III speeds up data I/O

Model III $12.95

SHIFTING
• domestic— 53.00 IUPS ground)
• over $50— ship free (UPS ground!

• COO-add$2 00
• PO Boxes— include phone for UPS
• allow 1 to 2 weeks for checks to dear

DISCOUNT 3% Cash Discount from total (including shipping

and handling)

Cash. Check. M O or COO

PO Box 1567\X/heatndge, CO 80034
CALL COLLECT (8AM-5PM MST) 303 431 41 S4

'ATA INC. »" 11
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DOSPLUS
OWNERS

Our brand-new expanded
user's manual will provide
you with greater in-depth

information on all

versions of DOSPLUS. Over
160 pages of

documentation, yours for
only $29.95. To order, call

1-800-348-8558.
MasterCard and VISA

accepted.

ADVANCED
OPERATING
SYSTEMS

450 St. John Rd.
Michigan City, Indiana 46360

4 MHz
FOR THE

MOD 3
PC BOARD & DOC ONLY S 34.95

THIS EASY TO INSTALL KIT WILL
DOUBLE THE SPEED OF YOUR MOD-
EL III COMPUTER.

COMPLETE KIT $74.95

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $99.95

CALL OR WRITE
J.E.S. GRAPHICS
P.O. BOX 2752
TULSA, OK 74101

PHONE [9181 742-7104 ^ 159

No.2 !t£fr

<#»
®® 1/ You've Written an

Outstanding Program-
We'd Like to Publish It!

We're looking for EDUCATION
Programs:
SPECIAL EDUCATION/AID
TO THE HANDICAPPED
MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER INSTRUCTION
TEACHER-AUTHORING LANGUAGES
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
SIMULATIONS

Earn money while helping others.

Write for our free Programmer'*
Kit today!

INSTANT SOFTWARE. INC. ^2

8nbmisaions Dept.
Peterborough, NH 03458

Program Listing 2 continued

58 IF X-.5 AND Y-.5 PRINT "REMOVE PEN PRESS ENTER, WHEN PLOTTER
STOPS, INSERT PEN PRESS ENTER" : INPUT A$ : FLG-1 I GOTO 30
60 GOS0B 1000 : IF FLG-1 THEN FLG-8 : INPUT A$
70 GOTO 30
990 END
1000 IF INT(X-LX)«8 THEN 1170
1010 IF INT(Y-LY)-0 THEN 1190
1020 IF ABS(Y-LY)>ABS(X-LX) THEN 1100
1030 JOG-ABS(Y-LY)/ABS(X-LX) t JC-0
1040 IF X>LX THEN Xl-2 ELSE Xl-4
1050 IF Y>LY THEN X2»l ELSE X2-3
1060 POR X4-1 TO ABS(X-LX)
1070 POKE(iHBDFE) ,X1 : X3-USR 1(1) : JC-JC+JOG
1080 IF JO-HF THEN JC-JC-X5 : POKE(tHBDFE) ,X2 : X3-USR 1(1)
1090 NEXT t LX-X : LY=Y : RETURN
1100 JOG-ABS(X-LX)/ABS(Y-LY) : JC-0
1110 IF Y>LY THEN Xl-1 ELSE Xl-3
1120 IF X>LX THEN X2-2 ELSE X2-4
1130 FOR X4-1 TO ABS(Y-LY)
1140 POKE(fcHBDFE) ,Xl : X3-USR 1(1) : JC-JC+JOG
1150 IF JO-HF THEN JC-JC-X5 t POKE(fcHBDFE) ,X2 : X3-USR 1(1)
1160 NEXT : LY-Y : LX-X : RETURN
1170 IF Y>LY THEN POKE (iHBDFE) , 1 ELSE POKE (SHBDFE) ,

3

1180 IF Y-LY-0 RETURN ELSE X3-USR 1(ABS(Y-LY)) : LY-Y : RETURN
1190 IF X>LX THEN P0KE( fcHBDFE) , 2 ELSE POKE(fcHBDFE) , 4

1200 IF X-LX-0 RETURN ELSE X3-USR 1(ABS(X-LX)) I LX-X : RETURN

PEN CARRIAGE

_b

. 2 H

Ii .
i.

J
!

.

1~~1
M i r •

>

! .1 l.
=1

fflj
2 1/4

5/8 I
1/4 - 20
NUT PRESSED
IN HOLE

Fig. 7.

1

i

i

i

I

o
t

3/4

1

!
®

: I

1/4 3/4

1

1

-\ 5/8 11 5/4 -•

Program Listing 3. Digltz

1 INPUT "FILE NAME";F$ i P$-F$+"/TXT"
5 CLS t OPEN "0",1,F$
10 DBFUSR 1-((HBE00) t POKE(iHBDFF) ,

20 P»PEEK(*H3848)
25 IP PEEK (&H3 881) -64 THEN S-18 ELSE S-l
38 IF P-8 THEN 188
48 IF P-16 THEN 128
58 IF P-32 THEN 148
68 IF P-64 THEN 168
62 A$-INKEY$
64 IF A$-"D" THEN PRINT #1,X;Y
66 IF A$-"E" THEN CLOSE : END
68 IF A$-"P" THEN PRINT •l fX;Y|.5>.5
78 P-PEEK(fcH3888)
88 IP P<>4 THEN 98
82 X-8 i Y-8 : PRINT8 B f "X«"jX;" ";

Program Listing 3 continues
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Program Listing 3 Continued

84 PRINT* 3l f "Y-"|Yj" ";

90 GOTO 20
100 POKE(fcHBDFE) f l x Y-Y+S : PRINTS 32 ,Yi" "»

110 2-USR 1(S) : GOTO 20
120 POKE(tHBDFE) r 3 : Y-Y-S : PRINT? 32, Y»" ;
130 Z-USR 1(S) t GOTO 20
140 PORE(*BBDFE),4 : X-X-S : PRINT§ 2,X»" •i
150 Z-OSR 1(S) t GOTO 20
160 POKE(iHBDFE) ,2 x X-X+S : PRINT* 2,Xj" ";

170 Z-OSR 1(S) i GOTO 20

Program Listing 4. Draw

1 DEPUSR l-(fcHBE00) xPOKE(tBBDPF) ,0 iDEPINT X fY xBF-.5 xX5-l
990 END
1000 IP INT{X-LX)-0 TBEN 1170
1010 IP INT(Y-LY)-0 TBEN 1190
1020 IF ABS(Y-LY)>ABS(X-LX) TBEN 1100
1030 JOG-ABS(Y-LY)/ABS(X-LX) i JC-0
1040 IF X>LX TBEN Xl-2 ELSE Xl-4
1050 IF Y>LY TBEN X2«l ELSE X2-3
1060 FOR X4-1 TO ABS(X-LX)
1070 POKE(tBBDFE) f Xl t X3-USR 1(1) t JC-JC+JOG
1080 IF JO-HF TBEN JC-JC-X5 J POKE(fcBBDFE) ,X2 : X3-USR 1(1)
1090 NEXT t LX-X i LY-Y : RETURN
1100 JOG-ABS(X-LX)/ABS(Y-LY) t JC-0
1110 IF Y>LY TBEN Xl-1 ELSE Xl-3
1120 IF X>LX TBEN X2-2 ELSE X2-4
1130 FOR X4-1 TO ABS(Y-LY)
1140 POKE(fcBBDFE) rXl t X3-USR 1(1) : JOJC+JOG
1150 IF JO-BP TBEN JC-JC-X5 : POKE(*BBDFE) ,X2 x X3-0SR 1(1)
1160 NEXT x LY-Y t LX-X t RETURN
1170 IF Y>LY TBEN POKE(*BBDFE) ,1 ELSE POKE(tBBDPE) ,3
1180 IF Y-LY-0 RETURN ELSE X3-USR 1(ABS(Y-LY)) : LY-Y
1190 IF X>LX TBEN POKE(iHBDFE) ,2 ELSE POKE(fcBBDFE) ,

4

1200 IF X-LX-0 RETURN ELSE X3-USR 1(ABS(X-LX)) : LX-X

RETURN

RETURN

Program Listing 5. Stnplot

1 DEFUSR 1-(&BBE00) xPOKE(iHBDFF) ,0 :DEFINT X,Y :HF-.5 tX5-l
10 POR Z-0 TO 360 t Y-SIN(Z*. 0174533) *3300 : X-Z*25
20 GOSUB 1000 x NEXT
30 FOR Z-l TO 8 x Y-Y+120 : GOSUB 1000 x Y-Y-240 x GOSUB 1000
40 Y-Y+120 x GOSUB 1000 x X-X-1125 x GOSUB 1000
50 NEXT
60 INPUT "REMOVE PEN, PRESS ENTER" ;A$
70 Y-Y+3300 x GOSUB 1000
80 INPUT "INSERT PEN, PRESS ENTER" ;A$
90 FOR Z-l TO 4 x X-X+120 x GOSUB 1000 x X-X-120 x GOSUB 1000
100 Y-Y-1650 x GOSUB 1000 x NEXT
110 X-X+120 x GOSUB 1000 x X-X-120 x GOSUB 1000
120 INPUT "REMOVE PEN, PRESS ENTER" |A$ x END
990 END
1000 IF INT(X-LX)-0 TBEN 1170
1010 IF INT(Y-LY)-0 TBEN 1190
1020 IF ABS(Y-LY)>ABS(X-LX) TBEN 1100
1030 JOG-ABS(Y-LY)/ABS(X-LX) x JC-0
1040 IF X>LX TBEN Xl-2 ELSE Xl-4
1050 IF Y>LY TBEN X2-1 ELSE X2-3
1060 FOR X4-1 TO ABS(X-LX)
1070 POKE(tBBDFE) ,X1 x X3-USR 1(1) x JC-JC+JOG
1080 IF JO-BF TBEN JC-JC-X5 x POKE(tBBDPE) ,X2 i X3-USR 1(1)
1090 NEXT I LX-X x LY-Y x RETURN
1100 JOG-ABS(X-LX)/ABS(Y-LY) x JC-0
1110 IF Y>LY TBEN Xl-1 ELSE Xl-3
1120 IF X>LX TBEN X2-2 ELSE X2-4
1130 FOR X4-1 TO ABS(Y-LY)
1140 POKE(&BBDFE) ,Xl t X3-USR 1(1) I JC-JC+JOG
1150 IF JO-BF TBEN JC-JC-X5 x POKE(tBBDFE) ,X2 x X3-USR 1(1)
1160 NEXT i LY-Y x LX-X x RETURN
1170 IF Y>LY TBEN POKE(tflBDFE) ,1 ELSE POKE(ftBBDFE) ,3
1180 IF Y-LY-0 RETURN ELSE X3-USR 1(ABS(Y-LY)) x LY-Y x RETURN
1190 IF X>LX TBEN POKE(&BBDFE) ,2 ELSE POKE(tBBDFE) ,

4

1200 IF X-LX-0 RETURN ELSE X3-USR 1(ABS(X-LX)) x LX-X : RETURN

EDU-WARE EAST
P.O. Box 336

Maynard, MA. 01754
617-568-6641

• 477

MATH-PAK1: MATH-PAK-2: MATH-PAK-3
ta—iti aal awajawa mmtaf—mam tm—

—

dkarl by digit, teat like paper end pencil. With u

wmamaiaWaaJaj latma,wp—, reducing, mmaM
ncatton. pointing off, •coring.|—I

,

and mora. UMd
by schools awatywXwm Order MATH-PAK-1 tor Inte-

gers. MATH-PAK-2 tor fractions. MATH-PAK-3 tor

decimals. (L2-10JQ tl4.Mm.
H-O-RK-S

Law coal, alngla entry accounting aystom tor ttw noma
or office. WWi M user awtanat account codes, auto
audit trait, March with total*. 32 or 4eK. 1 to 4 drives,

credit and debit awmmarlaa arlth 3 opUona, up to MOO
atitrlaa. $24.BS/caeserts SM.tftfdlsc

INVENTORY +
Why settle for Just an Inventory Mating? Oat aping

reports arlth 2 opttona, raontor, total Mating* with pur-

chaaa datoa and amounts, total coats, Kama sold, pro-

fttflosa and mors. Usa as s stand atona systom with

dally updatoa, delete, change, and Ilia packing

routines. (32K - 1 disc minimum) S24.0S/cessette

$2S.Mrdtec.

CASH REGISTER 60
Uaa your TRS-aO ss a point of sals terminal with

automatic Invantory lookup, pricing, update, and mora.

Print sates sllpa with usor adjusted formats, and of

day raporta wtth all cash, charga, and chock sates by

satesporaon. CMO raojuiras INVENTORY*. 40K. and
1 disc minimum (2 drtvaa re commended').

S24J6feasaette S2sMSMIec

Mass residents and 5% tax. VISA. M.C.. ANO PHONE
ORDERS ACCEPTED. Oaater Ingulrtes Invited. Over-

aaas ardors sdd 12.00 for sir shlpmsnt TRS-00 Is s
tradomarfc of Tandy Corp.

vi n ' ' t-itj in 1 1 l. c> rms
i . -[ i y I i » I] • • . V • PLOTTER
FOR I imi ! I-

1 t20u HairS ' '

-
; :r

• : . -.. -V ! C ' '•-"-

-».: ••-:.- .-- . •:. -:' "-
. -•

r PMOTI .,-~r-

nlj PFh! 1!.

rT!MJ Of PflDl I.Bf* QfiftPHS

TO GET YOURS,

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

P.M.W. „596

7741 ALABAMA AVE. #8

CANOOA PARK, CA. 91304

W* ship sams day on money orders.

4-6 weeks for checks
no COO's or charge cards

'TRS-BO is a trademark of the Radio Shack Div. of

Tandy Corp.

"Foreign residents add $1.50 postage and handling

-See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 255
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i

BRAND NEW!
Createwarownadventures tu*tw «J perform ex£Kti^ i,u

tkose written bif S<ott Adams! T be Adventure Ss*t«m * "'ore tnan just

a program •- it's a unique experience in creativity! ,ncluded m |
ne /adven-

ture Oij<te«n package are:

9 f\r\ adventure editor wnicn alio** ijou to design, debug, read and write

tfxir own adventure creation*!

# /\n adventure driver for executing i|Our adventure creations!

9 I wo full lengtn adventures: "PTner's /\dventure" and "tjunglor's

Adventure"

9 r\ 50+ page manual m a kandsome notebook describing the adventure

language ana now to use it; includes a free m<n>-adventure!

9 /\n invitation to jO<n tne adventurer's user group wnicn will entitle \jou to

free program updates, user bps. o special discount on adventures, a user

newsletter, ana special nelp getting tne adventures upu write marketed

Tbe Adventure System actually utMzes a unique
languagethat permitsyou toInputcriteriaforbuild-m an adventure game to your specifications, you
are limited only by your imagination!. Challenge,

amaze and entertain yourfriends with yourownad-
venture programs! Adventure characters can in-

clude your family or friends: adventures can take
Place at home. work, campus or your own city!

I ne /\dventure 04slem sells for

just S3Q Q5
f-'lease speof^ Mode' | or |||

Requires I dnve anA 48K RAM

For tbe cost of three adueotures,
TAS lets you create dozens !!

In stock and ready to strip NOW*

I I ne /\lterrv>te Jfuw* •« oLmi^c occppt«a tvl*C*4w>1 tn InfM* n-rtqttt.r

SDut tneijat-en't <*l»»yi g.v.ng o»ck, f »•** prognvt trv%„br <4*n Jutt r»

and tnen. ©f '* M«m:n 3', IQO? eocn pcrion fuD(C*i*nq/T*n*tnnq for

24 i«ue period to TAS. oni mentioning til* advert icement. eJI reee.

ootokitelit free, a program colled FLY* l "" •'" F">d tn.« progr-orr to be

I literalL, fljfl <rf 9UM >* con!„ r,,ng m ermr,. SWSflnfcll •* «
I I tion, «t'« «u*» to arr»vf» tfnu f«w rwxi** on #*vi PLy • "^t \n* fnU OOi^pr>»»»|

& It if OwtftUbU Onl»j tnrv^p^ tK.f dnj t»**Lr*» ff4weH'^**"ent<
(
Offer go'*J u*t

Merer. 31 . IO6? T«*<fc, fnvr .„«« ofTAS «•» $50 OO. FLY
pit. I Ov'll l*Ot sfMr-Jety f .*>« "•*« t^«

iNjame: __

/Address:

Ctu: _
St*te. Z'p:

TASMON j

The Alternate Source MONitor I

OVCrVieWS TASMON * on interactive Z&0 monitor and dV U
assembler, /a" versions come complete witn tape and disk l» (_/. and allow P\

programs to be easily converted from one medium to tne otKer. source code J
generated ou,TASMON can be loaded 04 all popular editor/assembler

j

|

programs. TASMON futures a command to fullij relocate itself to f\

any memory block 40U specify. J

PWPOSC: D*» purpose ofTASMON * to allow stuflkf, debugging.

tracing and single-stepping of /•OO object code. special car* not been

taken to make tne program easy to use by beginning /-OO programmers.

TASMON wo* developed at a result of tne autnor's dissatisfaction

witk tne seven monitors he purenased. JASMON k« a 45+ page user

manual documenting eacn of its features, ana includes special user sessions

wn.cn document tbe more complicated features.

"other exceSeot flbassemhtfrs are «. Tbe Alternate Source's
TASMON. wMcfa ProvldetsMnboiiaodolwfcfles. (The TASMON
pacaaae is a powerful mooftor. one of tbe best fve seen.r

Command Summary:

• ASCII «»»", dvmp

• Qitonemblwi dump

• D'««wl>l« to prnt»r

• l_Ai«"P tcrtxn to pnot#r

• S"Dtrt>et U> valun

• P«J I -4 conjt<;wt.<« bv,t«

• y»'P ro,~w«»vJ oo» <nctn>ct<on

• D»ck uf> one nvtixtign

w ^"eor screen

• K#Wovtw yrocjrom

• no*« Modi of mi*"©!^

Ploc

K««P tcreen

od't screen d*«pw^

tJocvi -orword pag-not (

Dt«*i after n eaetut'o^i

|_ood Tifttem tope

L~J /CMDM f.U

V'«," u«r,rH Slftien" t#pt

V*-/v.4h /CMDM f.U

\ff»te <vttem tope

^«te /CMDM file

Ditone'ntl* to duk

LJirottemble to ttfpe

S^ tn^kpo-nt, .n ROM
S«t Uokpe-it. ,n RAM
Set bnmkpOMti (Q totJ)

L/KP^t orealipo-ntf

V^leo** br«dltpo»nti

T>wc>n9 erf © tfmm

Disassembles wftb iabelsf

TASMON I &. Ill top.

TASMON I J«k

TASMON 111M
S29M

i

D Rusn me a TAS I d-sk! I

The Alternate Source
1806 Ada Street

Lansinc Mkhiaan 48910
517487-3358
517485-0344 ^ias

D RJ. me a TAS III disk!

Rosn me a TASMON tape!

D R*n -e a TASMON I d-sk!

Q Rusk me a TASMON HI disk!

Add £3.00 for packaging Or" postage

Add $175 for COD d»pme«t«.

Add 4% for ckarge card orders.

H
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is what KBE is ail about ...

K6£ (KeyBoard Editor) provides unparaieled
support for »oor Model I and now Model KIL

TRS-80.

lCDt= p^ov-des <» full screen editor for-

CDTASM ""J CDIT-SO W4 f^^U a scree

CACr-l env.ronment. when rCofcr *«rvces thwr. all??

BASIC DOS.
editor f^o

Kdez allows upu to program 'Ql keys On ijoor | |^3>-00 kei^-

board. including often overlooked k»4* such «•« shij-t-break and shift

-

enter. I his oil lows 40U to embed comple* command sequences and store

tnem "out of tne woii(" until 400 need them. ^\ll programmed keijs (.soft

k*4s) coin be toggled on or off at any time, ^oftkeijt can be pro-

grammed to call other ?oftk*us. Joftke>| definition >S limited onli^ 04

memory, tkat 'S, 40U are not limited to 755 b4tes. AH «oftke<4« can be

easily saved to or loaded from disk under the plename 400 specif4-

Redefine ANY ken atANY t.me. j-|ave a different set of soft-

k*4* for each environment 4OU cnoose: log onto source or rl'CrorNl : I

wtn one keystroke, speed up data entnj, enter program lines or subrou-

tines quick'4 or<d easi^. redef-ne the k^jboard to accommodate esoteric

keyboards I he author dec-gned the program to assst h.$ wfe w't*> ner

doctorate - »r.tten m (-^erman /\noti>er Customer >s us-ng Kjjl :
,n

conjunction with a printer us>ng a t—rench tijpefont. | he possibilities arc

unl.rn.teJ!

And >t tktwe re not tnroug*

case, screen

;gk: KOE provides keuixsard debounce. auto

repeal, lower case, screen di$pla4S to pr-nter. ^/J—'enol control ke4

support, prevents printer hangup, and allows AI\Y /VdO 1
charac-

ter to be generated from the k«uboard. Kofc 'S compatible with all

popular DOS«* an^ double dens^. Knt requires a 3?K disk

S4Stem for operation, and s supplied on diskette wth users manual.

\f/9 would sa\j.

'Don't boot up without
but upu won't want to.

#39*95

[' R«*h ™e a Modem 80 | d-sW

J D R«^ •"• « Modem SO HI d.sk!

• Q R«n m. a KBE I d,«k!

k O l^usn me a rCtJfc 1 1 1 disk'

MODEM
Communications Package

AbUties:
9

I
<emote operation or a

| |<o-80 Model I or ||| from a terminator a

second
, I^^J-OO tnrough a telephone link -• (''*»« mau be trans|erreol

with the unattended computer.

9 ^rror free file transfers witn another
| \K,z> 80 or a computer that

can use the protocol of the (^,1—*'M program "f^odem" ^h.ch ,9 wide'

4

used on computer bu'W>n boards \a^a avai «We on C^M'r I user rjrovp

d sk number- ?5J
# f—.le transfers w-th man4 other ti^pes of romputerf wth the I \KZ) OO

acting en c tern- nfl' | he p»wro" '5 set up for use w t*" rl •"T*5tNt I

t'e OOLirce. f—r-rum OO's. and S m 'e>r S4stemv but t*"e COmr^xjn.cat'On

parameters. •;• a"Octe»- vet. ara cr^ ^nw t»"s mO'< ne "-papf "M \r.

njK»rr»te w t*" T0r>Kf •ttl'V' COn-pute*^.

SftouM you purchase Modem 80?

vjust ask {?'!! Vermillion, CLonnecbon 80 S4?op. W int*r Park. i-[_:_onnect>on

"| find it i? the best modem program
|
r\(lvf USea. Ctr\ii

I

ommena-nci t to all users of m^ ^oonprt'O" OO tjul'et

|t is t^e best va'ue that "as ever been offered in o ''or

ban-; pac karte. |t eas lij outpprlcr^s packages ^Oft'nr

t mes as m^rk tbat don't even offer a' 1 t^e features |_i

lr>,!^ A<W an Oulstand n^l prrv.'-an-->"in,i |';(-. fV{J rv> nne w'-

tU TRS-80 for rnn-n-u-f.at.rr-s shnu-«* be • tUut t

board,

ri.-nica-

2 to H

vjust asi« (Gordon ^^.li.ams, (Connect <r QO L< Ml:

I
h, s .^ a di^-am-te term na' p»-c.iram! \\ -j^u don't » t»v*- t t s

wortl- far m »v n,an the $40.00 p-ce ta-i t '(—«. N^t
on'4 -s t veri|capabV. t s ciearl^ theeas<?st-tn-use tern- »a p-c

riram | have ever teen. | have ST80Q. ST80|||, UT
SMART80D. SMART80III and a .nurJe of other,.

^50 I
teel '-k* I

«m m « position to r'jmpare .. rand Mo^e^ CO
beats tfii?m al'!"

Order onfioc: Mcronet. 70150.255 or Source TOMS

Modem 80 IscompatiblewithALLpopularopera-
ting systems tododntf LOOS. Newdos/80 (even
version 2.0). OOSPLUS. TRSOOS U Uftrados.

MODCM8o^-ui
MODEM 80 s surr:.ed

MODCM 8o

one W'sk dr-^e and

diskette wt'' f

ntU
;
ust $5QQb

>2K
S 7C manua

n

rKJU\=r\ oo r^t, ;Ust ^qqs n?

The ARernate Source
1806 Ma Street

Lansing, Michigan 48910
517487-3358

•tae

m.:

rets:Add
Of -_

Add $3.00 pockog-y} (S- postage

Add $1.75 for COD skpments.

Add 4% for ckarge card orders.

u( {^^ f»n~n't tfilwtfifC :1 *-fft nwf*n T »*

on<Jllwn. Before M-rrn 51 IQfl? mk! penr

?A „,# p»r,od to TAS. <^J r^^t.on.r,^ ,h.

.tmJki tail ofban ** co«t*«-nr, ^ ,*<

tl iu>* la airm* ijou ^o»- ^ourr rKi *nri fVf '

- 31. IQQ-2 T-ent>, fev- s«v« of TAS

.

«Jv.T4.„^.rl. ..II rorr v-

,-
''

t'
no tr».? p»^0(^»\arr to 0**

Swarming . t>

TAS ^^

. TAS S'i

a /"

Otfor <0le an4whr 'W.

r ^36.00 FLV«

TAS S5-1

•>••
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TECHNIQUE

Make your programs look good, too!

Add That Professional Touch

Joe C. Steelhammer

1851 Rampart Lane

Lansdale, PA 19446

I

finally found a user-oriented

data base management pro-

gram that allows creation and

management of an unlimited

number of files. It also contains

numerous prompts and error

traps, and does not require ex-

tensive training to use. The eight

different commands, shown In

Table 1, have to be entered as

numbers when the user is asked

to input a command.

I constantly had to check the

command list each time I

selected a new command. This

significantly increased the

overall execution time; also left

me frustrated because I could

not remember the commands

each number represented.

Using numbers to represent a

command or option is not

always poor programming prac-

tice. For example, selecting a

number to determine the diffi-

culty level of a game poses no

problem to the user. However,

using numbers to represent

commands or options should be

avoided if the user has a large

list to choose from and may be

using them frequently during

the execution of a program. A

data base management pro-

gram is an excellent example of

the type of program that should

avoid using numbered options.

The Professional Way

Professional data-base man-

agement programs usually

enter commands as words easi-

ly associated with the desired

task (Print, Modify, Delete, etc.).

Data-base management pro-

grams for microcomputers use

numbers to represent options in

most cases, however. Using

words (strings) increases mem-

ory requirements and execution

time; and the microcomputer for

which the program is being writ-

ten may not have the necessary

Command Number Description of Command
End Execution

1 Create a New File

2 Destroy (Delete) an Existing File

3 Print Contents of File

4 Search of File Entries by Keyword

5 Modify Entry In a File

6 Add Entry to a File

7 Remove (Delete) Entry from a File

Table 1 Example of a Command List

string handling capabilities (for

example, Level I Basic). How-

ever, I feel the main reason num-

bers are used is that numbers

are easier for the programmer.

Program Listing 1 is a general

outline of a data-base manage-

ment program example. The pro-

gram returns to the command
selection/identification part of

the code (beginning with line 10)

after a particular command has

been executed. This transfer to

the nonexecutable Remark
statement is done to simplify

our discussion (GOTO state-

ments would not usually be

used to transfer control to

nonexecutable statements).

Program Listing 2 shows the

program statements needed to

direct the sample program from

one command to the next. The

subroutine beginning at line 75

displays the command list each

time a command selection is re-

quired. After using an If .. . Then

statement to determine whether

the command selection was

(for End), an On . . . GOTO state-

ment is used to direct the pro-

gram rather than additional If

. . . Then statements. The com-

puter evaluates the numerical

variable or expression in an On

...GOTO statement (in this

case C) and then truncates it

to an integer. It then counts to

the appropriate element (INT(Q)

in the line number list and

continues to the specified line

number.

For simplicity and clarity I

have not included statements to

trap potential user errors. For

example, I have not considered

that a number other than zero

through seven might be entered

as a command in Listing 2.

Alternatives

We will alter the program so

commands are entered as the

first word in their description

(Print, Modify, Add, etc.). The

commands should be easier to

remember, we will choose not to

automatically display them

each time a selection is needed,

but define an additional com-

mand, Help, which will display

the list if it is needed for review.

Program Listings 3 and 4 are

two ways to do this. Using multi-

ple If . . .Then statements (List-

ing 3) is the most straightfor-

ward approach; it requires about

two and a half times as much

memory as Listing 2, but the

memory requirements (approxi-

mately 250 bytes) are minimal

when compared to that required

for an overall program of this

type. I could not find a signifi-

cant difference in execution

time between Listing 2 and List-

ing 3. The GOTO statement in

line 90 is needed in Listing 3 so

the program will return to the

command input statement (line

20) should the help command be

used.

Program Listing 4 presents an

alternative to Listing 3. The com-

77»e Key Box

Level II Basic

Model I or III
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How to Buy or Sell
Computer Equipment

and Software
Begm your March n the

nde* of Computer Shop-

pert bargain tied pages
Locale the category and

page number ol Hems
that Merest you from

TBS-80 and Apple to soft-

Start or add to your com-

puter system by taring

money saving bargains in

each month's issue from

njMduats who no longer

need the«r personal •quo

You we got your computer

hardware, but what about

the software? Use a Com-

puter Shopper ad to find

what you need Someone
advertising in Computer

Snooper probably has what

you want

if you need help wrth any

computer related problem

whether it's an ntt'face

problem or advice on me
nghi pe'phe'ai for a home-

brew system, use the tree

HELP column especially

designed for mat purpose

WIA

As you outgrow your

system or want to trade up
(most dealers won t take

traders), use Computer
Shopper ads to seti your

Hems to 20 000 readers na-

tionwide for the tow cost of

1 2 cents per word

Computer Shopper is THE nationwide magazine for buy-

ing, selling and trading Micro and Mini-computer equip-

ment and software. Each issue has over 60 pages full of

bargains of new and used equipment.

You can save hundreds of dollars by getting the equip-

ment you need from the hundreds of classified ads in-

dividuals place in Computer Shopper every month
Now is the time for you to join over 20,000 other com-

puter users who save time and money with a subscription

to Computer Shopper.

Subscribe today and get your first issue and a classified

ad absolutely FREE. Type or print your ad on a plain piece
of paper and send it along with your subscription.

Just fill in the coupon or MasterCard or VISA holders
can phone TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920 and start making
your computer dollar go further today.

i

Cut out and mail to: COMPUTER SHOPPER
P.O. Box F138 a Titusville, FL 32780

Yes, I'll try Computer Shopper, I understand that if I'm

not satisfied with my first issue I can receive a full re-

fund and keep the first issue free

1 year $10.00 ($30 00 in Canada)

[
.

I have enclosed my free classified ad

1 1 I want to use my tree ad later, send me a coupon

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY:

STATE ZIP

See List ol Advertisers on page 402

COmPUTBR SHQPPSR
P.O. Box F138 • Titusville, FL 32780

Telephone: 305-269-3211

^ 212
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mand list is defined as the string

CL$ (line 30) which consists of

only the first three letters of

each command. After a com-

mand is entered, the computer

takes the first three letters (line

25) and searches the command

list CL$ to identify the command
in terms of a number J, which is

then used in the subsequent On
. . . GOTO statement (line 60).

The user may enter the com-

plete word command or only the

first three letters. On a Model III,

10 REM ' COMMAND SELECTION/IOENTIFICATION "

99 END
100 REM ' CREATE NEW FILE *

190 GOTO 10

200 REM * DESTROY EXISTING FILE "

290 GOTO 10

300 REM * PRINT CONTENTS OF FILE •

390 GOTO 10

400 REM * KEYWORD SEARCH *

490 GOTO 10

500 REM ' MODIFY ENTRY *

590 GOTO 10

600 REM • ADD ENTRY

890 GOTO 10

700 REM * REMOVE ENTRY '

790 GOTO 10

Program Listing 1. Outline of the DataBase Management Pro-

gram Example

Convert your TRS-80 Model I or III into a

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Now you can develop Z-80 Cased stand .ilonc devices Such as games robots,

instruments and penphera' conlrollers by us>nq you' TRS B0 as a development system

The DEVELOPMATE plugs into the e»3a"S on connectc 0' yoor TRS-80 and aeds

PROM PROGRAMMING a-rt IN-CIRCUIT-EMULATION CMMtfttn to ,-Cj-

system i wtr c *»tno..' enaans.o'- 'Me-'ace

Complete instructions and sample scr-.emaii'js a?e ">i u.oea to ncv you design your

own simple stand-alone microcoitipute' systems THt-SE SYSTEMS CAN BE AS
SIMPLE AS FOUR ICs one TTL circuit lor clock and reset, a Z-80. an EPROM. and

one peripheral interlace chip
When the In-Cirruit- Emulation cable is plugged

"to the / 80 sor«et it you' stand-aice system

the system oecomes a oat o' »oy TRS 80 Yo_

~.ar ..se '*e '^ ' powe- n« ,o-.,* ert 'c* asse~rve' ~

debug j"d trace prixvams to chec» Dot ootr me
tiantwam and Ma so'.'wa'p Simple test ;oops

can be used to check out tne hardware, then the

system program can be run to debug the logic ot

you* sland-alone device

Since the program « kept r TRS-80 RAM
chana*1 *- -an oe m t ie au c*iy -v'". easn, vVie'-

yo-' s:a"'a-o^e ^•-. re a'.>'*s as oes-'e<: > *-

use tie De.eiopm.^,-. <, prom PROGRAMMER
to r.opy me D-og'ai- .nto a PROM With this

prom .mo a Z so in place of the amuiaMn
cable, your stand-alone device will work hy itseit

Tne DtVELOPMAK is exireme'y c0'"pi. t Both "ic PHOM proa'T"me' and the

ir C 'cuit-Emj-dior are m one small plastic bo« only 3 2 5 4 A iine-piug mounted

po*er suDD'y s 'ociuded The PROM programmer Has a personally module atadt

ne' net '"e votages and connections o' the PROM so that Mure devices can be

,ic commodated Ho*eve' the system tomes with a uni.e'sa 1 personality

*n L n han'lies Z~r>% J :'*?.*.. '.'
"'

Incally a'teraOie ?8'n ana iSOli. H

"Ijf
5.25161 16K] 2532I32K
K.bE PHOMsi

as ma

The COMPLETE OrVELOPMAU
-.iDie THS HOcahU

please indicate model 1 or model 3 version

ORION INSTRUMENTS
Dec' M /«;i"*i s >:>

. A'^c*;
4tf)i8')' "'2
no Visa phi 'iv orders accepted
• Mis Mease add 6 him tax

execution time for this listing is

somewhat longer than that for

Listing 3, although in all cases it

was less than 0.2 seconds.

The Time Factor

While using words ratherthan

numbers generally makes it

easier for the user to remember

the commands, it also requires

more user time during the input

process. A compromise would

require the user to Input only the

first letter of each command
word (P for Print, M for Modify,

and so on). The letters would be

easier to remember than num-

bers and require only minimum

input from the user. Use the

same approach given in Listings

3 or 4 to alter your program to

use letters.

I have presented simplified

examples: each command used

a different word and each word

started with a different letter.

This may not always be the

case: in some programs, one

word may be the best word to

represent several commands. If

we choose to represent com-

mands by a letter several com-

mands may have the same
letter.

These problems are not insur-

mountable, but will require more

thought on the programmer's

part.B

10 REM • COMMAND SELECTION/IDENTIFICATION *

15 GOSUB 75

20 INPUT "SELECT COMMAND"; C
25 IF C = THEN 99

30 ON C GOTO 100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600. 700

75 REM • DISPLAY COMMAND LIST AND DESCRIPTION

90 RETURN

Program Listing 2

10 REM * COMMAND SELECTION/IDENTIFICATION '

20 INPUT 'SELECT COMMAND -

. C*
25IFCS = -CREATE" THEN 100

30IFC$ = "DESTROY" THEN 200

60IFCS = "END" THEN 99

65 IPCS = "HELP - THEN 75

75 REM * DISPLAY COMMAND LIST AND DESCRIPTION '

90 GOTO 20

Program Listing 3

10 REM * COMMAND SELECTION/IDENTIFICATION *

20 INPUT "SELECT COMMAND' ; C$
25 CS - LEFTS (C$. 3)

30CLS = "CREDESPRISEAMODADDREMENDHEL"
35J

40 FOR I = 1 TO LEN (CL$) STEP 3

45 = J 1

50 IF C$ = MIOS (CL$. I. 3) THEN 60

56 NEXT I

60 ON J GOTO 100, 200, 300. 400. 500, 600. 700. 99, 75

75 REM * DISPLAY COMMAND LIST AND DESCRIPTION

90 GOTO 20

Program Listing 4
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HARDWARE BREAKTHROUGH
inc. presents the AN-SERIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

for TRS-80™, Apple II™, Commodore PET™, Superbrain™*

269#s MULTI-PROGRAMMER

The EE-1470 Multi-Programmer provides a very

cost effective mass Eprom programming system.

The EE-1470 supports all single supply 2516, 2716,

2532, and 2732 Eproms. Erasure verification, device

programming and data transfer validation are all auto
matic functions. Defective Eproms are identified and
locked out by the EE-1470 onboard microprocessor.

The EE-1470 copies from a master Eprom up to 10

Eproms simultaneously. Validation checks are then com-
pleted on each Eprom copy Copy errors or defective

Eproms are identified by red 'Fail* LED while good copy
Eproms are indicated by green 'Pass' LED Fast and easy to

use in the lab or on the production floor. The EE-1 470 comes
complete with internal power supply and operation manual.

$129 32K RAM EXPANSION

At last high

speed memory
for your TRS-80

or DSI AN-7000

CPU. Simply con-

nect the AN-890 to

your CPU expansion
connector

and add an additional

32K of Dynamic Ram with 250 Nano Second Access
Time. This unit contains all DRAMS and is exercised

and tested. The AN-890 comes complete with power
supply and operation manual.

MODEL l/lll INTERFACE

Now the

TRS-80 Model
III user can In-

terface most port

based hardware

available for the

TRS-80 Model I Com-
ter. No modification of

the Model III is required

and only slight software

changes allow Model I hardware operation witn the Mod-
del III system The AN 587 come complete with external

power supply module operation manual.

12 BIT ANALOG PORT

^35^
-£;?^ The AN549

**•-.
^A Analog Port is

^M a tracking 12 bit

fciL
7AW analog to digital

Mf and digital to analog

^i^/ convener. Conversion

rate of 50us and DAC
settling

time of 750 nanosec-

onds provide a truly flexible analog interface. Simply

reading a port provides the user with instant real time

date conversion. The AN-538 comes complete with

power supply and operation manual.

All connections made to AN-SERIES products from your

breadboard are simply pushed through the front panel.

Custom connectors on the P.C.B. provide super reliable

connection for thousands of operations. All AN-SERIES
products are warranted for a full 90 DAYS under DSIs
limited warranty policy Complete documentation is pro-

vided for each model in an attractive folder, including

theory of operation, and special interest projects and

applications. All units are supplied with external power
supply modules that connect through a mini-jack on the

front panel.

•APPLE If", Commodore PET*, and
Superbrairr Converters ON THE WAY!!

DESIGN SOLUTION inc.

BOX 1225, FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701

COD. add $5.00 - Other add $3.00 S/H.
(Exports slightly higher)

Orders and Information: (501) 521-0281
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HARDWARE BREAKTHROUGH
DESIGN SOLUTION inc. presents the AN-SERIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

for TRS-80™, Apple II™, Commodore PET™, SuperbrairV»TM*

PRINTER/RTC INTERFACE

Operate your

printer from the

AN-435's

Centronics'"

compatible parallel

printer interface.

_ Paper out and busy
LEDS
prompt the operator

of printer status at all times. The AN-435 also contains a

DOS compatible real time clock complete with RTC
Heartbeat LED indicator. The AN-435 comes complete
with power supply module and operating manual.

AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The TRS-80
owner is now

free to interface

audio information

with his computer.
Music, voice, sound

effects, etc. can all be
entered as

digital data and saved or

manipulated with the TRS-80. Digitally created sounds are

available as music, speech, sound effects, etc. through
on-board amp-speaker system. The AN-610 comes com-
plete with power supply module and operating manual.

DIGITAL PORT INTERFACE

The AN-511
Digital Port

Interface pro-

vides 8 bits of in-

put data and 8 bits

of output data. 8 de-

coded port addresses
are also

presented for use in

strobing external data latches etc. The Z-80 data bus
is also terminated on the AN-511 front panel for raw
data requirements. The AN-511 comes complete with

power supply and operation manual.

ADDRESS-DATA BUFFER

When 2 or

more AN-series

devices are

connected to a

system, the AN-213
Data/Address buffer

^_ s required for proper
operation

of the TRS-80. The
AN-213's Bi-directional data bus buffer and 16 bit ad-

dress buffer provide adequate fan-out for up to 4 addi-

tional AN-series products. Unit comes complete with

external power supply module and operation manual.

8 BIT ANALOG PORT

The AN-538
Analog Port is

a tracking 8 bit

analog to digital

and digital to ana-

log converter. Con-
version rate of 3us and

DAC settling

time of 85 nanoseconds
provide a truly flexible analog interface. Simply
reading a port provides the user with instant real time

data conversion. The AN-538 comes complete with

power supply and operation manual.

All connections made to AN-SERIES products from your bread-
board are simply pushed through the front panel. Custom connec-
tors on the P.C.B. provide super reliable con action tor thousands
of operations. All AN-SERIES products are warranted for a full

90-DAYS under DSI's limited warranty policy. Complete documen-

8 CHANNEL ADC

8 channels
of analog sig-

nals are all inter-

nally multiplexed

and encoded by the

AN-460 ADC. 8 bit

__ _ data values are recov-

ered from

each of the 8 analog

signal channels through a convenient port based
scheme providing the TRS-80 user with 8 simultan-

eous AD conversions. The AN-460 comes complete
with power supply and operation manual.

tation is provided for each model in an attractive folder, including
theory of operation, and special interest projects and applica-
tions All units are supplied with external power supply modules
that connect through a mini-jack on the front panel.

DESIGN SOLUTION inc.
BOX 1225, FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701

C.O.D. add $5.00 — Other add $3.00 S/H.
(Exports slightly higher)

Orders and Information: (501) 521-0281
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HARDWARE BREAKTHROUGH
DESIGN SOLUTION inc. presents the AN-SERIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

for TRS-80™, Apple II™, Commodore PET™, Superbrain™*

DISK CONTROLLER $129" DOUBLE DENSITY CONVERTER

An afford-

able multidrive

floppy disk in-

terface. The AN-

f 760 supports 35, 40,

80 and 160 track

drives. Using proprie-

tary Digital Data Separ-

ation Techniques, maxi-

mum permissible data

transfer integrity is assured. Read, write, and step LED
indicators prompt operator during all disk I/O. The

AN-760 comes complete with power supply module and
operation manual. (Operating system software optional.)

$84**/-**^8K FIRMWARE INTERFACE
8K Bytes of

User Program-

able Firmware

^4-2716 Eproms)

are automatically

loaded by system
/12345 Command con-

trolled by a 2716 con-

troller chip. The user can

create his own firm

operating system to load and execute programs from

Eprom or to provide user defined arithmetic functions.

Comes complete with power supply, operation manual
and controller chip. (The AN-522 requires AN-551 Eprom
programmer.)

EPROM PROGRAMMER

An enhanced
version of our

original Eprom
Programmer, the

AN-551 will now pro-

gram the single sup-

ply 2516, 2716, 2532

and 2732

Eproms from Basic or

machine language. Software provided will load Eprom

from TRS-80 Ram or load TRS-80 Ram from Eprom with

complete on-screen verification. The AN-551 comes com-

plete with power supply and operation manual.

All connections made to AN-SERIES products from your bread-

board are simply pushed through the front panel. Custom connec-

tors on the P.C.B. provide super reliable connection for thousands
of operations. All AN-SERIES products are warranted for a full

90-DAYS under DSI's limited warranty policy. Complete documen-

ting DSI Pro-

prietary Data

Separation and

Write Precompen-
sation Techniques,

the AN-920 provides

approximately 1.6 times

more data

storage capacity on

your 5 1/4 disk drives. The AN-920 can be used in con-

junction with the AN-760 FDC or the TRS-80 expansion

interface. Double Density System comes complete with

power supply module and operation manual. (Required

Newdos-80 Ver 2.0 Disk Operation System Optional.)

MULTI-RANGE DVM INTERFACE

Analog Sig-

nal Interface

is now as easy

as turning a knob.

EE-1670 provides

DVM functions volts,

and milli-amps and 8

ranges. 1-200 milli-

volts, 0-2. 0-20. 0-200

volts, 0-200 micro amps,
0-2, 0-20, 0-200 milliamps, standard banana jacks and test

leads create perfect connection scheme for real time

analog data acquisition. EE-1670 system is complete

with power supply and manual of operation.

RS-232 INTERFACE

Can be con-

figured to

communicate
with data com-

munications equip-

ment or data termin-

al equipment at 110.

150,300,600.1200.2400.

4800 and 9600 Baud. The

AN-464 provides 20MA
loop output and RS-232C through a DB-25P connector.

Software selectable odd/even parity, 5-8 bit word lengths

and stop bit formats are standard along with power sup-

ply module, software driver, and operation manual.

tation is provided for each model in an attractive folder, including

theory of operation, and special interest projects and apphca
tions. All units are supplied with external power supply modules
that connect through a mini-jack on the front panel.

DESIGN SOLUTION inc.

BOX 1225, FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701

C.O.D. add $5.00 — Other add $3.00 S/H.
(Exports slightly higher)

Orders and Information: (501) 521-0281
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HARDWARE BREAKTHROUGH
DESIGN SOLUTION inc. presents the AN-SERIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

for TRS-80™, Apple II™, Commodore PET™, SuperbrairV»TM*

DSI AN-7000 COMPUTER
True TRS-80"" work-a-like capability is now
available in kit form from DSI. The AN-7000 pro-

vides a full 16K of dynamic ram, with a com-
plete modulated video interface system for use
with standard televisions, Z-80B Micro-processor,

cassette interface, membrane keyboard, finished

case and power supply module, as well as every
component needed for ROM-less assembly. Save hun-

dreds of dollars by assembling the AN-7000 processor

yourself with only common hand tools. Step by step in-

structions with clear cut pictorials and schematics create a very straight-forward work environment as
you assemble your own system from scratch. Totally flexible, the AN-7000 will interface with all Model I

Level II hardware accessories including the DSI AN-760 FDC and AN-1000 Megadrives. The AN-7000 system
represents the most significant break-through in user assembled computer equipment available. The
AN-7000 kit comes complete with all parts necessary for a full 16K, Z-80 based CPU, less the 12K basic in-

terpreter ROMS.

S179.95

New DOS 80™ ver 2.0 is available at special package
purchase rates for the AN-760 and AN-1000. Contact

tact DSI for complete DOS pricing.

A Registered Microsoft'" TRS-80 Level II work-a-like 3

chip set with manual and complete documentation is

available for the AN-7000. The Microsoft-DSI basic

package lists at $89.95.

DSI MEGADRIVE

$590. 00
This single or double density 80 track

dual sides 5 1/4" floppy disk drive is a

must for all serious TRS-80 and DSI

systems users. With almost 1 million

bytes of unformated data storage capaci-

ty in the MFM double density mode the

AN-1000 provides the utmost in stability

of performance at a very reasonable

price. Track to track access time 3 ms,

soft error rate 1-10* reads, hard errors 1-10"

reads, and media life 4x10", clearly represent the

AN-1000 technology. Complete with power supply,

case, cable and operation manual.

All connections made to AN-SERIES products from your bread

board are simply pushed through the front panel. Custom connec-
tors on the P.C.B. provide super reliable connection for thousands
of operations. All AN SERIES products are warranted for a full

90-DAYS under DSI's limited warranty policy. Complete documen-

tation is provided for each model in an attractive folder, including

theory of operation, and special interest projects and applica-

tions. All units are supplied with external power supply modules
that connect through a mini-jack on the front panel.

DESIGN SOLUTION inc.
BOX 1225, FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701

C.O.D. add $5.00 — Other add $3.00 S/H.
(Exports slightly higher)

Orders and Information: (501) 521-0281
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GAME
*.«.

">

LOAD 80

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM

Can you prevent the destruction ofLondon, Moscow or Tokyo?

Martian Missile Attack
Charles E. Gillen

U.S. Embassy I Seoul

APO San Francisco, CA 96301

Imminent invasion from the

Red Planet has forced a

united defense against the Mar-

tian troop-carrier missiles,

which should be arriving any

minute. Appointed by the Old

World Antl-Mlsslle Coordinator,

you scan the sector defense

status screen—stretching from

London to Tokyo, with Killer-sat-

ellite launch bases located at

Cairo and Delhi.

Below each city the reassur-

ing number 100 shows no dam-

age has yet been inflicted. Your

hands familiarize themselves

with the arrow-key command
console while you recall that

the Chinese booster rockets

are disgracefully inaccurate,

making it impossible to predict

where the killer will pop into or-

bit. At least you have an

unlimited arsenal.

The sudden beep-beep-beep

of the Martian alert sends your

hands to the controls. There he

is—sputtering through space,

heading for Tokyo! You punch

the up button; the diamond-

shaped killer materializes just

west of Cairo. No time to lose!

You hit the down arrow and the

killer, its warhead now activat-

ed, glows in response. Right,

and it races east to smash the

Martian.

You thought you had timed

the intercept perfectly, but at

the last moment the Martian

swerves and rips down through

the Moscow skyline. The jolt

rocks your screen as the in-

dicator below that city drops:

87 percent of the Moscovites

survived. No time for regrets—

the alarm is sounding again.

Scoring

So much for instructions. If

you blast 25 Martians, the inva-

sion is defeated and your per-

formance rated: 1,000 points

per kill plus 1,000 points for

each surviving percent of the

population in each city. The

best score possible is 325,000.

Lose one of your two launch

bases and your final rating is

cut in half. The loss of both

bases or all three capitals

means the end of the game and

your population.

This program is an amateur's

Implementation of the new genre

of arcade games. The Program

Listing is extravagantly strewn

with remark statements detail-

ing the mechanics of the ac-

tion, but lazy typists can omit

every one of these without fear

of the UL error. A simple

machine language sound rou-

tine (from the May 1980 issue of

this magazine) Is POKEd Into a

RAM area not used by Level II

Basic and thus requires no

memory size input; it also

leaves your top of memory free

for any utilities you like to keep

In your keyboard.

There are 66 free bytes be-

tween memory locations 16446

and 16511 that are unused on a

tape-based system, though if

you have disks or are uneasy

about getting something for

nothing, you can make these

changes to put the routine just

above location 30000 with

automatic memory size:

100 CLS:POKE1656*11 7:

P0KE16561.46 ' MEMSIZE: 30000

120 POKE16527, 117: POKE16526, 49

'

USR CALL ADDRESS 30001

130 FORI- 30001TO30029 (and con-

tinue as before)

The remark statements will

facilitate analyzing how the

program works, so you can

start customizing it to yourown

taste. The strings holding the

names of the cities and sat-

ellite bases are in line 160,

while the satellite (the non-

equal sign) and the activated

version in K$ are in line 190. Any

of these strings can be

changed in this initialization

section so long as your replace-

ments are equal in length— i.e.,

the satellite should occupy just

two character spaces.

MISSILES FROM HA RS

A FLEET OF INVADItC MISSILES FROM THE RED PLANET IS

APPROACHING THE EARTH AT HIGH SPEED.

THE CONTROLS OF YOUR KILLER-SATELLITE BASES ARE:

MISSILES FROM MARS 0:HITS

UP ARROW

DOWN ARROW

RIGHT ARROW

LEFT ARROU

LAUNCH TVE KILLER

ENERGIZE THE KILLER

ORBIT TO THE RIGHT

ORBIT TO THE LEFT

INTERCEPT THE MARTIANS AND SAVE EARTH. PLEASE.

Fig. 1. Instruction screen from game.

UMON 100

Fig. 2. Two Martians have landed; one did some damage to

Moscow.
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In line 210, 34 in STRINGS

(60,34) is the CHR$ code for the

quotation mark, which I like

because it resembles the Mar-

tian invader—thus making him

a bit harder to spot. I wanted to

fill the sky with something he

could erase, to leave a clear

trail as he dropped. As the Mar-

tian falls, the program uses the

Point statement to check the

X,Y coordinate location im-

mediately below him. Collision

with an illuminated graphic

block (such as our killer) at the

proper altitude will trigger the

explosion, but the Point state-

ment does not react to an

alphanumeric such as the

quotation mark. You might find

you prefer the period (46), plus

sign (43) or some other mark.

When the falling Martian

reaches coordinate Y = 24, he

quickly takes evasive action if

RND(10) in line 390 is three or

less. It would be possible to

reduce that 24 and make him

evasive at a slightly higher

altitude, but then his increased

slant range might take him

right off the screen into an FC
error.

Setting screen limits to pre-

vent an FC error is easily done,

but would introduce more

If...Then conditions and delay

his headlong dash to Earth. In-

stead, the program ensures he

remains within bounds by

preventing any initial trajectory

that would merit the FC com-

plaint. I found that Y = 24 was
the nastiest spot to begin

swerving, as it lies just above

the killer's orbit. If you still

want to make a change, try

altering the three in line 390 for

more or less curve balls.

In line 430, PP = 644 +
RND(52) determines where the

killer will pop into orbit (it

always stays on the same
screen line). Increasing 644 and

decreasing 52 by the same
small number will make all the

successive launches orbit in a

smaller area. If you make PP
(for Print position) a fixed loca-

tion, such as PP = 672, the

satellite will go into orbit there

every time.

The game is a greater

challenge if your keyboard has

a CPU (central processing unit)

speedup modification such as

the Archbold kit, which makes
my late 1979 model zip along in

double time. Without such a

modification, you can speed up

the main program loop by cut-

ting out the SR = USR(DU + Y)

sound routine call in line 420.

Unfortunately, this is the Mar-

tian's falling wail and it would

be a shame to silence him.

Lines 450-460 govern the left

and right movements of our

satellite, which moves in in-

crements of two character

spaces—see the PP = PP + 2 or

-2 statements. By changing

that two to a three, the killer will

go faster, but you might find it

hard to stop right under a fall-

ing Martian. These two lines

also limit the left-right travel of

the satellite, to keep it on the

screen.

My sons Graham and Glenn,

who were the killer's test pilots,

suggested restricting the

killer's horizontal path to the

appropriate half of the view

screen when one of the launch

bases is knocked out. I've left

this improvement up to

you—tines 560 and 570 contain

MISSILES FROH HflRS I :H I T S

two "base-destroyed" flags

which can be checked in 450

and 460, and the permissible

limits shortened accordingly.

The 25 which sets the goal of

Martians to be blasted per

game is found in line 510: IF

MK = > 25 THEN...etc. Raise or

lower this value as you like. The

section beginning at line 530 is

the stock-taking phase—the

Martian hits Earth on coordinate

Y = 43 so we check his final X

position to see what the

damage was. In the center of

each city Is a secret bulls-eye

two pixels wide. In the case of

London, as seen in line 530, the

city instantly becomes a dead

crater if X = 12orX = 13.

Line 560 has a similar four-

pixel target zone for Cairo

Base, expressed as: IF X>35

AND X<42. A direct hit nulls the

location's name string and sets

the appropriate flag to zero, to

BKJ Backspaces cursor while drawing graphics

LN$ London

MWS Moscow
TY$ Tokyo

cos Cairo

M Delhi

HI Graphic for missile crater

EX$(1to4) Graphic airings for explosion

R t active launch base

sat < > satellite after launch

Ml Temporarily holds SS or SBS
KS Killer satellite graphic

P$ INKEYS

DU 256. used to produce sound as function of Y

LN 100. starting undamaged value of London

MW Ditto for Moscow
TY Ditto for Tokyo

SK Print position for filling the sky

1 General counter

Yl Used in random drawing ol city skyline

XI Ditto

H Ditto

V Ditto

RV = missile course is not reversed yet

TD General counter In time delay loops

X X coordinate of Martian missile

Y Y ditto

z 1 or - 1, Increments X axis to swerve missile

SR USR call to sound routine

s 1 when a killer satellite is launched

PP Print position of killer satellite

P Peek(14400) for arrow key control

K 1 satellite is activated

SO 1 = Cairo base demolished

SL 1 = Delhi base ditto

MK Number of Martians blasted

FR Final rating

PC Percent of population surviving

Table 1. Variable List

MISSILES F R H HflRS I WITS•a
•aaaaaaaaaaaa aaa •

aauaaaaaaa aaaaaaaas a

aaaaaaa ••» •

aaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

laaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaa aaaaaai

••aaaaaa

Fig. 3. A killer-satellite is visible before activation of the warhead.
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The future belongs to the creative electronics technician.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY TRAINING

Be prepared to grow with

the world's biggest growth
industry Enroll now in this

exciting career program
from the leader in

electronics training.

The best jobs in electronics

go to the people who can think and

work creatively The people who can

conceive and design circuits and

equipment command up to $18,000

as starting salaries, earn $30,000 or

more with expenence and ability And

NR1 can help you join their company

The First Complete
Program of Its Kind

This new course starts with the

fundamentals and builds from there to

prepare you for an electronic career

where the growth is You're trained for

exciting jobs in the creation of com-

munications equipment, computers,

consumer products, anything that

needs electronic circuits.

And you learn at home in your spare tune,

without quitting your job or wasting time, travel,

and gas going to night school. You learn with

NR1 -developed training methods that combine

knowledge with practical expenence

NR1 Circuit Designer

Gives Hands-On Experience

You actually design and build modern

electronic circuits, run tests, and verify specs.

You learn how various systems interact, design

your own circuits to perform specific tasks, learn

to look for better ways and new ideas.

The NRI Circuit Designer is a totally

unique instrument with full breadboarding ca

pability, built in multiple power supplies and a

multi-function signal generator for circuit test

ing. Fast, simple connections let you build up

prototype circuits, immediately check them out

for function or faults. It handles both linear and

digital integrated circuits as well as discrete

components such as transistors and diodes. Six

practical lab units carry you through both the

theoretical and practical world of electronic

circuit design.

Professional

Working Instruments

Your course also includes the choice of

die professionals . the 6-function, 26-range

Beckman digital multimeter for fast, accurate

voltage, current, and resistance measurements.

It features accurate LCD readout and full porta-

bibty. You also get the famous Texas Instruments

Tl 30 scientific calculator to speed and simplify

circuit analysis and design, it's a true engineer

ing instrument that in-

cludes tngonometric

functions as well as

square root, logarithms,

and memory

NRI Fast-Track

Training

The unique NRI

lesson concept simplifies

and speeds learning

Especially written for

individual instruction,

each lesson covers its

subjects fully and thor-

oughly But extraneous

material is eliminated,

language is clear and

to the point, organi-

zation is logical and

effective

You'll start with subjects like

Fundamentals of Electronic Circuits,

progress rapidly through Circuit

Theory to Solid State Electronics and

on to Digital Electronics, Computers,

and Microprocessors. Hand in hand

with your theory will be practical

Design Lab experiments, circuit demon

straiions, and test/measurement pro-

cedures dial make it all come to life

ISo Experience Necessary

You need absolutely no elec-

tronic experience to be successful with

this modern course If you re a high

school graduate with some algebra you

should handle it without am trouble

We even include, at no extra charge,

the NRI Math Refresher Module, de

signed to help you brush up on your

math and teach you any new concepts

you may need

Free Catalog,

No Salesman Will Call

Send the coupon for our free, 100 page

catalog with all the facts about this and other

NRI electronics courses We'll rush it right to you

without obligation laok it over and discover for

yourself why only NRI can prepare you so well

for your future Ifcoupon has been used, write to

NRI Schools, 3939 Wisconsin Ave
,
Washington

DC. 20016

NRI Schools

Mctircr* Hill Continuing

Education Center

W39 Wisconsin Axnue
Washington DC 2001b

We'll give yon tomorrow.

Please check lor one free catalog onlv

No SaleMua Will Call

D Electronics Design lechnologx

Q Color TV, Audio, and Video System servicing

D Computer Electronics including

Microcomputers

D Digital Electronics

D Communications Electronics • K.C

Licenses • Mobile CB • Aircraft • Marine

All CJRCT

mtm <ii

u U«tKx

U Basit Electronics

(J small Engine Servicing

G Appliance Servicing

Automotive Servicing

D Auto Air Conditioning

G Air Conditioning. Heating

Ketngrration & Solar lechnologv

G Building Construction

I Name (tteaae Print) V

• See List ot Aovemsers on ptge 402

I ,

I Cm, State, Zip

| Accredited by the,Accrediting Commission o( the National Home Study council Key»irV012
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drop it from the bottom status

update printed by lines

270-300. If a Martian splats

down in open country, he quick-

ly perishes without causing any

damage.

The final score is calculated

by line 790, translated to read:

The single precision "final

rating" is the number of Mar-

tians killed times 1,000, plus

the sum of the survivors in Lon-

don, Moscow and Tokyo multi-

plied by 1,000. Double precision

was needed to handle the im-

pressive maximum possible

score. This explanation should

help you change the scoring

system, if a maximum of

325,000 points doesn't satisfy

you.

So there you are—con-

siderable action, graphics and

sound, without fancy program-

ming, high-resolution or ma-

chine code (except for the 29

bytes for the sound routine).

Judging from my sons' fre-

quent anguished cries as a city

or base is obliterated, the enter-

tainment value will repay your

typing effort. When you im-

prove Missiles from Mars, why

not send me a copy?

MISSILES FROM MARS 3 :H 1 T S

• H

• aaa

aaaaaa aaaaa •
H 1

•

aaa aV

• aaaaaa

• Ml ...

1

UilV_ i" 4*.
Htf™ - 111— CAIRO fOSCOU 73 66 TOKYO

Fig. 5. London is cratered.

MISSILES FROM HftRS BtHlTS

. • * « M.

BOTH OF YOUR KILLER-SATELLITE BASES

MERE DESTROYED BY THE MARTIAN MISSILES.'
'

HOWEVER, 56 PERCENT OF EARTH'S POPULATION"' '""""

SURVIVED TO REBUILD AND FIGHT ON." " '"

«** • «» '»" •a «• a aaaa aaaaaaaaaa

( ENTER > FOR A NEM WAVE
"'"

aaaaaa •• a a aaaaa

aaaa aaaaaaal aaa a aa aaa aaaaa aaaaaa

aaa aaaaaaaa aa aa a aaaaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa

a aa aaa aa. a aaa a 1 aaaa aaaaa a

LOOON 71 CAIRO MOSCOW 31 69 TOKYO

Fig. 6. One of the possible endings of the game

Program Listing

180 REM SOUND ROUTINE IS IN RAM NOT USED BY LEVEL II. NO MEMSIZE
IS NEEDED,

lie CLS:OOSUB840 , GET INSTRUCTIONS
120 POKE16527,64:POKEl6b26,62'USR CALL ADDRESS IS 16446

1311 FORI-16446T016474:READ DT; POKEI ,DT: NEXT* POKE SOUND ROUTINE

140 DATA2B5, 127, IB, 62,1, 14, U

.

237, 91, 61, 64, 69, 47, 21V, 3, 179, 211, 2b

Si 13, 40, 4, 16, 246,24,242,17, 32,241,201
lbO KEN INITIALIZE CONSTANTS AND GRAPHIC STRINGS

160 CLEAK200:RANDOII:^EHI.TA-L,G-Z:1IKS-CHKS(26) -STRINGS ( ^ , 24 ) :DU»

256 : LN*10O : MW-LII :TY«LH:LN$- "LONDON • :iiw$* "MOSCOW :TYS" -TOKYO-: COS

""CAIRO" :DIS*"UELHI":l>LS-CHUS (137) »STRI NGS ( 7 , 176) tCHRS ( 1 34) :ES"C

HRS1194)

SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
DALLAS, TEXAS

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
SPECIAL PRICES!

All Equipment 100% RADIO SHACK®
FULL WARRANTY

NO foreign memory, NO foreign drives

RETAIL YOUR PRICE

TRS-80 COMPUTERS®
Model II 64K w/built in 8" drive $3899.00 $3220.00

Model II 64K with 4 8" drives $6249.00 $5249.00

Model III 48k w/dual 5% drives.

RS232 $2495.00 $2048.00

Model III 16K Level 3 Basic $999.00 $850.00

Color Computer 32K $749.00 $600.00

PRINTERS
RS Line Printer V $1860.00 $1549.00

RS Line Printer VI $1 160.00 $1049.00

RS Line Printer VII $399.00 $330.00

RS Line Printer VIII $799.00 $649.00

RS Daisy Wheel II $1960.00 $1674.00

RS Plotter/ Printer $1460.00 $1299.00

DISKETTES (Sold in case lots of 100 only!)

Memorex 5lA" single density/single sided $195.00

Verbatim 5Va" double density/single sided $215.00

Memorex 8" double density /single sided $260.00

Verbatim
8'

' double density /single sided $325.00

All orders for above items must be prepaid by

cashiers check or money order. No COD's or

personal checks. All orders are shipped freight

collect. Texas residents add 5 % sales tax or photo

copy of tax permit if dealer.

Radio Shack & TRS 80 are registered trademarks ot the Tandy Corporation Software

Concepts is not attilliated with Tandy or Radio Shack

SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
13534 Preston Rd. Suite 142

Dallas, Texas 75240
(214) 458-0330
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SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
Dallas, Texas

COMPUTER PRODUCTS FOR HOME & BUSINESS
SOFTWARE CONCEPTS OTHER FINE SOFTWARE

Who is Software Concepts? We are the originators

of Special Delivery wordprocessmg software for the

TRS-80. We are now expanding our product line to

include items used in our daily business operations.

We consider these to be better than any other

product we have tried for its price/performance

ratio. If we sell it - we use it!

SPECIAL DELIVERY

"...// you're presently looking for a mailing list

processor, this represents the current state of the

art."

80 MICROCOMPUTING -• 80 REVIEWS -• JULY 1980

SPECIAL DELIVERY is the best mail list processor

available for the TRS-80, just ask our customers!

Use Special Delivery to maintain your mailing list

with fill-in-the-form ease. You create, edit, sort,

extract, and otherwise manipulate your mailing list

with the speed and ease of use possible only in

100% machine language software. Special Delivery

will merge data from the mail list into a letter

created by your own text editor (Scripsit, Electric

Pencil, etc.) to generate a "personalized form

letter" to any or all names in the list. Print free

form mailing labels, envelopes, even legal docu-

ments! Print any character (including escape

codes) your printer is capable of printing! Boldface

and underscore is supported for most printers, now
including the Daisy Wheel II!

SPECIAL DELIVERY includes:

MAIL FORM: data entry at its best, just fill in the

form! Sort, extract, page forward and back, insert/

delete, more!

MAILRITE: print letters, etc. created with your

editor while inserting text from your MAILFORM list.

SEVERAL printer drivers (EDAS source code as well

as /cmd files), and letter and list samples to get

you started

XTRA! SPECIAL DELIVERY includes:

EVERYTHING in regular SPECIAL DELIVERY

Enhanced MAILRITE: with the ability to print varia-

ble text from a "KEY" file (greatly expanding the

capacity of each record in your list)

.

MAILABEL: 1, 2, 3, or 4 across label printer.

MAILSORT: will sort by any field, a full 40 track

double density data diskette (over 1500 names) in

only 48K!

ZIPSORT: sorts on zip only, but will handle over

4500 names!

NOTE TO

REGISTERED OWNERS
Registered SPECIAL DELIVERY owners can upgrade

to XTRA! by returning their ORIGINAL disk with

$74.00 + 52.00 shipping and handling.

FOR YOUR MODEL I OR III:

(requires minimum of 32K, single drive)

SPECIAL DELIVERY $125

XTRA SPECIAL DELIVERY $199

FOR YOUR MODEL II:

(requires TRSDOS version 2.0 & does NOT work

with Scripsit)

SPECIAL DELIVERY $199

ALL NEW ELECTRIC PENCIL!!!

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE MOD III! While the original

PENCIL set a standard that other editors have yet

to achieve, the NEW ELECTRIC PENCIL reaches even

greater heights with many exciting new features

that make it the easiest-to-use text editor available

for the TRS-80 Mod I or IN!!

Electric Pencil version 2 $84.95

EDAS
This is the assembler from Misosys which is used

for all assemblies of Special Delivery. We had real

headaches until this came along. A must for any

assy, language programmer

EDAS MOD l/MOD III $75.00

THE DISASSEMBLER
This is simply the most advanced disassembler we
have ever seen. Creates EDAS source code, inserts

predefined labels, disassemble disk or memory,

generates ORGS & EQUates By Ed Stitt.

THE Disassembler Mod I. Ill $89.00

LOOS
Features previously available only on a

mainframe Real powerhouse DOS. Good

support.

NEWDOS80V2.0
See above. Fantastic BASIC enhancements.

The well equipped software developer will

own both LDOS & NEWDOS but one or the

other is a must.

LDOS $159.00

NEWDOS V2.0 $145.00

HARDWARE

DATA SEPARATOR
The lifesaver. If you have a MOD I with disk drives

and no data separator you have problems. Order

from us or someone else but get a data separator.

Data Separator $27.95

DOUBLER
Another breakthrough. Add double density to your

MOD I. Includes built in data separator.

DouWer $165.95

DISKETTES
20 Name Brand diskettes packaged in bulk. Re-

inforced hub, double density, double sided.

Pkgot 20 - 5V4 inch $55.00

GREEN SCREENS
Not much difference between green screens but

everybody should have one. If you don't buy ours,

buy theirs.

MOD l/MOD III $17.95

MOD ll/LEEOEX 100 $22.95

IJG BOOKS
Disk Mysteries $21.50

BASIC Faster & Better $28.95

BASIC Decoded $28.95

NEC 8000 Computer
Z80a compatible, 4MHZ, 64K ram. color supported,

RS 232, 163.8K per disk, parallel interface, 5

function keys, numeric keypad

NEC 8000 keyboard unit $1200.00

Green phosphor screen $250.00

Expansion Interface $800.00

DiskDnves(2) $1200.00

Parallel Printer Cable $44.00

EPSON PRINTERS
Epson has become the standard by which other low

cost printers are measured Highly recommended!

MX80 $510.00

MX80F/T $650.00

MX70 $419.00

MX100 $785.00

Printer Cable $35.00

TRS80 Bus Board/Cable $100.00

GRAPHTRAX80 $85.00

Ribbons $14.00

Print Heads $28.00

Apple Board Cable $110.00

DRIVE TABS
Dress up your system with professionally engraved

drive number tabs. Numbers thru 3 Avoid

confusion.

Setot4 $3.50

PRODUCTS WANTED
If you have a machine language program that is the

best there is. contact Software Concepts. We are

interested in publishing all first rate software.

DISCOUNTS
Users groups and computer clubs, write for group

discount information.

OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.

Cal if you don't see what you need.

Add 3% Shipping & Handling

Texas Residents add 5% Sales Tax on

all hardware items.

Specify whether MOD I. II, or III when ordering.

(214) 458-0330
MasterCard & Visa charge customers

may leave order on

Micronet 70130,232

SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
13534 Preston Rd. Suite 142

Dallas, Texas 75240
or

visit our new retail store at
116 Preston Valley
Shopping Center

Dallas, Texas

Dealer enquiries invited. ^^
TRS-80 & Scripsit are Reg Trademarks ot Tandy Corp.
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OW-A MODEM

AND MUCH,

MUCH MORE!
AUTOTERM—The ultimate TRS-SO^ terminal package that

exploits the full capabilities of your computer and the

MICROCONNECTION "* with Autodial/Autoanswer It has ALL

the features of the "other" smart terminal programs, plus:

• Dials MICROCONNECTION ,M from terminal

• Allows full I/O translation, including EBCDIC
• Complete modem control and handshaking

• Paged screen scrolling

• Spooled printer output

• Parity, overrun and framing errors stati

• Fully user-configurable

• Includes 77-page manual
• Text editor and hex conversion ut

• Requires TRS-80 Model I or lljJpr, ar

• Price—$99.50. Documentation •tone—

3

SMART SERIES SOFTWArtl
MICROPERIPHERA1 CORK

isk drive

All terminal programs tflttire

upload/download two us^jjipjfWd

message entry, transfers fijplfASM

mats screen line length, tac

upper/lower case drivers, aij

keystroke entry, buffer

and PENCIL. C
have a word pf

SMART 80D
Requires

RS232*and

SMA

manual "^Dmatic

ges, aj^prompt
rchesjjfl-8 files, for-

sfer s|flpp selection,

key, "mK' function for

§with SCRIPSIT
hose who do not

lone or FREE *

one^pr drive Available for both

hg MICROCONNECTION:*

(casseff^-$2W:i) purchased alone or FREE*
Le

\ft!"
l6K-^B^stem Available for both RS232

uss-i}|||aing MICROCONNECTION."

tij£ (wafer)—$2995 purchased alone or FREE*
" he first iPd only smar' terminal program for the EXATRON
'Stringy Woppy Requires Level II 16K plus one ESF drive.

SMART HID ('^•^-$49 95 purchased alone or $20.00 with

purchase of MICROCONNECTION.
The FIRST smart terminal program for the Model III Offers

popular features of SMART 80D plus several new features

associated with the Model III. Requires Model III 32K plus

one disk drive and RS232 board.

SMART IIIC (cassette)—$29.95 purchased alone or FREE*
The FIRST cassette-based smart terminal program for the

Model III All the power of SMART 80C plus numerous other

features Requires Model III Level II 16K plus RS232 board

*One software package included with the purchase of each
MICROCONNECTION "

•' Trademark of the Tandy Corp

the micropenpheral corporation

2643 151st PI. NE
Redmond. WA 98052

206 881-7544

•-306

Program continued

170 tX$U)-* "CHR${176)»* "BUS** "CHRS (131>*CHB$(140)*CHR»(
ill)*' •sex$(2i-* •+a»$(i7«i»" ••»chrs(176>*" •*$* awouoi
)«cHR$u3i)+CHR$U4t)«' •iexsc4)-ams(i7ti«a»m««>*" •cbrnm
0)«CHBI(174)
1M BXS(4)-EX$(4)*BK$*CHR$(140)*CHRS(176)+* 'CHRSt 174) «CHR*( 141

190 EX$(3)>" CHRS(176)*CUR$(140)+CHRS(174)-»" •BK$+CRR*U31)«C
HRS(140)+CHR»C176)+CHRS<140)*CHR$(131) iS*-CHR»<91) jSBWO'tRO"*
m* 1131) «cnf( 131)
214 RBI DRAM GRAPHIC DISPLAY
211 PO«I»»TO127iSET(I,3)jS*;T(I,43)iHEXtiPO«I-4T047iSBT(l,I)lfBT(
l r I)tSET(126,I)iSET(127,I)»NEXTiPRINT<!915,S>llPRIHT8940,S«MSET(
37,44) :SET<40,44) :SET<B7,44> lSET(98,44) tSK-130iPORI-lTO12: PRINT*
SK, STRINGS (60, 34) | :SK-SX+64:NEXT
22* RBI NEXT TWO LINES DRAM THE RANDOM CITY SKYLINES
23* YlM3»Xl-4:GOSUB24OiXl-S4jGOSUB24OiXW06tOOSU»240«GOTO27O
240 PORB-XlTOXl+16 : FORV-Y1TOYl- ( RIID ( 5 ) -1 ) STEP-1 1 SIT I H ,V) : NEXT* HE

XT I RETURN
254 REM KM BEGINS THE NAIM PROGRAM LOOP
260 REH LINES 270-300 PRINT BOTTOM INTO LINE ON SCREEN
270 PRINTW«2,CHR$(252)>iPRINTWJ2,LNSuIPLN>lTWNPNINTW«»,LN|
210 PRIHTPt77,CO»»«PRINTfM«.NN$>iIPNN>lTMNPRINTW93,NN»
290 PRIMT#1002,DI$i:IPTY>lTHEHPRINT01012.TYj
300 PRINTtl017,TY$s
310 REH PRINT THE TOP TITLE AND SCORE LINE
320 PRItrrOS,*H ISSILES FROM NAR S"|«PRIWT*44,«J*
HIT S"j

330 FOM-1T03 iFOirrD-lTOSOOi NEXT: SR-OSR( 2700): NEXT'MARTIAN ALERT
340 REH HERE COMES THE FIRST MARTIAN MISSILE
350 RV-0 :RANDOM : POim>-lTORND 1 5) n00i NEXT:X-1END(124) 'THE X IS P

OINT THE MARTIAN ENTERS YOUR RADAR SCOPE
360 IPX<43THBH*.-1EL8EIPX>B3THEHX»-1' SELECT LETT/RIGHT SLANT

370 FORY-4T042" LENGTH OF DROP
300 IFY<24THEN420'HIGH ALTITUDE, DON'T NEED EVASIVE ACTION
390 IFRND(10)>3THENRV»1'IF Y>24 THEN 30% CHANCE OP SWERVE
400 IPRV-CAHDX—1THEHT.-1 J RV«1 :GOTO420' SWERVE RIGHT
410 IFRV«0AUDX»1THENX—1:RV»1 'SWERVE LEFT
424 SET(X,Y)iSR-USR<DU*Y>jRf»mX,Y)»X-X+I'SBOW MARTIAN
430 1FS-OTHENPS-INKEYS t 1 PPS-SSTHEMSAS-SBS J PP-444+HMD ( 52 ) t PHINTfP
P,SA$;:S-1' INKEYS AND S FLAG ALLOW ONE LAUNCH ONLY
440 IPSTHENP-PEEE(144tO)ELSEP-tiGOT04M'LADNCNBO. WHAT NOW?
450 IPP"32THENPRINT0PP,E$uPP-PP-2jIFPP<445THENPP-«45tGOTO47t , EI

LLER ORBITS LEFT
440 I FP-44THBNPRI HTOPP , ES i : PP-PP*2 : I PPP>696THEHPP-696 ' 11LLER ORB

IT TO THE RIGHT
470 IFP>16THE!fSA$»K$tKal'DOUN ARROW ARMS KILLER SATELLITE
400 IFSTHENPRINT0PP,SAS | 'LAUNCHED? PRINT <> KILLER
490 IF(Y<36)AMDPOINT(X,Y*1)THEMCOTO510 , GOTO INTERCEPT ROUTINE
500 HEXTYiCOTOS30'NO INTERCEPT SO ItUST HAVE LANDED. GO LOOK1
510 HK=HK*ltFORI-lTO4:PRIHT0PP-66,BXS<I)|iSR-USR(DU%*I*NK) iNEXTt

PRINTOPP-66 ,CHR$(197) BKSCIIMSU97) J sSAS-** iS-Ol IFMK»25THEtl780ELS
E270'SHOW KILLER BLAST. UPDATE SCORE. KILL 25 YET?
520 REH WHAT HAPPENS HHEII ICBM LANDS AT GROUND LEVEL? (Y-43)

530 IPX-12OR*-13THEHLN4-**:LN«'OjGOTO650' LONDON DIRECT HIT
540 IFX-62ORX-63TUENNUS»*"imi"0jGOTO630*MOSCOW DIRECT HIT
550 irx.llK*X.114TBENTYS-":Tr.0!GOTO«10'TOKYO DIRECT HIT

540 IFX>35ANOX<42THaiCOS-"iPRIHT0915,*«'ijSO»l'CAIRO BASE DEAD
570 IFX>»5ANDX<92THENDI4**'tPRINTP940,""a >sSL-l' DELHI BASE DEAD

SI0 IPSOANDSLTHGN720'BOTH BASES ARC OUT Of ACTION. BOD IT.

590 REH CITY DAMAGE. UHDI DOW! TO 0, CITY IS A CRATER
400 IFX>1KTHEMTY-TT- (10«RND( 10 )):GOSUB700 'TOKYO DAMAGED
410 IFTY<lTHENTY$-"jPRINT0084,CHR$(201)|tPRINTM48,BL5> , TOKYO I

S NOW JUST A CRATER
620 IPX>S3ANDX<71THEMHH-MW-(10+RND<5)):GOSUB700 ,MOSCOU DAMAGED
430 IPKW<1THENKW$-"":PRINTI859,CIIK$<201) I :PRINT0923,BL$> "MOSCOU
IS A CRATER
440 IPX<21THEHLN«LM-<1B*RND< 10) ) |COSUB700 'LONDON DAMAGED
650 I-LN<lTHENLNS-"sPRINT*834,CHR$<201)nMINTM98,BLS, 'LONDOU
IS A CRATER
040 IFLN«0ANDHNaOANDTY-0TUEU74O ,THREE CITIES DEAD. END IT.
670 FORI-1T03 :SR-USR( 504)i NEXT'MARTIAH SPLATS 1H OPEN COUNTRY
400 IrSTHENPMNTOPP,ES|lS-OlSA$-"*:GOTO270ELSB270'BACK TO MAIN L
OOP FOR NEXT MARTIAN
(90 REM HERE'S THE GOSUB THAT SHAKES THE SCREEN OH IMPACT
700 FORI-lT03iOUT2SS,15iSR-USR<2756) iOUT255,PEEK| 16445) iSR-USR(2
700)1 NEXT: RETURN
710 REH PRINT ONE POSSIBLE RESULT
720 FRXHTf201, "BOTH OF TOUR KILLER-SATELLITE BASES" I tPRI1*0245,

*

WERE DESTROYED BY THE MARTIAN MISSILES. *f
730 re-INT(((U»*MW+TY)/3M)*lfO)jPMRT#329,,B»Nf*rt», , |PC| ,I^ICE«
T OP EARTH'S POPULATION" | .PRINT0393, •SURVIVED TO REBUILD AMD PI6
HT 011. "j

740 GOTO010' AND START AGAIN
750 REN HERE'S THE BAD NEW
740 PRIHT0201,*ALL OUR CITIES WERE DESTROYED BY THE* » :PRINT0245,
"MISSILE HEN FROM THE RED PLANET. "j«PMNT0329,"YOU CONTINUED FIG
HTING TO THE LAST, BUT*| :FRINT0393,*THE MARTIANS FINALLY CONQUER
ED THE EARTH." fsGOTOSlO
770 REH HERE'S THE FINAL SCORE]
7N PRIMTt20S,"YOUR ANTI-MISSILES BLASTED 25 OF THE*| IPRINT0265,
"DREADED MARTIAN INVADERS OUT OF EARTH'S SKIES. *| IPRINTI393, "CON
SIDERIHC THE DAMAGE SUFFERED BY OUR CITIES,*! |PRINTC4C4,*Y0UR PI
HAL RATING ISi "|
790 FR-«K"lOO0*((Um*U*TY)»100O)iirSO OR SLTHENFR-INT(FR/2)
000 PMMTPRi 'LOSING A BASE CUTS FINAL RESULT IN HALF. TEE PR IS
A FUNCTION OF AMOUNT OF CITY DAMAGE
010 FRINT0595,*< ENTER > FOR A NEW WAVB*|
020 IFINKEY$<>CHR$(13)THEN020ELSERUN' START ALL OVER AGAIN
030 REM HERB IS THE PROMT PAGBi
040 PRINTTAB(5)"H ISSILES FROM NAR S" t PRINT: PRINT
iPRINTTAB(S)"A FLEET OF INVADING MISSILES PEON TEE RED PLANET IS
• I PRINTTAB(S) "APPROACHING THE EARTH AT HIGH SPEED." : PRINT
850 PRINTTAB(S)"THE CONTROLS OP YOUR KILLER-SATELLITE BASES AREi
iPRINT:PRINTTAB(10)"UP ARROW" >TABOO ) "LAUNCH THE KILLER" tPRINTT
AB(10)*DOWN ARROW* > TAB (30) "ENERGIXB THE KILLER*
060 PRINTTAB( 10) 'RIGHT ARROW' »TAB( 30) "ORBIT TO THE RIGBT'iPRINTT
AS(10) "LEFT ARROW* »TAB(30) "ORBIT TO THE LEFT"
070 PRIMY :HUM IMS) ( 5) * INTERCEPT THE MARTIANS AND SAVE EARTH. PL
EASE.
800 IFINKEY$-"*THENS80ELSERETURN' NO MORE TYPING I

(

090 REH •• ALL REHS CAN BE LEFT OUT WITHOUT FEAR "
900 REH THIS IS AN ORIGINAL PROGRAM BY
910 REH CHARLES E. CILLEN
921 REH U.S. EflBASSY / SEOUL
930 REH APO SAN FRANCISCO 96301
940 REH DATE: 9-10 MAY 1981
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Expensive

EXPENSIVE - The LNW
System Expansion II comes with a

full 32K of 200ns RAM. and built-in

RS232c 20 MA current loop serial interlace.

That's for starters. Next, consider our heavy gauge

steel case, power indicator lamp, gold-plated

connectors. FR-4 glass epoxy circuit board with

solder mask and silk screen legends. Then there is

the parallel printer port, screen printer port, real

time clock, and extra heavy duty onboard power

supply with over current protection, over voltage

protection and thermal shutdown. If that's not

enough then there is the floppy disk controller,

guaranteed operation at a 4MHz CPU speed and

our 6 month warranty. Every one of these features

is STANDARD. This is true system expansion.

You get every 'expensive* feature without

spending more.

CHEAP - Our price is $399.95. Any way you

compare, features or price. LNW's System

Expansion II is the clear winner. The LNW
System has been field tested for over two years

with thousands of users. It works with any DOS. is

100'. TRS-80 Model -1 compatible and it works

"right out of the box". If there is any doubt in your

mind as to whether you should buy ours or the

"other guys', just ask an LNW owner!

WE ARE #/ - Number one in price, features.

reliability, performance and delivery. LNW is

committed to 'expensive' features and quality at

reasonable prices. LNW is committed to support,

thorough documentation, and reliability.

made us the number one

manufacturer of system expansion units

and accessories for the Model 1 computer.

EXPANSION OPTION - 8-inch drive capability

is as easy as plugging in the LNDoubter 5/H

option*. Now you can have any combination of

single- or double-density, single- or double-sided.

8"* and/or .V disks on-line! 8-inch disk storage

increased to 591.3H0 bytes - 77 -track single-sided.

double-density or 1.182.720 bytes 77 -track

double-density, double-sided.

The LNDoubter's unique 5/8 switch allows you

to boot from 5- or 8- inch system disks and it's

accessible from outside the interface. The $21995

LNDoubler o/ti comes with a double -density disk

operating system (DOS * 3.3.9). complete with

BASIC and utility programs... ready to run your

software.

Each of your present 40 track, single .sided 5 inch

drives will store up to 184,320 bytes (formatted

storage) - that's an 80% increase in storage

capacity for only half the cost of just one disk

drive. With three 8- inch double -density,

double-sided drives your Model I will ha\e :<.75

Megabytes of online storage - that's more ^tor.igf

than a Model 11 or Model III!

LNW ResearchCorp.
2620 WA1.N1 T Tuslin, CA. 92680

i714i o-D NH.'x) i71 li 544 5714



UNITERM
The Universal Terminal Program'

The FIRST and ONLY terminal program tor both the Model I and

Model III TRS-80 computers Written by Pete Roberts, this program

will soon become trie standard ot terminal software. Unique features

includes a Handsome binder with over 75 pages of instructions and

examples. Free upgrade policy using local Bulletin Boards and

MicroNET. Expanded functions such as Type to buffer'. 'Display

Buffer'. Define Auto logon, polling, signon. and connect messages 1

Requires 32K disk system Only $79.95

ST80MI. OMNITERM SMART80. SMARTIII owners 1 " Upgrade to

UNITERM ! Send your ORIGINAL program disk and receive

UNITERM' for only $29.95!!

C0NNECTI0N-80 BBS
Run your own Computer Bulletin Board. This software package when

combined with your Model I or Model III TRS-80 and an Auto Answer

Modem will convert your computer into a mini-times share system.

Functions include message leaving, both public and private,

message retrieving. Bulletins. Downloading, merchandise, product

ordering, chat. etc. This is a lull feature system, and well known for

excellence among modem users Only $199.95

NEWDOS/80 OPERATING SYSTEM
The Hottest Disk Operating System for the TRS-80 Model I and III Ver-

sion 2.0 with full single and double density support, allows the use of

and combination ot disk drives types and densities Full Double density

support when used with a Doubler. On the Model I. you can read and

write Model ill compatible data disks On the Model III. you can write

Model l single or double density data disks for use on the Model I. In-

cludes: Expanded directories. d\ iamic basic merge and delete, selective

variable clearing, enhanced basic editing. Enhanced chaining functions.

Superzap utility. Disk enhanced editor assembler and disassembler, and

much more. Special Price. $139.95

M-ZAL
This is the most powerful Editor Assembler tor the TRS-80 ever writ-

ten. Features a full screen editor, a menu driven asembler. and an

interactive linker which allows the linking of /CMD and /RLD files.

Files can be loaded to Disk or Tape' Assembly Language programs

like Dick Balcom. and Pete Robert claim that this is the best Editor

Assembler on the market! Special Price. $129.95

THE COPYRIGHT KIT

A self- instruction booklet on copyrighting the computer software you

write. Includes step by step instructions, sample lorms. as well as

discussions of copyrights, patents and trade secrets, your rights

secured by copyrights, legal remedies upon infringements, material

not copyrightable and MUCH MORE! Written by Attorneys Published

by National Attorneys Publications and distributed exclusively

through B.T. Enterprises IF YOU EVER WROTE A COMPUTER PRO-

GRAM. YOU NEED THIS BOOK' $12.95

COPY III

This Model III Utility, written by Dick Balcom. allows you to load

system tapes into your computer at either 500 or 1500 Baud and then

copy them onto a new tape at either 500 or 1500 Baud Includes 10

page instruction manual. $9.95

CASOP
The CASOP utility by Paul Spoitore allows you to copy system tapes.

find load locations, check tor hidden messages, modify program

blocks, relocate program blocks, and merge two tape programs

together. A sort of SUPERZAP for tape users. $24.95.

MODEL I DISK DRIVE CASES
Clear Cases for your model I disk drives, complete with power supply

for 5-1/4 inch disk drives

Single Drive Case $79.95

Dual Drive Case $109.95

Triple Drive Case $139.95

Quad Drive Case $169.95

Smoked Plexiglass Cases. Add 5.00/per drive

LYNX MODEMS
The finest Auto Answer/Dial Modem on the market! This is a direct

connect modem for your model I or III. Does not require an RS232-C

interlace in your computer! Season Special. $299.91. $249.95

AMBER EASE
Amber fitter for your computer. Amber has been shown to be the

easiest on the eyes. Easy to install. (Shown on computer above.)

Season Special. All TRS-80 Models. $19.95

TIC-TOC-80 MICROCLOCK
A microclock for your TRS-80 Model I. Gives your computer the cor-

rect time and date on powerup. Clock is maintained on a lithium bat-

tery for long life Plugs onto the I/O Buss ol the TRS-80 Model I and

does not require any modifications for most computers Complete

with extensive documentation and a disk with utilities. SPECIAL

NOW AVAILABLE IN KIT FORM!

Complete assembled and tested $99.95

Kit with P/C board, parts and instructions $59.95

Kit with P/C board, parts list and instructions $19.95

OTHER MYSTERIES
We carry the full line of IJG Other Mysteries' books at discount

prices. These books are a must for computer users

TRS—80 Disk and Other Mysteries ^22.50 $19.95

Basic Decoded and Other Mysteries 128.95 $26.95

Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries $2^fl5 $26.95

Basic Faster & Better $29.9* $26.95

DISK BULK ERASER
Use this handy, portable, non-electric disk bulk eraser anywhere you

need it. No need lor power, as this unit needs no electricity to func-

tion. No user should be without one. Available for the amazing low

price of $4.95.

DISK STORAGE BINDER
This is a handy 3 ring binder that folds flat for easy use. Complete

with 10 plastic pages to store your disks. (Each page holds 2 disks.)

Makes transporting your disks as easy as picking up a book 1

Binder and Pages (Limited time special) . .

.

$9.95

Extra disk pages alone (each) $ 50

MODEL III MEMORY KIT

This kit is all that you need lor easy installation of an additional 16K or

32K in your Model III. Complete with 8 page instruction book that has

been hailed as The best instructions we have ever seen

High quality 150ns memory chips make this the best kit available

16K $44.95 32 K $79.95

171 Howkins Road
Centereach, New York 11720

(516) 981-6568 (Voice)

(516) 588-5636 (Data)

MNET-70331, 105

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Add S2.00 S (j H

NY$ res. odd oppr. fox
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PRINTER STANDS
End the mess of paper from your

desktop printer. Paper is fed from under

the printer and allowed to stack neatly

behind your machine. Made from the

highest quality clear plexiglass, this is

a handsome addition to home or office.

Available in two sizes • Regular for

printers such as MX-80. Microline80.

etc. or Large for printers such as

MX-100, DataRoyal, DWII etc. Available

with extra shelf for quick and easy

forms change.

Regular $24.95

Large $29.95

Extra Shelf $ 9.95

MODEL III EXTERNAL
DISK DRIVE CASE

When you add disk drives to your

Model III TRS-80, put them in the case

that was designed for the Model III.

This drive case is essential for the of-

fice where novice users can become
confused with a combination of

horizontal and vertical drives. Comes
complete with mounting hardware and

power supplies for two disk drives and

2 drive cable. Available with and

without drives.

Case without drives $179.95

Case w/1 40 track drive $429.95

Case w/2 track drives $654.95

MX-80 RIBBON RELOAD
Replace your worn MX-80 Ribbon with a new, fresh

high quality black cloth ribbon. Easy to load in your

cartridge. You save over $10.00 compared to purchas-

ing a new cartridge! Complete with easy to follow in-

structions. Each ribbon individually sealed in plastic

bag for long life.

$3.95 each, 12 for $39.95, 25 for $74.95

(COMING SOON . . . COLOR RELOADS!!!)

MODEL III DISK UPGRADE
Upgrade your cassette Model III to disks with this

easy to use controller kit from Micro Mainframe!

Kit is complete with Controller Board, Switching

Power Supply (for 2 internal drives), and complete

mounting hardware (for 2 internal drives) and

instructions. Just add drives! Supports single or

double headed drives!

Complete kit $279.95

(CALL FOR LOW, LOW DISK DRIVE AND
COMPLETE SYSTEM PRICES!)

171 Hawkins Rood
Centereach, New York 11720

(516) 981-6568 (Voice) Dealer Inquiries Welcome
(516) 588-5836 (Data) Add S2.00 s (, h

MNET-70331 , 1 05 „,»
NYS res odd °P?r tox
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Develop a good system and your 80 can make you some cash.

Programmers for Hire

Dennis J. Gillig

708 Hingham Lane
Schaumburg, IL 60193

If
you want a programming

method that works for me 100

percent of the time, but was de-

vised by someone that doesn't

know what he is talking about,

read on.

I have no formal training in

programming. But, after I

caught the bug like most of you,

and sat before the keyboard for

hours on end, something began

to rub off.

Today, I successfully write

programs for police and fire

departments and other private

businesses as a result of what I

have taught myself: Sometimes

I even get paid.

Getting started as a free-

lance programmer is tough, but

using the following standard ap-

proach can help you, whether

you're writing for the games or

business market, or for personal

enjoyment.

I write my programs in mod-

ules, reserving groups of line

numbers for specific tasks. This

helps me not only to compose

programs faster, but also to ser-

vice an account faster.

Lines 10-50 of my programs

are my standard title page

showing title, author, version,

date, any special messages

and the purpose of the pro-

gram. I follow this with a string

of 64 graphic blocks. That fills

the top two-fifths of the screen,
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and the bottom is then clear for

changeable items.

Lines 60-99 initialize my pro-

grams. First, I clear string

space, then I define my vari-

ables; A-F are always strings,

F-S are defined as integers, T is

defined as double precision and

the rest automatically stay as

single precision. I do this on

every program, whether it needs •

it or not.

For every program I write, I

load this standard module, and

then fill in the balance. You

may want to change the param-

eters, but the concept is valid.

Next, I dimension the arrays,

unless an array is going to be

dimensioned later from either

keyboard input, computation or

data from a disk file.

Now, read the data state-

ments, if that Is practical.

By going to a subroutine in

the 6000 range, I load any files

that the program will need. If

possible, open any files that

you intend to use.

If you are loading a sequen-

tial file or reading data state-

ments of any length, tell the

user what is going on. Also tell

him the file and item number

you are using. That flashing

number is very comforting to the

inexperienced user who so fre-

quently asks, "How do you know

the computer is doing some-

thing?"

What about Memory?

Someone is saying, "But all

that takes time and more

memory." True! Well spent

time and memory. I work with a

48K machine, so memory is not

usually that precious.

Programming speed is not as

important as you might think.

The operator appreciates your

care and isn't worried about the

added seconds the machine

needs to process an extra print

instruction or two. Besides, their

old method took much longer.

Next, initialize any other vari-

ables. The menu, if there's to be

one, starts at line 100.

The workings of the program

are next. Generally, this con-

sumes lines 100-500. My tech-

nique calls for a number of pre-

pared subroutines, that I need

only to merge with the main

program. That's why I follow

the same line numbering

scheme all the time and use the

same variable structure.

I reserve lines 1000-4999 for

multiple use programs. If the

menu offers a choice, it gener-

ally uses the On...GOTO state-

ment to find the part of the pro-

gram that will handle the

chosen function. Those mini-

modules are in these lines.

Lines in the 5000 range are

always printer output and

sometimes display output, but

only if they are being handled

at the same time; screen displays

are normally in the 8000 area.

Disk Input/Output

Lines labeled 6000 always

deal with disk I/O. Files are

opened, closed, added to, read

and changed by a series of

small subroutines. Just assign

file variables a given value, and

you will be able to use the same

subroutine for most programs.

An example is the TRS-80

field statement that looks like

this: FIELD 1,5 AS A, 10 AS B,

15 AS C. When you are using a

statement in this form, you

must write it each time.

I write FIELD 1,(SR-1)*L1 AS

A only once and make it a

subroutine. SR is the subrecord

number and comes from a for-

mula you can find in the Radio

Shack disk manual.

It works whether the record

length is 12 bytes or a full 256

bytes. Always use A as the

variable to accept the material

coming from the disk.

Generally, I use MID$ to divide

the variable A into its smaller

parts as in the first field state-

ment (remember, A was defined

earlier as a string).

Lines in the 10000 range are

always INKEY$ routines, the

most effective way for an

operator to input from the

keyboard. You can place infor-

mation on the screen exactly;

you can use interesting cur-

sors; you can indicate the

length of allowable information

with graphic blocks, and you

can imbed other instructions in

the routine.

Exit is one. In my INKEYS

routine, B accumulates the indi-

vidual characters as they are

entered. B is tested constantly

to see if it equals exit. If so, it

means we are done and the rou-



tine sends it to another line in

the 10000 area that tells the

computer what to do.

Lines in the 15000-19999

range are working subroutines

that generally apply only to a

particular program.

From the 20000 area I can

again select from my standard

catalog of subroutines. For ex-

ample: 20010 INPUT"PRESS

ENTER TO CONTINUE";©. Q is

the variable that always means

nothing. A program with Q as

its first letter is only for testing;

I can erase at any time. 20010

concludes with a RETURN.

Lines 30000 and beyond are

for data statements and some-

times routines that initialize

variables. For example: 34090

might be D1 ="JOB COSTING
PROGRAM". If the phrase. Job

Costing Program, is going to be

used in the display or printout

more than once, it may pay to

set it up as variable D1 instead

of typing the words several

times over.

Lines above 40000 are only

for notations. I use lines zero

through nine for this as well.

These are remark statements

that help me remember what I

am doing. Before delivering the

program to my client, I run it

through a compress program

that removes these remarks

and spaces. However, on my
copy I retain all my notes for

any necessary changes or de-

bugging.

How I Use Variables

A is generally the string that

is being processed. A(X) or

AA(X), and variations on that

theme are the string arrays be-

ing input from disk or keyboard.

Variables starting with B are,

generally, material developed

by the program. C variables are

usually transitory.

For example, "CORRECT
(Y/N)" might be an input state-

ment (it is a standard one

available in my 20000 area list)

followed by C2. C2 is a string vari-

able to accept the "Y" or "N".

I use D for the string arrays of

headings, titles or other

material necessary for orderly

displays or printouts. While E

and F are also strings, only F

has a set function: F is for file

^See List of Advertisers on page 402

names when going to disks.

I use I, J, K and sometimes X
for counting, as in loops, etc.

Normally, variable L refers to

length. L(X), read early in the

program, represents the max-

imum length of each item that

can be input from the keyboard.

INKEYS wants to know this, so I

display graphic blocks the

length of L(X). INKEYS will not

allow anything longer than

those blocks to be input.

P is for position. P(X) is read

early too, telling INKEYS where

to put those graphic blocks and

other program items. I always

make P equal a constant or

equal the array P(X). I use it in

countless other print @ P state-

ments throughout the program.

T is always double-precision

and keeps all the longer num-

bers and totals of columns on

reports.

What does all this do for me?
What about debugging? By

structuring each program in the

same way, I can usually find a

troublesome line. If the prob-

lem is disk I/O, I look in the

6000 range.

I also know the variable to

look for. I might not know the

Total of Items Shipped is T3,

but I know it starts with T and I

can find those variable refer-

ences. I hope most of you have

either a disk operating system

or a program that prints your

variables.

Mystery Mastered

This may take some of the

mystery out of programming,

but I define mystery as those

secret and frustrating hours

spent in my basement com-

puter room trying to find a pro-

gram bug.

Locally, good programmers

are charging $40-50 an hour.

With my speed I didn't feel I

could charge $110,456 for a

simple 5000 byte program.

On my first job, I quoted a

price for the finished running

product, and lost my shirt.

Now, with my standardized

approach I can charge more,

since I work faster and better.

Whether you want to program

for fun or profit, or both, try

some variation of my system.

I'd be interested in hearing your

ideas.

THE PROGRAMMER'S GUILD

MEANS

ADVENTURE! !

GAUNTLET OF DEATH
This new style of Adventure features an

exclusive TRAPMAZE™ format in which

escape is the primary concern. You are

THORAN THE BARBARIAN, under the

power of the Tyrant of Graylockland,

accepting the challenge of the most deadly

dungeon known to man. In the GAUNTLET
OF DEATH you are pitted against

mechanical devices that sling darts with

uncanny accuracy, deadfall traps where a ton

of pure marble can crush you in an instant.

You can find potions which may or may not

help you in your struggle. You may find

treasures worth SURVIVAL POINTS against

the ultimate confrontation of the LAST
ROOM. Can you survive? Can you make
your way through the maze of invisible traps

that keep you from your mission? THE
GAUNTLET OF DEATH. Tough, unyielding,

the absolute deadliest of challenges. Will you

make it? or will you die trying

TAPE ONLY $19.95

THE DOMES OF KILGARI

In the far reaches of the Outrim.the

Adventure continues. For those who've been

waiting so long, the sequel to the classic

DEATHDREADNAUGHT ADVENTURE is

here at last. You barely make it to Kilgari

before your fuel is exausted. The Interspacial

Digitron Corporation has boobytrapped the

Ion fuel center. Your job though traditional

adventure format is to overcome all traps and

retrieve the ion rods necessary for your

survival and continued journey. THE DOMES
OF KILGARI. Classic! Adventure at its best.

$19.95 TAPE $29.95 DISK

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER IS HERE! I !

Programmer's Guild
P O Ho» <ife« Peie'bcauQ>i S>< CMSS«60J 924 606'. Va-ce • 6M-924-792C Da'd
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Don't be a user loser; flash that prompt for patience.

The Flasher

Everitt Mickey

Box 50, 4201 Dimmitt Road
Plainview, TX 79702

Frequently when writing a

program there comes a

time when something must be

displayed on the screen for an

indefinite duration. The com-

puter sits there, patiently loaf-

ing, while waiting for the op-

erator to make some response.

One method of providing this

response is to construct a

subroutine relying on the input

statement.

2000 Print 3 950. Enter;

2010 Input AS

2020 Return

of the bottom line. Line 2010 is

the input statement and line

2020 tells the computer to

return from where it was called

by a GOSUB. Multiple lines are

not really needed, so, by using

colons, the whole thing could

be written on one line, thus sav-

ing a few bytes of memory.

2000 Print a 950, Enter;:

Input A$: Return

This method is neat, simple, ef-

fective and dull.

Now, no one likes a dull pro-

gram. So, at the expense of a

few additional bytes of mem-

ory, let's explore a method to

make this routine more ex-

citing.

Adding Polish

This wondrous new method

is called PEEKing the key-

board.

In this routine, line 2000 posi-

tions the prompt in the center
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900X6 = PEEK(14400)

910 PRINT <S 970. "PRESS THE
SPACE-BAR TO CONTINUE";

920 FOR 1 = 1 to 50; NEXT I

930 IF X6= 128 THEN RETURN
940 PRINT @ 968,STHING$

(35.CHR$<143));

950 FOR 1 = 1 TO 2: NEXT I

960 GOTO 900

To make it perfectly clear, we'll

go through it line by line. Line

900 assigns the value of what-

ever is in memory location

14400 to variable X6. Line 910

prints the prompt in the bottom

center of the screen. Line 920 is

a delay loop; we want the

prompt to stay there long

enough to be seen.

As you have no doubt con-

cluded, this subroutine is a

loop. Line 930 is our escape

hatch back to the main pro-

gram. To use the hatch effec-

tively, the computer compares

the value of variable X6 to 128.

If it's a match, away we go.

What, you may ask, has the

value of 128 got to do with any-

thing? In an article of the June

1980 issue of 80 Micro-

computing it is explained that

the condition of the keyboard

(which keys are depressed) is

determined by scanning cer-

tain locations in memory.

Whatever the value in memory

is at any given instant tells us

something. In this case that

something is if memory loca-

tion 14400hasa128storedinit,

then the space bar is de-

pressed. Other values for mem-
ory location 14400 which might

be useful for similar routines

are: 1 = Enter, 2 = Clear,

4 = Break, 8 = t, 16 = i, 32 = -,

64 = —
, and, as we saw earlier,

128 = Space.

However, if the space bar is

not depressed at this instant,

there is no 128, so line 940 uses

the string function to print a

line of graphic blocks on top of

our exit prompt. Thanks to line

950, it stays there for two

counts and then, in line 960, we

loop back to 900 to do it again.

The effect is a blinking

prompt, sure to get your atten-

tion and add some polish to

that dull program.



\What
makes your

CENTRONICS"
737 or 739

the better buy...

the new ETI

ETI's own microprocessor intelligence

can put all the power of your 737 or 739 Printer

at your fingertips...

ETI's pioneering design (patents pending) allows you to central all

the options ot this powerful printer with simple comnaatfs right

from Basic or the body ot your wordprocessmg text

Provides maximum printing speed with mamframe-like dedicated

peripheral control and programmability

Compatible with most popular wordprocessmg packages and

microcomputer hardware.

Features

• access to all six fonts of the 737 printer & graphics on 739
• true proportional spacing with justification

• superscript, subscript, underlining

• user definable spacing, line centering, form feed

• UPPER/lowercase support also for UPPER-only systems
• optional use ot BASIC as a simple but flexible wordprocessor

• no additional cables— Centronics-like edge-card connector

ETI-A:$147 ETI-T: $147 ETI-U: $157
(Apple* II +) (TRS-80' Mod. I. II. Ill) (all others)

order now directly from us (check. MO. Visa. MC)
or your local printer dealer
,NJ res'Oents please add 5% tax)

mi cr©dome
CORPORATION
Denville, New Jersey 07834
PO Box 392 (201)627-8554

SAVE
$$$ TRS-80

MICROCOMPUTERS
CALLUS...

SAVE MONEY

SAVE
$$$

Model II

64K
$3270.00

up to 16%
discount off

retail

CALL COLLECT:
512-689-5536

Master Electronics, Inc.

154 N. 5th, Raymondville, Tx. 78580
1
r ^ ^ 1

mattei charge

1 1

Form F48 ProvideC

Standard Warranty On Merchandise

Authorized TRS-80 Dealer. Store #F-723

publications for the TRS-80
1 Model III

Mystery of the ROM Mystery of tho DISKETTE

Mystery of the DOS $19.95 each

Must additions to the computer library of the serious

programmer as well as the casually interested. Written

m a technical, yet easy-to-read and understandable style

Esch book includes:

• detailed tables of contents and indexes, alphabetical

and numerical tables with numerous cross references

• register setup going into routines

• register results coming out of routines

• detailed explanations on all routines, structures,

codes, etc . and not just a few ambiguous comments
• Numerous summaries for ease of book use

Special ... all three $49.95

SORT/CMD
• multi-key (to 14 fields). Multi-tag (to 14 more fields)

• sort any combination of variable type

• integrates easily into any existing program

$19.95 each Disk or non-disk; Model I or III; 32K or 48K

PATCHES
to allow operation of many Model I programs on the Model III

• LM OFFSET/CMD. Superzap/CMD 7

• RSM 2D/CMD 10K. 32K. 48K 3

• Big Five Software Games (all games)*

$5.95 each Many more send for brochure'

DISK DIRECTORY INDEX PROGRAM (Model m only)

• Maintain a master directory listing and file all diskettes

• Index size limited only by diskette space available

and number of diskettes on which the index will be
maintained

• Summary by file name, diskette, or extension

Direct/BAS $14.95

Direct/CMD $24.95 (enhanced, more powerful faster)

Send check or money order (Kansas residents

add 3% sales tax) to Twenty-First Century Software

1 607 North Cochran Hutchinson, Kensas 67501

Call 316 663-1047 for additional information

^eg.ste-ed tradentaiks or products of Tandy Corp Aooa-at "C
'Smaii Systems Software "Big Five Software Company
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Don't be afraid to interrupt your processor.

Multi-Programming on a Micro

1) Push all registers.

2) Determine trie correct

stack-pointer-update routine

This tunction

uses a counting cell

3) Update the stack pointer.

The current stack pointer is

saved in a holding cell The next

stack pointer is loaded in place.

4) Increment the program-

counter cell

5) Check tor the end ot

all the routines.

II the routines are all finished,

return control to the user.

6) Pop all registers.

7) Enable the interrupt

and return

Table 1. Service Routine Functions

R.F. Genovese
Department of Psychology

University of North Carolina

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Since microcomputers only

run one program at a time

they can only perform one task

at a time. This article explains

how to execute several pro-

grams simultaneously using an

interrupt generator and soft-

ware.

Although the article deals

specifically with the TRS-80, the

software can be used with other

Z80 based microcomputers.

5V
5V

TRS-80
EXPANSION
BUS

I0M F

Fig. 1. A Simple Interrupt Generator
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Interrupt Processing

The Z80 CPU accepts two

types of interrupts: maskable

and non-maskable. Acknowl-

edgment of a maskable inter-

rupt is under software control;

we are interested in this func-

tion.

After each complete instruc-

tion cycle the CPU examines the

interrupt input. If this line is low

an interrupt pulse is present and

the contents of the program

counter (PC) register are pushed

onto the stack. Execution con-

tinues at another address. The

routine at this address is com-

pleted by a Return. The address

where the first program was in-

terrupted is pushed back into

the PC register and execution

continues.

Since microprocessors are

very fast you can run several

programs at once by dividing

the execution time. This type of

interrupt often allows micro-

computers to check alarms,

keep time, and still run other

programs. Use the interrupt

function to switch programs.

The Z80 has three modes of

maskable interrupts in which



the CPU jumps to different ad-

dresses. All three modes are

software selectable, but due to

TRS-80 hardware, only mode 1 is

easily available.

In this mode when an inter-

rupt pulse is present and inter-

rupt processing is enabled, the

CPU executes a Restart to loca-

tion 38H. In a 16K Level II

TRS-80, the coding causes a

42E9 Free Space
42FF
4300 Slack 1

43FF
4400 Stack 2

44FF

4500 Stack 3

45FF
4600 Stack 4

46FF
4700 Sample Program 1

52FF
5300 Sample Program 2

5DFF
5F00 Sample Program 3

6AFF
6BO0 Sample Program 4

76FF
7700 Service Routine

Initialization

End routine

7FFF Free space

Table 2 Memory Map

Jump to location 4012H. On

power-up the instructions cause

a Return. Since this address is in

RAM you can alter it and access

the interrupt ability.

The major function of the ser-

vice routine is to manipulate the

stack to switch programs. You

need a separate stack for each

program. The service routine

must set the stack pointer to the

correct stack.

In addition, the address of the

next instruction executed in the

program must already be on the

stack. After the Return from in-

terrupt, the program jumps to

that address. It is necessary to

detect when all the programs

are finished to return control to

the user.

Program Listing 1

eeiee
80118 .... INIT ...

88138 ;

88148 | PROGRAM NOTES
88158 1 1) SET INT VECTOR
80168 7 2) SET THE STACK POINTER FOR PROGRAM tl
88178 ; 3) PUT START ADDRESSES OF PROGRAMS 2-4 ON THE
08188 l CORRECT POSITION ON THEIR STACKS
00198 1 4) JUMP TO PROGRAM 11
08200

777F 00218 ORG 777FH
777P 3EC3 08228 START LD A,BC3H
7781 321248 00230 LD (4812H) ,A ;INT VECTOR
7784 218877 00240 LD HL.77B8H ; SERVICE ROUTINE
7787 221348 00250 LD (4813H) ,111. ) START ADDRESS
778A 31FF43 08268 LD SP.43FFH ;FOR PROG. 11

77 BD 218853 0270 LD HL.5388H ;PROG »2 START
7798 22r'E44 00280 LD (44FEH) , III, ;ON STACK 82
7793 21005F 00290 LD HL,5FB0H ;PROC 13 START
7796 22PE45 00300 LD (45FEHJ ,HL ;ON STACK #3
7799 21886B 00310 LD HL,6B88H ,-PROG »4 START
779C 22PE46 00320 LD (46PEH) ,HL ;0N STACK 14
779F C3M47 00330 JP 4780H ; START PROG 11

00348 ; » NOTE * PROG tl MUST ENABLE THE INTI
777P 00350 END START
88888 TOTAL ERRORS

00100
00118
00128

;
*• QUAPRC- ...

08138
88148 PROGRAM NOTES

Program continues

jHgJffi
YORK lO
BASF-DPS

WORLD STANDARD TAPE
• • PROfESSIONAL 5-SCREW SMELL

• UNIVERSAL INDUSTRY ACCEPTANCE

DATA TRAC - C-10, C-20
MUSI TRAC - C-45, C-90

rj«

Da°
C
C
S
L0A°

trVft.

*4&

in£?w5*£,
<st> 8

'"
tfflflf

,
is

je'V

»d ••m

ood
en-

wrf)

:

QU

on

"ood

ai'«v
b»c*

|0*

comPu

-<:• -a"°W
l°cas^>S^pre

p«"Pe

neetDe

taPe_"' n>l>'"

c" & ^gs***^**
i*+W rs> <t,\e<*

,

"YOU'VE TRIED THE REST, NOW BUY THE BEST

Call*. 213/710-1430 tor IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT on Credit Card Orders

order now... Mail to: YORK lO Computerujare
PkMHrd caaMtaa ctmMuO Mow
UKGTH 1 DOZa 2D02BI

C-10 f, BOD rj 14 40

C-20 [J 10 00 ; ]
18 00

C-45 ; . 13 00 [ 1 23 00

C-90 U.?iri ;]3900

SUBTOTAL

CaK reauons **j 6S saB Is

Snocg 1 dor S? 7 Ox S3 SO

•Mil rta tl

TOTAL

24573 Kittndge St.. «0DCanoga Par*. CA 9130/

Cfieck or M enclosed n Charge to my Credit Card

VtSA ^ MASTERCARD Expires date

WHITE FOfl QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

§ Stopped Ou* D4C* try UPS 10 Mr*rl jOOreU *l U
USA oiwf Mc cjmmx w«* lo P Bee

aooebs

stale fef)

-See List of Advertisers on page 402

PLUG INTO...

ACQ
The Journal of Microcomputer Applications

Numerical analysis, statistics, simulation, information
retrieval, engineering design, engineering economics, proj-

ect planning & management, personal finance, scientific &
engineering applications. Subscribe now $16 for 6 issues.

Send check, money order or company purchase order to:

ACCESS. P.O. Box 12847, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

To: ACCESS, P.O. Box 12847

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

Here's my $16. Sign me up for 6 issues.

Name _

Address

City

State _
Published by LLDS Publishing Im.

Zip.
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Before you do any of this,

save all of the registers after

each program interruption. The

registers associated with the

next program are restored and

the interrupt enabled at the end

of the service routine. Table 1

summarizes the functions of the

service routine.

Initialization

After the programs are in

place the initialization routine

puts instructions to jump to the

address of the service routine at

the interrupt vector (4012H).

Then you must set the stack

pointer to the first program.

Next, put the starting ad-

dresses of the rest of the pro-

grams on their respective

stacks. When do>ng this, allow

the registers off the stack to be

restored. Finally, you can jump

to the starting address of the

first program.

The first program must en-

able the interrupt. If it does not,

it prevents the whole method

from working. Each program

should also increment a count-

Program continued

BBllfl

09160
0»i-»
00160
ee:?e
00201
00210
00220
•0230
.0:40
• 0250
002*0

00260
rf02»0
iliil
00310
00320
•0330
0»340
00350

; 1)

; 2'

; 3!

i

; 4)

j

: 5)

: «)
• 7)

PUSH ALL REG'S (EX I'.PT PRIMES)
DETERMINE THE CORP CT UPDATE ROUTINE
A) BY USING A ROU INE COUNTING CELL

(RCNT) WHICH IS INCREMENTED AN?
RESET APPROPPIA ELY.

UPDATE THE STACK F INTER (SP)
A) SAVE ThE LAST S- IN A HOLDING CELI
B) LOAD THE NEXT S FROM A HOLDING CELL
INCREMENT THE ROUT NE COUNTER
A- AS PREVIOUSLY fc PLAINED
DETERMINE IF ALL R UTINES A*E FINISHED
A> BY CHECKING HOI INC CELLS C.F.N)
B) HF1NS ARE INCREMENTED BY EACH FROGRAM

,

UPON IT'S COHPL-TION. AFTEP WHICH IT
LOOPS ENDLESSLY

.

C: IF PROGRAMS API COMPLETED 'HE INT MUST
BE DISABLED ANt CONTROL RETURNED TO THE
USER.

POP ALL REG'S
ENABLE INTERRUPT
A) SET TO IK 1 I UI. ACCESSARY FOR TPJ-60

• 0370
77*8 00380 ORG T7 0JH.

0i"9.n iFIRST SAVE REG'S
77M t% 00400 STAPT PISH AF
77J1 C5 00410 PUSH B-."

77«2 OS • 0420 PUSH DS
7783 E5 07430 ran hl
-7i4 z-jf- 00440 PUSH IX
77«6 ~i'. 00450

00460
PUSH IY

•0470 .-FIND !"!- ..:-..-.

77i8 3A-." ana LO A, (RCNT.
77iB FE»2 M4M CP 2

77»D 2812 ei-it Jk :.VF2
77IF FF«3 ilh.f CP 3

7711 .air 00:20 jr :,.?3
7713 FEi4 00530 CP 4

7715 281E •0540
00550
'0560
00570

;THL
; PUT

JR Z.UP4

UPDATE ROUTINES SAVE THF SP AND
THE NEXT SP IS PLA'E.

7717 ED737777 00560 UP1 LD (SPD.SP
771B 2A7977 H0S90 I.D HL.iSP.
771E F9 00600 LD SP,HL
771F 181C 00610 •IK INCRC
7721 ED73 7977 00620 0P2 LD (SP2) ,. P

7725 2A7R77 00630 I.D HL,[SP'i
7728 F9 00640 I.I) SP,HL
7729 1B12 00650 .IK INCRC

Program continues

MSA call (617)934-0445

for faster delivery

GRAPHIC
SOFTWARE
FOR MICROS

Graphic Software (or Micro's - This seii-teach.ngg Uioe w <> show yoyno* tc

write your own 2D a"d 3D graphics sc"wa'e Centals 6' prog'ams *or elementary to

advanced graphics ope'atio~s - tra~siat ~ rotation scaling dppmg stretching hicae~
lie 'emo»a- shading perspective "•••sections animation ard r^o'e Also nc: udes
practice ccDieT's 'c c assroom use • rogram listings ™ BASIC fully e»piained a"c
presented a:c~gs de inec. Per*ec' 'c -students p'l'ess.sna s 4 so'twa'e deve'ope-s
On* o' '-e mos: outs'ang ~g zoo*s o- compute- software - A>an G'und Unfaorajftji ol

iiimois J'Ca-a
A magnificent boo* a maor contnbu' ;i to the educational literature tor compere's -

Philip Becker Christian Brothers Co^e.e Memphis
Book with ll.tlngs-S? 95 OtakS'6 95*

Engineering Applications of Micro's - a collection t techniques and
programs 'or applying micros and c-jmputer graphics to engineering - structural

mechanics, kinematics heat transfer, s/stems analysis Fourier analysis optimization.

CAD CAM. and more Theory with hstincjsin BASICtuliy documented Book with Hating*

-

$28 50 Dlak-Sl9 9S*

Structural Analysis on Micro's - Theory and program listings in basic tor

matrix structural analysis of rigid '-ames Graphical output shows displaced

configuration Member loads determine- 1 Use software as is or modify for your special

applications Book with Matlnga-S39 95 DH*-$24 95*

A<J3 $2 p»- t*" sr-'PP ng S3UPS .n JS S3 50 C*n«da

$'2 an Eu'op* 4 CanVa Araanca $'8 e'sewner*

'Disks contain all programs listed m the books m BASIC
They are available for the Apple n Plus 48K DOS3 3 and the

TRS-80 32K Color Co-nputer A tape for the Color

Computer is also avanab »

^•260

KERN PUBLICATIONS ©190 Duck Hill Rd • PO BOX 1029M •Duxbury, MA 02332
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TRS-80®SOFTWARE TRS
"80®

MODEL III SOFTWARE

26-1563 Scripsit I & III $79.00

26 1566 Visicalc I $83.00

26-1567 Visicalc III $83.00

26-1552 General Ledger $90.00

26-1553 Inventory Ctl $90.00

26-1556 Payroll $180.00

26-1555 Accts. Receivable $135.00

26-1554 Accts. Payable $135.00

26-1558 Bus. Mail List $90.00

26-2201 Fortran I $90.00

26-1562 Profile $72.00

26-1592 Profile III Plus $180.00

26-1 565 Microfiles $90.00

26-1569 Visicalc $180.00

26-1590 Super Scripsit $180.00

26-1591 Scripsit Dictionary. .. $135.00

26- 1582 Time Manager $90.00

26-1580 Project Manager $90.00

26-1581 Personnel Manager. . $90.00

26-1568 Medical Off. Syst. . . . $270.00

26-2203 Cobol $180.00

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

TRS-80

'»«wss»y»

MODEL II SOFTWARE
26-4530 Scripsit II $265.00

26-451 1 Visicalc II $265.00

26-4512 Profile II $162.00

26-4501 General Ledger $180.00

26-4502 Inventory Mgmt $180.00

26-4503 Payroll $360.00

26-4504 Accts. Receivable $270.00

26-4505 Accts. Payable $270.00

26-4507 Mail List II $108.00

26-4701 Fortran $270.00

26-4703 Cobol $270.00

26-4705 Compiler BASIC $180.00

26-4540 Statistical Analysis $90.00

26-4508 Medical Off. System. . $675.00

26-4509 Manuf. Inventory $675.00

26-4513 Job Costing $135.00

26-4520 Time Accounting $450.00

26-4621 Personnel Search $270.00

26-4560 Westlaw $225.00

26-4531 Scripsit 2.0 $360.00

26-4534 Scripsit Dictionary. .. $180.00

POCKET COMPUTER SOFTWARE

ORDER TOLL FREE1800-841"0860
CALL US - SAVE MONEY

We carry the full line of TRS-80 Computers. All TRS-80 software,

furniture, and accessories sold at discount. We stock most items to

assure you fast delivery and save you money.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.

No Taxes on Out Of

State Shipments

immediate Shipment

From Stock on Most Items

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

DEPT. # l+X
115 C SECOND AVE. S.W.

CAIRO. GEORGIA 31728

(912) 377-7120 Ga. Phone No.
TRS-M it r»gi»t«r«d trademark of tha Tandy Corp.

Thousands of

Satisfied Customers

VISA And
Masterchorge Welcomed

• 4/3
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ing cell when completed, and

then loop endlessly. The service

routine uses these cells to de-

tect the end of all programs,

when control returns to the user.

The Program

Program Listing 1 demon-

strates the multiprogramming

technique. It is made up of six

parts: the initialization routine,

the service routine, and four

sample programs. The sample

programs are quite simple, de-

signed only to show the method

in action. Table 2 illustrates the

memory configuration for the

application.

Load the four programs and

the service routine separately

without execution. Hit the break

key after each load is com-

pleted.

Next, load and execute the

initialization program. All four

programs should run concur-

rently, finish, and return control

Interrupt Hardware

Before you can use multipro-

gramming you must have hard-

ware to generate the interrupts.

Many possibilities provide this

function. Fig. 1 is a schematic

for a low cost interrupt genera-

tor based on a 555 timer. The

parts list is given in Table 3.

In addition to the circuit, you

need a regulated +5 V power

supply and an edge card con-

nector to gain access to the

TRS-80. Adjusting the poten-

tiometer varies the speed of the

interrupt pulse. The device is

crude, but will do the job.

If you need greater accuracy

(for real time functions), use a

more sophisticated device.

Considerations

And Restrictions

Since execution constantly

switches across several pro-

grams, none of the programs

should utilize the Z80 prime

registers.

Multiprogramming puts some
restrictions on the stack size. In

addition to program use, each

stack must have space for sav-

ing all of the registers for the

service routine. Because the

stack size is controlled by the

user, this should not be a big

problem.

282 • 80 Microcomputing, January 1982

Program continue*!

772B BD737B77 66666 UP3 LD (SP3) ,SP
772F 2A7D77 66676 LD HL, (SP4)
7732 P9 66686 LD SP,HL
7733 1888 66696 JR INCRC
7735 BD737D77 69706 UP4 LD (SP4) ,SP
7739 2A7777 68718 'J) HL, (SP1)
773C P9 68726

86738 1

LD SP,HL

66746 (INCRCEMENT THE ROUTINE COUNTER
773D 3C 68756 INCRC INC A
773H FEB5 68766 CP 3
774* 2662 66778 JR NZ,ENDCK
7742 3B61 98788 LD A,l
7744 327277 667 96

BS8M
KNOCK
1

LD (RCNT) ,

A

66818 /CHECK IP ALL ROUTINES HAVE FINISHED,
66626 rip so THEN RETURN CONTROL TO USER.
66636 1

••• NOTE •••
66848 (ALL PROGRAMS NUST INCREMENT AN (RPIN)
66856 (UPON COMPLETION!

7747 JA7377 91868 LD A, (RFIN1)
77 4A PB81 66B76 CP 1

77 4C 2816 S6B8B JR NZ, RBGPOP
774B 3A7477 66898 LD A,(RPIN2)
7751 PB61 86916 CP 1

7753 2811 66916 JR NX, RBGPOP
7755 3A7577 68928 LD A,(RFIN3)
7758 PBB1 86936 CP 1

775A 288A 66946 JR NZ, RBGPOP
775C 3A7677 66956 LD A, (RFIN4)
775P PB61 66966 CP 1

7761 2863 66976 JR NZ, RBGPOP
7763 C3726B 11986

66996 1

JP 72B

81616 (POP ALL REGISTERS
7766 FDE1 61616 RBGPOP POP IY
7768 DDB1 61626 POP IX
776A Bl 61636 POP HL
776B Dl 1640 POP DE
776C CI 61656 POP BC
776D PI 81668

81676 1

POP AP

61888 1 RE-ENABLE AND DONF
776B BD56 81196 IK 1

7778 PB I11BI EI
7771 C9 61116

61126 I

RET

61136 I HOUSEKEEPING BYTES

61136 ( HOUSEKEEPING BYTES
7772 61 61146 RCNT DEFb 1

7773 66 81156 RPIN1 DBFB 8

7774 68 81168 RFIN2 DEFB 8
7775 66 61176 RPIN3 DEFB 8

7776 66 61186 RPIN4 DEPB 9

61198 J8P2-4 ARE POSITIONED SO REG'S ARE POPPED FIRST.
7777 PF 81286 SP1 DEPB 8FPH
7778 43 81216 DEFB 43H
7779 F2 61226 SP2 DEFB 8F2H
777A 44 61236 DEPB 44H
777B P2 61246 SP3 DEPB SF2H
777C 45 61256 DEPB 45H
777D P2 61268 SP4 DEPB BF2H
777E 46 81276 DEPB 46H
7788 81289 END START
66686 TOTAL ERRORS

66116
68126
88136

,... PROGRAM 81 •••

4768 ORG 4766H
7773 66146 RPIN1 EQU 7773H ;TIE TO INT ROUTINE
4768 216B3C 86158 START LD BL,3C66H (CLEAR THE SCREEN
4763 1626 86166 LD D,28H [TO BB NEAT
4785 61BBS4 68176 LD BC,4BBH
4768 72 66186 CLEAR LD (HL) ,D
4769 23 66196 INC BL
476A IB 66286 DEC BC
476B 78 86216 LD A,B
47BC Bl 89229 OR C
476D 26P9 66238 JR NZ, CLEAR
476P PB 66246 EI (ENABLE INT
4716 21SD47 66256 LD HL,STRG1 (PUT MESSAGE TO
4713 114B3C 88268 LD DE,3C468 (SCREEN
4716 S16BS6 86276 LD BC,IEH
4719 BDB6 66286 LDIR
471B 13 86298 INC DE
471C 816686 66366 LD BC,6
471P 3B81 66318 PUT LD A, BIB (MOVE A GRAPHICS
4721 12 68328 PUT1 LD (DB),A (CELL AROUND
4722 CD4D47 86338 CALL DELAY
4725 3C 66348 INC A
4726 PEC6 68356 CP SC6H
4726 C22147 66366 JP NZ.PUTl
472B 6C 88378 INC c
472C 79 88388 LD A,C
472D PBPP 66396 CP 9FFH
472P 6BBB 68486 LD C,6
4731 84 68416 INC B
4732 76 66426 LD A,B
4733 PBPP 66436 CP 6PPH
4735 2BB8 88448 JR NZ,PUT
4737 3B31 66456 LD A,31B
4739 12 66466 LD (DB) , A
473A 11523C 66476 LD DE.3CS2H
473D 61BBBS 66486 LD BC,8
4746 216B47 68496 LD HL.STRG2 I PUT 'FINISHED*
4743 EDB6 68586 LDIR (ON THE SCREEN
4745 3881 68516 LD A,l (TELL INT ROUTINE
4747 327377 66526 LD (RFIN1) ,A (PROGRAM FINISHED
474A C34A47 66538 LOOP JP LOOP (LOOP HERE WHEN DONE
474D C5 66546 DELAY PUSH BC (DELAY SUBROUTINE
474E P5 66556 PUSH AF
474P 3BB2 68568 LD A,

2

4751 81BA68 86578 DEL LD BC.6AH
4754 6D 66586 DBL1 DEC C
4755 26PD 86596 JR NZ.DEL1
4757 3D 66686 DEC A

Program continuas



Program continued

4751 2IP7 •1(11 JR MS, DBL
47SA PI M2I POP AP
4751 CI •K3I POP BC
47 5C c» IM4I RET
47SD 51 •MSI STRG1 deph 'PROGRAM 11 —> ' 1 THE MESSAGES
47IB 4( •MM STBC2 DEPH 'FINISHED'
4711 •M7I

Mill
Mill

BNO START

»••• PROGRAM 12 • ••
M12I 1 • »»•• »•••••*• ••>*•«••****•••«• ••••••••••••••••••••a

3311 M13I ORG 53MB
7774 M14I IPXM2 EQU 7774B (TIB TO INT R0UTIH1
5111 214C53 M15> START LD HL.STRGl (PUT MB8BAGB TO
5313 111130 •lit! U> DE,3DMB ; SCREEN
S3II B1BBBB • 1171 ID BC.ISH
S3lt BOB* Mill LDIR
53IB 11 M1M INC OB
53IC mill M2M LD BC,IHH 3BI1 • 1211 PUT LD A.I1B IMOVE A GRAPHICS
5311 12 •1221 PUT1 LD (OB) ,A I DOT AROUND
5312 CD3053 123

1

CALL DELAY
5315 3C ••24* INC A
5314 FECI •25* CP •CIH
5311 C211S3 M2M JP HX.PUTl
531B •c •1271 INC c
531C 7t M2M LD A,C
5310 PBPP M2M CP •PPH
ssir BBBB M3M LD C,l
5321 84 ••31* IHC B
5322 ?t •1321 LD A,B
5323 PBPP •1331 CP •PPB
5325 2SBS •1341 JR HI, PUT
5327 3B32 •1351 LD A.32B
5321 12 M3M LD (OB) ,A
532A 111230 •1371 LD DE, 30121
5320 •1BBII M3M LD •C.I
5331 215*53 M3M LD HL.STRG2 (WRITE 'PIHISBBD'
5333 BOB! M4M LDIR
5335 3BI1 M41I LD A,l iTSLL INT THE
5337 327477 •1421 LD (RPIN2),A 1 PROGRAM FINISHED
533* C33A53 M43t LOOP JP LOOP (LOOP HERE MHEM DOMB
5330 C5 ••441 DELAY PUSH BC 1 DELAY BUBROUTZMB
S33B PS M4SI PUSH AP
533P 3EI2 II4CI LD A,

2

5341 •Ell 11471 DBL LD CI
5343 BO M4M DBL1 DEC c
5344 2IPD M4M JR NX, DELI
534C 30 •B5M DEC A
5347 2BPB M51I JR NX, DEL
5341 PI M52B POP AP
534A CI ••S3! POP BC
534B C» 1541 RET
53 4C 51 M55I STRG1 DEPH 'PROGRAM 12 —

>

ITME KES SAGES
535A 41 M5CI STBG2 DBPM 'PIHISBBD*
53ft M57I

M1M
Milt

BUD START

,*•• PROGRAM 13
*••

•1131 5PMHORG5MB
7775
BOUTl wm

M1M BPIB3 EQU 7775B (TIB TO INT

5PM
TO
SPB3

214CSP M15I START LD HL.STRGl (PUT MBBBAGB

11CB3D ••IBB LD DB.1DCBB »TBB SCREEN
5PN 1BBM •1X71 LD BC.IEH
5PBI BDM M1M LDIR
5PSB 11 11191 IHC DE
INC mill II2II LD BC,*
5PBP
bxcb
5P11

3111 11211 PUT LD A.I1B INOVB A GRAP

12 1221 PUT1 LD (OB) ,A (DOT AROUND
5F12 CD305P ••23* CALL DELAY
5P15 3C 24* IRC A
5P1I PBCB ••25* CP •CM
5P1I C2115P • 1261 JP HX.PUTl
SP1B •C ••27• INC C
5P1C 7* M2M LD A,C
5P10 PBPP M2M CP •PPB
5Pir •Ell M3M LD C,l
5P21 •4 ••311 IRC B
5P22 71 •321 LD A,B
5P23 PBPP 11331 CP •PPB
5P2S 2IBI ••34* JR Ml, POT
5P27 3B33 ••35* LD A, 13B
5P2f 12 M3M LD (OB) ,

A

5P2A 11D23D •1371 LD D I, 3 DO 2

I

5P2D linn M3M LD BC.I
5P3B
BUD

215ASP II3M LD BL,BTRG2 (WRITE 'PIRX

5P33 mi • 1411 LDIR
5P35
OTin
5P37
ISBN

1111 •Mil LD A,l (TILL IWT BO

327577 •42* LD (RPIH3) ,A (PROGRAM PIM

SP3A C33A5P ••41* LOOP JP LOOP (LOOP BBBB W
HEN DOMB
5P3D
DTZRl

C5 M44I DBLAI PUSH BC (DELAY BOBRO

5P3B P5 •1431 PUSH AP
5P3P 3BI2 •MM LD A,

2

SP41 IBS! M47« DBL LD C,3IH
SP4) ID •MM DELI DEC c
5P44 2IPD •MM JR MS,DILI
5P44 3D MSM DEC A
5P47 2IPI •Mil JB Ml,DBL
5P4I PI 1521 POP AP
5P4A CI ••S3

1

POP BC
3P4B Cf 1541 RBT
SP4C
•

SI ••55« BTB01 DBPM 'PROGRAM IS —

>

|TU HBIBAGB

Program contmutt

REMSOFT, INC.

Let Your TRS-80®
Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Tired of buying book after book on assembly

language programming and still not knowing your

POP from your PUSH?

REMSOFT proudly announces a more effi-

cient way, using your own TRS-80' to learn the

fundamentals of assembly language programm-
ing • • at YOUR pace and YOUR convenience

Our unique package, "INTRODUCTION TO
TRS-80* ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING", will pro

vide you with the following:

• Ten 45-mlnute lessons on audio cassettes

• A driver program to make your TRS-80* video

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor

• A display program for each lesson to provide

illustration and reinforcement for what you are

hearing.

• Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful

routines to test memory and to gam direct con-
trol over the keyboard, video monitor, and
printer.

• How to access and use powerful routines in

your Level II ROM.

Presently available for Model 1 only

REMASSEM-1 ...p.. only $69.95

REMASSEM-1 (disk) only $74.95

LEARN TRS-80®
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

DISK I/O

Your disk system and you can really step out

with REMSOFT'S Educational Module.
REMDtSK-1, a "short course" revealing the details

of DISK I/O PROGRAMMING using assembly
langusga.

Intended for the student with experience in

assembly language, using the same format as our
extremely popular introduction to assembly
language programming, this "ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE DISK I/O PROGRAMMING" course in-

cludes:

• Two 45 minute lessons on audio cassette

• A driver program to make your TRS-80* video

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor

• A display program for each lesson to provide il-

lustration and reinforcement for what you are
hearing.

• A booklet of comprehensive, fully-commented
program listings illustrating sequential file I/O

random-access file I/O, and track and sector I/O.

• A diskette with machine-readable source codes
for all programs discussed, in both Radio Shack
EDTASM and Macro formats.

• Routines to convert from one assembler format

to the other.

Presently available for Model 1 only

REMDISK-1 only$29.95

Dealer inquiries invited

These courses were developed and recorded by
Joseph E. Willis and are based on the successful
series of courses he has taught at Meta
Technologies Corporation, the Radio Shack Com-
puter Center, and other locations in Northern
Ohio. The minimum system required is a Level II,

16K RAM.

4 REMSOFT, INC.

571 E. 185 St.

Euclid, Ohio 44119
(216)531-1338

%
i* 70

SHIPPING CHARGES:
12.50 WITHIN UNITED STATES
S500 CANADA AND MEXICO
OTHER FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 20%
OHIO RESIDENTS ADO 5V, V. SALES TAX

TRS-80* IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.
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Another important considera-

tion is the speed of the interrupt

cycle. If your programs are

monitoring real time events

(switch closures, etc.) a fast cy-

cle time is required. When your

programs are monitoring or con-

trolling any outside world

events, remember that execu-

tion time is divided between

them. The execution time of

routines is a function of the

number of programs running,

the interrupt speed, and the

system clock.

A helpful technique is to add a

time clock program to the

service routine. All the pro-

grams can use this for timing

functions.

Parts List

555 IC Timer

1 MEG Potentiometer

150 U 5 perrent Resistor

1 uF Capacitor

.01 uF Capacitor

Table 3. Parts List

Prog'am continued

5F5A 6 00560 STRG2 DEFM 'FINISHED'
SF00

00109
00110
00120
00130

00570 END START

I*** PROGRAM 14 ••*

6BHB ORG 6B00H
7776 •0140 RFIN4 EQU 7776H ;TIE TO INT ROUTINE
(Ml 214C6B 01150 START LD HL,STRG1 (PUT MESSAGE TO
6BI3 11803E 00160 I.D DE.3E80H ;THE SCREEN
6BI6 010E00 00170 LU BC r 0EH
6Bi9 EDB0 00180 LOTR
6BIB 13 00190 [MC DE
6B0C 010(10 00200 LD BC,0
6B0F 3EB1 00210 PUT I.D A.81H ;MOVE A GRAPHICS
6B11 12 00220 PUT1 LD (DE) ,A ;DOT AROUND
6B12 CD3D6B 00230 CALL DELAY
6B1S 3C 00240 INC A
6B16 FF.Cf 00250 CP 0C0H
6B18 C2116B 00260 JP NZ,PUT1
6B1B C 00270 INC C
6B1C 79 00280 1,1) A,C
6B1D FEFF 00290 CP 0FFH
6B1F 9E00 00300 LD C,0
6B21 •4 00310 INC B
6B22 78 00320 I.D A,B
6B23 FEFF 00330 CP 0FFH
6B2S 20EB 00340 JK NZ,PUT
6B27 3E34 00350 LD A.34H
6B29 12 00360 I.D (DE) r A
6B2A 11923E 00370 LI) DE,3E92H
6B2D 010800 00380 I.D DC ,8
6B30 21SA6B 00390 LD HL,STRG2 (WRITE 'FINISHED'
(B33 EDB0 00400 I.DIR
6B35 3E01 00410 LD A,l ;TELL INT ROUTINE
6B37 327677 00420 LD (RFIN4) ,A (PROGRAM FINISHED
6B3A C33A6B 00430 LOOP JP LOOP (LOOP HERE WHEN DONE
6B3D C5 (0440 DELAY PUSH BC (DELAY SUBROUTINE
6B3E F5 00450 PUSH AF
6B3F 3E0 2 00460 LD A,

2

SB41 0E10 00470 DEL I.D C10H
6B43 0D 004 80 DELI DEC C
6B44 20FD 00490 JR NZ.DRT.l
6B46 3D 00500 DEC A
6B47 20F8 00510 JR NZ,DEL
6B49 Fl 00520 POP AF
6B4A CI 0(530 POP BC
6B4B C9 (0540 RET
6B4C 51 00550 STBOl DEFM 'PROGRAM 14 — >'lTHE MESSAGES
6B5A 46 0(560 STRG2 DEFM 'FINISHED'
SBBI 00570 END START
08000 TOTAL ERRORS

TRS-80 OWNERS
~rr REJOICE!

Our professional quality software

development tools let you program

your TRS-80 with more ease and

power than you ever imagined possi-

ble. Programming will become a

pleasure when you use our full

screen editors. These editors are not

just patched up word processors.

They have been specially designed to

enhance the BASIC and ASSEMBLER
programming languages. Our

assemblers provide fuH screen option

menus to relieve you of the burden of

remembering command names. Com-
bine user oriented features like this

with the finest and most extensive

documentation in the industry and

you will see why programming a

TRS-80 is now better than ever

T-ZAL: TAPE BASED ASSEMBLER: Assem-
Die to memory or tape Create relocatable

SYSTEM tapes! Includes relocating LOADER
pgm 8 character symbols witti XREF.

Upgrades to disk when you do*

Mod 3 Cat » 1250-20 S AI.S5

FULL SCREEN PROGRAM TE1T EDITORS
All CAU lull screen editors support lour way
cursor motion and scrolling with user selec-

table auto repeat and scroll speeds Totally

visual character insert, delete, and change

Block move. copy, delete. Global find and

change. Editor lor BASIC ante provides

automatic kno renumbering and 26 user-

definable macro keys.

For Tape and Disk BASIC:

Mod 1 Cat # 1010-20 S24.B5

Mod 3 Cat n 1210-20 S2S.9S

For Med 1 E0TASM source fits:

Tape Cat « 1010-30 S2» 55

Disk CM # 1010-31 S34.M
(Otik vtriiM staff* M iff* |

M-ZAL: " DISK EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
Modular Assembler Language development

system includes full screen text editor, multi-

pass assembler, and object module linker

Allows 8 character symbols and source tile

chaining /nesting with "INCLUDE cmd Full

support for relocation and global symbols.

Symbol table with cross reference. Req. 32K
Oisk system.

Mod 1 Cat « 1050-10 SU9.00
Mod 3 Cat # 1250-10 SM9.00

XBUG: DEBUGGING TOOL A MONITOR:
Display/ Modify memory and regs. Set up to

10 invisible and transparent breakpoints

Multi-speed single step Load/Copy/Create

SYSTEM tapes Uses only 2.5K and can be

dynamically relocated to any address.

Mod 1 Cat « 1020-10 S19.95

Mod 3 Cat #1220-10 S19.SS

Note: these products are not available lor

level 1 machines.

When ordering specify Model. RAM size. « of

disks.

Send check, money order, or MC/VISA
numbers and expiration date to:

Computer Applications Unlimited

P.O. Box 214. Dept EEW
Rye. New York 10580

N.Y. State residents add applicable sales tax.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

njl COMPUTER
J' I APPLICATIONS

UNLIMITED . ^107
» 0.» o 1 CAU inc

Quality -Reliability Service

•IBS 80 is a JM ol landy Corp
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Computer experts

(the pros) usually have big

computer experience.

That's why when they shop
system software lor Z80
micros, they look 1or

the big system features

they're used to. And that's

why they like Multi-User

OASIS. You will too.

(THEN COMPARE.)

DATA INTEGRITY: FILE &
AUTOMATIC RECORD LOCKING

The biggest challenge

lor any multi-user system

is co-ordinating requests

from several user

to change tbAsaferel
at the.

o^ample: normally

jserscanviewa
particular record at the

same time. But, if that

record is being updated

by one user, automatic

record locking will deny all

other users access to the

record until the up-date is

completed. So records

are always accurate,

up-to-date and integrity

is assured.

Pros demand file &
automatic record locking

OASIS has it.

Without this control.

unauthorized users could

access your programs and

data and do what they like.

A frightening prospect

isn't It?

And multi-users

can multiply the problem
But with the Lot

Pass* •<

.

>-'/•
,.ti

m
'tr

andf
ssed-

r what pun
ecuritua\furi

leepmhWory
ser has been
when and

how long.

Pros insist on these

security features.

OASIS has them.

memory is needed Even
if you have more lhan 64K.

your pay-off is cost savjj

and more efficient use
of all the memor^ou hi

avaiiabla^MboRE it

OASIS IS AVALAtLE FOft

MS Anos Ccmpucotp Cwianicg,
OriU Products D>»*»i G^up Oig«£
McfoayotenK Oyraoyla
Index inAt'trM*"* MO
SD Svsienw

.. i

EFFICIENCY:

RE ENTRANT BASIC

upports

nals

little as

ry. Or. with

nKTswitching, as much
s 784K.

Multi -Tasking lets each

user run more tnan one

job at the same time

And there s our BASiC-
a compiler, interpreter and
debugger all m one.

An OASIS exclusive

Slill more: Editor; Hard

& Floppy Disk Suppor t;

Keyed (ISAM). Direct &
Sequential Files; Mail "Box

A multi user system

is often not even practical

on computers limited

to 64K memory.
OASIS Reentrant

BASIC makes it practical.

How?
Because all users use a

single run-lime BASIC

module, to execute their

compiled programs, less

Scheduler; Spooler;

all from OASIS.

Our documentation is

recognized as some of the

best, most extensive, in the

industry. And, of course.

there's plenty of

application software.

Put it all together and it's

easy to see why the real

pros like OASIS. Join them
Send your order today.

SYSTEM SECURITY:

LOGON, PASSWORD
A USER ACCOUNTING

Controlling who gets en
your system anc what tnoy

do once they're on it is the

essence of system security.

v.qafe
0*. ca I

I a tin *ic
'

is: i i i

•ASIC COM'tltT

Mtl'MNT * C
COMPILE* INTIAMII11N,
OMIKMIft

CI>tLO»Mfr PACKAai

tt»t itmo* *
»C«»IMOCIiKMI

OMOMOCtiC ft

COWVtMftlON UIU'TIIS

Cmrlfi ' *
••CO**'. '

' » Coo
f • j- m :

COftNWNiCATlOMt
PACCA3I

I

PftCHftCI PH'CI

I I I

I I

riLE ftOAT

COiOl *"» 74

N00

IS 00

O'tfe' OASIS •
• >

Phase One Systems. Inc.

7700 Edgowaler Drive, Suite 830
Oakland. CA 94621
i . i •

1 ;
::•'.

•139

MAME
STREET NO BOX -)

CITY
STATF

AMOUNTS
7IP

ITfill
;

enclosed i; VISA
OD n Master-charge

Exoiration Dale

.

Sgnature

MAKES MICROS RUN LIKE MINIS



WHAT DOES
80 miCROCOmPUTING

DO FORYOU?
I J* provides you with more information on your TRS-80* than any other single source

• gives you 20-30 new programs to use each month
• reviews equipment and software so you know what or what not to buy
• gives you the truth about the TRS-80— its good points and its limitations

(80 Microcomputing is not affiliated with Tandy)
• lets you save money— lots of it—by comparison shopping within the ad pages
• clues you in on how other TRS-80 owners are using and updating their systems
• lets you in on what is really happening in the industry
• brings you Wayne Green's outspoken
and often controversial editorials every
month

• and best of all it gives you a no risk

subscription offer —

Subscribe today -if you are not satisfied with

the first issue—write "cancel" across your
invoice and send it back.
The 80 Microcomputing is yours to keep.

YK™ I kwJ I want 80 Microcomputing

H U Bill me $25.00 for a year's subscription

I

I

I
J Si.

Bill my D AE
Z Check enclosed

~ MC VISA

Address

City ..State

Card#

ignature

Expire Date

Interbank # 32188 ^B

Canadian 1 year only/US funds $27.00 Foreign 1 year only/US funds $35.00

80 Microcomputing • PO Box 981 • Farmingdale, N.Y. 11737
*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy
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YOU DON'T NEED AN
EXPANSION INTERFACE!

Running out of room?
Increase the memory in your TRS-80 Model I** or PMC" to 48K with no external

hardware! The INTERNAL MEMORY'" plugs in inside your keyboard case with NO
SOLDERING, trace cutting or modifications and can be easily removed at any time.

Hundreds of satisfied customers have proven that the INTERNAL MEMORY is

reliable, does not cause heat or power supply problems and is compatible with

virtually all hardware and software.

IM-IB INTERNAL MEMORY'* (32K) $85.50 complete ($59.50 less RAM)
IM-2 INTERNAL MEMORY" (46K) $140.00 complete (89.50 less RAM)

SPEED UP your Model I and ADD A PRINTER.
The SPRINTER I" plugs into the Z-80 socket in your TRS-80'" Model I keyboard unit

with NO SOLDERING, trace cutting or modifications. The SPRINTER I equips your
keyboard with a standard parallel printer port (extending out the case below the

expansion connector) which is driven by the LEVEL II BASIC "LPRINT" command;
no software required. In addition, the SPRINTER I will allow your TRS-80 to run at

least 2 times faster by increasing the clock rate of the Z-80 CPU (3 times faster if you
buy a Z-80B CPU). Special circuitry compensates for slower memory and allows

automatic switch-down to "normal" speed for disk operations. If you already have a

printer port, the SPRINTER I can be supplied without the printer port at a lower
price.

SPRINTER I" speed-up/printer port (assembled and tested) $99.50

Includes special connector for prinrer cable, installation required

we can supply cables for most printers — call or write for details

All products are guaranteed for I year with a 30-day return privilege. We pay regular
UPS shipping on pre-paid orders within the continental U.S. Overseas orders add
15%. Canada and U.S. posessions add 5%. Utah residents add 5% sales tax.

Send a S.A.S.E. for more information. ^^hh.
. n/.//?»•i A WIMXMtoe&tUUj.

VtSA'

6246 West 3705 South Salt Lake City. UT 84O0 (801) 967-2324

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Prices valid through end of month on Front cover •" 401

RIBBON SALE* * *

Good TW •*>"«*•

RADIO SHACK-CENTRONICS-EPSON PRINTERS

INSERTS RELOADS
EXACT REPLACEMENTS made In

our own shop feature LONG-LIFE
HEAVY INKING. Our Instructions

Inserts eaay to put bv

DAISY WHEEL II

Carbon FHm (26-1419)

Long-Ufa Fabric (1449)

LP VHVIII (26-1418)

LP lll-V (26-1414)

lphhv J&S53B
EPSON MX 70-eo- loo

CENTRONICS 7-**g
702/703/704/753

You SEND u»ad

^CARTRIDGES to us

Ws RELOAD
thsm for you.

NEW
CARTRIDGES

(from the

maker)

Cartridges NOT
kictuded.

26.00/6 50.O0/doz

21.00/3 82.00 doz

21.00/3 82.00 doz

21.00/3 82.00 doz

11.OO 3 42.00 doz

24.00/3 95.00. doz

0.OOsa

9.oo aa

9.00 ea

9.00 aa

10.00 aa

10.00 ea

22.00/3

21.00/2

21.00/2

26.00/ 2

25.00/2

26.00/2

vo.um. 1 MODEL II
8" GAME DISCS Vo,u™ 2

Blorhythms, Trap
Rip Cord, Yacht Saa
Concentration 6 4 Mors

$25.00 sach
Ugly, Bingo

Towers, Blackjack
Farkla, Pony 6 3 Mora

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER or COD<$2.oo ups) TO :

BCCOMPCO 3E
800 South 17*Box 246*417 932-4196

Summersville MO 65571
We Pay Shipping on PREPAK) Orders) Net 30 Accounts Available

^rFLASH DAISY WHEEL II Carbon Film Ribbons in

COLORS! Add $1 00 p-r R,bb° n ^X
I and dsbtuttan Is our orsy buskwes.
femant and are biassed waft a few, <

tee 1 our products hsrams we make.then]
period. Our rtbbons are made wean davy and
T*X SPOTSr , our rfebon and printer
Write or cat for our brochur* andi

^237

IMt/COKOL MAKES ITACROSS!

. .FROM OWE OPERATING STSTSaf TOAHOTKSRI
A VITAX WAT TO PROTECT TOUR SOFTWARE
IirVESTMRHT FOR THE FUTURE!!
Tha KM timWSM. language nms on more different Oper

atmg Systems and more different sized computers than
any other similar language For starters, it runs on NCR
and TI minicomputers and. in the micro field, on the
CP M". MPM' TRSDOS'. OASIS*. MOASIS\and UNIX'
( ONYX version i Operating Systems to mention only
a few

Until now. serious business software of the scope and
flexibility seen in the minicomputer world has not been
available on micros KA CMM. now allows transfer of
such software with a minimum of fuss
We have participated in such a mini to micro transfer

of a major set of general busi ness software using KAt
lEeEN. as the transfer mechanism, of course Running on
literally thousands of minicomputers, these refined,

enhanced, and proven software packages cover A'R A/P.
G/L. PR Order Entry Iwlth Invoicing and Inventory
Control | as well as Sales Analysis The packages define a
new level of achievement for features and flexibility in
micro applications software and offer top quality at a
reaw-'iAh •• \<vu*

For immediate information, call 714 848 1922 foryour
complete product descriptions

PLUS ALL TKB OLD, FAMILIAR FAVORITES 'hat
we CODtUU 10 <ffer such as

Qanaral Btulnaaa Client Accounting (CPA Write up i

FMS-
I Financial Modeling System

|

NAD~ | Name and Address System j

~4*r/W
Baal Batata - RFAP ( Real Estate Acquisition Programs

)

PMS ( Property Management System

)

MIS* | Multiple Ijsting System i

Haalth Care APH* (Automated Patient History,

word ProcessuuJ and System Software Magic Wand"
QSORT

CBASIC2

SYSTEM BUT HF

iiCMBOKUPOEirJ

^RUNNING A SKEIFTON CREW

and Cybernetics' unique TRS 80'. Model II CP/M offering
high performance, hard disk support, and CP/M com
patibility

Trademarks of:

1 Ryan McKarlaiul Corp . 2 Digital Raw-arch, tne . 3-Taravy
Corp. 4 Phaae One .Systems. Inc . S Bell Telephone Laborauir
ins. Inc. 6—American Biainess Systems Inc. 7 -Structured
Systems Group. Inc. 8— Cybernetics. Inc

. 9- Feachtree Software.
Inc 10 Compiler Systems. Inc

V

8041 NEWMAN AVE SUITE 208
HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647

See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 287



HARDWARE

Open up that cassette input window and let your programs in.

Those CLOAD Blues

Don Hartjes

713 Dodge Street

Kewaunee, W I 54216

I

bought my 4K Level I TRS-80

In March of 1980. A few

months later I decided to up-

grade to Level II. With Level II, I

started to collect a lot of soft-

ware from various sources and

that's when the CLOAD blues

started. Before then I never had

too much trouble loading tapes

until I learned that Microchess

1.5 wanted a volume setting of

about six while everything else

was happy at four and one half.

Loading Problem*

The loading problem I en-

countered appears to stem

from two sources, poor quality

recordings and Radio Shack's

cassette input window. The

window acts as a pulse height

discriminator i.e., any data with

an amplitude above or below it

will be lost. With my oscil-

loscope I watched the data

stream on several tapes that

were particularly troublesome

and was amazed that the ampli-

tude variance was as much as

1.5 volts peak to peak. This is a

large error when you stop to

consider that the suggested in-

put is 2 volts peak to peak.

The best way I know of to

clean up trashy digital signals

is to run them through a

Schmidt trigger. A Cmos device

would have been ideal but

since the only thing I had handy

was a SN74LS14N TTL hex

Schmidt trigger I designed my

circuit around it. A bothersome

problem with TTL is the fact

that its input impedance leaves

something to be desired and by

itself would snub the recorder.

My circuit is simple and straight-

forward. I used a 2N4220 J-FET

to provide the necessary high in-

put impedance to the recorder

followed by a 2N5307 Darlington

transistor to provide enough

current to drive the Schmidl

trigger.

The final circuit is pictured ii

IN o-

01
2N4220
J-FET

©
R3
3.3KA

CI
22 M F
MYLAR

tt

Rl
I.5M

R2
2.7K

+5V

R4
i 8Mft

R5
I60A

€
Q2
2N5307
DARLINGTON

C2
33 M F

ALL RESISTORS I/2W
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R6
200n

Ul
SN74LSI4N
HEX SCHMIDT TR

H>>1 n>i
pi

20K

C3
l M F
MYLAR

fc^Hh -»0UT
POT

Fig. 1. Data Compensator



Fig. 1 and requires only one ad-

justment upon completion. All

parts mount on a printed circuit

board approximately 2" by 3". I

mounted the board inside a

plastic box that I had pur-

chased for one of my previous

projects. Input is via a mini-

ature phono plug and output is

through a mating phono jack.

The plug goes into the auxiliary

hole and the black plug that is

removed to accomplish the pre-

ceding goes into the jack on the

Data Compensator.

After hooking everything up

and checking for errors, I

started a tape and adjusted P1

for 2.25 volts peak to peak on

my oscilloscope. I haven't had

a bad load since. If you don't

have an oscilloscope load the

tape and adjust P1 until the

asterisks start to flash, and

you're home free.

Sound

While admiring my handi-

work I noticed some extra room

in the plastic box used to

enclosed it. Now that my Alien

Invasions tape loaded my kids

demanded sound effects, so I

decided to put that extra space

to work by building an ampli-

fier. The primary design cri-

terion for this amplifier was
that it work with the same
power supply used by the Data

Compensator. Radio Shack

sells a one chip audio amplifier

for $1 . Refer to Fig. 2, and you'll

notice that the only other parts

needed are two capacitors, one

resistor and a speaker. The

beauty of this amplifier is its

low power consumption and

almost perfect volume without

any volume control. This circuit

is mounted on a 2" by 2" circuit

board and snuggles in next to

the Data Compensator. The

speaker mounts on the remov-

able top of the enclosure.

The current drain of the Data

Compensator is almost con-

stant at 19 milliamps whether

handling data or idling. With

this and the audio amplifier

connected and making noise

the current drain averaged 30

milliamps. My setup uses a

variable power supply which I

built long ago to pursue my
hobby. Other possibilities for

power supplies include four ni-

cad batteries in series, or one

of the many regulator chips

available. Or, while you're at

Radio Shack you could buy one

of their project s. The op-

tions are endless but I would

advise caution. TTL circuitry is

fussy about its power supply.

Specification sheets call for 4.5

volts minimum and 5.5 volts

maximum. Keep it well filtered

and well regulated

My total cash outlay for this

project, using parts in my stock

where possible, was about $5.

If most of the parts are pur-

chased it should be within reach

of a twenty dollar bill.B

+ 5V
4

3in., 8fl
DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

Fig. 2. Audio Amplifier

BASIC is not nearly as slow-

as most programmers think.

BASIC Faster and Better shows you how to

supercharge your BASIC with 300 pages of

fast, functions and

subroutines.

You won't find any trivial poorly designed

'check- book balancing' programs in this

book- it's packed with useful programs.

Tutorial for the beginner, instructive for

the advanced, and invaluable for the pro-

fessional, this book doesn't just talk. . . it

shows how! All routines are also available on

disk, so that you can save hours of

keyboardtng and debugging.

The # 1 disk BFBDEM contains all the

demonstration programs, and #2 BFBLIB has

all the library functions.

BASIC Faster & Better is 529.95. and the two

program disks are $19.95 each

Get the book and' or disks from your local

UG dealer and B. Dalton bookstores.

fl<?
1260 W. Foothill Blvd.

Upland. California 91786

(714)946-5805
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TECHNIQUE

Learn to use the Basic function Print Using.

Using Print Using

Chris Rende

RAMECS
870 Allston Drive

Rochester. Ml 48063

The TRS-80 has become the

world's most popular micro-

computer. This is due to Tandy/

Radio Shack and to Microsoft

for the greatest representation

of the Basic language ever as-

sembled into one computer.

Microsoft's Basic (on the

TRS-80) is complete right down

to the precise formatted output.

The Print Using capabilities

on the TRS-80 are also quite

complete as far as other Basic

commands go. So why don't

more people take advantage of

this powerful tool? Perhaps they

don't know how in the world all

of those number and dollar

signs can be transformed into a

nice clean output.

Let's examine the Print Using

functions and characters more

closely than Radio Shack's

290 • 80 Microcomputing, January 1982

manual does. I suggest that

you sit down with your com-

puter while you read through

this article. Then, you can type

in the examples, see how they

run for yourself, and also ex-

periment on your own.

The format for the Print

Using statement is:

XXXX Print Using siring; variables

Where

XXXX is any line number (or calculator

model
String is any valid string (something in

quotes or in a variable.)

variables is any list of variables to be

outputted.

Two types of data can be out-

putted in this manner: numbers

and characters. We will start

with numbers.

When a Print Using state-

ment is used the computer

takes your variables or con-

stants and arranges them in ac-

cordance with your string. Type

this into your computer: PRINT

"TEST";1;"TEST".

What you get is: TESTbllb

TEST (where t means a space).

But what if you want to type out

data without spaces? You

resort to Print Using of course.

Try this: Print Using "TEST*

TEST";1. Now you get

TEST1TEST. What happened

was that the computer took the

1 and scanned through the

string supplied till it found the

key character #. It promptly

took the 1 and stuck it in the #'s

place and output the new string

. . . with no spaces.

So, for each # in a string, the

computer looks for one digit to

put in its place. If there are not

enough digits in the output

number, the computer puts

blanks on the left to fill the

space. For example:

PRINT •TEST";1;"TEST"

is equivalent to

PRINT USING TEST»# TEST' ;1

If the number of digits in a

number exceeds the number of

#'s, then the complete number is

outputted with a leading % sign.

PRINT USING "•»« -.12345 yields

% 12345 on the screen

The next Print Using string

character we will explore is a

decimal point (.). You use this to

output non-integer numbers. If

you tried to print 3.1415 with a

Print Using string of ""##", you

would see Ib3 because you have

no provision for a decimal point

in your string. However, if you

use a string of "#.####", you

would see 3.1415.

The decimal point in the

string tells the computer that

there will be digits on the right

of the supplied decimal point. If

you have more # signs than

digits then the extra # signs on

the right become zeros. If you

have more digits than signs on

the right of the point the com-

puter rounds the last digit

replacing the last # sign to the

nearest number with respect to

the chopped off digits' size.

(Confusing to write but easy to

see . . .)



NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0
The Support Keeps Coming.

Apparat's newest
disk operat-
ing system for

the TRS-80",
NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0, has
added many new enhancements
and features to make your Model I

or III computer more powerful.

We've kept one thing the same.
Our support.
Version 2.0 Is our second
upgrade of our original NEWDOS
for the TRS-80. Each version
builds and Improves on the
capabilities of the preceedlng
versions. Just as important.
Apparat's commitment to

supporting our products makes a
good product even better. By
providing our customers with

zaps on an ongoing basis, we're
continually making NEWDOS/80
Version 2.0 a more powerful tool.

Version 2.0...

High Performance DOS
NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0

builds even more performance
into MEWDOS.80. The versatility

and sophistication of Version 2.0
includes features like:

• Double density support on the
Model I

• Enhanced compatability
between Model I and III

• Triples directory size
• Dynamically merge In basic

(also allows merging of non
ASC II format files)

• Selective variable clearing
• Can display basic listings page
by page

• Automatic
repeat function key

• Routing for

peripheral handling
• Enhanced disassembler
• Command chaining
• Superzap to scan files

• Tast sort function in basic
These new features, added

to the existing capabilities of
nEWDOS/80. makes it one of the
most powerful additions you can
make to your system. And
Apparat's commitment to support
assures that you've purchased a
superior product both today and
tomorrow. At Just $149.00 it could
be the best investment you will

make for your TRS-80.
If you're thinking about

upgrading your system, call

Apparat today. Dealer inquiries .

welcome.

303-741-1778
TIB-BO to a ragMmd Iraitanwfc at land* Corp.

Apparat, Inc.
'7 .503

O/V GO//YG SUPPORT FOR MICROCOMPUTERS'



Software.
For the 80s.

Pensadyne Computer Services. The organization that has brought

affordable software to hundreds of users in the over 40 of the United

States and 16 countries around the world. The organization with the

people, the support, the service and the expertise to bring you the

highest quality products available.

Pensa-write 1 -- Our BASIC word processing system for the

owner who requires performance at low cost. Many of the features

of more expensive word processing systems at a fraction of the cost.

Comes complete with mailing list capable of handling 300 names.

$19.95 (Specify Model I or Model III).

Pensa-wrlte2 -- A machine language word processing system for

the TRS-80 Model I or III with the power and speea that is really

needed in a word processing environment. Word wrap around,

unlimited insert and delete, block moves, chaining of files, 20 user

definable commands. ASCII control code generation for printed

output to allow subscripts, superscripts, underlining or any other

feature your printer supports, and much more. All this In a package
that costs just $79.95 Manual $10.00 Deductable. (See full page ad
in April, 1981 80-Mlcrocomputing for a full description).

Software publishing -- Pensadyne is now publishing software for

independent software authors. Send SASE for complete details, or

send machine readable copy of your program with any
documentation. TRS-80 Model I. II, III and Colour Computer fully

supported Subject material unlimited.

Now. with that kind of record, and these products and services,

aren't you just a little curious about Pensadyne Computer Services?

Visa and Mastercharge orders welcome. Phone orders welcome
or write, specifying system configuration, and product desired.

Please add $1.00 for first class shipping.

PENSADYNE -- Giving you the power to think.

i^'^.V/;
-207

COMPUTER SERVICES

[4441 WEST FIRST AVE VANCOUVER. B.C., V6R4H9 604-224-3107

MODEL III OWNERS
LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO NEWDOS 15.00

An easy to understand plain-english guide to the
most commonly used (by the layman) features of

NEWDOS 80.

CONVERT MODEL I SCRIPSIT

TO MODEL III

'Renumber Program Lines
'Move Program lines

'Move Blocks of Program Lines
'Duplicate Program Lines

'Selective Variable Clearing
'Program Single Stepping
'Memory sort multi-dimensioned arrays

AND/OR VISICALC

PLUS
'Swap Variables
'Read & Write to Mod I disks
'Reference Keywords
'Spool Printing

'Change Disk Speeds
'Disable BREAK and /or CLEAR
'Much Much More!!

All of the above shipped with Apparats Newdos 80 2.0
Regular $149.95 --- Now only $129.95

COPY MODEL III SCRIPSIT AND VISICALC $15.00

Allows UNLIMITED BACKUPS of your Master Disk.

Works if you have already backed up twice.

Comes as a simple 17 line basic program.

ST80D PATCH $15.00
Makes your Model I ST80D work on Model III

Comes as a simple 30 line basic program.

m
VISA - Mastercard - Money Orders - COD

Allow 2 weeks for personal checks
Kansas residents add 3.5% sales tax.

a l e •» 526 East 4th, 316-665-3611

TA.INC Hutchinson, Ks. 67501
*» 143
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EDflSIS
EDAS is a sophisticated Editor

and Assembler for TRS-80 I & III

• All text may be input in upper or

lower case.

• Assemble directly from one or

more disk files via *GET.

• Assemble to disk or memory
• Binary, octal, decimal, hex. and

string constants; Multiple con-

stants may be input on a single

line.

. CMDFILE utility included.

• Conditional assembly support.

• Cross-Reference utility.

• DOS functions DIR. FREE. KILL,

and LIST are supported.

14 character labels including

special chars. "@", "$"."."."?".

• Editor includes block move,

global change, renumber, find.

. EDTASM & M-80 source files

can be read or written.

• Expression evaluator supports

+, -. *, /, MOD plus logical AND,
OR. and XOR.

• Paged & titled listings with page
numbers and date/time.

. PAGE. TITLE. SUBTTL. SPACE,
& COM pseudo-ops supported.

Set memory size, page prompt.

JCL execution. Abort option.

. EDAS is supported withTRSDOS
compatible DOSs(LDO& VTOS)

. Price is $79.00 + $4.00 S&H
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LOOS,Version 5. 1 is the Ultimate in Operating
Systems for the TRS-80 Models I and III.

MISOSYS is your East Coast Headquarters
for LDOS, the documented system! Version
5.1 is priced at $169.00 + $5.00 S&H per
system. Deduct $50 if ordering both.

lDQS 5.1
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DSMBLR
Complement your assembly language tools with this

Z-80 disassemblerwhich produces screen, printer,

cassette, or disk file output. A two pass process
providesSYMBOLS for 1 6-bit address and 8-bit rel-

ative references EOUates & ORG are generated.
Read SYSTEM programs & display load address
range. $20 (DSMBLR I for non-disk use is $1 5).

EDAS, CMDFILE, DSMBLR SpecifyMod I or III. Add
$1 S&H+$.50 per program. VA residents add 4%.

MISOSYS - Dept. ML) 3
5904 Edgehill Drive.

Alexandria, Virginia 22303
703-960-2998 MicroNET 70140.310

Dealers Inquiry Invited _, 22 ,

DJSKMQD
Turn your EditorAssembler into

a disk package. This 32 K patch

modifies EDTASM for DOS op-

eration. Features? Add full disk

I/O, block move, global change,
printer pagination, sorted sym-
bol table, print memory utiliza-

tion, enhance DEFM expansion,

protect memory, and recover
after BOOT. From within the
EDTASM you will have DIR.

KILL. & FREE Upgrade your
EDTASM! $20.

THE B00KS
THE BOOKS must be a part of

your tools Volume I gives you
access to all math operations in

your Level II ROM. A symbol
table of the entire machine not-

ing over 500 addresses is inc'ud-

ed. Volume II tells you every-

thing you wanted to know about
the level II I/O—printer, key-
board, video, and cassette rou-

tines are fully explained. Each
volume has a fully commented
listing of all the routines dis-

cussed. THE BOOKS will save
you hours of assembler pro-

gramming Each volume is priced

at $ 1 4.95 or buy both for$24.95.

Add $1 .50 S&H per book
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PRINT USING "•.MHM":3.141S92

yields 3.1416 because of trie 9

PRINT USING "«.»";3. 141S02 yields 3.1

The next key character is the

*. This is used to print stars on

the left of an outputted number.

(For canceling out decimal

places on the left of a dollar

amount; checks and the like).

PRINT USING "•"#g##";1 yields

1

(Notice that the Stars MUST be doubled.)

PRINT USING ;33 yields 33

Similar to star, the $ sign can

be used in the same way.

PRINT USING "$$#•"; 1 yields M&l
PRINT USING "$»";33 yields %$33

Note that the * and $ modes are

only activated when there are

two of them next to each other

and they are the first two

characters in the output string.

One more key string for the

fancy accounting look is two

stars followed by a dollar sign.

(*•$)

PRINT USING ••••$»#•; 1 yields **'$1

PRINT USING •••$";3 yields *$3

PRINT USING "••$
";33 yields $33

PRINT USING "••$";333 yields % $333

The stars fill up all unused

places to the left minus one

place which is reserved for the

dollar sign.

Microsoft also gave us provi-

sions for outputtlng signed

numbers. There Is a leading and
trailing plus sign ( + ) code and

a trailing negative sign (-)

code.

Whenever a plus sign is the

first character in the output

string or the last, the sign of the

outputted number or variable is

also printed on the same side of

the number as the plus sign.

PRINT USING " ##";3 yields ft + 3

PRINT USING "## + ";3 yields M +
PRINT USING " + #T -

;
- 3 yields ft - 3

PRINT USING ••##+';- 3 yields ft3 -

The negative sign (trailing)

prints a negative sign if the out-

put data is negative else it prints

a blank, not a plus sign.

PRINT USING "## - ";3 yields ft3ft

PRINT USING ••••-••;- 3 yields ft3 -

That concludes the codes for

controlling the output of num-

bers. Now let's look at strings.

There are only two special

characters recognized by the

-See List ol Advertisers on page 402

computer for string print using

statements. One is the percent

sign (%) and the other is the ex-

clamation mark (!).

The percent sign marks the

beginning and then the end of a

print location to be filled with

string data. Between the two

percent signs is a certain num-

ber of spaces; these spaces

define the width of the string

field. For example, the expres-

sion "%tt%" defines a

string field of four positions.

(The beginning and end percent

signs count as one space

each.) When you use this print

mode the computer takes the

operand string supplied by you

and tries to put it into the Print

Using field. For example:

PRINT USING "%••/."; "ABCD" yields

ABCD
PRINT USING "%»%";"ABCO" yields

ABC

All characters that don't fit in-

to the Print Using statement

are cut off , as in the second ex-

ample above. Any percent sign

that is not beginning or ending

a string field is regarded as just

another character.

PRINT USING "OVER 10% OF FUNDS.
V. b%'7ABCDE" yields OVER 10% OF
FUNDS. ABC

The other string key char-

acter is used to take the first

character out of a string and

print it.

PRINT USING "!";"ABC" yields A
PRINT USING"! r*;"AB", "CD" yields AC

As it (the !) is used in the

Level II manual, the ! is ex-

cellent for extracting initials

from a person's name.

PRINT USING "!.!.

yields B. A.

"BILL", "ALLEN"

Another handy feature of the

numeric Print Using mode is the

comma. When you place a com-

ma inside a string of number

signs, the computer outputs the

number with commas every

three decimal places.

PRINT USING "a##e#,«r;3E5 yields 300.000

There you have it! The com-

plete lowdown on TRS-80 Print

Using statement.

STOCK MARKET I

SOFTWARE \

Bv H A H Trading Company for Mod. I. II. & III TRS H0*s j

!

STOCK TRACKER™ times trades on individ- (

ual stocks and options. Uses a technical volume I

analysis. Completely objective. Gives buy, sell
]

signals.

MARKET TRACKER™ times tops & bottoms

on the Dow Industrials; a composite of six tech-

nical indicators. Some judgement required.

Gives buy, sell signals.

These two programs are accurate.

Hundreds of satisfied users.

ASK FOR THE EVIDENCE !

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER. CONTACT:

H * 7-W WIPING CQM&1NY
POST OFFICE BOX 23549 „223

PLEASANT HILL. CAUFORMA 94523
T«H«phon« 415/937-1030

VISA 9 MASTERCARD

U®Regd TM of Radio Shock

TIME ...

METHUSELAH' has time for you

and your TRS-80'

The name Methuselah has always been associated with Ion* life T'l

computer clock board with it* 24 hour clock and its perpetual calendar is

ofthe title. Methuselah puts*talc ofthe art technology into action mih tli

year lithium battery backup to keep it running even when your compu
means no more foolinic around with the software or hardware "clocks" th
Van Winkles when the computer is reset or turned off.

Methuselah has many other timely features. Software patches keep the 1 >«

time and clockcommands ticking. Only two screws mount Methuselah in>.

sion interface without soldering, clipping, cutting, or jumpering. There i

1 port and four different interrupts available for people who love to tir

SPECS: MM 1)1) VY. HH.MM.SS and d.

backup. Crystal controlled timi
hour clock and perpetual calend

e Methu
nde.il w
on boar,

erisofl
at hecom.

IS and fU
iu.lh.ex

sclah
orthv
I four

That
,e Kip

of the
ladjus

eek. Four y.

ible :!2 7h*

.

rluhiur
cillat'.n

. battery

Tw.ntN

Send check or monev order In

mftn
NOM DESIGNS ^135

•330 *. North *.«.

wauwalot*. wi 33213

I4I4| 259-0120

M-Sl $!(?IHI

'add $-)5<'Pand II

S-Sl 5 ; 7 M

i

mddS'iVipand H>

i If you wish to use Methuselah
and the RS-2.S2 board .2fi llfn
together, order this option which
includes a new cover and con

WI idents add 4 " sales la

METHUSELAH .1 j

trad* mack a' NDM Designs
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HARDWARE
The K*y Box

Basic Level II

Model I

32K RAM

Twice as many bits doesn't have to mean double hassles.

Double Your Density

Allen J. Domuret

7825 Willowcrest Way
Four Oaks, CA 95628

When Percom initially re-

leased their double densi-

ty board for the TRS-80 Model I,

a number of uncertainties and

potential problems occurred to

me. Primarily, would my 1978

Shugart SA-400 drives support

double density on my 1978

TRS-80 with buffered cable,

twisted pair connector (between

CPU board and expansion inter-

face) and souped-up CPU clock?

According to Percom, original

Shugarts and Radio Shack

Shugarts which have serial

numbers greater than 80,000

or which contain an alphabetic

character are double-density

rated. The serial number can be

found on the belt and pulley side

of the drive (remove the cover)

on a silver metallic sticker.

Three of my late 1978 drives

start with the letter A and the

fourth had a serial number in the

64,000 range. By Percom's cri-

teria, three of my four drives are

DD rated.

For owners of Shugart and
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Radio Shack Shugart drives, it

would probably be worth your

while to verify the drives as DD
capable. Users who are uncer-

tain about other brand drives

may also want to call Percom.

Having assured myself that

my TRS-80 had the potential for

double density (DD) operations,

a number of additional ques-

tions still plagued me. For

instance: What were the qualifi-

cations of DBLDOS (Double

Density DOS) provided by Per-

com to purchasers of their

Doubler? Could DBLDOS satisfy

my operational needs, or would

it be preferable to purchase

Double Zap II (Circle J Software)

to convert my NEWDOS/80 to

double density capability?

Would all of my single density

disks have to be converted to DD
format before being usable on

the modified system? (That

could be a BIG undertaking.)

Would conversion of my TRS-80

to double density introduce soft-

ware incompatibilities with

other single density TRS-80s? Is

the Doubler easy to install?

The Percom Doubler and

DBLDOS

The Percom Doubler Board is

relatively small, measuring

roughly 3 by 4 inches. Installa-

tion is easy and requires no

trace cutting or soldering. Sim-

ply remove the bottom of the

TRS-80 expansion interface, re-

move the floppy disk controller

(FDC) chip, install it in the blank

FDC socket on the Doubler

board, and install the Doubier

into the expansion interface

socket left empty by the FDC
chip removal.

For the experienced hardware

hacker this is a very simple pro-

cedure, but many readers have

never attempted minor surgery

of any sort on their microcom-

puters. Percom provides easy-

to-follow installation instruc-

tions with the Doubler but in

consideration for the inexperi-

enced, here are a few pointers.

Keep in mind that installation

of any foreign hardware items

into a TRS-80 voids its warranty

or may result in higher service

charges by Radio Shack after

the warranty has expired.

The FDC chip is the largest

chip on the expansion interface

board. Its identification num-

bers are 1771, with variations of

alpha prefixes and suffixes.

FDC and other large 40-pin

chips are subject to damage
from careless installation and

removal simply by virtue of their

size; be careful. Static electrici-

ty, especially high in homes dur-

ing winter months is fatal to

chips of this type. If you do not

know how to remove the large

40-pin FDC chip or if you do not

know how to protect it from

static discharge damage during

handling, get help.

The Doubler board has anoth-

er FDC chip (a double density

1791) that is subject to the same
precautions. It is not necessary

to remove the 1791 chip from its

Doubler socket during installa-

tion, but the old 1771 chip must

be inserted into a vacant socket

provided on the Doubler board.

The Doubler has 40 sturdy

pins on its underside which

must be pressed into the expan-

sion interface FDC socket made
vacant by the 1771 removal. Visi-

bility is a bit restricted during

this phase of the Doubler board

installation, so make sure your

lighting is good and the pins are

aligned perfectly with the sock-

et receptacles.

After installation of the Dou-

bler, power up your system and

it should function as before.

Note that your TRS-80 is still

operating in single density

mode; from here on things will

be pretty much automatic.

The next important step is to

make a backup of the Percom

DBLDOS, following the backup

instructions provided by Per-

com. The procedure is not sig-

nificantly different from other

disk backups.

Percom DBLDOS appears to

be a combination of NEWDOS
2.1 and TRSDOS 2.3. It has

seven System files, plus two



new files called DOUBLE/CM

D

and FRM17 CMD which were de-

veloped for double density for-

mating and copy operations.

If you are a contented
TRSDOS user and have no need

for the other fancy DOS sys-

tems, Percom's OBLDOS seems
to be equivalent to TRSDOS 2.3.

The approximate cost of $169.95

for the Doublerwith its DBLDOS
can be all the money you need

to spend to convert to DD
operation.

NEWDOS/80 and VTOS 4.0

If you have the requirement

(and the money) for a more so-

phisticated DD Disk Operating

System, NEWDOS/80 or VTOS
4.0 will function in DD, but not

without being substantially

modified with the appropriate

Double Zap II.

Apparat does not advertise

their NEWDOS/80 as DD capa-

ble. VTOS 4.0 advertises DD sup-

port, but it is not addressed in

the VTOS 4.0 documentation.

Both require Double Zap II for

DD operation.

Which DOS is better is a mat-

ter of opinion and a function of

the user's specific needs. Be-

cause I do not have Double Zap

II for VTOS 4.0, its suitability for

DD operations will not be ad-

dressed in this article. The fol-

lowing paragraphs address only

NEWDOS/80 as modified for DD
operations by Double Zap II.

NEWDOS/80 + DOUBLE ZAP II

For approximately $50, Dou-

ble Zap II comes on a single den-

sity, non-copy protected disk (an

important consideration these

days, but not an open invitation

for piracy), and is equipped with

seven files for patching and us-

ing NEWDOS/80 in DD.

The files used for patching

NEWDOS/80 do not require Ap-

parat's Superzap as might be ex-

pected. Rather, the majority of

the patching operation is auto-

mated by Chain files which do

most of the work. Even if you are

not familiar with the NEWDOS/80
Chain function, the Double Zap

II documentation is extremely

well written and clear.

A special file is provided for

double density formatting. It

works much like the NEWDOS/
80 Format function and accepts

• See List ol Advertisers on page 402

the same unique N80 com-

mands such as CBF (Copy By

File), NDMW (No Disk Mount

Wait), UBB (Use Big Buffer), and

soon.

Another special file, ADR/

CMD (Automatic Density Recog-

nition), is a surprisingly short

file which automatically allows

two or more disk drives to func-

tion in mixed single and double

density mode. For example, with

the DD NEWDOS/80 in drive zero

and a single density disk in drive

one, it is possible to copy a dou-

ble density file from drive zero to

drive one, or a single density file

from drive one to drive zero. Pro-

grams can also be executed from

any single or double density

disk. These functions are com-

pletely automatic and can be ac-

complished without any special

input from the user.

Software Compatibility

Known program incompatibil-

ities include Super Utility

(Breeze Software) and the disk

input/output functions in

RSM2D (Small Systems Soft-

ware). All other functions of

RSM2D work normally.

The user should also keep in

mind the information provided

in the Double Zap II documenta-

tion on page 15: If a program

does not honor HIMEM (stored

in 4049 hex), it cannot function

reliably in mixed double-single

density mode because ADR/

CMD, situated in high RAM, is

likely to get clobbered. A known

candidate for this problem is Ra-

dio Shack's Profile. The same

documentation adds that Vis-

icalc's use of HIMEM is "un-

known," so use it in mixed DD/

SD mode with caution. This

does not adversely affect the

use of Visicaic in straight dou-

ble density mode.

Another minor problem in-

volves the Double Zap II method

of locating directory tracks. On

the System disk (NEWDOS/80 in

drive zero) the directory will be

on the traditional track eleven

hex, but on data disks (contain-

ing no system files except for

Boot/SYS and DIR/SYS) the di-

rectory is placed on track 1C

hex. Disk file and directory ac-

cess is more efficient if the di-

rectory is located at or near the

middle disk track.

NEWDOS/80 can function

with up to three directory tracks

located anywhere on the disk.

Problems can develop when cer-

tain machine language pro-

grams insist on looking for the

directory on track eleven hex on-

ly. Pencil is one of these: It will

not read a directory located on

any track other than eleven hex.

Writing Pencil files is not a prob-

lem because Pencil allows the

DOS to figure out where the di-

rectory track is.

Patching the Problem

Rather than experiment to

locate other incompatible ma-

chine language programs, I

chose to eliminate the problem

with a patch to the DBLFMT/

CMD file (the Double Zap II file

that performs double density

formatting and copying) to

always put the directory on

track eleven hex, regardless of

whether the disk is used as a

system or data disk. This ap-

proach works fine; there ap-

pears to be no excessive

amount of disk head movement

as a consequence (see Table 1).

Other than these few excep-

tions, most machine language

programs work fine and I have

not yet encountered any Basic

program incompatibilities. The

reader is nevertheless cau-

tioned on the use of Basic pro-

grams that POKE machine

language from data statements

into high memory when ADR/

CMD is up there. Although Ap-

parat's Basic version of Super-

zap POKEs machine language

into RAM, it works fine with

either NEWDOS/80 or Percom's

DBLDOS.

So far I have successfully

used in double density mode

RSM2D (minus the disk I/O func-

tions), Pencil (with the DBLFMT/

CMD fix described in the preced-

ing paragraph), Scripsit, ST80D

(by Lance Micklus), Microsoft's

Macro Assembler. EDTASM
(both Apparat's disk version and

the improved version by Roy

Soltoff), Visicaic, most game

programs written in either ma-

chine language or Basic, and so

on. In short, most well-written

IS THERE ANY OTHER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES YOU TO:

Enhance DOS commands to rename, kill. copy. .. multiple
files with common name or extension?

Link EDTASM source files via new ^INCLUDE command.
Assign and use symbolic labels in DEBUG?
Compile, link and execute FORTRAN programis) by entering

just one command (system will prompt you to insert proper
diskette if necessary)"/

Organize conditional chained execution?
Save hours of typing and have a good time with your com-

puter?
These are but a few examples of what can be done with the

INTERACTIVE CONTROL LANGUAGE
ICL is a very fast machine-code program executing pro-

cedures written in the high level command language.
(Variables and conditionals. &READ &IF &QUEUE &GOTO
&JUMP &RESUME... 18 commands plus special features and
number of options.) Under ICL procedures are invoked the
same way as /CMD files or DOS commands.

I ICL is designed to work as a "middleman" between the user

| and operating system and/or application programs. It has

{ powerful facilities for control of program execution and data
(manipulation. ICL introduces virtual I/O for keyboard and
display operations and provides uniform interface between dif-

I ferent otherwise incompatible programs. ICL implements con-
! trol interception scheme for interactive co-execution of pro-

| grams and procedures, which enables enhancement and
I customization of existing software products in a simple way.
I Superb documentation with detailed "how-to-use" and
| tutorial information, most useful procedures, system informa-

j tion and patches are provided.
1

This unique product is now available for NEWDOS2.1 or
NEWDOS/80 — on 5" diskette + documentation

at unbelievably low price of $34.95 (check or money order)

XYZT COMPUTER DIMENSIONS INC.

I:

•366
2 PENN PLAZA, suite 1500. New York, N. Y. 10121.

Requires m.n 32K 1 Drive Model 1 (48K lor FORTRAN)
Specity NEWOOS2.1 or NEWDOS/80 diskette format (works with either 00S).
N.Y. state residents add 5% sales tax.
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The Captain 80 Book of

ADVENTURES
This "first of its kind" book includes line listings of 18
currently popular BASIC Adventures Introduction by

Scott Adams. Programs by Boner. Kepner, Powers.
Micklus, Hasset* and others Individual cost of these

programs would exceed S200' A'so contains a unique
Adventu re Program Generator and b x chapters on
Adventures n general • how to write, play, market ge! I

ideas *or Adventures etC

All programs are written for TRS-80 Model I & III but are
|

easily convened to any ot'ie- machine using Microsott

BASIC

Over 250 pages! 8V2 X 11", Semi-Hard Cover.

A perfect Christmas gift idea!

Only $19.95 * $2.05 Postage/Handling

80-Northwest Publishing Inc.

3838 South Warner Street

Tacoma, Washington 98409

(206)475-2219

VISA/MC accepted

Foreign orders please add appropriate additional amount for

postage and specify air or surface mail.

TRS-80 is a trademark ol the Tandy Corporation

Microsoft BASIC is a product of Microsoft. Incorporated

ORDER YOURS TODAY'
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software appear to suffer no ill

consequences when operating

in double density.

Problem Areas

Perhaps the biggest frustra-

tion for a few DD users is the

disk format problem encoun-

tered at the inner tracks. This

DD format problem is similar to

the one that materialized in

single density when some man-

ufacturers started to market

their 40 (and now 80) track

drives: The inner five tracks were

often difficult to format. In

response to this single density

format problem, Percom devel-

oped and marketed a Data

Separator for single density

TRS-80S.

Although Percom designed

an integral data separator into

their double density board.

some drives still have difficulty

formatting the inner tracks.

Percom's DBLDOS appears

to successfully format a disk on

the first pass virtually every

time, whereas NEWDOS/80, as

modified with Double Zap II, fre-

quently fails at the inner tracks.

Why should this be so?

Percom uses the traditional

single density E5' byte pattern

for disk fomatting. whereas

Double Zap II uses an alternat-

ing byte pair of '6D B6'. A

spokesman for Circle J Soft-

ware explains that the E5' is a

"worst case" pattern for single

density formatting, but the '6D

B6' byte pattern was selected as

the worst case for double densi-

ty formatting. A worst case for-

matting pattern is used to flush

out marginal disk tracks which

might otherwise sneak through

and cause problems later.

Some solutions for inner disk

track formatting problems are

suggested in Table 1 courtesy of

Circle Software. Note the cau-

tion on replacing the 6D B6' DD
formatting pattern with the "E5 ;

converting to an E5' pattern will

make it easier to format, but you

will lose the benefit of forcing a

worst case situation to the disk

and perhaps allow a marginal

track to pass the format

verification.

It is my opinion, however, that

if the 'E5' is used in DD format-

ting, the risk of incurring disk I/O

errors during operational use is

probably small. The DOS error

logic will detect a subsequent

write problem ana flag the error

Once a disk write is successful-

ly accomplished, chances are

good that subsequent reads will

verify as well. The E5 format-

ting pattern in DD would be my

choice if it came down to not be-

ing able to use the last five

tracks on a forty track drive un-

less, of course, disk I/O problems

developed as a consequence

Another solution might be to

switch to a more expensive disk

rated for double density use (al-

though I have not had to resort

to either measure with my 35

track drives). So far, I have had

no problems with ordinary Ver-

batims. Dysans. and Plain Jane

disks (marketed by Meta Tech-

nologies Corp). Users of 40. 77 or

80 track drives might not be so

fortunate, but experiment to find

out what works best on your

TRS-80 system.

DD Disk Formatting and File

Allocation

The formatting scheme and

file allocation performed by DD

NEWDOS 80 can. upon first ex-

posure, be confusing. It is not

mandatory that the user under-

stand how disk formatting and

file management is accom-

plished, but it is useful informa-

tion to have available. Being

able to solve minor problems by

yourself can save a lot of wasted

time and Dhone calls

The TRS-80 ROM demands a

Boot SYS on drive zero, track

zero, sector zero This Boot

SYS die occupies only one sec

tor talthough a full gran is allo-

cated to it) and it must be in sin-

gle density format After the

boot is executed by ROM, it re-

sumes file loading where the

ROM left off. This holds true

even for copy-protected disks.

Consequently, both DBLDOS
and Double Zap II format the en-

tire physical track zero in single

density. The unused nine single

density sectors on physical

track zero are wasted, but this is

virtually a matter of necessity.

The remaining double density

tracks and sectors are managed

by way of "pseudo" tracks and

sectors rather than "physical"

tracks and sectors.

For example, suppose Super-



Your best

Model l/lll

peripheral buy

is a modem.

Your best

Model l/lll

modem buy

is LYNX.
Considering expanding your TRS-80
Model I or III? Then you should know
that only one kind of peripheral can
give you all these extra capabilities

... in a single unit:

• Computer-to-computer data

communications, for better

personal or business manage-
ment.

• Access to free "bulletin board"
resources.

• Access to Source, Compu-
Serve and other time-sharing

systems.
• Services like electronic mail,

Instant news and financial re-

ports.

• An almost limitless supply of

new games and other enthusi-

ast activities.

Of course, we're talking about a

modem. A far more sensible first

step in expanding than, say, joy-

sticks, or a voice box, or a printer.

And, therefore, your best peripheral

buy.

A modem opens up a whole new
world to you. A world of thousands
of computers and computer people

just like you, in homes and busi-

nesses around the block and across

the country. A world you tap through

your telephone.

But don't simply settle for any mo-
dem. For the most modem satisfac-

tion, you need to make the best mo-
dem buy.

And that's LYNX.

Lynx lor

Model l/lll.

The new LYNX for TRS-80 Model I and Model
III. It's the latest innovation from the people who
are making data communications affordable. It's

the best first step you can take in expanding. It

makes your microcomputer a whole new animal.

OLYFVTX.©
123 LOCUST STREET LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17602
Phone 717/291-1116

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division o» Tandy Corporation

FCC Registration Number: A909KE-68171-DM-N

re-

in-

The new LYNX is the ideal modem
for your Model I or III. That's because
it's the key element of a total direct-

connect telephone communica-
tions package.

This package includes all serial

and computer bus interfaces, cables

and terminal software . . . and comes
to you with these remarkable fea-

tures:

• SINGLE PRICE: $299.95!
• Compatible with both Model I

and III.

• No separate purchases
quired.

• One-year warranty.
• Auto dial/auto answer.
• Works with any software,

eluding ST-80 by Micklus.
• Active clear, break, and "con-
trol" keys.

• Half or full duplex, variable word
length, parity and stop bits.

• Dial from phone, keyboard, or

memory.
• Works with or without Model I

expansion interface.

• Works with or without Model III

RS-232 card.
• Can be placed on either side of

Model III.

• No tools needed to install.

No other modem gives you so much
in a single package. And when you
compare the LYNX price with the to-

tal cost of bringing any other modem
on line, it could save you OVER $1001

-278

Consult your local microcomputer retailer, or call one of these LYNX handlers today—TOLL FREE:

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Longwood, FL
800/327-7172

THE PROGRAM STORE
Washington, DC
800/424-2738

• See List ol Advertisers on page 402

ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Irvine, CA
800/854-8241

STEVENS RADIO SHACK
Phoenixville, PA
800/345-6279

TSE HARDSIDE
Milford, NH
800/258-1790

SIMUTEK
Tucson, AZ
800/528-1149

COMPUTER PLUS
Littleton, MA
800/343-8124

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED
Jericho, NY
800/645-6038
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NEBKINft.

MAGIC

By David Hanes
If you've never tried an adventure game, or if you've
been "turned off" by the perplexity of the advanced
games available, here's the adventure for you! Written

especially as an introduction to this fascinating form of

game playing. MEDIEVAL MAGIC allows you to develop
the logical, problem solving approach necessary to

become a master adventurer.

Once trapped in the ancient castle, you'll not escape until

you have found all the treasures and tools it holds.

Strange apparitions may hold clues or danger, and there

is a satisfying array of secret passages, pits and general

creepiness! For TRS 80* models I and III, 16K. Order the

tape version for just $13.95, or disk for $17.95.

MAIL ORDERS: Include $2 00 si:po>ng & handling ID C residents add 6% sales tax)

CHARGE CARD CUSTOMERS: Ca i202i 541-6674 -or Easiest service

THE LIBERTY SOFTWARE 0»
635 Independence Avenue. S.E.

Washington. DC. 20003

(202) 544-6674
" 61

A new adult computer party game that stimulates the

intellect as well as the libido. How far do you dare to

go? Your partner? Your friends? It's all under your
control when you play LIVE DANGEROUSLY.

LIVE DANGEROUSLY features lively screen

graphics—though not all the "action" is on the screen.

As many as 12 (or as few as 2) players interact with the

computer—and with each other.

LIVE DANGEROUSLY—a game of risk-taking in

which everybody scores.

Now available for TRS-80* Model I

with 32K or 16K and disk (please

specify).

Send S19.95 (check, m.o.) to:

zap is used in double density

mode to read the sectors on the

DD NEWDOS/80 track zero. To
the user and to Superzap, track

zero will be Identified as such

and even the Boot/SYS file will

be found in its usual position on

what looks like track zero, sec-

tor zero. But what you and Su-

perzap are looking at is "pseu-

do" track zero which is actually

"physical" track one; the DOS
system in DD mode is not aware

of the existence of the single

density physical track zero.

The usual ten sectors per

track scheme is retained in DD

mode for file allocation and disk

space management, this in spite

of the fact that each physical

DD track contains eighteen

physical DD sectors.

Let's have a look at just one

track to help clarify things a bit.

Physical track one is seen by the

DD DOS as a "pseudo" track

zero. Physical sectors zero to

nine (a total of 10 sectors) make

up the usual two grans (five sec-

tors per gran); on pseudo track

zero these first ten physical sec-

tors happen to correspond to

the same pseudo sector num-

bers. Continuing along pseudo

METAPHORIC ASSOCIATES ŝb
B
u
°
r

x

qn̂ A ,15212

•Tra-l-'UMrnol I:

Table 1

All Zaps are presented in the usual Superzap format. Example: 10769 indicates

the file's relative sector, relative byte, In hex. not decimal.

A. Psfcom DBLDOS

1. Zaps for using Percom's DBLDOS in a TRS-80 with speedup board Installed.

a. Boot/SYS: Important! Zaps to Boot/SYS must be mad* In single density mod*.

Boot up your single density DOS and use the single density Superzap for zapping

Boot/SYS on physical track zero, sector zero. This will be the only readable track in

single density mod*.

(00/FO): 41 20 43 4F 4D 50 41 4E

To: C5 E3 E3 E3 E3 C3 93 42

(O0/8F): 37 C5 C1 C5 7E

To: 37 C3 F0 42 7E

b, SYS0/SYS

(01/83): C3 EF 44 00

To: C3 97 4B 00

(0O6E): 02 02 00 4E etc.

To: 01 09 97 4B E3 E3 b3

E3 C3 EF 44 02 02 00 4E

(03/A9): E5 E1 E5 E1

To: E3 E3 E3 E3

C. DOUBLE/CMP
(05/07): F5 F1 F5 F1

To: E3 E3 E3 E3

(07/4E): F5 F1 06 32 ED 37 F5 F1 C9

To: E3 E3 E3 E3 08 32 ED 37 C9

End DBLDOS fast clock Zaps.

B. NEWDOSno and Doubt* Zap II

1. Fast clock ZAPs for NEWDOS/80 as modified by Double Zap ll:

a. SYSO/SYS,

0*88: 2A 3E 06 3D

to: 2A 3E 08 3D

b. SYSO/SYS.

04/AO: 11 00 24 1B

to: 11 00 36 1B

Use the 'X' value if you are using a CPU clock speedup of 50 per cent. If your

clock has a 100 percent speedup, use a value of 48. For the laltw case, the '48'

value may Introduce some disk I/O difficulties when operating at th* normal 1.77

Mhz clock speed. If this happens, experiment with different valuas between 24 and

48. For Information purposes, this value Is used In a timing loop as th* DOS looks

for the disk index hole tocome around. If not found within certain tlm* parameters,

a disk error will be displayed, typically "Motor too fast" or "
. . . too slow."

Double Zap II Files (As provided for DD NEWDOS/80)
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track zero, we encounter physi-

cal sector ten and the DD DOS is

told that it is now on pseudo

track one, pseudo sector zero.

Actually, it is on pseudo track

zero, physical sector ten, but the

DOS is happy with what it is told.

Perhaps the following abbre-

viated disk map will clarify this

scheme a bit further, starting at

pseudo track zero pseudo sec-

tor zero (Table 2).

Notice the two pseudo tracks

consisting of ten sectors each,

is actually one physical track

consisting of eighteen sectors

plus two sectors of the next

physical track. As we go further

into the disk, things get even

messier.

The Double Zap II documenta-

tion provides four simple equa-

tions to convert back and forth

between pseudo and physical

track/sectors for the curious

user. Arrange them into a simple

Basic program and let it figure

out the physical-pseudo track

and sector relationship for you.

To summarize, the TRS-80

DOS still manages disk space

and files in terms of ten sector

( = two gran) segments, just as

is done by single density TRS-80

ADR/CMO.
01/3A: E3 E3 36 VidO

to: E3 E3 E3 E3

(Note: No ill affects experienced here.)

b. DBLFMT/CMD.
0*167: E3 E3 32

to: E3 E3 E3

(No ill effects here either.)

EC
E3

8B 46

00 00

13 6B

11 00

2. ZAPs to cause directory to always be located on pseudo track 1 1 rather than

pseudo track 1C as implemented on data disks See text for explanation.

a. DBLFMT/CMD.

00MB: CO
to: 00

03/B1: 3A

to: 3E

C. Double Zap II

The following comments and fixes were provided on Mlcronet by the courtesy of

Jesse Bob Overholt, an author of Double Zap II. Quote:

The following ZAPs were developed to Improve the performance of DBLFMT.
While the first ZAP should be considered mandatory, the second one should be

used only as a last resort. It modifies the test pattern written during format to a less

severe one that does not truly test the disk. Please note that if you apply ZAP 2 a

format without errors is not a guarantee that the disk is flawless! Errors may occur

at a later time when data is written on the disk. Apply ZAP 2 at your own risk'

ZAP1 Mandatory

Apply to DBLFMT/CMD.
• Sector 4. offset! AO
Change 53 to SB (May already be changed)

• Sector 6. offset 2S

Change 53 to 5B (May already be changed)

• Sector 6.offset 52

Change 21 6A to B4 6D (This adds 5 retries to verify reads)

• Sector 10, offset 0C (XX below means any value is OK)
Change 02 02 00 64 XX XX XX XX

to 01 0E B4 6D C5 06 05 CD
Change XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX

to 21 6A 28 02 10 F9 C1 C9

Change XX XX XX XX

to 02 02 00 64

• Sector 9. offset 0C (Fix message format)

Change 22 45 4E 54 45 52

to 45 4E 54 45 52 0O
ZAP 2 APPLY AT YOUR OWN RISK!

Apply to DBLFMT/CMD.
• Sector 5. offset 72

Change 36 60 23 36 B6 23

to 36 E5 23 36 E5 23

Jesse Bob Overholt

As a parting comment. I stated in earlier paragraphs that I tried Jesse's Zap II

with known marginal disks and have experienced no problems. If it makes the dif-

ference of having or not having double density on the inner tracks with 40 track or

more drives, give it a try and see how it works on your system.

RAM $18.99
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE. INCLUDES RAM TEST AND INSTRUCTIONS

Premium 16K high speed -am 'o> TRSB0 MODEL III l. and COLOR COMPUTER
MODEL 1 owners add 2 00 'or 2 dp shunts

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SUPER "COLOR" WRITER

At last" Fast fu'i featured characte' oriented word processing to' the TRS-80™
COLOR COMPUTER and an, printer FEATURES • 32K compatible • choice of

display color • key beep • help command • wo'ds typed 4 words le't • tab key •

repeat key • word wrap around • bloc* move • duplicate 4 delete • global search &

replace • Quick paging • paragraph scrolling • me scoilmg

SPECIAL FEATURES automatic imkmg of cassette te>t dies 'or hands-olf

conlinuous printing • unique movable window 'or viewing any part of the texl

PRINT FEATURES send printer control codes along with text, to printer • full use

ol printer's special features during normal printing • set margins, line length, line

spacing, page length and page spacing within ihe te«l for continuous printing •

automatic centering • right justification • page numbers & titles

TAPE" $29 95 ROMPAK • $39 95 DISK$49.95

'Tape I/O only, not disk compatible

SUPER "COLOR" TERMINAL ai the teases o' ViDEOTFxTM and more' Allows

COLOR COMPUTER to communicate with computers like TRS-80 MODEL lll/l ft

APPLE II etc services i.ke COMPUSERVE .a MODEM or RS232 DIRECT' Peatu'es

• upload & download basic programs • print or save data to tape • halt 4 tui ! duplex

TAPE $24.95 ROMPAK $34.95 DISK S44.9S

SUPER "COLOR" BUG examine 4 change memory contents in the color compute'
• step video display to any location including ROM • look at contents of

ROMPACKS 1 • access high res graphics 4 create 4 debug machine language
programs TAPE AND DOCUMENTATION $19.95 Rom Pak $29.95

SUPER "COLOR" SKETCMER turr-s the co<0' computer >nto a Cawing board

Supports 32K ram • save and oad graphics to tape • create basic graphics

programs • print graphics to R S LPvn R.S.LPVIM and EPSON MX 80.

TAPE AND DOCUMENTATION $24.95 ROM PAK $34.95

GAMES
MODEL III / 1 16K AND COLOR COMPUTER EXT/BAS

FEATURE QUALITY GRAPHICS AND SOUND!
ADVENTURE 3 PAK TAPE $24.95

This TRILOGY OF 3D FANTASY GAMES taxes ,ou to the WORL0 UNDER THE
CIMEEON MOON Engage m ritual corneal with tooamoath narthokc monsters

and skilled wa" ors Advance m rank with piay experience Then adventure through

DAZMAR'S UNDERWORLD OF DOOM to the forbidden rums of castle argaan

Search tor the eye o' dazma- while avoiding the sorceror s intricate traps Survivors

must then negotiate treacherous trails among the perilous peaks of the ug'ek

mouiams to the FORSAKEN GULTCH where the wicked idot awaits restoration

VEGAS 5 PAK TAPE $19.95

The THRILLS OF A vEGas CASINO at home Five action packed Vegas games for

up to four piayers CASINO CRAPS '21 • ONE ARMED BANDIT • UP ft DOWN THE
RIVER • KENO Ban* tracks players winnings from game to game • realistic cards

• regulation tab'es • Doa'dS • authentic sounds • lively graphics • official rules in

each game

COMBAT 3 PAK TAPE $24.95

Three action packed two player games tealurmg lifelike graphics and sound of

LASER FIRE. CANNONS, and PHOTON TORPEDOES

2-1-0 TANK COMBAT five terrains • the experienced arcade player can design

combat scenario STELLAR BATTLE pilot a flex wing 'ighter al incredible speeds in

enemy space laking out doria'' lye tightens defending (he imperial star fortress

GALACTIC BLOCKADE maneuver you' craft m a course that boxes your opponent
but avoid cosmic debris and hostile space p'obes

MODEL lll/l SOFTWARE
REQUIRES 16K MODEL III OR LEVEL II BASIC

READ THIS! Add graph.es to your P'og-ams n minutes or draw schematics.

graphs, logos pictures etc with graphics and lettering 4 save them as

Subroutines or programs'' SUPER SKETCHER does more and works just like a text

edito' with graphics • image 'rames can oe edited and animated on screen •

generate load 4 save graphics, basic subroutines 4 programs • includes EPSON
MX 80. R S LPVH 4 R.S.LPVIM graphics screen print driver and more
TAPE(TAPEI/0|$14 95 DISK (DISK AND TAPE l/0)$19.95

SUPER WRITER word processing that comb. res the best 'eatu'es o< other good
word processors and Ihoseo' the SUPER COLOP WRITER ncludmg automatic

tape ol disk Me linking and the movable w-ndow feature except B Vtf display See
SUPER COLOR WRITER for details' MODEL IrLH needs lower case mod
MODEL lll/l TAPE ft DOCUMENTATION $49.95 DISK $59.95

AUTOMATIC MENU SYSTEM power up and automenu takes Over Execute

programs and command files O' LIST LOAD enter DEBUG BASIC or TRSDOS
with single keystroke' Features options menu with iDrary ol commands
MODEL III DISK ft DOCUMENTATION $12.95

CODES for THE ELECTRIC PENCIL enter printer cont'0 codes with.n text file to

send to smart printers Includes 0- vers for EPSON MX 80 CENTRONICS 737 MPI

88 SERIES and file to customize for other printers TAPE $14.95

DISK INVENTORY for the MODEL Ml manage your disk programs A menu driven

utility featuring son 4 print By name, disk program type, extension, etc.

MODEL III DISK $19.95

TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp
^48C

Master Charge • SA and COD IIELSOII

Allow additiona 2 weeks for 5DFTURRE
personal checks
When ordering specify computer
Add $3 00 shipping 4 handling

MN Res add 5% sales tax

545TEIT15

P.O. Box 19096
Minneapolis, Minn. 612/827-4703
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DOS systems. Presumably, this

scheme was easier to re-pro-

gram into NEWDOS/80 than re-

programming the tile manage-

ment software for eighteen

sector tracks and three sector

grans. As another considera-

tion, perhaps this scheme was

developed to retain compatibili-

ty with some existing TRS-80

machine language software.

What do we end up with in

terms of additional disk capaci-

ty in DD mode?

For a 35-track drive like mine,

we get 18 sectors per physical

track on 34 physical tracks (re-

member, physical track zero is

wasted), for a total of 612 physi-

cal sectors.

This works out to be the

equivalent of 10 sectors on 61

pseudo tracks, for a total of 610

sectors or 122 grans. Notice that

two sectors are wasted (612

above, minus 610) because the

DOS must function in terms of

five sector grans. It cannot deal

with the two odd sectors.

The first five sectors on pseu-

do track zero are assigned to the

Boot/SYS file even though it is

never used for booting up the

system. This also holds true for

data disks. In other words, these

first five sectors are also wast-

ed, just as they are on single

density DOS systems. (Note: Per-

com's DBLDOS is set up differ-

ently and these first five sectors

(pseudo track zero, sector zero

to sector four) are not wasted.)

As usual, ten physical sectors

(two grans) are assigned to the

directory. Remember, however.

NEWDOS/80 allows user defini-

tion of up to three directory

tracks if desired. On 35 or 40

track drives more than one direc-

tory track usually is not neces-

sary, but on 77 or 80 track drives

it can become a necessity.

Single density systems have

a total of 70 usable grans,

whereas DD systems have a to-

tal of 122 usable grans. If three

grans are subtracted from both

totals for the Boot/SYS and

DIR/SYS files, the numbers be-

come 67 and 119. The net gain is

52 grans, or 260 sectors in DD

format, which works out to

about a 78 percent increase in

usable disk space; not exactly

double, but a respectable and

very convenient increase. Hav-

ing about 78 percent more stor-

age on a disk is a tremendous

convenience, especially when

several large related files can be

kept on one disk side. For exam-

ple, the Microsoft Basic Com-

puter Library file is so large that

it will not fit on the same single

density disk side with the

BASCOM and Link files. In dou-

ble density, the three files fit

with room to spare.

Consider also the number of

extra files that can be kept avail-

able on your system disk in drive

zero. On mine are all operational

Pseudo Pseudo Physical Physical

Track Sector Track Sector

1 1

2 2

c 3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

c 8 8

9 9

1

10

11

2 1?

3 13

4 14

5 15

6 17

7 2

8 2 1

9 2 2

2 2 3

a id so on

Table 2. Zap Table

files provided with the NEW-
DOS/80 package, plus Pencil,

Scripsit, EDTASM (the Soltoff

version), and several additional

utility files. It is a significant

convenience not to have to find

and load other disks when a par-

ticular utility is wanted.

Those of you with 40 (or 80)

track drives will benefit even

more. Saving money on disk pur-

chases is a consideration, but it

is secondary to the convenience

gained from additional disk

capacity.

With this new capability,

think of the money you can save

by not having to buy the TRS-80

Model Ilia

Addendum

Product changes and devel-

opments occur so rapidly in the

microcomputer industry that it

is often difficult to keep up.

After this article was originally

submitted a few months ago to

80 Microcomputing, virtually

every product mentioned there-

in has gone through evolu-

tionary changes Consequently,

the following comments are pro-

vided to help bring readers up to

date.

Percom's Doublet II

Percom, being one of the

most progressive and depend-

able firms in the micro field,

became aware of the inner disk

track formatting problem men-

tioned in the preceding article.

Their original Doubter was

replaced with an improved Dou-

bter II which virtually eliminated

formatting problems and sub-

stantially improved disk in-

put/output (I/O). Where I orig-

inally had occasional difficulty

formatting the inner tracks of a

40-track disk with the worst

case '6D 86' byte pattern, I can

now format the same worst case

pattern to 82 tracks on an 80

track drive with the Doubler II,

and I can do this with disks that

are not rated for double-density

use.

For readers who intend to

make the move to double densi-

ty, I suggest that when ordering

from distributors other than Per-

com, they should be absolutely

certain that a Doubler II will be

shipped rather than an original

Doubler I have no reason fo be-

lieve that distributors might be

attempting to dump old stock,

but there are still some un-

scrupulous dealers out there

and it does not hurt to be

cautious. And readers will

notice that there are still many

ads in the micro magazines

which mention only the Doubler

rather than the Doubler II.

NEWDOS/80 and Double Zap II

In August, 1981, Apparat re-

leased an upgrade to NEWDOS/
80 called, appropriately, NEW-
DOS/80 Version 2. This upgrade,

among other things, eliminates

the need for the Double Zap II

supplementary DD software

package because the DD capa-

bility is built in. Also, my fast

clock zaps are not needed be-

cause Version 2 supports fast

CPU clock modifications. And

Version 2 always puts the disk

directory on track 11 hex, thus

eliminating the problem dis-

cussed in my article.

Again, I suggest that buyers

of NEWDOS/80 assure them-

selves that Version 2 will be pro-

vided by a dealer rather than the

original NEWDOS/80.

VTOS 4.0

To my knowledge, VTOS 4.0 is

no longer being marketed; it has

been replaced by the equivalent,

but substantially modified and

improved, LDOS 5.0. Quality

Software Distributors and Lobo

Drives are the supporting dis-

tributors.

Like NEWDOS/80 Version 2,

LDOS 5.0 supports DD opera-

tions directly, and it too has the

capability to function with fast

clock CPU systems.

Support for LDOS 5.0 has

been absolutely outstanding

and it is a DOS well worth look-

ing into. However, readers

should be aware that double-

density disks created by LDOS
5.0 and NEWDOS/80, both Ver-

sions 1 and 2, are not inter-

changeable. It is nevertheless

possible to swap software be-

tween LDOS and NEWDOS by

doing so with a single-density

copy of the target program. The

DOS evolution has finally

reached a point where a user

should decide on one DOS and

stick with it exclusively.
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_ SmaII

AMERICAN Busies
COMPUTERS118 SO. MILL ST

PRYOR, OK 74*61
(918) 829-4844

ALL LISTED PRICES ARE CASH DISCOUNTED WE ACCEPT MC, VISA, AND COD (REQUIRES CERTIFIED CHECK. CASHIERS CHECK OR
CASH) FOR CHARGE ORDERS. PLEASE ADD 3%. FOR COD SERVICE. PLEASE ADD 3%. OKLAHOMA RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 4% SALESTAX.

DON'T PAY
MORE!!

TRS-80 MODEL III

TRS-80 16K Model III $849.00

TRS-80 48 K Model III $899.00

TRS-80 48 K Model III

withonedisk drive $1499.95

TRS-80 48K Model III

with two drives $1895.00

"Model III is also available with dual head and 80 track

dnves Drives listed give same performance as standard

Radio Shack units

COLOR COMPUTER

COLOR COMPUTER 4K LEVEL I $369.95

COLOR COMPUTER 16K
EXTENDED BASIC $499.95

COLOR COMPUTER DISK
DRIVE 1 $499.95

COLOR COMPUTER DISK DRIVE
2. 3 or 4 $329.95

COLOR COMPUTER JOYSTICKS $24.95

* DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

THERE'S NO
SECRET

There's no secret as to why we can sell

TRS-80 computer equipment for less. Low
overhead — that's the reason — pure, sim-
ple and straight! As everyone knows, Radio
Shack is a huge corporation, with huge
expenses We are able to buy the bare-
bones computers from Radio Shack. To
these computers, we add our own memory
chips, disk drives, cables, etc. The result is

a computer system which is equal to, or in

many cases, superior to the one you would
get from Radio Shack in both price and per-

formance capabilities There is one thing

that you don ' t get from Radio Shack — their

90 day warranty What you get in its place is

the exclusive 120 days American Small
Business Computer s Warranty So if you
like the Radio Shack computer, but don't
like the price CHECK US OUT!!!

TRS-80 MODEL II

TTTTrTTTTTT

s
64k MODEL II

WITH ONE DISK DRIVE

AW...WHAT THE HECK
RAM Memory Chips for the TRS-80

I
1". > Al »«
1 1« 00 Tr,,, M*Wn Urn* M>

,-AI 'Mf MIC"

$18"
PER 16K SET

•D««« .«* • US K

$5295 00

CC DISK DRIVE

TRS-80 MODEL III SOFTWARE

DISCOUNT PRICES ON
Model III Software

Profile (26-1562) $69.95

Profile III Plus (26-1592) $175.00

VisiCalc (26-1566) $87.95

VisiCalc III (26-1569) $175.00

Scripsit (26-1563) $87.95

Super Scripsit (26-1590) $175.00

Scripsit Dictionary (26-1591) $131.00

COLOR
COMPUTER

DISK DRIVE UNIT

CALL 918-825-4844
$499 95

• TM Tandy Corp. ^529



GAME
r ;^==

LOAD 60

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM

A program simulating an old, favorite puzzle.

Micro Puzzle Box

David Moews
34 Circle Drive, RFD 3

Williman tic, CT 06226

The "fifteen puzzle" consists

of a flat box with room for

sixteen small blocks arranged in

a 4 by 4 grid. In the most com-

mon version the box holds 15

numbered blocks and one emp-

ty space. The problem is to slide

the blocks, vertically or horizon-

tally, until they are arranged in

numerical order (see Fig. 1.).

What makes the puzzle in-

teresting is that, once con-

structed, only half of the pos-

sible positions can be reached

by sliding the blocks. To make

the other half of the positions

available the puzzle must be

taken apart and reassembled

with two of the blocks inter-

changed. This means that solu-

tions can be asked for which

are unobtainable; for example,

B can never be reached by slid-

ing the blocks in A (see Fig. 1.).

I have seen versions of these

puzzles where the numbers are

replaced by letters, and the

-vadrWoncocot-

problem is to assemble a

biblical quotation. Another type

involved a map of the United

States. If you wish to read more

about these puzzles and their in-

ventor, Sam Loyd, see Martin

Gardner's book Mathematical

Puzzles and Diversions, which

contains a brief account of the

origin of the puzzle and a num-

ber of references.

Here is a version for the

TRS-80 in which the puzzle is

scrambled while you watch, en-

suring that the starting posi-

tion remains accessible. To

reach a solution, move blocks

into the empty space with the

arrow keys. I think you will find

this much easier than sliding

blocks and a good deal of

fun!

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15

2 1 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15

Fig. 7. Fifteen Puzzle
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Program Listing

It CIS
2$ PRIWT"GSETTR6/BAS DOS 2.3 32* OK

LEVEL II 16K WITH PRINTER

3B PniNT'BY T. W. KUST1CO
STATE L'NIVERSITY COLLEGE AT OSWEGO

4C PRINT-PROGRAM DISTRIBUTED THROUGH
OSWEGO CLEAB-88
STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT OSWEGO
lit POUCBER HALL
OSWEGO NY, 13126

Program continues



Program continued

56 INPUT'PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE" ; AS -CLS
61 CLEM) 3686
71 OCriNT 1-M
>l DIN ICU625) ,GGS(12|
98 CLS: INPUT *DO YOU NEED DIRECTIONS* :D$: IPLEFTSID*. 1 1 •'Y'THEN C
OSUB1168 iCLS ELSE CLS
111 INPUT *TO PRINT PROGRAM U»ER <SHirT^ »G> OPTION ENTER tl>*i
NP
11* ir fill ( 14 14*.) -255 THEN HP-1
12t GNS-": INPUT 'INPUT NAME TO SAVE TILE Of GRAPHIC TO DISK
DEFAULT NAME WILL BE DUMMY/TXT* ;GNS
13* IT GNS-'*CNS-*DUHNY/TXT*
14t CLS
158 'TO TRANSLATE ANY GRAPHIC - INSERT AT Mil AS A SOUBROUT1NC
1*4 'GOSUB9444
176 AS.**:IX-6:IY-6:J-1
IB* LOPOINTIIX.IY) iJX-IltJY-IY
191 JA-PCE*|144S6):KA-PEEX(1434I) : IFJA<>6 GOTO1368
286 IFAS-"D" COSUB tBB :GOT0176
21t IFA$-*d*GOSUB616 :COT0176
22B 1FAS-*G* GOSUB14 14 :COT017I
2JI IFAi-'S' THEN SET( IX, IY) :GOT042l
24* IFAS-'R' THEN RESETl IX, IY) :GOT042I
256 IF AJ-*H" THEN G0TO171
255 IFAS-*h*THEN JB- IB: JE-IE:GOSUB1836:GOSUB516:GOSUB lliliGOWB
614: Ih- JB: IE»JL:COTOl74
2*1 IF AS-'F" GOSUB494
271 IF AS-"B" GOSUB969 : IB-LO:NX>lX:NY>IY
264 IF AS-*E* GOSUB998 : IE-L0:HX-IX:NY-1Y
296 IF AS-*L" CS-**:LX-4:GOSUB664 :GOT0176
369 IF AJ-'X' THEN COSUB1636 lOOSUBSH :COT0176
111 IF A$»"P* COSUB1146 -.GOT0178
321 1FAS-*W* THEN GOSUB 1121
331 IFAS-*9* THENCOSUB 1B3B :GOSUB566 : GOSUB 1471 IGOT0126
341 IFAS-'N* THEN COSUB 971 :COSUB1146 :G0TO 181
351 IFAS-'VPRINT 9969, IX;,IYi
361 GOTO 451
374 IT LC —1 THEN SET(JX.JY) ELSE RESET(JX,JY)
381 IF I X • 1 2 7 THEN IY-1Y.1 : IX-6
394 IF IX<6 THEN IY-IY-1 : IX-127
411 IF 1Y<I THEN IV-8
419 IF IY>47 THEN IY-47
424 NC-POINT(IX.IY)
434 SET(IX,IY) : RESET I IX , IV)
441 IF IR-1 RETURN
454 AS-INKEYS: IF AS-*' GOT0438
469 IF NC—1 THEN SET(IX,IY) ELSE RESETllX.IY)
474 COT0188
484 ' FETCH VALUE FOR CURSOR INCREMENTS
499 J-VAI.I INKtVS) : IFJ-8 THEN GOTO 499 ELSE RETURN
541 ' TRANSLATING ROUTINES HERE
511 FOR LIB TO IB*IH*64 STEP 44
521 FOR J-8TOLG: IP-I.J
538 IF PEEKIIP) >128 PORE IP, 32
535 IFPEEK(IP)>6ANDPEEK[1PJ<27 THEN POKE IP, PEEK ( IP) .64
541 IC( IP-15364) -PEEXI IP)
551 NEXTJ-.NEXTI
568 RETURN
578 FOR I'1TC1824:PRINTCHRS(IG(I) ) .- : NEXT
588 RETURN
59f "THIS ROUTINE REDRAWS GRAPHIC AND RETURNS FOR ALTERATION
681 CLS
618 FOR 1MB TO 1B<1H*64STEP64
628 FOR J-4TOLC: IP-I.J
638 POKE IP.IClIP-15369)
641 NEXT J: NEXT I

658 RETURN
668 'THIS ROUTINE TRANSLATES SCREEN * PRINTS STRING SERIES
478 GS-**:FOR l-lTOLX:GGS( I) -" : NEXT

I

688 IF PEEK! 14312) -43 THEN LP-1 ELSE LP-I
698 IF LG-64 THEN LFS-" :LF-8iLES-** : ELSE UES-CHRS ( 26) : LF »-*CH»
Sl2t)*:LF-l
798 BSS-LF$ 'STRING? I 'STRStLCrLF).*, 241"
718 IF Lfi.LF>*44 BSS-* .CHRSI 4)

"

728 IF LP-ILPMINT'NOTE BSS- " i BSS : LPRINT" *

738 IC-B:N>l:FOR 1-18 TO 1B.IH**4 STEP64
748 IF IC-1 AND LP-1 LPRINT'.BSS*

;

758 IF IC-1 CS*C$.LE$«STRINCS|LG*LF,24) :GOSUB144S
748 IC-llFOR J-6TOLG-1: IP-I.J
778 IF PCEK(IF)-126 POKEIP.32
788 IF PEEK(IP*1)-126 POKEIP.32
798 IF PEEK ( I P) .PEEK 1 1 P*l) THEN N-N»l:GOTO 828
888 IF N-l GOSUB 898 IGOT0828
818 GOSUB 928 i N-l
629 NEXTJ
838 IF N>1THENG0SUB928 |N-1
848 NEXTI
958 IF N>1C0SUB928
968 IF LP-1 LPRINT* '

879 RETURN
889 'THIS ROUTINE TRANSLATES SCREEN AND PRINTS CHRJ SERIES
899 IF LP«1 LPRINT "-CHRS (

* j PEEK (IP) ; *)
*

;

988 C$-G$+CHH$(PEEK(IP) ) :GOSUB188B
918 RETURN
928 IF LP-1 THEN GOTO 939 ELSE GOT0946
939 IF PEEK(IP)032 THEN LPRINT'+STRINGSf " IN; *

,
" >PEEK( IP) | ') 'j

ELSE IF N<«3 THEN LPRINT'+CHRS( ' )192<N[ •) '
; ELSE LPRINT 'CHRSd

8)"i
949 IF PEEK(IP)<>32 THEHC$-C$.STRINCS(N,PEEK< IP) I ELSE IF N<63 T
HENCS-CS.CHRSI 192»N) ELSE CS-GS*CHRS{ 14)
958 COSUB188S :N-1
968 RLTURN
979 'ROUTINE To DETERMINE POKE POSITION ON SCREEII FOR IX, IY
999 ID- IV,

3

999 IO-IX/2
1888 LO -ID'64 • 10 .15369
1818 RETURN
1828 'ROUTINE TO CALCULATE BLOCK
1838 IF 1B-8 AND lt-9 THEN LC-44: IH-15: ID-15166: ie-161S3:RETURN
1848 LC-<HX-NXI/2.1.6:IFIC>64 THENLG-64
1858 lH-(IE/64«.99l-( IB/64*. 99)
1969 IF 1H>1S: IH-15
1878 RETURN
1888 'MULTIPLE STRING ROUTINE
1899 IF LENICJl.LC >253 THEN LX-LX.l :GGS(LX) -CS:CS-** ELSE RTTUR

1198 1FLP-1 LPRINT' ':LPRINT" '

1118 RETURN
1128 WS.STRINCS|255,191)iPRlNT89,WJ,:FOR I-1T0J : PRIKTVS, sNEXTI :W
$-":POKElt3a3,191lPOKE16392.191:POKE16381,191:RETURN
1139 ' PRINT GRAPHIC FROM STRING CONCATENATIONS IN GCS
1149 lFAS-'H'l.iLN AS-"iK-LG-153t6 ELSE K-IB-15369 :CLS
1159 PRINTFK,:tFi,RI-lTOLX:PRINTGGSlI);:NEXTtPRINTCtl I RETURN
1169 llS-.FIUKT**kMAi$ CAUSE BLINKING CURSOR TO HOVE IN DIRECTION
Of ARROW

i - -ILL SET ".ML POSITION*
1179 PRINT *P - WILL RESET Till POSITION

b - INTERNALLY LOGS UPPER LEFT POSITION OF GRAPHIC
C - LOCS U)WER RIGHT POSITION OF GRAPHIC
F - FOLLOWED BY 1 TO 9 CONTROLS CURSOR JUMPS"
llbO PHINT'H - HONES THE CURSOR
X - LOGS THL GRAPHIC I HOB B TO E"
11*4 PRINT'U - DISPLAY THE GRAPHIC USING CHRS POKES
L - CONVERT TO CONCATENATED STRINGS - PRINT IF PRINTER ON"
1299 PRINT"'' - DRAW HIGH SPEED CRAPHIC IL MUST BE USED FIRST) -
IF M'T CORRLCT ALTER B OR E"
i.l? PRINT'M - DRAW HIGH SPEED AT CuR-OH POSITION USE L FIRST"
1229 PRINT'V - OUTPUT X,Y SET COORDINATES OF CURSOR*
iil9 PRINT "u - INSERT A LABEL AT IURSOR POSITION'
12411 INPUT'PNESS FNTER TO CONTINUE' ;DS
1258 PRINT*vSHlFT> D - DISPLAY WITHOUT CLS*
1266 PRIkT"-SHIFT> W - WHITE OUT THE SCREEN
SHIFT C - CREATE PROGRAM ON DISK TO DRAW GRAPHIC

AW, OR PRINT CREATED PROGRAM*
1265 PRIM"- SHUT- H - HELP WITH COMMANDS*
1278 PRINT*
BLINK I NT CURSOR INDICATES COMMAND COMPLETED

1244 INPUT'PRESS ENTER TO CUNTIKCE'jDS
1298 RETURN
1388 'FAST CURSOR ROUTINE
1318 IF JA -8 THEN IY-1Y-J: GOTO 1358
1328 IF JA -32 THEN IX-IX-Ji GOT01358
1338 IF JA -»4 THEN IX-IX'J: GOT01356
1348 IF JA -16 THEN l\

•

IY«J :G0T01 154
1.54 IR-l:GOSUB378
1369 IF KA-4 A$-"R*: RESETl IX , IY) :NC<4
1378 IF XA-8 A$-'S': SET! IX, IY) :NC—

1

1388 IR-6
1398 JA-PEEKI 14488) UA-8
1488 GOT0468
1418 HE$-":GOSUB996 :PESET( IX, IY) : PKINTPLO-15368 ," ;

1426 B$-1NKEY$:1F B$>" OR B$-CHR$(34)COT01428
1438 IF BS-CHRSU3) RETURN
1435 IFBS-CHR$(24) THEN COT01448 ELSE GOTO 1459
1448 B$-*":IP LKN(HES) >8THENMES-LEFT$ (NE$,1.EN(ME$) -1

)

1458 MES-MES-BS
1468 PRINT9LO-153tB,MESi:GOTO1429
1479 'GENERATE BASIC PROGRAM IN ASCII NON-COHPHESSKU HERE
1488 IFPEEK(14345)o255 THEN OPEN '0",1,CNS
1499 G0SUB2159
1599 K-IB-15369:CC-8
1516 LI-6:COSUB2144 : UCS'DCS. " REM "GRAPHICS IN THIS PROGRAM
GENERATED WITH GSETTR6/BAS
BY T. W. MIST ICO* • NAMED *«GNS :COSUB2846
1528 COSU82146 :DG$«DC$. "CLEAR 56" |GOSI.B2840
1538 GOSUB2148 :DCS-DC$*'DEFINTI-N:DEFSTRX-2' :GOSLB/044
1548 GOSUB214S :DCS-DGS»"D1M DGSI91 " :GOSUB2646
1558 LI-2S8
1566 KA-(K/64-INT(K/64))'44tCOSUB2876
1578 IC-S:FOR I-iB TO IB«IH*64 STEP 64
1584 IF IC-1 THEN LI -LI •5:GOSUB2886 :DCS-OGS*UBS:COS<1H28 30 :CC-C
C.BC
1591 LI-LI»5iCOSUB2666
1688 N-liIC.l:FORJ-rrOLC-l:IP-I.J
1*18 lrj<LC-lAIIDPtCK(IP)«)2ANDPEEKIIP.li-32THENN-N*l:CnT»i;ia
1629 IFN-1 THEN 1 1-PEE6 1 1 P) :GOSUB2918 :GOT01716
1636 IFJOLC-1 GOTO 1*74
164a IFPEEKIIP) -32 THEN II-192.N
1659 IF II>255 THEN 1 1 «193 :GOSUB2B18 : II-25*i
1668 GOSUB2816 :COT01788
1676 11-192.NiIF II>255THEK 1 1-193 :GOSUB29I8 :II-255
1649 GOSUB2914
1699 IFPEEKIIP) • -12 THEN I I-PEEX , IP) :GOSUB2918
1788 N-l
1718 NEXTJ : GOSUB 28 38
1728 NEXTI
1738 :.I 49'.

1748 GOSUB2146 :DG$-DGS." REM CLEAR SPACE FOR '.STRSICCj. * CHA
RACTERS.*:GOSUB 2848
1759 KA-CC/225.-NN-CC-NA*225
1768 COSUB2148 :DCS>DG$."REN EDIT UGS( *.STRSINA) .*) To "«STRS(NB
I.* CHARACTERS* :GOSUB2848
1778 COSUB2144 tDCS-DG}.* 1-8: J-S: A-S: I 1=8: IK-8: IG-8* :GOSUB2648
1788 GOSUB214B :DG$-DGS.'FOR I -8T04* :GOSUB284S
1798 GOSUB214S :DGS-UCS«"B-VAJ»PTR(DCS(IJ ) * :GOSUB2B46
1868 GOSUB2148 :DGS-DG$**REM CALCULATE POKE ADDRESS* :GOSUB26IB
1816 GOSUB214S lDG$«DC9«*A -PEEK|B.2) -256+PEEK (B.l ) • iGOSUB2646
1826 COSUB214B :DC5»DCS«*1F A>32767 THEN A— 1* J65536-AI * :GOSl B28
48
1838 GOSUB214B iDGS-DGS. 'REHREAD AND THEN POKE EACH CHARACTER* IG
OSUB2B49
1846 GOSUB214S :DCS-DC$."FOR J-1T0225* :COSUB2B4B
1858 COSUB2144 iDCS-DGS-' 1G-A.J-1* :GOSUB284B
1868 GOSUB2 148 iDGS-DCS+'IF I *225.J>'.STR$(CC) .GOT09BB• ICOSUH26
49
1874 GOSUB214B : DGS-DGS* "READ ll:POKE IG, I I : NEXTJ :GOSUB2949
1884 GOSUB214B :DGS-DGJ. , NEXTI • :COSUB2B4B
1898 Ll-895:COSUB2148 I DGS-DGS. "DELETE 285-988" :GOSUB2848
1989 GOSUB2148 i DCS-DCS* 'CLS: IX-INT[ ".STRS [CC) «*/225) : PRINTt""»ST
RS(').*,2S|*:C0SUB2844
1918 GOSUB214B :DCS-DCS'"FOR I-BTOIK : PRINT DCS 1 1 ) : : NEXTI * :GOSUR2
848
1928 LI-945:COSUH2149 : DCS-DCS* GOT095B* :GOSUB2B4D
1938 LI-45
1949 IFCC<22SGOT01989
1958 FORI-BTONA-1
1968 GOSUB214B :DCS-DCS."DCS( *.STRS( 1

1 *) =".FS:GOSUB244«
1974 NEXTI
1988 IFNB>4:COSUB2l4B :DCS-DCS.*DCS( " .SThS(NA) .*) ••LEFTSJI S.NB*
1).CHRS(34) :COSUB2B4B
1998 1FPEEKI 14185) <>2S5 THENCLOSE: RETURN ELSE RETl RN
2BBS 0CS-RIGHT$(STRS|L1),3).* DATA*:RETL'RN
2B1B IF LEN(DGS)>235 THEN COSUB283B :LA-I.I :LI-LI-4:GOSt B2148 :LI
-LA:DC$-DC$.*OATA*
2828 CC-CC*l:DCS>DGS.RIGHTS|bTRS(Il) , 3) .*, * :RETT'RN
2838 IF HIGHTSlDCS.il-*,* THEN KC-LENIDCS) ~1:DCS=LEF7S(DGS,KG)
2848 IF PEEKI 143B5) • /255 THENPRINTI1 ,DCS
2858 IF HP-1 LPRINT DC*.
2866 RETURN
2676 KC-3:DBS-*26*:1F KA»8 THEN KC=1
2686 IFKA.LG>-64 KC-2
2699 II KA-4 AND KC-2 THEN DBS-"*" : BC=1 : RETURN
2198 ON KC GOTO 2119 ,2124 ,2118
2116 DB$-*lS*iBC-l:RETURN
2128 DBS-*9*
2139 TOR l-lTOLGlD8S«DB*.*,*.'24*:NCXTI:BC-LG.l:RETURN
2146 LI-LI. 5:DCS-RICHTS(STRJ|LI, ,3) :RETURN
2151 CS-*TH1S IS A DUMMY STRING *

2161 Fs«cs-ts*es.cs«cs»cs»c$»cs.cs.cs
2176 FS-LEFTStFS.225)
2188 F$-CHRSi34|.FS.CHRS(34)
2198 RETURN
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UTILITY

LOAD 80

27ns utility helps you find the variables in your program.

Lost in Basic

Mark C. Paxton

4056 3-Oaks Blvd

Troy, Ml 48098

This article will show you how

to add the Find command to

your machine. Find will then ex-

ecute the machine language

program included in this article.

For example, in the normal com-

mand mode you will be able to

key in Find A, which will cause

Find to execute, filling the

screen with the line numbers of

everywhere the variable A was

referenced (assuming that a Ba-

sic program was resident in

memory at the time). This new

command will lie dormant in

high memory and will not affect

the normal operations of your

machine until it is activated by

entry of its command word:

Find.

About the Program

The Find program takes ad-

vantage of the fact that the

TRS-80 uses a space compres-

sion code for every Basic com-

mand. These range from 80H to

OFFH in value. For example,

when you enter the Basic state-

ment—GOT0125— it will be

stored in only four bytes:

8D313235. The 8D is the space

compression code for the Basic

GOTO command, while 313235

represents the 125 (in ASCII).

Therefore, the letters G, O, and T

from the GOTO command are

never found in RAM memory.

Whenever you List the program,

the 8D is reconverted and dis-

played as GOTO.

The only alpha characters

that are stored in memory are

non-Basic commands, which

are usually variable names, oc-

casionally comments, and sel-

dom syntax errors. Therefore, if

you wanted to scan a Basic pro-

gram for a grand total variable,

which you might have assigned

the name of GT, you would never

have to contend programmati-

cally with handling the char-

acter string GOTO in memory;

you would merely bypass the 8D

byte as inconsequential.

Using the Program

Key the source code using

EDTASM and create a System

tape named Find. Set memory

size to 32320, and then load the

System tape. You will note that

when the program stops load-

ing, the > command symbol ap-

pears immediately. (This is done

with the last five statements in

the program. It is a lot neater

than having the "*?" symbol

appear.)

At this point you can either

CLOAD or key in a Basic pro-

gram. Then if you wish to find all

of the line numbers where the

variable A is referenced, simply

key in Find A. The variable

names to be scanned for can on-

ly be from one to three bytes in

length (including the special

characters $,!,%, and #). Well,

now I can find my missing vari-

ables, but I can't seem to be able

to find my car keys, or my pencil,

or...l

Program Listing

41B2 00010 ORG 41B2H ;SET UP USER EXIT 0003 00310 dLDFLD DEFS 3
41B2 C3407E 00020 JP USEXIT 7E65 46 00330 PRGHID DEFH 'FIND VARIABLE -VERS 10.06.80
7E40 00030 ORG 32320 ;SET HEMSIZE TO THIS 1

7E40 E5 00040 USEXIT PUSH HL ;SAVE BUFPTR 7E80 0D00 00340 DEFW 000DH
7E41 08 00050 EX AF.AF' 7E82 4E 00350 MSG1 DEFH 'NO SOURCE PGM IN HEH 1

7E42 D9 00060 EXX 7E96 0D00 00360 DEPW 000DH
7E43 El 00070 POP HL 7E98 46 00361 FINLIT DEFH 'FIND'
7E44 23 30080 INC HL ; POINT TO 1ST BYTE-BUFFR 28A7 00390 DISP EQU 28A7H
7E45 11987E 00690 LD DE.FINLIT ; POINT TO 1ST BYTE 40A4 00400 BEGADD EQU 40A4H
-LIT
7E48 0604
7E4A 1A
7E4B BE
7E4C 2006

00100
00110
00120
00130

LD
LD
CP
JR

B/4
A,(DE)
(HL) ;DOES CHAR NATCH?
NZ,KOPE ; NO-EXIT

40F9 00410 ENDADD EQU 40F9H

TESTIT 00450 ;* SUBROUTINES *

7E9C 3E5A 00470 VALCKR LD A,'Z' ; 90
7E4E 23 00140 INC HL 7E9E BE 00480 CP (HL) jA-(HL)
7E4P 13 00150 INC DE 7E9F FAB47E 00490 JP H, NONVAL j(HL) > 'Z'
7E50 10F8 00160 DJNZ TESTIT 7EA2 3E2F 00500 LD A.2FH
7E52 1803 00170 JR FIND 7EA4 BE 00510 CP (HL)
7E54 08 00180 NOPE EX AF.AF' 7EA5 F2B47E 00520 JP P, NONVAL
7E55 D9 00190 EXX 7EA8 3E39 00530 LD A, '9'

7E56 C9 00200 RET , RET TO 1AA4H 7EAA BE 00540 CP (HL)
7E57 E5 00210 FIND PUSH HL 7EAB F2B67E 00550 JP P ,VALID
7E5B 08 00220 EX AF.AF' 7EAE 3E40 00560 LD A, 1 *'
7E59 D9 00230 EXX 7EB0 BE 00570 CP (HL)
7E5A 1876 00240

00250
JR SCAN 7EB1 FAB67E

7EB4 AF
00S80
00590 NONVAL

JP
XOR

M, VALID
A

00260
00270

;• OCT. 06, 1980 FIND * 7EB5 C9
7EB6 3E01

00600
00610 VALID

RET
LD A,lMM 30280 BEGWS DEFS 1 7EB8 C9 00620 RET

0002 00290 SVLINE DEFS 2 7EB9 3E24 006 30 SPCCHR LD Ar'S'
0004 00300 FIELD DEFS 4 7EBB BE 00640 CP (HL)

Program continues
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Program continued

7EBC 2811 80650 JP Z.SPCVAL
7EBL 3E23 8B668 LD A,'»'
7EC8 BE 88678 C? (HL)
7EC1 288C 886 88 JR 2.SPCVAL
7ECJ 3E2i 086 90 LD A, 1

7EC5 BE 00700 CP (HL)
7EC6 2887 00718 JR Z.SPCVAL
7EC8 3E25 00728 LD A, '%•

7ECA BE 00730 CP (HL)
7ECB 2882 007 40 JR Z,SPCVAL
7ECD AF 00750 XOR A
7ECE C9 00760 RET
7ECF 3E81 00770 5PCVAL LD A,

I

7ED1 C9 00780 RET
7ED2 215C7E 00830 SCAN LD HL,BEGWS
7ED5 115D7E 00840 LD DE,BEGKS*1
7ED8 818883 B0850 LD BC,B
7EDB 3680 00860 LD (HL) ,00H
7 EDO EDB8 00878 LDIR
7EDF El 00880 POP HL
7EEI D7 00890 RST 10H jPOINT HL TO VAR NAME
7EE1 115E7E BB92B LD DE, FIELD
7EE4 8683 00930 LD B,3
7EE6 7E 08948 TRANS LD A.IHL)
7EE7 B7 00950 OS A
7EE8 2885 00968 JR Z.CONT
7EEA 12 BB97B LD (DE) .A
7EEB 13 BB9 8B INC DE
7EEC 23 86998 INC HL
7EED 18F7 81000 DJNZ TRANS
7EEF CDC981 01010 :ont CALL 01C9H
7EF2 21657E 01828 LD HL.PRCMID
7EFS CDA728 01038 CALL DISP
7EF8 ED4BA448 81840 LD BC, (BEGADD)
7EFC 2AF94S 010 c

.t» LD HL, (ENDADD)
7EFF 2B 010CB DEC HL
7FB8 2B 9107 DEC HL
7FJ1 B7 met O? A
7F82 LD4 2 81098 SBf HI.,BC
7F84 2889 01100 J R NZ.CONT2
7F86 21827E 81118 LD HL.HSGl
7FB9 CDA728 01120 CALL DISP
7 Fit C3191A C1130 I? 1A19H
7F8F E5 11148 CONT2 PUSH HL
"FIB 112B3C 81158 LD DE,3C20H
7F13 ELS3214B 81160 LD (4020H) ,DE
TF17 215E7E 81178 LD HL, FIELD
7F1A CUA728 81188 CALL DISP I DISP VARIABLE
7F1D 114830 01199 LD DC.3C48H
7F28 El<!>3:04e 0120B LD CC21H) ,DE
"?F24 '.'J 01210 POP PC iSET UP » BYTES
7F2J 2AA440
T
7F28 2.1

01228 LD HL, (BEGADD) iPTR TO BEG TEX

01230 SAVELN INC HL
7F29 BB 01240 DEC BC
7F2A 23 01250 INC HL
7F2B BB 01260 PEC BC
7f2C 7E 01270 LD A, (HL)
7F2D 325C7E 31284 LD (SVLINE) ,A
7F3e 23 01290 :nc HL
7F31 8B 81388 DEC BC
7F32 7E 01310 LD A.IHL)
7F33 32SD7E 01320 LD !SVLINE«1) ,A
7F36 23 81333 INC HL
~t J7 80 01348 DEC BC
7F38 AF 213S8 EXAM IS XOR A
7F39 32627E 81360 LD (HLDFLD) ,A
7HC 32637E C137J LD ;hldfld*d ,a

7f3F 32647E 81380 LD (HLDFLO+2) ,.\

7F42 lit 0^398 CP (HL)
7F43 2889 01400 JR NZ.EXAKBl
7F45 23 01410 BMPSAV INC HL
7K46 BB 01420 DEC BC

7F47 78 01430 LD A,B
7F48 Bl 01440 OR C
7F49 CAE07F 01450 JP 7. , F.NDPRG
7F4C 1BUA 81468 JR SAVELN
7F4E CDVC7K 01470 EXAM01 CALL VALCHR
7F51 FEbl 01480 CP 1

7F53 2B09 0149? JR Z.EXAM82
7F5j 23 01530 BHFKTH INC HL
7FS6 BB 01518 DEr" BC
7FS7 .'8 815 28 U> A,B
7F5U Bl 81538 OS C
>F59 CAEC7F 01540 JP I tU)UPUi
"•5C 18DA 31553 JR EXAM IN
7PSE 7E 81560 EXAK02 LD A,(HL)
7F3F 32627E 0157B LD : HLDFLD) ,

A

T62 23 81588 I St HL
7F61 BB 01590 DEC BC
7F64 78 01600 LD A,B
7F65 Bl B1613 OR C
7F66 CAEI17F 01620 JP Z.ENDPRG
7F69 AF 01638 XOR A
7 KbA BE B1648 CP (HL)
7F6B 283b B1650 JR Z, CHECK
7F6D CD9C7E 01668 CALL VALCHK
7F7B FEBl 01678 CP 1

7F72 288D 01680 JR Z, EXAMB3
7F74 CDB97E 01690 CALL SPCCIIK
">K77 FE81 B1708 CP 1

7F7J 2*27 B1718 JR NZ, CHECK
717B >E 81728 LD A, (HL)
7F7C 32637E 81738 LD (HLDFLD»1' ,A

7F7F 1821 81140 JR CHECK
7FB1 7E Bi"5f EXAMI

J

LD A, iHL)

"F»2 32637E 81"6fl LD :HLDfLD«l) ,A
7F8S 23 ei: 70 INC HL
71 86 8b 01738 DLC BC
7r"b7 ?<J 017)0 LD A,B
"["SB bl eloBB OP k'

"F89 CAED7F 01610 JP .' , L'HDPRC
7F8C AF 01820 XOR n
7KBD bt 01030 CP (HL!

7K8K 281^ 81840 JK Z, CHECK

1

Program continues

SIGMON
CRAVES
A LITTLE

SECS*

SIGMON
SIGMON is a complete machine Lansuase develop-

ment tool for your TRS-80 Color Computer and it's

super powered 6809E microprocessor.

Features:

MONfTOR: Display memory in HEX and ASCII, Direct HEX and

Decimal entry into memory/registers, Move, Find, Tape Read and

Write, Output to printer and more.

DISASSEMBLER: Display Addresses, Opcode operand,

Mnemonics, and Address expressions for specific range of

instructions.

MINI ASSEMBLER: Allows you to enter instructions in Symbolic

form and hove them converted to Machine Language

DEBUGGER: Allows Stepping and Break point execution of

Machine Language programs.

With SIGMON you can awaken the awesome powers that lurk

within the dark recesses of your color computer.

Cassette and Source Code
for the TRS-80 Color Computer $99.95

SECS.
(Screen Edit Control System)

SECS adds new power to your TRS-80 Color

Computer. If you have been waitins for Enhanced

BASIC and it's capabilities, then you are ready to take

the next lexical step.

Features:

FULL SCREEN EDITOR: Full Cursor control with auto repeat,

Insert, Delete, Join lines, Relocate lines and Audible error warning.

HI RES GRAPHICS: Two modes of Hi Res graphics, Set point,

Set line, Set color, Set programmable character, Set screen, and
Toggle between Low Res and Hi Res/Normal and Inverted

Screens.

HI RES CHARACTER GENERATOR: Sixty-four definable charac-

ters, Save and Load Characters sets to and from tape, Define

Characters, and Place on screen in any color and in any position.

The entire system is linked into BASIC and is completely

transparent to the user As a BASIC programming tool, SECS is

unsurpassed.

Cassette for the TRS-80 Color Computer $99.95

Software Utilities for the
TRS-80* Color Computer
Order through your local software dealer or send check or

money order plus $2.00 Shipping & Handling to:

xH' COMPUTER SOFTWARE
19519 Business Center Drive, Northridge, CA 91 324

(213)701-5161

•TRS-80 is a re96l«red trademark of Ra«*o Shack, a division of Tandy Corporation

See List o' Advertisers on pjgt? *02 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 305



AUTO-WRITER

SCRIP8IT

LA2YWRITER

ELECTRIC PENCIL

MAKE YOUR WORD PROCESSOR DO
THE THINGS YOU BOUGHT IT TO DO

BALES MANAGERS: keep a customer list

SECRETARIES: ssnd out customized form Isttars

BOOKKEEPERS: prepare reports for the boss
WRITERS: maintain, organize and sort bibliographies

BOSSES: create reports and sort data files

Use YOUR vVOROPROCESSOR: create a marfing list or any data baee.

Join that mailing list to e form-lector moth e wide range of options.

Sort your Name 6 Address files by any key, even when the lest name or

zip code ere buried in e line I

• Sort 1000 "NAMES". Use up to 20 items por name.
• Insert into the test of e form-lattar or report command lines that will

change the printing format from one line to the nest
• Use the built-in sVordpraceaeer to adit e lector, or, CREATE a wholly

new letter or report — and — store it in e file that i leaeksMe by your
Wordproceesor.

• PoraonohzQ form totters aa you run! Ineeit "key" [w da or phraeee]

FROM THE MAILING LIST! Automatically insert e nam* or title or e

comment. . ,B * „ ..oil''"

.

• Insert eny phrase from the keyboard.
• STOP automatically for manual shoot food!
• SET specs for AUTOMATIC shoot food*.

• Creete subsets ot your DATA BASE with powerful SELECT- IF i

...Visa end Maatarcard accepted...

NOW AVAILABLE FOR S 72.13 (for residents of Minniistl add 5% sokes ten)

' * 'SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING WHETHER MOOEL I 0« MOOEL IN* *

SEND NOW FOR OUR FteS BBOCHORC!

Midwest Data Systems
atxjsmess communcaton comoanv (612) 866-9022

5624GirardAve.So. Minneapolis, MN 55419

ft***

Program continued

7F90 CD9C7E 01B50 CALL VALCHR
7F93 FE01 01860 CP 1
7F95 2807 01870 JR Z.SAVCHK
7F97 CDB97F 01880 CALL SPCCHR
7F9A FE01 01890 CP 1

7F9C 2004 01900 JR NZ, CHECK
7F9E 7E 01910 SAVCHK LD A,(HL)
7F9P 32647E 01920 LD (HLDFLD+2) ,A ; 3RD CHAR
7FA2 3A5E7E 019 30 CHECK LD A, (FIELD)
7 FAS DD21627L 01940 LD IX,HLDFLD
7FA9 DDBE08 01950 CP ilX)
7FAC 2037 01960 Jfc NZ.EXIT
7FAE 3A5F7E 01970 LD A, (F1ELD+1)
7FB1 DDBL81 01980 CP (ix+U
7FB4 202F 01990 JR NZ,EXIT
7FB6 3A607E 02800 LD A,(FIELDt-2)
7FB9 DDBE02 32010 CP (IX+2)
7FBC 2027 02020 JR NZ.EXIT
7FBE E5 02030 D1SPLN PUSH HL
7FBF CS 02040 PUSH 3C
7FC0 2A5C7E 02050 LD HL, (SVLINE)
7FC3 CD9A0A 82060 CALL 0A9AH
7FC6 AF 02070 XOR A
7FC7 CD341B 02080 CALL 1034H
7FCA B6 02090 OR (HL)
7FCB CDD90F 02100 CALL 3FD9H
7FCE ED5B2040 02113 LD DE, (4020H)
7FD2 213041 02120 I.D HL,4130H
7FD5 010600 02130 LD BC,6
7FD8 EDB0 02140 LD1R
7FDA 13 02150 INC DE
7FDB 13 02160 [HC DE
7FDC ED53204H 02170 LD (4020H) ,DE
7FE0 CD9B1D 02180 CALL 1D9BH
7FE3 CI 02190 POP BC
7FE4 El 02200 PGP !IL

7FE5 AF 02210 EXIT XC.K A
7FE6 BE 02220 CP (HL)
7FE7 CA457F 02230 J p Z.BMPSAV
7FEA C3557F 02240 JP BMPRTN
7FED 21403F 02250 ENDPRG LD HL,3F40H
7FFB 222040 02260 LD (4020H) ,HL
7FF3 C3191A 02280 JP 1A19H
7FF6 3EC9 02290 AUTO LD A.0C9H
7FF8 32E241 02300 LD (41K2H1 ,A
7FFB C3191A 02310 JP 1A19H
41E2 02320 ORG 41E2H
41E2 C3F67F 02330 JP AUTO
0000 02340 END
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

^578

Brand New, Top Quality, Exact Replacement Ribbons & Cartridges. These Ribbons Produce
Super Jet Black Impressions and Ultra Reliable Print Life. They Are Delivered to Your Door

Promptly for Much Less Than Most Retail Stores

•SPECIAL! BUY 10 and GET ONE FREE!
YOUR PRINTER 'AC K SIZE RETAIL LIST"' YOUR WHOUSAU PRICE SIZE COMMENTS CAT ORDER*
ANA0FX 9000 Series l pk 14 00 ea 14.00 14 00 ea. 500 Nylon Jel Blk C 777

CENTRONICS 700-703 737. 770 3 pk 18 95 3 pk 1195 3 pk (3 98 eai 5b3 .45 Nylon Jel Blk C 700

CENTRONICS 100 IGU 102 3 pk 26 33 3 pt 17 55 3 pk '5 85 eai 1 i 108 Nylon Jet Bt MOO
103 300.301 306 308 330 5 mil High Speed

358 398 500 501 503 508

588 620 820

CENTRONICS '04-706 P» 16 95 is 13 95 Gum Can 1 '3 9b eai 5 16 .210 Gianl Car C 7045

0EC ': * 40Y0 3 pk 1777 3 pt 12 95 3 pk 14 32 eai 12 .120 Double Spools R-600

DEC V i 60YD 3 p* ?0 1 2 3 pa 14 25 3 pk '4 75 eai 1 2 . 180 Double Spools R-644

DIABLO HYTTPE II |M S BLK| HI 1 1* 9 31 M 6 87 M (6 87 eai 5 16 . 300 000 plus imp : 5ii

YIELD FITS ;0 PRINIERS 1 High Yield

EPSON MX70 80 1 pk 16 00 N 16.00 M 113 95 eai 500 .60 Nylon M Blk C-527

IBM - SILVER DOLLAR Sys 5 pk 5 80 M 14 90 5 pt :2 98 ea. 9 18" >30 Nyfon Jel Blk R 300

34 S.s 32 M01A Satws

IMDL4974 5256 3287 3 7 70

3771-3774 4974 5100.5103

5110 5228 5256 S320MDLA

IBM - HARMONICA W SERIES 3 p* 9 42 •• 20 86 3 pk 16 95 ea, 12 .'08 Nylon Jel Blk C 350

1 MOO 4973 II 3200. 3289

MOO 2

NEC SPINWRITER 4 pk 1 J 40 .1 cm 23 60 4 pk rb reload 15 90 eai 1 2 .51 Nylon Ei Lng Lite R-400

00ME 1 FITS 80 PRINTER MO0S| 3pk 18 00 3 pk 13 95 3 pk 14 65 ea/ 1 4 .310 Multistiite Fdm C-525

RADIO SHACK DAISY WHEEL II 1 Pk 24 95 3pk 8 25 18 25 eai Mylai Multislnke C 789

RADIO SHACK [PIN LPV m p* 1 3 95 c»<t 8 95 Reload i* ' only 18 95 eai 500' .45 Nylon Incl Instt R-T3

RA0I0 SHACK LPII LPIV 3 Pk 18 95 3 pk 1195 3 pk 13 98 eai 563 .45 Nylon Jet 8* L-/00

TELETYPE MOO 33 28 35 37 10 pk 2 40 U 13 90 10 pk II 39 ea. 1 2 . 36 Nylon Jet fin R450
38 88

WANGM S 554 1W. WC 558' 1 pk 6 85 ea 5 95 m 15. 95 ea, 5 16 .393 MJtistiike Film C-550

W0. 6581W. 228IW

TERMS:
MINIMUM PURCHASE - $20
PAYMENT BY: C.O.D. (UPS), CHECK,
MASTER CARD, OR VISA CHARGE
CARD.
VOLUME DISCOUNTS:
20-50 PACKS 10%
51-100 PACKS 15%
•UNDER $20, ADD $5 HANDLING.
"APPROX. RETAIL. PRICE VARIES.

ANCIE LABORATORIES
5200-J Philadelphia Way 301-345-6000 (Wash D C Local
Lanham Maryland 20706 301-792-2060 (BalloMD Local

800-638-0987 (National)

AOIJRLSS.

CITY .ZIP.

ANCIE Laboratories

5200-J Philadelphia Way
Lanham Maryland 20706

>^461 301 345-6000 (Wash DC. Local)

301 -792-2060 (Ballo. MD Local)

800-638-0987 (National)

Check Enclosed
C.O.D.

G VISA
MASTER CHARGE

ACCT. #
EXP. DATE
MIN. ORDER $20
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Not all Spelling Checkers are the same.

MICROPROOF T.M.

stands out!

EASY TO USE: Prepare your text on any Z-80 based micro-

computer, using any of a number of popular word

processing programs. When you are finished, enter the

appropriate command, and MICROPROOF proofreads

your document, displaying misspellings and typos on the

screen. Then correcting MICROPROOF can display each

error separately, requesting you to enter the correct

spelling for each. You are also given the option of displaying

errors in context or adding words to MICROPROOF's
50,000 word vocabulary. Finally, MICROPROOF corrects

your document. All in less than a minute.

SELECT APPROPRIATE RESPONSE:

CORRECT MISSPELLED WORD:

LEAVE WORD AS IS ":

DISPLAY WORD IN CONTEXT:

ADO WORD TO DICTIONARY:

EXIT:

ENTER CORRECT WORO
HIT -ENTER> KEY

?

WORO:

RESPONSE:

(Your error)

Correcting MICROPROOF Screen Display

SPEED is the single most important factor in a dictionary

program. All dictionary programs will find your potential

errors but if the program is too slow, you are not likely to

use it. MICROPROOF's speed is outstanding. It can proof-

read a several page letter in 20 seconds.

LOW PRICES: Standard MICROPROOF is available for

either $89.50 (TRS 80® Models I or III ) or

$149.50 (CP.'M*. TRS-80* Model II and all others). The

optional correction feature can be added at any time for

an additional $60.00. Optional patches to integrate

MICROPROOF into your word processing software can

also be added at any time for an additional $35.00.

(Integration patch not needed for Wordstar*.)

MICROPROOF'S FULL 50,000 WORD VOCABU-
LARY saves you time and allows you greater confidence

in the lists of potential errors that MICROPROOF
identifies. The mini-dictionary programs, with their 10,000

and 20,000 word vocabularies, have many correctly spelled

words omitted from their vocabularies. Consequentially,

they identify as potential "errors" many words that are

actually spelled correctly; five to ten times as many such

words as does MICROPROOF. So, when you use

MICROPROOF you will have far fewer extra words to

evaluate, a major time savings. There will be less need to

look up words in order to verify that they are in fact spelled

correctly. The extra 30,000 words in MICROPROOF's
vocabulary assures you confidence in the error lists that

MICROPROOF generates.

There are other proofreading programs available to choose

from. Since MICROPROOF became available in December
of 1980, a number of companies have announced programs

with small dictionaries. It took us almost two years to

develop MICROPROOF. During that time we were able to

compress our full 50.000 word dictionary into a manageable

size (fits on one single density 5'
4 inch disk). And we were

able to design a proofing program which operates

remarkably fast. The chart below illustrates the compara-

tive advantages of MICROPROOF.

ADVANTAGES OF MICROPROOF
MICROPROOF OTHERS
DICTIONARY (Mini-

SOFTWARE Dictionaries)

DICTIONARY SIZE 50.000 Words 20.000 Words

DISK SPACE
REQUIRED
FOR DICTIONARY one 5%" disk)

70,000 BYTES 170,000 BYTES
(fits easily on

DICTIONARY
ENLARGEMENT

SPEED 400 Words

SPEED-3,000 Words

CORRECTION
FEATURE

VIRTUALLY
UNLIMITED

20 Seconds

1 Minute

Optional

EXTREMELY
LIMITED

1 to 5 Minutes

2 to 10 Minutes

Not Available

See your local microcomputer dealer or write to:

CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE
Post Office Box 5028. Walnut Creek, California 94596 (415)893 0633 ^378



APPLICATION

Ask your Pocket Computer what your birthday will be in 1999.

If This Is Tuesday, It Must
Be . . .

Dr. Walter J. Atkins, Jr.

QTRS4410A
USAF Academy, CO 80840

TRS-80 pocket computer and without a calendar. Some of us

what day of the week was

July 4, 1776? Without a

this program you can only

guess.

A program telling the day of

the week for any date can be

very useful. Everyone is curious

about their birthdate; planners

often have to pinpoint dates

are dismayed to find our retire-

ment date falls on a Saturday.

I adapted this program for the

pocket computer from one writ-

ten for a Hewlett Packard HP-25

programmable calculator. This

program gives correct results

for dates after September 14,

1752. Saturday, Wednesday and

Thursday are shortened be-

cause a pocket computer string

may contain a maximum of

seven letters.

By the way, July 4, 1776 was a
Thursday.

10 REM 'WEEKDAY"
20 REM 'W.J. ATKINS' 170 W = WINT(W/7)*7
30 REM 'COPYRIGHTED' 180 IFM = 13LETY = Y+1
40 PAUSE "

'WEEKDAY PROGRAM

'

190 IFM = 14 LET Y = Y+1
50 PAUSE FOR DATES SINCE 9* 1 4/ 1 752" 200 IFM-13LETM = 1

60 PAUSE "ENTER MON .DAY.YEAR

"

210 IF M = 14 LET M = 2

70 PAUSE "(E.G. 8/5/1943) 220 IFW = 0LETAS = "SATURDY"
80 INPUT "MONTH 11-12) = >":M."DAY (1-31) = >";D, "YEAR = >";Y 230 IF W = 1 LET AS = "SUNDAY"
90 IFM=0THEN40 240 IF W = 2 LET AS = "MONDAY"
100 IF M = 1 LET M = 13.Y = Y - 1 250 IF W = 3 LET AS = "TUESDY"
110 1FM-2LETM = 14:Y = Y- 1 260 IF W - 4 LET AS - "WEDNSDY"
120 G = INT(13"(M+ 1V5) 270 IF W- 5 LET AS = "THURSDAY"
130 H = INT(Y/100) 280 IFW»6LETAS = "FRIDAY"
140 l = INT(Y/100) 290 BEEP 1

150 J = INT(YMOO) 300 PRINT M;T;D;"r;Y;"< = >",AS
160 W = D + G + H-I + J 310 GOTO 60

Prograni Listing
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Coloi Compute!News
Color Compute? ttowm is the bis! and only magazine devoted lo the users

o( RacUo Shack sCotofComputei Cotot Compute* l*«w» allows CC users to

have a source ol inlormation aboul iheu machine plus forums lor the ex

change ol ideas, discoveries, helps, and complaints CCN is published every

oiher month and conlains teatures like 680° Aasemblei programming

Novice Basic Advanced Basic. Letters and Technical Forums CCN reviews

current products lor the Coloi Computer and tells the truth about them,good

of bad
li s not iusi a beginner s magazine eiihei. it prints when old hacker s need

lo know too Things like entry points to the ROM and pointers in the Basic

scratchpad

Color QOfsMl Newm is more them rust a magazine it s also a software

exchange service Color Computer owners can exchange original soft

ware by contributing it lo the OCX libiary where several ol these programs

are put on a topo and distributed lor a nominal lee CCN is also a nation

wide Users Group CCN helps establish local Usei s Groups with lorm letters

posters, names and publicity

U you own a Color Computer you need a subscription to Color Comixiter

Newt. While the other magazines will pnnl some articles aboul Ihe Color

Computer you need a constant source ol inlormation to slay abreast ol

what's happening with the Color Compuier

A charter subscnption to Color Computer News is iust $9CO tor 6 issues Bui

you'd better hurry you don I want to miss a single issue

Available From

REMcnkable Software
P.O. Box 1192

Muskegon, MI 49443

Some back issues available lor S2SO including postage and handling

^^»^*vw**%*'

THE BJGGEST NAME IN UTTLE COMPUTERS"

TRS-80 Model U— Your Best Buy
In a Business Microcomputer

TRS-80 computers, on
software and peripherals

Similar value* on all merchandise
CALL COLLECT:

800-351-1580
Texas Residents call: 915-283-2920

Van Horn Office Supply .

701 W. Broodway - P O Box 1060

Van Horn, Texas 79855
mm DEALER 0055m̂m Form F48 Provided

Standard Warranty in Effect

THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND"

See List ol Advertisers on page 402

137

COMPUTER AIDED INVESTMENT

Had you ever missed opportunities to purchase slocks at their low

points, and/or had hesitated to sell and resulted in financial losses?

One ot Ihe secrets for success in the STOCK-MARKET is timing

A computed program. STOCKCHART-I". for usage on the TRS-80"

models I & III. APPLE II*. • ATARl-800* computer systems, will time the

stocks in your portfolio for BUY & SELL opportunities, 'he BUY & SELL
signals are based on a unique price-trend analysis technique developed

by Micro-Investment Software It only requires the weekly high, weekly
low. and the last trading day of the week's close stock prices With this

program, you no longer need to guess or listen to rumors for your invest-

ment decisions

Aside Irom its ability to assist you on deciding when to BUY & SELL, it

also will generate a price-chart from the High. Low. and Close stock

prices The user has the option to select the price-chart to be generated

onto the video screen or to the line-printer And many other useful

features

— STOCKCHART-P —
Features

• generate BUY/SELL signal

• generate price-chart Irom

High. Low. & Close stock prices

• data entry m newspaper format

(accept tractions)

• SPLIT mode lor price data readjust

mem on stock spin

• EDIT mode lo« data changes and/or

corrections

• STATUS mode display BUY/SELL
signal lor all stocks on hie

• Fully menu driven user friendly

• LIST mode lor price data
print out onto video or line

printer

Sample Results

• Tandy Corp 5/19/80 lo 9W81
3 BUY/SELL signals

ROI 163V.

• Hewlett Packard 5/25/80 to 8/30/61

4 BUY/SELL signals

ROi 42%
• A0v Micro Dev bi i2'80 to 6/22/81

3 BUY/SELL signals

ROI 51 "a

• Nat I Semi 5/25/80 lo 6<22/8l

3 BUY/SELL signals

ROi 40%
• Storage Tech 5/18/80 to 6/22/81

3 BUY/SELL signals

no: 111%

:i

i
• •• i > i •• •

1 ! . ' 1 :

\ hx 1

:

! ' >s ; ii i i

An Investment Tool

for the Serious Investors

System Requirements.

• cassette version • mm 16K RAM
• disk version - min. 32K RAM. 1 disk drive

• printer optional

To order, see your local computer/software dealers or send check,

money order, or CO D. to

gflg

Micro-Investment Software

9621 Bowls Way
Stockton, CA 95209

cassette version J30 per copy

disk version $50 per copy

1U STOCKCHART I is a traoemar* ol Micro investment Software

tractemare ot TANOY CORP APPLE COMPUTER ft ATARI respective*,

ROt return on investment

Dealer Inquiries Invited

»-- 46
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TUTORIAL

An unpredictable dissertation on randomness.

Ordered Chaos

Ken Webb
88 Presland Road #2

Ottawa, Ont.

Canada K1K2C3

Ever since the first caveman

threw a bone into the air and

asked his mate to bet which side

would land facing up, humans

have pursued an active interest

in random processes. Today

scientists recognize that the

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

16K RAM

fundamental workings of the

universe are themselves ran-

dom, yet at our level of everyday

existence, composed as we are

of trillions of atoms, things do

seem to have some order to

them.

The importance of random-

ness carries well beyond its use

in predicting dice and card

games, and in deciding the out-

come of an encounter with

Klingons.

Simple Examples

Program Listing 1.1A displays

random integers between one

and whatever number you enter.

Photo 1. Circular distribution produced by Listing 4.2.
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This upper limit must be less

than 32768.

Entering (try it) produces a

different type of output and sug-

gests one means of producing

random numbers In the range 1

to 999.999 (Listing 1.18).

Listing 1.1C shows how
RND(X) is more likely to look in

an actual program

Program Listing 1.2A is a

more flexible random number

generator. Run the program, and

enter the lower limit (greater

than - 1000000), a comma and

then the upper limit (less than

1000000, and greater than the

lower limit).

The difference between the

upper and lower limits must be

less than 32767. Try entering

-100000, -90000; or 128.191;

or - 10,10.

Listing 1.2B shows how this

routine looks in an actual pro-

gram, if the lower and upper

limits were - 100 and 100.

Listing 1 3A is even more flex-

ible. With this program you can

specify lower and upper limits,

and the interval between num-

bers; for example, only even

numbers, or only numbers even-

ly divisible by 13.

To display random even in-

tegers between 100 and 200. run

the program and enter 100.200.2.

For odd numbers try 101.200.2.

Listing 1.3B gives random in-

tegers between 100 and 1000

that are multiples of 10.

Displaying random numbers

is not particularly interesting.

Displaying in random order

some set of objects, each

represented by a specific

number is more helpful to the

programmer.

For example. Listing 1.4 fills

the screen with a random collec-

tion of TRS-80 graphic charac-

ters (CHR$(128) to CHR$(191)|.

Can you guess what will happen

if you change line 720 to

X = RND(26) + 64?

Order out of Randomness

In the first paragraph I told

you that if enough randomly act-

ing elements are combined, a

certain predictable order re-

sults. For the computer pro-

grammer, this suggests that it

should be possible to use RND(X)

to generate patterns that are no

longer random.

As a simple example, enter

and run the coin tossing pro-

gram, Listing 2A. From left to

right, your screen displays the

number of coin tosses, whether

the last toss was a head (H) or a

tail (T), and the ratio of heads to

tails.

No matter how long the pro-

gram runs, you can never pre-

dict whether the next toss will

be heads or tails. But the ratio of

heads to tails is predictable, and

once the number of tosses gets

above a few hundred, the figure

should be close to 50:50. You

see. a collection of random hap-

penings may no longer be ran-

dom. Casino operators, gam-

blers and computer program-



mers should keep this in mind.

Practical Uses for RNO(X)

Enter and run Program Listing

3.1 A. a dice game. Every time you

hit a key, the computer rolls two

dice, and displays the individual

outcome plus the total of the

two. Note that the program uses

RND(6) twice, and that for two

dice thrown together, a six is

five times as likely as a two. (In

Backgammon, for example,

you're safer two spaces in front

of an opponent rather than six.)

Again, when random events are

taken together, the degree of

their randomness declines.

Change the program to allow

any number of dice to be rolled,

and see what you get. You may

also want to check the distribu-

tion of the totals as was done in

Listing 2A.

If a deck of cards is stored in

the form of an array (C$(1) = "2

CLUBS". ..C$(52) = "ACE
SPADES"), then PRINTC$(RND

(52)) will select and display a

single card at random. To learn

one way of setting up a shuffling

one or two entire decks, study

the blackjack program that

comes with the TRS-80.

Program Listing 3.3, StarTrek,

displays a random assortment

of background stars as one

might find in a Startrek game. To

save memory and programming

effort, use RND(X) when it's

unimportant exactly where on

the screen something is

displayed.

Photo 2. Elliptical distribution drawn by Listing 4.2 with altered line

1430.

t W.i

i ii i i

r..s

i- ' .

RND(X) is great for generating

drill questions. There are at

least two general approaches

depending on the subject mat-

ter. In arithmetic problems the

computer can generate both

question and answer by means

of RND(X).

Listing 3.4 is the basis for a

program to help your kids learn

addition.

Unlike a mathematical prob-

lem, the computer has no simi-

lar built-in way of knowing what

combinations of letters are valid

country names and what their

capitals are. The programmer

must provide both question and

answer.

The flashcard program in the

book TRS-80 Programs by Tom
Rugg and Phil Feldman is a

good example of this type of

program. With the help of

RND(X) the computer presents

one side of a randomly selected

"card". The student must cor-

rectly input the corresponding

side two.

Program Listing 3.5, Memory

Improvement, prints a random

series of letters for you to re-

member, at a random location

along the left of the screen. You

may choose the length of

"words" and how long they will

be displayed.

Figures

Let's use the random function

to draw geometrical figures.

In listing 3.1, we saw that if

you roll two dice and record the

combined results, that you'll get

more sixes than twos or 12s. In

general, if you add two or more

randomly generated numbers,

the totals bunch up toward the

center.

Enter and run Program Listing

4.1. Let it run for a couple of

minutes to see what you get.

Then change line 1320 to:

Photo 3. Hyperbolic shape drawn by Listing 4.3

1320 A = RND(42):B = RND(42):

C = RND(42):X = A + B + C

Run this. Do you see a dif-

ference? Now try:

1320 A = RNDU0).B = RND<10)

C = RNDO0):X = A + B + C

To calculate the approximate

center of distribution, add the

numbers and divide by two. For

example, (42 + 42 + 42)/2 = 63.

the horizontal center of the

screen. The width of the figure is

determined partly by the num-

ber of RNDs. The sum of the

numbers (42 + 42 + 42 for exam-

ple) should be less than 127. the

width of the screen, or you'll get

an error.

Program Listing 4.2 produces

a circular distribution of points

on the screen. For an elliptical

shape, change line 1430 to:

1430 D = RNDOO) E = RNDOO)
F = RNDO0):Y = D-»E*F+8

What is a hyperbola? To find

out, enter and run Program List-

ing 4.3. The pattern looks at first

like a quarter section from a cir-

cular pizza, but after a few

minutes you'll see that the

"crust" curves in the opposite

direction.

Program Listing 4.4 gives a

parabolic shape. Thus, using

just RND and Set, you can draw

solid surfaces corresponding to

all the conic sections of the an-

cient Greeks: circle/ellipse,

hyperbola and parabola.

A Humanoid Fac«

Program Listing 5 puts all the

above together, using RND, Set,

Reset and For. . . Next loops to

construct a set of eyes, a nose,

and a mouth.

The eyes are ellipses with the

centers darkened using Reset.

The nose is a hyperbola and its

mirror image, while the mouth is

a set of parabolas.

The face will be slightly dif-

ferent each time you run the pro-

gram (same species, but differ-

ent individual). Who knows, one

of them might resemble that

first bone tossing caveman.

Random

Unlike a person, who can

never hold and throw a bone or a

die exactly the same way twice,

the computer is capable of per-

forming the same action millions

of times and always getting the

same result. An upredictable

computer isn't much use.

So how do you get a perfectly

predictable machine to give you

random numbers?

Next time you turn on your

computer, enter the following:
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10 FOR X = 1 TO 20. PRINT RND(6);: NEXT

When I run this on my Level II

machine, I get the following

numbers: 5,5,1,4,1,4,3,4,4.6,3,6,

1,4,5,2,4,3,1,1.

If all Model I Level II TRS-80s

have the same Basic interpreter

(ROM), then all such machines

should give the same string of

numbers. I'll assume that your

screen is displaying the above

numbers, and offer it as proof

that computer-generated ran-

dom numbers are predictable

after all (technically, they're

called pseudo-random numbers

for this reason).

Every time you rerun the pro-

gram without turning the ma-

chine on and off, you'll get a dif-

ferent set of random numbers,

Program Listing 1.1A-5 for Random Generation

1 'LISTING 1.1A
3 '

ie INPUTN:CLS
21 X-RND(N) :PRINTX;:GOTO20
99 i ..............................
111 'LISTING 1.1B
183 •

110 INPUTNiCLS
121 X-INT(RND(0) *1000600)
130 IFX>NTUEN120
140 PRINTX; :GOTO120
199 ...............................
201 'LISTING 1.1C
203 '

210 X-RND{100) sPRINTXi:GOTO210
299 -..••...••..•............*.....
301 'LISTING 1.2A
303 '

310 INPUTM,N:CLS
320 X-RND(N-H+1)-1+H:PRINTX;:GOTO320
399 ...............................
401 'LISTING 1.2B
403 '

410 X-RND(201)-101:PRINTX):GOTO410
499 > *.............*....... ........
501 'LISTING1.3A
503 '

510 INPUTM ,N , J iCLS
520 X-(RND((N-H)/J+1)-1)«J+N:PRINTX;:GOTO520
599 •••••.••.......................
601 'LISTING 1.3B
603 '

610 X-RND(91)«10+90!PRINTXjsGOTO610
699 ...............................
701 'LISTING1.4
703 '

710 FORN-0TO1022
720 X-RND(64)+127
730 PRINTCHRS(X);
740 NEXTN
750 GOTO750
799 ...............................
801 'LISTING 2A
603 '

810 RANDOMiC(l)-0:C(2)-0:CS(l)--H*!CS(2)-"T*

Program continued

but, again, the same set that

everyone else with a TRS-80

would have gotten.

Now turn your computer off

and on again, enter the

following:

10 RANDOM: FOR = X 1 TO 20:

PRINT RND<6);: NEXT

Each time you run this (in-

cluding the times you turn the

machine off and on) you'll get a

different string of numbers. The

random statement causes the

machine's random number
generator to be random itself,

and is inserted at the beginning

of most programs that use RND.

Sometime it may be useful to

use RND repeatedly and always

get the same set of numbers.

Delete the RANDOM: in line 10

above, and add:

5 INPUT A.B.C: POKE16554.A

POKE16555.B POKE16556.C

Run this two-line program and

enter 255,255,255 in response to

? Look familar? It's old 5 5 1 4

. . .again.

The Level II random number

generator uses memory loca-

tions 16554 to 16556 each time it

generates a random number. It

then puts new numbers back in-

to these locations to be used the

next time it's called.

When the computer is first

turned on, each of these loca-

tions contains the number 255.

When the random statement is

executed, the machine copies

the contents of one of its inter-

nal registers (R), which is con-

stantly changing, into memory

location 16555.

By manipulating the contents

of these three locations, you

should be able to figure how to

"load" the dice in many popular

games— although, you'll prob-

ably be suspected if you always

win.

If you want Listing 5 to always

come up with exactly the same
face, you could delete RAN-
DOM and insert a line at the

beginning of the program to

POKE specified numbers into

memory locations 16554 to

16556 Otherwise you only have

one chance in 16,777,216

(256*256*256) of getting the

same face the second time.

We've now seen how a per-

fectly predictable machine can

produce random numbers. The

progression is from order, to

chaos (or perhaps more accu-

rately, ordered chaos), and back

to order.!

Photo 5. Humanoid face is the result of Listing 5.
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Photo 4 Parabolic figure produced by Listing 4 4



Ever tried to read computer sales literature?

Ever tried to talk to a computer salesman?
Ever tried to make a decision about

which computer to buy?
then you know what frustration is.

on its way. Desktop Computing pre-

Yes. .

Help is

miered this fall. The first and only computer
magazine written in plain English. Preposter-

ous? Not at all. It is possible to explain comput-
ers without all the "computerese." That is what
Desktop Computing is doing each month. Send
the card today for a no-risk subscription that

will give you the kind of understandable, use-

ful information on computers you've been wait-

ing for.

Why do you need a plain-English explanation

of desktop computers? Because they have just

come of age and are saving thousands of busi-

nessmen like you an amazing amount of

money. They not only save money, do things

faster, provide access to more information,

allow a smaller staff to do more work, they also

allow you to get into services for your custom-
ers which were not practical before. You can
provide more services at lower cost. To get in on
the savings and expanded customer services,

you need information. Desktop Computing will

bring you that information. Desktop Com-
puting will cut through all the technical

hocus-pocus.

In this time of high interest rates, a truly low
cost desktop computer system (usually a micro-
computer system) is a welcome event. Let Desk-
top Computing explain what these systems can
do for you. The subscription price is $25 a year

Call toll-free:

(800) 858-5473
or mail the

coupon below.

Here's a look at some of the articles $25.00 will

bring you:

Mailing List Magic

Surviving the Computer Revolution

Microcomputers in the Hospital Lab

Computer Beefs Up Cattle Farm

Wayne Green, the publisher of Desktop Com
puting (and also of Kilobaud Microcomputing
and 80 Microcomputing— both successful
computing publications) has gone through both
the agony and joy of working with computers.
He has lost a quarter of a million on a mainframe
big boy computer only to come out on the other
side with all the frustration necessary to run a
200 employee publishing firm on several

TRS-80's.

Wayne has a reputation for being honest and
unafraid. He'll make sure you get the truth. In

the meeting introducing the idea of Desktop
Computing to his staff Wayne said,

"Our objective is to be the only com-
puting magazine written in plain

English.
"

So that is what you'll be getting— honesty and
directness. Desktop Computing will give you all

the information you need on computers in plain

English.

DesktopComputing

Relief is here for only $25.00
YES
Sign me up for Desktop Computing. I will get one year of the only

computing magazine written in plain English for S8B-00.

Canadian 1 yr. only US funds «27 00 Foreign 1 yr only US funds 136.00.

NAME _.

ADDRESS

CITY ... STATE

SIGNATURE

CARD* INTERBANK tr

ZIP

_ . EXPIRE DATE.

Desktop Computing
90 Pine Street Peterborough, NH 03488 321 B8

•See List ol Advertisers on pag? *02 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 313



Program continues

828 P0RN-1T01MM
891 X-WID(2)!C<X)-CIX)*1:C-C(1)*C<2)
848 C1-IHT(1BB«C(1)/C) :C2-II»T( lft*C( 2) /C)

BS8 CLS:PRIWT832B,S,CS(Xi ,C1;*:">C2
868 NEXT*
899 .......•.......••..•••••.«•«»«•

981 'LISTING 3.1
983 '

918 AS-IHKEYSiirA$-"THEN918
928 D1-RND16) :D2-RKD(6) ID-01+D2
938 PRINTD1;D2,D
948 GOT091I
999 ••......................*...*..
1881 'LISTING 3.3
1883 '

1818 CLS:P0RX-lTO38:POKERND(1823) +15359, 46:NEXT
1828 GOT01828
1999 '..............................
1181 'LISTING 3.4
1183 '

1118 RANDOM
1128 CLSiX-RND(18B)-l:Y-RND(188)-l:I-X*Y
1138 PRINTCBR$(23) : PRINT8228,X; :PRINT8346,*+*> Y;
1148 PRINT841S,' *)lPRIRT853(,ilINPUTA
1158 IPA>tTHBNPRINTf768,*YES*i:ELSEPRINT8768,*NO">
1168 FORN-1T0688:NEXTN:GOT01128
1199
1281 'LISTING 3.5
1283 '

1218 CLS: CLEAR (288) i I NPUT* LENGTH (1-63) " ;L: INPUT'DELAY (18-2888)
"jD
1228 CLSiX$'"iFORX-1TOLiX$-X$-K:HR$(RND(26)+64) :NEXTX
1238 PRINTe(RND(16) -1) *64 + l,XS; I FORN-lTODj NEXTNiCLS
1248 INPUT'WHAT WERE THE LETTERS" |YS
12S8 PRINT8128,'THE ANSWER IS " ; X

S

1268 F0RN'lTO1888:NEXTN:GOTO1228
1299 ' ••*•••••••••••.••••••....
1381 'LISTING 4.1
1383 '

1318 CLS
1328 A-RND(6 3) :B-RND(63) :X-A*H
1338 Y-RND(47)
1348 SET(X.Y)
1358 GOT0132B
1399 ••••»•••«« »

1481 'LISTING 4.2
1483 '

1418 CLS
1428 A-RNDI42) :B-RND(42) :C-RND(42) :X-A*B+C
1438 D-RNOI15) :E-RND(15) :F"RND(15) :Y-D*E«F
1448 SET(X.Y)
1458 GOT0142B

1581 "LISTING 4.3
1583 '

1518 CLS
1528 X'RNO(RND(RND(127)))
1538 Y»RND(RND(RND(47)))
1548 SET(X,Y)
1558 GOT0152B

1681 'LISTING 4.4
1613 '

1611 CLS
1628 X-RHD(42)+RND(42)+RND(42)
1638 Y-RND(RND(RND(47) ))
1648 SET(X.Y)
1658 GOT0162B

2881 'LISTING 5

2883 '

2M9 ' HEAD
2818 CLS: RANDOM
2B2B rORN%-lT0188
2838 X-RND(55)*RND(55)»8
2848 Y-RND(23)«RND(23)
2858 SET(X,Y)
2868 NEXTN%
2899 ' EYES
2188 F0RN«-1T038B
2118 X-RND(12)*RND(12)*RND(12)
2128 Y-RND(3) *RND(3) + RND( 3 ) >RND( 3 ) *4
213B SET(X+27,Y) :SET(1BB-X,Y)
2148 NEXTN%
2158 F0RNt-lTO58
2168 X-RND(5)+RND(5)+RND(5)
2178 Y»RNU( 2) RND(2) »9
2188 RESET(X*37,Y):RESET(98-X,Y)
2198 NEXTN%
2199 ' NOSE
2288 F0RN%-1T02BB
2218 X-RND(RND(RND(RND(RND(63) ) ) )

) -1
2228 Y-RND(RND(RND(23)1)
2238 SET(63*X,29-Y) :SET(63-X,29-Y)
2248 NEXTNt
2299 * MOUTH
23BB F0RN«-1T02BB
2318 X-RND(38)*RND(38)*RND(38)+18
2328 Y-RND(RND(RND(7))).4B
2338 SET(X,Y) :SET(127-X,Y)
2348 SET(X,88-Y) :SET(127-X, 8B-Y)
235B NEXTNI
2488 G0T024BB
2999 '...........................«.. ';;.!, END

Really, what can you do with a dual sided

disk drive on a Model I? Nothing - without

the Dual Sided Disk Kit. I'sing it you can
put up to 3 of them on your system. You
don't have 3 dual sided drives? Now you can
add them - painlessly. This kit lets you mix
dual and single head drives, in any
combination. That's not all, 35-, 40-, 77-,

and 80-irack drives can be combined in any
order.

The good news gets better. The Dual Sided
Disk Kit isn't a new operating system, it's a

set of lullv tested patches applied to

TKSDOS 2.3 or NEWDOS 2.1, and a special

3 drive disk cable. You can continue using

your system exactly the way you always
have. You'll have more disk storage
potential (1228 thousand bytes instead of

358 thousand), and incredible flexibility.

The Dual Sided Disk Kit is 100 %
compatible with your existing system, you
can read your old diskettes and ones you
create can be read on any other system.

There are no new commands to learn. It will

automatically detect your drive
configuration. FORMAT. COPY.
BACKUP, and SUPERZAP have been
modified to prompt you for the the drive

characteristics. The kit is so smart that if

you copy a big disk to a small one (say an
80-track dual sided to a 35-track single

sided), it lists any files that weren't fully

copied. Also, dual sided drives are treated as

single drives with twice as many tracks. Files

can overflow from one side to the other and.

naturally, there's only one directory per

diskette.

The only thing easier than using the Dual
Sided Disk Kit is installing it. No tools are

required. Just connect the new drive cable
and press RESET - that's all. By the way,
the same is true for any dual headed drives

you add to your system - no drive
modifications are needed - plug 'em in and
go.

But of course we've saved the best news for

last. The price is just $79.95 (plus $2.50
shipping, Ca. residents add 6'- sales tax).

Now, two heads really are better than one.

• Mil md mnlrh •u'ngle and double headed drives

• Mix and match drivi >to 80 tracks pai

• i word and dm', vard stability with
diskettes created under TR8DOS2 J or NEW D»

a No drive modification! needed to run due u.

• N >computei modifications required
• I let I -ingle director'

e Supp
• COPY. BACK! P. and FORMAT prompt driven
• Copies 80 track onto 35 track an ist

a Dual headed dnv ri unfie drive!
a Includes pedal 3 drive cable

• Complete hardware and -.ottware documentation
• Easj insta i n * nlj Supplied i

^584

NAIL DOWN YOUR ORDER TODAY!

Address

City State Zip

System track size: D35 O40 D77 D80
DOS: GTRSDOS 2.:( HNKYVDOS 2.1

Please charge my: MC Visa

Account number
Expires Bank No
Signature

ARE
HEADS
TWWWWl
THAN1?

COMPUTER DESIGN LABS
P.O. Box 219
Garden Grove. CA. 92642-0219
iTIIi.Vtti 1211



THE BOOKKEEPERS
FOR INFO CALL (603,-447-2745

Intermediate Bookkeeper-48K, 2 Drive & Printer $109.95

Ann Rose, our Accounts Receivable Clerk—

48K, 2 Drive & Printer $ 150.00

'Hie Count—A variety of utilities such as weight, area and capacity conversions;

loan amortization: hex code conversion, etc.

48K disk $49.95

All payruins are lor TRS-MltTM M,,uVI 1 or III

STURDIVANT & DUNN, INC. ,n

BOX 277, 124 WASHINGTON ST., CONWAY, N.H. 03818
,TRS«*1 b , ( mk.il hi fc * dw Tandy Ctapl

CASM Z80 EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
TRS-80* Model I or Model III

• SOURCE FILES CREATED AND EDITED IN RAM
• SOURCE FILES ASSEMBLED FROM DISK
• CHAINING OF SOURCE FILES PERMITTED
• MACHINE LANGUAGE OBJECT CODE

STORED IN RAM OR TO DISK

4***L
&

RS 8C 'S a 'taaerrdrk Ql l^nfly Corp

ISO is j tradanwk si Zrtw Corp «o\
O*

MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS:

32K0FRAM
ONE DISK DRIVE

COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL
CASMW/MANUALS99

flkroProdticts — CASM MANUAL ONLY S20

P Box 892 • Marysville. WA 98270 • (206) 659-4279 dealer inquiries invited

SOFTWARE you can BET out

OPTION80
I you Qdrble in :he O'q casino Wii

Smn-yW reed a yrog'dm :o eva Lale

ca^ options OPT ON80 lehs vo„

when it s time to djv a«d wnen it s : rre

'.j se i Suggests neoges ic -iim-iize

vour risk Takes only 15 m 'utes a week

10 nodate and n,*i i~omes witr o.ita

lor 2b calls Easily e»oanded to ncuflp

as many as you wish Sold only on

d's«e*le

Only $25.«>

TOUTS
& MUly improved ve'sion ol :re

ordinal "OU' fo'se race nanflicapper

No* ihoosands oi races are innu

laleo r seconds to give yoi. eacn

ho'ses orooaolity of winning and

laerti'y ovwlays Horses are

screened using factors ner ved ,rom
an ope'aiions researcn study This

'and'taooei outoer'orrrs programs

and r.aicuiaio's se ling lor muc.i more

Only $19.00

.lacks or Defter to open wilh g |oker that

can c* used as an ace or in si'jignis

o' f'usnes iGardema CA rules: vcu play

agams: six computer controlled oppo

nents This program has Irje artilical

m.e'ligence capacities DRAW5 was

deveicoea originally by Real World

Sinuations Alier Ihree years Ol retining

it s now available tor the TRS-80 l!

•ii'i provide nours ol tun cnalienge anc

education Now 30% ._ „
taster Only $15.00

'OU'3 and DRAW) suppl ec or ->00 Dauc :assette Add S4 3C

to' Woaei 0- in diskette A'l programs avauau* on 8"

OiSk lot Model I at S6 00 nccitcna PA residents aOO r\\ sa*S

North Sta.r diskette vers'on nt DRAWb can be obtained

fl Real Weld Smulatons. Box 410 7 'orrance. CA 90510

WILSON
Software Division • S39 Springhouse Lane • Camp Hill, PA 17011

TRS-80 is a Tandy Corporation trademark
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Simput
UTILITY PROGRAM • I FROM HIKARI GROUP

SIMPUT is a flexible random access
program for TRS 80 Model I* that lets

you manage extremely complex data
with great simplicity. It allows you to

create records from one byte to more
than 85,000 bytes long, with as many
subrecords as you need, and it can be
used with Microsoft's Basic Compiler.

SIMPUT has been tested to be
compatible with TRSDOS* (can be
compiled), DBLDOS* (also can be
compiled), NEWDOS+. NEWDOS 80*,

NEWDOS 80 V.2*, and NEWDOS 80,

with Double-Zap/H*

Available on Disk

$29.95
(206) 382-6632

•trs bo model i trsdos tms TANovcow" dm nos tm PEAcoM Hikari Group 3032 Fourth Avenue WestDATA CO NEWDOS- NEWDOS 80 NEWDOS 80 V 2 TM S APPARAT _ ... , .

iNc double-zap htm SOFTWARE etc Seattle, Washington 98119

Electronic

Circuit

Analysis

Detailed analog circuit analysis

Vi'rv fast, machine language

Infinite circuits on multiple paw*.

Worst case analysis

Dynamic modification

64 Nodes

Compare circuits

Log or linear sweep

Full lile handling

Chaining and spooling facilities

Frequency response, magnitude and

phase

Complete manual with examples

A trulv professional program with

features previously available only on

large systems

• TRS-80 model I or model III. disk or

cassette. 575.00

Tatum Labs

P.O. Box 722

Hawleyville, CT 06440

(203) 426-2184

IKS-tfO B .i

.* Tand\ L

The
Lawyer's

Microcomputer™

A Newsletter for Lawyers
Using the TRS-80*

• Articles for Lawyers

• Law Office Applications

• Lawyer Information
Exchange

• Software Reviews

• Hardware Reviews

• Advertisements Directed

to Lawyer Users

• Technical Tips

• Letters and Suggestions
• And Much More

A New Monthly Newsletter
For Lawyers

Send $28 For A
One Year Subscription

The Lawyer's Microcomputer™

Post Office Box 1046
Lexington. S. C. 29072

".M ranny CtKp
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HARDWARE

Get these cousins talking to each other.

Model I, Meet Model III

Mike Barlow and Jim Brydges
7925 Cote Luc Road
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H4W 1R5

Because our office uses

Models I and III TRS-80S for

job control and minor calcula-

tions we are deep in the Model I

to Model III conversion process.

Conversion Problems

All our program development

was done under NEWDOS 80 on

the Model I using utilities such

as Control (giving single-key ac-

cess to all printer functions),

Splitter (enabling two programs

to run independently and simul-

taneously), and Catalog (to in-

dex all disks).

Output under TRSDOS is very

slow due to unfamiliarity with

the TRSDOS commands and to

the innate operational slowness

of TRSDOS relative to NEW-

DOS. We prefer to program

under NEWDOS, not yet avail-

able for the Model III.

Two-way conversion facilities

are not in the Model III Convert

utility. This utility requires a

Model I disk in drive one, and a

Model III disk containing TRS-

DOS and enough free space in

drive zero. You cannot read the

directory of the Model I disk, nor

can you Kill, Purge, or deal

selectively with the files on that

disk. It is ail or nothing.

The transfer takes place one

file at a time, with the name of

the file displayed on the screen.

If that name exists on the Model

III disk, "File already exists. Use

It? (Y/N/Q)" appears. Answer

this ambiguous message Y if

the conversion is to proceed, N

if not, and Q if no more conver-

sions are required. You can also

hit Reset to terminate the con-

version if no more files are re-

quired. If the conversion utility

asked that question for every ex-

isting or nonexistent file its utili-

ty would be greatly enhanced.

The Convert program runs

well, but slowly. If a Disk Space

Full or Operation Aborted mes-

sage appears, try again. After

conversion, copy the files you

wish to keep to another disk;

you must keep one disk for a

Convert scratch pad.

Cassette Dubbing

To avoid the all-or-nothing
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conversion and to provide a re-

verse conversion use the cas-

sette facilities of the Model I and

III machines side by side.

The routine is simple. Set up

the cassette with its aux input

(grey plug) connected to the

source machine, and its ear out-

put (black plug) connected to

the destination machine. (You

need two cassette cables for

this.)

Load the Model III with TRS-

DOS Basic as usual. Set the cas-

sette speed to low and remain in

Basic by entering DEFUSR =

12354. On typing C USR(O) the

prompt cassette appears. An-

swer L and the Model III is ready.

Load the source machine with

the program to be copied. Type

CMD'T" on the Model I to dis-

able the interrupts. Hold down

the record inhibit finger so the

recorder enters and locks in the

record mode, mechanism run-

ning. Enter CLOAD on the desti-

nation machine; Enter CSAVE
"A" on the source machine.

The destination machine

should show two flashing aster-

isks in the top right corner of the

screen. When Ready appears,

save the program to disk as

usual.

The above procedure is slow

(300 baud) and limited to pro-

gram files, but you can bypass

CLOAD? by LISTing on the des-

tination display. You also have

full control of the directory of

source and destination disks.

Control codes or delimiters

may prevent data file transfer.

Sequential files should give no

problems, but random files re-

quire the RS-232 interface con-

nection. Once fitted it replaces

the cassette connection de-

scribed above.

Hardware Problems

The cheap homemade ribbon

cables we make to connect

printers to the Model I do not fit

the Model III because the hole in

the underside of the Model III is

too small. You need the special

Radio Shack cable with one

small and one large connector if

you do not want to cut the Model

III case.

Only the outside diameter of

the cassette cable cylindrical

plug end piece varies (Model I

uses plastic and Model III uses

thinner metal). Remove the plas-

tic entirely from a Model I cable;

you lose the locator key but the

plug only fits one way around in

any case, usable on either

Model I or III systems.!



NEC Color Monitor
JC 1201 $119

NEC Green 12 Inch Monitor
JB 1201 $179

NEC Friction Tractor Printer
lOO CPS (Graphics. Bi-directional^ $635

INTERTIC SUPERBRAIN S4K RAM $2799
OD SUP€RBRAIN $2999
NEC 5S10SPINWRITER (7710) $2345
NEC 5S20 SPlNWRITER (77201 $2695
NEC 5530 SPlNWRITER (7730I $?345

NEC 1? MONITOR $ 189

NEC COLOR i?" MONITOR $ 339
NEC PC 8023 Printer

100 CPS Tractor 4 Fr etton '
> ' <

OKIOATA MICHOLINE 10 $379
OKIDATA MICROLINE-82A $ 529
OKIDATAMICROLINE 83A $ 749
DIABLO 830 $1995

APPLE II PLUS 48K
APPLE DlSK«v3 3DOSConlroM«r
APPLE DISK *<o Controller

EPSON MX-80
Interlaces

IEEE $55 TRS-80 CABLE $35,

APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $90
RS-?3? $70

1 14?0
NORTMSTAR HORIZON H 32K OO
ANADEX OP 9500.-9501

TELEVIOE0 912C
TELEVIDEO 920C
TELEVIDEO950

$1139
$ 525
$ 449

5 469

• ;>

\. »
'

1 M
$ 699

$ 7?9

\ n

CBM 8032 COMPUTER
CBM 8060 DISK DRIVE
CBM 4032 COMPUTER
CBM 4040 DISK DRIVE
CBM 4022
CBM VIC-20

LEEDEX AMDEK 100

LEEDEXAMDEK 100G
LEEDEX-AMDEK COLOR-1

n CdOf Mon I I

MICROTEK i«K RAM BOARD
lor Alan

MICROTEK 32K

$1149
$1349
• „, ,

• ..
I

$ 849

$ 269

$ 139

1 •

I m

• -..

WE CARRY THE COMPLETE UNE OF ATARI SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES.

EPSON MX 80 $ 469 ATARI 800 18K $ 749 '
/

I 1 ' $1995

We Accept cods* stock Shipments Same Dav or Next • No Surcharge for Credit Cards • All

Equipment Factory Fresh w/MFT warranty • We carry the complete line of Personal Software.

EAST COAST
1 BOO- 556-7586

OMEGA SALFS CO
12 Meeting SI

Cumberland. Rl 02864
1-401 722-1027

OMEGA SALES CO.

WEST COAST
1-8OO-2I5-1501
OMEGA SALES CO

3533 Old Conejo Rd 8102

Newbury Park CA 9

1805 499 3678

CA TOLL FREE 1 800 3221873
-M9
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INTERFACE

Draw a bead on this inexpensive light pen.

The Straight Shooter

Thomas L. Quindry

TLQ Enterprises

6237 Windward Drive

Burke, VA 22015

An article in 80 Microcom-

puting, April 1980, titled

"Build a Light Pen," by Wayne

Holder, got me interested in

using this peripheral. I had

seen ads for a light pen for

about $20 but it had what I con-

sidered a major drawback. To

operate, it required that your

cassette player be used as its

amplifier. After reading the arti-

cle by Holder, I considered

building my own light pen.

Before I could get the needed

parts, I saw a surplus "elec-

tronic six shooter" in a catalog.

It comes with a circuit diagram.

This, I thought, would have

most of the parts I needed and

was only $3. I ordered this gun

along with two other parts: a

five-pin DIN plug with five feet

of five-conductor cable (one a

shield) for 75 cents, and nine-

volt battery clips at 10 for a

dollar.

The Conversion

I was surprised to find that

only one small change to the

Rl

47K CI
5 M F

A/-©
}r

R2
560K

BLACK 9V

PIN 4

CONNECT
WHITE TO GROUND

PIN 2

Ql
PHOTOTRANSISTOR~ MPS653I

03
MPS653I

TRIGGER SPDT
RED

BROWN

DISCONNECT
GROUND

rv
-9V

YELLOW

COPPER BRAID

SHIELDED
CABLE

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

16K RAM

DIN PLUG4 BLACK *9V
RED -9V

2 BROWN (COPPER BRAID)

YELLOW
WHITE

Fig. 1. Modified circuit diagram showing DIN plug connections and wiring changes.
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wiring diagram was needed to

convert the gun into a light pen.

To make the conversion, first

remove the two screws holding

the brown handle grips. Using a

heat gun with a plastic cutting

tip, you can cut away enough

plastic between the two screw

holes to make a cavity large

enough for a nine-volt battery.

The brown grips will then en-

close the battery.

Remove the other four

screws holding the gun halves

together. The trigger mech-

anism has two springs plus a

moving contact. Be sure to

observe their location. Also

visible is a phototransistor

mounted separately, and two

lenses. Remember their posi-

tions.

Attached to the circuit board

is a five-inch cable that has

been cut off near the handle

end. The only change neces-

sary is to wire your new cable to

the circuit board differently.

You have to remove the five-

inch cable so you can attach

the five-pin DIN plug with cable

anyway, so the change is ef-

fortless. The change made is

shown in the modified circuit

diagram (Fig. 1). Using the wire

colors of the attached five-inch

cable as a guide, the change is

this: The copper braid of your

new cable no longer goes to the

point marked trigger, but

should be connected to the

place where the white wire was
connected. Make sure the

10 'EXAMPLE OF LIGHTPEN TARGETS
2,1 "by -• ya.- .. ;-:\r-i-'--

38 DEFSTR A-Z
48 DIH LST(12)

'DETERMINATION OF TARGETS
58 CLS
SI X«5
7» M-l
e» X-RJJD(5)*3*X
SET UP HORIZONTAL DISTANCES FOR
TAP "ST.:

9$ LST(N)-X»( RND(15)-1)««4 'SET UP VERTICAL DISTANCES
188 IF X>58 THEN LST(B)»N: GOTO 138 'BAXIMUM HORIZONTAL LIHITER
111 N-N+l
128 GOTO 88
138 GOSUB 9888
148 GOTO 5.8

•LIGHT PEN SUBROUTINE
9888 L-LST(B)
9818 CS-CHRS1143) 'CS CAN BE MORE THAN ONE CHARACTER IN LENGTH
9828 BS-STRINGS(LENICS) ," ") "SPACES EQUAL IN LENGTH TO CS
9838 FOR 1*1 TO L "DISPLAY TARGETS ON SCREEN
9848 PRINT 8 LST ( 1 ) , CS;
9858 NEXT
9B6B GOSUB 9'>0B "GO TO LIGHT PEN ROUTINE UNTIL GET SIGNAL
9878 IF LP-B THEN 9B60
90 8 B SCAN-

!

9B9P PR'NT # LST (SCAN I . BS; 'FIND TARGET POINTED TO
9180 GOSUB 95B8
9118 IF LP=B THEN 9158
912B PRINT P I.ST(SCAN), CS;
9138 SCAN*SCAN»1
914B IF SCAN-.-L THEN 9B9B ELSE 9838
9158 PRINT P LST (SCAN), CS; 'BLINK TARGET TO DOUBLE CHECK
9168 GOSUB 9580
9170 IF I.P«B THEM 9U6B
91 8B CNT-2
9198 PRINT P LST (SCAN) , BS;
92BB GOSUB 9588
921B PRINT M LST(SCAN), CS;
9228 IF LP- -0 THEN 98efl
9230 GOSUB 9 5BB
9240 IF :.P-*B THEN 906B
92 SB CNT-CNT-1
9268 IF CNTOB THEN 9198
9278 PRINT 8 LST (SCAN) -2 , "->; "POINT TO TARGET SELECTED
9238 PRINT « LST( SCAN) »LEN ( CS) ,

" < «"
; "OVEP BY LENGTH EQUAL TO CS

9298 FOR N-l TO 180B "SHORT DELAY AFTER TARGET FOUND
9300 NEXT
9318 GOSUB 95BB 'WAIT FOR LIGHT PEN SIGNAL TO GO OFF
9328 IF LP<>« THEN 9318
93 3B RETURN

'IS LIGHT PEN ON OR OFF?
9588 OUT 255,
9518 FOR Z-8 TO 1

9528 NEXT
953B LP-( INP(255)ANTJ 128) 'LIGHT PEN SIGNAL IS ZERO IF OFF

9548 RETURN

Program Listing

shielded wire goes to pin 2 of

the DIN plug. Use an ohm meter

to determine the proper wire

hook-ups since the colors of

your new cable wires may be

different.

Make the other connections

as shown in Fig. 1. Note that

with the negative lead of the

battery clip going to the loca-

tion labeled red. you have a

built-in switch. When you cock

the gun. your light pen is turned

on. Cut the hole in the inside

handle for your battery, along

with a hole in the bottom of the

handle between the two gun

halves for the cable, put your

gun back together, and you are

finished.

Next, plug the light pen into

the cassette input on the CPU,

load a software controller, cock

the gun and you are up and run-

ning. I won't give you a new

light-pen routine since many

have been published. Wayne
Holder's article gives a good

routine. As an example of its

use, I have included Program

Listing 1, which builds on

Wayne's light-pen subroutine. I

have made some modifications

to it. The delay given in line

9510 is all that is needed with

this light pen. The example I

have given places targets ran-

domly throughout the video.

This light pen gives good

contrast when the screen is ad-

justed. Since the pen has a

focused lens system, it works

successfully from right up at

the screen to about 15 inches

away. It even works with

targets as small as one pixel or

even a colon, though you must

get closer to the screen. I

couldn't program the gun to

operate fast enough using the

trigger to shoot at the target. If

someone else can, I'd be happy

to hear from them. Send me an

SASE and I'll be glad to answer

any questions.

(The six shooter is available

from John J. Meshna, Jr. Inc.,

P.O. Box 62, E. Lynn, MA 01904)

jBungcon Escape
it last" aa athraatara wMch liktt «akk tMaclaa. iM ttrattfy?

DMortVU I'om IiX4fd adventures

* S»««r arapklct * * lataractlvi $•«« •
* Uaaa lataal araflraaaalaa tacaattaai *

* Fast Pacaa

the t 'pate s ghost has sensed an intruder, and he
is determined to hunt you down i His intelligence in

Harking was set by youi. This feature makes this

simulation unlike others lor you're always "on the
go"

* Wrlttan ay aa • xptrlanca* |imtr in fantasy role-playing,

based on the game Dungeons 4 Dragons.

•bpatltea: Your characler begins on the first Of a three level

dungeon, searching lor magical "stones" which permit you
to descend to the next lower level.

Tfca aivaatvr* There are numerous traps, and over a
dozen hostile monsters that come in various sizes, shapes
and degrees of naslmess It has various treasures and
magic items iweapons. elixers. cloaks scrolls, etc I You
can become a lighter a theif or a magic-user Each time
you play you get a totally different and exciting game
This short description only begins to 'ell you of the many
adventures and some of the features of this exciting game
This will be your favorite adventure game 1

Complete documentation included

Tape. 16K SHIS Diskette. 32K $24 M
Scirlmin by Cornsott Group
aJkaa fataaaa by Sottsector

Vayafa at fattyrlaa

S1695/1995
S1 9 95/24.95

532 95/36 95

Please include $2 00 shipping/handling in th« U S Send
your address, specifications, and check or money order to

fflnrlurk fflarrhmisr
1691 Eason • Pontiac.'v 48054
(313) 673-2224 • [313) 673-8700

Dealer Inquires invited'
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REVIEW

A look at CornSoft's utility to enhance Level II Basic.

ENHBAS

Ronald H. Bobo
3246 Gravois

St Louis. MO 63118

When upgrading from a tape to a disk-

based TRS-80. I missed the speed of

Microsoft's Level III Basic which does not

work with Disk Basic. Level III is a cassette-

based utility which extends the powers of

Level II Basic on the TRS-80 Model I. Level

III provides most of the Disk Basic com-

mands and functions for tape-based sys-

tems, with some extras. One of the Extras is

fast graphics. If you have ever waited for

Level M"s graphics. Level Ill's graphics seem
lightning fast.

Enter ENHBAS (pronounced EN-base), a

graphics feature similar to Level Ill's, and

more. It comes in both tape and disk for-

mats, and versions are available for the

TRS-80 Models I. II and III.

Philip Oliver—president of the Cornsoft

Group, Indianapolis. IN—wrote ENHBAS.
The Model I and III versions are attractively

packaged in a three-ring binder with 38

pages of documentation for $59.95 on

either tape or disk. The 64K Model II version

is similarly packaged with more than 40

pages of documentation for $99.95.

Disk ENHBAS comes with versions for

32K and 48K machines on a transfer disk

with no operating system. To initialize, the

transfer disk is booted and after checking

your memory size, automatically loads a

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Models I, II & III

Disk or tape

Amplifier optional

16-48 K RAM
TRSDOS or NEVVDOS

special utility program along with the prop-

er version of ENHBAS.
Upon receipt of a prompt, the transfer

disk is removed and either a TRSDOS or

NEWDOS system disk with at least four

grans of space is inserted. Enter is pressed

and ENHBAS will be dumped onto the disk.

The tape version is loaded like any Sys-

tem tape.

The disk version of ENHBAS uses high

memory, while the tape version uses low

memory. Thus, only one tape version is

needed for all memory sizes from 16K-48K.

Model III owners are provided with

ENHBAS on a formatted disk Since the

common configuration for Model III is two

disk drives, you only have to copy ENHBAS
onto a system disk.

During use of ENHBAS, Clear acts as a

control key, and most standard control

functions are supported. If a lowercase

modification is present. Clear, in conjunc-

tion with the numbered keys, provides spe-

cial characters such as brackets.

Upon initialization, a test is made for

lowercase and if it is present, input-output

drivers are altered accordingly.

Several features of ENHBAS make use of

sound, provided a suitable amplifier is con-

nected to the cassette output jack. With the

amplifier on. a click is generated whenever

a key is pressed. This audio feedback is

said to be conducive to faster typing. The

click may be disabled with a POKE. Errors

return a short two-tone beep. The Break or

Control C returns a sharp, high-pitched

tone. Control G, or Bell, may be enabled

with a POKE. When it is pressed, you don't

get just a bell. Would you believe Win-

chester Chimes?
Who among us will stand up and say he

has never typed LPRINT or LLIST with no

printer enabled? This need no longer be ca-

tastrophic After waiting about six seconds.

ENHBAS will generate an error message.

The system will not hang—everything re-

turns to normal after the message.

The cursor character may be changed by

POKEing the desired ASCII value into

16419.

Thirty-five shorthand entries are provid-

ed. By pressing a combination of Clear,

Shift and a letter or number simultaneously,

a Basic key word is generated. While saving

keystrokes, this is a bit cumbersome.

For some reason, the H key is undefined.

Initially. I thought this was for user custom-

ization. If so. I was unable to find it docu-

mented. Choice of implemented key words

could also be better. Many keys are dedicat-

ed to special ENHBAS key words and some
lesser-used Disk Basic functions (MKD).

Some common key words are omitted; for

instance: GOTO.
Find is used to locate the first occurrence

of a line label in a program. Labels may be

used instead of line numbers for jumps.

Renew will recall a program NEWed by

mistake. In some cases, it will even recall a

program after going to DOS and returning,

as long as the number of files is the same as

those previously allocated. Renew and Find

are used in command mode.

Key and Tag are used to set up sorting ar-

rays. Sorts, one of the most powerful fea-

tures of ENHBAS, are handled through nu-

meric and string arrays singly dimensioned.

Key designates the array to be sorted; Tag

designates arrays carried along with the

Keyed array. For example, when sorting a

mailing list by zip codes, Key would desig-

nate the zip code as the primary array to be

sorted and Tag would designate the name
and address arrays to be carried along.

Sort (0) or Sort is the key word used for a

normal sort, small to large. Sort (1) will

cause the array to be sorted in descending

order The command SCLEAR must be used

before Keying and Taging The simplicity of

sorting is shown in an example from the
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FEATURES
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE.

• Hardware total screen inverse video

• 1\vo modes of density.

384 x 192 or 192 x 192 for Model I

512 x 192 or 256 x 192 for Model III

• Every dot can be set, reset or tested.

• 12288 bytes Video Memory

• Select normal, high or very high resolution with or

without inverse video via output port.

• D wt i MUu i fcflgi I o I memory via output port.

Designing a computer that people could use in business and leisure

without spending alot of money was once a problem Thanks to lh<

TRS 80* there are now over 200 000 Microcomputers in homes anc

business today

Unfortunately in keeping the price of the TRS80 down, the Random

Memory was kept down to only 17K. Yes. 17K (16K User Memory

and IK Video Memory. 128 x 48 or 6,144 Independently controlled dots.)

BUT WE'VE CHANGED ALL THAT.

NOW HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
ARE HERE!

MHCEEANGELO is 16 times better with the Model III

and 12 times better for the Model I.

Thais 512 x 192 or 98,304 dots for Model III.

and 384 x 192 or 71728 dots lor Model I.

MIKEEANGEU) connects to your TRS-80 easily." ' You can do it

yourself with our instruction book in minutes and a handy tool kit is

available, if you need one for H5. Please specify Model I or III

TRS 80

Order Now For Only $340. Complete
" In i< 'ii; i» 'i f wrr wppK, c«C ' '

V mts llfirl
|

()r write 'tmoklet ami more inlnrmalion

>i i t -" • u .

«

Jill
• i MtKFFANGlEO Hi a tridental* lot M*ae Etocttomc* Cotp
• i TRS «0 is a t«artemaik tor (tie Tandy Corp
*3 Ope*mg your TRS 80 will *o<d trie iirmiad *a't*rt>

'* 90 day '*»rrartv <u*i refund or replacement

Introductory Special for 90 days only!

,-See Uit o* 4oWrtis*/s on page 402

flOT

HIKEE BLBCTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 3813 Belle* uc. Washington 98009

Telephone 206/45 1 4KS74

Soerj m C O.D Siock to 60 oayi tor dehmy
Widwigtan irsulrah amsl add S 1% sales las
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"ENHBAS would appear to be an

excellent utility for serious programmers."
ENHBAS manual (see Program Listing).

Note line 60 specifies keys from least

precedence to greatest precedence. If one

wanted to sort on the zip code as the

primary key, the order would be:

KEY NFS.NLS.ZP

Atop denotes the top sort limit. If you

want to sort up to a limit in an array, Atop

sets the limit.

Being extremely interested in fast sorts, I

wrote a short program to generate 1000 ran-

dom strings, then sort them into alphabeti-

cal order. The sorting portion took only fif-

teen seconds! That's fast in anyone's

language.

Several branching commands new to the

TRS-80 are contained in ENHBAS. JNAME
defines a line label, referred to instead of a

line number. To accomplish this, GTO and

CSUB, special forms of GOTO and GOSUB,
are used. For example, 40 JNAME "PRO-

CESS PAYROLL" could be accessed either

by GTO "PROCESS PAYROLL" (or CSUB
"PROCESS PAYROLL"), or by the more

common GOTO 40 (or GOSUB 40).

The last GOSUB or CSUB is removed

from a stack by POP. RDGOTO (used with a

line number) and RDGTO (used with a string

expression denoting a line label) are similar

commands. Either will allow restoring at

any line, rather than having to restore to the

first data statement.

While and Wend, usually seen in compil-

er or structured Basics, are present in

ENHBAS. These commands, always used
together, allow setting up a loop without us-

ing GOTOs. For example, you might have a

line such as this:

10 WHILE X > 1;:PRINT X::X = X - VWEND

If starting with a value of 10 for X, the loop

would be executed nine times, until X
becomes one and drops to the next line.

While or Wend statements, need not be on

the same line. Any number of lines may in-

tervene, and the code between the two

statements will be executed once for each

pass through the loop. A word of caution:

These commands would not work with

DOSPLUS 3.3D, although performing flaw-

lessly with NEWDOS-80.

Draw uses codes contained within an in-

teger array to draw turtle graphics on the

screen. An example drawing a simple octo-

gon shape is given in the manual. Once the

array is set up, only one corner of the figure

need be specified for proper placement.

ROT rotates the figure on the screen by

some specified amount. Scale increases

the size of the figure.
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Plot draws or erases a line or box be-

tween any two specified points on the

screen. For instance, 10 PLOT S, 0,0 TO
127,47 draws a line from the top left to the

bottom right corner of the screen. A box

with the coordinates representing opposite

corners is drawn by PLOT SB. The set flag is

S, R reset, SB setting a box, and RB reset-

ting a box. The first set of coordinates in a

statement may be replaced with the up ar-

row. This indicates the Plot begins at the

end of the last Plot. All these graphics com-

mands are very fast, approaching Assembly
program speed.

For special effects, Invert takes all

graphics characters, including blanks, and

turns white to black and black to white.

Alphanumeric characters are not affected.

Left scrolls the entire screen left one

space each time it is executed. Everything

will scroll off the screen to the left when you

enter 10 FOR X = 1 TO 64: LEFT: NEXT X.

CLM allows setting the width of the lines

on your printer from 7-255, and Page sets

the maximum number of lines to be printed

per page. Page and CLM are not available

on the Model III.

WPOKE is a two-byte POKE, allowing

both a high and low byte to be POKEd into

memory simultaneously. WPEEK returns a

two-byte memory address, and is equiva-

lent to PEEK (X) + 256 * PEEK (X + 1).

Scroll protects a designated number of

lines on the screen from scrolling. Ever wish

you could have a stationary heading with

the rest of the screen scrolling underneath?

Well, now you can.

Exec allows execution of a string expres-

sion as if it were a program line. This could

be very handy, as when substituting a string

for a short subroutine.

By use of Output, information can be

routed to either the screen or the printer.

One of the more powerful statements,

ZSTEP, allows pausing between execution

of every program statement. Hitting any key

during a pause causes the next statement

to be executed. What a debugging tool this

could be!

A couple of new constants have been

added. PI returns the value of Pi, and EN
returns e (base of the natural log). Both

these constants are limited by the precision

of the statements. They may be either sin-

gle or double precision.

BINS returns the binary equivalent of a

decimal number in string form, expressed

as 16 digits. HEX$ converts an integer ex-

pression to a four-digit hex string.

Similar in effect to INKEYS, WINKEYS
loops automatically until a key is hit. No
longer must you type 'IF A$ = " " THEN 10'.

A simple ' 10 A$ = WINKEY$' is all that is

needed.

Call allows the calling of a machine lan-

guage routine without having to define an

address. Integer parameters may be passed

both ways.

EVAL is an enhanced form of VAL. It

takes a string expression or literal,

evaluates it, then treats it as an algebraic

expression. A equal to 13 would be set:

10X = 3

20A$ = "X*X + 4"

30 A = EVAL (AS)

Several new error messages, necessitat-

ed by the ENHBAS commands, are included.

The tape version of ENHBAS, in addition to

the new features, brings some of the

features of Disk Basic to tape users. Includ-

ed are MID$, INSTR, and Lineinput. Also,

&H, &0 and &B allow the use of hex, octal or

binary constants in numerical expressions.

All in all, ENHBAS would appear to be an

excellent utility for serious programmers

who need more programming power than

the available Disk Basic versions can pro-

vide. Even for just-for-fun programmers, it's

not all that expensive. I would definitely

recommend it to anyone who is nostalgic

for the fast graphics enjoyed back in the

tape days with Level III Basic!

10 THIS EXAMPLE WILL SIMULATE A MAILING LIST SORT
20 'NL$( ) Is the LAST NAME array

30 'NFK ) Is the FIRST NAME array

40 'ADS( ) Is the STREET ADDRESS array

SO 'ZP( ) Is the ZIP CODE numeric array

60
'

70 SCLEAR INITIALIZE KEY/TAG

80 KEY ZP.NFS.NLS 'KEY ON LAST NAMES PRIMARILY.

90 ' DEFAULT TO FIRST NAMES IF

100 ' DUPLICATE FIRST NAMES. AND
110' DEFAULT TO ZIP CODE KEY IF

120 ENTIRE NAME IS THE SAME
130 TAG ADS TAG STREET ADDRESS
140

'

150 SORT "SORT 'EM!

Program Listing 1.
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SOFTWARE
Machine Language

Programs
featuring:

» GAMES - Fast action

Great Graphics

* UTILITIES - For

novice to professional

Send $3.00 for Demo
tape (Refundable)

SOFTTOUCH
Software Inc.

P.O. BOX 46607

incinnati, Ohio 45246
GOO

^292

40 INCOME TAX

PROGRAMS
For TRS-80 Mod. I/Ill

On Formatted Disks
• Run on 16K or Larger DOS systems
• Documentation Included

• Must be converted for Mod. Ill

• Vanous program Methods for study

• Check inputs; if OK. print, else easy to

correct before printing

• Our Third Year of Tax Service

• Try ONE disk. If OK, 40 other Tax
Programs are available.

FIRST DISK contains Form 1040. and
Schedules A. B, C. D, SE and TC

CAT, NO TR #1 Price $24.75 PPD

K BOOTH SOFTWARE S©
931 S Bemiston St. Louis. Mo. 63105

^394

BARGAIN BYTEBARGAINBYTEBARQAINBYTEBARGAIN

2 1
?.- BARGAIN PRICE PROGRAMS S
a FOR TRS-80*!

On tape for Model I and Model >

a III 16K Lll.
|

« Instructions included 3

£ • For the whole family - Solitaire >
- Card Games: Four (excellent) 2

3 for only $15.

• How Internal Combustion En- 5
S gines Work! 2-cycle $7, 4-cycle g
£ $7, Both $13.

: .Get the feel of COBOL! Samp- §
ler for beginners (32K Disk re- J

2 quired) $9. With book $18.

> Satisfaction Guaranteed >
T Not Available Anywhere Else!

Send check or money order to:

BARGAINBYTE,™ Box 23195,
\

£ Harahan. LA 70183 >
5X • Tandy Corp Trademark O

3 i

A Will AT
* "21

M

PROFESSIONAL "21" TUTOR
Drills & exercises for learning & practicing

basic playing strategy, card counting. & money

management. Full casino simulation for play

evaluation & practice with the benefit of

excellent graphics 1

TRS80 Model III

ATLANTIC CITY "21"

Game Only

Game i. Basic Strategy

Full System
'lh.ujsene « US*. spec;l» Dm *ki*|i

NEVEOA SYSTEM AVAILABLE IN APRIL 82

Orfei fuH srstem no* & receive HMO* SYSTEM FfKE urtien

nttmt Ofoh by ptow ir iwl Ply by deck COD VIS* or

MASTERCARO tin SI 50 to sMppm| in US S3 'Cmdi.

S5 Overseas M SI M to C a Blue libel

Technical Software Systems
Box 55 Shrewsbury N J 07701 L
(201)780-4004(24 Hrs) f]

.
:••! is : Id 51 sale, lax H

$19.95

529 95

$95.00

1981 INDEX

to 80 Microcomputing

1. List All Articles

2. Search by Title

3. Search by Topic

4. Search by Month

All To Screen or Printer

on Disk

ONLY $19.95

(Add $1.50 for S&H)

(Minn, residents add 5% sales tax)

Make Check or Money Order Payable To

DEKELA Computing Service

530E.41st. St Hibbmg. MN 55746

• 567

PRIZE WINNING
CHESS

SFlNKS3.0(N«w)
Pnae vwnnet in Pan* in Ihe 19K1 Mtaocompuler

Oh*"« Championship . Sfmks 3 is ih*» la«esi MO
strufKjhSt ch«& prua^arn ever Mitten'

FTATVRF.S Bool. Openings. Chev. Clock Thmlong

on Oppontmt's Timt*. Inhnitar Lewk of Play, and

Ruthless Playing Ability'

32K cassette or disk only *39
M

SFINKS1.61
Pna- winrwr in San Jow in the latest (.SHU) U S
Mrrocomputer Chess Championship. Stinks 1 HI

beats Sargon D. Myctiess and Gambwt 80 La»y to

us* vwlh many convenience features

32K cassette or disk now only '24M
Plew spea/y cassette or dn* and Mode/ i or ill.

ftCLUDE S2 00 SHIPPING AND HANDfJNG

WILLIAM A. FINK ao6> 9« btob ~
POBOXW12
I JGHTHOUSF. POfXT R. \W74 5912 '

Enctprlonatf D» 'ifoAU

SOFTWARE FOR TRS-80
MODEL I, II & III

' INVOICING — A/R - INVENTORY (LSC-2001)

Update Inventory and Post Data to A/R

File During Invoicing. Print

Statement of Account & Commission

MOD I & III - $399.00 MOD II - $499.00

•INVOICING - INVENTORY (LSC-2003)

Updates Inventory While Invoicing

MOD II & III — $199.00 MOD II $28900

•A/R - STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT (LSC-2004)

Print Statement of Account and Commission

MODI & III -$199 00 MOD II $289.00

•MAILING LIST (LSC-2002)

Print Selectively With Priority Coding.

MOD I & III — $99.00 MOD II $189 00

Dealer Inquiries Invited

To Order or For More Information

Write or Call

LIZCON TRADING
2949 SOUTH 300 WEST

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 841 15

TEL (801)484-8179

VISA ' MASTER CHARGE ,-566

a**. a*!* rttm v-.i 0* Bpf,
: ni.Ai

-ce

.••'".•••'

OPT * 43
K 471.21
C« 4. IT
• 1 44U

* "JLhI! . !«•:•.. £-«t^i*
M

OPTIONS-80
BOX 471 CONCORD MA 01742

FOR TRS-80* MODELS I & III

AND APPLE 1 1

ANALYZES OPTION INVESTMENTS |

HANDLES CALLS. PUTS. SPREADS, BUY
OR SELL. INCLUDES COMMISSIONS.
RISK, COST OF HONEY, DIVIDENDS.
DIVES ANN. 7. RETURN ON INVESTMENT,
TABLES OR GRAPHS. PRINTS OUT AND
STORES TO DISK. MANUAL IS UNIQUE
AND COMPLETE OU1DE TO INVESTING
IN OPTIONS. MASTERCARD OR VISA.
•125. SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

-.«., .•-.. !*•>;» .-." »i«.. l"». .pp.: -.-.v.-!.

">60

GET YOUR
TRS-80 DIRECT

AUTMOfttZEO SALES CENTER

F0RT nniSpliTPbQ
AN0

worth UlilVIryj^no video

377 PLAZA, HWY 377 6RANBURY
fort with tx mm ^ 462

AND SAVES

^s§=i
teSS-00-5

Q»l our quob 'baton" you buy
FuH manufacturer*' waranttm

Tei*3 rastoant* add 4% MfM tit

S817-573-4111
COST OF CALL REFUNDED FOB (BOERS BY TELEPHONE
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HARDWARE

Now you can finish the Real World Interface!

The Missing Pieces

As we promised, here is the

phantom Fig. 11 to com-
plete Elliott Rand's Real World
Interface, Part III (December

1981, 80 Microcomputing). Part I

appeared in October and Part II

ran in November.

I I

0+I5

0-"5

Bipio oioio.o lijiap ;io wmiojii

o o o o o o p-0,0 b o o o oo^ oop o ; &-o

O GNO

CioiQioiQio I qioiq ia I Q 1 1Q 1

A e+9

HHM MIMIMIM

Fig. 7 7a. Component side of pc board.
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#? REVIEWS Continued from page 5'

have full, two-way communication.

My modem works 100 percent of the

time on my phone line. I have had no inter-

ference at all. If you have a party line or

multi-line phones, you may experience

some interference in the form of misprint-

ed screen text. Data transfer may be less

than perfect. If you live in an area with

poor phone lines and you always have bad
connections, your computer communica-
tions will suffer as much as your voice

communications.

Warning

A warning seems appropriate here. Be
sure that the Modem I is compatible with

the system you wish to hook up to. The
Source, CompuServe and TRS-80 to

TRS-80 are all fine, but you may have a
special purpose in mind. RS-232C compat-
ibility does not guarantee modem com-

patibility. Contact your intended host and

arrange for such things as baud rate, word

length, parity, number of stop bits and

who will originate or answer. If you use a

cassette, the adaptations will have to be

made at the other end. If you have an RS-

232C you can make some adjustments at

your end on the RS-232C board DIP

switch.

Software/Hardware

If you have an RS-232C then you have

all the cable and software you need. If you

want to get CompuServe you will have to

buy a $25 software package which in-

cludes one free hour of on-line time, ID

number and secret password. This pro-

gram is on tape and is compatible with

disk. Also. Modem I can be used with

Model III.

If you go cassette you have to buy a ca-

ble to connect your keyboard to your

modem. Also, you will need a different

software package. This is still in the $25

price range. I have not seen cassette oper-

ation.

It never fails that there is at least one

hitch in every operation. This one is minor.

Early advertising stated that the Modem I

would handle a baud rate of 600. During

production it was found that this was not

possible. The Modem I now has 0-300-

baud capability. Three hundred baud is

what CompuServe uses, and it is fast

enough for normal use. Most other host

systems also have 300-baud capability.

Did Radio Shack finally do something

right the first time? It appears so. My Mo-

dem is the most interesting and useful in-

vestment I have made for my TRS-80. Get-

ting out of the house with the TRS-80 has

been a dream and now it actually works!

Orchestra-85 (Modal I)

Orchestra-90 (Model III)

Jon Bokelman
Software Affair

Sunnyvale, CA
$129.95

by Jim Held

When Software Affair introduced the

Orchestra-80 music synthesizer

last year, they set standards of price and
performance that made Orchestra-80 the

most popular TRS-80 synthesizer avail-

able. There are more Orchestra-80 sys-

tems in use than any other TRS-80 syn-

thesizer. Many computerized bulletin

board systems offer free downloading of

Orchestra-80 music files, with some
systems containing as many as 60 songs.

Software Affair has just redefined the

standard. With the introduction of

Orchestra-85 and Orchestra-90. they

have again proven themselves as a com-
pany that produces well-designed, well-

built, reasonably priced products.

Orchestra-85 is downward compatible

with Orchestra-80; Orchestra-80 files will

load and play in stereo automatically, but

Orchestra-85 files that use the new stereo

and voice-altering features will not work
on the Orchestra-80 system.

The Orchestra-85 system consists of a
machine-language program and a small

circuit board. The new system maintains

all the features of Orchestra-80 (see 80
Microcomputing Reviews. May 1981, page
30), and adds many new features, includ-

ing stereo sound, percussion, optional

fifth voice, new editing features, and im-

proved sound quality.

The Hardware

The Orchestra-85 hardware is a 2-1/4 by

IJ

qdJ ^

3-inch circuit board containing nine ICs

and two RCA-type phono jacks. The board

plugs into the rear of the TRS-80 keyboard

or into the expansion interface's bus ex-

tension. No warranties are voided, since

no covers need be removed. The board is

connected to any external stereo ampli-

fier using two standard (RCA) cords (not

included). It requires no additional power

source and can be left in place when not in

use.

The Software

The Orchestra-85 software is a ma-

chine-language program that requires a

minimum of 16K of memory. About 8K of

memory remains for music entry in the

16K Level II tape version. Both tape and
disk versions are supplied on a high-

quality cassette that loads easily. The pro-

gram consists of five major parts: a digital

synthesizer, a music language compiler, a

text editor, a file manager and an in-

itialization routine.

The synthesizer features a six-octave

range and either three, four or five

simultaneous voices. The three-voice syn-

thesizer will give the best sound quality,

while the five-voice synthesizer should on-

ly be used with TRS-80s that have had a

high-speed CPU clock modification in-

stalled. A high-speed CPU mod will im-

prove the sound of any of the three syn-

thesizers.

The synthesizer voices are pre-pro-

grammed to simulate, with marginal ac-

curacy, a trumpet, an oboe, a clarinet, and

an organ. A voice may also be defined as

percussive to add percussion and rhythm
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effects to a song. Any voice or voices may
be altered at any time within the music

file. The addition of percussion and the

ability to change the tonal qualities of the

voices within any file are new features,

ones that greatly expand the creative

capabilities of the system.

Orchestra-85, like its predecessor,

uses a symbolic language to enter

musical pieces. In this language, a hexa-

decimal-like sequence of numbers and let-

ters represents all the notes within the

system's range. A few other letters and
characters are used to specify key, tempo,

voice and note value. The language works

well and has the capability of producing a

wide range of musical effects.

The compiler will accept music written

in any key, any time signature, and any

note value from whole to sixty-fourth

notes. Notes may be single, double or tri-

ple dotted, or played as triplets. Acci-

dentals, staccatto and pizzicatto note

forms are also available. Two forms of ar-

ticulation are provided, as are the

capabilities for repeats, second endings

(with or without retard), and modulation.

The compiler scans each number, letter

and character in the text file and checks it

for legality. If an illegal character is found,

compilation stops and an error message
Is displayed in the status lines. If the

character Is legal, the compiler generates

the necessary machine-language instruc-

tions to synthesize the note. The compiler

is fast—an 8,000-character file compiles

in under 14 seconds.

The compiler is accessed with the

Score command. Another command, Get

(filename), reads a file from tape or disk,

Scores It, and plays it. The Get command
can also read, score and play more than

one song at a time. This is accomplished

by entering Get (filel) (file2) (f ile3) .... The
program will read the first file from tape or

"The. . . text editor

is one of

the system's

best features."

disk, score it, play it, then repeat the pro-

cedure for the other files. When all the

files entered have been played, the pro-

gram returns to its command mode.

A new command in the disk version,

Multi (filel) (flle2) (file3). . ., is described

by the manual as a "perpetual Get". The

Multi command performs the same func-

tion as Get, except that the program

returns to the beginning of the Multi com-

mand when all the files have been played.

This allows repetitive playing of a group of

songs.

The initialization routine allows the

user to custom-configure the program to

his or her system. The routine first asks

the user whether or not a fast clock mod-

ification has been installed. If so, the user

is prompted to enter the enable and

"Software Affair has kept up

their tradition

of fine documentation."

According to the manual, the Multi

command is "useful in background music

applications." I personally like soft

"elevator music" for background music;

but there are probably some types that

would prefer a computer synthesizer. I

cannot picture a romantic evening con-

sisting of some fine wine, soft lights and

the mellow strains of a 16K Level II

TRS-80.

The Orchestra-85 text editor is one of

the system's best features. The text editor

provides a 14-line text display area and a

two-line status display area. The status

lines are located at the top of the screen

and are used when entering system com-

mands like Score, Get and Play. Error

messages are displayed in the second

status line. The text file scrolls up and
down below the status lines, and a blink-

ing block cursor can be positioned

anywhere in the file by using the arrow

keys on the keyboard. The program fully

debounces the keyboard, and all key-

strokes repeat when held down.

Additional text editor features include

insert or delete line, and a global

character string search. A new string-

search feature is the ability to search in

front of or behind the current cursor posi-

tion. By using the List command, the con-

tents of a file may be sent to a line printer,

and the computer will not lock-up if a

printer is not available.

The file management system is a pow-

erful text file manager that provides for

orderly storage and retrieval of user files

on tape or disk. The tape version uses a

six-character filename and the disk ver-

sion supports an eight-character file-

name, with the extension "/ORC" added

automatically. By typing "D" or "DIR", a

directory of all files with the /ORC exten-

sion can be displayed.

New features of the disk file manage-

ment system include double-density sup-

port, the ability to kill files from the com-

mand mode, and an Append command that

combines separate music files.

disable codes. The routine than asks how
many voices are desired. The user re-

sponds with three, four or five. The user

then has the option of saving the altered

program, eliminating the need to go
through the initialization dialogue in the

future. The disk version adds the exten-

sion "/CMD" to the user-selected filespec.

Users of Orchestra-85 will notice that

there is no provision to alter the voices in

the initialization routine. This, as men-

tioned earlier, is because any voice can be

altered within a file as many times as

needed.

Software Affair has kept up their tradi-

tion of fine documentation. The 43-page

manual is nicely typeset and printed and

provides full instructions on set-up and

use of the system, including an expanded
section for non-musicians on reading

sheet music.

Registered owners of Orchestra-80

may upgrade to Orchestra-85 by sending

their system to Software Affair with $69.95

plus $2 shipping. I recommend upgrading

—the stereo and the improved sound

quality of Orchestra-85 are worth it in

themselves.

There is one area of the system that I

hope a future version will improve. It

would be much easier to enter music if the

screen was turned into a musical staff

—

each note could then be entered just as it

appears on the sheet music. While the

graphics capabilities of the TRS-80 are

limited, some creative programming

could undoubtedly solve the problem. And
Jon Bokelman has proved himself a crea-

tive programmer.

Orchestra-85 is. however, a step for-

ward in TRS-80 music synthesizers, and

remains the best buy in computer music

systems. The addition of stereo adds,

literally, another dimension to the music,

and the ability to alter the tonal qualities

of the voices within a file extends the

creative capability of the system. The key

to realizing these capabilities is to learn

the system as thoroughly as possible.
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VIEWPOINT

Top brass blow taps for hackers
by Chris Brown

80 Micro Staff

Afunny thing happened during the

course of this forum. The computer

hacker passed away.

A common theme sounded from an eve-

ning symposium conducted by the Boston

Computer Society entitled. "The Future Of

Personal Computing." It is that the age of

the hacker is coming to a close. The sym-

posium—an executive bull-session that

has come a tradition at the Northeast

Computer Show— is usually entertaining

and informative.

This year, industry executives conjec-

tured about what the future bodes for the

personal computer marketplace. Repre-

sentatives from Atari, Commodore (PET),

IBM, Microsoft. Apple. Tandy and Sinclair

analyzed where the industry is headed.

The consensus was that hardware will be

easier to use and software will be virtually

transparent in the years to come. The mi-

crocomputer's appeal to non-technical

users will increase at the expense of the

hard-and software hacker.

Potato chips and pet food

Lead-off speaker James Finke, presi-

dent of Commodore International, remind-

ed the audience that the personal com-

puter market generates about the same
yearly revenue as the potato chip industry

in the United States. He speculated that,

should growth continue at present levels,

personal computers will soon compare fa-

vorably with the lucrative pet food indus-

try in dollar volume terms.

Envision the future of the personal com-

puter—a machine he described as having

one user, a very iow cost, and a home,

school or small business environment.

Finke outlined his expectations: "We will

soon eliminate the high priest in personal

computer applications. We will also make
the user-computer interface transparent

by simplifying the lexicon of the

technology."

Finke also said manufacturers will

change their ways of thinking very soon.

"Our customers are now everyone," he

said. "We must demonstrate to these peo-

ple the value of the technology, demystify

it. and provide a wider range of services.

Finke expects to accomplish all of this by

expanding the role of the dealer. For him,

there will be no technical Taj Mahals in

the new computer society.

The young millionaire

In a rambling dissertation on the soft-

ware industry— past, present and future-

Bill Gates, 25, the youthful president of

Microsoft, offered his view of things to

come. Gates, often described as "a young

millionaire" by the computing press, felt

the biggest event happening today is the

switch from 8-bit to 16-bit machines. In his

opinion, the new 16-bit machines will be

infinitely easier to use and eventually will

eliminate the hacker. In addition, Gates

sees multi-purpose machines like the

Xerox Star providing the most economi-

cal, and therefore realistic, alternative for

tomorrow's users.

Gate stressed the importance of mak-

ing the user feel 'at home" with his ma-

chine and added that the incredible free-

dom provided by 16-bit instruction sets

will allow tomorrow's user to be a creative

programmer without becoming a techno-

freak. Common English words and
phrases will constitute the programming

language in the 16-bit future, according to

Gates.

After exceeding his 15 minute time limit

by a factor of two, Gates was restrained

by moderator Jonathan Rotenberg and

concluded by saying companies like his

will work towards these goals with greater

aggressiveness in the future.

Microsoft, incidentally, authored the

Basic interpreter for IBM's new 16-bit per-

sonal computer.

Come out of the closet

Echoing a popular theme, the man from

Atari announced that the personal com-

puter is coming "out of the closet." Direc-

tor of Development Peter Rosenthal,

standing in for absent Atari president,

Rodger Badertscher, said the machines of

tomorrow will be easy to use, easy to buy

and easy to sell. Rosenthal quickly put his

audience of hackers on the defensive by

asking rhetorically. "Who will buy the
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computer tomorrow?" Then answering his

question he said. "Surely not this group!"

Pointing out the biggest dollar earner in

microcomputer software history was
Space Invaders, a rather mindless game
garnering a healthy $2 5 million in sales,

he speculated that entertainment soft-

ware will be a major part of the personal

computer marketplace of the future.

"You have to realize that not everyone

wants to program a computer and that

hobbyists no longer represent our ma-

jor customers." His words describe

Atari's latest advertising campaigns
which stress the fun of the machine

over business, scientific or educational

applications.

Let's be user friendly

Onto this hostile rostrum stepped

Radio Shack's John Shirley. Opening his

well organized and humorous presenta-

tion, Shirley portrayed himself as a drop-

out who languished around the campuses
of Boston for years before getting serious

about computers and marketing. Shirley

stressed the importance of hardware and
software being "user friendly."

"User friendly" means always having

help available when running a program by

simply typing "HELP" on the keyboard. It

also means errors are trapped instantly

and prompts are frequent and easy to fol-

low. For Shirley, properly written soft-

ware of the future will require no written

documentation. It will be totally self-

documenting. Shirley cited Radio Shack's

Arcnet package as an example of user-

friendly software.

Shirley related the circumstances sur-

rounding the placement of disk-equipped

Model Ills in all Radio Shack stores for in-

teractive inventory control and up-dating.

The machines are tied to Forth Worth by a

cable network and will transmit daily store

inventories to a mother computer after

hours. Shirley cited an additional benefit

of placing a functioning system in each

store: "Our Staff will gain valuable ex-

perience by using this system."

Like Microsoft's Bill Gates. Shirley

views tomorrow's machine as a diverse

work station whose cost can be justified

by the many types of things it will do. This

appliance will require the user to do no

more than follow the machine's lead.

After taking it on the chin for almost

two hours, the Boston Computer
Society's beleaguered audience of hack-

ers heard more of the same from IBM. Ap-

ple and Sinclair.

The evening ended with the dishev-

eled hackers, heads down, filing out of

Hynes Auditorium, in mourning for their

lost hobby.

Aristotle makes cars talk
For a nation weaned on talking dogs

and horses, it should have surprised

no one to find a talking carat the Third An-

nual Northeast Computer Show in

Boston.

Aristotle Inc.—headed by John A. Phil-

lips who. while a student at Princeton,

gained notoriety for designing an atomic

bomb— outfitted a $29,000 DeLorean

sports car with a talking microcomputer

called Copilot.

The micro, attached by clips to a car's

wiring, monitors 11 "vital" functions:

• Door left ajar;

• Fuel tank near empty:

e Brakes about to fail;

• Emergency brake engaged;

• Oil pressure low;

• Lights left on;

• Diesel engine not properly warmed up;

• Engine overheated;

• Keys in ignition;

• Seat belts unfastened; and

• Battery voltage low.

If any of those things apply to your car.

a short key note chimes over the radio

speakers and a female voice announces

the malfunction.

Asked in a phone interview if Copilot

only duplicated the monitoring lights

that come as standard equipment in most

cars, Phillips' brother Dean, who did most

of the engineering on the project,

responded.

"In many ways, it does. The advantage

is it gives you the appropriate warning at

the appropriate time. There are many

times a person will drive along with their

parking brake on and the parking brake

light flashing in their eyes."

He added, "We thought about people

saying, well, we have idiot lights that tell

me that. My response is this is a much
more effective method.

Dean Phillips has some company. The

Navy uses the same technology in its F-14

carrier-based jets to run through a pre-

flight checklist while a pilot is in the

cockpit.

Why did the Philhpses choose a female

voice for Copilot? "We wanted a voice

that would cut through the noise environ-

ment of the automobile." Dean said. "It's

not just any female voice. We interviewed

a lot of voices and finally chose the one

doing ads for Ma Bell. Her voice was the

most appropriate and carried best in an

automobile environment."

Whether or not Copilot will fly will be

decided in the marketplace, but having an

A-bomb designer behind it hasn t hurt

"It's been a positive thing." John Phillips

said of his nuclear notoriety "There's no

question about it. It opens the door."

He added, however. "If we had come
out with a poor product, it would not have

helped that I designed the bomb. The fact

is that Copilot can stand on its own. "

Robots have become de rigueur at computer shows. This pair rolled around the Third

Annual Northeast Computer Show held Oct. 75- 18 in Boston Their favorite question

was, "Are you a computer professional." One reporter replied. "No. I'm a peripheral."

Dhotos bv G Bert Latano";
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Silicon City showdown
by Chris Brown

80 Micro Staff

When the anvil of slothfulness is

smitten, sparks fly In many direc-

tions. Now, some of those sparks have

caught this town's attention," says
Reverend Ronnie Yarber. The Bible-belt-

ing Baptist minister at the Gross Road
Church in Mesquite, TX, went on to tell 80
Micro, "Maybe electronic games aren't in-

herently evil, but the atmosphere created

in those game parlors is a breeding

ground for drugs, alcohol use, wagering

and the like."

Yarber is not the only one in his city

of 67,000 who feels this way. In an ef-

fort to check the pin ball craze in 1973,

the community rallied enough support to

pass a town ordinance prohibiting any-

one younger than 17 from playing coin-

operated games, unless accompanied
by an adult. Lately, that ordinance is

being directed against electronic game
parlors. Mesquite's ordinance has a

precedent, of sorts, in one passed in

Pasadena. CA, and upheld in the U.S.

Supreme Court in 1912. The issue then

was pool halls not Pac-Man.

Although Mesquite is no rural back-

water and its white, middle-class popula-

tion lives in suburban proximity to the city

of Dallas, it exhibits strong religious

conservatism and fundamentalist beliefs.

Mesquite is a "dry" town—one must leave

its boundaries to buy a drink—and several

years ago was the scene of another

pitched battle involving youth and city or-

dinances. In 1979 the school dress code
prohibiting hair longer than collar length

was challenged and eventually upheld.

The worrisome spectre of this type of

legislation haunts the electronic game in-

dustry as it senses lost profits and fun-

damentalist backlash to pay-as-you-play

pastimes. In self-defense, a chain of game
parlors called Aladin's Castle, has taken

Mesquite to the U.S. Supreme Court to

overturn the town's ordinance. Aladin,

which operates 250 electronic game
rooms around the country and is a sub-

sidary of Bally manufacturing, has re-

ceived the support of others in the elec-

tronic game industry.

Atari, a company which owes much of

its success to electronic games, has filed

an Amicus Curaie (friend of the court) brief

in the case to persuade the justices of the

Court that they have a bad case on their

hands. Atari senior vice president and
general counsel, Charles Paul, told 80 Mi-

cro that, "the Mesquite case has serious

flaws procedurally and, we feel, is not a

suitable case for the court to rule on in

this matter.'*

Atari has retained the legal services of

Robert H. Bork, ex-U.S. Solicitor General

(and Richard Nixon's hatchet man in the

Saturday Night Massacre), to bolster its

position. Atari hopes, in the words of Paul,

"that the court will wait for a better case
on which to rule in this important matter."

The case was heard in early November
and a ruling is expected "sometime be-

fore June," according to Paul. He cites the

fact the court spent 30 out of the 60 min-

utes alloted to the case sorting out proce-

dural matters to prove that flaws exist in

this case. He added: "The rights of the

juvenile must prevail. Mesquite, Texas has
gone too far in this case."

According to Mark Manroe, editor of the

Mesquite Daily News, the electronic

games issue is not that big a deal. "The is-

sue hasn't aroused anywhere near the

concern in the community that the R-rated

cable tv channel did," says Manroe. Last

year the concerned citizens of Mesquite

banded together to force a referendum on
the issue in which they voted themselves

the right to watch R-rated movies on a

local cable tv channel.

"Basically, I think that some of the city

council members have strong religious

beliefs. They feel that if they loose control

on the electronic game issue that it might

lead to the loss of control of age require-

ments in other areas too. They don't want
this to happen and they are holding firm to

see that it doesn't."

Reverend Ronnie Yarber sees the issue

in a less political light. He feels that

electronic game parlors encourage kids

to spend their last quarters on one more
game of invaders instead of a school

lunch and undermine fundamental values.

"The result of the proliferation of these

places," says Yarber, "could be increased

welfare rolls, food stamp applications

and other federally sponsored social

programs."

In Mesquite, the principles have taken

sides and are awaiting the word of the U.S.

Supreme Court. If the decision favors the

pro-regulationists, real trouble could be
coming for Silicon City.B

Electronic games: "Not inherently evil"

but still contributing to sin.

The wages of "sin"

climb into millions

Arecent New York Times business

article pegged the total dollar volume
of the electronic game industry at $5 bil-

lion a year.

By far the biggest money maker in the

industry's short history is Bally Manufac-

turing's Pac-Man. This non-violent video

game attracts female and male players in

equal numbers. A Payne Webber report

titled, "Video Games, A New Growth In-

dustry," credits a large measure of the

game's success to its non-combative

format.

Introduced in October of 1980. Pac-Man

has gobbled up change at a $1 billion a

year rate. Bally's unit costs $3,000 and
can be expected to garner between $200

and $400 a week in most settings. (Some
units on college campuses regularly earn

over $500 a week.)

Payne Webber analyst Lee Isgur claims

an added bonus of Pac-Man is its long life.

"Most electronic games earn progressive-

ly less over time with peak revenue returns

in the first 10 weeks," asserts Isgur. "Pac-

Man, however, holds steady as a rock."

Many business analysts these days

think it's time to get a piece of that rock.
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Morepowerful programming tools
for theTRS 80. Nowon disk.

Better results. Microsoft's Level III BASIC and Editor/

Assembler-Plus are programming tools that help you write

complex programs in less time, with less effort and util-

izing less memory. Better programs. No matter what your
programming skill. And for the first time these tools are
available on disk.

Editor/Assembler-Plus. A powerful editing, assembly and
debugging tool with many sophisticated features that make
writing TRS-80 assembly language programs easier, faster

and more efficient.

• Full disk capabilities.

• Assembly directly into memory. No need to save object

code then reload for execution.

• Macro capability that allows you to define macros for

commonly used sequences of instructions.

• Conditional assembly that allows you to generate more
than one version of a program.

• Eight breakpoints at a time for program debugging.
• The INCLUDE statement that allows you to call additional

disk files for assembly.
• Other features include extensive operators, automatic
origin, symbol table printout, quash command, hex, deci-

mal and octal constants, single step-through instructions

in memory, five type-out modes, four type-in radices, plus

extensive edit commands.

A more powerful BASIC. With Level III BASIC, you get
power to perform tasks in BASIC that used to require

assembly language. Plus, new ease-of-use features for

your TRS-80.

• Advanced graphics Develop charts, graphs, even anima-
tion in Level III BASIC Draw a line, an outline box or

a solid box by specifying just two points. Then save and
recall it with BASIC commands.

• MENU. One command that allows you to construct an
entire menu.

• CHAIN and COMMON commands allow you to call

another program and pass variables to it.

• Powerful editing commands such as COPY/TRANSFER,
FIND and CHANGE.

• DUMP command that makes debugging easier.

• Time-limit response. New INPUT # LEN and LINE INPUT
# LEN commands allow you to set a time limit on response.

• RS-232 output from BASIC. With a single command.
• More. Level III gives you automatic line numbering, 26
user-definable single stroke instructions, and more.

Disk or cassette. Disk versions of Level III and Editor/

Assembler-Plus are brand new. Cassette versions are also

available with many of the same capabilities.

Talk to your Microsoft™ dealer. Ask for a demonstration
of two of the most powerful tools you can get for your
TRS-80: Level III BASIC and Editor/Assembler-Plus. On
disk or cassette. From Microsoft.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corporation
Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft. Inc

Microsoft Consumer Products is a division of Microsoft. Inc.
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Scouts in the computerroom?
by G. Michael Vose

80 Micro Staff

Soon, the Boy Scout Oath may contain

more than promises to be thrifty, brave

and reverent. The list could include

"dedicated to structured programming
techniques" or "committed to efficient

data base management."
Thanks to recent efforts by the national

headquarters of the Boy Scouts of Ameri-

ca, the Data Processing Management As-

sociation and the Association for Sys-

tems Management, young men in Boy
Scout troops and Explorer posts all

around the country are meeting the com-

puter industry.

The Boy Scouts have offered a merit

badge in computers since 1973. To obtain

the merit badge, a scout learns a brief

history of computers, visits a computer
center and prepares flowcharts. BSA
Headquarters provides a 30 page pam-
phlet packed with information that will

secure the Scout a solid introductory

education in computers.

The computers merit badge is a circular

piece of cloth showing a punch card and a

reel of magnetic tape. Earning the merit

badge requires four to six weeks of study

by an average scout. In addition to learn-

ing facts about the computer industy. the

Scout discovers some career opportuni-

ties available in the field.

A scout earning the merit badge never

touches a computer or learns program-

ming, but he is exposed to flowcharts, an
early step in the preparation of programs.

He flowcharts the procedures for pitching

camp, assigning a sequence of events,

and implementing instructions to a fic-

tional scout patrol. The steps include ev-

erything from preparing tent sites to dig-

ging a latrine and gathering wood for a
campfire.

The pamphlet for the merit badge was
prepared with the assistance of the Data
Processing Management Association. It

is well written and packed with informa-

tion. It would suitably introduce comput-
ers to anyone. Scouts 14 and older should

be able to understand the information but

younger scouts may have some difficulty.

The pamphlet includes cnapters on com-
puter history, computer terms, how com-
puters store data, input-output systems,

computer installations and careers in the

computer field.

In the computer history segment the

scout journeys to ancient China where he
learns about the abacus. From there he
travels to France to meet Blaise Pascal,

then to America to meet James Hollerith

and. finally. Ekert. Mauchy and John von
Neuman. Along the way. the scout watch-

es the computer evolve.

The chapter on careers in the computer
field explores the role of the programmer,
computer operator, systems analyst,

design engineer and even the computer
salesman.

In the chapters about computer terms,

the scout learns the meaning of CPU (Cen-

tral Processing Unit), register, microsec-

ond, bytes, memory, subroutine, floating

point and dozens of other "buzzwords."

The Computer Programs chapter ex-

plains the difference between assemblers
and compilers and the difference between
source and object code.

Computers are catching on with scouts

Bill Andrews. BSA director of informa-

tion services, said Scouts are anxious to

learn about computers. At a national jam-

boree held last summer in Virginia, a

booth on computing drew huge crowds.
According to Andrews. "There were sever-

al Apple computers at the booth and the

lines waiting to use each one were 10 to 12

scouts deep all the time." Andrews has

been working with Dick Irwin, president of

the Association for Systems Management
to develop more sophisticated programs
for the Scouts in the computer field.

Recently, they teamed up to start Explorer

Scout posts specifically intended to teach

data processing and programming.

At BSA national headquarters in Irving,

TX, an Explorer post uses BSA's IBM com-

puter to learn COBOL programming and

data processing. The Scouts meet twice a

month and the programmers and opera-

tors who work in the BSA computer center

teach them. At the urging of ASM, several

local chapters of the association have al-

so sponsored Explorer posts around the

country to introduce older scouts to data

processing. The goal of these organiza-

tions, said Irwin, "is to expose young peo-

ple to career opportunities in data pro-

cessing and information resource
management."

If you work with computers, you may
find a Boy Scout knocking on your door

seeking information. It will be part of ef-

fort to earn a computer merit badge. Who
knows, soon maybe scouts will be writing

programs that help little old ladies across

the street!
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COMPACT 232-IS
INTERCONNECT SET

• Eaay, full configuration of line signals

• All 25 aignala paaaed to headers
• Designed for wire-wrap or jumpers
• Additional header for break-in round cable
• Made for permanent installation

LOW COST - only $35.00
JIS- Jumper Set 6.50

S Y Z Y G Y ,M »*»
"the interface people"

256 W. San Bernardino Rd
Covina, CA 91723 • (213) 332-3320

LEARN MATHEMATICS THE FUN WAY!

Programs that develop mathematical reasoning
and estimation skill

Beyond drill and practice!
I

All ages mill enioy these games that teach

The Estimation Game (Animated 1

)

Cassette

The Distance Game
Cassette
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TAXES
TRS-80MODELS2&3

A COMPLETE COORDINATED TAX
SYSTEM THAT INCLUDES MOST USED
FORMS AND SCHEDULES. ALL
SCEDULES PRINTED, NO MASKS, NO
DATA FIELD ENTERED MORE THAN
ONCE. ALL DATA AUTOMATICALLY
PASSED BETWEEN SCHEDULES AND
1040. FULLY SUPPORTED ALL YEAR
PARTIAL OR FULL SYSTEM. SYSTEM
CAN BE RUN FOR SINGLE OR MULTIPLE
RETURNS. EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE.

FULL SYSTEM - $595.00
OTHER TRS-80 SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

ANALYTICAL PROCESSES CORP.
635 MAIN ST - NASSAU BLDG

--,«« P.O. BOX 1 31

3

VISA MONTROSE, COLO. 81402
303 249-1 400

^116

APPLE

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

10% Discount
ATARI TRS 80 1.11

Adventure Sena* »i 11 T AT. AP $17 95 Tape

Conflict 2500 T AT. AP 13 50 Tape

Oeathmaze 5000 T AP i i 65 Tape

EmpireottheOvermind T AT. AP J31 50 Disk 27 00Tape

invaders from Space T only 13 45 Tape

H«cu« at Rigei T AT. AP 26 95 Tape

Superscript T onry 26 95 Tape

Tawaia s Last Redoubt T (Tape) $22 45 Disk »" 96 Tape
API Disk I

Many more games, utilities, business etc available

Disk and Cassette

Purchase by M O . Check (Allow 10 days to clear)

or COD
Add Si 00 Postage Per Order

(MO Add 5% Sales Tax)

For price sheet, writ* lo

,' A/as/v/rs • 582

Computer Software
P O BOX 59612. WALTER REED STATION

WASHINGTON DC 20012

MODEL II
All Graphics • Non-Scrolling

STARSHIPI
Battle the invaders from your

complete command console.

Documentation and basic

source code on 8" diskette

$50. postpaid. ^253

PANORAMIC
Systems

21b 1 2 West James Street

Lancaster. PA 17603

Phone (717) 393 1917

BOWLINGGames

HauiiKAp* LEAGUE iobsatuk

Blind Scorn P. .ints

STATISTICS
1

.,,.• ratrh

For the TRS-80'

BOWLSTAT 2 will generate team standing

sheets suitable for posting with full team and
player statistics, and also prints league scoring

sheets A wide range of handicapping and
scoring options meets almost any leagues
requirements Lntry of weekly scores is fast

and simple with extensive prompting and
I'not detection

On Diskette with User's Manual
for the Model 1. II or III

$79.95

Manual Only
(Deductible on purchase of Diskette)

$9.95
i.

. u ' -.

Datascore
P. O. Box 995. Sharon. Pa 16146
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NEW/ KomHOHtB.
—SPOOKS— Rack
up points following

trails and eating dots
— but watch out for

the spooks'
When you get tough
—SPOOKS— will get

tougher • sound
• FAST GRAPHICS

• RECORDS BEST SCORES

—SPOOKS— (cassette, postage paid) $16.95

NEW!,
SSBUG

From RONTEL Single Stepper
For serious machine code debugging SSBUG
displays all registers and more within a small

moveable area of screen This utility examines and

alters memory, breakpoints and single-steps using

a user selectable key suppresses following calls

and much, much more SSBUG is human engi-

neered so as not to interfere with regular program
execution • easy to operate • uses about jr

SSBUG (cassette, postage paidi $19.95

Both Programs lor TRS-80 MOD. I and III

Send Check or Monev Order to

™ ^266

903 Shady Drive Dept M
va RES ADD 4'

Vienna. VA 22180

Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep your valu-

able data safe Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error-tree The low

abrasivity saves your read/write heads
They're compatible with most diskette drives

(800)235-4137

Deale' Inquiries
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He says he can compute fiction
by John P. Mello Jr.

80 Micro News Editor

I
ate my leotard, that old leotard that was
feverishly replenished by hoards of

screaming commissioners. Is that though

understandable to you? Can you rise to its

occasions? I wonder. Yet a leotard, a com-

missioner, a single hoard, all are under-

standable in their own fashion. In that

concept lies the appalling truth.

Bad poetry? Worse prose? Try comput-

er fiction. Last September the science

magazine Omni published "the first exper-

iment in computer-generated science-fic-

tion writing." "Soft Ions" (titled by the

editors at Omni, not the computer) was
written by a program called Racter devel-

oped by two computer hobbyists. William

Chamberlain and Thomas Etter.

"The program is essentially an exis-

tence proof that such programs can exist,"

Chamberlain told 80 Micro. "It is very, very

far from being an idealized program-
even one we would be more or less satis-

fied with."

"Racter as it stands." he added, "is an

existence proof that a computer can com-

pute character strings which we recog-

nize as being English and to which we ac-

cord—on our own and individually

—

meaning or no meaning. One can't say

that about Moby Dick."

What makes Racter important is its

authors" claim that the program—operat-

ing on an Ohio Scientific Instruments

Challenger II with 48K of RAM—writes a

story without any nudges from the person

William Chamberlain

running the computer. Artificial intelli-

gence labs, using much more sophisti-

cated hardware, have tried to do that for

years with mixed results.

Chamberlain, now living in New York

City's West Village, disclaimed Racter

had anything to do with artificial intelli-

gence—getting the computer to emulate

human thought. "This does not think, nor

does it replicate thinking vis a vis artificial

intelligence work that is being conducted

right now." he said.

Asked how his and Etter's program dif-

fered from Al experiments. Chamberlain

explained. "This thing doesn't apprehend

anything outside. This thing is doing its

own thing inside. And it's doing it not con-

tingent upon choice points outside in the

real world. It's just cooking by itself."

The program, he said, is composed of

dictionary files—made up of lists of

words—and hierarchic files. These echo

the dynamics and structure of language

algorithmically. They tell the computer

about clauses, subjects, objects, modi-

fiers. . .the meter and resonance of lan-

guage rather than its meaning.

"It turns out." Chamberlain said, "that

if you come pretty close to this, then

reason seems to be computed in some
sense. That is, the computer takes off on

Continued on page 335

A pair of hackers
shaped Racter
William Chamberlain, 41. coauthor

of a program purported to write

science fiction, admits he is a dabbler at

computer programming. "I'm quite a dilet-

ante at this." he observed, "but I've learn-

ed a lot over the past four years working

on this project."

Born in the Chelsea section of New
York City, Chamberlain has penned short

stories, tv scripts and pulp fiction, and

made blue movies as well as medical films

for the University of California Medical

School at Berkeley and the University of

Minnesota Medical School.

Thomas Etter. according to Chamber-
lain, has 20 years experience with com-
puters and holds patents in the field. Et-

ter, who lives in California, is a quantum
logician and systems designer.

During the New York World's Fair in

1962. Etter exhibited a hydraulic computer

at the National Cash Register pavillion,

before the device could get into the

stream of things, the transistor rendered it

obsolete.*
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Continued from page 334

its own and we have no idea what it is go-

ing to say and when it says something it

appears to be quite sensible. You impart

reason to it."

"The program," he observed, "fools

around with words based on certain for-

malisms we have decided upon—the

most important one, of course, is what for-

malisms one can extract from the English

language.

"Once you've extracted certain shapes
and forms and thrusts and parries of

English, then give the computer some
English words, conjugations, rules for

piuralizing things, keeping track of

gender, then it turns out it is able to

compute English."

Chamberlain explained that words
called identifiers define the relationships

between words in the program. Fur could

be an identifier, he said, and the computer
would be told that if it chooses the word
horse, it may use fur with it, but if it

chooses "grand piano." it may not use fur.

"Now if you simply expand and expand
upon that," the former tv writer and film

maker said, "and make it more and more
intricate and more and more complex, you
will see that the computer can compute
some very interesting things in the En-

glish language with nothing but a long list

of identifiers to make choices from.

"That is what the program Racter does.

It allows the computer to go into long lists

of identifiers— which are character
strings preceding every entry—according
to certain formalisms: what is equal to

what, what is very divergent from what.

Contingent on that information, it begins
to build word chains. And lo and behold, it

begins to build up sentences."

Even though Racter has produced one
story, Chamberlain and Etter are not

ready to churn out more. Chamberlain ex-

plained that bugs in Racter and hardware
limitations prevent another unique story

being produced. "If you started the pro-

gram now." he said, "the stories would be
similar."

All the files cant be loaded into the

OSI's memory at once, he said, so the

choice points in the program are limited.

So is what Chamberlain terms "depth of

call"— the distance the program may de-

part from a point before returning to it.

Now Racter has a depth of call of six to

seven, he said, another factor that would
contribute to the "sameness" of another

story produced by the program now.

Also, Racter only works on the OSI,

which limits its portability. The pair have

purchased new hardware but are having

trouble adapting Racter to it.

"As it stands now," Chamberlain
observed, "it is a very buggy program. It

takes an immense amount of idiosyncrat-

ic knowledge to get the thing working

properly."

"We have limitations in the program."

he said, "and we"re working on a deficit

budget here. We have some limitations

that are very hard to get at and each of us
have other things to do to make a living.

We can't spend our time exclusively on
this activity so it's hard to get certain bugs
out of the program we would like to get out

of it."

Omni helped Chamberlain and Etter

with a substantial initial problem with

Racter: translating it into machine lan-

guage. "Omni gave us some money to pur-

sue our work, "Chamberlain said, "name-
ly, to get Racter into machine language

because it was running too slow in Basic."

Asked about Racter's future, Chamber-
lain observed, "if we don't get some
money, there's not going to be any
future." But he added he hoped to publish

a bock of 13 computer-generated short

stories in a "very intriguing and new kind

of expressive fiction. "

Wang Lab struts its new stuff

by Steven Frann

80 Micro Staff

Wang Laboratories Inc., introduced

several new product lines and an-

nounced enhancements to its existing

product lines. The new products, the Alli-

ance 250, the Audio Workstation, and the

Image Transfer System, were announced
at a press conference held at Wang's cor-

porate headquarters in Lowell, Massachu-
setts recently.

The Alliance 250 provides data base
computer power to all office personnel

without requiring a knowledge of com-
puters. It allows users to create a data

base easily and to retrieve and format in-

formation instantly. It features the in-

tegration of data processing, word pro-

cessing, audio processing, image pro-

cessing and networking. Available soft-

ware application modules include visual

memory, document management, time

management, and a message system.

The document management feature in-

dexes all words in all documents with an

average disk space overhead of only 15

percent. A typical application might

search for information given in a speech
stored as a document on the Alliance sys-

tem. If the speech dealt with 'the

dynamics of advertising during a reces-

sion," entering the words "advertising"

and "recession" would obtain an instant

screen listing of all documents containing

the two words.

The Audio Workstation provides voice

messaging. Audio is available on Wang's
newly unveiled 5300 Series Economically
Designed Workstations. The user creates

voice documents through the Audio Work-

station whose digital-based voice editor

allows him to dictate, review and edit

voice documents. A graphic of the voice

message appears on the screen and aids

editing.!

Will Racter put writers on the dole?
Should fiction writers start shaking in

their loafers over Racter?

Coauthor William Chamberlain assert-

ed computers will produce novels eventu-

ally. They will look different than anything

a human being has ever produced," he

observed, but they "could never have the

mystery of writing."

"It could write junk novels," he added.
"I think that's a possibility, although my
colleague and opposite number, Mr. Etter.

thinks that is not the case."

However, he said, "I don't think a com-
puter will ever write literature."

Asked if "Soft Ions" reflected his

writing style, Chamberlain said, "Many
people that know me have said. Wow, Bill,

it's saying crazy things, we don't under-

stand it, but it sounds like you."

"The computer," he noted, "somehow
seems to sound the way the person who
has written the files sounds regardless of

what the computer is saying."

He continued. "If this is indeed the

case, then this particular program in

some sense captures some aspect of a liv-

ing person."

"Had Oscar Wilde started out with this

computer," Chamberlain said, "and got

some aspect of himself in it on a disk, then

we could have Oscar Wilde talking to us
now. It wouldn't be reasonable talk, but it

would be ever changing and be some as-

pect of Wilde.

"That may be one of the most important
things that such programming can do and
there's no other modality around these

days that can afford us that"!
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Heed market, execs told

The electronic information revolution in

the United States should not waste its

resources on expensive gadgets and ig-

nore the mass market consumer, a Radio

Shack executive cautioned at the 96th An-

nual National Newspaper Association

and Trade Show.

"We feel," Charles A. Phillips said, "if

you approach this market with all the bells

and whistles available to existing technol-

ogy, then you will price yourself out of the

mass market."

If you do that, the Senior Vice Presi-

dent for Special Markets reasoned, you
will discourage the capital investment

needed to spur the electronic information

Revolution now!

H as the electronic information revolu-

tion arrived? Newspaper executives

at the N.N. A. convention (see main story)

went home with varying views.

There is a fundamental difference be-

tween a society that possesses a few

computers and telephones and a true in-

formation society, said Morris Tanen-

baum, executive vice president of AT&T.
The dawn of the information age, he

contended, will occur when a "critical

mass of information services" is reached.

Only then, he added, will a consumer un-

derstand what the information age is and

what he or she has been missing.

Charles A. Phillips, senior vice presi-

dent for special markets for Radio Shack,

rapped computer experts who claim the

information revolution is yet to come.

"I believe," he declared, "that when our

historical perspective of the years 1981-

1982 is refined, you will discover that as

we convene here today, the electronic in-

formation era is a reality. It is futuristic on-

ly for those whose perspective may be

blinded by their inability to recognize and

adapt to present technology."

revolution.

In the United Kingdom. France and

Canada, the governments make that

kind of investment. Phillips added: "Only

national and federal governments have the

resources to squander on the luxury of

technology first and the marketplace

later. The shareholders of a private enter-

prise must use their dollars more wisely

than that."

Phillips criticized American Telephone

and Telegraph's proposed standard-
patterned on Canadian and French

technology— for two-way computer
communication.

He explained Ma Bell ignores the

United States standard for tv screens (32

characters per line. 16 lines per screen)

and addresses the foreign standard (40

characters. 24 lines).

"We grant foreign tv gives better picture

resolution." he said, "but how can one

overlook the numbers? Ninety-nine per-

cent of American households have tvs on

the 32 by 16 standard. How do you expect

to deliver information to the home if the

homeowner cannot afford it. that is, if he

has to make some costly modification to

his tv set?"

Phillips assured the conferees Radio

Shack could produce terminals for foreign

two-way systems. "But the question re-

mains," he observed, "will it sell quanti-

ties large enough to justify the capital

investment?"

The current answer to that question, he

contended, is no. "What if we're wrong 9 "

he asked. "Well, it wouldn't take long to

gear up one of our manufacturing facili-

ties [to produce compatible terminals]. '

ATT 2nd CBS in videotext test

Two communications giants will team

up in a two-way tv experiment in

Ridgewood, NJ.

The videotext try by American Tele-

phone and Telegraph and CBS is sched-

uled for this fall. It is similar to an-

other AT&T venture with Viewdata Corp.

(a subsidiary of Knight-Ridder Newspa-

pers) in Coral Gables, FA. The experiment

will involve 200 families who will partici-

pate free.

The tv network will provide news and in-

formation for the test. Ma Bell will furnish

transmission lines and computer sys-

tems, including home terminals, adapters

for tvs. and specialized data terminals.

The experiment will include banking

and shop-at-home services, but not elec-

tronic telephone directories. National and

local advertisers will not pay for partici-

pating in the videotext trial.

The move by the two conglomerates

was viewed by one observer as a major

turning point in AT&T's efforts to test

home information retrieval systems. Ulti-

mately the program could include adver-

tising and shopping programs brought in-

to the home by the Bell System.

Another observer quoted in Editor &

Publisher claimed one reason AT&T par-

ticipated in the experiment is it "is

scared to death of the growth of two-way

cable tv."

The proposed system would bring CBS
news and publishing resources into the

home via AT&T's telephone network.

AT&T is the world's largest company with

assets of $125 billion. CBS. with assets of

$2 billion, is the nation's 94th-largest in-

dustrial corporation and one of its biggest

communications concerns.

CBS controls a worldwide news-gath-

ering network through its broadcast hold-

ings, and owns a variety of "consumer"
magazines, such as Woman's Day and

Mechanix Illustrated, part of a corpor-

ate unit consisting of 60 newstand maga-

zines and six book lines.

Big market for electronic news but "bladders" will survive

Electronic information systems will not

supplant newspapers, N.N.A. con-

ferees were told at their gathering in

Boston.

"Futurists have been saying for some
years now how there'll be no printed

newspapers in the future," said Morris

Tanenbaum, executive vice president of

AT&T. "That prospect seems pretty far-

fetched to me."

The Bell System estimates that less

than 10 percent of the households in the

United States will subscribe to electronic

information systems by 1990. Tanenbaum
called that a "sizable market" but not one

so large it would divert newspapers from

their current primary line of business.

Charles A. Phillips, senior vice presi-

dent for special markets for Radio Shack,

added:

"No one really believes the electronic

edition will replace the printed news-

paper, but as people's needs for more in-

formation, more specific information and

more timely information grow, the elec-

tronic newspaper will be the best medium
to meet their needs. But after all, there are

certain places you just can't bring the

keyboard and the tube. . the bathroom

and bed come to mind! "
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MOD-IIHARD DISKS
AVAILABLENOW

WHYWAITFORRADIO SHACK
Micro Mainframe now supports the Model-II* Computer system with our high quality add on

Winchester disk systems. Each of the disk systems available offers the same high quality Error

Correcting controllers used in our Model-I* and Model-Ill* systems.

Features
• 5 Megabyte to 120 Megabyte systems supported (formatted capacity), with total system

capacities from 10 Megabytes to 480 Megabytes.

• Oasis* operating system available (Model-II* only)

• TRSDOS* compatible operating systems available (all models)

• Model-I* and Model-Ill* unit prices include operating system.

• Error Correction on all controllers for years of trouble free operation (up to four bit burst).

• Simple interface to the host computer through one of our host adapters.

• Models available soon for Apple* and other computer systems.

• Support for more Winchester systems than any other manufacturer.

System Pricing

Removable Cartridge Winchesters

MMF-100R1 Model-I or Model-Ill version $5350.00

MMF-100R2 Model-II version $5395.00

MMF-100A Apple Version $5350.00

5 Megabyte Desktop System
Prices Reduced

MMF-3H, 48K system w/Floppy backup $5995.00

Other Systems
10 Megabyte Fixed Hard-disk systems begin at $5295.00
120 Megabyte Fixed Hard-disk systems begin at $7995.00
Model-Ill* Floppy Controller w/installation kit $279.95

Why become locked into a proprietary1 system from one manufacturer, when Micro Mainframe

supports a total of 15 drive manufacturers. When a new drive becomes available, you need only to

purchase that drive and controller to upgrade your system. The software and Host Adapter works

with the new drive package, thus allowing minimum upgrade cost.

Call for the location of your nearest Micro Mainframe Dealer.

Dealer inquiries invited.

MICRO MAINFRAME .,.

714 Alhambra Blvd. • Sacramento, Ca 95816
(916)447-7048

* Oasis it a copyright ol Phase One Si-stems.

* M.iUt I < I. II. & III are Tandy trademarks
* Apple is a trademark of Apple Corp

^s** ust oi Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 337
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Nails, snails and tails

not for this whiz kid
by Carolyn Nolan

80 Micro Slsf

I

Whoever said boys were made of

nails and snails and puppy dog
tails could not have had Simon Zucker-

braun in mind.

Simon is 10 years old and writes game
programs in Assembly language for his

TRS-80 Model I Level II. When he invites

his friends over after school, all of them

disappear into his basement in the Bronx

not to be heard from again for hours.

Such is the story told by Dr. Harriet

Zuckerbraun, a research microbiologist

who is taking time off from one career to

pursue another— mothering Simon and

his six-year-old brother. She and Jacob

Zuckerbraun, Simon's father, both agree

Simon is one surprise after another.

About two years ago. Jacob Zucker-

braun was designing some microproces-

sors for his work as an electrical engineer-

ing consultant. Eight-year-old Simon, ask-

ed so many questions his father introduc-

ed him to the technical literature he had

on hand. Soon they were talking shop.

Zuckerbraun said he •"often uses Simon

as a consultant because his understand-

ing of the inner workings of the computer

is so complete and he seems able to visu-

alize what actually goes on inside the

computer."

Thus began Simon's computer career.

After he mastered Assembly language his

father encouraged Simon to study the

Level II Basic manual even though Simon

could hardly see the reason since he was
so comfortable with Assembly language.

In the spring 80 Micro will publish

"Scoreball," "Dynamic Birthday Card."

and "Cops and Robbers" game programs

written by Simon Zuckerbraun. Simon

also has created a sketching program and

a music compiler. When asked how he felt

when he learned his programs had been

accepted Simon said. "I danced."

Simon attends P.S. 89 Bronx where he

studies the same subjects as most other

fifth graders, and plays soccer and

baseball on the playground. His mother

says he is good in his subjects and par-

ticipates in the program for gifted and

talented children, but they have no com-

puters in the school. Perhaps that is a

good thing since it has given Simon time

to explore other talents.

His teachers encouraged him to enter a

story-telling contest in third grade. He par-

ticipated two years in a row. placing dis-

trict runner up the first year and Bronx

Borough runner up the second year. To

compete, the students had to find an old
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tale and research traditional story-telling

practices. They tell their stones, without

props or hand motions, relying entirely on

their voice and facial expressions for ef-

fect. The second year he competed, Si-

mon chose a story called "Obedient Jack"

about a boy who got the simplest instruc-

tions confused and whose obtuseness

caused him and his mother endless

troubles.

Simon was commended for his "poise,

voice control and sophistication far be-

yond his years" by Mercedes L. Rowe, the

district library media coordinator.

Besides his virtuosity as a story teller

and computer programmer Simon also

finds time to play the piano. He is learning

a Fantasia by Mozart and some Variations

by Dmitri Kabalezsky. No nails and snails

for this Simon Zuckerbraun.

Source users get "super services"
You asked for it and you're going to get

it, a McLean, VA, data service has told

its 11,500 subscribers.

The Source— a subsidiary of The

Reader's Digest Assn. Inc.— has intro-

duced a group of "super services" tailored

to what its customers said they wanted in

a survey conducted by the firm last spring

(See 80 Microcomputing Dec. 1980).

Among the new services offered by The

Source Telecomputing Corp. are:

• Legi-Slate. a service tracking bills in the

Congress;

• COMPUSTAR, an electronic discount

shopping service featuring instant order-

ing and keyword search of more than

30,000 items;

• Management Contents, Ltd.. a base of

concise abstracts of articles from the 27

leading business publications;

• Commodity News Service, information

on the commodities market with periodic

updates while it is trading; and

• Media General, a service updated week-

ly providing detailed background on over

3,100 stocks.

The new services, called Source Plus,

cost $30 an hour for weekday use; $15 for

evening and weekend use. Regular Source

services cost $18 an hour weekdays; $5.75

evenings and weekends; and $4.25 after

midnight.

One of the latest features on the regular

Source is an electronic book ordering ser-

vice coordinated by the Professional Book

Center in Portland, OR. The center has

more than 100,000 editions of 600.000 cur-

rently published books.

A Source user may pay with a credit

card for the book and its $1.95 postage

and handling. The center will inform a

customer within 24 hours if a book is out

of print. Another feature of the service

allows a buyer to specify the maximum

amount he or she is willing to pay for the

book in his or her order. If the book costs

more, the center informs the buyer.

At the time the survey results were re-

leased, Source Vice President A. Martin

Clark observed:

"Now we are seeing a rapid spread of

practical interest in the benefits of elec-

tronic, computer-based services among

business professionals."

An indication of that, he noted, is the

study conducted by Staples Information

Inc. of Houston, TX. It showed only 27 per-

cent of the service's subscribers belong to

computer clubs. A year ago, he added. 44

percent of the subscribers said they

belonged to clubs.
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*» Vou 'ue Written

a Fantastic Game?
Then We'd Like to Publish It!

We're looking for hot GAME pro-
grams:
ARCADE (HI SPEED GRAPHICS)
ADVENTURE FORMAT
FANTASY WARGAMINO
BOARD GAMES
LOGIC & PUZZLE GAMES

There's Gold in them there
Games! Write for our free

Programmer's Kit today.

INSTANT SOFTWARE. INC. "-2

Submissions Dept.
Peterborough. NH 03458

MODEL II

PROGRAMS
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System software is selling

very, very well Are you getting

the most out of yours or are you
giving It away? Instant Soft

ware would like to be your

publisher We're looking
for. .

* Disk operating systems
* Monitors

* Utilities

* Programmer aids

* New languages (and better old

ones)
* Data base systems
* Etc. . (particularly etc)

Let Instant Software do your

marketing Write for Program-

mers Kit to Instant Software.

Submissions Department,
Peterborough NH 03458.

%
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TRS80 fe

Modem

«iffio*«r>»ioutUc>toii!ifts mewd

HIGH TECHNOLOGYAT /^FOKDABLE PRICES

\-®M
roonDtn
CALL IOLL FPU
I too Sti 1*00

CANADIANS
1981 PERSONAL INCOME TAX PROGRAM FOR THE
NON PROFESSIONAL

Oota« returns <or friend* and 'amiiy

Automatically calculates:
Employment e »pense deduction maximum medical
expense deduction, all personal exemptions, age
exemption lo< those qualifying detailed ta« calculation
ii . denii tai credit Federal and Provincial ta> payable
and much more

Directs the user or' a line by III* basis indicating whe-e
amounts are tilled in on the return and where attach
mentsare 'equired

Written by a Chartered Accountant the program was
tested 0*1 personal tax returns prepared .n a public
accounting office

Available on cassette for TRS 80 Model i level II 16K
and Model III

Standard Program *19 96

Sad employment Program »29 95

Alta Sask Man residents add $b 00
Postage and handling $2 96
Add Provincial Sales Tax where applicable

Indicate province of residence on December 31 1981

To order send cheque or money order to

PERSONAL TAX SOFTWARE
P O Bo. 4015
Station "C"
London. Ontario N5W SG9 ,-568

101 u/e/ FOR
filXFID

MICROCOMPUTER
no.8

MODEL I UTILITY PROGRAMS

-Command Sequencer- editor, all

'80 commands plus More.

-Word Processor Patch- 17 new

functions for RS program.

-Tape Utility-

-Password Utility-

-Purge Utility-

-System Save Utility-

-Juke Box Program-

-Control Key Programs-

All programs $23 plus $2 P + H
per order. Send for details to:

Clockwork Software

P.O.B. 704

Colorado Springs, CO

80901
^213

STORYBOOKS OF THE FUTURE

5prce
WH5TE RIO

For TRS 80' Modals I and III

A New Kind of Children's Storybook
Poem/Story, + Graphics'Animation

+ Music/Sound EHects
In Context Learning Games
Moon Drops (Counting)

Look Nod & Shake (Imagination Strategies) '

Fall Out (Number/Letter Identification)

PLUS in the 32K Program
Automatic Scoring • Hole in the Moon (Alphabet &
Number Order) Moon Looks (Up/Down/Lelt/Right)

Moon Pass lOver'Under/Above/Below)

SPECIFY MODEL I OR MODEL III TAPE OR DISK
32K Disk MODELS l/MI $24.95
16K Tape MODELS l/lll $19.95

Send Check/Money Order to

Storybooks of the Future
527 41st Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94121

(415) 386 5184
(CA Res add 6% Tax)

•TR-80 is a trademark ot Tandy Corp ^550
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Booming
Micro sales
The Venture Development Corp., a

Wellesley. MA. research firm says to ex-

pect booming small computer sales

through 1984. The company predicts

shipments of computers priced under

$20,000 will increase by 33.5 percent an-

nually through 1984. A copy of the re-

port—"The Small-Business Computer In-

dustry: A Strategic Analysis"— is avail-

able from VDC for $19.50.

New Cobol
Proposed
The American National Standards Com-
mittee of Washington, DC has proposed

a new standard Cobol. According to a

panel statement, the draft regulations

clean up existing specifications to

improve the definition and use of the

language and add new capabilities to it.

including structured program constructs,

nested programs and reference modifi-

cation. A copy of the draft standards

may be obtained for $25 from X3 Secre-

tariat, CBEMA, 1828 L St NW, Suite

1200. Washington. DC 20036. Attn:

dpANS X3.23-198X. The deadline for fil-

ing comments on the proposed changes
is Feb. 13.

Packet
For Tandy
A coast-to-coast computerized ordering

system has been established for Radio

Shack stores in Canada using Datapac.

a Canadian national packet switching

network. The system replaces mailing

completed order forms to Tandy Elec-

tronics Limited headquarters in Barrie.

Ontario, according to a statement from

The Computer Communications Group.

Reliability was a key in choosing the

system. Jerry Colella. vice-president and
managing director of Radio Shack-

Canada said. "There was no reliability in

the Canadian mail system." and added,

"it was so undependable that a letter or

order could take from five days to 21

days to be delivered. We needed a safe-

guard and this sophisticated computer

communications system was invaluable

during the postal strike."

WordStar
Hardware
Creators of the highly touted word pro-

cessing program WordStar are getting

into the hardware business. MicroPro In-

ternational Corp. has formed a new divi-

sion. Performance Business Machines,

to develop, manufacture and market mi-

crocomputer systems for commercial ap-

plications. MicroPro President Seymour
Rubinstein said in a statement: "We per-

ceived a need among small as well as

medium and large-sized businesses for a

microcomputer that could do more than

machines intended for personal comput-

ing or hobbyists, but priced below the

business system offerings of most major

computer companies." The suggested

retail price of PBM"s microcomputer is

$6995.

Tecstor
Distributor
CMP Network will market Tecstor's

14-inch Winchester disk drives in six

eastern states. The California firm's Sap-

phire 160—to be sold by CMP in Michi-

gan, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, West Vir-

ginia and west Pennsylvania— has a

storage capacity of 168 megabytes and

can replace the Control Data 9730. DEC
RM80 and others.

Digital and
Wang into

Micros
Two more Fortune 500 firms have

entered the scramble started by IBM and

Xerox to carve up the microcomputer

market. The Digital Equipment Corpora-

tion's entry is a $5,000 system using the

company's VT100 video display terminal

equipped with a single printed board

containing a Zilog Z80A chip. 64K of in-

ternal memory and 160K of external stor-

age in two disk drives. Wang Laborator-

ies has modified its Wangwriter. Both

micros use the CP/M operating system.

The move by Wang was seen by one

marketing expert as an important precur-

sor of the changing micro market.

George Colony of the Yankee Group, a

research firm in Cambridge. MA. com-

mented in InfoWorld: "The personal

desk-top-computer market is going to be

fought out by IBM, Xerox and Wang.

Manufacturers will have to distribute

50,000 systems per month to be in that

business. In two or three years, Commo-
dore and Apple will really look too small

to play the game."

Not for the
Hobbyist
Byte heads who are news satyrs must be

less than sated with the announcement
by the New York Times Information Ser-

vice that the full text of its namesake
will be computerized. The new service-

called The New York Times On Line— of-

fers all the material in the conventional

Times from June 1. 1980. According to

Michael Israel, vice president of

marketing for the information service,

subscribers pay $40 to $150 an hour for

NYT on line. An abridged version of the

Times is offered on the CompuServe in-

formation system for $5 an hour. Israel

observed. "We're watching develop-

ments in the whole market very closely

but at the present time we're not con-

vinced there is a market for this thing in

the home."

Apple, IBM
Head-to-head
Apple has announced a marketing plan

for its computers, placing its dealers in

head-to-head competition for corporate

clients with IBM's direct sales force and

other competitors. The plan establishes

a uniform volume discount to compete
with one offered on IBM's personal com-

puter. Xerox and IBM sell to corporate

clients through their direct sales net-

works. Apple sells its computers through

independent retailers. Apple's largest re-

tailer. ComputerLand, has announced its

own plan to market IBM and Apple com-

puters to corporate accounts.
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Green Thumb farm info project

takes root in state of Kentucky
by Eric Maloney

Kilobaud Staff

Green Thumb, the University of Ken-

tucky Cooperative Extension Ser-

vice's pioneering agricultural videotext

service is now a permanent resource to

Kentucky farmers.

Started in March of 1980, the project of-

fers a variety of databases, including

weather and market information. A TRS-

80 Model II serves as home computer and

can be accessed by anyone with a video-

text terminal, or TRS-80, Apple or Tl 99/4

microcomputer and a coupler.

Green Thumb was launched in conjunc-

tion with the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture and the National Weather Service to

determine the hardware specifications

and logistics of such a service. Some 200

farmers in Shelby and Todd counties used
numeric keypads developed by Tandy to

retrieve the data. The host computer was
an HP-3000 mainframe. It sent data to

Western Union GS-200 store-and-forward

computers in each county.

Of the 200 initial users, some one-third

will stay with the system, said Dr. John
Ragland, the Extension Service's assis-

tant to the director. He projects that the

system should have about 200 users by

July of 1982, with perhaps two or three

times that number by mid-1983. Except for

hardware and telephone costs, the service

is free.

The database has 17 categories. These
include weather, commodity prices from

the Chicago Board of Trade, county news,

and information on pest management,
home economics, resource development,

agriculture economics, agriculture

engineering, animal sciences, entomol-

ogy, forestry, horticulture, plant sciences,

and veterinary medicine. About 90 percent

of the market information and 60 percent

of the weather data is updated automati-

cally, while the other categories are up-

dated from once a week to once a month.

Extension Service data shows that

market information and weather are the

overwhelming favorites, accounting for

50.2 percent and 31.9 percent of the calls

respectively. After that comes county

news (3.9 percent) and agricultural

economics (3.8 percent).

Use of the system declined sharply dur-

ing its first 10 months. The average

number of daily calls dropped from 85 to

19 in Shelby County and 120 to 34 in Todd
County. The decline, said Ragland, was
due partly to the novelty of the system

wearing off and to problems updating the

database.

"We're going to place a great deal more

emphasis on trying to keep the data cur-

rent." he said.

The University of Kentucky funded the

project. Ragland thinks that such finan-

cial support is important to keep the

farmer's costs to a minimum.

"Farmers have traditionally had tech-

nology and information provided in fairly

good quality and quantity for low cost,

through extension agencies and the

government." he said. "It's a fact that

leads me to believe that we should look at

alternative means of providing the infor-

mation without charging the farmer a

user's fee."

Where there's heavy

electronic traffic, GT
may use s-and-f units.

Eventually. Ragland said, store-and-for-

ward units can be placed in parts of the

state where the electronic traffic is partic-

ularly heavy. This will reduce the farmer's

costs further by eliminating long-distance

calls to the host computer.

While Green Thumb works through the

Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service,

several other videotext services have
chosen the commercial route. Instant Up-

date in Cedar Falls, IA, offers similar infor-

mation to its subscribers, while Agrivision

reaches some 2000 customers of Elanco.

Instant Update, which is marketed by

the Professional Farmers of America, and
Agrivision are similar. In fact. Pro Farmers
provides the editorial material for Agrivi-

sion. Both are modeled after Project

Green Thumb, and use modified Radio

Shack Videotex terminals.

Instant Update has about 600 subscrib-

ers, "which is what we consider to be pret-

ty good even though it's not what we
hoped for," said Pro Farmers' Stewart

Cross. The service emphasizes market in-

formation for farmers in the Midwest.

Until recently, Instant Update was
available only to farmers with the Instant

Update videotext terminal. But Cross says

that software is now available for the Ap-

ple, and will soon be marketed for the

TRS-80s.

Subscribers pay $95 a month for the

service, along with telephone charges.

Average monthly costs come to about

$125. said Cross.

Agrivision is a premium available to

farmers who buy 250 gallons of Elanco's

herbicide treflan. at $25 a gallon. The
database is geared toward cotton and soy

bean farmers in the South.

The service bolsters Elanco's image as

a "leader in innovation," said Manager of

Managerial Servicing Roger Benson.
"Hopefully, we would gain a certain

amount of market loyalty."

But. he adds. "The farmer has a tremen-

dous need for up-to-date information that

has already been scanned for him."

Elanco does not advertise on the

system: Benson called it "inappropriate."

He said, however, the company has the

option of adding an access code for infor-

mation on Elanco products.

How big is the market for agricultural

videotext systems? The USDA says that

the country has some 2.4 million farms.

A recent survey by Successful Farming
magazine showed that about 25 percent of

its readers were interested or very inter-

ested in videotext. This figure represents

some 600,000 farms, more than enough to

support commercial endeavors.

"But videotext is limited by how good
the information is." Benson summed up.

"As long as it's expensive to access the

information, it has to be worth the

customer's while."
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^APPLICATIONS%r^^ hv Dennis Kitszby Dennis Kitsz

". . . here's your chance—
fill out the second annual

readers' survey. . .

"

Schizophrenia is taking over. Ever

since I hinted six months ago that I

might phase Model I support from this col-

umn, hundreds of owners have threatened

to strangle me with buffered cables and

administer unusual acupuncture treat-

ments with 16-pin memory chips. On the

other hand. Color Computer users have

been silent (are you there?). So here's your

chance— fill out the second annual read-

ers' survey at the end of this column or

send a postcard equivalent (no letters

please). In the meantime. I will maintain

that split personality.

This month: an almost-hardwareless

speaking voice for the Model I, and a stan-

dard keyboard for the Color Computer. As

talking devices (Micromouth, VoxBox, and

others) become more commonplace for

personal computers, a software method

might be possible even with the limited in-

put/output structure of the Model I. For

the Color Computer it should be easy

(more on that in the future), but the Model I

has no true audio input or output. The cas-

sette port is its only access, and intelligi-

ble speaking voices will sound from there.

The Color Computer was instantly ma-

ligned for its two most obvious flaws— its

lack of true lowercase and its peculiar,

toy-like keyboard. We solved the former

problem with the CoCo Lowercase project

(November); this month we tackle the key-

board, replace it with a Model I keyboard

and retire those square buttons.

Dr. Watson, Come Hare

The genesis of an idea often takes time,

but seems so obvious once it materializes.

So it was with synthesizing voice on the

Model I. Software-only voice output has

appeared occasionally over the past year,

but with vocabularies limited to the words

provided in the programs. On the other

hand, hardware devices (even at $100 or

so) were costly for something merely ex-

perimental. There had to be a software

solution.

And indeed there is and a tiny hardware

modification will increase intelligibility

Fig. T. Idealized waveforms of speech input to the computer (top), digitized results being

sent to memory (middle), and output reproduced by a cheap amplifier/speaker (bottom).

enormously. A 48K TRS-80 can produce

about 30 seconds of adequate speech,

more than enough for games, important

program prompting, and so on. Even a 16K

system can squeeze in ten numbers and a

few other words.

Effective voice synthesis on the Model I

depends on: the quality of the cassette in-

put circuitry, the clarity and frequency

spectrum of your voice, the output speak-

er, and how long it takes the listener to get

used to the results. The cassette input cir-

cuitry on the Model I has taken some criti-

cism, and will not work well without modi-

fication. Vocal clarity is a result of diction

and the microphone used. Ironically, the

best results are obtained with a cheaper

microphone and with a smaller, tinnier-

sounding speaker than those in the

CTR-41 tape recorder.

Fig. 1 shows waveforms— written anal-

ogies to the path sound patterns travel

through air molecules. The top waveform

is a small section of an ordinary vocal

sound; it is a complex pattern of frequen-

cy and intensity elements. The second

waveform is purely digital, derived

through a very crude technique: Any part

of the original sound waveform above the

dotted centerline converts to a binary one.

and any part below the centerline

becomes a binary zero. You can sample

the result by a machine language program

at regular intervals, and store it in memory

as a string of bits. Finally, the third wave-

form shows how that string of bits stored

in memory might be output through a low-

quality speaker, one unable to follow the

demandingly fast transitions from one to

zero of purely digital waves. The low-quali-

ty audio output "slurs" the waveform, ac-

tually restoring some of the quality lost

when it was digitized.

The human ear and the brain can dis-

cover coherent results even in very distort-

ed sounds. Consider how most people can

understand a single voice out of the furi-

ous electronic racket emanating from a

CB radio, or how spectators can discern

an announcer's message amongst the

echoes on a football field or the clamor in

an airline terminal. The sound produced

by the Model I will resemble that of a CB
radio.
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Program Listing 1 Full assembly listing of a speech input/output program for the Model 1.

00100 ••••• ••*••*****•*•***•**•••*•*•••****••*•••*•••••••*•••
00110 QUICK TEST PROGRAM FOR VOICE INPUT/OUTPUT USING THE MOO
•0120 I CASSETTE PORT. USABLE WITH LEVEL II OR DISK SYSTEMS.
00130 CHANCE LINES MARKED (*) FOR USE WITH DISK BASIC.
00140
00150

4300 ••16* ORG 4300H LOW POINT IN MEMORY (•)

•«CC •0170 KONITR EQU 06CCH BASIC (CAN BE MONITOR)
4311 F3 00180 START DI USE IT WITHOUT BOTHER
4311 CDC901 00190 CALL 01C9H CLEAR THE SCREEN
4314 3A3D4B 88280 LD A,(403DH) START BY RESETTING PORT
4387 D3FF 00210 OUT (0FFH) ,A TO CLEAR INCOMING BITS

00220
00230
00240 KEYBOARD ROUTINE FOR ENTER (INPUT), CLEAR (OUTPUT), OR
00250 UP-ARROW (BASIC). CAN USE UP-ARROW FOR EXIT TO MONITOR
00260 ***** ft**********************************-***************
00270

43(9 3A483B 00280 EYTST LD A,(3 840H) ; GET ENTER/CLEAR ROW
430C PEfll 00290 CP 1 ! CHECK IF ENTER PRESSED
•Ml 288B 00301 JR Z, INPUT ; GO TO INPUT ROUTINE
4310 FE82 00310 CP 2 ; CHECK IF CLEAR PRESSED
4312 285D 00320 JR Z, OUTPUT : GO TO OUTPUT ROUTINE
4314 FE88 00330 CP 8 ; CHECK IF IT'S UP-ARROW
4316 CACC86 00340 JP Z.MONITR ; OUT TO BASIC OR MONITOR
4319 18EE 00350

00360
00370

JR KEYTST ; BACK FOR ONE OR T'OTHER

00380 INPUT FROM PORT FF (255 DECIMAL) AND STORAGE IN MEMORY
00390
00400

431B 21A343 00410 NPUT LD HL,KSG01 GET THE "INPUT" MESSAGE
431E CDA72B 00420 CALL 28A7H AND DISPLAY ON SCREEN
4321 3A3D48 00430 LD A,(403DH) GET VALUE FOR PORT MASK
4324 4F 00440 LD C,A SAVE MASK IN C REGISTER
4325 218844 00450 LD HL,4400H BEGIN VOICE STORAGE (*)
4328 1608 00460 LOOP1A LD D,B NUMBER OF BITS IN BYTE
432A DBFF 00470 U)OP2 IN A,(0FFH) GET VALUE AT THE PORT
432C CB17 00480 RL A STASH IT IN CARRY BIT
432E CB13 00490 RL E BUMP IT INTO E REGISTER
4338 79 00500 LD A,C GET VALUE OP PORT MASK
4331 3A4838 00510 LD A, (3840H) CHECK ENTER/CLEAR ROW
4334 FEB* 00S20 CP 80H CHECK IF SPACE PRESSED
4336 C25343 00530 JP NZ, ESCAPE OUT IF KEYBOARD CLEAR

00540
HSSI >>>> NOTE! DELAY VALUE BELOW IN THE B REGISTER <«<
00560 >>>> MAY BE INCREASED. INTELLIGIBILITY WILL BE <<<<
00570 >>>> LESSENED BUT HEHORY WILL BE CONSERVED. FOR <<<<
00S80 >>>> EACH INCREASE IN THIS VALUE, ALSO INCREASE <<<<
00590 >>>> THE VALUE BY THE SANE AMOUNT IN PLAYBACK. <<<<
00600

4339 8604 00610 LD B,4 | GET SHORT DELAY VALUE
4338 10FE 00620 3ELAY1 DJNZ DELAY1 ; AND DELAY A WHILE
433D D3FF 00630 OUT (0FPH),A ; MUST RESET PORT INPUT
433P 15 00640 DEC D ) DECREMENT TOTAL BITS
4348 C22M3 00650 JP NZ,LOOP2 f CONTINUE IF MORE TO DO
4343 73 00660 LD (HL) ,E ; SAVE FULL BYTE IN HEM.
4344 23 00670 INC HL ; GO ON TO NEXT BYTE
4345 7C 006 80 LD A,H ; GET VALUE OF M.S. BYTE
4346 FE00 00690

00700
00710

CP 00B ; USE FOR 48K MACHINE
CP 0C0H I USE FOR 32K MACHINE
CP 080H ; USE FOR 16K MACHINE

4348 C22B43 00720 JP NZ.LOOP1A ; IF NOT DONE THEN KORE
434B 21B443 00730 LD HL.MSG02 ; GET 'INPUT COMPLETE*
434E CDA728 00740 CALL 28A7H ; AND DISPLAY THE MESSAGE
4351 18B6 00750

00760
00770
007 80

JR KEYTST ; DONE - BACK TO KEY TEST

PAUSE CHECK DURING ENTRY; SPACEBAR - GO, OTHERWISE STOP
00790
00800

43S3 B5 00810 :scape PUSH HL ; SAVE CURRENT POINTER
4354 CDAF0F 00820 CALL 0PAFH ) DISPLAY CURRENT MEM.
4357 21EA43 00638 LD HL,MSG05 > GET "WORD START" MESS.
435A CDA728 BBB4B CALL 26A7H ; AND DISPLAY THE MESSAGE
435D El 00850 POP HL ; RESTORE MEMORY PTR.
43SE 3A4038 00860 (ECHEK LD A,(3 840H) ; ENTER/CLEAR KEYBRD ROW
4361 FE80 00870 CP 80H ; CHECK IF SPACE AGAIN
4363 28C3 06886 JR Z,LOOPlA ; BACK TO MAIN LOOP
4365 FE04 B8B9B CP 4 ; CHECK IF BREAK KEY
4367 20F5 06900 JR NZ.RECHEK ; KEEP LOOKING ENT OR BRK
4369 21B443 00910 LD HL.MSG02 ; GET "INPUT COMPLETE"
436C CDA728 00920 CALL 20A7H ; AND DISPLAY THE MESSAGE
436F 1898 06930

00940
00950
00969
00970

JR KEYTST ; AND BACK TO KEY MENU

OUTPUT FROM MEMORY OF RECORDED VOICE TO CASSETTE PORT

00980
4371 21CS43 00990 <XJTPUT LD HL,MSG03 J GET "BEGIN OUTPUT"
4374 CDA728 01000 CALL 28A7H AND DISPLAY THE MESSAGE
4377 3A3D40 01010 LD A,(403DH) PORT FF OUTPUT MASK
437A 4F 01020 LD C,A SAVE OUTPUT MASK IN C
437B 210044 01030 LD HL.4400H START VOICE STORAGE (*)
437E 1608 01040 .OOP3A LD D,8 NUMBER OF BITS IN BYTE
4380 7E 01050 LD A,(HL) GET VALUE FROM MEMORY
4381 5F 01060 LD E,A SAVE IT IN E REGISTER
4382 AF 01070 XOR A CLEAR ACCUMULATOR TO
4383 CB13 01080 I OOP4 RL E SEND BIT TO CARRY FLAG
4385 CB17 01090 RL A AND ROTATE 'ROUND TO A

Program Listing 1 continues
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Program L isting 1 continued

4387 Bl 61180 OR C ; USE THE PORT FF MASK
4388 D3FF •1118 OUT (0FFH) ,A ; AND SEND OUT THE VALUE

•112*
8113* ; >>>> MOTE! BELOW IS THE PLAYBACK VALUE WHICH MUST <<sC
8114* ; > > > > BE CHANGED IF SAMPLING DELAY IN THE INPUT <<.<<

8115* ; > > > > AREA IS ALTERED. THIS VALUE IS ALWAYS TWO <v<<
• 116* ! >>>> GREATER THAN THAT IN THE INPUT SAMPLING AREA <<<<
•1170

43 8A (•6 •1180 LD B,6 ; GET SHORT DELAY VALUE
43 BC 1IFE •1198 DELAY DJNZ DELAY ; AND DELAY SHORT WHILE
438E AT •12M XOR A ; CLEAR ACCUM. BACK TO
438F 15 1121* DEC D j BITS - BITS MINUS ONE
4390 C28343 •122* JP NZ,LOOP4 j AND BACK FOR SOME MORE
4393 23 81230 INC HL ( GET NEXT BYTE PROM MEM.
4394 7C •1240 LD A,H i GET VALUE OP M.S. BYTE
4395 FE8B 01250 CP 00H ; FOR 48X MACHINE

81260 1 CP 0C0H ; FOR 32K MACHINE
•1278 | CP 8B0H ; FOR 16K MACHINE

4397 C27E43 •1280 JP NZ.LOOP3A ; AND GO BACK FOR MORE
439A 21D643 01290 LD HL.MSG04 ; GET "OUTPUT COMPLETE'
43 9D CDA728 • 13*0 CALL 28A7H ; AND DISPLAY THE MESSAGE
43A0 C30943 01310 JP KEYTST ; AND BACK WHEN DONE

• 132*
4 3A3 42 •133* MSG01 DEPH 'BEGIN SPEAKING.

'

43B2 8D •1340 DEPB 0DH
43B3 00 •135* DEFB 01H
43B4 49 61366 HSG02 DEPH 'INPUT COMPLETE.

'

43C3 •D 0137* DEFB 0DB
43C4 • 0138* DEFB MH
43C5 42 01390 HSG03 DEFN 'BEGIN PLAYBACK.

'

43D4 8D 01488 DEFB 0DH
43D5 00 01410 DEFB I0H
43D6 58 01420 HSC04 DEPH 'PLAYBACK COMPLETE.'
43E8 •0 81430 DEFB 0DH
43E9 II 01440 DEFB 00H
43EA 21 01450 MSG05 DEFH ' - WORD START POINT.'
43FE 0D 0146* DEFB 0DB
43FP •• 01470

01480
•149*
015M

I

DEFB 00H

4381 END START
••88 TOTAL ERRORS

DELAY 43 BC •1190 01190
DELAY

1

433B 60626 00620
ESCAPE 4353 80810 80538
INPUT 431B 00410 66388
KEYTST 4319 BB28B 01351 1751 11931 11310
LOOP1A 4328 00460 80720 ••888
LOOP2 432A 00470 0B650
LOOP3

A

437E 01046 01280
LOOP4 4383 01080 1221
MONITR 86CC 00170 00340
MSG»1 43A3 8133* 00410
HSG82 43B4 0136* 0073B •891*
NSG03 43CS 8139* 00990
MSG04 43D6 01426 129*
MSG05 43EA 01450 00630
OUTPUT 4371 00990 00320
RECHEK 435E 60866 06960
START 4388 00180 •15B»

Getting Started

Listing 1 is a simple voice input/output

module for the speech storage system. If

you tap the Enter key, the computer will

allow voice input; the Clear key will begin

voice output. Holding down the space bar

during voice input will store the speech
data into memory; lifting it stops storage.

The Space bar will display the decimal

value of memory where each section of

speech is stored. Hitting Break will return

to main keyboard input. After voice input,

pressing Clear plays back the entire con-

tents of memory. Assemble a version for

your computer's memory configuration,

as indicated in the assembly listing.

Connect a CTR-41 or similar tape re-

corder to the TRS-80, and remove the dum-
my microphone plug. Insert a blank cas-

sette and place the tape machine into rec-

ord mode; wait for the record electronics

to stabilize (about five seconds), tap

Enter, hold down the space bar, and begin

to speak. The program will display a

"memory filled" message when there is

no space left—from five to twenty sec-

onds, depending on the computer's avail-

able memory. Leave the tape recorder in

record mode, but reinsert the dummy
microphone plug. Tap Clear. Memory will

be dumped to tape, and the computer will

prompt you with an "output complete"

message. Rewind the tape and listen to

both sections of tape.

The first section is your voice as taped,

and the second section is the computer's

result. Chances are the results will vary

from total gibberish to something resem-

bling (at least in its inflection) the input

speech.

Various adjustments may improve the

results. First, instead of using the built-in

microphone, obtain a cheap crystal micro-

phone module (see parts list). The fre-

quency response of crystal microphones

is poor on the low end, which filters out ex-

traneous rumbling and booming noises. It

also has a peak in the middle-high male

voice range, or middle female voice range

which makes a crystal mike ideal for em-

phasizing just the speech components of

the frequency spectrum.

Try the above experiment, inserting the

crystal microphone when the dummy plug

is removed. Speak closely and clearly. The

results may improve a little. To make it

sound better, actually record a tape and

play it into the computer as you would

with a data tape; this will allow you to ad-

just the level for best results.

But what if the results are always terri-

ble? Okay, it's time for some hardware

—

just a little hardware, though, so you soft-

ware folks shouldn't get too nervous (you

mean the Model I hasn't been manufac-

tured for a year and you still haven't op-

ened the case?).

There are two related reasons why the

sound input may be extremely poor. First,

if you have an unmodified keyboard unit,

the cassette input circuitry needs some
help, which is easy. The second is Radio

Shack's own fix— its infamous XRX-2 cas-

sette modification, standard in later units.

This is a 500-baud-only device; if you've

ever tried to convert Level I tapes or use a
high-speed software loader, you know the

frustrations caused by this fix. The XRX
board opens a "window" only 500 times

per second making high-speed speech in-

put impossible.

To modify the keyboard unit for speech

input is easy, though; it requires very little

soldering, and is completely removable in

five minutes if at some time you want Ra-

dio Shack service for your computer. A tiny

circuit board is available (see parts list).

Parts of Speech

The modification will be presented sep-

arately for those with or without the XRX-2

mod. How do you know if you have the

modification? A small, inch-square board

will be fastened to the bottom of the main

circuit board (see Photo 1). It has six wires

(red, yellow, blue, grey, purple, green) at-

tached to various places on the main unit.

Don't confuse this small board with the

Level II Basic board (if you have it), which

is connected by a broad. 24-wire cable to

a socket.

If you do not have the XRX modification,

things will be a bit simpler. You will need

an integrated circuit comparator (type

LM339N), six resistors (two 1.000 ohms;
two 5.600 ohms; one 1 .500 ohms; and one
1.5 megohms), a small silicon diode

(1N4148 type), and a single-pole, single-

throw switch. Table 1 is a parts list; it's

less than $6 worth of parts. Some per-

forated board and "flea" clips will also
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SOFTWARE PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH!
Join American Software Club and get state-of-the-art name
brand software at the lowest price it will probably ever be.

I want to tell you about the most excit-

ing development that has ever happened
to your computer. Then I want to extend

an invitation. Neither the development or

the invitation need cost you a cent.

• It's not a new terminal.

• It's not any kind of peripheral

• It's not a new language.
• It's all of these.

It's a club. A club exclusively for peo-

ple who live and breathe computers, like

you— and me

BUILD A SOFTWARE
LIBRARY THAT WILL
EXPAND YOUR
COMPUTER'S CAPABILITIES
TO THE LIMITS
OF YOUR IMAGINATION.

Each month we bring you the finest

and boldest concepts n computer soft-

ware from manufacturers all over the

world, from categories that include

education and business to entertain-

ment and home utilities

Out of thousands of programs avail-

able, we select those that make your

computer do more of what you bought

your computer for. Programs that keep

your computer working throughout the

day instead of gathering dust on a desk.

ASC keeps your computer function-

ing and expanding by supplying the vital

THE ASC GUARANTEE
ASC promises that mem-

ber's prices are the lowest

available. If, within 30

days of your purchase,

you find a lower, nation-

ally advertised price, then

we will gladly credit your

account with the differ-

ence.

software resources necessary for its

growth. Software for the business
owner, educator, hobbiest. the family.

Software that will continually keep your

hardware paced with state of the art

technology. With an ASC membership
you will be assured that your equipment
is never rendered obsolete.

OUR NO-OBLIGATION
CHARTER INVITATION

When you become a charter member
you get

• Free lifetime membership. Charter

members will never pay a penny in

membership fees

• Our informative and very candid

newsmagazine

• Discounts on all software programs

• Discounts on major brands of hard-

ware and supplies

• Additional discounts for recommend-

ing new members

• Software updates as they become
available

• BONUS. Free buy, sell, or swap ad

in our newsmagazine (on a space-

available basis). A real moneysaver.

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE
REQUIREMENTS EVER.

DISCOUNTS.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
No more searching through magazine

ads and paying top dollar You save

every time you buy. Save on software,

hardware, books .all computer sup-

Dlies. For example, next month you can

purchase name brand blank diskettes

that the "discounters" sell for $3.50. Our

price-$2.50. That's saving $10 per box.

TYPICAL MEMBERS'
SAVINGS

Alkemstone
from DakinS

price price

39.95 27.95

you

save

30%

Adventure 12
trom Adventure

International 19.95 13.95 30%

Disk Doctor uon

Supe'So't 100.00 79.95 20%

lago from

DataSoft 19.95 14.95 25%

Nemesis trom

SuperSoft 40.00 29.95 25%

FOR EXTRA FAST SERVICE

Call or send in the coupon now. Mail today.

Call toll-free 800-431 2061
24 hours a day. seven days per week

and your membership materials will

be sent out pronto

.311AMERICAN SOFTWARE CLUB, INC.
MillWOOd, N.Y. 10546 Call toll-free 800-431-2061

I can't wait Please send me my membership materials and enroll me in

the American Software Club as outlined in this ad. I understand that

all future purchases are at low member's prices and no minimum
purchase is ever required

My computer is

model and «

Storage media

cassette or disk (specify size)

I am primarily interested in

Business

Entertainment

Household

Education

A areas

OtyZState/Zip. ..J

See List o> Advertisers on page *02
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help make assembly easy unless you opt

for the printed circuit board.

Fig. 3 is a parts layout of this module.

The wire leads from each part are slipped

Quantity Part R.S. Part # Price

1 LM339N Comparator 276-1712 1 49 each

2 1,000-ohm resistor 271-1321 .39 for 5

1 1 ,500-ohm resistor

use 1.800 ohms 271-1324 39 for 5

2 5,600-ohm resistor

use 4,700 ohms 271-1330 .39 for 5

1 1.5 megohm resistor

use 1.0 megohm 271-1356 .39 for 5

1 1N4148 Silicon diode 276-1122 .99 for 10

1 submini SPOT switch 275-613 1.79 each

A printed circuit board, or a complete kit of parts, is available from MSB Electronics Drawer 766 Barre. Vermont

05641. Price of the board alone is $5; the complete tit of pans is $10. If you wish to do the entire construction

yourself, for ease of construction you will need:

1 piece pert-board 3x6 276-1395 1.39 each

(only 1 x 1 piece needed)

1 package flea clips 270-1392 2.19 for 100

(only four clips needed)

If XRX-2 modification is in place, add:

1 submini SPDT switch 275-614 2.19 each

For crystal microphone assembly, use:

1 crystal mike element 270-095 1 59 each

1 mini plug cable 42-2434 2.29 each

Table 1. Parts list and sources of parts for Model 1 cassette modification for

speech input.

|

Quantity Item Source Part Number Price

1 Keyboard

Keyboard

Keyboard

Radio Shack

Radio Shack

Jameco Elec

373-70100A. as is

1700070, recond.

K62, new

$25-30

$75

$35

1 Header Digi-Key 929835-08 or

929835-09

$2.18

$2.53

Table 2. Parts list and sources for keyboard changeover for Color Computer.

IN

(WHITE)

Fig. 2. Full schematic for the Model I cassette modification for speech input. It should

be switched out when cassette programs are being loaded {see Fig. 4).

through holes in the perf-board, bent over,

and soldered to other parts. The excess

leads are clipped short. Flea clips are

pushed through the holes (shown as

larger holes in Fig. 3), and soldered to

nearby wires. The completed assembly is

about an inch square. Four colored wires

are soldered to the flea clips.

The TRS-80 must be opened carefully.

Place the unit face down on a soft surface

(like a towel), and remove the screws in the

bottom with a Phillips screwdriver. Hold

the computer together, and flip it over. Lift

off the grey cover to expose the keyboard

and circuit board. At the back right, the

cassette, video and power jacks are visi-

ble. Follow with your finger down from the

video (center) jack. In line with the video

jack is the back of a column of integrated

circuits. Glance underneath the board,

and locate the first integrated circuit

(14-pin black rectangle) below the video

jack. This is Z4. Below it, in line, is Z24.

Referring to Fig. 4, take a sharp blade and

cut the circuit trace leading from Z4 pin 9

to Z24 pin 9. Now follow the rest of Fig. 4

to complete the five connections to the

TRS-80 circuit board.

The fifth connection is to the cassette

Fig. 3a.

Fig. 3b.
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input jack. Notice in the figure that a

resistor is shown. "100 to 220 ohms."" If

you don't find one there, get one and add it

as indicated.

In one position, the switch will be your

normal cassette input: m the other posi-

tion, it connects the speech input module
iwhich might imcrove cassette loading

anyway: try it). Turn the computer back on,

and try Listing 1 again. Intelligible speech

should finally be output by the computer.

Another switch is needed to turn off the

XRX cassette modification Obtain a

double-pole, double-throw switch Exam-
ine the small XRX piggyback board, and

ccate thevciet ar>:3 green Aires: cut them

Photo 1. The Radio Shack XRX-2 modification is a 1-inch-square board containing six

wires, attached to the main computer board with double-face tape.

roughly in the center.

Cut, strip, and solder wires to the back

of the DPDT switch as shown in Fig. 5 At-

tach the far end of these wires to the cut

wires from the XRX board and the main

TRS-80 circuit board Again, refer to Fig 5

Tape (or use heat-shrink wire) to insu-

late the solder connections. In one posi-

tion the XRX mod is in place, m the other it

•s switched out

Keeping the Speech

Listing 1 is set up as a demonstration

module, but it can be used to create

speech blocks for use with Basic pro-

grams. First, practice with the software as

shown. Press the space bar exactly as you

start speaking and lift it precisely as your

mouth finishes the sound. You don't want

to waste memory on silences, since the

sampling routine gallops through over

1.000 bytes per second.

The starting memory address is dis-

played each time the space bar is pressed

(sometimes more than once if your space

bar suffers from keybounce). This will per-

mit you to load a machine language

monitor and recover the blocks of stored

voice. For example, if the memory loca-

tions are 17408, 19445, and 24762, it

means that the first sound runs from

Photo 2 Cassette input board for speech input is assembled on a 1 inch-square piece of perforated board.
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17408 to 19444. the second sound runs

from 19445 to 24761. and the last sound
begins at 24762 (press the space bar again

to find where it ends).

These memory sound transfers can be
saved to tape or disk, and recalled later.

Listing 2 is an extraction of Listing 1, with

a few minor changes. In conjunction with

the Basic program (such as that in Listing

3) it sounds the words. The starting and
ending addresses are placed in Data
statements, and accessed by a USR
routine. Listing 3 is only a sample pro-

gram, and the data values shown will pro-

IOO TO
220 OHM
RESISTOR T

Fig. 4. Board and switch wiring for insertion of the cassette input modification in a
Model I with the original cassette circuitry (see text).

duce garbage unless you have input ac-

tual voice information.

Disk users can relocate the program,

and dump speech blocks to disk, recalling

them when they are needed.

Why It Works

As mentioned earlier, the sound is sam-

pled (checked for a "one" level or a "zero"

level) and stored in memory as a "bit

stream." If a sound is sampled very of-

ten—say 50.000 or more times per sec-

ond—a reasonable picture of its real-

world character can be created in digital

form. Since the human hearing range runs

from 20 to 20,000 transitions per second,

every sound level (one or zero) would be

picked up at least twice. But there is a

strong disadvantage to sampling an input

sound this often: Sampling sound 50,000

times per second means that 50,000 bits

(more than 6K bytes) of memory would be

needed for its storage. Seven seconds of

sound would fill the memory of a 48K

TRS-80. If you want to compare the

results, you can rewrite Listing 1 to

achieve close to that rate by eliminating

Fig 5. Board and switch wiring tor inser-

tion of the cassette input modification in a

Model I with the Radio Shack XRX-2 board

already installed (see text).

™TRS80 color
From the January '981 issue of me CSRA Computer
Club newsletter

There was some amusement at trie Nove
t>er meeting when me Radio Shack repre-
sentatives stated mat me software in me,
ROM cartridges could not be copied This
month s 68 Micro Journal reported they had
disassembled me programs on ROM by
covering some of the connector pins with
tape. They promise details next month Never
tell a hobbyist something cant be done' This
magazine seems to be me only source so far

of technical informations on me TRS-80 color
computer"' Devoted to SS-50 6800 and
6809 machines up to now 68 Micro Journal
plans to include me TRS-80 6809 unit m {
future issues r^^f

To get me MOST from your 6809 CPU TNs 13 the
BEST SOURCE' The ONLY Magazine for me 6809
Computer Months Ahead m An Others 1

68 MICRO JOURNAL
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd.

Hixson. TN 37343

IJl $18 50 ? » $32 50 3 v. $48 50
formgr, Surt»ce Ada $1? Vt 10 USA Price
Fc»»ai A.r Mail Ada $35 Vr 10 USA Pnce

"C»naaa $ Uatfoo AO0 $5 50 V' to USA P"re

TRS-80**
COLOR GAME
LIMITED OFFER!

mr&m ejraoi

Wt LI SENO »Oll 0'l« BONUS CAWI Of THE MCNT.
WHIN »0' SEND US A SEi( ADDRESSED STAUPEo
INvEiOPE FOMQUM fuss coiOB phogham list

16 Kf?TfSDfDHI-RESOLUTION GAMES"

STARBASE ATTACK «»«
Rflff S72.95

J 12.95

miGm S»f ED AmCaDI GAME

KQ5M1C KAMIKAZE 18.95
JOYSTICKS REQD ""'

.] ..:
:

CEOTil ID CmEC»S O* MOMf • OHDEKS ONi-

1'usr.rdtea memory ba"Ks
P.O.BOX 289
WILUAMSTOWN MA 01267-0289

••CASSETTE

fil Dysan
^CORPORATION

bay 100%
D*

bw stock wattn 24 hour*. Cal tal RIEE
(MO) 23S4137 for price* and aaVm—Bon
Mm aad Master Card accaptad

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Footh.il Blvd

San Luis Obispo CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805) 543-1037)

-370
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IMAGINE A COMPUTER AND
A WORD PROCESSORS '2999.
• Two Double Density Disc Drives

• Epson MX-801 Full Feature Printer

• Lazy Writer Word Processing System

llMy Integrated Computer System
• *vith DOS Plus Dish Operating

System
"W»tl M T.I Doubta Denary UjW Of— ft HAM
SyilOT k luKv co«n«i , '6'» «i|Ti Radio fifMCK* DOS ana
WtpHtfH

No you're not seeing things. It's the

TRS-80* MOO III. complete and ready

to run, for only $2,999 Capable of doing

Inventory Management, Accounts Payable,

Accounts Receivable, General Ledger, Pay-

roll. Word Processing, and much more.

We alto carry a full line of many leading

computer brands. Plus one of the largest

selections of software in the area

And not only are our computers remarkable, so is our staff of experts

Stop in today for a great buy on a great computer.

Support your printer with our space-saving, hassle-free

Plexiglas Printer Stands!

Stand 'V onal

Handsomely crafted of heavy-
duty W Plexiglas Permit easy,
convenient storage of paper,
checks, invoice forms, plus

direct feed from shelf or

surface below A Programs
Unlimited exclusive'

• x 14'

Supports up
to 20 lbs

IDEAL FOR ALL THESE BRANDS
Epson • Anadex • Centronics • Atari

• Ofcidata • Oats Royal

• Radio Shack

AND
MORE'

- *2495 i

PROGRAMS
UNLIMITED
COMPUTER CENTERS
Our Ht+es! Cente'

131 MiajroriKt Awa

What PSjin. N.Y 10601

914 761 »83

2M Jtrlcta Tpkt

Jtfwko Mr 11753

bIS #3 2286

To Order. Call Toll Free:

(800) 645-6038

In N.Y. Call: 516-997-8668

Computer to-Computer.

516-334-3134
Atiw cart Lxp'ess. v«s.i. MusieCud Accepted
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This graph was produced with less than two
dozen keystrokes on a TRS-80 Model I with

EPSON MX-80 printer plus GRAFTRAX

YOU CAN DO IT TOO WITH AUTOPLOT. the

sensational automatic curve plotter written in

BASIC * last machine language.

• Plot functions y=f(x). x=f(y). or x=t(v). y=g(v)
• Plot data from keyboard or disk file

• Linear or logarithmic presentation
• Numeric integration or differentiation

• Automatic scaling and labelling of axes
• 4 different print sizes and formats

• Many more features

AUTOPLOT for TRS-00
(Model I or lit with 48k. 1 disk drive)

on disk with 40 page manual $79.50

AUTOPLOT for LNW-M
(Hi-Res video graphics) $99.50
CA. residents add 6% sales tax

Phone orders. VISA and MASTERCARD welcome

MENLO SYSTEMS
3790 El Camino Real. Suite 221

Palo Alto. CA 94306, Tel (415) 327-7424

TRS-80 TM o< Tandy Coip MX 80 GRAFTRAX TM of EPSON InC

• 262
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BRIDGE •19*
Makes all DOS commands executable from

Basic. Format, back-up. purdge. copy, disc

tree, directory, exit to DOS, change

systems, protection.

ACCOUNTANT
SYSTEMS .«-.

$199°°

Accounts receivable, general ledger,

accounts payable, forecasting, etc.

MEDICAL RECORDS
SYSTEMS nw,«149500

Medical and Medicare billing, private

insurance, workmans comp. 30-60-90 day

accounts, practice analysis, single or

multiple physicians practice.

TM100-1 $33900

Single-sided 40-track drive 102 Kbytes

single density 180 Kbytes double density.

MODEL III

SYSTEMS *2195°°

Model 321-350 Kbyte 48 K Model III

with two Tandon 40 track drive system,

includes TRSD0S, dust cover and one box

of Verbatim diskettes NEWD0S version 80

at no charge

KELSON DELPHI
7311 Bellerive. Suite 1025
Houston, Texas 77036-3199

(713)995-4734 ^1»
We iccepl Uisltrdrd. Vim. Amenan Etpteu. tnd cash

Photo 3. Lifting out the Color Computer keyboard.

00100
00110 » USR-CALLABLE ROUTINE FOR USE WITH BASIC PROGRAMS TO
00120
81138

; PROVIDE SPEECH OUTPUT. TWO VALUES TRANSFERRED TO HL.

00140 1

Mil 80150 ORG 5000H SOMEWHERE IN MEMORY
00160 1 »» POKE 16526,8 : PORE 16S27 80 « A - USR(START)

5MI P3 08178 START1 Dl USE IT WITHOUT BOTHER
5101 CD7F0A 10180 CALL 0A7FH TRANSFER START TO HL
5114 22FE4F 00190 LD (4FFEH) ,HL PLACE INTO MEMORY
SM7 C9 00200 RET BACK FOR NEXT VARIABLE

80210 ; >>>> POKE 16526,8 s A-USR(CONCLUDE)
5108 CD7F0A 00220 START2 CALL 0A7FH TRANSFER END TO HL
500B 22PC4F 00230 LD (4FFCH) ,HL PLACE INTO MEMORY
5I0E 3A3D40 00240 LD A, (403DH) PORT FF OUTPUT MASK
5011 4P 00250 LD C,A SAVE OUTPUT MASK IN C
5012 2APE4F 00260 LD HL,(4FFEH) GET START OF MEM. BLOCK
5015 EDSBPC4F 00270 LD DE,(4FPCH) GET END OF MEM. BLOCK
5019 D5 00280 PUSH DE AND SAVE VALUE ON STACK
501A 1608 00290 LOOP1 LD D,8 NUMBER OF BITS IN BYTE
501C 7E 00300 LD A,(HL) GET VALUE FROM MEMORY
501D 5F 00310 LD E,A SAVE IT IN E REGISTER
501E AF 00320 XOR A CLEAR ACCUMULATOR TO
501P CB13 00330 LOOP2 RL E SEND BIT TO CARRY FLAG
5021 CB17 00340 RL A AND ROTATE 'ROUND TO A
5023 Bl 00350 OR C USE THE PORT FF MASK
5024 D3FP 00360 OUT (0FFH) ,A AND SEND OUT THE VALUE
S026 8604 00370 LD B,4 GET SHORT DELAY VALUE
5028 10FE 00380 DELAY DJNZ DELAY AND DELAY SHORT WHILE
502A AF 00390 XOR A CLEAR ACCOM. BACK TO
502B 15 00400 DEC D BITS - BITS MINUS ONE
502C C21F50 00410 JP NZ,LOOP2 AND BACK FOR SOME MORE
502F 23 00420 INC BL GET NEXT BYTE FROM HEM.
5030 Dl 00430 POP DE GET STACKED END VALUE
5031 D5 00440 PUSH DE SAVE IT AGAIN
5032 E5 00450 PUSH BL SAVE CURRENT HL VALUE
5033 AF 00460 XOR A CLEAR THE CARRY FLAG
5034 ED52 00470 SBC HL,DE DO THE SUBTRACTION
5036 El 00480 POP BL RESTORE THE HEM. VALUE
5037 PA1A50 00490 JP H,LOOP1 AND GO BACK FOR MORE
S03A Dl 00500 POP DE CLEAR THE STACK
503B C9 00510

00520
00530
00540

'

RET AND BACK WHEN DONE

5000 00550 END START1
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

DELAY 5028 00380 00380
LOOP1 501A 00290 00490
LOOP2 501P 00330 00410
START1 5000 00170 00550
START2 5008 00220

Program Listing 2. Playback-only module for speech syntllesis. This assembly listing

is used in conjunction with another program to repioduce selected words or

syllables.
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'.. this is not only a worthwhile book
but a great book. My advice is to get it

and USE it!' - William Barden Jr. OTHER
MYSTERIES

132 pages
$22.50

Now available at

selected DALTON
bookstores

312 pages
$29.95

Get them at your local IJG dealer!

'It has twelve thousand one-liners

in it, and every one is great!'

-Dennis Kitsz. Phone orders (714) 946-5805

IKS- mi is ;i iradcmark ufTund\. Mk-rowifi is trademark of Microsoft.

TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries is the

definitive fixit book for disk users. Writen

by Harvard Pennington it has more than

130 pages of easy to read, entertaining and

immensely useful information - find out

how to recover disk files, the layout of

information on the disk, memory maps,

problem solutions . . . the list goes on!

Many readers have saved days of work

by recovering files that had been unread-

able. Now in its fourth updated printing,

TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries has

been getting rave reviews in several mag-

azines. Yours for only $22.50 (plus $3.00

shipping, CA residents please add $1.35

sales tax).

Microsoft BASIC Decoded and Other

Mysteries is the complete guide to your

Level II ROMs. With over seven thousand

lines of comments and 6 additional chap-

ters packed with information, this is easily

the biggest, and best, book about the Level

II ROMs available.

Exploit the full power of Microsoft

BASIC, with the aid of more than 300

pages of tested examples, understandable

explanations and detailed comments. Now
available in a revised second printing, only

$29.95 (plus $3.00 shipping, CA residents

add $1.80 sales tax).

EPH IJG Computer Services,

£- 1260 West Foothill Blvd.,
~* Upland, CA 91786

Please send me the following

Other Mysteries:

D TRS-80 Disk for $22.50

Microsoft BASIC Decoded for $29.95

The Custom TRS-80 for $29.95

D BASIC Faster and Better for $29.95

The BFBLIB Disk for $19.95

D The BFBDEM Disk for $19.95

Please add $3.00 per book, or disk,

for shipping.

Overseas airmail $8.00 per book.

California residents add 6% sales tax.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Charge my:

MasterCard Interbank Code

D Visa Expiration Date

Card No

D Check enclosed for

D Ship COD ($3.00 extra)

Signature
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MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137

for prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited and COD s

accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo CA
<W401 InCal call

(800)592-5935 or

805)543-1037

-370
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Data Acquisition

and Control for the TRS-80*
$180 ppd.

The STARBUCK 8882 is a complete eight channel

data acquisition and confoi system plug

compatible with the Mode' I Level I TRS-80 it

includes 8 protected analog inputs (0-5 Vdc with

8± 1 bit accuracy) 8 protected digital inputs 8
optoisoiated digital outputs, and two toystick

ports Interrupt driven software package allows

simultaneous data acquisition and storage while

using the TRS-80 tor any other purpose'

Application manual covers home security, energy

monitoring weather station use. appliance

control, graphics and games Price includes

case, power supply, extra expansion card edge

connector cable, complete software package and

detailed applications manual Manuals only are

available for $4 00 ppd Model III version also

available To order write

STARBUCK DATA CO.
PO Box 24. Newton. MA 02162

Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax

*TRS 60 is a trademark ot Tandy Corp
•^ 511

\)¥ If You've Written
\)J^ State-ofthe-Art Software-

Wed Like to Publish It'

We're looking for SYSTEM software:

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
MONITORS
PROGRAMMER AIDS/UTILITIES
LANGUAGES
DATA BASE SYSTEMS
Then, sit back and collect your
royalty checks. Write for our free

Programmer's Kit today!

INSTANT SOFTWARE, INC. **

Submissions Dept.

Peterborough, NH 03458

the B-register delays entirely in the input

section, as well as dropping the keyboard

check for Break.

So there has to be a compromise to

achieve memory economy. As written,

Listing 1 samples at about 12,000 bits per

second which is just enough to get under-

standable words If the Model I hardware

allowed sampling the actual relative level

of the vocal sound (not just an absolute

one-level or zero-level), then the sampling

rate for voice could be dropped to perhaps

5,000 samples per second and achieve

significantly better fidelity. But since

those samples would be stored as relative

levels, then at least four bits would be

needed to store each very rough level (one

part in 16). The result would be 5.000 sam-

ples per second times 4 bits = 20.000 bits

per sample. That's 2.500 bytes for each

second of sound, but it would be more in-

telligible sound.

This method can be achieved with the

Color Computer because it comes with

built-in level circuits—two analog-to-

digital converters, each of which provides

a 6-bit input value. Where is this con-

verter? It is the joystick input. Moreonthis

in a later column.

Travel Greater Distances

After a year of hard use. the keyboard

on my Color Computer has begun to show
the strain. At first I was impressed: The

key travel was short so typing speed was
increased: the layout was standard

typewriter-style: the response was reliable

and bounceless.

Alas, it didn't last. Some keys have

begun to stick occasionally and response

is irregular. The keybounce routine is in

software, anyway. So why not hook up a

'real'' keyboard—one at least as real as

that on the Model I? Both are matrix-type

keyboards, the matrix is similar, and best

of all the Color Computer keyboard un-

plugs. No soldering required. The Model I

is also a full-travel, typewriter-like

keyboard with normal rounded keytops.

All you need, then, is to find a replace-

ment keyboard, some wire, and a plug-in

header that mates with the Color Com-
puter's keyboard cable. Where do you get

a Model I keyboard? Well, many Model I

COLUMN BUFFER INPUTS

Fig. 6. Keyboard switch matrix of the Model I.
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owners had their keyboards upgraded to

avoid a keybounce problem for which no

software had been provided m ROM. and

lots of these keyboards are floating

around. If you want one. contact your

local Radio Shack, and ask the manager

to call the Regional Repair Center. The

keyboard is marked Hi-Tek 373-70100A

and is listed in the Technical Reference

Manual as 1700070. Ask for a keyboard

pullout. not a new keyboard. Chances are

you will pay the replacement cost of the

Model I owner s upgrade— about $25. and

well worth it for this keyboard.

Radio Shack's National Parts distribu-

tion system also stocks these keyboards,

but only as completely reconditioned

items for about $75. An alternative is

Photo 4. Cutting the center keyboard support post

NOTE
I>INJ ON TMC «»B0A»C
CONNECTOR IS NOT USED

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Fig. 7 Keyboard switch matrix of the Color Computer

LETTER-WRITER
«

xWORK* for YOU

' YOU can praduo lermi, label*, fprm Ittlari

|
and Add/Subtract cetumm.

Cheng*. delete, odd. insert, mova . copy

choracUri, lin«i and blocks of te«t.

Set even margin*. page length*, tinitr

lines, get 1 1» 99 copies. Numbered Lines

for legal paper*.

Try the IW for 3 months. If not lit

iif led return it. We will Refund all hut

S3. SO to cover rent postage.

TAPE $23.99 DISK Mod* iqt«$37 99
Needs 16K.

Mod I * III

Aitri-Lt&r Lnttfprjm
S90S Siont Hill Or

Hoc « I in

Write for

CA 95677
|

c J t
*{

o
l

°« D,t$ 1(800)824-7979
Call toll-fra* Ki800)952-565dinCol/

RELATIVITY
£.» nc

Travel through a space-time continuum to distant
stars Understand the concepts of time and
dimensional changes, mass energy relationships

Quasars— the ultimate in mass energy conwer
sion Compute your own relativistic time, dimen
sions mass, kinetic energy and energy per unit

"ass 'A fascinating and educational adventure
iLli 16K1 $"n K

CALENDAR
computations

'A

iumOer ot days be
dates Fmd an un*ee' .

known date in the past or future given the starting

date and a number of days Tens you the day of the

wee* few any given date "Few any date atte'

10.1M582ILM.16K) $9 95

SIDEREAL TIME
Computes local sidereal time given

] Oi)*>o*
me date local time and coordi

nates Greenwich sidereal time for hour U T given
the date only, and Greenwich Julian Date for any
given date Accurate to -30 seconds "Fast and
easy to use. complete instructions ILII 16K) $14 95

CLOUD j63
rn

altitude & tormjt.on

Mow and why ciouds
form. Lightning and lightning rods. Temperature
Relative Humidity and Dew Point relationships

without the need of tables. Cloud altitude computa
tion. includes experiment (Lll 16K) $12 95

Home Mortgage
A-a ,ze a - <> sr •"

.;

zi- De:e'- -e ;a.

Mnl S'7e O' number of

ca,ments to Suit your
buaget IncHiOSl as
ampies iLli 16K. $6 95

BIORYTHM
Compute intellectual

Physical and Emo
tional cycles for any
date Anaiy/e
historical figures and
friend* |UI 16W S4 95

BECKER ELECTRONICS.-^
108 West Franklin Street

Chapel Hill. NC 27514
$1 5C sn cc -5 & Ph 919 967 8299
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Jameco Electronics (1355 Shoreway
Road, Belmont, CA 94002, 415-592-8097),

which sells a similar keyboard for $34.95.

This is unwired, however.

You may be wondering why a keyboard

with a keybounce problem would be

useful. On the Model I it was a prob-

lem—but the Color Computer has its de-

bounce routine in ROM. Even with the key-

board I obtained—dirty contacts, severe

10 INPUTX : REM * GET START MEMORY VALUE
20 INPUTY

: REM * GET END MEMORY VALUE
30 POKE16526 ,0:POKE16527 ,80 REM * PLACE START ADDRESS
40 PRINTUSR(X) REM * GIVE TO SUBROUTINE
50 POKE16526,8 REM * PLACE END ADDRESS
60 PRINTUSR(Y) REM * GIVE TO SUBROUTINE
70 REM * ABOVE LINE EXECUTES TOO
80 GOTO 10 REM * AND DO IT AGAIN....

Program Listing 3. Basic demonstration program to produce

speech output. The machine language program created by
Listing 2 is embedded in its data statements.

bounce on the Model I—no double letters

occurred on the Color Computer.

The keyboard cable plugs into the

header, a 16-pin, right-angle connector.

You can obtain a 36-pin header (just snip

off the extra length with scissors) from

Digi-Key (Hiway 32 South, P.O. Box 677,

Thief River Falls, MN 56701 800-346-5144).

Taking It Apart

The Color Computer is remarkably easy

to open. Flip it over, remove the screws (in-

cluding the one under the warranty label),

turn it back over, and lift off the top. The

keyboard is supported on plastic posts: it

pulls off its cable (be gentle), and lifts out

of the case. See Photo 3. Wrap it in bubble

plastic and store it in case you ever need

to reinstall it for Radio Shack repairs.

Photo 5. Grommets installed on the left

and right support posts. Photo 6. The header connector fitted onto the Model I keyboard.

Photo 7. Back of a Model I keyboard modified for Color Computer use.
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Introducingthe
T80FS1
on diskwith
enhancements

When you crave the realism and challenge

of this sophisticated simulation, the

Flight Simulator Enhanced Disk will give you

more than just convenience It will give you

more enjoyment

Disk enhancements include increased world

projection rates, a 10-frame-per-second

precision approach mode, an infinite horizon,

exciting hit/crash detection, and more

Mod* I or Mod* III and wtwthsr you want d»* or cassette

(the media ere different) Include 11.80 and indicate UPS
or first class mei. Illinois residents add 5\ sates tax.

Visa and MastsrCard accepted.

If you don t yet own a disk, don t fret You can upgrade
anytime. Cassette usars may send beck their cassette (but

nor the manual), along with 1 10 (first esses shipping

included) and receive the disk version.

Available for Model I or Model
$25.00 on cassette or 33.50 on disk.

All versions require 16K memory.

See your dealer!

MfeLOGIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign. I L 61820
(217)359-8482
Telex: 206995 ^ *
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Now for the minor surgery. Take a pair

of wire snips and cut off the center plastic

support post, at the point where its

diameter changes from thin to thick

(Photo 4). Cut two rubber grommets
3/8-inch high with 1/4-inch inside diame-

ter, and slip them over the two backmost

support posts (Photo 5).

Next turn to the Model I keyboard. (If

you purchase the Jameco keyboard, you

will have to wire the key matrix completely

as shown in Fig. 7, and provide a base-

plate for it.) About 1/2 way from the center

back edge of the baseboard, drill a horizon-

tal line of 16 holes spaced 1/10-inch apart;

use the header strip for a guide. Push the

header into place so the curved pins point

toward the back of the keyboard (Photo 6).

Turn the keyboard over. Fig. 6 shows
the keyboard matrix used in the Model I; it

must be converted to the Color Computer's

matrix, Fig. 7. There are only a few minor

differences: The shift key has been

moved, and a row of minor characters has

been relocated to the end of an alphabetic

row. The effect has been to reduce the

matrix from 8 by 8 to 8 by 7.

First, remove the four integrated cir-

cuits on the keyboard; you will not need

these. If they are in sockets, merely

remove them. Otherwise, cut them out

with snips or if you want to keep these ICs

(four perfectly good ICs— two 74LS05s

and two 74LS368s), desolder them. In

either case, make sure none of the con-

nections become shorted when you

remove these parts. Also cut clean or

desolder the remains of the keyboard in-

terconnect cable. Finally, align the

keyboard in the Color Computer case, and

draw the outline of the four support posts

on the edge of the keyboard. Saw or snip

these out so the keyboard drops down on

the posts, supported by the two grom-

mets, the bottom post ridges, and the

center post. Trim if necessary, then

remove the keyboard. The keyboard is

now ready to rewire.

Following Fig. 8. cut the keyboard

traces found near B, C. X, right arrow, and

right and left shift. Run and solder wires to

the underside of the keypads shown, and

to 15 of the 16 header pins that protrude

through the board (pin 3 is not used). Any

fine wire will do; wire-wrap wire (sold by

Radio Shack) is best. Solder quickly,

because these pads connect to the

keyboard wiper contacts, and may be

moved if the plastic housing is softened

Photo 10. Support rings hold Model I

Photo 8. The header cable from the Color Photo 9. The header cable attached to the keyboard onto the Color Computer sup-

Computer CPU board. modified Model I keyboard. port posts.

o
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Fig. 8. Trace cufs and wiring interconnections needed to modify a Model I keyboard for use with the Color Computer
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Nowmyaccounting systems
run onCP/M aswell asTRSDOS.
So they11workwith your micro,
no matterwhich it uses.

I'm Irwin Taranto, and I originally designed my
Model II systems to work with TRSDOS, the operating
software Radio Shack supplies with the TRS-80.

I designed them extremely carefully, with features

other microcomputer accounting systems don't have.

Mine all integrate with the general ledger, and,
where it helps, they integrate with each other.

My general ledger system gives year-to-year
comparisons, in dollars and percentages. It figures

budgets and it even has a report generator.

My accounts receivable systems can do sales
analysis by product code and figure in salesmen's
commissions. They generate mailing lists by customer
code or zip code for up to 2000 customers.
You can choose either an open item system or a
balance forward system which works on a cash or

an accrual basis.

My payroll system can handle up to 600
employees in multiple departments, with any state

tax routine (we provide them all). It can make any
miscellaneous deductions you ask it to — it even
does tips and meals.

TRSDOS and TRS-80 are trademarks of the Tandy Corporation
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corporation

My inventory control system stores up to 5000
items. It can report by vendor, tell you when you're

out of stock or when you need to reorder. It can
update price or cost automatically, and integrates

fully with my invoicing system.
There's a lot more, too. Over the years, I've

had thousands of phone conversations with
my customers, working out the bugs and kinks and
adding desirable features. Everybody talks about
"user- oriented" systems, but because of all these
phone calls, it really means something when I say it.

These may well be the most thoroughly researched
small business accounting programs in the world.

They're also the best supported, at least as
far as microcomputer systems go. If you have a
problem, just call. If your problem is tough enough,
I'll get on the phone myself. There's no charge for

phone assistance, ever.

All these calls keep me upgrading my systems
constantly. If you own one, you're eligible for a

standing offer I've made all along: send me your
diskette, and I'll send you the latest upgrade for

only $25.

Now I've taken another step. More and more
owners are switching over to CP/M software these
days. It seems to be where the whole microcomputer
industry is heading.

That's fine with me, because I've just converted
all these accounting systems, and can sell them for

the prices I've listed:

General Ledger/Cash Journal $ 299
Accounts Payable/Purchase Order 349
Open Items Accounts Receivable/Invoicing 349
Balance Forward Accounts Receivable 399
Payroll 299
with Job Costing Option 399

Inventory Control 399

For mail-order programs, these prices may seem
high. But for serious accounting programs, nothing
can touch them.

Michael Tannenbaum, the "80 Accountant"
in 80 Microcomputing, just called them "a very
impressive product at a very reasonable price."

Our TRS-80 Model I and Model m systems
aren't quite as sophisticated. But they're tremendous
buys at $99 each ($149 for general ledger).

So call me and take your choice —CP/M or

TRSDOS. Same price, same support. My systems
are ready and waiting.

Taranto
45 & ASSOCIATES. INC.

121 Paul Drive. San Raiael CA 94903
Outside California, toll free (800) 227-2868 In California, (415) 472-2670
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from the heat. The resulting keyboard will

resemble Photo 7.

Before the final assembly, insert the

keyboard temporarily and attach the

cable (Photos 8 and 9). Turn on the com-

puter and test the keys; all should work.

Missing keys mean missing wires; check

especially around the broken traces for

wires you have left out. Odd key patterns

mean shorts; check the wire patterns, for

splashes of solder, that all the traces in-

dicated have been cut. and that the area is

clean where the four ICs and interconnect

cable were removed.

When all is well, test the "feel" of the

keyboard. If you have done a clean cutting

job around the support posts, the key-

board should remain stable as you type. If

it does not, or if you just hacked away at

the edge of the board (like I did), you may
need plastic support rings. I found some
oval rings just the right size in my junkbox

labeled "miscellaneous plastic and other

non-metal small bits & pieces," and glued

them in place; since they were tall, they

added considerable support (Photo 10).

Put the cover on the computer. The

"It looks

professional and
feels like

a real keyboard.

"

keyboard will protrude at about the right

level, but it will be ugly because of the

keyboards cream-colored base, and the

large spaces between the keys and the

edge of the cover. Paint the base with a

flat black latex and reinstall it (Photos 11

and 12). It will look like Photo 13. If this is

okay with you. then the work's done. Oth-

erwise, use Fig. 9 to cut a template out of

black cardboard or soft plastic, and tape

or glue it to the underside of the cover.

My installation is shown in Photo 14. It

looks professional and feels like a real

keyboard. The assembly is also sturdy

enough to withstand ordinary household

use. Nevertheless, keep the original

keyboard handy. Your youngsters might

give it a workout.

Information and Updates

Say, Model III TRSDOS users. . we've

found some interesting things on an off-

the-shelf TRSDOS disk. Examine Track 05

Sector OB and see if you find it filled with

the message "Hello you rummy buzzard."

Humor in Fort Worth? Or somebody in the

Fig 9. Full-scale template for adapting the Model I keyboard to the Color Computer case
cover
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Photo 12. The modified keyboard installed in the Color Computer.
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Fig. 9 continued

a just between you and us. .

.

We think we've got

THE BEST
TRS-80* MODEL III

Disk System around!
WHY? Here's three good reasons.

1. VERSATILITY
Our own proven dependable drive controller ooard w.l give
vou the hardware to run almost an> drive configuration vou tan
imagine

• '•' »' and 8 ' drives in anv t ombmation
• Internal external combinations up to all 4 drives externjli
• Single and dual headed drive i ombinations

2. QUALITY
• We i hose MPI drives ihi- long lime leaders in ihv Held.
• We < onstruct our own disk drive installation kits ot heavy

gauge steel -no s/ue/dmg problems'
• We designed independently regulated linear power supplies

i.ist ,md reliable

3. PRICE (including installation & 90-day warranty)
• Drive i ontroller board and lust drive $f>^
• Ne< ond i internal i drive $279
• Third dnve iwith cdblei $359
• rourth drive S }_'9

If these sound like reai.v good deals but vou don • r.ne the Mode III

.ft we ve got the answer

A TRS-80 Model III. 48K. TRSDOS, 2 MPI drive* $1899
l-jllv tested v\itr> 4t) dav warrantv -

DtW/ar-ffH (kttlit ive think rh,« is the BEST JRs HO system you un buy
'

\\v also stiK k tor immediate shipment
MODEL III. 32K $899

EPSON Printers, accessories & interfaces at low low Prices

We Sow Accept Visa & \fasfer< ar</

T«fS * . ., hi.h-nwk ,.; '<nj> <.„i,

NEW LOCATION

PROCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
80S0 Lorraine Ave.. Suilr J28 • P.O. Bo> 882S • Stockton. C A 9i208 • (209) MMSTi

PORTFOLIO MANAGER
TRS-80

FOR COMPLETE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT:
• Fast!!! Auto-Retrieval Of Market Quotes

• Instant Updating Of One Or More Portfolios

• Handle Any Combination of Stocks, Options,

Warrants, Bonds, or Mutual Funds
(Long and Short Positions)

• Printed Analysis of Each Position to Show:
• Current Market Value
• Value Change from Previous Day
• Current Gain or Loss
• Listing of All Quotes Retrieved

• History File to Maintain Detail Record of All

Closed Positions

Please send more information about
PORTFOLIO MANAGER to:

Name

T.M.

Address.

City State Zip.

Mail to:

Market Management Systems e* 593

P.O. Box 40049
1080 Maoison Avenue
Memphis. TN 38104

Or Call Toll Free 1-800-238-7626
(In Tennessee 1 901 527-8262)
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Photo 13. The cover installed on the modified keyboard; there is a gap visible between

cover and keyboard before template is in place.
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Photo 14. The completed keyboard modification looks like a manufactured unit.

80 Applications Second
Unscientific Reader Survey

Mail this survey, a copy of it, or a postcard to Dennis Kitsz, Roxbury, Vermont 05669.

Check any that apply:

_More hardware; how much/what?

.More hardware; less software; how much/ what?-

.More software; how much/what?

More software, less hardware; how much/what?.

More Model I stuff.

Everything's okay!

_Nothing's okay; do this:

.More Color Computer stuff.

The software that I use (all/part, modified or to create other versions) which appeared in

this column:

The hardware/modifications that I use (all/part, modified or to create other hardware)

which appeared in this column:

System configuration (Computer; RAM size, what expansion; if disks, Stringy-

Floppy, TC-8, etc.; peripherals and mods:

duplicating room playing games? Thanks

to Mike Barton and his intrepid associates

at MSB Electronics in Barre, Vermont, for

that information.

The following projects that have ap-

peared in this column are available: The

Memory Sidecar (February 1980); Micro

Front Panel (May 1980); Color Computer

Lowercase and Video Driver (November

1980); and this month's Cassette Speech

Input Modification. PC layouts for updat-

ed versions of other Applications projects

are found in "The Custom TRS-80." Write,

enclosing SASE, for information.

Speaking of SASE's readers please

note: You must enclose a business-size,

self-addressed, stamped evelope to re-

ceive a reply. Readers outside the United

States, Canada, or Mexico must include

two international postal-reply coupons. I

try to answer all letters that include

SASE's, but some may wait a few months

before I get to them. I give fastest atten-

tion to letters that include complete de-

scriptions of the system in use, all periph-

erals and modifications, and date of

manufacture or serial numbers of TRS-80

and expansion box. If you include a "re-

turn letter'' with check-off boxes and

blanks to fill in. so much the better. I will

always help readers with questions relat-

ing to any projects or software I have

created, but cannot guarantee answering

questions about work designed by others.

Also, please don't ask me to design a sys-

tem configuration or special purpose de-

vice for you; if it's of general interest, I'll

consider it for a column. I've been asked

to design multiple-printer connector box-

es, multiple-ROM-pack coin-operated Col-

or Computer arcade attachments, com-

plete expansion interfaces, and even an

entire TRS-80 based system that includes

everyone's modifications!

Upcoming

I planned to have a bubble-memory ad-

dition for the Model I and Color Computer

available by this time (hence the teaser in

November's "Upcoming" box). Unfortu-

nately, the company I was dealing with

(National Semiconductor) went out of the

bubble memory business with only a

week's notice, abandoning millions of dol-

lars in investment, and following the lead

of Texas Instruments and other major

manufacturers who have dropped the pro-

duct as uneconomical. My guess as to

what's next? Fast, non-volatile, read/write

memories. The newer static RAMs are so

stable that I've turned on my 8K Ohio

Scientific C1P after eight hours only to

find better than 90 percent of the bytes in

the Basic program still intact in memory.
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GOSUB:

QOSUB'S MX80/70 FRICTION FEED KIT ONLY $49.95 ppd

The Gosub MX80/70 Friction Feed Kit for the Epson MX80
printer will give you complete paper control You get easy to

follow instructions and all parts necessary to give your Ep
son friction feed capabilities Installs in about 15 minutes

Money back guarantee if not satisfied

PLUS:
* USE SINGLE SHEET PAPER
* USE INEXPENSIVE ROLL PAPER
* USE YOUR OWN LETTER HEAD
* DOES NOT AFFECT PIN FEED USE

PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS
EPSON MX80... . $515 ppd EPSON MX100 $825 ppd

Microtek's BYTEWRITER-1 $299 ppd

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE SOFTWARE
We have just about everybodys software.

Call us and tall us what you want. We've got it!

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR THE
GOSUB FRICTION FEED KIT

ALPINE COMPUTER CENTER
2626 S Alpine Hi

Rockford IL61IC

(BIS) 229-0200

USA

OMEGA MICROS
38'9 West Michigan Si

Milwaukee Wiscons n 53208

i414i933«B8

EXATRON
>81 ConiT)erciai Si

Sunnyvale CA 94086

,b00) S36-8559-CA |406| IM 71 11

AUSTRALIA

COMPUTER CAMPUS Pty. Ltd.

1 1 Rundle Street. Kent Tow-
South Australia. 506'

Ph 08 424826 Te»e« 88 '56

CANADA

MICROWEST Dist. Ltd.

194C Larson Rd
Norlh Vancouver B C
Canada V7M 2Z8
(604 > 968-9996 or 968Wr

KANSAS RtS ADO 3% SAUS TAX

il PRICES SUBItCT tOCHANCJ WITHCMjI NOTICE

Fill CATAIOC CPON RfQUffl

GOSCJB Int'l, Inc.

50 1 E. Pawnee. Suite 430
Wichita. KS 672 11

(316)265 9858

SISD CHfCk OR WON! » ORDER TO: GOSUB '&*
P.O. Box 275
Wichita. KS 67201
(316)265 9992

®

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
It is the stated goal of CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS to sell TRS-80 computers and peripherals at the

lowest prices in the WORLD. We ask that you call other dealers, check your local Radio Shack store and

mail order houses and then call us LAST (Toll Free, of course). We think that you will be pleasantly sur-

prised. Please keep in mind that CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS is an authorized Radio Shack dealer and

sells only pure Radio Shack products (you will find no inexpensive RAM memory, or non Radio Shack Disk

Drives in our computers!) Being an AUTHORIZED Radio Shack store also means that you will be able to

obtain warranty work at any of Radio Shack' s more than 8000 stores. So... give us a call TODAY!

EPSON -WE NOW SELL

THE ENTIRE EPSON LINE
AND PRICE QUOTES, CALL:

1-800-771-7896

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING TRS-80 MODEL III

IN STOCK

k* 191

CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS
AUTHORIZED STORE » S 133

121 BROADWAY
CLEVELAND, OK. 74020

1-800-551-5896
See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 361



WINCHESTER
HARD DISK

for

TRS-80™
Add 6.3meg to 19 meg toyour TRS-80

Integral Winchester
Business System includes

48K MODEL III, DOS,
DISK III™, 6.3 MEG
HARD DISK (internal).

$4995

$2895
6.3 MEGABYTE
WINCHESTER
HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM
With Chassis, PS, DOS.
9.5 MEG $3395.00

VR Data Winchester HD
Subsystem Features:

• TRSDOS Compatible Operating System
• State-of-the-Art Circuitry

• Full Calibration, Test and Burn-in
• Up to 4 drive configuration
• Heavy duty Power supplies
• Warranty-120 days-parts & labor
• 115/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz.

Optional Mod III Configurations:

9.5 Meg HD (internal) add $500.00

80tk1 side floppy add $120.00

80tk 2 side floppy add $240.00

Optional Winchester Subsystem
configurations:

2x6.3 meg drives

2x9.5 meg drives

$4495.00

$5495.00

Model III Communications
COMING SOON HERE NOW
D-CON $299. VR-RS232C $75.
Integral Modem Direct Replacement For R.S. RS232
NEEDS NO RS232 Fully Tested & Burned- n
— Direct Connect Easy Installation

Programmable Dialing 120 Day Warranty
AUTO ANSWER/ORIGINATE Programmable Pincut

Easy Installation Prototype Area

Phone 800-345-8102 • in PA 215-461-5300

VR Data Corporation
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DISK HI
100% Compatible

Model III Disks
Complete Business

System includes:

48K TRS-80™ Model
III, Disk III™ 2 Drive

System, TRSDOS
and Manual.

$1882

DISK III Single

drive assy

$599

1 DISK III singledrive assembly includes one40track
5 . double density drive power supply controller,

mounting hardware, and applicable cables

DISK III Two
drive assy 864.00

DISK III Assy
w/out drives 435.00

TRSDOS™ &
Manual 21.90

External drives

(3&4) 275.00ea

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY - COMPARE AND SAVE
VR Data's DISK III features:

• Completely compatible with TRSDOS
• State-of-the-art circuitry

• Fully tested, calibrated & burned-in
• Up to 4 drive configuration

• Warranty 120 days - 100% parts and labor

• Installation with simple hand tools

• Optional 80 tk and 2 sided drives

• READ 40 - Pgm. to read 40 tk. Diskettes

on 80tk. Drives $25.00

• FCC CERTIFIED

Peripherals

Epson MX-80 500.00
Epson MX-80 FT 615.00
Epson MX-100 800.00

Centronics 739 700.00

Starwriter25(P) 1395.00

RS-232 95.00

Lexicon modem 105.00

MODEL l/lll

EXTERNAL DRIVE
W/ PS & ENC
Fully Compatible
120 day warranty

Easy installation

80 tk or 2 sided

80tk&2sided

$275

lii
$419.00

549.00

IF YOU DONT SEE IT ADVERTISED CALL US AND ASK FOR IT.

PUBLISHED PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT.
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp
DISK III is a trademark of VR Data Corp. Dealership available.

OTHER PRODUCTS
SUPERBRAIN 64K
PARALLEL PORT —
SUPERBRAIN

DISK & MYSTERIES
BASIC & MYSTERIES
NECRibbons(min.6)
Epson Ribbons

NEW—
LDOS Operating
System

COMING SOON!!
Internal MODEM for MOD III

2990.00

99 95

22.50

29.95

5.95

12.50

149.00

CABLE "VRDATA" • TELEX 845-124

777 Henderson Boulevard • Folcroft, PA 19032
VISA'
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EDUCATION ft)by Earl R. Savage %f\r

"Only one micro is the exclusive subject

of two major monthly commercial magazines."

Last month, we discussed the argu-

ments for placing computers versus

terminals in the schools. We favor the mi-

crocomputer. Now, how do we decide

which microcomputer is the best buy.

Micro vs Micro

It is natural for the uninitiated to ask,

"Which microcomputer shall we buy?"

The answer depends upon knowledge of

computers and prejudices. When choos-

ing a system it is irrelevant what the ad-

joining/biggest/smallest school district

has bought. Evaluate products objectively

to determine how they will meet your

school's needs.

In this column I call my choice for a

microcomputer Brand X. More Brand X
micros are out there than all the others

combined which is advantageous due to

sheer numbers.

If one type of micro dominates the

market, there are more users which

means more programmers and programs.

The more programs the greater the

chance you will find what you need.

Round 1 goes to Brand X.

You might expect that the larger the

quantity of micros being manufactured

by one company the lower the prices. If

you comparison shop among micros of

similar characteristics, you will find that

round 2 goes to Brand X.

Brand X has a nationwide network of

dealers who serve as sources of both

equipment and supplies. It also has

company-owned service centers across

the country which offer maintenance con-

tracts. That gives Rounds 3, 4 and 5 to

Brand X.

Micros are divided into color and non-

color categories. Black and white micros

do not require internal or external color

circuitry which produces a pretty display

but adds absolutely nothing of value to

99 percent of its educational and busi-

ness uses. The Brand X workhorses are

black and white machines (though a small

color model is available). Round 6 must be

called a "semi-draw" since Brand X is not

the only black and white machine.

Only one micro on the market is the ex-

clusive subject of two major monthly com-

mercial magazines which are indepen-

dent of any manufacturer. These periodi-

cals contain articles, programs and ads
for sources of equipment, supplies and
software— all for just this one brand.

Score round 7 to Brand X.

At this point, we might as well call the

bout. The decision goes to Brand X by a

KO of all its opponents.

And which computer is Brand X? Well, if

you don"t know that, you had better delay

your decision while you do more home-

work!

Flowcharting Revisited

A few columns back we discussed the

need to flow chart your programs before

actually writing them. The column pointed

out the savings in time and frustration

which flow charting achieves.

It also mentioned that making a flow

chart of a program written by someone
else can help you understand its op-

eration.

"The real world

is full of sounds
so why should

programs be silent?

If you find flow-charting a program dif-

ficult help is available. The Documenter,

from P80NUT Software (P.O. Box 490,

Lilburn, GA 30247), is a System program

which analyzes the Basic program of your

choice. It then draws a flow chart of that

program in a series of displays. You may
copy the chart from the display or, if you

have a printer of 64 or more columns, print

all or selected parts of the chart.

The chart which is produced uses all

the proper template shapes. For. . .Next

loops are shown but due to limitations on

the width of the display, other branches

are not drawn. Instead, the line-destina-

tions of the branches are given.

At the conclusion of the chart, the

Documenter displays (and prints) a tabu-

lation of all branches giving the from-line,

the type of branch (GOTO, GOSUB. Then,

and so on) and the to-line for each one.

Students may find The Documenter
helpful in analyzing programs they are

studying and in debugging a program.

Sound

Educators know that the more we stim-

ulate the students' senses the more effec-

tive our teaching becomes. If this is the

case, why do so few computer instruc-

tional programs utilize sound?
Integrated sound effects, as opposed

to arbitrary noise, can give any program

an added dimension of reinforcement

(positive or negative), it can also attract

and maintain attention. Many game pro-

grams, for example, incorporate sound

with excellent results.

Sound effects can be written into any

program and they can be added to any

Basic program with ease. Adding sound

can be as simple as a few commands
through the cassette port to a small ampli-

fier and speaker or as complex as intricate

commands to an accessory device that

produces actual speech or music.

If you are technically oriented or have a

friend who is, you will be interested in an

integrated circuit chip made available re-

cently by Texas Instruments. This little

16-pin beauty is designed to be controlled

by microcomputer signals. It contains

three independent tone generators, a

noise generator and an audio amplifier.

The designation on the IC is SN76489.

At this writing, I have only studied the

specifications and application notes of

this chip. It appears to be quite easy to

use. Apparently, it will do everything but

talk and may even do that with proper pro-

gramming.

Texas Instruments has put so much in

this small chip that I will be surprised if we

don't see it built into future computers.

Surely, accessory sound units will be

available at a reasonable cost. In the

meantime, you can get ahead of the game
by building your own.

However you generate them, sound ef-
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fects can make a significant contribution

to your instructional programs. The real

world is full of sounds so why should pro-

grams be silent when you can add sound

so easily? A bugle call can be sounded

when the student successfully responds

to a difficult question or test. A fog horn

can signal an incorrect response.

These are a few examples of many pos-

sibilities. Let me Know about your suc-

cesses. I'll try to pass the information

along to other readers. When you write,

tell what you did, how you did it, and the

student results.!

A couple of readers have experienced

difficulty with the technique for automati-

cally setting the memory size given in the

October Education 80 column. The prob-

lem does not usually arise because most
programs contain a Clear statement. If

you use the technique in a program which

does not contain a Clear statement, there

is a malfunction in memory sizing until

that program has run twice. Simply insert

a "Clear 100" statement after the POKEs
have been made and the memory will be

set properly.

COMPUTER .<> AUDIO
CASSETTES * CASSETTES

LENGTH
C-05

C-10. ..

C-20

12PAK 24PAK
69C 59c

79C 69C

99C 89c

LENGTH 12PAK 24PAK
C-30 $1.19. .

.

..$1.09

C-60.. $1.49 . $1.39

C-90.... $1.79. $1.69

• 100% ERROR FRtE»FULV GUARANTEED •SUPERIOR S-SCREW CONSTRUCTION*'

• HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE • VI* V LOW NOISE* WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE*

• USED BY SOFTWARE FIRMS, HOMVISTB AND SCHOOt DISTRICTS NATM3NWIOC •

• BOXES SOLD ONLY WITH CASSETTES 2<H EA»I2 00 RER RAK SHIRHNO •

C.O.D. HOTLINE 1 206 675-6143

MICRO-80 INC. .

E-2665 BUSBY ROAD • OAK HARBOR, WA 98277

Quality Products With Support And Service For Less!!!

16K Radio Shack Model 3 computer $839-48K for $899

With 2 40 track drives $1890 and a RS232 for $1959

16K for the Radio Shack Model 1 , 3, and Apple 2 $ 1

6

Percom Electric Crayon—add color and hi-res graphics to your model 1 $ I 39

The Connection—for Model 1 — 300 baud— orig. only &. direct connect for $ I I 9

Lex 1 1 coupler— 300 baud—orig/ans-half/full duplex $129

Omnitek 40 track drive w/p.s. & case $295—80 track $395—5 &>3ms access

Omnitek 80 track dual head drive with p.s. and case $499

Omnitek 8"* disk drive power supply and case $69^

Omnitek Power Supply and Case for 5'" drives $63 and for 8'" drives $ I 39

Omnitek cables for 5" drives— 2-drive for $24 and 4-drive for $29

Omnitek cables for 8" drives— I -drive for $24 and 2-drive for $34

Economy 5" double density disks $24 with center rings $28

Disks for 8" drive—double density $36

12" B&.WLeedex (Amdek) Monitor $114 and 10" B&.W APF Monitor $99

Base 2 printer $539 C.ltoh Starwriter $ 1 439 ^M
Okidata Microline 80 printer $369 Tractor $50 ' W "^
Okidata Microline 82A printer $499 and 83A $749— I 20cps, uc/lc/graphics

|
^^^^ ;

Call for Quotes on Epson. Apple, and Commodore equipment. commodore

Dealer inquiries invited. Mass. Residents add 5% Tax. F.O.B. Tewksbury, freight extra. M/C. Visa or check accepted.

TRS-80 is a reg. trademark of Tandy Corp. (617)851-4580 ^105

Omnitek Computers International Inc., 1899 Main St., Tewksbury, Ma 01876
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Notes from
BENEATH the KEYBOARD

by Paul Wiener

Hello, you folks out there in system-

specific microcomputer journal land:

I bet you're wondering who the hex I am.

My name is Paul Wiener. I used to empty

the bit buckets at Instant Software. Now I

have my own column. How about that?

From time to time, my column Notes From

Beneath the Keyboard will appear in

these pages.

The name is an allusion to Dostoevski's

short story, "Notes From Beneath the

Floorboards
-

' (also translated as "Notes

From the Underground"). I selected it to

suggest I'm an intellectual sort of guy.

oozing culture—a connoisseur of litera-

ture, art and music. But since you're kind

enough to read my first column, I'll level

with you: Strictly off the record, it's a

hype. My idea of classical literature is

more like the Golden Age of Donald Duck

comics than Dostoevski.

The column will be devoted to program-

ming tips, personality sketches of people

in the industry, a little humor here and

1 Zap Utility 5. Tape Backup

2. Purge Utility 6 Disk Repair

3 Disk Formatter 7 Memory Utilities

4 Disk Backup 8. Exit Program

Selection''

Table 1. Super Utility.

there, hardware and software reviews,

questions and answers, and plain old

gossip. As things progress, I hope you will

become responsible for the contents of

this column. Send me feedback about

what you like and I'll do my best to stay

popular (I know which side of the bread-

board is etched).

Down to Business

Like other people, I have opinions and

preferences. More to the point, four

TRS-80 software products rank as my all-

time favorites: LDOS (Logical Disk Operat-

ing System), which I reviewed in June 1981

80 Microcomputing; Master Reversi, avail-

able from Instant Software; Macro, an in-

terpretive machine language monitor by

Jake Commander: and Super Utility Plus.

Super Utility, written by Kim Watt of

Breeze Computing, is a disk and memory
utility selling for $50. Super Utility Plus is

an expanded version and costs $75 (reg-

istered Super Utility owners pay only an

upgrade fee to get Super Utility Plus). All

features of Super Utility are also in Plus.

The reverse, of course, is not true.

Even before Plus, Super Utility was one

of my favorite pieces of TRS-80 software. I

have used Superzap and played with Trak-

cess and several other disk utilities. Super

Utility was so full of new, practical, excit-

ing features that I soon abandoned the

other programs.

In this review, I want to acquaint you

with this versatile software tool.

Tables 1-8 are Super Utility's master

menu and seven sub-menus. Tables 9-18

contain Plus' master menu and nine sub-

menus. (The lowercase in the menus is not

an oversight on our typesetter's part— if

your system has lowercase. Super Utility

will use it.) Judging a program by its menu
can be deceptive. For instance. Super

Utility's disk backup sub-menu is one en-

try longer than Plus'. But Plus' disk

backup facility is as comprehensive as

Super Utility's. The two sets of menus
should give you a good idea of the power

these programs bring to your fingertips as

well as the differences between them. As

you can see, both are rather large. The

original Super Utility holds about 24K

bytes of machine code. Plus is over 32K

bytes long.

Though Super Utility's features are

many, most Super Utility users agree on

three special areas of outstanding use-

fulness: its superlative Disk Zap module,

its high success rate at backing up

backup-proof software and its ability to

repair farkled disks. (According to Jesse

1. Display Disk Sector 6. Verify Disk Sectors

2. Display File Sector 7 Zero Disk Sectors

3 Display Main Memory 8. String Search

4 Compare Disk Sectors 9 Sector Search

5 Copy Disk Sectors Single/Double Density

Selection?

Table 2. Zap Utility.

1 Standard Forma!

2. Format Without Erase

Selection?

3 Special Format

4 Bead ID Address Marks

Table 4. Disk Formatter.

1. Kill Selectively 6 Kill Files by Category

2 Disk Directory 7 Change Name/Date/Password

3 Zero Unused Entries 8 Change File Parameters

4 Zero Unused Granules 9 Remove ALL Passwords

5 Remove System Files

Selection?

Table 3 Purge Ut/7/fy.

1 Copy With Format

2 Copy Without Format

Selection?

3 Special Copy

Table 5. Disk Backup Utility.

Use Tape Player 1 or 2?

Table 6. Tape Backup Utility.
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fYOUttf

^Famil}^
It

cBy QitckSAcfec

A comprehensive genealogical program that lets you avoid the rigidities of paper-based family

trees. It quickly and easily sets up a data base to hold pertinent information about each ancestor,

including name, date and place of birth, marriage and death information, plus a comment line.

YOUR FAMILY TREE will display and print a complete "pedigree" for any selected family

member; or a 3-generation ancestral chart may be generated for display or printer, showing the

number of known ancestors beyond each branch of the tree. As a novelty feature, the program will

display a U.S. outline map showing migration across the country. Access to information in YOUR
FAMILY TREE is virtually unlimited, with full search capabilities on any key field—using full or

partial information.

16K RAM has space for 45-55 ancestors with brief comments. A 32K cassette-based system will

hold about 175 records; a 48K. about 300. In all cases, a disk-based system will hold about 75 less

due to DOS overheard.

Available for TRS-80* models I and III on tape or disk, YOUR FAMILY TREE requires a minimum of

16K RAM. Enjoy the benefits of this powerful and flexible charting system now for just $29.95.

ACORN PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE AT FINE COMPUTER STORES EVERYWHERE

MONEY
MANAGER

LOST COLONY
4#

By Andrew P. Bartorillo

A complete management tool for

the home budget, it accurately
keeps track of your checkbook
and provides an easy method of

budget allocation.

You can store information on up to

100 checkbook entries per month
(250 with 48K), specify any
automatic withdrawals, keep
records of tax-deductibles, and
record expenses by category. You
can even break up charge account
payments into the proper
categories.

Requires TRS-80* model I or III

with a minimum of 32K and one
disk drive. Order now for only
$39.95.

By David Feitelberg

It's the world's first deep space
colony and you are the economic
manager. A remarkable simula-
tion, LOST COLONY arms you
with maps and charts as tools for

resource management. You
assign human and robotic labor,

explore new land, and set produc-
tion quotas. At the same time you
must determine equitable pay
scales and taxes.

Communicate through your Model
I or III using full sentences or

short commands. A challenging
game, it might give you insight in-

to real life management as well.

Available on 16K tape or 32K disk
for only $19.95 each.

SPACE ROCKS
By Steven Kearns

Huge antimatter rocks appear on
the Tactical Display Screen of

your spacecraft. You blast away
but they just explode into smaller
chunks for you to destroy. To add
to your woes, alien ships and time
bombs appear periodically. If the
ships hit you or the timers reach
zero— BOOM! Maneuver, fire

lasers, jump to hyperspace—
anything to avoid the onslaught.
For one or two players, with nine
skill levels.

A realtime arcade game with
sound, for TRS-80* model I or III.

Versions for 16K tape or 32K disk
are $19.95 each.

(202) 544-4259

Acorn
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E., Washington, DC 20003

•Trademark of Tandy Corp.

ALL ACORN ENTERTAINMENT
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED FOR
TRS-80* MODELS I & ///

MAIL ORDERS: Include $2.00 shipping & handling

(DC. residents add 6% sales tax).

CHARGE CARD CUSTOMERS: Call (202) 544-4259
for fastest service. ^34
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Bob Overholt. TRS-80 systems software

authority and bit herder, farkled is "a soft-

ware cowboy term for messed up.")

Faride Repairs

There are two ways in which Super Utility

helps you recover information (which may
otherwise have been unsalvageable). One

is its Format Without Erase feature. This

can save the day if you are unable to ac-

cess disk files due to CRC Error, Parity Er-

ror, Data Record Lost During Read, or Er-

ror in Data Field. Format Without Erase

reads your disk, track by track, sector by

sector and then writes it back. Not only

the data is rewritten—so is the format-

ting information (ID address marks, track

and sector addresses, data ID marks

1. Repair GAT Table 4. Read Protect Directory

2. Repair HIT Table 5. Recover Killed Files

3. Repair BOOT Sector 6. Check Directory

Selection?

Table 7. Disk Repair Utility.

i. Move Memory 6 Input Byte from Port

2. Exchange Memory 7 Output Byte to Port

3. Compare Memory 8. Memory to Disk Sectors

4. Zero Memory 9. Disk Sectors to Memory
5. Test Memory 0. Disk Track to Memory
Selection?

Table 8. Memory Utilities.

1. DISK ZAP 6. TAPE UTILITIES

2. DISK PURGE 7. MEMORY UTILITIES

3. DISK FORMAT 8. FILE UTILITIES

4. DISK BACKUP 9. CONFIGURE SYSTEM
5. DISK REPAIR 0. EXIT PROGRAM

SELECTION?

Table 9. Super Utility.

1. DISPLAY SECTORS 7. REVERSE SECTOR DATA
2. VERIFY SECTORS 8. EXCHANGE SECTORS
3. COMPARE SECTORS 9. STRING SEARCH
4. COPY SECTORS SECTOR SEARCH
5. COPY SECTOR DATA A. READ ID ADDRESS MARKS
6. ZERO SECTORS B. ALTER DATA ADDRESS MARKS

SELECTION?

Table 10. Zap Utility.

ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET

NEW Considering VlslCalc"?

ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET does everything you can do
with a pencil, paper and calculator. Start with a blank

screen. Move the fast cursor to desired location. Enter line

or column labels or data Select preprogrammed operators

for line, column, or cell calculations. Run. Results appear

on the screen, formatted for your printer. Revise. Run
again.

PREPROGRAMMED OPERATORS for mathematics,
finance, and statistics. Save data on tape or disk. The
screen is your window to a larger spreadsheet. Output
features scrolling and split-screen Variable formats for

labels and data.

UNLIMITED APPLICATIONS. P/L forecast. Personal

budget. Real estate investment. Net worth forecast.

Invoice. Cash flow estimate. Sales analysis. Check record

Business forms.

16K version has 50 operators. 32/48K version has 70
operators plus histogram plot, remote storage of data,

global revise spreadsheet layout, alpha entries, and more.

16K Model I or III Tape $34.95

32/48K Model I or III Tape $64.95

48K Model III Disk $67.95

YOU CANT LOSE! Calif, orders add 6'/2% tax.

VisiCalc is a trade mark of Personal Software. Inc

Dan G. Haney & Associates. Inc. .4 64

P.O. Box 687. San Mateo. CA 94401

(415) 493-4094
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FREE PREMIUM!
1982 subscribers will

receive the special

MATH1 package of

PC programs. You
qualify to receive

this valuable free

gift if you check

either box 2 or 3

below! Don't delay!

Get started learning

how to enjoy your

pocket computer to-

day. Use this handy

subscription card!

MC/VISA Phone Subscriptions: (203) 888-1946

D 1981 Charter Subscriber (Issues 1 - 10) S20.00 for U.S.

delivery. (U.S. S24.00 to Canada. U.S. S30.00 elsewhere.)

1981/82 Charter Subscriber (Issues 1 - 20). $40.00 in

U.S. (U.S. $48.00 to Canada. U.S. $60.00 elsewhere.)

1982 Regular Subscriber (Issues 11 - 20). $30.00 in U.S.

(U.S. $36.00 to Canada. U.S. $45.00 elsewhere.)

Sample issue. $3.00 in U.S. (U.S. $4.00 elsewhere.)

Orders must be accompanied by payment in full. We do not

issue invoices for the POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER.
Thank you for your remittance.

Name:

Addr:

City: State: Zip:

MC/VISA J* Expires:

Signature: ^127



PROFESSIONAL

INCOME TAX SYSTEM
FOR TRS-80* MODEL I, II or

For four successive years!

Our system, running on the magnificent line of TRS-80 computers, has

prepared thousands of lightning-fast, error-free tax returns a day in

accounting offices nationwide.

Now we introduce!

SYSTEM THREE!
SYSTEM THREE is an improved, still more interactive version — Totals W-2's and
computes FICA overpayment — Includes "QWIKTAX," a fast tax calculator for tax

planning — Has automated Client Billing — More!

And. as always—

1. Full interactive user control, in tax-form language only, line-by-line.

2. Screen display of full 1040 and all schedules, prior to printout.

3. All formats IRS and State approved.

4. Schedule amounts automatically entered on Form 1040.

5. Your Preparer's Information automatically printed at bottom of Page 2, Form 1040.

6. Built-in Validation Check tests entire system, hardware and software.

7. Special printer adjustment routines: Margin Offset. Text Position, etc.

8. Fills in preprinted forms (we supply) or use overlays. Your choice.

9. AUTOMATICALLY COMPUTES: Tax — Earned Income Credit — Maximum/Minimum Tax — Least Tax

Method — All Percentage of Income Limitations — All Fixed Limitations.

DOES INCOME AVERAGING IN EIGHT SECONDS!

10. Full support through the tax season, no charge.

11. Inexpensive yearly updates in accordance with tax-law changes.

SYSTEM THREE comes in four modules. You select the ones you need. There is no
system like it, for any computer, and the cost is literally nothing. In one season, our users

have paid, out of savings, for the software and the computer.

35-page Descriptive Manual - $7.50
(Refundable on order)

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIRED: Model I, 48K, 1 Disk Drive

CONTRACT SERVICES ASSOCIATES „

706 SOUTH EUCLID • ANAHEIM, CA 92802 • TELEPHONE: (714) 635-4055

-TRS80 is a trademark of 'andy Ccc

s-See List ol Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing. January 1982 • 369



and CRC's).

When Plus fails to read a sector proper-

ly, it pauses and prompts you for advice. If

you select infinite retry, Plus will retry in-

definitely. If Super Utility succeeds in

reading the problem sector, it will rewrite

it with a fresh format. If there is nothing

physically wrong with your disk, the result

should be a rejuvinated floppy easily read

by DOS. If your disk does have a hard er-

ror, use the same infinite repeat feature to

copy the data to another disk. Often,

Super Utility's superior read routines pick

up sectors lost to DOS without performing

multiple reads.

If your disk is so farkled that some of it

is unrecoverable, Super Utility will still

reformat it. The information in the unread-

able sectors is lost, but the data in the

good sectors will be left intact. Files

previously rejected by DOS, even though

99 percent good, may become loadable

again. Only missing sectors have to be re-

built by hand. The difficulty of rebuilding

unrecovered sectors will vary according to

your familiarity with the original contents,

your experience at such rebuilding opera-

tions and the file type. The easiest files to

rebuild are ASCII files, including ASCII

saved Basic programs and most word pro-

cessing and data files. Another use of For-

mat Without Erase is to extend 35 track

disks into 40 trackers.

Plus can also help save mangled disks

by diagnosing and repairing bad director-

ies and boot sectors. If a disk will not boot,

or is prone to give messages such as Hit

Error, Gat Error or Directory Read Error,

Super Utility's disk repair module can al-

most certainly help. Super Utility will auto-

matically fix faulty HITs (Hash Index

Tables) and GAT's (Granule Allocation

Tables), re-read protect a directory and re-

place a clobbered boot with a very effi-

cient new one. The Plus replacement boot

is faster than those of TRSDOS or

NEWDOS + ; it may be worth while to

replace even good boots. Plus under-

stands and makes al lowances for the idio-

syncrasies of TRSDOS, NEWDOS 2.1,

ULTRADOS, LDOS, DOS-PLUS, NEWDOS
80 and DOUBLEDOS in both single and

double density.

If you killed the wrong file Super Utility

can resurrect it for you. You have to

restore it before another file gets written

1. KILL SELECTED FILES 6. ZERO UNUSED ENTRIES

2. KILL BY CATEGORY 7. ZERO UNUSED GRANULES
3. REMOVE SYSTEM FILES 9. CHANGE DISK NAME
4. REMOVE ALL PASSWORDS 9. CHANGE FILE PARAMETERS
5. DISK OIRECTORY 0. CHECK DIRECTORY

SELECTION?

Table 11. Purge Utility.

over it. The file must not have been killed

by one of those nasty DOS's which erase

dead directory entries rather than make
them invisible to the system.

Backups

Super Utility's ability to backup pro-

tected software is somewhat controver-

sial. According to its documentation,

"This program's only intended use is for

you to make Backups of your legally pur-

chased programs. Please do not use this

utility to make bootleg copies for others

as authors of quality programs deserve

their royalties." Super Utility backs up
almost any TRS-80 disk or tape on the

market. A notable exception is itself.

Software professionals are concerned

about the high rip-off ratio of their pro-

ducts. As editor of a major software pub-

lishing house, I understand their concern:

An estimated 15 copies are bootlegged for

every one legally purchased. But as a fair-

ly scrupulous software consumer, I fierce-

ly resent the inconvenience vendors im-

pose by impeding my ability to backup

their programs. Magnetic media will not

last forever. It stands to reason: The disk

you use most will be the first to go.

Although you cannot backup Super Utility

itself, Kim has a reasonable support

policy. For five dollars a registered Super

1. STANDARD FORMAT
2. SPECIAL FORMAT
3. FORMAT WITHOUT ERASE

SELECTION?

4. BUILD FORMAT TRACK
5. WRITE FORMAT TRACK
6. SOFTWARE BULK ERASE

Table 12. Format Utility.

1. READ TAPE 3. VERIFY TAPE
2. WRITE TAPE 4. COPY TAPE

SELECTION?

Table 15. Tape Utilities.

1. STANOARO DISK BACKUP

SELECTION?

2. SPECIAL DISK BACKUP

Table 13. Disk Backup Utility.

1. DISPLAY MEMORY 9. STRING SEARCH
2. MOVE MEMORY 0. INPUT BYTE FROM PORT
3. EXCHANGE MEMORY A. OUTPUT BYTE TO PORT
4. COMPARE MEMORY B. MEMORY TO SECTORS
5. FILL MEMORY C. SECTORS TO MEMORY
6. REVERSE MEMORY D. MEMORY TO TRACK
7. TEST MEMORY E. TRACK TO MEMORY
B. JUMP TO MEMORY
SELECTION?

Table 16. Memory Utilities.

i. REPAIR GAT SECTOR 6. RECOVER KILLED FILES

2. REPAIR HIT SECTOR 7. MOVE DIRECTORY
3. REPAIR BOOT SECTOR 8. DISPLAY DIRECTORY
4. READ PROTECT DIRECTORY 9. CHECK OIRECTORY
5. UN-REAO PROTECT DIRECTORY 0. CLEAR UNUSED ENTRIES

SELECTION?

Table 14. Disk Repair Utility.

1. DISPLAY FILE SECTORS 8. DRIVE STATUS
2. COMPARE FILES 9. SECTOR ALLOCATION
3. COPY FILES BUILD FILE

4. DISK DIRECTORY A. CLEAR FILE

5. FREE SPACE B DISK ALLOCATION
6. OFFSET FILE C. COMPUTE HASH CODE
7. FILE LOCATIONS D. COMPUTE PASSWORD

SELECTION?

Table 17. File Utilities.
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Utility or Plus owner can buy a backup

from Breeze You then own two copies. If

one gets zapped, mail it to Breeze with $3

for another backup. If your disk was physi-

cally damaged, send Breeze $8 (along with

the damaged disk) to cover the cost of the

new disk and handling. A backup sent out-

side the USA costs $10. Super Utility may
be upgraded to Plus for $25.

The tape copy utility uses both TRS-80

cassette ports (you need two recorders).

The disk copy procedure requires only one
drive, but progress is faster and smoother

with a multi-drive system. Plus* special

disk copy is more automatic and faster

than Super Utility's. The programs backup

protected disks in three passes. The first

pass figures out the source disk's format-

ting irregularities. The second transfers

the deciphered format to the destination

disk. The final pass copies the data.

Disk Zap

Plus' Disk Zap module is a maior pro-

gram in itself Like all programs in the Zap

genre, it displays any disk sector in hex

and ASCII and lets you modify the infor-

mation. Like most zappers. it lets you step

from sector to sector or track to track, but

with differences. For example, the right ar-

'lt stands to reason:

The disk you

use most will be

the first to go."

row steps to the next higher numbered
sector on the current track. If you happen

to already be on the last sector, it wraps

around to the lowest numbered sector on

the next track. If you do not want this type

of wrap around, use shift-right arrow. This

will advance you to a higher numbered

sector on the current track if there is one

Otherwise, it will give you a sector-not-

found message. Plus will also skip direct-

ly to the highest sector on the track. If you

are examining a protected or farkled disk

and want to advance to the next valid.

readable sector, press greater-than (>). Of

course, symmetrical commands step to

lower numbered sectors as well.

A key concept is flexibility. Further ex-

amples of this quality abound. You can

enter information in decimal, hexadeci-

mal, octal, ASCII or binary. In the disk mo-

dify mode, you can insert or delete charac-

ters as with Scripsit or the Electric Pencil.

You can move the cursor with the arrow

keys or you can send it to any relative byte

in the current sector in one quick jump

Like most zap utilities, Plus Disk Zap
Verify Disk mode attempts to read a disk.

sector by sector, and reports the number
of unreadable sectors But Plus' versatile

retry options again make it outshine its
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rivals. Here's how it works: When Plus en-

counters a disk I/O error, it offers you the

following mini-menu: (R)etry, (S)kip, (Con-

tinuous, (N)on-stop, (Q)uit. If Plus has trou-

ble reading a sector the mini-menu is

displayed. If you choose option (R) and it

fails, Plus returns you to the mini-menu. If

it succeeds, the verify operation con-

tinues. The (S) option skips the problem

sector and continues the verify operation

from the next sector. Choosing (Q) quits

the verify operation and returns you to the

Zap menu.

(C) and (N) are the infinite retry options.

(C) makes Plus attempt to reread the bad
sector until it gets it right. If you get tired

of waiting for a successful read, pressing

Clear terminates the attempt and brings

you back to the mini-menu. If you let Plus

go on reading and it finally succeeds, it

will continue to verify the rest of the disk.

If it encounters more problems in another

sector, you return to the mini-menu.

(N) is similar to (C): (N) causes Plus to re-

read a problem sector until it succeeds.

Then it will go on with the verify operation.

But every time another difficult sector is

encountered, instead of returning you to

the mini-menu, Plus retries the problem

sector until it succeeds or until you inter-

rupt it with Clear.

Disk Zap's Read Data Address Marks
and Alter Data Address Marks, on Plus on-

ly, are useful for protecting and unprotect-

ing disks. It also has a decrypting mode to

perform arithmetic and logical operations

on each byte in the sector display. You
can put it into a movie-mode and can even

select the amount of delay between
screen updates.

Other Allures

There are many other alluring features.

You can screen-print the display at any
time by pressing Shift Clear. Plus has a

good spooler if your printer is slow. Or you

can use Plus' dual mode to output simul-

taneously to video and printer.

Plus' System Configuration module lets

you tell Plus how many drives you're us-

ing, the speed characteristics and number
of tracks of each, the density of each disk

in the system, the number of directory

tracks and which operating system is for-

matted each disk. The configuration

mode also lets you tell Plus if your printer

prints lowercase or graphics, whether it's

parallel or serial, and if it needs linefeeds.

If you're using an MX-80, you can even let

lected Files option results in a directory

filling the screen with the names of both

non-active (killed) and active files. The
inactive filenames are surrounded by

graphics blocks distinguishing them from

active ones. This directory is really a

menu. You can move a cursor around the

"/ believe Super Utility

or Super Utility Plus should

be present at every

serious TRS-80 disk installation."

Plus know if its TRS-80 switch is in the

TRS-80 position. If you have a high speed

mod in your computer, you can inform

Plus of that. The documentation includes

directions on how to hard configure Plus

(by zapping the Plus disk) to always boot

up with your system's characteristics as
the default configuration.

Plus must (pardon the expression) keep

track of the location of each disk's direc-

tory because the File Utilities sub-menu
offers an option to relocate your disk's di-

rectory to any vacant track. Another neat

application of File Utilities is a file-orient-

ed disk backup which will reorganize your

disk. Each file is made as contiguous as
possible instead of having multiple ex-

tents scattered over the disk.

The Disk Allocations option of File

Utilities shows you a standard allocation

map of your disk. For more detailed infor-

mation about how your disk is utilized,

two other options are available. File Loca-

tions tells you where on your disk each file

is physically located. Sector Allocations

prompts you to enter any track and sector

you are curious about, and then reports

what occupies that sector.

The Disk Purge section has some par-

ticularly interesting offerings. The Kill Se-

screen with the arrow keys. Position it

over the name of an active file and in-

dicate your desire to kill it by pressing K,

or place the cursor over an inactive file

and opt to restore it by pressing R. After

all your decisions, pressing W will rewrite

the directory, instating your revisions in

one quick disk access.

The Memory Utilities section has a
memory window type monitor with display

format and features similar to Disk Zap.

As you can see from the menus, there are

many other memory features. One cute

one is Reverse Memory. Applying it to

video memory (3C00H to 3FFFH) results in

the display in Table 19.

A Jump to Memory feature is useful if

you are writing your own routines to sup-

plement Plus. Plus will list (to printer or

video) over 350 subroutine entry points to

help you call its routines from your own
programs. A four sector patch area has

been left vacant on the Plus disk for your

own programs.

I believe Super Utility or Super Utility

Plus should be present at every serious

TRS-80 disk installation. The value of the

convenience and hours saved by Super
Utility (or Plus) is well worth the

purchase price.

:0!, SDEN. TRACKS = 35, DIR = 17, STEP = 3, DELAY = 2/2, MEAD= 00.

:1!, SDEN. TRACKS = 35, DIR = 17. STEP = 3, DELAY = 2/2, HEAD= 00.

:2\, SDEN, TRACKS = 35, DIR = 17. STEP = 3. DELAY = 2/2, HEAD= 00.

:3!, SDEN. TRACKS = 35, DIR = 17, STEP = 3, DELAY = 2/2. HEAD= 00.

FAST CLOCK = N, SAVE CONFIG = N.

PRINTER: GRAPHICS = N. LOWER CASE = N, MX80 = N.

PARALLEL. LINEFEEDS = N. DUAL = N.

# DRIVES ?

Table 18. System Configuration.

YROMEM OT PMUJ .8

YROMEM OT KCART E YROMEM TSET .7

KCART OT YROMEM D YROMEM ESREVER .6

YROMEM OT SROTCES C YROMEM LLIF .5

SROTCESOT YROMEM B YROMEM ERAPMOC .4

TROP OT EYTB TUPTUO A YROMEM EGNAHCXE .3

TROP MORF ETYB TUPNI .0 YROMEM EVOM 2

1024 BYTES REVERSED.S GNIRTS .9 YROMEM YALPSID 1

KEY <ENTER> TO CONTINUE

Table 19. Seitilitu Yromem.
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PROGRAMMING TOOLS FOR YOUR
TRS-80 ™ MODEL I AND MODEL III

INSIDE LEVEL II

The Programmers Guide to the TRS-80 ROMS
INSIDE LEVEL II is a comprehensive reference guide to the Level II ROMs which allows

the machine language or Basic programmer to easily utilize the sophisticated routines

they contain. Concisely explains set-ups. calling sequences, and variable passage tor

number conversion, arithmetic operations, and mathematical (unctions, as well as
keyboard, tape, and video routines. Part II presents an entirely new composite program
structure which loads under the SYSTEM command and executes m both Basic and
machine code with the speed and efficiency of a compiler In addition, the 18 chapters
include a large body of other information useful to the programmer including tape
formats. RAM useage. relocation of Basic programs. uSR call expansion, creating

SYSTEM tapes of your own programs interfacing of Basic variables directly with ma-
chine code, a method o* greatly increasing the speed at which data elements are stored
on tape , and special precautions for disk systems INSIDE LEVEL 1 1 is a clearly organized
reference manual, it is fully typeset and packed with nothing but useful information It

does not contain questions and answers. ROM dumps, or cartoons
Include* update* for Model III. INSIDE LEVEL II $15.95

SINGLE STEP THROUGH RAM OR ROM
STEP80 allows you to step through any Basic or machine language program one
instruction at a time, and see the address, hexadecimal value Zilog mnemonic, register

contents, and step count for each instruction. The top 14 lines of the video screen are left

unaltered so that the target program may perform its display functions unobstructed
STEP80 will follow program How right into the ROMs and is an invaluable aid in learning

how the ROM routines function Commands include step (trace), disassemble, run in

step mode at variable step rate, display or alter memory or CPU registers, jump to

memory location, execute a CALL, set breakpoints in RAM or ROM. write SYSTEM
tapes, and relocate to any page in RAM. The display may also be routed to your line

pnnter through the device control block so custom print drivers are automatically sup-
ported.

Specify Model I or Model III. STEP80 116.95

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM
This machine language program may be used as a smart terminal with time share
systems pr for high speed file transfers between two ask-based micros over modems or

direct wire It is menu driven and extremely simple to use. Functions include real-time

terminal mode, save RAM buffer on disk, transmit disk file, receive binary files, examine
and modify UART parameters, program 8 custom log-on messages, automatic 16- bit

checksum vesication of accurate transmission and reception, and many more user
conveniences. Supports line printers and lowercase characters. With this program you
wiH no longer need to convert machine language programs toASC II for transmission , and
you will know immediately if the transmission was accurate This program comes on a
formatted disk.

Specify Model I or Model III. TELCOM $39.95

PROGRAM INDEX VERSION 2.0
Assemble an alphabetized index of your entire program library from disk directories
Program names and free space are read automatically (need not be typed in) and may be
alphabetized by disk or program The hst may also be searched for any disk, program or
extension; disks or programs added or deleted; and the whole list or any part sent to the
pnnter Pnnter output may be requested in three different formats including labels. The
list itself may also be stored on disk for future access and update. It also includes a
PURGE mode for quickly killing unwanted files Directory reads and alphabetizing is

done in machine code for speed 1 ,000 programs may be sorted in less than 1 seconds
Works with TRSOOS. NEWDOS. and NEWDOS 80 single or double density. One drive
and 32K required.

Specify Model I or Model III. INDEX $34.95

4 SPEED OPTIONS FOR YOUR TRS-80
The SK-2 dock modification allows CPU speeds to be switched between normal an
increase of 50V or a 50*o reduction selectable at any time without interrupting execu-
tion or crashing the program instructions are also given for a 100°. increase to 3.54 MHz
The SK-2 may be configured by the user to change speed with a toggle switch or on
software command. It will automatically return to normal speed any time a disk is active,

requires no change to the operating system, and has provisions for adding an LED to
indicate when the computer is not at normal speed. It mounts inside the keyboard unit
with only 4 necessary connections for the switch option (switch not included), and is

easily removed if the computer ever needs service The SK-2 comes fully assembled
with socketed IC'S and illustrated instructions

Model I only. SK-2. .$24 95

INSTANT ASSEMBLER
The INSTANTASSEMBLER is a new. powerful tape • based assembler and debugger for

the TRS-80 Now you can assemble directly to memory and immediately debug your

program with the built in single stepping debugger. Quickly switch from assembler to

debugger and back again without losing the source code. This feature makes INSTANT
ASSEMBLER an excellent learning tool for assembly language programming.

INSTANT ASSEMBLER is absolutely unique among tape based assemblers in that it

produces relocatable code modules that can be linked with the separate LINKING
LOADER, which is supplied in two versions for loading programs into either high or low

RAM This lets you build long programs with small modules INSTANTASSEMBLER also

features immediate detection of errors as the source code is entered, a compactly coded
source format that uses 1 3 as much memory as standard source, and many operational

features including single stroke entry of OEFB and DEFW. pinpoint control of listings,

alphabetic listing of symbol table, separate commands for listing error lines or the symbol
table, block move function, and verification of source tapes

INSTANT ASSEMBLER'S debugger provides single stepping with full register displays,

decimal or hex entry of addresses, forward or backward memory displays, disassembly
of object code in memory, memory display in ASCII format, and hex-to-decimal or

decimal-to-hex conversion The single-stepper will step one instruction at a time or at a
fast rate to any defined address
INSTANTASSEMBLER occupies less than 8400 bytes of memory In a 16K machine this

will leave you enough memory to wnte assembly language programs of around 2000
bytes This and its module-linking feature make INSTANT ASSEMBLER ideal tor users
with only 16K machines The instruction manual may be purchased separately for $3.
wfich win apply towards the purchase of the INSTANT ASSEMBLER
Specify Model I or Model III. INTASM $29.95

RAM SPOOLER AND PRINT FORMATTER
This program is a lull feature print formatting package featuring user defineable line and
page length (with line feeds inserted between words or after punctuation), screen dump,
pnnter pause control, and baud rate selection In addition, printing is done from a 4K
expandable buffer area so that the LPRINT or LLIST command returns control to the user
while pnntmg is being done. Ideal for Select nc or other slow pnnters. Allows pnnting and
processing to run concurrently. Output may be directed to either the parallel port, senal
port, or the video screen

Specify Model I or Model III. SPOOLER $16.95

MACHINE CODE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
This complete package includes 3 versions of the machine language FFTASM routine

assembled for 16. 32, and 48K machines, a short sample Basic program to access them,
a I0K Basic program which includes sophisticated interactive graphing and data manipu-
lation, and a manual of instructions and examples. The machine language subroutines

use variables defined by a supporting Basic program to make data entry and retrieval

extremely fast and easy tor custom implementation They perform 20 to 40 times faster

than their Basic equivalent (256 points in 12 5 seconds) and require less than 1550 bytes
of memory TheFFT$ useful in analyzing stock market and comodity trends as well as for

scientific information

Specify Model I or Model HI. FFTASM $49.95

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH CLONE
Make duplicate copies of any tape written for Level II. They may be SYSTEM tapes or

data lists. The file name, load address, entry point, and every byte (in ASCII format) are
displayed on the video screen. Model III version allows changing tape speed.
Specify Model I or Model IN. CLONE $16.95

RAMTEST FOR LEVEL II
Th«s machine language program is a very thorough test for several types of RAM errors

A complete test of each individual bit m a 48K machine takes |ust 14 seconds Includes a
separate test for power line glitches

Model I only. RAMTEST.....$9.95

EDIT BASIC PROGRAMS WITH ELECTRIC PENCIL
Load Basic programs or any other ASCII data file into the disk version of Electnc Pencil
for edittmg. One command from DOS quickly modifies existing Ales to Pena! format. One
disk and 32K required

Modal I only. PENPATCH $9.95
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/^\HPROGRAM STORE

-80 s»
SPACE
RAIDERS
From Bonn Electronics

You are in command of the Starship

"Defiant." The center of the screen is your
"window" to the vastness of three dimensional

space. Above and below it are readouts of

critical information. Your orders are simple

enough : Patrol the area and destroy all enemy
spacecraft; return to base as needed for re

pairs and supplies. Carrying out these orders
is more difficult!

An exciting and fast paced game. 80 SPACE
RAIDERS presents a flicker free, animated

view of the action *rom the pilot's perspect

ive. Remarkably 'ealistic.

16K tape.. .S2U.95

ALIEN
DEFENSE

By Larry Ashmun from Soft Sector
Piloting your ship across the horizontally

moving terrain, you must battle the various
enemy spacecraft. You are under attack al-

most constantly from missiles and bombs, and
to make matters worse, your ground patrol

people are being picked up by the alien

landers. To save them, you must shoot the
landers and swoop down to "catch" the falling

man. This fast action game requires skill and
rapid reflexes. The model III version makes
excellent use of that model's special graphic:
features

.

Model I, Tape: SI 9. 95 Disk: $2H.95
Model III. Tape: $19.95 Disk: S2U.95

DEATH »£$
MAZE <N.

5000
From Med Systems
A new breed of adventuring! Venture
through a graphically represented 3-D maze,
with halls that could dead end - - or recede to

infinity. Step through the doors or drop into
the pits. Will you encounter monsters and
mayhem, or will you be treated to useful ob
jects and Information} Will you ever get out
alive ?

TRS 80 ( 16K tape) . Apple ( 32K tape) Sit. 95
TRS-80 (32K disk) $17.95
Hint sheet. ...ST. 10

Also Available: ASYLUM for TRS 80:
16K tape. .$19.95, 32K disk. . $22. 95
Hint sheet. . . .$1 . 00

NOW FOR MODELS I OR III !

Unb*litvf>bl« Rsallim* 3D Graphics'

FLIGHT SIMULATION
From Sub Logic

The wait is over: If 3 D graphics seem impos
sible on the low resolution TRS 80, you
haven't seen this brilliant program. During
FLIGHT SIMULATION, you instantly select

instrument flight, radar, or a breathtaking
pilot's eye view. But be sure to strap your
self in you're liable to get dizzy!

Once you put in some air time learning to fly

your TRS-80, head for enemy territory and
try to bomb the fuel depot while fighting off

five enemy warplanes. Good Luck!

NOW FOR MODELS 1 £ III!

16K tape (specify I or 1 1
1
) . . . $2 5. 00

32K disk (specify I or III) ...$33.50

VOYAGE OF THE

VALKYRIE

By Leo Christopherson from AOS
Combine the animation and music techniques
pioneered by Christopherson with the chal-

lenge of his first fast moving arcade game
and you have VOYAGE TO VALKYRIE!

You speed through a magical maze guarded by
ferocious birds that swoop down to attack if

you don't get them first. To list all the play

and options of this exciting game would take

the 16 pages of instruction included.

Tape (TRS 80 <6K) $34.95

Disk (TRS 80 16K, Apple 18K ) $39.95

BRIDGE PARTNER
By George Duisman from Personal Software
Whether novice or expert at bridge, this pro
gram will help you practice and improve your
play. You and the dummy hand play against
the computer's skilled defensive hands. After
a hand is played, the real learning begins:
You can replay the hand to try different
strategies, replay the two declarer hands
against new defensive hands, rotate the
hands, and more. Hands may also be saved
for future use. Useful and fun.

16K tape. ..$19.95

SCARFMAN
From Cornsoft Group
Action -filled arcade game that pits you against
the monsters. Race your Scarfman around a

maze, gobbling up scoring dots. You are pur
sued by five monsters if you eat a ' •" they'll

lower their eyes and you can eat them, other-
wise they'll eat you!

With exciting graphics and sound, SCARF
MAN may be played using the keybo2rd or

Alpha Product's Joystick. WARNING: MAY BE
HABIT FORMING 1

Tape. . . 16.95

Disk ( spt.ify mod . I or IN) ... $20. 95

LOST COLONY

By David Feitelberg from Acorn
It's the world's first deep space colony and
you are the economic manager. A remarkable
simulation. LOST COLONY arms you with maps
and charts as tools for resource management.
You assign human and robotic labor, explore
new land, and set production quotas. Com
municate through ynur mode 1

I or III using

full sentences or short commands. A challenn

ing game, it might give you insight into real

life management as well

.

16K protected tape or

32K protected disk. . .$19. 95 each.

COLOR COMPUTER
PROGRAMS

PACKET MAN
By Greq Zumwalt
Packet Man stands alone against three Munch-
kins that begin their attack from the central

"Munchkin house." You must guide Packet

Man with your joystick to eat all the little dots

in the maze without being munched by the
Munchkins. As your skill improves, so does
that of the munchkins, so watch out!

Tape. ..$2i). 95

COLOR METEOROIDS
From Spectral Associates
An exciting, high resolution skill game, based
on the popular "Asteroids" arcade game.
"Fly" your spacecraft with the joystick,

avoiding and shooting the meteoroids. Shoot
ing large meteoroids breaks them up into

smaller ones, so the screen fills in a hurry!

Tape.. .$21.95

COLOR SPACE INVADERS
From Spectral Associates
All the features of this classic arcade game,
plus some exciting new ones ! A mobile defense
shield helps you fight the alien bombs, and a

mystery invader from hyperspace that

randomly appears and disappears. Faster and
faster the aliens move and drop their bombs.
Can you save Earth from their attack'

Tape. ..$21.95

Visit our other stores : Seven Corners Center Falls Church,VA A W. Bell Plaia • 66OO Security Blvd. • Baltimore, MD

» TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 dwi^
THE PROGRAM STORE

4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, D«pt. 8E01 Box 9609
Washington, D.C. 20016

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase

price, plus $1 .00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add

6% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed

information on card.



Got tho most from your micro with

software and accessories from one of

the world's largest selections.

*» CALL TOLL FREE
"ST 800424-2738

SPACE ROCKS
By Steven K earns from Acorn
Gigantic antimatter rocks appear on the Tact-
ical Display Screen of your spacecraft. You
blast away with lasers and they just explode
into smaller chunks. To score in this fast ar-

cade game with sound, you must destroy the
rocks. To stay in the game at all, you must
avoid them?

To add to your woes, time bombs appear peri-

odically. If their timers reach zero -- BOOM!
And if that's not enough, the aliens will be
qlad to send out some spaceships loaded with

antimatter torpedoes. Fire thrusters to move,
shoot laser cannon, jump to hyperspace --

anything to avoid the onslaught. One or two
players can compete, with five levels of diffi-

culty

.

16K protected tape... $19. 95

32K protected disk... $19. 95

by Jonn Alien Trom Acorn
More features, thrills, and sound than even
John Allen's famous PINBALL. Once you load

ASTROBALL into your TRS-80. the arrow
keys become flipper buttons, the screen be-
comes the play board, and you become the
"Pinball Wizard!"

A flying saucer, spaceships, meteors, and
black holes add to the fun as your ball realist-

ically zings around the board. ASTROBALL
will have ail your family and friends lining up
for the pinball action and challenge. Five
skill levels.

16K protected tape... $19. 95
16K protected disk... $19. 95

By Ainsworth £ Baker from Microsoft

Speed up your programming and word pro-
cessing with this excellent touch -typing in-

structional program. Divided into two sec-
tions, the program first teaches proper finger
positioning. You practice keying various
characters, the program adding new ones as
you progress. In the practice paragraph sec-
tion, you are evaluated for accuracy and
rated in words per minute. The program con-
tinuously adjusts to your increasing skill,

telling you which characters you miss and
where you are slow. One of the most practical

programs we know of for TRS-80.

Model I 16K tape. . .$14. 95

THE
DOCUMENTER

From P80NUT Software
If you would love to D>e able to document your
programs with a flowchart but lack the time,

talent, or inclination, this proaram is for

you. THE DOCUMENTER will produce a logi-

cal flowchart directly from any suitable
BASIC program and print it on the screen or
most llneprinters.

You get a flowchart and branch map that will

help you follow program flow and aid your
debugging efforts. Even memory -filling pro-
grams can be broken down into segments and
flowcharted.

16K tape. ..$19.95 32K tape. . . $19. 9S

«8K tape... $19. 95

48K tape for disk... $29. 95

frOUQ}

By Chuck Acree from Acorn
A comprehensive genealogical program. It

quickly and easily sets up a data base that

holds name, date and place of birth, marriage
and death information . plus a comment line for

each ancestor.

YOUR FAMILY TREE will display /print a com-
plete 'pedigree" for any family member; a
3-generation chart may be displayed /printed
showing the number of known ancestors
beyond each branch of the tree. The program
will also display a U.S. outline map showing
migration across the country. You get full

search capabilities on any key field. Capaci-
ties: 16K tape: 45-55 ancestors. 32K tape:
175, disk: 100. 48K tape: 300, disk: 225.

16K Tape or Disk. . .$29.95

PERSONAL
PROPERTY
INVENTORY

By Southern Systems from Hayden
A special database system for your personal
effects. This easy to use, easy to maintain
program holds ITEM, DESCRIPTION, SERIAL
NUMBER, and VALUE for each item. Especial
ly useful for insurance and tax purposes.
Capacities: 16K-100 records, 32K 300
records, 48K-500 records. For more storage,
you can break down items into categories
(stereo, photography, etc.) and maintain

separate files.

16K tape... $14. 95

ACCEL

2

BASIC COMPILER
From Allen Celder
Turns your BASIC program into a machine
language/BASIC hybrid that may run many
times faster. For those who plan to sell their

programs, compiling by ACCEL 2 offers the
additional advantage of protection : the source
code and REMarks are not included in the
compiled version.

While all compilers may require some modifica-
tion of the BASIC program (usually because
of improper structuring), we have found that
ACCEL 2 requires the least, and even works
with program "tricks" like string -packing,

etc.

ACCEL 2 works with models I or III, requires
a minimum amount of memory, supports either
disk or tape (with TSAVE, optional at $9.95),
and does not require extensive rewriting of

your BASIC programs. Unlike other compil-
ers, no royalty is required when selling

ACCEL -compiled programs.

Supplied on tape for 16-48K . . .$88. 95

EDIT
From Allen Celder
A powerful utility for editing BASIC pro
prams. Allows full -screen, word processor

-

-type editing to save you time and frustra-
tion. This machine language program loads
into upper, protected memory and is invisible
until invoked from the keyboard.

EDIT uses a command structure similar to the
popular SCRIPSIT word processor, so it is

easy to use right away. Block and global
commands are supported, so deletions, re-
placements and other changes to the entire
proqram are extremely easy to do.

16-4BK relocatable tape for tape or disk
systems... $39. 95

MONEY MANAGER P!SASSEMW"ER
By Andrew P. Bartorillo from Acorn
A complete management tool for the home bud-
get, it accurately keeps track of your check-
book and provides an easy method of budget
allocation. You can store information on up to

100 checkbook entries per month (250 with
48K), specify any automatic withdrawals,
keep records of tax -deductibles, and record
expenses by category. You can even break up
charge account payments into the proper
categories.

32K disk... $39. 95

Prrces Sutnect io Change

By Roy Soltoff from Misosys £ Acorn
A two pass disassembler for TRS-80 that con-

verts machine code to Z-80 assembly language
listings. DISASSEMBLER produces symbolic

labels with output to video, printer or tape

(or disk in version 2 only). Radio Shack's
Editor /Assembler will read and load the tapes

for easy modification and reassembly. Extend
the capabilities of Editor/Assembler with this

utility. On tape for two different memory loca-

tions.

Version 1...S14.95
Version 2... $19. 95 * 17

! THE PROGRAM STORE - Dept8E01 Box9609 - 4200Wisconsin Ave, NW • Washington, P.C 20016

Item Price Postage *1 .00
Total
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INPUT/OUTPUT
By James E. Keogh

/ am presently designing my next home.

I want to use the TRS-80 as a control

center for the house. I would like to con-

trol lights, temperature, alarm systems

and water sprinklers. I also want to tie in

extra terminals for data retrieval. I have lit-

tle electronic knowledge. I will not be able

to do it all at once but want to wire the

house to make my job easier when I can

implement my ideas.

R.J.

Frankfurt, Germany

Radio Shack and a few independent

suppliers offer modules to control any

electrical device connected to your house

wiring. This system is composed of a

transmitter connected to the output port

of your TRS-80. Upon receiving a signal

from your microcomputer, the transmitter

sends a signal through your house wiring

to receiving modules near the electrical

devices. The receiving modules plug into

your house wiring like any other electrical

device. The electrical device is plugged in-

to the receiving module. Since each re-

ceiving module responds to specific sig-

nals generated by the transmitter, your

TRS-80 can activate each module inde-

pendently. This system operates similar

to a timer.

As for the wiring in your house there are

two important points to note. Your house

wiring should be in good condition and all

connections, from the box to each outlet,

must be tight. A poor connection can

cause a faulty signal.

Recently I purchased a Microline 80

printer. The printer does not advance the

paper after printing a line. Before I go

through the trouble of sending the unit

around the country to get it repaired, do

you have any hints?

D.W.

Luling, LA

Don't get too upset! From your descrip-

tion it sounds like someone on the assem-

bly line jumped the wrong terminals in

your unit. It takes about a minute to fix if

you know which terminal to check. The

best thing to do is to call the service de-

partment of Okidata Corporation at

609-235-2600. (They import and sell the

Microline 80.) Ask to speak to a service

representative. Explain the problem and

tell the rep. you think an improper terminal

jump was made. Me should be able to talk

you through the minor repair.

My friend owns a Model I and I own a

Model III. He recently offered me the pro-

grams he has written. I do not know much
about computers and do not want to de-

stroy anything. Can I use these programs

safely?

F.R.

Mt. Laurel, NJ

Your Model III is basically the same as

your friend's Model I except that your unit

is under one roof. There are other differ-

ences, but unless your friend got fancy,

programs written for Model I can be used

with Model III.

You have probably given plenty of ad-

vice on buying a microcomputer, but I

want to get rid of mine. I have invested

about $1,000 in the unit and after six

months it is just sitting around. I feel like a

child who has lost interest in a new toy. I

do not want to lose any money. Any hints?

AC.
Troutman, NC

Don't feel bad. You are not the first to

jump into purchasing a computer too

soon. There are two ways to sell your com-

puter and not lose your shirt. You can try

word of mouth or want ads. Contact a few

professional computer programmers and

mention you have a micro for sale. Be pre-

pared to lose some of you Investment; few

buyers will pay full price for used equip-

ment. Consider donating the microcom-

puter to your local school system. You

may be able to take the donation off your

taxes. First check with a tax accountant.

Help! I am ready to take a baseball bat

to my printer. I bought the tape version of

the Radio Shack mailing list program. My
printer does not have an adjustable pin

feed for the paper. I have to use double

column peel-off address labels. But the

program only prints in one column. Half

the labels are going to waste.

R.S.

Farmingdale, NY

The best thing to do is print the first col-

umn then turn the sheet around so the

second column is on the left side. Or

change the printing instruction in the soft-

ware to print in the two column format.

/ read all the Radio Shack books on pro-

gramming and understand the material

but I am in a rush. I would like to write pro-

grams to use right away. I do not want to

learn by trial and error. I know nothing dif-

ficult comes easy but is there any way I

can speed up the learning process?

P.M.

Palmyra, IN

Obviously you cannot become a top

programmer overnight, but there are a few

tricks. You can, (for personal use only),

borrow portions of existing programs. If

you were designing a program which re-

quired pointing and firing a gun you can

take a look at the TRS-80 Graphics book.

Pages 129-131 have a program using this

concept. By carefully combining portions

of existing programs you should be able

to develop your own programs quickly.

One caution: Be aware of the copyright

laws, especially if you borrow coding, de-

velop a program and offer it for sale.

I own a small business and recently pur-

chased a Model II. No software presently

on the market fills my needs. It looks like I

need a programmer who can understand

my situation and give me results.

Everyone I talked to knows all the lan-

guages except Basic. Do you have any

suggestions?

F.K.

Schenectady, NY

There are a few steps you can take.

Place an ad In the Help Wanted portion of

your local newspaper, be sure to mention

you have a TRS-80 Model II and need a pro-

grammer to code In Basic. Try your local

computer store. There is a good chance
computer store owners can put you in

touch with someone. You might try your
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"God Created Man — Man Created the Computer"

"It Took A Special Man to Create the Perfect Basic

For Your TRS-80 Computer
!"

COSMOPOLITAN ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
— PRESENTS —

"BOSS-SUPERBASIC" by V.B. Hester

THE MAGNIFICENT "BOSS" IS NOW PART

OF THE MULTIDOS SYSTEM

•All of BOSS'S Trace, Single Stepping, and Variable Review features give you
the Ultimate De-Bugging Tool for Basic Programs.

•Requires Less Memory than Any Other Basic Interpreter

•The Usual High Standards set by the Author are incorporated in . . .

MULTIDOS
VIU Ll IDOS - The Only Complete "All Density" Operating System on Earth

MULTIDOS - With "BOSS-SUPERBASIC" is a MUST for Your TRS-80-!

featuring

-ALPHABETIZED DIRECTORY . DUEL DIMENSION STRING SORT-
BREAK POINTS TO CONTROL SINGLE STEPPING -

• EXECUTE ANY DOS COMMAND FROM BASIC-

• Trace to Line Printer

• The only All Basic Chainer
• Level II Transfer

• Repeats DOS Commands
• Flexible Keyboard
• Single Drive Copy
• Variable Length Records
• Continues Basic Programs

after reboot.

• Security Boot-Up
• Fastest De-Bug
• Graphics Dump
• Fastest Copy
• Single Step
• Zero Arrays

Maintains Date
Multiple DOS Commands
Sophisticated "DO"
Maintains Time
Fastest Back-Up
Page Scrolling

Execute for only Basic Programs
Fastest Renumber
Single Step with Auto Delay
No Hang
Dated Files

Super Dump
Link

Route
Spooler

Forms
Full Lower Case Support
No Printer Hang-Ups
Automatic Density Recognized
Innovative Load
Fastest Format
Find Command
Global Editor

80, 40. 35 Drives Mixed
Disk Editor Assembler
Space Compressor
Simple Mini DOS
String Packer
Delete Arrays
Automatically Supports High-Speed Clock

WELCOME

Cosmopolitan Electronics Corporation

P.O. Box 234 • Plymouth, Michigan 48170

(313) 397-3126

- DEALER INQUIRY'S WELCOME -

$79 95

Piease Include $? 50
Shipping & Handling

Michigan Residents

Please Include
4% Sales Tax

ciiiiiiiiiiiiutiiiiiiiiimiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

See List o I Advertisers on page 402

^415
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local university for programming students

or professors looking to moonlight.

/ get the strange feeling I am being

taken for a ride when my Radio Shack

store upgrades my computer. I could be

wrong and have no evidence, only a feel-

ing. Is it difficult to upgrade the computer

myself? I know they sell kits.

P.T.

Bismarck, ND

Some microcomputer owners do up-

grade their units themselves. Whether you

can do it is another story. It depends on

what upgrading kits you are talking about.

Some only require you to slip in a circuit

board while others require you to plug in a

chip. It sounds simDle but you have to

know where to slip or plug it in. If you

make a mistake you may have to purchase

another kit. Deperdtng upon the upgrad-

ing, many Radio Shack computer stores

charge about S15-S25 for installation. For

an extra $25 or so. you can have peace of

mind that your $120 upgrading board was
installed properly.

My local Radio Shack store insists I

buy only top of the line tapes. Is this

necessary?

E.K.

Seattle, WA

Top of the line tapes are not necessary.

I have used tapes that sell for around $60

with no problems at all.

/ do not live near a computer store ana

need to get my TRS-80 repaired. I original

ly purchased the TRS-80 while on vaca-

tion. Can you help?

B.J.

Coloma, CA

Locate a Radio Shack store in any ma-

jor city. You can mail your keyboard to the

store. Call the store to make arrange-

ments before you ship. Package the

keyboard and expansion interface, if you

have one. in the original boxes. If you do
not have the original cartons, make sure

you use sufficient packing.

/ tinker around with electronics, mainly

radios and television sets. I have a general

understanding about how computers

work. I was wondering: Is it easy to repair

computers?

S.J.

Newton, IL

Anything is easy once you know now.

Microcomputers are no different. Some

repairs require the replacement of compo-
nent boards with little or no need to

solder. If you know what to replace, it is

easy. Some chips are easily replaced by

lifting out the old chip and pushing in a

new chip, the difficult part is knowing

what needs replacing. Visit a computer

store, drum up a friendship with the own-

er, and stand behind a technician repair-

ing a unit. Ask a few questions and maybe
you will be on your way.

For years I have been writing letters us-

ing a typewriter. A new ribbon costs under

two dollars. I use a TRS-80 and printer, and

it now costs me close to $20 for a new rib-

bon. Are they for real?

R.O.

Dillon, ID

You got caught up in the new econom-
ics of computer printers. Designers of

computer printers either reinvent the rib-

bon drive to require special ribbons or pur-

chase expensive rights to the ribbon sys-

tem. In any case the customer has to pay.

When you purchase a printer one of the

things to consider is the cost of supplies.

For example, the 80 Microline printer uses

standard typewriter ribbons you can pur-

chase at any stationery store.

/ have been trying for months to obtain

a tape version of the Editor/Assembler

program from Radio Shack. I have had

promises but no software.

R.T.

Wise River, MT

Apparently there has been a great inter-

est in this software package. The stores

should be getting more packages soon.

Until then, make sure you ask the store to

reorder the package from time to time.

/ am ready to buy my first microcomput-

er, a TRS-80 Model III, but am unsure of

what memory size to purchase. I do not

trust the sales person who benefits if I buy
an expensive unit. What do you suggest

for a beginner?

D.J.

Mansfield. OH

The Radio Shack sales staff is pretty

fair when it comes to microcomputers.

They know once you become hooked you

will come back for more. As for your prob-

lem, many people find the4K TRS-80 is too

small. The average is 16K. You can use

most of the software with it. You will rarely

need additional memory, assuming you

purchase a tape drive system. A disk sys-

tem requires 32K memory. If you need

more, you can purchase the expansion

interface.

/ have a six year old daughter. I would

like to get her started using my TRS-80.

but would you trust a $1,500 computer to a

six year old?

S.P.

Artesia. NM

Sure, as long as you get her started and

help with the programs. I designed a sim-

ple, short math program for my six year

old. I used few words since she still can-

not read well. I sat through about a dozen

runs with her and she caught on.

/ have heard of microcomputer owners

entering the computer sen/ice business

providing computer runs for companies. I

have never seen such an operation. Are

the stories true Is this something a

TRS-80 owner can get into?

W.M.
Fairfield. CA

Providing outside computer support for

business is a growing field. Whether you

and other personal computer owners can

really compete in this market is another

question. Most small businesses find it

less expensive to purchase a microcom-

puter than to purchase your service. But

on a limited scale you may be able to offer

your services to local clubs and organiza-

tions requiring mass mailings. You will

not get rich but you can make a few extra

dollars.

/ have a TRS-80 Model I tape drive sys-

tem. I was spending a lot of money for

audio tapes. It seemed every time I

wanted to record a program I had to pur-

chase a new tape A few computer people

suggested I use a bulk eraser. I bought

one from Radio Shack and for some
reason it does not erase very well. Pro-

grams come out all wrong when I run

them What am I doing wrong

J.L.

Decatur, IL

Loading a program on erased tape can

be risky Read the instructions again and

follow them to the letter. You have to

erase in a circular motion. Contact your

Radio Shack store to find out if the bulk

eraser is operating properly. There is a

chance the eraser is strong enough for

erasing audio but not strong enough for

microcomputers.

/ recently bought a TRS-80 keyboard

with 16K memory at a garage sale Now I

have that plus my 16K unit Is there any
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PROVEN MONEY MAKERS FOR YOUR TRS-80*
' Tandy Corp. Trademark

Provide your customers with a CALfcNUAK 5"."5
printed calendar (along with standard banker's holidays) of any

month of any year Useful in motivating history students Holds

the same fascination for students as a game. Tape only for

Model I or III

Same features as Calendar SUPER CALENDAR
Additionally prints out large

"graphics'' type wall calendars (tape only) $19.95
with memos under each day Use as a planning calendar with

optional disk storage requires 16K and printer

MAIL LIST SYSTEM
{d,,koniy) $69.95

Our easy-to-use system will accomodate almost any "custom"

requirement of even your most demanding clients A glance

below will show that we are far ahead of any other system in

speed, variety of features, and sheer volume of names

handled but don't let that fool you This system can be used

just as easily on one disk for a small Christmas card list

• Maintain virtually an infinite number of disks all in con-

tinuous alph. or zip order essential for large lists

• Sort 2320 entries (2 full 40 track double density disks) in

only 32K or an incredible 4640 entries (2 full 80 track

double density disks) in only 48K! Made possible with

our unique date compression techniques on the Model III.

• Super fast sort by alph or zip order (8 sec for 1000

entries) both orders can exist simultaneously on disk

• High speed recovery of entries from disk ..speed of sort is

meaningless if retreival from disk is slow ..ours pulls in

over 11 per sec!

• Transfers old files over to our system

• In zip order all entries with same zip code are also

arranged alphabetically

• Four digit zips have a leading "O" appended on labels

• Backup data disks are easily updated as entries are

created, edited, or sorted, extremely useful!!

• Optional reversal of name about comma for that non-

computer, personalized look

• Master printouts of your list in several formats (not just a

rehash of the labels) Optionally continuous or page

oriented Your customers will want this!

• All 0's in address labels are replaced by easier to read 0's.

• All labels optionally support an "Attn" line.

• Many user defined fields with plenty of options for

simultaneous purging and selecting even allows for

inequalities., powerful and easy to use!!

• Continuous display of how many addresses printed

• Each disk entry automatically "remembers" how many
mailings have been made for that particular entry. ..Can

be tied in with purge/select

• Primarily written in BASIC for easy modification

embedded machine code for those speed sensitive areas.

• Editing is simple and fast. ..automatic search.

• Optional 9 digit zip.

• Deleted entries have "holes" on disk filled automatically

and alph order is still maintained!

• Test label printing lets you make horizontal and vertical

adjustments with ease.

• Optional "one time" mailing for some selected entries

• Extensive use of error traps (both operator and machine

induced), even recovers from a power failure during a

printout!., recycling on disk errors

• Patch program allows you to upgrade the system to

any DOS
• Documentation manual available separately for $3 95

Hardware requirements: 32K printer, and 1 or 2 drives

Football Scouting Report (™) $89.95
How many high schools and colleges are there within a 75 mile

radius of you? Did you know that each is a potential customer at

the rate of from $500-51000 per season? Many already subscribe

to more expensive (but inferior) computer analysis services of

their scouting reports Using such a service a coach will typically

have an opponent scouted several times prior to actually playing

them. ..This series of programs was written to the specifications

of a coach with two state championships to his credit As a

result, the emphasis is on producing statistics that will help in

predicting what the opponent will do in a given situation This is

a sophisticated set of programs fully equivalent to that used by

professional football teams. ..Hardware requirements 32K, 1

disk driver and printer.

TR^U^ONEDA^^OAR^ERVI^
Tic-Tac-Toe rjapeoniv) $9.95

$19.95

Loan amortization sche LOAN AMORTIZATION
dules are a must for banks,

S & L institutions, and

accounting firms You will (Tape only for Model I & III)

be able to charge $5 plus per schedule Multiply that times the

number of all loans your clients make per day ..easiest money we
know of! runs in about 2 minutes and achieves pin point

accuracy with a built in calendar This sophisticated program

produces an exceptionally professional looking printout

FAST SORT
(handles multiple dim. arrays)

and

ALPHABETIZER

Interfaces to your own
basic programs ..sort with

the speed of machine code

but with the convenience

of basic. You don't have to (disk only) $19.95
know assembly language programming to use these programs

)ust use your disk to merge our short basic programs (with

embedded machine code) with your own basic program Follow

our simple instructions to poke several values before making the

user call from basic The pokes will set up a sort of string,

integer, single, or double precision arrays. Also ascending or

descending order is controlled by a single poke Use one of two

programs to sort arrays of the form A(1) or A(Q(1)) The disk

includes 8 simple basic programs that are ready to merge with

the main sort programs Use them for learning and

evaluation. ..Also included is a ready to use basic program

(already merged with the ORDER program) Use it to obtain a

printout of alphabetized names. This program alone is worth

$1995.

Sample Sort Times

8 sec for 1000 dbl. prec numbers 50 sec for 5000 integers

(Ours is one of the only alphabetizers that both ignores non alph

characters and treats upper and lower case alike.)

Sign (Tape only) $9.95
Produce large (reduced 50% here) attention getting signs with

your printer. ..supports most keyboard characters, will print

multiple lines use alone or interface to your own BASIC
program, requires just over 16K and a printer.

sssssssss TTTTITTTT 000000000 www-
55 S5 'TTTT"TT 00 .1: pt rr

55 TTT I.I f p» »
SSSSSSSSS 11! II 00 www
5S5555S55 m 00 oo PfWW»

ss in 00 00 H
ss ss TIT 00 00 >f

55S55SS5S
!

OTJtOttC «

Precision Prototypes
410 I Kik.i

Refugio, Tx. 78177

(

r>12-52h-4758)

w Specify Model I or III when ordering

• Add $1 .50 for postage and handling

i i tact 300000000 a »
00 00 00 oo * a
00 00 Of oo a «
00 00 j. (c >*»

(I 00 00 cc rm
00 00 OO » tt

(i 00 00 oo a a
000000000 00TO00OOQ tt 14

Visa

ing Masterchargt

ng COD
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INPUT/OUTPUT

way I can hook both keyboards together

to give me a 32K unit?

T.F.

Baltimore, MD

I wish I could say it is that easy, but it is

not. You have the makings of a 32K micro-

computer but will have to do a bit more
than connect a few cables. You need a

housing similar to an expansion interface,

internal buses in the housing and the ap-

propriate ribbon cable. You also need an

interface board. Most importantly, you

need a top computer technician to make
the necessary modifications. You may
find it less risky and more economical to

sell the second keyboard and purchase an

expansion interface.

Should I open a computer store in my
town?

J. P.

Queens, NY

The demand for microcomputers is

growing. However, opening any business

is risky. Talk to owners of computer stores

and discuss your ideas with them. Most

small store owners are willing to give you

hints if you are not opening a store in their

area. You should be able to support the

store and yourself for at least a year with-

out receiving income from the business.

Above all, do not jump into business with-

out investigating the opportunity.

/ recently read advertisements for on-

line computer services. You access these

services with a modem and microcomput-
er. All they offer is out-of-town newspa-

pers and stock services. Now how many
people are interested in these? Are these

services for real?

W.O
Warren, Ml

Computer on-line time-sharing services

may not be for every computer owner.

Some predict these services to be the way
of the future. In the future newspapers

may not be printed but offered through mi-

crocomputers. You may receive mail

through your computer. Most services are

testing material. Some may not interest

you but others still to come may. Give it

time.

Please don't laugh at this question. Are

there any programs available to predict a

horse race?

N.M.

Washington, DC

As a matter of fact, an 80 Microcomput-

ing editor recently told me of a manuscript

on that very subject. If it has not yet ap-

peared, it will soon.

/ have heard a lot about computer ani-

mation. How can I create these programs?

R.J.

Greenville, MA

The concept of animation is not diffi-

cult to understand. Using your video dis-

play worksheet as a guide, you can draw a

character or object on the computer. Then

draw the same illustration as if it moved
slightly. This progression continues draw-

ing the same illustration with minor move-

ments many times. When these steps are

programmed into your microcomputer,

96K CP/M®
(For your TRS-80* Model II)

Multiple Job Executive

Add a whole new dimension to your

TRS-80 Model II. Let it work while you

work!!

ATON's unique JobStream™ CP/M 2.2, along with additional RAM memory; allows you to

simultaneous h/ compile, assemble, or link in one 64K background partition (62K TPA) while you

edit files, and spool to the printer, and communicate with another computer in up to four 32K

foreground partitions (28K TPA).

As you expand memory beyond 64K, you also enter the amazing world of TrackMode BIOS™
which not only multiplies diskette speed up to five times, but also automatically performs read

after write checks for the ultimate in data reliability.

•Gain hard disk performance for a fraction of the cost—and no backup problems!!!

•Works in 32K, add RAM memory to 256K using standard Radio Shack memory boards.
* Supports two sided expansion disk drives (1.2 megabytes per diskette).

• Allows 6K-7K more space for user programs (62K TPA).

JobStream CP/M 2.2 (with Z-80** Debugger) $235

Omni Writer™ Video Text Editor $150

Z-80 Debugger Source Code $ 50

Package of above (a $435 value) $295

Prepaid, Visa, MasterCard or COD.
Shipping and handling extra.

California residents add 6% sales tax.

Product price and availability subject to

change without notice.

CP/M* Digital Research, Inc "'"Zilog Corp.

Job-Stream, TrackMode BIOS'" ATOM Intl.

Omni Writer'" Omnigraphics ""Tandy Corp.

260 Brooklyn Avenue, San Jose, CA 95128

(408)286-4078 • a*

"Software with Service"

flton
nternational, nc.

TAX81/CPA
income tax preparation
for microcomputers

• TRS-80, Model I (Level II). Model III

• TRS-80. Model II

• Vector Graphic

• North Star • All CP/M systems
Federal Form 1040A
Federal Form 1040, pages 1 and 2
Schedules A, B, C, D, E, ES, F, G R
SE. TC
Forms 2106. 2219, 2210, 2441,

3468, 3903, 4625, 4726, 4797, 4835,
5695. 6251

STATE INCOME TAXES
New York All main forms

New York City All mam forms

New Jersey All main forms
Pennsylvania Massachusetts

California Delaware
Illinois Maryland

COMPUTER
TECHNICAL

SERVICES OF NJ
825 N Broad St Elizabeth, HJ
07208 201-353-5283
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the computer displays each drawing very

fast. This gives the viewer the feeling that

the illustration is moving. This technique

takes artistic skill and a lot of time. Since

you have to redraw the illustration time

and time again you will probably need a

good size memory.

/ am thinking about buying a used

TRS-80 Model III. Is it a good idea to pur-

chase a used computer?

T.P.

Marion, OH

Is it a good idea to buy a used car?

Sometimes it is and other times you are

buying someone's headache. Test the

equipment before you buy. Find out why
the person is selling the unit. You might

get the buy of a lifetime or just a lemon.

/ have had my TRS-80 six months and

already I am hooked I would like to join a

computer club. Are there any in my area?

Is there a directory of computer clubs?

I.G.

Charleston, VA

I have not located a computer club

directory. Your best bet is to contact a few

of your computer stores. They should

know if there is one.

I'm in need of a program to give price

quotations quickly and accurately. This

type of program is unique to my business.

Do you have any suggestions?

E.W.

Ames, IN

You can write the program yourself. Lay

out the steps you use to develop a price

quotation. List all your costs. Against

each cost item indicate the item's price. If

the price varies frequently use a variable

character. When you write your program

input all cost items first. Have the com-

puter ask you questions concerning all

the variables and prices that change fre-

quently. After the data portion of the pro-

gram is written, write the price quotations

steps in a long equation. Have the com-

puter ask about the changing items, cal-

culate the price and give you your price

quotation on a printed form.B

x\>e

f»'

tl
tr»r«r««*

s**:«*JS&^?•V

o' cje<
d^iie '<:* "**

OS «*i *° >o^

,«.•*.- ot'dtf**

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
"THE SOURCE" For
Personal Computer So'twa

Books. Games &
Accessories $

Off C« »0» INDUSTRIAL OR BmSCMVIt.lt 116010* '?9> I——^—————^— ^ 215

FIXED ASSETS
Put your TRS-80 computer to work keeping track of

all information related to your fixed assets and deprecia

tion. This versatile system, developed by a CPA, will

compute depreciation according to straight line, declining

balance, and SYD methods and maintain the complete

audit trail you need for financial and tax reporting, in-

cluding fixed asset ledger and acquisition and disposal

reports. You will be able to project depreciation for cur

rent and future years, use different methods for financial

and tax reporting, switch from declining balance to

straight line when advantageous, compute investment

tax credit and additional first-year depreciation Reports

are available in both summarized and detailed formats,

and can be organized by general ledger account, location,

department, ADR class, and year of acquisition

Currently available for the TRS-80 Model I with at

least 32K and 2 disk drives, and for the Model III with at

least 32K and 1 disk drive. Requires Disk Basic and a

TRSDOS compatible operating system.

TAB132

FAAS-1 for Model

FAAS-3 for Model

$149
$149

At last, here is the solution to LPRINT TAB problems

with your TRS-80 Model I computer. Increase your pro

gramming productivity with this enhancement to Basic.

Stop going through string manipulations and contortions

trying to overcome the TABI63) limitation. With

TAB1 32, you will never again have to fret over tabbing

past position 63 on your line printer TAB1 32 will allow

you to correctly tab to any print position up to 255 with

the normal TAB( ) statement.

TAB 132 is a machine language routine which oc-

cupies 1 00 bytes of memory, and will operate with either

Level II or Disk Basic on the TRS-80 Model I. The TAB1 32

tape or disk includes modules for several different modes
of operation. It can be loaded in the System mode or from

DOS, can be loaded and run as a Basic program or merged

into your Basic program and activated with a single

GOSUB at the beginning of the program System and

DOS modules include a relocating loader to move

TAB1 32 to anywhere in memory. Also supplied is a pro

gram which will patch the routine permanently into Disk

Basic Specify media when ordering

TAB132on tape . $12.95 on disk . . $14.95

hC

P.O. BOX 359

The Systemworks
Professional Quality Software for the TRS-80 Computer

MARLBOROUGH. CONN. 06447 1203)295-8108
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NEW PRODUCTS
Edited by Janet Fiderio

The January Feature-
Mesa Power's Disk-Closures.

The Disk-Closure Horizontal and Vertical models.

Disk Drive Enclosures

A standard line of disk drive

enclosures, complete with an integral

power supply, are now being marketed.

Horizontal or vertical "Disk-Closure"

cabinets for both 5 1/4 and eight-inch,

floppy or fixed disks, are available. Ad-

ditional models are designed to ac-

commodate a controller card. Eight-

inch Disk Closures can also accommo-
date tape drive back-up systems as

manufactured by Archive and DEI. All

Disk-Closures have a fan, filtered ac in-

put, and a lighted power switch. The

chassis is constructed of black ano-

dized aluminum with a beige painted

steel cover.

Prices begin for the 5 1/4-inch model

at $284. The same model with control-

ler circuitry is $377. The eight-inch

model prices begin at $371 .50 and with

controller circuitry rise to $412.50. For

more detailed information contact

Mesa Power, 7188 Clairemont Blvd.,

San Diego, CA 9211 1, (714) 569-7847.

Reader Service ^ 185.

A Computerists Thesaurus

The Refware Thesaurus is a group of

programs designed as a practical ready-

reference resource to improve your read-

ing and writing vocabularies.

A total of 12.400 nouns and adjectives

arranged in associated groups will help

you find the most appropriate word to ex-

press a specific meaning. These pro-

grams help replace overused common
words with more precise and expressive

alternatives.

The Refware Thesaurus Builder chains

together eight utility programs, enabl-

ing you to create a specialized thesaurus

tailored to the needs of your specific

profession.

The first two programs, Adjectives 1.0

and Nouns 1.0. both retail for $39.95. The

third program, the Refware Thesaurus

Bu i Ider 1 .0, retai Is at $1 49.95. For more de-

tailed information contact David C. Whit-

ney Associates Inc., Box 451, Chappaqua,

NY 10514, (914) 238-8896.

Reader Service • 328

A Word Processor
For the MX-80

GB Associates is now marketing a word

processor compatible with the Epson
MX-80 printer. This program prepares text

on your Model I or III for letters, form

letters, advertisements, invoices, and

other text material with complete editing

capabilities.

This word processor allows you to se-

lect and change left margin, top margin,

line length, page length, right justify, in-

sert and delete lines, print with/without

page and line numbers, use full Level II

edit features, expand text to 40 characters

per line or compress text to 132 charac-

ters per line.

This product retails for $75 and is avail-

able from GB Associates, Box 3322, Gra-

nada Hills, CA 91344.

Reader Service s 338

IDM-X, An
Interactive Data Manager

IDM-X is an interactive data-base

manager.

Its basic components are a data-base

initialization program, a report writer, and

a report generator. Features included in

the package are a built-in sort/merge; a

fast key access method; the ability to sup-

port string, double-precision, floating dec-

imal, integer, and date; and formatted nu-

meric fields.

IDM-X requires a dual disk system with

64K and TRSDOS. It is priced at $399. For

additional information contact Micro Ar-

chitect Inc., 96 Dothan Street, Arlington,

MA 02174, (617) 643-4713.

Reader Service • 1 75
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NEW PRODUCTS

Mind Thrust

Mind Thrust lets you match wits with

the computer.

The concept is simple: The first to com-

plete an unbroken chain across the play-

ing board wins. At each turn you must de-

cide whether to add one link to your chain

or attack the computer's chain. A special

feature allows you to gain control over the

computer's pieces. However, this means
the computer has control over yours.

Mind Thrust is available for $16.95 and
requires a 16K Level II machine. For addi-

tional information contact Hayden Book
Company, Inc., 50 Essex Street, Rochelle

Park, NJ 07662. (201) 843-0550.

Reader Service s 178

Slim Package Disk
Drives for the Model II

New slim-packaged eight-inch disk

drives with plug-in compatibility are now
available for the Model II.

The single-headed disk drives are capa-

ble of one megabyte of storage (unformat-

ted), while the double-headed drives are

capable of two megabytes (unformatted).

These drives are one-half the width of

standard eight-inch drives and operate

solely from dc power. Track-to-track ac-

cess time is three milliseconds. Addition-

ally the disk drives incorporate two index

sensors, allowing the use of single or dou-

ble-sided disks directly.

This package is available from A. M.

Electronics, 3366 Washtenaw Avenue.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104, (313) 973-2312 and is

priced at $695.

Reader Service • 332

More Educational Games

Time Dungeon-American History is a

five-game educational software package.

It is designed to help you become more
knowledgeable in five eras of U.S. history.

Your object is to map your way out of a

dungeon, saving what little gold you have

and gaining more, all by answering histor-

ically based questions.

Time Dungeons is priced at $24.95 on

cassette and $29.95 on disk and is avail-

able forthe Models I and III. For additional

information contact Advanced Operating

Systems, 450 St. John Road, Michigan Ci-

ty, \W 46360. (219)8794693.

Reader Service * 335

Genesis.

Genesis Writes Programs

Genesis is a program generator which

accepts commands in conversational En-

glish. This software package's large mem-
ory capacity codes complex algorithms

and generates efficient code in excess of

four lines per minute.

The program is available for the Model
II and is priced at $500. For more detailed

information contact Time Management
Software, 123 East Broadway, Box 727,

Cushing, OK 74023, (918) 225-6340.

Reader Service s 170.

Anticipate the
Stock Market

The Market Tracker can be used by any-

one trading in American stocks or stock

options. The program creates a compo-
site index of six popular technical market

indicators to determine bullish or bearish

swings in the Dow Jones Industrial

Averages.

Market Trader is used in conjunction

with its companion program, Stock
Tracker. Both ensure that individual

trades are in harmony with the market,

reducing the number of whipsaws.

Market Tracker is available for the

Model I and III for $190. For additional in-

formation contact H and H Trading Com-
pany, Box 549, Clayton, CA 94517, (415)

672-3233.

Reader Service *- 346

Erase Tapes or

Cassettes of Previous Input

The Bulk Eraser, Model #24-017V,

erases cassettes and disks of all previous

data. The eraser is simply held over the

cassette for a few moments to remove ex-

isting signals. Properly erased tapes and
disks maintain maximum signal-to-noise

ratio and prevent extraneous pulses from

producing incorrect results.

The eraser is available from Robins In-

dustries Corporation, 75 Austin Blvd.,

Commack, NY 11725, (516) 543-5200.

Reader Service s 183.

The Bulk Eraser.
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The 8882 Data Acquisition and Control System.

A Data Acquisition
And Control System

The 8882 is a data acquisition and con-

trol system for the Models I and III.

The device includes eight digital inputs,

eight digital outputs, eight 0-5V analog in-

puts with eight- (plus or minus one bit) bit

accuracy, and two analog joystick ports.

All inputs and outputs are fully protected.

Software is provided for high-speed data

acquisition of up to 4,000 points per sec-

ond, and for low-speed acquisition in the

interrupt mode, up to 30 points per sec-

ond. The interrupt mode allows all data

acquisition and control to be time-shared

with normal use.

The 8882 is priced at under $200 from

Starbuck Data Company, Box 24, Newton

Lower Falls, MA 02162, (617) 237-7695.

Reader Service ^ 326

Go Berserk
With Color Berserk

Color Berserk is a high resolution

graphics game on cassette for the 16K

Color Computer closely duplicating the

arcade game with sound effects and joy-

stick action. A combination of angry ro-

bots and Evil Orville provide the challenge

in this one or two player game.

Berserk is priced at $24.95 and is avail-

able from Mark Data Products. 23802 Bar-

quilla, Mission Viejo, CA 92691. (714)

768-1551.

Reader Service ^ 341

One-Disk
Mail List Manager

The One-Disk Mail List Manager allows

label printing and mailing for users with a

single drive and 32K.

The Manager holds 430 records on disk

— name, company, address (including the

new nine-digit zip codes), a label-selecting

print key and a special sort key. You may
sort records alphabetically or by zip code

in machine language, and print labels

from an unsorted or sorted list. The pro-

gram has many additional features.

For more information concerning the

Manager contact Manhattan Software.

Box 1063, Woodland Hills, CA 91365, (213)

704-8495. The Manager retails for $34.95

and is available for the Models I and III.

Reader Service •* 340

Dental/Medical Financial
Management System

The Micro/SYS80 Patient Financial

Management System is an accounts re-

ceivable, billing and record keeping sys-

tem for medical and dental offices.

Daily, this system generates a reconcili-

ation report, charge slips and the next

day's appointment list. Patient receipts or

third-party billing slips may be printed on

either standard ADA forms or in Super-Bill

format. Monthly, various billing and pro-

duction reports will be generated.

The Micro/SYS80 requires a 64K Model

II and is priced at $1,600. For more de-

tailed information contact Micro/SYS80.

236 Waverly Road. Southampton, PA

18966.(215)335-5706.

Reader Service ^ 345

A Dieters Delight

Compucal, of interest to dieters, is a set

of two programs for the Model I and III.

The first program provides information

concerning weight loss via the calorie

reduction method. It charts both mens'

and womens' average weights, helping

you decide upon your own ideal weight

and calorie intake. The second program,

run at the end of the day, determines how
well you met your daily calorie goal.

The package is available on cassette

for $12, and on disk for $17, from Practical

Programs, 1104 Aspen Drive, Toms River,

NJ 08753.

Reader Service ^ 349

Head Cleaning Kit

The Head Cleaning Kit removes micro-

scopic particles of dirt, oxides and plastic-

izers from recorder heads, guides and

capstans for optimum operation.

The Model 29-500 kit uses a Freon TF

based cleaner. Applicators with chamois

type tips get into hard to reach places.

For additional information contact

Robins Industries Corporation, 75 Austin

Blvd., Commack. NY 1 1725. (516) 543-5200.

The kit is priced at $11.20.

Reader Service • 180.

The Robins Head Cleaning Kit.
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HOW ACCEL2 WORKS, PART 2
TRS-80 Model 1/ III BASIC Compiler

The ACCEL C program r>as «.ort»d lint 1

I u««d it to compile s
E-ASIC HOKD PROCESSOR th»t Hit putjlizhvd >r> 80 MICROCOMPUTING
in th«r nAY 1 *0O ittui. It was nicffury to go through all
O* th» ur-nr t loop* beciutt o* the many jumps out O* the*
«nd «•> » cor'tctiont.but »htc that job »»* dons th» progrin
•orlM <int, 1 »» using it to «rit« vou this letter. Th»
*inal groqrt* * i r. s into a 32> machine.

ACCEL? it iM2ir.ii I had PO'jcht ar, Othalla iih « coi-r-1* of
»»»r* no> t».'t r.avar » laved it because of the ir.tere.ir.ablv lon« tiae
C2-3 inula*) it too* the roar..tar to sake each aove - r.o fur. at
(11. Just for the heck of it I ran ACCEL? o
whatsoever to the r-rwrn. and the uhole thi
r.o tinker in* i It then too* about 10 second*
iinele statement at the bi
result i* .iu*t as aood as

> ear ins NO chance*
seelied at once uith
Mvi. id I added a

to OEFINT A-Zi
ablv-laneuase

I also wish to state that I think that ACCEL2 is an eiofllent product. I have
modified Scott Adams' Backgammon gam* to compile under ACCEL2 as an example.
The original BASIC program takes 30 to 40 lecondi for the average move and can
take as much as 4 minutes. The compiled version averages 2 to 3 seconds per
move with a maximum move time of 9 second* (all integer variables). That is
significant! 1

I'VE BEEN PLAYING WITH ACCEL2 FOR A FEW HOURS NOW AND IT SEEMS TO
BE PRETTY GOOO. FOR EXAMPLE. MY LEVEL 2 VERSION OF RADIO SHACKS
CHECKERS GAME DRAWS THE BOARD IN 19 SECONDS AND MAKES THE SEC-
OND MOVE IN 11 SECONDS. THE COMPILED VERSION DRAWS THE BOARD IN
11 SECONDS AND MOVES IN UNDER A SECOND (ABOUT 0.5). A PROGRAM TO
GRAPH CUBIC EQUATIONS TOOK 8 SECONDS PER PLOT. WHILE THE COM-
PILED COPY TAKES LESS THAN 2.

I HAVE COMPILED ONE PROGRAM I USE RATHER FREQUENTLY: IT EXTRACTS
INFORMATION FROM A LARGE DISK FILE (1320 64-BYTE RECORDS PER DISK)
AND PRODUCES A REPORT. THE INTERPRETED VERSION OCCUPIES ABOUT
4600 BYTES AND TAKES 1.8 MIN TO EXTRACT INFORMATION FROM ONE DISK.
THE COMPILED VERSION TAKES JUST OVER 8 MlN TO PERFORM THE SAME
TASK. SINCE A TYPICAL REPORT INVOLVES ANYWHERE FROM 5 TO 25 DISKS.
THIS IS A SUBSTANTIAL SAVING OF TIME

ACCEL2: 32K TRS-80 Model l /III Compiles selected subset in all varaole types, local and

global compilation options, output save to ES/F water, disk under TRSOOS. NEWD0S.
NEWOOS/80 New functional improvements in place

Via $88 95 + $2.00 shipping

Developed in Britain

by Southern Software

TRS-80. TRSOOS 1m Radio Shack

ALLEN GE10ER SOFTWARE Maslercharge / Visa

Box 11721 Mam Post Olf« CA add 6%
San Francisco. CA 94ioi

(415)387 3131

ffj Stringy / Floppy tm exatron inc NEWD0S 1m Apparat Inc

• 79

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

EDITOR ASSEMBLER
DEBUGGER '695

CCEAD: This 8K Basic Program supports cassette files has *lh cursor con-
trol, line insertion deletion ano rruch more Two pass assemp>er supportsV
6809 instruction set & addressing moces. nsts to screen or printer Debugger
allows memory examine modify program execution At this price ottered on
an as-'s basis however, we've used this extensively m house ana believe

you ii be delighted if not return withm 2 weeks 'or a 'u'l refuno You get *u«y
commented Base source & complete instructions Reauires Ext Basic &
16K CASSETTE S6 95

DELUXE TERMINAL PROGRAM
COLORCOM/E: This terminal program has everything 1 PLUS itsma con-
venient piug-m cartridge LOOK ai these features

• ONLINE and offline scrolling

• Selectable baud rate & parity

• Full or half duplex

• Write to printer or cassette

• Supports ANY serial printer

• Automatic or manual capture

• Selectable Capture characters

• Exchange Basic programs

• Word mode means no split words

• And much, much more

Use with CompuServe. The Source, etc Talk to other Color Compulers Works
with any model Color Computer & full duplex RS232 modem

CARTRIDGE $49 95

SECURITY: PnvateLme turns the color Computer mto a secure communi-
cations terminal Advanced encryption algorithm has dili«ons o' combina-
tions Talk to any similarly equipped Coior Computer in absolute security

Requires full duplex mooem CARTRIDGE S99 0C

CUSTOM CARTRIDGES: Put YOUR Basic program mto a conven.em
ROM Cartridge it's easy' Runs .nstan.t.v at cower-up 'reesupmemcr> Use
'or AD dspiavs schools etc Ca ;

' c write tor -r.'c FROV SJt 65

PC Bex 1023-5

Aust"* Texas 78766
.512' 837-4665

i S 1 'oi Dcsiace a^a hgne

CONVERT YOUR SERIAL PRINTER TO PARALLEL

NEW MODEL UPI-3 SERIAL PRINTER INTERFACE MAKES IT

POSSIBLE TO CONNECT AN ASCII SERIAL PRINTER TO THE
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ON THE TRS-80.

Software compatibility problems are totally eliminated because

the TRS-80 "THINKS" that it has a parallel printer attached.

NO MACHINE LANGUAGE DRIVER NEEDS TO BE LOADED
INTO HIGH MEMORY BECAUSE THE DRIVER ROUTINE FOR
THE UPI-3 IS ALREADY IN THE TRSBO ROM' SC'RIPSIT PENCIL.

RSM 2. ST80D. NEWDOS. FORTRAN. BASK vu .ill work .is it .1

parallel orinter was in use.

The UPI-3 is completely sell contained and ready to use. A 34

conductor edge card connector plugs onto the parallel printer

port of the model I Expansion Interface or onto the parallel

printer port on the TRS-80 III. A DB25 socket mates with the

cable from your serial printer. The UPl-i converts the parallel

output of the TRS-80 printer port into serial data in both the

RS232-C and 20 MA. loop formats.

bd
SPEEDWAY ELECTRONICS
Division ot Binary Devil t-

1 1560 TIMBERLAKE LANE
NOBLESVILLE, IN 46060

($17)842-5020

IRS BO is a trademark oi landv

•-275

VISA MasterCard

Switch selectable options include:

• Linefeed atter Carriage Return

• Handshake polarity (RS232-C)

• Nulls after Carriage Return

• 7 or 8 Data Bits per word

• 1 or 2 Stop Bits per Word
• Parity or No parity

• ODD or EVEN Parity

NOW
AVAILABLE
FOR
MODEL II

UPI-2 for TRS80 Model II $149.95

UPI-3 for TRS8C Model I or 3 $149.95

UPI-4 for use with Model 1 and RS Printer

Interface Cable (no expansion interface required) $1 59.95

Manual only (may be applied to order) $ 5.00

Ten day return privilege — 90 d.iv warranty

Shipping and Handling on all orders $ 4(H)

Specify BAUD rate 50-9600 BAUD
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NEW PRODUCTS

New Double-
Density Circuit Board

The Multiplier, a new double-density cir-

cuit board for the Model I. allows reliable

conversion from single to double density.

The circuit is 100 percent compatible

with existing double-density hardware and

software, and is easily installed by plug-

ging the board into the expansion inter-

face. The Multiplier features an advanced

design of the data separation circuit

which incorporates a phase-locked loop.

This product is priced at $99.95 and is

available from A.M. Electronics. 3366

Washtenaw Avenue. Ann Arbor, Ml 48104.

(313)973-2312.

Reader Service ^ 334

Educational Software
From Advanced
Operating Systems

The Mostly Basic Educational Package

is written in Basic and contains several

programs. The tutorials include: a spelling

and flash card test for French, German,

Italian, and Spanish; a speed reading pro-

gram; two math programs; the Visual Per-

ception Test; and the Memory Challenger.

This package is available for the Model I

and III on disk for $29.95 and cassette tor

$24.95. Contact Advanced Operating Sys-

tems, 450 St. John Road, Michigan City. IN

46360.(219)879-4693.

Reader Service ^162

Hardware Printer Interfaces

Two new hardware printer interfaces.

STP-1 and STP-2. for use with the Color

Computer and a conventional parallel

type printer are now being marketed.

This interface allows use of a Centron-

ics-compatible printer with the Serial

RS-232 port of the Color Computer. By

plugging in the interface the computer

"sees" a serial printer while the parallel

printer "sees" a parallel port. The STP-1

accepts serial data from the computer at a

rate of 600 baud. The STP-2 has switch-

selectable baud rates compatible with the

computer.

STP-1 is priced at $79.95, STP-2 at

$99.95. For additional information contact

Multi-Media Systems, Inc., Box 41084, In-

dianapolis, IN 46241, (317) 839-6150.

Reader Service s 336

I1FJ CW COMPUTER INTERFACE

ON %$>
# 0»M TRANSMIT MCtlVC "OOfl

MFJ-1310

• • •

The CW Computer Interface.

Morse Code Transceive

Program and Hardware

The MFJ-1210/1212 CW Transceive pro-

gram and Hardware lets you send Morse

Code on your keyboard and receive it on

your display screen.

It features a tri-split screen for received

messages, a transmit buffer and a pro-

grammable message index. You can pre-

load the text buffer and transmit when
ready. This program has ten 199 character

programmable message memories with

an on screen message index. You can re-

peat and combine these messages as

needed. Speed is adjustable from 12 to 55

words per minute. For group code prac-

tice 2200 characters can be stored. The

hardware interface plugs between the

transceiver and computer, no modifica-

tions are needed.

This program requires at least 16K of

RAM and a Model I or III. It is priced at

$99.95 from MFJ Enterprises Inc.. Box 494.

Mississippi State. MS 39762.

Reader Service ^ 172.

New Journal

For Educators

A new periodical for educators using

computers to teach mathematics and sci-

ence is now available. The Journal of

Computers in Mathematics and Science

Teaching contains Features of interest,

New Products, Editorials, Updates, and

more.

This quarterly journals' subscription

price is $7 per year. Contact The Journal

of Computers in Mathematics and Sci-

ence Teaching. Box 4455, Austin, TX

78765 for information.

Reader Service ^ 160.

AMHost Turns Your Model
III into a Stand-Alone Host

The AMHost software allows the Model

III to become a stand-alone host for access

via telephone by another computer or ter-

minal. This permits a remote user to as-

sume complete control of your computer.

Provisions for translation tables have

been incorporated, permitting user-defin-

able translation codes should non-stan-

dard ASCII codes be desired.

AMHost is available from A.M. Elec-

tronics Inc.. 3366 Washtenaw Avenue,

Ann Arbor, Ml 48104. (313) 973-2312, for

$24.95.

Reader Service ** 333

Pac Attack

Pac Attack is an arcade game now
available for the Color Computer.

Three little muggers chase your man
relentlessly around a maddening maze as

you furiously try to build up points. Graph-

ics, special sound effects, and three levels

of skill are featured.

Pac Attack, priced at $24.95. is avail-

able from Computerware, Box 668, 1472

Encinitas Blvd., Encinitas, CA 92024, (714)

436-3512.

Reader Service • 177
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TRS-80 MODEL I EXPANSION
LNN SVSTfJ EXPANSION BOMI • IN

32K, FLOPPY CONTROLLER, REM. TINE CLOCK,

PARALLEL PRINTER, RS/232 20M I/O.

RADIO SHACK EXPANSION INTERFACE

OK.. .1270 UK.. .1310 32 K... 390

UP6RAK YOUR EXPANSION INTERFACE NITH 41

U

200 NS NENORY CHIP, INSTALLED & TESTED.

UK 140 32K IN
TRS-BO MODEL III

NITH 16K...I B30 321... • 900 4DK...I 930

NITH 4BK I 2 SIN6LE SIDE DRIVES llfM

NITH 48K t 2 DOUBLE SIDE DRIVES 42150

TANDON DRIVE ON SALE!
40 TRACKS SIN6LE SIDE I 2M
40 TRACKS DOUBLE SIDE I 330

SERVICES tr REPAIRS
LON 10! PRICE! CALL FOR DETAILS!

NORTH t EAST SOUTH NEST

(312) 491-4779 (713) 481-1932 (408) 729-8494

KAM ENTERPRISES *"
2M

P.O. MX 1013, WMTH8R00K, IL. 44042

• II

MODEL III CASSETTE COPY
• Copy and verify cassette programs
• Split large programs into sections
• Convert between 500/1500 baud
• Produce multiple cassettes efficiently
• Copy programs larger than avail, memory
• Rename programs td7 75

MODEL II SCREEN EDITOR
Edits all ASCII files

Scrolling

Find/Change
Block Move/Delete
Improved listings

Full Screen
Insert/Delete
Split/combine lines

On-screen HELP
Auto line numbers

WRITTEN IN BASIC - FULL SOURCE PROVIDED

$97"
Requires 64K Mod II

Specify DOS 1 3 or 2 O

CLARK CONSULTANTS
363 Lafayette Street. Salem, MA 01970

Massachusetts residents add 5S sales tax .*.

B1 7 TAPE OPCRATINO SYSTEM -rill let you

e Save & Load programs 6X faster than Model- 1.

• Save 4 Load Data Arrays over SOOX faster,

e Backup standard System tapes that load-n-go

e Certify cassette tapes at 3000 baud.

•24.95 Specify Model 1/3 16K/32K/48K RAM.

Inexpensive Upgrades available. 3rd year of sales.

B17 0I8K/BAS isa Disk version. Lets you saveany

disk file to cassette at 3000 baud. Inexpensive way

to backup your files. Works with §ny DOS. Includes

tape certifier. Requires 32K RAM-up.

S1B.B8

WORDSMITH Word-processing program In BASIC.

A "Trainer" for more complex W/P programs. Easy-

to-use. Specify Tape/Disk version. Tape version

requires B1 7 Tape Operating System (above). Disk

version requires 32K RAM-up. Uses MX-SO Printsr.

Only • 16.95

Add $.55 postage/handling.

AB8 Suppliers
POB 8297 / 3352 Cne itea Circle / Ann Arbor, Ml 40 1 04

(313)971-1404

^580
Coming toon.

Inexpensive computer arvice business. Write!!!

this publication
is available in

microform

University Microfilms International

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept PR
Ann Arbor. Ml 48106
USA.

18 Bedford Row
Dept PR.
London. WC1R4EJ
England

$?microcomputing

Back Issues

January 1980 $5.00
February to June 1980 3.00

Single back issue

July 1980 on 3.50

Single back issue

Add $1.00 per maga/ine for shipping

10 or more back issues
add $7.50 per order tor shipping.

COLORSOFT TM

' 'Quality Software at an Affordable Price
'

'

TRS-80* Color Computer Software

Priced From $7.95

• Home/personal • Games
• Educational • Financial

We Also Offer:

• Custom Programming
• Royalties for Software

Documentation and a limited guarantee

with all COLORSOFT™ software.

Free catalog containing descriptions of

30 software items , write to

:

• boo

Color Software Services
P.O. Box 1723

Greenville, Texas 75401

'Tandy Corp Tradmrk ViWMasfflrcaratoeptw

\mSt VYou 've Written

\^JT <* Useful Program-'^
We'd Like to Publish It!

We went programs for

INDUSTRIAL applications:

JOB COST ESTIMATES
INDUSTRIAL (PROCESS) CONTROL
JOB TRACKING
MACHINE SCHEDULING

Get published and earn royalties!

Write for our free Programmer's
Kit today.

INSTANT SOFTWARE, INC.

Submissions Dept.

Peterborough, NH 03458

PRESERVE
I microcomputingm

BINDERS

Keep your issues of60 Microcomputing together, hondy
ond protected In hondsome and durable library files or

binders. Both styles bound in dork groan leatherette

with the mogozine logo stamped In gold.

Files, Eoch file holds 6 issues, spines visible (or easy ref-

erence. 15.95 eoch. 3 for i 1 7.00. 6 for $30.00
Binders. Each binder holds 6 issues ond opens Hat for

easy reading. 1 7.50 eoch. 3 for 121.75. 6 for $42.00
(Postoge paid m USA. Foreign orders Include 12.30 per

item)

Please state yeorsi 1960 to 1963
Send check or money order to.

JESSE JONES BOX CORP.

P.O. Box 3120
Philadelphia. PA 19141

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

Subscription

80 Microcomputing does not keep

subscription records on the premises,

therefore calling us only adds time

and doesn't solve the problem.

Please send a description of the prob-

lem and your most recent address

label to:

80 Microcomputing

Subscription Dept
PO Box 981

Farmingdale, NY 11737

Thank yOo and enjo« your subscription
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NEW PRODUCTS

Disk Connector-
Cable Assemblies

A new line of reliable disk connector-

cable assemblies for the Model I are now
being marketed.

These assemblies have gold-plated

contacts and tightly fitting connectors

and are available for one through four disk

drives. Prices range from $39.95 to $59.95

For more information contact Multi

Media Systems. Inc.. Box 41084. Indian-

apolis. IN 46241. <31 7) 839-6150

Header Service • 337

A Program For
Preventative Maintenance

PM-Status II keeps track of your equip-

ment and vehicles with preventative main-

tenance schedules.

The program singles out equipment

overdue for scheduled maintenance work

and keeps records by hours, miles, date or

both. Complete maintenance records for

one. a selected group, or all equipment

can be displayed or printed at any time.

PM-Status retails for $395 and is avail-

able for the Model II from Anawan Com-
puter Services. 19 Winterberry Lane.

Rehoboth, MA 02769.

Reader Service *> 343

Computer Soft-

Ware for Librarians

The Library Process System is a librari-

ans tool with time saving and organiza-

tional capabilities.

Designed by a professional librarian,

this package features the ability to print

catalog cards, book lists and AV catalogs.

It also does subject searches.

This system is designed for a Model I or

III. 32K, two-disk system with a tractor-

feed line printer. It is priced at $125 and is

available from Educomp, 919 West Cana-

dian Street, Vinita. OK 74301.

Reader Service * 163.

Astroball—
Pinball For Your Micro

Astroball is a pinball game with a space
theme for the Models I and III.

It features various spacecraft, flying

saucers and mysterious black holes that

under certain conditions may prove dan-

gerous. Your role is to destroy as many
meteors as possible.

Available on 16K tapes and disks for

$19.95; direct inquires to Acorn Software

Products Inc., North Carolina Avenue. S.E.

Washington, DC 20003, (202) 544-4259.

Reader Service • 329

An Astroball Video Screen Display.

Book Covers the
DOS Random Access

DOS Random Access & Basic File

Handling is a self-instruction tutorial. The

material is presented in a down-to-earth

manner easily understood by anyone with

some Level II experience.

This 150-page manual (priced at $24.50)

enables any non-programmer to write spe-

cial programs for inventories, mailing

lists, record keeping, research project

data manipulation and more. A compati-

ble disk is also available.

For more detailed information contact

DSC Publishing, Box 769, Danbury, CT
06810,(203)748-3231.

Reader Service * 348

A Business
Development System

Quic-N-Easy is a programming system

that ties together formatted, edited, data

entry with processing, printing and so-

phisticated file handling. This screen-for-

mat oriented application development

system is designed for the fast production

of bug-free professional-looking custom
business applications.

It is available for the Model II and III and

is priced at $395. For additional informa-

tion contact Standard Micro Systems Inc.,

136 Granite Hill Court, Langhorne, PA
19047,(215)968-5966.

Reader Service - 164.

Test Your Managerial Skill

Management Decisions is a business-

oriented simulation that places you in

the shoes of a pajama-manufacturing ex-

ecutive competing against a rival man-

ufacturer.

Based on a five-year plan, business

world realities such as sales force size,

advertising costs, credit terms, pricing, in-

ventory, plant capacity and manufactur-

ing are the competitive tools you have the

options of using. The computer allows

you to see the relationship between cause
(decisions) and effect (consequences).

The tape version of Management Deci-

sions is priced at $49.95. the disk version

at $54.95. Both are available from The
Hayden Book Company Inc.. 50 Essex

Street. Rochelle Park. NJ 07662, (201)

843-0550.

Reader Service *» 331
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NEW PRODUCTS

Angel— Business Software

Angel is a business software program

designed to monitor work flow, deadlines,

appointments and schedules on a day-to-

day basis.

This program internally adjusts calen-

dar years allowing planning and deadlines

in advance. It also gives a complete daily

rundown of the day's schedule and can be

logged to warn you of upcoming events.

Angel has the capacity to log up to 2000

individual projects at once and can be

custom-programmed to fill the needs of

any business operation.

Angel is available for the Models I, II

and III for $295 from Time Management
Software, 123 East Broadway, Box 727,

Cushing, OK 74023, (918) 225-6340.

Reader Service ^171.

A Real Estate
Bookkeeping System

The Real Estate Bookkeeping System is

a general ledger system for the Model III

with 32K and two disk drives.

This program provides monthly rent

statements to landlords, delinquent te-

nant lists, sales progress for salesmen for

month and year-to-date, and the year-end

IRS Form #1099. The package also in-

cludes interim landlord statements as

needed, disbursement analysis by vendor,

and a buyer and tenant escrow ledger.

This system is priced at $400 and is

available from Tar Heel Systems Inc., Box

340, Burlington, NC 27215.

Reader Service * 161

A Journal for Engineering
and Scientific Applications

Access, The Journal of Microcomputer

Applications, is designed to meet the

needs of those who use micros for engin-

eering and scientific purposes.

Access is published six times a year.

Each issue contains book, hardware, and

software reviews as well as articles on nu-

merical analysis, simulation, statistics,

personal finance, and other topics of in-

terest to engineers and scientists.

A one year subscription rate is $1 6 from

LEDS Publishing Company Inc., Box

12847, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709.

Reader Service • 350

Angel Software

Computax '81

Computax '81 is a group of federal in-

come tax programs for the 16K Level II

TRS-80.

Some unique features allow you to easi-

ly enter and save data, make corrections

and load files from tape at a later date. A
complete 1040 and 1040A form can be dis-

played on the monitor for easy copying; a
line-printer version is also available. Pro-

grams for the following schedules are

marketed: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, R & RP, SE,

TC and most major forms.

Computax '81 is priced at $14.95 with an
additional $8.50 charge for each schedule

desired. Write to Microbyte R&D, Box

8084, Greenville, NC 27834, for additional

information.

Reader Service s 325

Word Processing
For the Color Computer

Telewriter, a word processor for the Col-

or Computer, provides lowercase letters

and a 51-character by 24-line screen dis-

play. Done entirely in software, these

enhancements require no hardware mod-

ifications.

Telewriter features a full-screen text

editor, menu-driven and dynamic format

control, cassette handler with auto-re-

entry, and an MX-80 driver with 12 fonts

and underlining. Direct output of control

codes before or during printing lets it drive

any printer.

Telewriter runs in 16K or 32K and costs

$49.95, from Cognitec, 704 Nob Ave., Del

Mar, CA 92014, (714) 755-1258.

Reader Service s 176

Program Offers

Personal Organization

The Guardian software program keeps

an accurate calendar of single or entire

series of events. Guardian organizes up to

2000 events for up to 200 people at once.

Appointments from tax deadlines, anni-

versaries, or oil changes can be recorded

with single one line entries.

All entries and instructions are given in

conversational English. Guardian is avail-

able for the Models I, II and III for $199

from Time Management Software, 123

East Broadway, Box 727, Cushing, OK
74023.(918)22^6340.

Reader Service s 169.

Printer Help for Scripsit

Scriptr is a disk-based universal parallel

printer-driver modification for Scripsit and

any parallel printer.

Its features include: infinite DOS entry

and reentry without losing text; output of

any code to the printer from the text; pre-

programmed functions for all MX-80 and
Microline 80 controls including program-

mable line spacing and forms control on

the MX-80; a programmable display; line

80 Microcomputing, January 1982 • 389



Electronic

Circuit

Analysis

• Dt'l.nlttl analog Lircuit analysis

• Verv t.ist machine language

• Inhnilr circuits on multiple pass»~.

• Worst caw analysis

• Dvnamk modification

• 64 Nodes

• Compart' tiruiits

• Log or linear sweep

• Full Hie handling

• Chaining and spooling facilities

• Frequent s response -nanniHule .mil

phase

• Complete manual wi'h examples

• A truly professional program with

Features previously available onlv on

lar>;e systems

• TKS 80 model I or model III disk or

cassette S75.0C

Tatum Labs

P.O. Box 722

Hawleyvilte, CT 06440

(203) 426-2184

NEW PRODUCTS

LETTER-WRITER

'WORK* for YOU

YOU can product forms, labols. form lot tor*

and Add/Subtract column*.

Chang*, •'•lata, add. insort, mow*
, copy

charactin, lino* and block* of to*t.

Sot ovon margins, paga longths , contor

linos, got i to 99 coaios. Numbered Lines

for logol papor*.

Try tho LW for 3 months. If not sat-

isfied roturn it. Wo will Refund all but

S3.SO to covor ront / postago.

TAPE $23.99 DISK Modi ior«$37.99
Price* incloda ta*/po*taga. Noods loK.

. . . e Mod I A Ml

I

S90S St on* Hill Or
| Writa for

•Colin, CA 95677 I '««•
ot0l,$ 1(800)824-7979

call toll-free K8O0)952-5656 mcou

insertion during a printout for form letters;

and much more.

The price of the disk package is $40.

Cassette versions are available. All in-

quiries should be sent to Pioneer Soft-

ware, 1746 N.W. 55th Avenue, Lauderhill,

FL 33313, (305)739-2071.

Reader Service s 327

For The Diet-Minded

Nutri-Calc is a dietary nutritional analy-

sis program used to accurately assess

your nutrient intake.

The program consists of 730 common
foods, given in household measurements,

each detailed for 18 common food nutri-

ents. Nutrient values have been taken

from USDA listings. Comparisons of input

data to the recommended daily allow-

ances for specific subgroups is also pro-

vided. Calculations are based on your age
and sex, and for infants, weight.

Nutri-Calc is priced at $350 and is avail-

able for the Model II. For more information

contact PCD Systems Inc.. Box 143, Penn

Yan. NY 14527, (315) 536-3734.

Reader Service • 342

Tax/Forecaster—
More Tax Help for

Model I and III Owners

The Tax/Forecaster converts its pre-

decessor, the Tax/Saver, into a tax plan-

ner enabling you to see in advance how fi-

nancial decisions will affect your taxes.

Additional features include the ability

to revise an already completed Tax/Saver

return and recalculate your tax return.

Tax/Forecaster is available for the

Models I and III for $29.95. For additional

information contact Micromatic Program-

ming Company, Box 158, Georgetown, CT
06829, (203) 324-3009.

Reader Service *» 339

New Basic Editor

Edit is a new full-screen Basic editor for

the Model I and III.

The program has a full-floating cursor

with autorepeat and over 30 commands
for editing Basic text at the character,

word, line or block level. A Scripsit-like

control structure aids in speedy familiari-

zation and ease-of-use.

Edit is available from Allen Gelder Soft-

ware, Box 11721 Main Post Office, San
Francisco, CA 94101. The price is $40.

Reader Service •- 344

Color Computer Light Pen

A light pen is now available for the Col-

or Computer. This pen can be plugged di-

rectly into the joystick port or a kit is

available which can be attached to one of

your joysticks if you enjoy soldering.

The light pen retails for $39.95, the kit

for $19.95. Both items are available from

Moses Engineering, Route 7, Greensville.

SC 29609.

Reader Service v 347

Probe-Type Demagnetizer

The Probe-Type Demagnetizer, Model #

25-023, can be used to demagnetize

heads of tape drive units of cassette mem-
ories. It can also be used to demagnetize

all metal parts. The probe has inter-

changeable tips for use with most drive

mechanisms and is priced at $16.50.

Contact Robins Industries Corporation,

75 Austin Blvd., Commack, NY 1 1725, (516)

543-5200.

Reader Service • 182.

The Robins Head Demagnetizer.

If
your company is currently re-

leasing a new product that is

TRS-80 compatible and would like it

published in our New Products col-

umn, send a news release to Janet

Fiderio, 80 Microcomputing, 80

Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458.

Please include a photo (if possi-

ble), general information, and the

price.
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jftCAlENDAR
January
12-15 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on structured re-

quirements definition, Toronto,

Canada.

18-19 Midwest Scientific Inc., Olathe, KS.

Dealer-user seminar with keynote

address by Wayne Green of Wayne
Green Inc., Kansas City, MO.

18-22 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on structured

systems design structured re-

quirements definition, Houston,

TX.

19-22 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on structured re-

quirements definition, Kansas Ci-

ty, MO.

25 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on management

overview of data structured sys-

tems design, Tulsa, OK.

25-29 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on structured

systems design and structured

program design, Cleveland, OH.

26-29 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on structured

system design, Chicago, IL

27 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on management

overview of data structured sys-

tems design, Tulsa, OK.

28-29 Construction Industry Press, Silver

Spring, MD. Conference on com-

puters in construction, San Diego,

CA.

29 Ken Orr and Associates Inc., To-

peka, KS. Course on management

overview of data structured sys-

tems design, Omaha, NB.

February
6 John Craig's Computer Swap

America, Palo Alto, CA. Flea

market for computer enthusiasts,

Orange County Fairgrounds,

Costa Mesa, CA.

22-24 The Interface Group, Framingham,

MA. Federal DP Expo—show for

end users in the multi-billion dollar

federal government marketplace,

Sheraton Washington Hotel,

Washington, DC.

26-28 Adventure International, Long-

wood, FL. Computer Expo '82 trade

show, Orlando, FL.

March
1-2 Michigan Association for Comput-

er Users in Learning, Wayne, Ml.

Sixth annual convention featuring

sessions on facets of education

uses for computers, Western Mich-

igan University, Kalamazoo, Ml.

3-7 Catalyst, Jersey City State Col-

lege, Jersey City, NJ. Microcom-

puter Week '82, "an international

event of significance to educa-

tors," Jersey City State College,

Jersey City, NJ.

12-13 Seattle Pacific University and Na-

tional Council for Computers in Ed-

ucation. Fifth Annual Computers

in Education Conference, Seattle

Pacific University, Seattle, WA.
22-25 The Interface Group, Framingham,

MA. INTERFACE '82—communi-

cations-information conference

and exposition for sophisticated

end users, Dallas Convention Cen-

ter, Dallas, TX.

29-31 American Management Associa-

tions, New York, NY. Course on

paperwork management, New
York, NY.

April
1 -3 Alaska Association for Computers

in Education, Anchorage, AK. Edu-

cational Computing—The Future

is Now conference, Anchorage,

AK.

2-4 Kengore Corp., Franklin Park, NJ.

Eighty/Apple Computer Show—an
exposition for products and ser-

vices for Apple and TRS-80 com-

puters, NY Statler Hotel, New York,

NY.

12-14 American Management Associa-

tions, New York, NY. Course on

paperwork management, Chicago,

IL.

15-18 National Computer Shows, Chest-

nut Hill, MA. Southwest Computer

Show and Office Equipment Expo-

sition, Market Hall, Dallas Market

Center, Dallas, TX.

16-18 Virginia Computer User's Confer-

ence, Association for Computing

Machinery, and Virginia Polytech-

nic Institute and State University

12th Annual Conference with top-

ics on artificial intelligence, office

automation and data-base man-

agement, Marriot Hotel, Blacks-

burg, VA.

22-25 The National Computer Shows,

Chestnut Hill, MA. New York Com-

puter Show and Office Equipment

Exposition, Nassau Coliseum,

Uniondale, Long Island, NY.

24 John Craig's Computer Swap, Palo

Alto, CA. Flea market for computer

enthusiasts, Santa Clara County

Fairgrounds, San Jose, CA.

Coming
Next Month

How many times have you heard this

rap? "Our public schools are manu-
facturing robots—mindless conforming

automatons that can neither read nor

write nor add." Or this: "Schools have

become dehumanizing institutions stifl-

ing creativity and growth." Will computers
make this perceived situation worse or

better? Join 80 Micro in February when it

looks at those questions and more. James
E. Keogh surveys the goals of educational

programming; Thomas W. Mustico writes

about educational graphics and computer

etch-a-sketch; James W. Wood explains

how to use the Color Computer in chemis-

try lab; and 9-year-old Jodi Tallman relates

how she learned to write programs.

There'll also be the usual grab-bag of

games, utilities, applications and reviews

to add fascination to your computing life.
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REIOAD 80

This month, 80 Microcomput-

ing is pleased to announce

that a subscription plan is now

available for LOAD80. The intro-

ductory price for a 12 month

subscription is $99.97. The

LOAD80 tapes contain, on the

average, 15 programs a month; a

subscription will bring you ex-

citing new programs for your

TRS-80 at the incredible price of

55 cents each! Who said there

are no bargains anymore?

Plans are progressing to pro-

duce a disk version of LOAD80.

The disk will not be available for

January programs; production

Program Title Page# Comments

1 PALLETS 98 None
2 SURVEY 102 None
3 RULE300 116 None
4 MODEL T 140 None

5 ALPHGRPH 190 None
6 NEATLIST 196 None

7 SCRIPGRAFT 230 None

8 TAPESPTE 240 None

9 MARS 265 None

10 VARMAP 304 None

LOAD 80 Directory for January 1982

problems have forced us to de-

lay the disk offering until Feb-

ruary.

You have probably noticed

the LOAD80 logo on the title

page of articles containing a

program on the LOAD80 cas-

sette. We hope this innovation,

along with the monthly LOAD80

Directory, will make your

LOAD80 buying decisions

easier.

Why does the Directory occa-

sionally show a program that

never seems to get on the tape?

As it turns out, the magazine is

plagued by the same problems

you've encountered with your

computer. We've been the vic-

tims of glitched disks, lost

tapes, mislabelled programs

and plain old human error.

Hence, we offer the following er-

rata column.

Errata

The November LOAD80 cas-

sette does not contain the pro-

gram NEWBUG from the article

starling on page 368; our copy

got glitched. The December

cassette does not contain the

ORGANIZE and DDENTRY pro-

grams; these were scratched at

the last minute due to a lack of

space.

There are no plans to offer

any of these programs on future

LOAD80 tapes; once again,

space is at a premium.

This Month

In spite of its length, we have

chosen not to include The Ulti-

mate Parts Manager program on

our LOAD80 cassette, due to its

esoteric nature. If you want a

magnetic copy of this program,

contact the author directly.B

Ihe UK
uith SI

Color
or &H

• 300 or 110 Baud
• user programmable keys
• automatic repeat when
key is held down

• dump your files to host
• reverse video
• partial screen clear
• 4-way cursor control

Cassette and Manual S34.95 ius.i S40.95

COLORTERM (c)

Conputer* as an in

colunns by 21 line
• any data format (commercial
systems, TSO. bulletins etc.)

• memory buffer for incoming
data—save buffer— scroll

through buffer
• preserve a window of

any size; new material scrolls

through remainder of screen.

(Canadian)

tel I iqenf terninal
s and loiter case 1

.

• encode data for more secure
storage

• macro buffers for often-used
output

• patch the 51 or 64 column
display to your own programs
running above 9168 (23 DO hex)

Visa. Mailer Charge. Money Older.

Martin Consulting, 94 Macalester Bay, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2X5 Canada
•1M OP TANDV CC1BP •-196
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LOAD
80
LOADS
EASY LOAD 80
ELIMINATE HOURS OF
TYPING AND
AGGRAVATION

In the April, 1981 issue of 80 Microcomputing , we
introduced LOAD 80 to save you the time and trouble of

typing our programs yourself. LOAD 80 cassette tapes

contain dumps of the major program listings in 80

Microcomputing .

If you have not yet ordered any LOAD 80 tapes and

wish you had, don't worry. We are now offering a "back

issue" cassette program. You can order any LOAD 80

cassette from April, 1981 to date for $9.95. Back issues

of 80 Microcomputing are also available with the LOAD
80 cassettes for $3.50. With the complete documenta-
tion found in the companion magazine issue, you
should have no difficulty loading any of 80's major

programs.

Please send me the following:

month year month

Tapes Magazines

year

ITEM COST QTY. TOTAL

LOAD 80 Tapes

add $1.00 per tape tor postage and handling $9.95

80 Microcomputing
add $1 .00 per magazine for postage and
handling if ordering magazines

$3 50

TOTAL

! ] Check Enclosed Bill my:

NAME

mc : ae : VISA

ADDRESS _
CITY

CARD*
SIGNATURE

STATE ZIP_

EXP. DATE_
INTERBANK #_

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery

LOAD 80 • 80 Pine Street • Peterborough NH 03458

Attn Debra Boudneau

''Mwwmmmm m v
<

SCRIPLUS 3.0

Scriplus is a modification to Scripsit
c which enables

you to take advantage of the special functions,

features, and print formats of your printer while your
document is being printed. Allows you to:

change expanded print
change no. of characters per inch
or underline in mid—line!

All in accordance with the capabilities of your printer

You can change your print size at will! Features:

1) The user can send commands to the printer to

activate special formats

2) Scriplus will not crash programs protected in high

memory.
3) "END" returns to DOS READY instead of re-

booting.

4) The initial line-feed is changed to a carriage return

to empty the text buffer.

5) The user can get an ALPHABETIZED directory

from within scriplus.

6) Optionally select automatic line feed after carriage

return.

7) Supports custom printer drivers (not included)

8) Modifies Scripsit/LC or /UC. (MOD I)

9) Works with MOD I and MOD III! (Including MOD III

3.1 Scripsit!)

10) Specifically written for the MX-80, but will work
on ANY Printer that accepts CHR$ codes for

control.

TAPE -24.95 DISK - 39.05

— DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED—

PowerSoft
11500 STEMMON8 EXPRESSWAY, SUITE 1 2

DALLAS, TEXAS 75229
PHONE (214) 484-2976

us so* Secure MICRONET 70130,203 ^-2'
1'*dt*n#fci o\ Tandy Corp

ADD $5 SHIPPING/HANDLING
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MOVING?
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss a sin-

gle issue of 80 M i
."

Attach old label where indicated and print new address

in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write concerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly.

Address change only Payment enclosed

n Extend subscription (1 extra BONUS issue]

Lnter new subscription I J Bill me later

[J 1 year $25.00 (Canada $27.00 U.S. dollars, Foreign $35.00)

80 MICROCOMPUTING

It \au have no label handy, print OLD address here.

Name
.

.Call

Address

u.
City. State. Zip.

print VfM address here.

Name an

IS HflRO CDPV
STORAGE

a problem?

I
Here's the ideal way to keep your

growing collection of 80 Micro

computing in order 1 1 he 80 Micro-

computing Library Shelf Boxes

sturdy, corrugated, white, dirt-re-

sistant boxes will keep your issues of 80 Microcomputing orderly

and available for constant reference Self stu k my labels are

available tor the boxes, too not only tor80 but also for Kilobaud

Microcomputing, ~f Magazine CQ QS7 Ham Radio Personal

Computing Interface Age. B\te and Radio [lectromcs Ask tor

v\hi< hevei labels you vsant v\ith your box order 1 a< h box hold- a

full year of the above magazines Your maga/me library is your

prime reference. Keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong

library shelf boxes One box (BXKXX)) is S2 00 2 7 boxes (11X1001

1

are 41 •">() each, and H or more boxes IRX1002I .ire $1 25 ea< h He

sure to specify which labels we should send Shipping and handling

charges are $ J 50 per order Call in your credit card orders on our toll

free line 800-258-547 i. or use the order card in the back or the

magazine and mail to

m microcomputing
Peterborough,

NH 03458

MAKE ««$$$
«$$MONEY

Selling 80 Microcomputing, the only major Journal for the users of the
TRS-80*, is a sure bet for getting the computer enthusiast into your
store. Once through the door you can sell him anything.

We know "80" will make you money . . . it's the only magazine for the
TRS-80 * users and you know how many of those there are. So call today
and join the dealers who make money with "So".

For information on selling So Microcomputing, call 603-924-729* and
speak with Ginnie Boudrieau, our Bulk Sales Manager. Or write to her
at 80 Microcomputing, Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

'TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corp.
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Wayne Green Books

JJ*JJJjJJJi

mnorui.
uxcmxna

•TRS-80 IS a liailema

Radio Shack Division

k Ot

of Tandy Corp.

Annotated BASIC—A New Technique for Neophytes.

BASIC programming was supposed to be simple— a beginner's programming

language which was so near to English that it could be easily understood. But. in re-

cent years, BASIC has become much more powerful and therefore much more dif-

ficult to read and understand. BASIC simply isn't basic anymore.

Annotated BASIC explains the complexities of modern BASIC. It includes com-

plete TRS-80* Level II BASIC programs that you can use. Each program is annotated

to explain in step-by-step fashion the workings of the program. Programs are

flowcharted to assist you in following the operational sequence. And—each chapter

includes a description of the new concepts which have been introduced.

Annotated BASIC deals with the hows and whys of TRS-80 BASIC programming.

How is a program put together? Why is it written that way? By observing the pro-

grams and following the annotation, you can develop new techniques to use in your

own programs— or modify commercial programs for your specific use.

Annottfd BASIC Volume 1 contains Projecting Prolits, Surveyor, Things to Do, Tax Shelter. Introduction to

Digital Logic, Camelot, The Soundex Code. Deduction. Op Amp Contractor Cost Estimating iavanat>><>

November) BK7384 $10.95 ISBN 0-88006-028-X

Annotated BASIC Volume 2 contains Rough Lumber List, Trip Mileage, Flight Plan OSCAR Data. SWR. Antenna

Design. Supermaze. Petals Around the Rose. Numeric Analysis. Demons. Air Raid Geography Test Plumbing

System Design, (available Februaryi BK73S5 $10.95 ISBN 0-88006W-9

Order Both Volumes and Save! BK738402 $18.95

Kilobaud Klassroom—
A practical course in digital electronics

by George Young and Peter Stark

Learning electronics theory without practice isn't easy And it's no fun to build an

electronics project that you can't use. Kilobaud Klassroom, the popular series first

published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines theory with practice. This is a practi-

cal course in digital electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics projects, and

by the end of the course, you'll construct your own working microcomputer!

Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers, and their approach is simple

and direct. Whether you're learning at home or in the classroom, this book pro-

vides you with a solid background in electronics— and you'll own a computer that

you built yourself!

Kilobaud Klassroom contains Getting the Ball Rolling, Gates and Flip-Flops Explained. J.K Flip Flops and

Clocked Logic, PC Boards and Power Supplies, Hardware Logical Functions, Voltage. Current and Power Sup

plies, Transistors. Diodes and OP Amps, Pulses and More Pulses, Counters and Registers. Bus Trattic Con

trol. ROM and RAM Memories. I/O Circuitry. Parallel and Serial I/O Ports. Computer I/O III. Computer I/O IV.

Computer I/O V. Processor Connections, Finally. . The Kilobaud Krescendo. Eproms and Troubleshooting,

Expansions and Programming. Machine-Language Programming, Assembly-Language Programming. Con-

necting to the Outside World.

isbn 0-880060271 (available December) BK7386 $14.95

The New Weather Satellite Handbook
By Dr. Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT
Here is the completely updated and revised edition of the best-selling Weather

Satellite Handbook—containing all the information on the most sophisticated

spacecraft now in orbit. Dr. Taggart has written this book to serve both the ex

perienced amateur satellite enthusiast and the newcomer The book is an introduc-

tion to satellite watching that tells you how to construct a complete and highly effec-

tive ground station. Not just ideas, but solid hardware designs and all the instruc-

tions necessary to operate the equipment are included. An entire chapter is devoted

to microcomputers and the Weather Satellite Station. And for the thousands of ex-

perimenters who are operating stations. The New Weather Satellite Handbook

details all the procedures necessary to follow the current spacecraft.

Weather Satellite contains Operational Satellite Systems. Antenna Systems. Weather Satellite Receivers. A

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Monitor tor Satellite Picture Display, A Direct-Printing Facsimile System for Weather

Satellite Display, How to Find the Satellite. Test Equipment. Microcomputers and the Weather Satellite Station.

station operations.
isbn 0-8800601^ available now! BK7383 $8.95

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Use the order card or itemize your order on a separate piece ot paper and mail to Wayne Green Books Att Sales • Peterborough NH 03468

Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information (Visa Master Charge or American Express accepted )

No C D orders accepted All orders add S1 60 for the first book, $1 00 each additional book for postage and handling.

P'ease allow 4-6 weeks after publication for delivery Questions regarding your order'' Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

•See List ot Advertisers on page 402 80 Microcomputing. January 1982 • 395



INTRODUCTION TO TRS-M LEVEL II BASIC AND
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING-by Michael P Zabin
ski. Written by an experienced educator, this is the
book for those beginners who want to learn about com-
puters without having to become an expert. It has prac-
tical programs, useful line-by-line comments, excel-
lent flowcharts accompanied by line numbers and over
200 exercises which help the reader assess progress,
reinforce comprehension, and provide valuable prac-
tical experience. BK1219 $10.95.

'

SO BASIC EXERCISES— by J P Lamoitier This book is

structured around the idea that the best way to learn a

language is through actual practice. It contains 50
completely explained exercises: statement and
analysis of the problem, flowcharts, programs and ac
tual runs Program subiects include mathematics,
business, games, and operations research, and are

presented in varying levels of difficulty This format

enables anyone to learn BASIC rapidly, checking their

progress at each step. BK1 192 $12.95*.

THE BASIC HANDBOOK-SECOND EDITION-by
David Lien This book is unique It is a virtual

ENCYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not favoring one
computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and alternate strategies If a
computer does not possess the capabilities of a need
ed or specified word, there are often ways to ac
complish the same function by using another word or

combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK
comes in. It helps you get the most from your com
puter. be it a "bottom-of-the-llne" micro or an oversized

monster. BK1174$19 95
*

LEARNING LEVEL II— by David Lien Written especial
ly for the TRS-80, this book concentrates on Level II

BASIC. It explores every important BASIC language
capability. Updates are included for those who have

studied the Level I User's Manual Sections include

how to use the Editor, dual cassette operation, printers

and peripheral devices, and the conversion of Level I

programs to Level II. BK1 175 $15.95
"

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL-by Rodnay Zaks A
step-by-step introduction for anyone wanting to learn

the language quickly and completely Each concept is

explained simply and in a logical order All features of

the language are presented in a clear, easy to

understand format with exercises to test the reader at

the end of each chapter. It describes both standard

PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL— the most widely used
dialect for small computers No computer or program
ming experience is necessary BK1 189 $14 95

*

PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-by Peter Grogono The

computer programming language PASCAL was the

first language to embody in a coherent way the con-

cepts o» structured programming, which has been
defined by Edsger Dijkstra and C A R Hoare As such,

it is a landmark in the development of programming
languages PASCAL was developed by Nikiaus Wirth

in Zurich, it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but

is more powerful and easier to use PASCAL is now
widely accepted as a useful language that can be effi-

ciently implemented, and as an excellent teaching

tool It does not assume knowledge of any other pro-

gramming language and therefore suitable for an in

troductory course BK1140 $12 95."

—GAMES—
40 COMPUTER GAMES- Forty games in all in nine dif-

ferent categories Games for large and small systems,
and even a section on calculator games Many versions

of BASIC used and a wide variety of systems repre-

sented A must for the serious computer gamesman
BK7381 $17.95.'

BASIC COMPUTER GAMES-Okay, so once you get

four computer and are running in BASIC, then what?
hen you need some programs in BASIC, that's what

This book has 101 games for you from very simple to

real buggers You get the games, a description of the
games, the listing to put in your computer and a sam-
ple run to show you how they work Fun Any one game
will be worth more than the price of the book for the fun

you and your family will have with it BK1074 $7.50
*

THEORY Z-How American Business Can Meet the

Japanese Challenge—by William Ouchi Why are the

Japanese catching up and surpassing American in-

dustrial productivity? What allows Japanese In-

dustrialists to offer guaranteed lifetime employment
to their workforce? This book will help you understand
the Theory Z managerial philosophy and its implica-

tions for the American corporate future Examples are

given of the American industrial giants already
operating under Z-style management, and the impact
of this style on the quality of their executives and
workers is explored. A must for the alert businessman,
'arge or small BK1226 $12 95'

SO YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT A SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTER— by Richard G Canning and Nancy C
Leeper For a well-organized manual on the process of

selecting the right computer system for your small
business, this text can't be excelled Designed to in-

troduce the novice in data and word processing to the

real benefits of computerization, the book is fi'led with

money- and time-saving tips, photos of equipment,
lists of suppliers, prices, explanations of computer ter-

minology, and helpful references to additional sources
of information. Everyone contemplating a first com
puter installation should have this book BK1222
$14.00'

PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-IN BASIC- by

L Poole & M Borchers, includes program listings with

remarks, descriptions, discussions of the principle

behind each program, file layouts, and a complete
user's manual with step-by-step instructions, flow-

charts, and simple reports and CRT displays Payroll

and cost accounting features include separate pay

rolls for up to 10 companies, time-tested interac-

tive data entry, easy correction of data entry errors,

lob costing (labor of distribution), check printing

with full deduction and pay detail, and 16 differ

ent printed reports, including W-2 and 941 (in CBASICl

BK1001 $20 00
'

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS- Published by

Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc Perfect for non
technical computerists requiring ready-to-use pro-

grams. Business programs, plus miscellaneous pro-

grams Invaluable for the user who is not an experi

enced programmer All will operate in the stand-alone

mode BK1053 $14 99 paperback

PIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM— Learn how to unleash the power of a per

sonal computer for your own benefit in this ready-to_

use database management program BK1009 $11 95
"

—MONEYMAKING—
HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS-ln 10 in

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes

more than 30 computer-related, money-making, high

profit, low capital investment opportunities

BK1003$15 00
'

BASIC BASIC (2ND EDITION)- by James S Coan This

is a textbook which incorporates the learning of com-

puter programming using the BASIC language with the

teaching of mathematics. Over 100 sample programs

illustrate the techniques of the BASIC language and
every section is followed by practical problems. This

second edition covers character string handling and

the use of data files. BK1026 $10 50 •

ADVANCED BASIC— Applications including strings and

files, coordinate geometry, area, sequences and series,

simulation and graphing and games BK100 $10 75.'

HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBODY-According
to The Guinness Book of World Records, the author,

Joe Girard, is "the world's greatest salesman " This

book reveals how he made a fortune—and how you

can, too BK7306 $2 25
'

MORE BASIC COMPUTER GAMES— Edited by David

H Ahl More fun in BASIC 84 new games from the peo
pie who brought you BASIC Computer Games In

eludes such favorites as Minotaur (battle the mythical

beast) and Eliza (unload your troubles on the doctor at

bargain rates). Complete with game description, list-

ing and sample run BK1 182 $7.50 '

WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN-PCC s first

book of computer games 48 different computer

games you can play in BASIC programs, descnp
tions and many illustrations Lunar Landing. Ham-
murabi, King. Civel 2. Qubic 5, Taxman, Star Trek.

Crash. Market, etc BK1071 $14.95

NoC.O.D.ordersacceptedAllor^sad^,^^ 2KBJS«^^

THE INCREDIBLE SECRET MONEY MACHINE-by
Don Lancaster A different kind of "cookbook'' from

Don Lancaster Want to slash taxes? Get free vaca

tions? Win at investments? Make money from some-

thing that you like to do? You'll find this book essential

to give you the key insider details of what is really in-

volved in starting up your own money machine

BK1178$5 95'

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 -800-258-5473



MICROCOMPUTING CODING SHEETS Microcom-
puting's dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to work
without these handy scratch pads, which help prevent

the little errors that can cost hours and hours of

programming time Available for programming is

Assembly/Machine Language (PD1001). which has col-

umns tor address, instruction i3 bytes), source code
(label, op code, operand) and comments; and for

BASIC (PD1002) which Is 72 columns wide 50 sheets to

a pad.52.39.

'

PROGRAMMING
—Z-80—

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAQE-by Hubert S Howe.
Jr This book incorporates into a single volume all the
pertinent facts and information you need to know to
program and enjoy the TRS-80 Included are dear
presentations of all Introductory concepts, completely
tested practical programs and subroutines, details of
ROM and RAM and disk operating systems, plus com-
prehensive tables, charts and appendices. Suitable for

the first time user or more experienced users BK1217
59.95.-

INSIDE LEVEL II— For machine language program
mers This is a comprehensive reference guide to the

Level II ROMs, allowing easy utilization of the
sophisticated routines they contain It concisely ex-

plains set-ups, calling sequences, variable passage
and I/O routines. Part II presents an entirely new com-
posite program structure which unloads under the

SYSTEM command and executes m both BASIC and
machine code with the speed and efficiency ol a com-
piler. Special consideration is given to disk systems
BK1 183 515.95.*

PROGRAMMING THE Z-80- by RodnayZaks. Here Is as-

sembly language programming for the Z 80 presented as

a progressive, step-by-step course This book is both an
educational text and a self-contained reference book,

useful to both the beginning and the experienced pro-

grammer who wish to team about the Z-80, Exercises to

test the reader are included. BK1122 514.95
*

Z-80 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK
— by Nat Wadsworth. Scelbl's newest cookbook! This
book contains a complete description of the powerful
Z-80 Instruction set and a wide variety of programming
information Use the author's ingredients including
routines, subroutines and short programs choose a
time tested recipe and start cooking' BK1045 $16.99.*

• Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
BK1177—by Lance A. Leventhal. This book thoroughly
covers the Z-80 instruction set. abounding In simple
programming examples which illustrate software de-
velopment concepts and actual assembly language
usage Features include Z-80 I/O devices and interlac-

ing methods, assembler conventions, and compari-
sons with B060A/8085 Instruction sets and Interrupt

structure 516.99 '

6809
809 MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND
INTERFACING— by Andrew C Staugaard, Jr Getting
involved with Tandy's new Color Computer? If so, this

new book from the Blacksburg Group will allow you to
exploit the awesome power of the machine's 6809
microprocessor. Detailed information on processor ar-

chitecture, addressing modes, register operation, data
movement, arithmetic logic operations, I/O and inter-

facing is provided, as well as a review section at the
end of each chapter. Four appendices are included
covering the 6809 instruction set, specification sheets
of the 6809 family of processors, other 6800 series
equipment and the 6809/6821 Peripheral Interface
Adapter This book is a must for the serious Color Com-
puter owner BK1215 513.95.*

Level II System Reference Cards
Basic and Assembler

At last! No more flipping through the pages of the
Basic manual' No more working through the maze of

machine language instructions! These cards com-
pletely summarize the Basic and Assembler manuals!
FEATURES INCLUDE
memory map. eyeball graphics, math instructions

basic commands store instructions, basic functions,

load instructions, basic statements, move instruc-

tions, special keys, exchange instructions, print using
examples, shift instructions, basic special characters,
compare instructions, basic and assembler messages
and codes, branch instructions, basic facts, data
alteration instructions, reserved words, I/O instruc-

tions. ROM routines, complete character chart with
graphics and space compression codes, hex dec
chart, control code cross-reference, assembler in-

structions commands and operators, screen line

layout, editor commands & subcommands, condition
code easy access
Plus— "magic graphics number— a mystery until you
learn how to use it!

Designed as a fold up, accordion style card, fits in your
pocket Panels organized for optimum speed for

relerence. Basic only FC1001 52 95
Basic and Assembler FC1002 54.95
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR MOD III FC1003 55 95

ALL NEW—FOR 80 OWNERS
ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80*

ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80** is

the newest peripheral for your micro-
computer. This ten-volume reference
series contains programs and articles

especially selected to extend the docu-
mentation that comes with the TRS-80.
Volumes of the Encyclopedia are being
issued one-ata-time. approximately six

weeks apart. This means that each new
volume will reflect the latest develop-
ments in TRS-80 microcomputing.
Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 is avail-

able in two editions. The deluxe
COLLECTORS EDITION has a hand
some green and black hard cover with a
dust jacket. A soft cover edition is also
available.

To order single hard cover volumes of

the Encyclopedia please specify:

Volume 1 EN8101 $19.95*
Volume 2 EN8102
Volume 3 (avail Nov) EN8103
Volume 4 (avail Jan.) EN8104
Volume 5 (avail. Feb.) EN8105

To order single softcover volumes of the
Encyclopedia please specify:

Volume 1 EN8081
Volume 2 EN8082
Volume 3 (avail Nov.) EN8083
Volume 4 (avail. Jan.) EN8084
Volume 5 (avail Feb.) EN8085

ENCYCLOPEDIA

FOR THE TRS-80"

$19.95*
$19.95*
$19.95*
$19.95*

$10.95*
$10.95*
$10.95'
$10.95*
$10.95*

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Order the entire set (the first ten volumes)
of the Encyclopedia tor the TRS-80 and
receive the tenth volume FREEI

10 Volume deluxe hard cover
COLLECTOR'S EDITION —a $199.50
value.

EN8100 $164.00 postpaid

10 Volume soft cover edition, a $109.50
value.

EN8080 $83.00 postpaid

ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER is the
software companion to the
Encyclopedia for the TRS-80. This
special series of cassettes will

allow you to load selected pro-
grams from the Encyclopedia in-

stantly. Hours of keyboarding time
and the aggravating search for

typos is eliminated Dy using the
Encyclopedia Loader.

Encyclopedia Loader for Volume 1

of the Encyclopedia of the TRS-80
is available at a Special Introduc-
tory Price of $12.95 (a $14.95
value). To take advantage of this
offer specify:

EL800111 $12.95*

Additional Encyclopedia Loaders
will be available as each volume
of the Encyclopedia for the TRS-
80 is issued. To order specify
Encyclopedia Loader

Volume 2
Volume 3
Volume 4
Volume 5

EN8002
EN8003
EN8004
EN8005

$14.95*
$14.95*
$14.95*
$14.95*

No C OO orders accepted All orders add 51 50 for first book. $1 .00 each additional book.

510.00 per book foreign airmail Please allow 4-4 weeks tor delivery Questions regarding

your order? Please write to Customer Service at the following address

'Use tne order card m this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper

and mail to 80 Microcomputing Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458 Be sure to

include check or detailed credit card information

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 800-258-5473



—INTRODUCTORY—

UNDERSTANDING AND PROGRAMMING MICROCOM-
PUTERS—A valuable addition to your computing Hbrary.

This two-part text includes the best articles that have ap-

peared in 73 and Kilobaud Microcomputing magazines
on the hardware and software aspects ot microcomput-
ing. Well-known authors and well-structured text helps

the reader get involved.S1O.0S' BK7382

SOME OF THE BEST FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM-
PUTING—A collection ot the best articles that have ap-

peared in Kilobaud Microcomputing. Included is materi-

al on the TRS-80 and PET systems, CP/M, the
8080/8085/2-80 chips, the ASR-33 terminal. Data-base
management, word processing, text editors, and file

structures are covered too. Programming techniques
and hard-core hardware construction protects for

modems, high-speed cassette interfaces, and TVTs are

also included in this large-format, 200-plus-page edition.

$10.95.' BK7311

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER—by Rodney Zaks. Whether
you are using a computer, thinking about using one or
considering purchasing one. this book is indispen-
sable. It explains what a computer system is, what it

can do, how it works and how to select various com-
ponents and peripheral units. It is written in everyday
language and contains invaluable Information for the
novice and the experienced programmer. (The first edi-

tion of this book was published under the title "An In-

troduction to Personal and Business Computing".)
BK1 191 $8.95'

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
—by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks—will teach you how
to interconnect a complete system and interface it to

all the usual peripherals. It covers hardware and soft-

ware skills and techniques, including the use and de-

sign of model buses such as the IEEE 408 or S-100.

BK1037 $17.95.*

HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE! If you want to come
up to speed on how computers work—hardware and
software—this Is an excellent book. It starts with fun-

damentals and explains the circuits and the basics of

programming, along with a couple of TVT construction

protects. ASCII, Baudot, etc. This book has the highest

recommendations as a teaching aid. $4.95.* 8K7322

THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS-This book takes it

from where Hobby Computers Are Here! leaves off, with

chapters on Large-Scale Integration, how to choose a
microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming,

low-cost I/O for a computer, computer arithmetic, check-

ing memory boards . . . and much, much more! Don't

miss this tremendous value! Only $4.95.* BK7340

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOL
—The Beginner's Book—Written for readerswho know
nothing about computers—for those who have an in-

terest in how to use computers—and for everyone else
who must live with computers and should know a little

about them. The first in a series of 4 volumes, thisbook
will explain how computers work and what they can do.

Computers have become an integral part of life and
society. During any given day you are affected by com-
puters, so start learning more about them with Volume
0.BK1 130 $7.95.*

VOL. I—2nd Edition completely revised. Dedicated to

the basic concepts of microcomputers and hardware
theory. The purpose of Volume l is to give you a
thorough understanding of what microcomputers are.

From basic concepts (which are covered in detail),

Volume I builds the necessary components of a
microcomputer system. This book highlights the dif-

ference between minicomputers and microcomputers.
BK1030 $12.99."

y553n w<* —SPECIAL INTERESTS—

JMJiJf ^•JjBlWiWW*^***

MOD II ROM COMMENTED—Soft-Sector marketing,
1981. This book is not an instruction course on
-machine language, but rather an Information source
that you can use time and time again for writing your
own program or patching old Mod I machine language
programs. It contains an explanation of ROMs In the -
latest machine from Tandy, with must every location of «, *k|
the 14K ROMs listed, with comments. BK123S $22.50. mf\C^i^

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM-by George Young and Peter

Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't

easy. And it's no fun to build an electronics project that

TRS-00 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES-by Harvard C.
Pennington. This is the definitive work on the TRS-80
disk system. It is full of detailed "How to use," infor-

mation with examples, samples and in-depth explana-

tions suitable for beginners and professionals alike.

The recovery of one lost file is worth the price alone.

BK1181 $22.50.*

MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES—by James Farvour. From the company that

brought you TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES.
Contalnsmorethan 8500 1 1nes of comments for the di s-

assembled Level II ROMs and six additional chapters
describing every BASIC subroutine, with assembly
language routines showing how to use them. Flow-

charts Tor all major routines give the reader a real in-

sight into how the interpreter works. BK1185 $2950.'

THE CUSTOM TRS-80 AND OTHER MYSTERIES—by
[Dennis Kitsz. More than 300 pages of TRS-80 customiz-
ing information. With this book you'll be able to ex-

iptore your computer like never before. Want to turn an
-8 track into a mass storage unit? Individual reverse

(Characters? Replace the BASIC ROMs? Make Music?
(High speed, reverse video, Level I and Level II? Fix it if

i it breaks down? All this and much, much more. Even if

you have never used a soldering iron or read a circuit

diagram, this book will teach you how! This Is the

J i definitive guide to customizing your 80! BK1218
< $29.95.'

BASIC FASTER AND BETTER AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES—by Lewis Rosenfelder. You don't have to
learn assembly language to make your programs run
fast. With the dozens of programming tricks and
techniques in this book you can sort at high speed,
swap screens in the twinkling of an eye, write INKEY
routines that people think are in assembly language
and add your own commands to BASIC. Find out how
to write elegant code that makes your BASIC really

hum, and explore the power of USR calls. BK1221
$29.95.'

THE CP/M HANDBOOK (with MPIM)—by Rodnay Zaks.
A complete guide and reference handbook for CP/M—
the industry standard in operating systems. Step-by-

step Instruction for everything from turning on the
system and inserting the diskette to correct user
discipline and remedial action for problem situations.

This also includes a complete discussion of all ver-

sions of CP/M up to and including 2.2. MP/M and
COOS. BK1 187 $14.95.*

PfttCES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

you cant use. Kilobaud Klassroom, the popular series

first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines
theory with practice. This is a practical course in digital

electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics

projects, and by the end of the course you'll construct

your own working microcomputer!
Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers,

and their approach is simple and direct. Whether you're

learning at home or In the classroom, this book provides

you with a solid background in electronics— and you'll

own a computer that you built yourself! BK7386 $14.95

TOOLS A TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRONICS—by A A
Wicks is an easy-to-understand book written for the

beginning kit-builder as well as the experienced hob-
byist. It has numerous pictures and descriptions of the
sate and correct ways to use basic and specialized tools

for electronic projects, as well as specialized metal-
working tools and the chemical aids which are used in

repair shops. $4.95.* BK7348

HOW TO BUILD A MICROCOMPUTER—AND REALLY
UNDERSTAND IT—by Sam Creason. The electronics

hobbyist who wants to build his own microcomputer,
system now has a practical "How-To" guidebook. This*

book is a combination technical manual and program-
ming guide that takes the hobbyist step-by-step through
the design, construction, testing, and debugging ol a
complete microcomputer system. Must reading for

anyone desiring a true understanding of small computer
systems. $9.95.* BK7352

No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for first book. $1 .00 each additional book,

$10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-8weeks for delivery. Questions regarding

your order? Please write to Customer Service at the following address.

'Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper

and mail to 80 Microcomputinq Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to
Include check or detailed credit card information.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 -800-258-5473



WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
DISK DRIVES F0R TRS-80* Model I

CCMOO 5%", 40 Track (102K) $299

ADDON DRIVES FOR ZENITH Z-89

CCI-189 5 1/4",40Track(102K) $389

Z-87 Dual 5 V*" system $995

External card edge and power supply included. 90 day warranty/one

year on power supply.

CORVUS 5mg $3089 10mg $4489 Mirror $699

RAW DRIVES 8" SHUGART 801

R

$399

5V4- TANDON $CALL POWER SUPPLIES $CALL

DISKETTES - box of 10

5'/4" Maxell $40 BASF/ Verbatim $26.95
8" Maxell $45 BASF/Verbatim $36.00

PLASTIC FILE BOX-Holds 50 514 " diskettes $19.00

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 5 v." $3.00 8" $4.00

HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE $25.00

FLOPPY SAVER $10.95 RINGS $ 6.95

16K RAM KITS
200ns for TRS-80,*Apple II, (specify):

COMPUTERS/SYSTEMS
ALTOS ACS8000 Series

ZENITH 48K, all-in-one computer
ATARI 400

800

APPLE PERIPHERALS

2 for $37 $19
Jumpers $2.50

SCALL
$2149

$ 359

$ 789
$CALL

TERMINALS
ADDS Viewpoint

ZENITH Z-19

TELEVIDEO 910

920C
950
*T SCALL

$719
$559

$729
$929

S-100 CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
MAINFRAME $349 Z80 CPU $ 239
64KRAM $569 FLOPPY DISC CNTRL $ 339

INTEGRATED SYSTEM W/INTERNAL CABLES, TESTED

py
$1975

$ 269

$ 249

$ 179

$CALL

2P + 2SI/0
4 PORT SERIAL I/O

4 PORT PARALLEL I/O

CABLES

CASIO CALCULATORS
POCKET COMPUTER FX702 $199.00

DESK PRINTER/CALCULATOR FR100 $ 79.95

SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR FX8100 $ 49.95

GAME WATCH CA90 Plastic $ 49.95

GAME WATCH CA901 Steel $ 69.95

SPORT WATCH AX210 Calendar $59.95

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR for Apple II

WORDSTAR for Zenith Z89

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or cal

to three weeks to clear. All prices are mail order only and

329

329

PRINTERS NEC SPINWRITER
7710 R.O. Par

7710 R.O. Parw/tractor

7720 KSR w/tractor

7730 R.O. Ser

7730 R.O. Ser w/tractor

NEW 3500 Series

EPSON MX-70 MX-80 MX-80FT
PAPER TIGER

IDS 445 Graphics & 2K buffer

IDS 460 Graphics &2K buffer

IDS 560 Graphics

ACCESSORIES
ANADEX DP 8000 $849

OKIDATA
Microllne 80 Friction & pin feed

Microline 82A Friction & pin feed

Microline 83A 120 cps, uses up to 15" paper

Call for new Microline series!

CENTRONICS 739. new model with graphics

C. ITOH
Starwriter I

Starwriter I

Starwriter II

Starwriter II

AXIOM
DATA SOUTH
OLIVETTI

$2395
$2595
$2795
$2395
$2595
SCALL

MX 100 $CALL

$CALL
$CALL
SCALL
$CALL
$1389DP-9500/01

25 cps, parallel interface

25 cps, serial interface

45 cps, parallel interface

45 cps, serial interface

GP-80M
180 cps
DY 211 Daisy Wheel

MONITORS
BELL & HOWELL
LEEDEX

9"B&WBHD911

$CALL
SCALL
SCALL

$ 739

$1525

$1620
$1950
$2075
$ 319

SCALL
SCALL

$125

Green Screen $155

Green Screen $238
Color $399
Green Screen $129

12"B&W $129 12"

13" Color $329
SANYO 9-B&W $149 12*

12"B&W $219 13"

ZENITH 13" Color $349 12'

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
PRENTICE STAR MODEM 1 year guarantee $125
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS UDS103LP $149 UDS103JP $215
NOVATION CAT $139 D-CAT $149

AUTO-CAT $199 APPLE CAT II $339
D.C. HAYES SMART/STACK MODEM $249

MICRO-MODEM II $295
CCI Telnet Communications Package $135

APPLE ACCESSORIES AND SOFTWARE
Mfr. by Microsoft - Mountain Computers - Videx - CCS - Personal

$159.00 VISIDEXVISICALC
VISITERM $119.00

Z-80SOFTCARD $259.00

KEYBOARD ENHANCER $110.00

APPLE JOYSTICK $ 49.00

SUP- R MOD $ 25.00

APPLE CARDS $ CALL
SUPERCALC $199.00

CPS MULTIFUNCTION CARD
METACARD 8088 MICROPROCESSOR FOR APPLE

VISIPLOT
VIDEX BOARD
16K CARD
SUP-R FAN
CCS CARDS
ASCII EXPRESS
ALF9 VOICE BOARD

Software

$159.00

$139.00

$249.00

$159.00

$ 39.00

SCALL
$ 59.00

$149.00

$199.00
SCALL

ENTERTAINMENT
Mfr. by On Line Broderbund Sirius

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
WIZARD & PRINCESS
MYSTERY HOUSE
HI-RES FOOTBALL
RASTER BLASTER
SPACE EGGS

$29.00 SARGON II

$28.00 ABM
$24.00 GORGON
$35.00 MICROPAINTER
$25.95 APPLE PANIC
$17.95 POOL 1.5

California Pacific

$29.00

$21.95

$34.95

$29.00

$27.95

$25.95

I to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or company checks require two
are subject to change without notice. Call for shipping charges.

dealer (national/international) inouiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

The CPU SHOP TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

420-438 Rutherford Ave . Dept. MOIM
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
Hours 10AM-6PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5)

^See List ol Advertisers on page 402

^298
Technical Information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax
Tandy Corporation Trademark/8 Digital Research

master charge
VISA
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Whyuse their flexible discs:
Athana, BASF, Control Data, Dysan, IBM, Maxell, Nashua,

Scotch, Shugart, Syncom, 3M, Verbatim or Wabash

when you could be using

MEMOREX
for as low as $1.94 each?

Find the flexible disc you're now using on our cross reference list...

then write down the equivalent Memorex part numberyou should be ordering.
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Memorex Flexible Discs...The Ultimate in Memory Excellence
Quality
Memoren meant quality products that you can depend on
Quality cont'o 1 at Memorex meant ttarting with the beat
materials available Continual surveillance throughout the
entire manufacturing process. The benefit of Memorex's years
of experience in magnetic media production, resulting, lor

instance, in proprietary coating formulations The moat sophis-

ticated testing procedures you'll find anywhere in the business.

100 Percent Error Free
Each and every Memorex Flexible Disc is certified to be 100
percent error tree. Etch track of each flexible disc is tested.
individually, to Memorex's stringent standards of excellence.

They test signal amplitude, resolution, low-pass modulation,

overwrite, missing pulse error and extra pulse error They are

torque-tested, and competitively tested on dnves available

from almost every maior drive manufacturer m the industry

including drives that Memorex manufacturers Rigid quality

audits are built into every step of the manufacturing process
and ttnngent testing result n a starda'd of excellence that

assures you ou' customer o' a qual ty product designed <c
increased data 'ehab :ity a-d consistent toe performance

Custom* r-Oriented Packaging
Memorex s commitment to excellence does not stop with a
quality product They are proud 0' their flexible discs and they

package them with pride Both their packaging and their

labeling have been designed with your ease ol identification

and use in mind. The desk-top box containing ten disci is

convenient tor filing and storage. Both box labels and jacket

labels provide lull information on compatibility, density, sec-
toring, and record length. Envelopes wiih multi-language care
and handling Instructions and color-coded removable labels

are included A write-protect feature is available to provide

data security

Full One Year Warranty — Your Aasurance of Quality
Memorex Flexible Discs will be replaced by Memorex if they

are found to be detective in materials or workmanship within

ore yea' ct the date of purchase Other than repiace^e-'
Memorex will not be responsible tor any damages or lotse t

linciudmg consequential damages) caused by the use c'

Memorex Flexible Discs

Quantity Discounts Available
Memorex Flexible Discs are packed 1 discs to a carton and
1 cartons to a case Please order only in increments of 1 00
units 'or quantity 100 pricing. We are also willing to accom-
modate your smaller orders. Quantities less than 1 00 units are

available in increments of 10 units at a 10% surcharge.

Quantity discounts are also available. Order 500 or more
discs at the same time and deduct 1%; 1 ,000 or more saves

you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 3 1*; 5,000 or more savea you
4%; 1 0,000 or more saves you 5%; 25,000 or more saves you
6»«; 50,000 or more saves you 7% and 1 00.000 or more discs

earns you an8% discount off our super lowq uantity 100 price.

Almost all Memorex Flexible Discs are immediately available

from CE Our warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get

you the quality prod uct you need, when you need it. H you need
further assistance lo find the flexible disc that's right for you.

call the Memorex compatibility hotline Dial 800-538-8080
and aak tor the flexible disc nornne extension 0997 In California

dial 800-672-3525 exteneio* 0997

Buy tylth Confidence
T - get the lastest de-ve-} ''otCIoi yourMtmyu Flexible >*C* **-d
or phone your ord*' erectly to Ov- Compute' Fnodoct* D-vnon Be sure

to calculate you* once «*ing theCE price* m th.» 10 Michig*- 'etidents

pfiiF add 4"r» **•*• tax Wr tie- purchase r>-de-s *'* accepted from

approved govemm*ni agencies and mo*1 w*ii rated firms at a 10*«

•urcharg* lor n*l 10 txUmg All sales are Midfeet to availability,

acceptance »no verification A'l sale* are final Price*, term* and
specifications are »ub|ec1 lo change without not**. Out ol stocK item*

will b* pieced on beckorder automatically unlet* CE it instructed

differently Minimum order$50 00. International order* tra invited with

a$20 00 surcharge for apecial handling in addition to ehlpplng charge*
All shipments are FOB. Ann Arbor. Michigan No coo'i plea**. Non-

certified and foreign check* require bank clearance

Mail orders to Communication* Electronic*. Box 1002. Ann
Arbc. Michigan 481 oe USA Add $8.00 per case or partial-cate oi

•00 8-nch dues or $6 00 per case of 100 5' .men mini-ditc* for

UPS ground shipping and handling i** tn* cont'nenla. u S A If you
lave a Ma*te* Ca-d or v.*a ca'd you may can anytime and piece

a credit card order Order toH-tree >n the United Starts Cat'

anytime 800-521-4*14 if ,ou are oultrf* the u S or ir Michigan

dial 3 ' l-!)84-4*44 Dealer inqulrie* Invited An or*-- imes at

Communicetioni Electronic* 4'* staled 24 hour*

Copyright •1961 Communication* Electronic*'

<J3§>

Order Toll-Free!

(800)521-4414
In Michigan (31 3) 994-4444

For Data HetiaWltty—Memorex RexJbto Diecs

t» ^263

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS™

ComputerProducts Division
854 Phoe * D Box 1002 Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106 US A
Call TOLL FREE (8001 S31 -4414 or out* Id. USA 131 3)— « **4*



If vour data is imnorta

can buy • •

•

If your data is important use quality

MAXELL disks.

Buy our year-end special

('til December 31, 1981).

All MAXELL certified for single or double density.maxell m
MD1 5 1A" sector, single-sided

For TRS-80. Superbrain. Apple

MH1 5V«" 16 sectors, single-sided

For Micropolis Systems

MH1-10 WW 10 sectors, singl^jft^
For North Star. Zen ,nj0tfT

$29.95

44.95

$41.95

$54.95

The Mini-Diskswith maximum quality.

MiniMicroMart,Inc.
943 (V.Genesee SI. Syracuse, N.V. 13204 (315)422-4487
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LIST OF ADVERTISERS

RSNumber •aga RS Numbar P«g« RSNwmbar RS

187

228 229

56 59

256 257

ABS Supplier*

A M. Electronic*

A M. Electronics

A M Electronics.

A M Electronics

AT« . .

AarovwuM.
Access Unlimited
Ac* Computer Products

Acorn SoH.tn Products inc

Acorn Sotware Products 'nC

I
Advanced Operating Systems
Advancad Operating Syftlsns

Advanced Operating System's

Adventm international

Adventure international

Adventure International

Adveniur* international

Aetocomp. ine

I
Algorir

1 Allen Geider Soil were

1 Alien GeWer Software

1
All Systems Go

i Alpha Byte Stores. Inc

I
Alpha Product* Company

1 Aipheoatic*

!
Aiphenelics.

I
The Alternate Source

1 American Bunnell Computers

i
American Business Computers

' American Business Computers

I American Business Computers

I American Business Computers
1 American Business Computers
! American Business Computers

I American Business Computers
1 American Business Computers

> American Business Computers

> American Business Computers

1
American Business Computers

I Analytical Processes Corp
1 Amman Computer Services. .

.

1 Anci* Laos.

I Apparal. Inc .

1 ArcrAoU Electronics

I ArcSOll P'jDIisnincj

I Aspen Software Compan,
• Astro-Star Enterprises

I Aton International

1 Automated Simulations

f BT Enlerpnses

Back Issue 387
' BAPS Software 32

BargainByl* 123

1 Basics and Beyond, inc 296

5 Baysun investment Services 152

7 BCcompco . 267

S Beard SoftwareDevekopmen I Company W
5 Becker Electronics .... 353

7 Big Dve Sollwere Company 7

' Binders. .... 39)7

' Books 395. 396 397 398

2 Bomta Computet Software 133

a Bosen Electronics 242

1 The Bottom Lm* 333

2 the Bottom una 339
' Bul> 39*

> CMOMwroComputer Services Ltd 156

5 CMP Industrie* 54

9 CPU 'Jt

- CPAids T»
a The CPU Shop m
4 CSS Electronics Mat Ltd 1 7)

t Clara Consultants 387

1 Cleveland Electronics 361

2 Ctoad Magazine inc 1*3

2 Cloed Maguin*. inc .... .1*1
3 Clockwork Software . .338

6 Cognitec 388

8 Color Software Service* . 317

3 Communications Elecironics. *00

7 Computer Applicelion* unl.mned 284

• Computer Case Company 97

4 Computer Design Laos 3 1

4

'2 Compuier Discount of Ame'ica t75

9 Compiler House '67

'2 Compute* Information Eichange 155

Compute' Pius "7

2 Computer Shopper 259
• Computer Technics Services of Nj 380

'7 Cornputerwer* 366

• Compuier Wii inc ISO

a Compuiar. to. 71

291. 239

272 271

9 Compulronics Inc

204 Comsofl
10 Contract Services Associates

78 Coosol inc

«»S ComsoM Group
378 Cornucopia Software

36 Corsair Computer Co
415 Cosmopolitan

233 Cottage Software

96 Creative Compuier Center

108 C'owr MicroproOuCIS

121 Custom Elecironics
• CyCemehcs !«:

• OSC Pubr.sfing

348 C«3C Publishing

5*0 Data Resources Corporation

587 Data Scot*

2*9 Data Services inc

«07 Oeiseoti inc

274 Data Trans
' Deals' List

567 Dekel* Computer Seryice.

583 Designation

123 Design Solution. Ine.

' D**klop . .. .

440 Discounl Software Group

30 Displayed video.

06 Oocurian Software

592 E A P Company
278 ESI Lym

5 t-l Software

303 Educational Programs

»63 Educomp
477 Edu ware
510 Ergen Systems

' 60 Microcomputing Subscr.fl I

33 60US Journal

59 Electronic Specmusts
456 Eitech Associates .

.

' Encyclopedia

404 Epson America. Inc. .

.

3 E.elion

187 E natron .

4*6 E>c*llonn

22S Fantastic Software

141 Field Engineering Consultant

214 William A F.nk

462 Fon Worth Computer

336 GB Associates

39 Gtl Software Enterprises
* Gaiactic Software

26! Golden Bra-d Software

216 Good Lrooon Data Systems
39* Goon" Software

264 GosuD international. inc

" Gypsy
223 H»H Trading Company
3*6 MeH Trading Company

mw Electronics. .

.

464 Dan G Hanay 8 Associates 11

331 Mayden Book Company, Inc

78 Hayden Book Company. Inc

363 HeetrnZeniin Company
125 Meiagon Systems
288 hi. an Group

571 LNW Research

53 LNW Research

572 LNW Research
571 LNW Research
1 1 LT Data Inc

IDS Lawyers Microcomputer. The. .

61 LEDS PublishingCompany, inc.

350 L E OS Put) I ishing Company. Inc

83 Thomas V Lev
61 T.1* LiOerty Software Company
57 Libra Laos inc

3*1 Lindtjenjn Systems
566 L.zccm T>a»ng

* LoaOeD
74 Lynn Computer Service

172 MFj Enterprises Inc

596 MG Products

451 MTS Enterprises

340 Manhattan Software Inc

261 Mark Data Products

341 Mark Dale Products

593 Market Management Systems
198 Martin Consulting. • • • •

84 Master Electronic*

421 Mrdfieid Computer Software

128 Med Systems Software

262 Menks Systems
104 Mercer System. Inc

186 Met* Power
217 Metapnonc Associates

20 Met* Technologies Corporation

5* Micro Architect

40 dimes Engineering

03 How* Software

86 >CR Fjiureso't

IJGInc

305

»B
i'3«'i Soli,

348

I
Cons

Instant Software Inc

Smart Programmer 339-

2 Programmer s Kit 158 254 325. 352. 339. 387

531 EasyCaK 76

530 Master Revaisi . . .77
532 Super Terminal .... 78

Memo 75

533 General Ledger 188. 189

246 inlerfece, inc. ... 160

323 J C Oatatron . . 3*3

159 JES Graphics 25*

'90 JPC Products

85 Johnscn AsSocial

180 The Journal c* Co
and Science T«at

2'6 KSofl

256 mm Enterprises

126 «.er*or D*ipn.
* KengoreCorp

250 Kerr. Publication;

t92 Keyiin* Compute

"5 ' trch.|

325 MicrobyteRSD
28 M<rocomputer Tecnnoiogy 1

2*6 MicrOOom*
379 Miero-Design
476 MicroJJO

470 Mrcrc-Gfip. Ltd

359 Micro-Images

46 Micro Investment Software.

Learningweie89 M
16 M
72 M

423 M
355 M

1
Mlinlii

Management Systems, inc

Management Systems, inc

made Programming Company
139 M*rom»|ie P-ogramming Company
29 Micro Mega

306 Micropertpfierai Corp . ..

579 Microex* CPO - -

3*5 MicrorSysaH

384 M.cro Systems So" • are wc
486 M.crc Ta>

362 Microtek inc

109 Micro Works
578 Midwest Data Systems
537 Mikee Electronics Corp

1)2 Miller Microcomputer Services.

.

24 Mini Micro Marl Inc

221 MISOSYS
94 Morgan Products Inc .

347 Moses Engineering
- Moving

336 Multi-Media Systems inc

137 Mufti M*d>» Systems inc

144 Mumtors Micro Systems

135 NOM Designs
• NRl Scnoo*s

«80 Naison Software Systems inc

399 Omega Sales

367 Ormkron
105 Omnitek
480 Oplions-80

376 Orion Instruments

342 PCD Systems Inc

127 PC Newsletter

595 PM.W. .

370 Pacific Enchanges
153 Pacific Offic* Systems
64 Pan American Electronics

253 Panoramic Young
588 Pennr 8'os . inc

2C7 PensedyneComputer Services

t Percom DataCompany
429 Percom Deia Company
258 Percorr. Dale Company

• P^com DateCompany
St Perry r>i* Gas
566 Personal tatl Softwa'e

• Phase 1 Systems
272 Pickles 6 Trout

101 Pioneer Software

327 Pioneer Sollwara

162. 333. 348 352

233131 Plus r^jrnputei Tech inc

27 Powersoft . 99. 153. 393

349 Practical Program*. . . 36*

435 Precision Prototypes 371

189 Probability Research, inc BT
408 Process Control Tech. ... 369

17 The Program Store 374. 375

364 The Programmers Guild 275

241 Programmer* institute 242

110 Programs unlimited 3*9

277 Progressive Electronics '33

44t P-oso'i 95

139 Piosott 98
271 Ouenl Systems 93
41 Rao at Computes 243

113 ISadioPlarich.inc 107

102 The Reineow 2*6

236 Hand tine 159
* Reality Software Company 339

374 Payiware 235

77 REMeiaebte Sottwar* 309

70 Remso'l ine , . ... 283

276 Richcrah Engineering Lid 156

180 Robins Industrie* Corp 384

182 Robins Industries Corp 390

183 Robins industries Corp 363

116 Rogo Compuier Products 325

286 Ronlel Inc 333

373 SID '»3

1*3 Saws Dei*, inc 292

399 Schneider Enterpnses 247

291 Scenntic Engineering Lab 246

5*2 Shannon Magnetics '9

' SMI! Bo.es 394

19 SimulS* l«9 170 171

91 S« Micro Jouma' 1*9
' Snappwar* 61.83 B5.B7.69

496 Soil Sector Marketing Inc 125

515 Sofl Sector Mafkeling Inc 127

516 Soli Sector Marketing Inc 129

292 Softtouch Sotlwarelnc. . 321

356 SoftwareAM** 138, 139

299 Software Concept*. 268.289

13 Soflwarehouse International 101
' The Software Planlalion. Inc 183

188 So " « are Support HI
as* Sound Cenier RaC'O Shack 68

209 Southlor* Software inc 339

275 Stsaedway Electronics 3B5

132 Spectral Associates 371

317 Standard Microsystems inc 179

18* Standard Microsystems inc 388

611 Sterrxrcr Data Company 352

326 Slarbwck Data Company 364

255 Start Software 109

438 Th* Slocking Source 193

550 5toryCOOks ol the Fulur* 339

82 Sturdivanl 6 Dunn. Inc ... 316

150 Subsogic 355
• Subscription Problems . .

367

151 Sun Research. ... 223

301 Suntronics Company Inc 245

403 Superior Softwer* is*

321 Synergelic Solutions 361

• Synergistic Solar inc 191

139 Syni*. Electronic innovations 25i

359 Syracuse HID Center 152

80 Syslemworks 38'

296 Syrygy >•» 333

146 Tab SaMrs Company 1 n
45 taranto 6 Associates 357

MJ1 T*« Heel Systems, inc 389

211 Tatum Labs 315

121 Technical Sottwar* Systems 323

25 Taaas Computer Systems 1*9

170 time Management Sottwar* 183

169 Tun* Management Software . 399

171 Time Management Software 369

6 Total Access 105

8 Tin" ... 55
18 tweniy First Ceniury Software 277

43 Universal Software Studios 135

• University Microfilm 387
- V R Data Corporal .or 362. 363

t37 Van Horn Offie* Supply 309

553 v«eoiran,cs
114 vo'celefc

363 Wa»n<k
433 wanock Warehouse
113 Wariock warehouse
590 Western Operations

328 David C Whitney Assoc .

279 Wilson Software

366 XY2TT Computer Dimens

462 York 10 Computerware

•50
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Please call

(213) 706-0333.

Our Epson prices
are so low,

we're notallowed
to printthem.
EPSON MX-80 $CALL
80 cps/9x9 matrix/Lower case with

true descenders/Bi-directional &
Logic seeking/Adjustable trac-

tor/Expanded printing/Block
graphics/Forms control/Com-
pressed printing/Double-strike

printing/Correspondence
quality/Emphasized printing
mode/Standard parallel interface.

EPSON MX-80 FH" $CALL
Same features as the MX-80 plus

Friction Feed. Adjustable
removable tractor is standard for

ease of handling forms and single

sheets.

EPSON MX-100 $CALL
Most of same features as the

MX-80 & MX-80 F/T but on 15 1/2

inch carriage for printing 132 col-

umns with standard 10 cpi font or

236 columns in the compressed
character font. The MX-100 is com-
plete with Dot Resolution
Graphics.

EPSON INTERFACES & OPTIONS
TRS-80 MODEL I, III CABLE 30.00

TRS-80 MODEL I Keyboard Interface. 95.00

TRS-80 MODEL II CABLE 30.00

APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE 100.00

IEEE 488 INTERFACE 60.00

SERIAL INTERFACE 70.00

ATARI CABLE 35.00

SERIAL INTERFACE (2K Buffer). . . . 149.00

SERIAL CABLE Male to Male 30
DOT RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 90
MX-80 REPLACEMENT RIBBON 13
MX-100 REPLACEMENT RIBBON 24.

MX-80 PRINT HEAD 40
MX-100 PRINT HEAD 45
EPSON SERVICE MANUAL 40
IBM PC CABLE 37

We built a reputation on our
prices and your satisfaction.

We guarantee everything we sell for 30 days. If

anything is wrong, just return the item and we'll make
it right And, of course, we'll pay the shipping

charges.

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COD
orders accepted up to $300.00

Please add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and

handling on orders under 50 pounds, delivered in the

continental U.S. Call us for shipping charges on items

that weigh more than 50 pounds. Foreign, FP0 and

AP0 orders please add 15% tor shipping. California

residents add 6% sales tax.

The prices quoted are only valid for stock on hand

and all prices are subject to change without notice.

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362
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Frustrating isn't it! No matter how
much you speed up your program

it still seems to take forever to save

data onto a cassette. Wouldn't it

be great ifsomeone could design a

mass storage system with the speed

of a disk, but at half the cost?

Exatron did, the Exatron Stringy

Floppy (ESF) .

Totally self-contained, the ESF
is an extremely fast, reliable, and
economical alternative to cassette

or disk storage of programs or

data. All of the ESF's operations

are under the computer's control,

with no buttons, switches, knobs or

levers to adjust or forget.

The ESF uses a miniature tape

cartridge, about the size of a busi-

ness card, called a wafer. The
transport mechanism uses a direct

drive motor with only one moving
paiL Designed to read and write

digital data only, the ESF suffers

from none of the drawbacks of

cassettes - without the expense of

disks.

Several versions of the ESF are

available, for the TRS-80, Apple,

PET, OSI and an RS 232 unit.

Even the slowest of the units is 15

times faster than a cassette, and all

are as reliable as disk drives - in

fact a lot of users say they are more
reliable!

excellence in electronics

exatron

To get further information about

the ESF give Exatron a call on

their Hot Line 800-538 8559
(inside California 408-737 7111).

Ifyou can't wait any longer then

take advantage of their 30 day

money-back guarantee, you've

nothing to lose but time!

181 Commercial Street

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

TRS-80, Apple ind PET axe trademarks of Tandy. Apple and Commodore respectively.
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